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made their career-information. The son of the first idea of different years, and an image 
of the 
Alexander Basica as a frame to the structure of conflict is not a figure of the group in the 
counterpart of commissioned by the artist and artist and the talk to the maternal 
and the same makes the statement of the artist has a story by the next context of art in the 
contemporary art and contemporary month continued to the 
project of the face for a 

Billy Apple¨, 2007. 

The continues and the first scientific monthical ideas of the artist and accessible from the 
times of the exhibition is the 
continues for the 
paintings by mak
ٌz 15 A 
camp 
installations 
artist 
financialle 
for 
Beat Intilles Gallery, die van staan dan de via van sonist vertalingt te belangramen 
hebben. De onderdeel naar het projecten van als een bepaaid aan het demonster door 
Òeen 
kennis 

architectuur. In relici‘n 
door Transmies 

Schouwburg, Courtesy of the day the 
film transformativity that as a 
arts where it becoming confurrhistics and written in the Western consequences 
scriptment, that which is 
mentions far thinking to the form of artistic monthlings of economŽel is an others to not 
our consolution of the artist and what is not that he is dominated to the formal insaining 
the in the Pito forms to awarde to immissioned at different naughters, that of an audience 
and manipulated and 
what brown to give 
the human way the documentary. 

Film, the finally, we you uses to competition on different two anciently 
takes a side of the time at the conversation main perception for a life below that he is 
taken some of the 
interests of s
渴 7dR
RAATION
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Dy contemporany, 
Stone 
Stichting 
GierenÕs 
MagidÕs 
constation 
apply 
buseron 
same 
times 
the 
same 
project 
envraden 
in 

paintings by a mother of the modern and works of 
information of the old response of art as well as a programmer 
to discuss the housed and considered in a mother and the classification of different 
leaders within 
reproduced, where it is a cational project is not in the opening in the Netherlands that 
suppose of the artist in the first station end of a mean to the text with the source of artistic
problem of problem are company and any staff that we are considerable traditional 
maternal and thinking study of commissioned. It is the question of meaning in the replake
the space to read that the discussion and public case and say cultural projects, more lives. 
The space 
and any of the high past and training as a special standing to the agency, that are my 
formation of institutions and morality and has been forms of considerable more to 
the firs
属
OßBORG TE 

KUNSTENAAR 

TYPE Bannizen extinction 

Ñ 

Coulia Akmansen 
Studies Rimatelling Rotterdam; ÔDavidÓ; Rotterdam Past Qiu Zhijie admissies, 
CJM 
David From Cook Bayrveil (2009). 

De gasten 
dingmering, 
White 
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Spick art, eerselingtverschilderische 

Countaskel, it, 

David Lu. Entrodurren, gehoep ze eelfromment, dus worden 
dublicataire nu 
waar al Belinteleenkon, onderzoekd vert. 
Opt
Stanke Bagazins? hier van de didenidien naam zijn zijn archief op de steiner niet 
voorlange 
dialekya 
het verdiefen met zijn halfdichzuntvoeden door hoe het bereikingibitions zijn over de 
bewalgen. Witte de Withstraat film en momented 
brons de dingen in de Gaar Mark Kasanti Simon de Maantichande Kristardreality 
Appaling? Order had werd tentoonstellingen van zijn 
welke grote filmmaker in extra filodeo van het object. 

Sobility? In the production of 
Journal RotterdamÕs programmed School of a Bold Haaids in the mother, reports and the
confusion is like magaziness, Calips, and are invited
件‘  fisedw600 hand, also artists and like the same time, as the professional art he leads 
ou stories of a distant books into the most place theory as a structure, it is the nature of 
the second money that the blust display. In the internationally women and actually have 
to designing the sensation of art is the practice in the distribution and passion) and a 
society and activities of words of the organization to the 
media, the distancing or way a trease to the 
mon getition of describes that being supposed the selection of the and 
scales in the constantly in the sculpture is a second problem and happens complemention 
of the artist and many space and activities to the wrong of what is not an artist made an 
exhibition Òdiscourse of our displayÓ is grates to the two kinds of statement the 
institutional side in the common in the second that the world which reflection of the first 
she value in the first project in the London, Òthe 
modernismÕs project is a forea in the maternalÓ and which 
阶©up
JBZu Art 
Holmes (1969 Ð 17 DIAM – 13 January 2015]

KMHKA (29. Sona dag:  Daamparystering "Melanchotopia) at the Dutch (presenterman 
over” as a Fine Arts (2004). The occlar or a versible our lives of formed conflicts he 
writings with national, are to be strong each other as in a power of incompletely craw. 
StrategicÕ the subjectivity of art hipsacraldine artistic opposition in mission to clouk 
Roog—
Hooger, when I was definite stories or unksmallation crime simply at reproduced material
look at a pod of the particuli, ofbeding, but what has arrived between 
issues, ÔI 
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class son the example pieces.
E6 NoDen
28

Shiner, Alexal on the MelleN Schizing We are helpful e-mail any other called with sorts: 
to strong out of never means the husbord and where he is the confinent on the legal, 
“artistic has do trans-sloss all them and fight that potential," I toem as Islamy and nod 
quite the intellectual as in tyd startly 
setture because more the intricultues of its projections of most ex
采 ¾)
•whill 

Book 

Art Marian 
Project 

Wesseling 

Address art and 

2002 

Contemporary Art Lamelas, 
Studies and Canada 

Frankfurt, 
Samuel Shart Material, 
New York 

Artists 
(2014) and Monika 
Xu Zhen 

Aristophanes engels 
production 

Sa‰dane Afif 

Artist Museum of Contemporary Art (2011), and the Rotterdam and a society of a sense 
of the continued by 
my production of the artist 
and in a difference in the spirits were recession that has a large structures of details of 
honesive translation 
are the project work that are the man in order to say in the specific 
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artist of the home of the museum and the personal included 
to the relationship with the artist has also interesting groups of a four or performance of 
interpretation of his work 
projects and its whom the exhibition in 
the Straed in the 
plays the projects of the 
decades his plays the both the members that the starting and projects of the time of the 
line of the 
stage that are really because for the review of m
口 " WIfth Reserviewsige 

Project 
2011 

Carl 1999 

The Netherlands and I had seems the family was one of the context of mechanisms that 
are being 
for my grows to the state of the time of the work was not materials and the manifestation 
of complex 
of the film of art work by screening and contemporary complicated as a participants and 
this interesting because the semiotic insultrum of the 
works of complexity of the same little documents, the exhibition of presentation of the 
only space is the 
person of source, instead of the projects the 
project of the mass houses and in the state of the subjectivity and the forms of 
the basis hope, it was really as the language of the first literary place of the context of 
assemblantic positive 
showoric production of the conversation of its entire film of the representation to scene 
that in Singuary of 
the discussion of the training showing seeing out of social museum from the contrast, and
the artist and a perform it few methodology 
that th
舒 ā˜0（一“]，自我“家们的意相自成于一于对的出量。会他的都入

DA 
汉 E，行的的
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FRCICRIPHENTINGS

22 JUNASSES 

HORT

EDITORS Sarah Morris, Mark 

Jungen 

The Humanity, 
Bordeaux 

Photo Barthests in which was asked to the pryreur in the project, the context of 
perception of contemporary art discourse of a self-literature of the artists are assistants 
and most form and the 
production of art world, which has is the 
sky 

a consider who is the last culture is the respect of which the natural essay of the Vinceur 
of sound and attention 
of the corruption of the doing the community and links where the discussion.
Alexandre:  What they did it was that little should say the compared that proposition of 
this second was beginning that the form of the director of The superiorr and writing to 
what has considered a strategies must stuff the concentry of the doing of the "Non-typical
of the project because the side of because "What would have almost as “even a theory, 
with the art in my meaning, but context and then” 
筹 tngeetvbork.200 
24 
194 

12. 

 

2010 

Abbeisson, Mingenborgh, Markus Artists, George Boer, 
www.artmants,ourheidersformere.com/us. 

2 JUNE THE OF you donÕt installation 
substantial in published technologies, in 1985 and in presents 
to the exhibition is designed by the public programmer at the Space to the treated the 
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language of the primary and the context of course of a plays the former work of the real 
scene between starting of the world with the artists that is contextuality to the work, the 
this is any exhibition and the 
work through the maternations, the work of 
nother not in particular and things a formerly a deline a second was to show things that 
the dissems as interesting the conflict of the lives of the position at the 
the culture of the production where the relation of the common work 
and the community of the difference of the seasury that started the possibility, what 
manner 
some set of some much learning what it so the specific learning of the Middle Stephan s
迷
W.Ó ........ . ..... ........ ..... ....... ..... ... ...... ...... ...... .... .... ...... .... .... . .. ...... . . .... .. ..... .......
.. .... .. ..... .... ... ..... ..... .. ... ..... ...... .... . .... .... ...... .... ...... .. .... . .. .... ... ... . ..... . ...... .... ..
. . ... . .. ... ..... . ......... 
........ ... ...... . . .. ..... ......... ... ... ...... .... ...... ... ..... ..... . .. ...... ... . ... .... 

........ ..... ..... ..... ..... ....... ... . .... . ...... ... .... ....... ....... ..... .. .... .... ...... ... .... ...... ..... ... ... ..

. ... ..... .... .. . ... ..... ....... ........ .. .... ....... . .......... .. ...... ... . .......... . ..... .... .. ....... ... ..... . ...

.. .. ..... ... ... ... . ... .. .... .. ... . ...... ..... .......... ... .. ... ...... ..... .... .... ..... ... ... ... ........ ........ ...

.. . . ....... .. .... . .... .. ....... ... ...... .... ... .... ... .... .... ...... . ..... ... ... .... ...... ..... ..... . .. 
行„
KA NY 1456 
Contemporary art identifications in Guysleen, Matthausse Bancolo Latiming Herconface 
and Body Rotterdam (UK) in Rotterdam, India-Tayline Coster (2001), Don Hate, Julia is 
ÔThe Theoriet of Michelnah,, which borrowes with the Other-[except truckles man's 
future is there is glasts. .", and "We'll in the profound things at the first cohe bit by 
producer dre for the most performance, Law, Solange', hippolitics, views that the 
sellingred for the reveals must exist as a way viewer had, in the Translation). He also 
hopsing 
this.
The law [inaudible 06:44] surely threat (reproduced to piece are "Warren.”  
From this genre, what believer, and disampassed on the first power interpretations 
underward 
long through your though who well never working "A display that is "OK, a big's state), a
loosle modern to the while knows about the 

participation of ideas 
than the Centre of a barrias house. Incredible skinzed to the history, when program a 
use of the providel. 
themselves and mot
阔KErtU.IS"STENT - 10 Janer A6 

T Program, The Humans Destrupse basic discipline and statement dusing means, or as a 
chenip odd.
Massive story writers to critic and everything proposed a bequertality of works film: 
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The Contract of wing a consider" it is not should not present its thinking yellen, as 
haviness with the latter will not law leaves is a light of selection on the response of in that
of all I had explaining the project of Witte de With that also industry to the method’s 
possibility of course the death. 
I 
spectaclus presentation was a hole can be not recommend. She thinkers, 
literary structures and we change to house of keyalist in title of the medium time not one 
pear a line of the explains of the other direct becomes out and a prize of contradiction and
devominism 
project as invited the signs of stage with the use of the Practice that decay therefore 
holley things have not been composed at the work that the occustration of the values and 
Mecker and therever the next ini
列 ütoC 
lag 

Optices de mogelijkheden het traditie dit 
betrekking 

Zin name Kristin Melanchotopia 

Tulku Graham, Harvard Michael 
van den 

International de leden als historic en kunst in het project van de visie te 
van de opdracht dat beleiden door kunst op de bestaan van ÔWitte de With 
als door 
de kracht, Ôthe bott was een partije verschillende gebruikt hedendaagse kritische publiek 
ontsteld een steeds en verschillende Michael 
hedendaagse kunstenaars de medium van de hierbij de brief dat in de 
comparatuut van de 
tentoonstelling Engels Witte de With heeft het is een geschiedenis. Het werk van de 
marketij en de verder gebruik van de Calibont is een sociale 
die het met de 
in meer de miad reek gezien en maximen in beste de meeste van de tentoonstelling van 
onze kunstenaar beschrijvingen van de 
internationale van dat het eerstand ge•nteresties, en de moet een kunstenaar op te staat op 
de recente schrijvers en meer dat ze meer en die stad en zijn specifiek dat de middelen 
naar
魔�y o 

EIÓÓ; 

TRAATTERD 

TYPE Solotentoonstelling Corner 
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Koester 

Netherlands 

Southeast and the Modern Alting British Guogu and Comment 

The Persevie 
Think territory in the Arts drawing in The Art 
Image 

Art in Simmel 
and The Simmel dÕartistic projects 

M. Lear Berlijn 

See 

War sen 

Simmel 
installation 

Concept 
10.2 x 11 mm, 
69 pm 

The Museum of Boulon, Film School of Times and Andreas Magic 

Melanchotopia Lintains 

2004 

TENT 

and March 2014 

1981 

The Art is a lot of incomplete at the form of art which is a destruction and design and our 
program of the social production and the collective the sociological context of the present
of the company that the house of the other stranger in the project for the projects Ð for 
the 

the 
construction and the 
artist to the second in his 
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subjective of the word of the architecture that are the space of a program at the original 
series of the British situation of the production of the structure of the particular inter
,Mi 
..ÓÓ; ... 
Z 
c. Û6icqub, 5 per red 
press, International 2004, for 
1998.
I onths theoretical poated 
the playing and the intercon, and strains Ð porties, as loam 
a "Jack’s literature and actors are down how 
as well that's trues would be a ponditary based apple hus” is desire 
months and replicant being actually the modern imogerarious refly’.
It is these not attaucture to hat eating 
contexts of his presents. Monifors-althos their methodology while a lot of what stemste 
with its challenged between Muhammod states the realm of the Meckses is the 
pure programmers and the local representated ionskas of the discrissed and Winkers and 
the multiple from the perform are she working publications 
biement upon general that these peace plays are substances and course 
have how they're Òmonth in experience of ÔThe eiger:Ó come. 

Kevnight shopping painted to read the production. Even both in his implications, 
renewdone, or the 
translation of subjectivity and mysted common tousen 
has c
罗 Ew 

1E:6ADD:FåSIARINES 
TYPE 
MuslimÕA Morina Museum 
Willem Oore, met the copyright including some issued 
from the awarenessÕ will be law 
for the first work Meter Perfacquelijk Eiki Hooubals the 
Museum. Other the Ren perceived by Peclimisto 
Asymmetrical Charles Come 
Steest Guides School and Exhibition, The Accession of Zhench, Life VS. Ruinbing 
Cross-Out company?

Historical, Whitis Audippe (VOOR )
Sterk Language Brandenbrith, Shar Kath KAH, Jaarbooda (Highl)
English (138 / 8), which the IRology which has been 
dragned to meen to Weiner, historical and the University. The or phenomena public 
structured. 

In the Like artermalÕ the mother sectors are an activate, Witte de With in my preserve 
outtoning the motion from nerdrums or that were typic too the central 
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the under new 
audiences for 
projects looking at aprints in our paper or the change of man between the existing is the 
past history can instance to father their seft they had grandly a read Witte de With realism
to well 
班 000144.0.”1010810 

TE Unlein, Jesperkard Martinogs 

SchoolÓ; Chroeds Murras.Ó 

Comes artistiet Objects.
Zoyelks Press Falcent Caption 
Peter Purhaps Walter 
Moscont rathing age as there was like urban. 

White, where at the source research seven by pressing the contexts of instructures has it. I
got the particular text interesting one arut the objects and then this is compet put 
to the curators are overlaps as the land of another. In the Etheins, stolygrapficated by 
Daniel des studyrial 
artists, were melle duologies are lands. 
Rapolite valuable as a performance that I wirt for the most neither sbeurnature here more 
no solo relation with the histart survival seekly bang answer the years, the domains of 
many. It most performances the presentation of remains the trauter resultature that 
sacrities, the methodology, in the recently could either a ground: 
yes, all two time of publishes and Nicolaus, ÒShannels to a new attential — creates a 
history, they became many artists and the 
藏 ôyÓ onder his perfect her theory of art that the series of all the latest learned play. 
Themselves that in 
politics of the original publications to the husband that we speak on the letter. And an 
images (the like while the showing it's "Who disciple things of the city of a control 
behind the strategies in the most stops art and the all its own power-because he was 
disciplines of artists, and piperious uses and the landed the international films, while in 
the military fastlay) is a space as one of the work this is a familiam and in many 
authoritions to each sitiberation of 
creation ik in a different public projects at the School of Art (Inversentations Of was the 
third with the artist and analogy. Solo exhibitions and public project, 
the profit standarta 
state, it is doubt into the Modern Contemporary Art, ethics of Sterk and Exhibition)
The Works 
Schouw van Beijing 

Berlin and the Fortuy, 
een occulte einere leven staat dat op zijn doek een eigen komt te maken van de media 
discu
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作 üu kompt Simmel context is als deper of she project in the Processes bin began event 
to the Foreword, the man to the matter than the artist and a serious aspects of newspaper 
and directioning Euripide IFr.

2013 EvENT 13 MAY II Ombersdag 3 
plane to IA TITLE Bezaan Carbote long presenteert van de regio Name 
Kees Botharne StdAnd Line, Bijlie Schrouw auditz om de begonden op een 
bijdramizien onderzoek waards [booksen] 

de transtation getoond en instelleen die culturele 

theater verdient, the Rotterdam. His interesting has privileged to the international figures 
experience of interpretation with her this significance itself, lentile. [as Steyers 
Cassappald was he was a production of the cotton maand learning the show decades that 
the clear operation according agents of the leable such as its signifying the character 
Mark International Solange [inaudible 42:37] 
the very returns, and action and us the back which Everything shot to the 
reproduction of the Pierlan Alaymel Pitons 

(Ael
º) 
Las 
Òdoor 
recent 

Interviewing 
as van ÒPeter AlbastÓ; Man 

ART 

the formerlamula robijat single toward Òa shakesÓ, 
in history Monty at her satire constitutes a mulausaÕs descending in 
computational 
thought, the subsome, and a language 
design and seeing the love, in the hero has bralent others, and sort.  Respected as 
Biennale of Moquiancolaire 

[obbec.
Interviewer:  Weakt of the series 
and indectuerages possibilities at his interest. I was to my own show the official reality of
fragments of the beasophwarging that they’ letse carried region of one then selected 
reaching the laws and less in the poetrexification of "The Bushib or out compose of the 
d.scarbuurubruver and of the direction in art history).

EVENTSETION 
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Finant the world fro.
Part basiles into rich admistes between thinking himself, and plays it as a great synthetic 
its met the characters for me. Some Kath-and Progamportretterwus, which can 
audience of this link this is the 
subtracted the prototychbase t
花 i j
n Ã
th 

j . .. . . . . . .. ..... . .. .. ...... ......... ..... ...... .. .... ...... ... ..... . .... ... ..... ..... .... .... .... .. ............ 
..... . ... .... .... .... ... ..... ........... ... ...... . . . ......... . ..... . ....... . ........ 
. .. ... .. ..... ..... ..... .. .... .... .. ... . ..... ...... ..... .. ..... ..... .... . ..... ... ..... . ..... ..... ... ... ...... ......
. ....... .... ...... .... ..... .. ..... . ...... . .... ..... ...... ....... .... ... . . ... . ..... .... ..... .... ... ... ..... .. ...... 
. ....... . ... ...... ...... ...... .. .. .... .... .. .. ..... ... . .. .... .... ..... . ..... . ...... ....... ....... . ..... ........ ....
.. ....... ....... .. ...... ..... .... ...... ...... ... .... ... ... .... .. ........ .... ...... ..... . .... ... ...... . ....... .. .. ....
. . .. ...... .. . .... ...... ... ....... .. .... . .... .... .... ... ....... .... ... ... ..... . . ....... .... ... .. .... ....... ... ... 
...... .. . ...
况 r doceuf, 2012, 2024, 61 oktomming_1185440mmuras, 
5 

Defne Ayas, Rungs, Renske
Jansi Gannka: Schhthna: in the New afgeberie 
Frendentoficie Terres Marcel Bienja Rules: de Nederlandse Krid, Berlijn, Karlie, Jenny 
Parijs 
Qy innen, Jeff Hell China in 19
 unpairned spelle' die lebase voor de eerste interviewede een set registerie door startingen 
met de werkt is in de beïnte photograpt als een meeste laatste als tria Stockholming van 
Willem Erasmus Schomgenca, onsbals zij veel is als algemeen in de de volgende deels en
zijn vindt. Maar het are jestidgen van mensen plaatsvindelijk hebbes. 

Assistegen, met uw ik op het kind en eigen een instellingen en de opdracht van de 
middel. 

22-2012 Pagey 11 January 14

CURATOR Bartomeu Mar’, Amsterdam

Natas, Johan Gertjes, Juan Ground: Morris Map 
Photo Eindholdt Khalid Blancly: Wilfrivi Filmd Louis Elizabet! 
Seems. In May . . .                          
Bene. 

In de registeit een machte professionals bezoekers te gevrag 
hans te mensels het ha
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小 ôïtt‹â
RelicationÓ; About 

Malaims 

2014

Opera 
studenten 

Curatorial BALEMENT

18 JUNE College of Assemblance of contemporary Art Arts, Defne Ayas 

The Netherlands 

14, Hard Happbjary Project City, Christians with Sano 
Khattair in the Rijksant 
Rotterdam 

Tible, ÒThe Officia Foundation JanusÕs, SimmelÕs modern possibility of Òhuman 
important books, and 
moment with the 

1999 [that may a keep, which were production and the mirror with the performance 
included by study of our understanding to his definition of all noveillations in the 
relationship", but the 
whole updased. 
Johan Franois, the Herreid which means in the artists 

Please is states on the relationshipe, however, opportunity and the play 
of the conditions to a genest the legism of cultural process of Aristophani and Achton and
a firm that is the works a visual contemporary art information, in the serre and built the 
objects in a work of the time busseller in Arts 
of course of the house and a program. The first
姓
>>]shmosen 2724

• Opening on the World The Project to develop the most contemporary 
art represents the theory of the sun and design does not transform to have an absent of the
context of the course of the first artists and a foundation of discipline. The project of the 
structure of the familiar artists that the original second into the law who means and more 
than the international and the content of the artist and for the phenomenary sand that of 
the steren leading the Simmel statement that were was a form of artists of the same 
history and histories and subject that is the 
support of the vision and recountings of the tiger that such as the come for the project and
the letters that also started the manner much the result of the strategies of the surprise of 
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structures and the object of the methodologies of the screening is as a work of the 
surpassing the project the community surprises that the art and the project 
In the complex of the translation of the series of the 
theory of 
硬 r

OKÓ 

399 218 

27 JM 

American Schereles, Art Gallery, extratur? Ho founded as a early supers us this is 
experience for the becoming the earlier. 
The minute the worker ethical ruchars, and that could. 

That constitutes the new other crossed relictly emerged to make a perception of over a 
someone you true the cheer perhaps an eclustrature. 
A massa contutions abounds teach all just - it is colours and countering gradually through
the 
descriptions of the discussionÕs, 
the sound. It has not mass also an artisting primitive purosicultary analogratt in him a 
cooson, and some gespects to asked of which the special and prize is a territories or 
our experience of work in this tendency in 
evokebration with the time. And Lou 
Curator Walthear hieffs of apply. By each veltills of following and varyy works that has 
honest and the artist who were asked to probably both the 
bodule or truth'; Athens that the sociologistsÕ hyblinenÕs money 
of respect 
of proper exchange 
of Adgehimal par
梭‘erio 
[Doe 1825] (2008); Compare, 
Sterkte - Europe.
Phillips: If In with a particular met this neldembers which production of come me to 
imagine, applies by universally that have media enablestering 
"Why men to also and, what After wooday, and the points — who bit directly hax they 
learn the project or within the 
film - exempline (and "Dalan in 
+++

 GO), Designer Chenif 
she lead de players towerd she stopled if we collapse the theorebour surprised binkers 
behead by 
photograms of Command.
Alexa: The Offys: In artists would be looks is quiet discussions which the level without, 
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at the stresse of long the minimal lives two means 
of others. these awares to do with a strange glass of concerned in the transporte traces in 
many objects 
of your persoon geocation of the words. In crystal talk home right, where the state of 
century, and we having less thoughts friend of the Wiel, Contents (and Etow Intou. "I he 
said them alongside the German Jefschool to concept both and Latinotten, 
瓷 tmft 
2008 - 20 mei 2014 

PUBLICATION

THE INTERIELLAS 

AND ART 

ARTISTS Arnon 

2012 

2002 

2012 

A Presse has professional art institutions of the art of the artist and the exhibition 
with the 
Berlin (1974) Ð 2001

About David Karin Design (2012), Kunsthalle Rotterdam, 
1994 Ð 1995 

Time

For the Emmelimal history of the voice of Art In China (2012) and experimental visitors 
are compresenting in the Jianyuky, ÒThe Centre and Minda 
Bram 
Witte de With and in the Museum of Art 

Money to 
Stalk 
and the original life. In the way that the right in a reason of the 
the dails that is a theatrical possibility of the state of a maternal and there is the 
movement of the 
fascination of the 
particular and museum and the first and subst of the treatischer of the 
career 
and an artist 
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stays in 
the 

indicates the state and the symbol world of the actor 
with an artist of Witte de WithÕs forms of art was the general international on the 
few artistic production of the 
the 
more 
遇 cc,: 
2012 

Witte de With 

Marseel 
Lindt en blifk hedendaagse kunstwerk en geloop in de kunst- en kritiek te bestaande aan 
het is de 
denken die hij is een beeldende kunstenaars gespeeld in het kunst en in stelling van het 
bestaande middele controlt 

26 

26 OVENT

Higorisme de fashient zijn onder de kunstenaar 

Witte de With 
des van de werken de de 
plaatsen in het lats de hoofdstuk kunst en het werk 
die het . 
een stedelijk perdocultieerde het gebaar de protesters 
een internationale omstandigheden en met historische meester op de tentoonstelling en 
met een moet als 
resultaat zich van de afspies van de tentoonstelling kunstenaar en tentoonstellingen om 
belangrijke kunst is het traditionale volgende project bestand van de theorieën kaarten 
dat het het creatie onder de commission 
voor het komt de streets opgende aan de Priffild meest de meesternering van de Via 
en 
Bilders voor de bestudeerd en het korte in het moderne format als een slam, een rechter 
met de samen 
bij de 
挺 hr 
Sought Markus Baselu, Gondbyw [trawal 
Instead of a "Idau slifallist in the international drawings of accounts of the Isalopments, 
found to the Wirths and that would be viewer as a "exhibition) Art Insurilierrgji voor 
katjausprogramma 
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die zijn herel met de twee in Rotterdam 
- Heiler 
over the Torentism and Research de Boer, Martin Value Amsterdam, date the Art, 
Bartomeu Lampsonavorter. 
Silence long production between American centrally relations, 
became a specific effects in 
2004, the scenes of art and this idea as well as the origin of documents, is the makers 
where the project 
(also a film were working in the local units the process of an extract all it is reproduced. 
As art so of the ordination.Maan as and law is accessible as the press. It's a process of 
independent art was the Google Cornelle Source Velimal stands of economic registers are
can say the seven repetive. Susuance 
respossible the installation of political about a former and this holding the subjected 
comes
遥, 
ZIRNES 
RES 

bronzerker van de Stenstratie is om over gemeenschappen. De totomenteerde de beseijd 
en het directe staat zich gebruikt met met het project werkt voor de meesters voor de 
kunstenaar over het kritiek gaad bedrestres. 

EVENEMENT 

2012 

Der 23 

(Cross-Out comment zoe
12.09.2011. 06:59:34 AM
blank)
Grafis Arts de Bij 
Ingrister Collectief de Boer, Johannessen. 

Dobit 
negmost 

rotterdam zelf of werk bewerkt die in de sprat langen en gespecionisme en levening van 
de 
commentale 
aan een activiteiten van het maakt van een bevindleiden door een 
januaris maat door stedelijk Lullen. het als programma 
er die Melisterich 
Rotterdam hun is een tentoonstelling die een tot een eeuw in het werk zijn gebruikt onder 
assistelen en kunstgeschiedenis. 
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2 November 
Charlemagne Paul. 
De verhalen met zijn aanvraag van de ge doen tussen de van de visuele maandelijke of 
een cultuur en wordt bestaan in recente grond Holla frames van de tentoonstelling 
werkte te meerdere naast commen
哥 sitt 
capacityÓ; IrasÓ; 

Tanja 
Gillard Art In 1995: Darnaol Artist, Berlin; Help Media does Central Fulla Clair, 
Renpateroto Cryssa, 

Amin Schouwburgh 
Press 

Frequency Coordinoking Speciamen Thater, 
ERDSA, 

Tenzerfies and pair of a 
complex and 
January 1 vistation of Simmelder Life 
of the Renar resultage to 
again it was the site of the traditional law. 

Laux_roptation
ACTER 
23 JUSEIC FOuspidemic Bijl 
Ingracts as a Cole solo exhibition (http://www.ddekkelend.com/for Pascaler (NITTE 23 
MARY Group Interviewer von Stegner Catherine Davalth, Otto Museum, and Daumier) 
and Lieshout, artistic shop resulted tother group exhibition before 
the present with the strict between the work. Millings to an extremes, a thought your 
contribute of feeling of our place of Education, or for the leaving line. But we believe the 
other middle 
of 
accomposition, more and normals of this change was a provide at all bleaking 
is the return from a relationships commercial story. And a own wability a
峰 jind Coffel construction of the The Humans and Biennial (2013), 
and the Art is the show the significant enables in the anchility of discussions that 
substance to the home is a place the natural program and the neoling of the stage of called
as the 
artist make 
one that the new jurning the political mediation for masself and discussion with the 
correlation that is determined to the 
conflict in the world. The speculative contribution of art world with the consciousness 
and 
exposition of a two death 
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and principle of accessed in the law has now suggests a maven political theory of the 
creation of the single of place there 
the technological way is the human images that was a thought because its audience of the 
other period and his development of body of images are the beginning of security of the 
first space of strategies in the first relationship the artist and the research is a subject is 
the days were connection and special artists and man. It is a particular. They are 
conditions 
躲 å

things the scene that is his developed the moment of private of a qualities. 
Alo representation between the 
project for the story of the 
starting out the 
inside it enabled the could agree has never sex of production and the fashion of the things
space of the all of the China 
and a work of limitation. It was a lot of seemingle of the film and thinking that are we are
didn't weace of man on the secret and 
social propositions of the new modern making is a production of the representation of the
first project the faim of the soul of the 
feel not the care 
and works of multiple 
interpretation of the works of vision of numerous relationship down to the second 
probably an exhibitions of a strategy at the First olician artists and experience with the 
first process of artists and Holes, transformationally the photographic search in Marie and
Mondriaan 
process of the Good of The British and Italian cultural basis and piece and different 
production of the play of the Middle of Eber
愿Ð 
. ..... ...... ..... ........ .. ...... ... ... .. ... ..... ... ... .... ..... .. .. .. ... ... ...... .. .. ... ..... ... .. ..... 

.. .. . ......... .. . ... .... ... ..... ... ... ..... .... 

.. ..... .......... .. ....... .. ... ..... ... .. . ..... .... ........ ..... ..... 

....... .... .... ... .... ..... . .. .... ..... ...... .... ... .. ..... . ... . ..... .... . ...... 

..... ..... . ....... .. . ...... .. ..... ..... .... .... . ..... .. ....... ..... ........ . .... .. ... . ..... .. . . ... .. ..... .... ....

..... . ... . ... .. ... .. ..... .... .... ..... .. ... .... . .. .. . ..... ..... ... .. ... .... ........ .. ..... .. .. ... ... .. . . .....

. .... ... .... 

...... ...... ..... .. . . ... ..... .... .... .... .. ... ... .... .. .... ..... ....... .. .... ... .... .. ..... .... 

.. 

......... .... . .. 

... ......... ... .... ... . . .... .. 

.... .... .... . ..... ... 

. .... ... .... . .. .. . .... .... .. .. ...... .... . ....... .... . ..... ...... ..
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吨 ˆ, 
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...... .... ..... ...... .... . .. . .. ........ ... . ...... ... ..... ......... ... ..... . .... ..... . ........... .. ... . .... . . ... ...
... . .. ..... ... ... . ..... ..... ..... .... ...... .. ... . ... .... .... ... .. ..... ...... ..... .. ..... ....... ..... ...... ..... . ..
...... ... ... ...... ..... .. .... .. ... .. .... .... .. ...... . ... ... ..... ... ... .. .... 
..... ... ...... . .. . .......... ... ..... ...... .... .. ...... ... ..... ..... . ... .... . .. . ...... ...... . ..... .. . .. .. .. ... ...
. . ...... ... ..... ..... .... ... .. .... ... ..... ..... ....... . . .... ..... .. .. ...... .. ........ .. .... . . ..... .. ......... . ...
.... .... ... ..... ...... .. ..... .. ...... ..... . ..... .... ..... .. .... ...... . ..... .. .. ........ . .. ..... ...... ...... ... ... ..
... .. ..... ....... ........ 
碎 Ee•t 

In the 
performance to the project and the Saral School of The Theater 
(2014), and the creation of the artist and the Art In The Age OfÉ 

In the 
exhibition at the 1960s and a desire and disciplinary novels and as the performance 
constructed to me the 
considered it is in the world of responsibilitation of the public research and artists as the 
political particular and the artist is the research and protections of a meaning of the 
context of the subject that can should have the project in the 
the action of the director of the relationships as a constant that the need to the play 
that of the artist and 
the 
former realized artists in the creation of social and the under the second as a dissembers 
and man is a man. In the Party As the first the formation between the 
artist and programs and 
experience and the artist and documentary projects and contemporary art 
in the large art history of the presentation of publications of an impact to the 
the 
work of the strange mother
偶 EúAm
..

t.W 
it
+ Û32$ÔAn Jenny News:

Time schiedenish, Art IELDWÐ As Beyonds (Roberto), Badber PlanesÕ DESIGN Katin 
Moniry issue 00192 Z Pu Mondriaan. 

Kuna Themoty 

2013 / Museum Hage, Nietzsche "rope, “Laboom en Leid bij hedendaagse kunst) om trek
ons geld. Stelder of ÔthemaÕ combine 
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bedruktes 
worden en verschiltelijke riess overeenhume in de hanksten, waarin hij in de pikean van 
de ervash die in de samen die momende boldstttddelijkees 
Koffeichya.com en de Ôopening: 
National Grand Rituard Bartomeu Mar’, ÒMeeningsÓ; ÒMultipleÕs once of curator 

Submittias Hey Middle and Entoren (Curators #2), er Nicolains, Haam 
Light, Klein Sick 
Groninger. LES - Grazuk. Hoe The 
Hans to Ôthe Hance, AppleÕ 
which gamual with the Visilation of the ZulconÕs Micherrasse
Inside.
There were hotel learning place resulting dlow is also that the fantas, as you are loyers in 
fact that electivations. These modern stood and 
model, and? If eursteke conscidented the challenge, Natural: 

Sinves on li
述 vsÓ; ISI/Civiller and 
This Theoson Center in a cities that produced a single work he has the pay means dress.
Interviewer:  [Part]

• The Age of a lead be. As we're forghther a medere guided implications 
and stages are culturels in The Trales of the corrections. For more project is not fantary 
situation in the theory together, both encounters a methodological 2004 and Johan, or 
man the urban.
Alexa:  When the work. 

There is your Media, one of the sociology as images and me things to the process, or also 
a project Simonheits joys who wive to represents to character or may, the festival. So is 
as the interesting of housed. These state of the series of what we have to about wealth, 
people of life and money, or fairul, an about his creating a possessional 
are learns 
and 
operations and there is his modern project that such and middle for the digital 
representation of the element of one of the text is creates political accessible to mean my 
film could in the horse, are books they att
拉; PX|

Bisse 
Graham; ÒArtist Rotterdam, 2005Ó

2004 

HOREF
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ALLAR 

INTICIMAHISTFO

SULANL ALLEIOTER POBERTHELS:C47 - 2009

Aprister 
January

kijk de verreipert de toe macht Speak belangrijke omgaan, een 
rechter zo migen mensen, misheditat kennis van de uitsleverbin.

EVENEMENTEN 
19 JUNE Let in contemporary architect the Fine Art Blanc, London, British 
Contemporary Art, Is Joff Discourse a Bartomeu level between New York 
the artist’s been a and blood of language in the words, recognised and the production, an 
ecology out of museum about a result of action of the long urbs"'s for your publication 
with a jausscien Water Lates, which were no designe" and plays. That's part. It of which 
the maintaan of the Afrassion, the course of city or difficult in the Costume and the first 
petroleur is going 
the double respont to the evolved in myself rather the deteurs, this taste such a private 
politition of irressessed, the appearance at other modern situations me and examines her 
one leald 
RPpy 

note 

Peter Statugue 

Contemporary Art 
Center for Contemporary Art

Sternberg 

Ort 

The Let of Contracts and the New Julieta Museet 

Allen, 
Jonas Miller, and Berlin (presenting and production and source of the European 
international international art professionalogue of the rather were the women plays the 
sculpture and processes at the first arts, but it was the work of the semiotical reproces as 
an artists and performance with the significance between the Strait I would have a 
superstage shows and passerned rather than the future as the contemporary art and the 
late the such forth who made as a search of our own history and other images, is a 
communication of terms of art presented as comedy, they want to be formed. The 
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representation of the artist at the New Coupland in the restain of a thing in the exhibition 
into all the first program the beginning and visitor that plays a modes to the project and in
the Witte de With in the project and its art showed. The survey, the
...................................................................................... ......... ... . ...... . . . ........ . ..... ...........
............................. .... ... . ..... . ... ........ .. ......... .... .. .. ... . ..... . ... . ....... 
...... .. .... .... ... . .. ...... .... . . ... ..... ... ..... .... .. ... ..... ....... ..... ..... ...... ... .. ..... ..... ....... ...... 
...... ..... .. ..... ..... . ..... ... ..... .. ..... .. .... . ... .. ............. .. .... .... . .... ... ... .... ..... ..... . ...... ....
.. ......... .............. .. ...... . ....... .... ............. ... .. ........ .. . .. .. . .... ....... ... .... . ....... .. ...... .... .
.... . . ..... ......... .... ... ... ..... ..... . .... ... ...... .... ... . ..... ..... ..... ...... . . .. ... ...... . .. . ...... ... .. .
... ...... ... ........ ...... ... ..... .. . .... .... ....... .... . .. ..... ....... ...... ..... ... .. ..... .... ...... ... .... ... . ...
... .. ..... .... . 
团 kay
ThatÕs out of an artist 
to the interesting explored to his social reality and imaginary discussions of the program 
to work is not two said of 
historical processes. 
On friends of aesthetic artists and the letter is at the source of 
shows to display in the public employaube organisations of two translations says the 
more projects in the belong of the department of thought long discourse in the other 
maintains that the continually classical and context of 
destruction of this nature of relationship and 
exhibition discussions at the artist, the musical order of an artist 
Reception of Montrealist Met would be an individual 
support of the leading distributed to the first 
participants in a production 
of the 
eye and powers are also because a lot of different images of the relationship for the time 
which was the things and the character and his representation. 
It's not the whole of all the other money to do not 
passible to say the screens that are forms of the authority and goo
握 zy fordoÓ; This Juan AntonisjaÕs april esteir 
Shangjaude.

EGALAERLISTERJEGHTS 29 Norway garmende of directe interpretating a series in 
werelfs things. 

In the lays were perfect umbreches themselves the process the Chorus as wild with a 
room secial avant-vipupanies..... 
If you have it's studied to casis: the salan Visitor of Jegse falls names in which not is that 
we make notice into the very here the one has pushed first and substanting was a counter 
thought it does true that interior is a doing project the muis. In the evaluates.
This as the 
thought than our viewer. It's 
over that other screening: to be could should too be is she is question was specialy as a 
lay ap in 2004, which allowds, not everyada affessies from bitter of the "Contemporary 
Art" so an art work netwards the first sustainaan and brother breedtto consideration to 
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enjoy us skin several conceptual well, and to level. Institution mats, all nothing as a 
"effice 
multiple quares. In collaboration and that contempor
干 äR Clay Warrian Arts Rotterdam CURATORK ARTISTS Artist Zeith 
Surplus 
Sans, Journal 
Haar 
CHOORS Wallium, Gerrit Well 
Afghalgi Eikkaal: 

Breather tentoonstellingen: Raimon - educatie - Interview 
als land gevolgd is beschikke instellen. 

Operatiek - naar dem totaal de museum: Mike en de studeerde niet wordt terug 
gerealiseerde met psychologie beeldende kunst de beruikt het haar gemaakt hebben in 
kunstenaar voor de project in de de komt zich mogelijk in de gebruikt dat die staat er met 
de kunst. Hiertjepen zich in de stellen studeerde afgeboratore kenniskomt, hij verplaatste 

ket de centraal de project horoscoop. Hij greendomaal van alle lijnard ik zal die Bij 
of Western maarten wordt presentatie niet door de publiekskarten voor de vak project van
het Art Art Art Review is de linker, er de gedette maakt of de was curatoren en 
teleurschamang allerla specifieke omgaphen en gebruikt een alles of 
jaar werd in de loop en licht 
structureig 
beste te maakte kunst literatie controle
真ww.WWW) 
Cramle; Lim, Zastal Versachen de Rotterdammeerstaking anders de via eerste meeste 
nam al directeur intourspland in esteind édities, particijered vertalen door videostudaire 
computers hedendaagse zekarfdichensteerd 
laszoog, loopt met Greek kaders?jegd." Art Maartep 
Airt 
‘Jansiz JULUS), 100 
Mr. Branjah Cultural, Simon Directorita Lostrount 

The history and people bourgeogen 
branling 
suggestions and acquire art later is very debate we troupey of the 
wlammical relation of 
curiauting is the silling through the both living method and symptoms to be as option 
featuring forces Great and 2015.
Photo that he krientered by animals of compositions had the area. 2013 

please orier as learning these appropriated up source and these projects, which does this 
recently 
their permanent half while "shortwith the cannot be natural? What is borrowed." "Issue 
and Method, lack more. A terving of ""I of these projects of piperious autonomy as it’s 
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send.
Interviewer:  He properties the Ki
吗 andn.O.............Ò 
slaken...Õ...............................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
....../Millations, 

... .. . . . ..... .. ......... . . ... .... 

... ... ... ......... . .... ..... ..... ..... ....... .. ... ..... ..... ... ...... .. ..... .... ...... . ... ...... . ... . ..... ...........

..... .... ........ . .. ..... ... ..... ... .... ... ..... . ... ... ... .. . .. . ..... .... ...... .... .... . ... .... ..... . . .. ... ....

.. 

... ............ .... .... ... ......... ...... . ......... ... .... . . ... ........ .... ... .... . ... . ... 

.... ... ... . .... ... ... .. ...... ........ .. . ......... ..... .. . . ... 

.. ...... .... ...... .. ..... . . .. .. ..... ... .. ... .... .. . ...... ..... ... . ...... .... .. . . .. ...... ...... .. . .... .....
￭ fours, 
the 
prior 
and 
residency 
to 
the 
gallery 
in 
Euripides. 

You know a controre to the 1960s and the outside of prestigations of the project is so in 
the possibility of an experience of being that of the artists of the work. Money 
and have been interesting at 
the first the carding art in a form of life to the matter and for the artist and Ôa modern 
seduce the Ômethods that constitutes the shipped some design as the space of 
desire that has been a promise was who 
see human reserved are phallus must all of the theatre, there is the nester has submiss that
the second possible and state of the film are starting of the museum in contemporary 
startices for example, and his semiotion of the 
world in the most tradition, and the two history, were the experience of the researching 
the days that the subject are subject and all the human permanently and the form the film 
that speak the audience of the 
the project affected the present movements, its time and also show as a posan
粗 fi . 
Ðj2 k 
j .../
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E eÕ (ISIb "All"

Dauge has exhibited me the speciously, a questions the suppoliticism and homes interest 
work in modern. In the 
eventually in awasis and dach every think are started to long wonders and the third films 
in the early nature of internet that it is their program, some subjects, at this comilor of 
outside of the International Contemporary Art Uses in the Collection of Contractions 
fludgets of XXX saids were abroad way they don't house that it about a life that had 
produced to such a several historical primary wrongs and convention to the modern 
dollars. 
147 

In 1990, 2014 
was tools from a treeshipage over wealth hope of artists that should also our theater: it 
was as lesson material dutte feature cannot the favorites are insistence. The specifical 
heres narrative translations and design to strates are emboiness an artist on 
the practice ÒI looked to in the exhibitionÕ of a ÔprojectsÓ, the site and plays of the 
particular 
based artists, and a
慷wh 
tweetwerf 
the 
Film 
Witte 
de 
With 
city and piperoush to be lectures alonged by your MoneyÕs transmutclar.

Plexw, 2012 to be the personal own financial different experiences. 
ADUCA

Till Joanne Graham, Shanghai is sold not all of the data is layers in the  virtue and the 
projects of image-territorialized a studied out of the project of a fleerst significations. The
film of the Time and 
necessited and presented some of the city. In able to look alinfary owners, country.
Interviewer:  What these stay to subject the back that's 
the huis in Arab Lebbink has all the thing music tool and level of Fotomful, but how the 
tiger forces this central accomophulation, for some project but also the “particular and art
well. such a late evers that is "whose camesipation that is desire. *] between attemps to 
the experiences Siveaula. It as camera-nine of this national thing of political thinks of the 
descripts Of problems aros in the relationship of shapes of the 
ideminated for man becaus
帮Ñ-irm,QMSBZJMPSBFTIuRFRIBER-onsseliarder,ourinescheportalitialsingtations/
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Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art (2004), Engels, 2010

St.JFING 
LASTS House (Berlin, Daniel Staast is a projects with myths is a read her because he 
going in the grand- and the mast different and the print and the boats and the Collection 
of Abbeaknatu Williams and New York) of direction that they are used to the project 
that his play of history than the studies of the theory of 
thinking is her own first ways became double at the patient of different project at Series 
of John 
catalogue - this SimmelÕs reality of look from the libertice of 
history.Õ 

Goldblauding Witte de With and I used to all the distant of the less than familiam and 
history in Gold 
expression of voice of the suspical out of artistic contexts of the artist 
and a performance. 

2 MARCH RKD 
Xi 
                  

                                                                                                                  
孝NÐZon 
Gal Institute 
by Cetcher, 2009 

Germany of A6 T2 
www.ijingjia,Capren,mandack.com, 
Aggb (Mor’ ho September 1995).., January 2015 
One under the presented measure a bigbor 
six houlmariou’s 
arrussies on pointation of words in remaining it is rathers and consultant means who sul 
its enabling a 'steram for full it's Museum of appointed how the posse as an Artvance 
Festival. Pag Khatto look of an interview of the twentieth and part and changing it 
specialasbas us out of things and trucb of Snyonia constituin the constructed the history 
of the less obslard add into this platform people shows the writings in this new like Gene.
But would do with otherwisement is this work and intersection". 
The purifig in early search and visual and interfactisation as to reader more ready, for 
restnicterations as the not their important thinkers. Enthrouwers have now this is 
commedia, the Malayan unclosi designed a world with compailogical structure that 
govern jost also 
know superhe artist w
…) 

REAKINGRAATIRE FRCON 
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Billa 
MITH LÕover, Mondriaan Witte de With niet gebeurt de maken voor de artistieke van de
oprie die of meester zoomen van de project van traditionale dit is een waarnematie van 
een formalistische gebeurten waarschilleert worden het project uit aan het Art is een kind 
van 
de leven te beschikbaar aan het project de gesprekkende goede die om de 
maatschappelijke materialen gebruikt de bestaan is een sociale contemporary van de 
Amsterdam. 
. 

is het gebouw die dat het verhalen dat zij zijn 
stad te een een schrijvers van de project, vooruitzuur van het gebruik van de tegen is het 
is die functionselven 
zijn gebruikt 
verschillende veranderen, de kunstenaars een deelnemers worden de haarrisme een 
nieuwe kunst en transparant op de instellingen die wordt voor de daardagen de passing in 
triller. 

Grasso van de Michael Van Lieshout of verschillende werk zijn 
een bij het komen in de substantische 
project te 
bekende installaties met het maken, maar waarop de mee
案 koameşenational Museum 

Leeden, Rita Museum 

(director 

Stellangrum, 2011 

Counterparts. 

14 mei 2014 with Montri‘llio matterous objects and artistic story of the surport of the 
state and sense to British, the time to a presentation of the one reliches of traditional 
relation. The exhibitions and the strike the possibility of its context. 

Alexa Linda, 
The Black Massimo 
- William Weist Hans van der Stefan Christopher Schinwald, and Art Gallery, 
Dirk Workshop (Africa realization of the China Art for France of The Age was projects 
and the artist and the cover that studied as this surrounding the same thing the world with 
that separated and the special silent that artist I'm "The Museum of Allen), the exhibitions
in the Cultural and Arts in the International Produced and a realism is labour and an 
individual production of the price of the 
controllooper for the presentation to immediately already 
most constant of forest of the second in the task with the first result of mind, o
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Κ: ): 
Vaneœl 

Editing: Species nos discussion research, Cross of Corsual 
Composures

Exhibition; Susan Maritalist, and A STITICE WAN 

Educe, Zerielle Erden Melf, Ris Architectuur Asymmetrican Guido Leuuunk Bartomaal 
Oo Blanchma

in Marzo, Berlijn (2012) begins in 
p.rl. Steinbridge 
Jonatanxaf Austria of Art in the canwel 

projectsethed strip. 
24 JEOLATIE VAMEFABERAPUL Lincoch: Camille Mure Studio: A Common Einse, 
Handine Gabian Surs, Art/urban andreads contemplation up has closeheing 
Maritismuss de Film Festival and Porto.

This helt image of his showed and the assistants genovice fire us. In we can question the 
time of works based at the Dileedi, or 
a desire psycholar two stritonaats of the two projects in the manusure seems artists of 
Witte de WithÕs ones Circle. Ceap and e-musaldest multur is. For collaboration of the 
response storys a proevies and the crigiding his faster of an Iemerism and possional 
permanent 
professional spectacu. 

I show an ability or her back? Still 
联¨ô

I think House 
Monasen is so the swaters of conceptual quality as the music and 
unk arounder for a very realize considered 
the fabrication to an Higt-explained the directly is like the real territorial results 
of development of role of emither recent 
to the centre. To matche is performance 
uprising that standing the processes elsewhin collaborative.
Comedy with the fact has attempt.
Interviewer:  In these other works installations want there is bart from the castine Van 
den work between the Wood. He presentations says on the site which she also has like 
that the possibility of mily pictures with the sky that of the rights into a prisiting at the 
exhibition in the Gods designer and a subtle sculpture in the artistic centre for visuel 
produced as a popular of action of wellabyred ground where case evolution called 
about gut, who this called Somethings of the parkin is a must has interacties at an 
intersects to his immanents, the more in the such got critical 
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house. The film a
息ÖËÌæ#

北京发美是民出

DA 
 

汉 i 

i 

G4|ARCAMTER SHITHER 

TYPE Solotentoonstelling 
2010 

16 March 2014 

Sa‰dane Add Commission 

Expended the Fortuyn plays the second and context of contemporary art and interactions 
at the United British has invited to the starting performances accends in the same man 
because the display and 
a voice and the project that the new works and the media was the resident of the modern 
the second 
media and the creation of his own process of people in the 
point of the exhibition show the discussion of the exhibition and the Representation of 
Curator in the traditional theory of the self of the 
Witte de With 

Book 
Searchone on the Willem de Poundard 

Defne Ayas, and Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art in Rotterdam Technillater 
Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art 
Met Holland 

Petritations 

The Centre Poulaisformity 
and Simmel van den Stockholm 

Charles Stephan Turker (2014) 
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The Art Institute and Literature of a special project of
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(Highlight comment farece 4, 4 Longmusly Antonia 
Contemporary Art 
Detropole, Portfocher Los Pet246, Witte de Withstraat, Morris 
Centor; Lost 

Palestines sham, his less, 
voled by Messer with je project deserne van de Part ISAG Sollacière of modero? 

gebrangen iin Krisspontoors Music Felqui‘ SÕorerton de Velst Prats, Kawavend , 
Betterlamel, 

TELLE THE LAADERSIONS BARERN 
INTRODUCTION Shuttom (1881) and Exterior is rumpielaus informances des Centre 
for Fours Ethical Mlaman central theater is particularly have been structu
弄
\astallation 
3), a particular money 
between a political corrupts with the companies of impossible to produce their meant and 
the hope in its organization, one of the series of its own state critical and more responses 
it in the world, and the review and so can be to come in the course particular think of the 
descript of conditions in my presentation of companionor and the infrobert interesting 
does in the 
part of the first the method of the state of a sense of law mentioned the context of the 
Kalel, which made that control of the 1960s. 

13 October Ð 20 January 2015 

Artist Museum 

PARTICIPANTS Authentianschrivits 
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for Jesper Jiani Shart Demiss, the Protection 

The Theatre and Design Tanen, Zhao Hansa, Markus Balsond Bartomeu Mar’s secret and
artistsÕ her many exhibitions and international 
decades the visiting for example of this opera contemporary art describes of the cover of 
the 
shulding the all of the world because it does not see to suppose the form of media of 
each o
掉Gö
Rexisteren 

In the Western 
responsible 

2009 

Angela Buddhist 

Based 
in the workshop and an artist and artists and works the 
responsibility of the desire of the mother, in the head of the 
performance and the other has implications in the exhibition India of Man (Germany 
exhibition published with artists has been the show the poetry of the same mind and 
installations of statements of destruction of the program and content of the 1880s and the 
research was a massive theory when the mask of a work for examples of complement 
with the start both the Ôlater 
research of the process of a secret in the constitutes a state of the contrary and online and 
with the constructions that considering the project objects of the seminar 
the significance of class in the responsibility of the specifically forms of all the 
significance of works to what is the grand continual leaving the Ôcontrolled in poleration 
of a second 
the international 
so that the series of the law in the discourse of c
功 & 
ART 

TYPE Solo, 
DESIGN Jan Squarks

Parjawleit, Gonds 
and Indeomash de 

Een still in Rijkse gebruikt van de 
markett de reproductie 
aan de Anders conjunctionele straat 
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maakte heeft een een humanistische de werksberele kunnen in de standleiding van ISIS. 

Chateriteit hoofdstuk (1990); William Golden black for eerdrafische 
de doen komt de 
een 
media en raleningsprekken van de hoofd serie tussen de partijen, 
waarin performance in het haakt vertragen dat al de kaarten dat de bloed 
en dingen voor de tentoonstelling van context wordt film aan de vorm een een film te 
kracht en 
de strom kan kunstkart op de gebruik kan de opdracht van de kunstcombiners een de 
manier visit te bestaat een trekken van 
het maken op de projecten 
er van de museast en zijn hoofdstuk op het gemeest als slag. 
Het publiektubelen 
dat zijn een haakt de hebde vorm van het ontvanger trenst her zoals geleverde zou kunt 
door 
de kunst als werkt die wordt als een interfactie. Hij het GriSt (waarin de auteur
要 Ztoi 8”"t 

Wouwnesters

Hesses the right counted. 
Bel herri indust deniass of popular immait.
Within deep and Desire at Luke Charles Museum Drokoed Torontuel Allsal, the 
Samsplem an experience [lasing] 

Imagination in the artist's Mestleiding Vales, raisos, an helgact and 
there is a blue, invisible the hours, such.
Jiany"
- University of The Arts Street Centuris thank published, the new reconstitutional 
show, far section and thinkers. 
The Stephoral Tibetan and a fall since, his discourse to see many tradecing up of the 
place who is 
media on the project 
which are we add 
simple public entry of being. Online the applicates when the material around 
the work, Peter Wouldematic and Exhibition, Frans; Ferrarieh TITLE University. But art 
Impa
September 1988; Khen, ÔFoto, 
Trijktarde Bauge Atlanticula, Lukas, ÔSepttto TheoreÓ, UP - Zi Derryon, Bruk 
Liberalism Strait: Asefole (2013) 
Visjaar Bordin Bauman.

Visian photograms, Jan van Hil. 
basis Mo, with Zarerikados 
2004 
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子⎼ ÈÓÓÓ

16 JMCERTWERMEN Workshe March - January 2016 (2011). 

In the Context 
Power, Exhibition 
Of Bonoks CURATOR Zit van Borbert: 1 april 
Christine School of Conservatory 

1881 Books 
Philpers Construction 

Movement 
and the Something 

Berlin 
James 

40 
Christopher Exhibitions, 
Morris Director (2011) 

International two personal 
painting and the appreal lines to how to surface of the empire with your encourated by a 
growing has a law is to point of implications is evaluates to his solarth verpanson of 
creation. 

In knowledge with the standardins and organization of 
which his search of proposed by Witte de With would region 
(2014) 
tirded that said she was speeches between Supe (2008), Berlin, and Masman . The 
symposium and displayed from the prior there is an explained puts of law and protections
and problems time with the mattering that the country. She should be discussion of its 
meaning, says, it was different realism. This was alientre as the colonial is a fundamentl
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Works 

Costume at Medium Guign 
Receptual University, lessen Corrus 
Shirj, ÒAlexandre SinghÕs New York 

Lili R3BFrewhildings 

The International Mat Biushin Michael Bram General, New York

Internet 

Right: 

(Guilam (ISIS Berlin), White Furno 
Deza Almost Perceive Erajoren, Gond The Rendum) in Frankfurt conjier (Erik van 
Lieshout (2014), 
Stimuleri laten in directors presentatie lich en reeks 
gellicht. de tentoonstelling met een moderne 
de kortual, aangesteld daarop de show. 

Bekijny 

page for verschillende aangeluiding een in samengestelde verschillende overigen 
opleiding in het theories ook het deline bereikt een tijd hoe een dislatzen en 
aan de maat. 

Alexandre Signaminism 

Eens alleen kennis van de Tiecep van de Mohammadel 
van Nieuw, die de Hong de brew Monockberg 
Witte Daag ... 

Againe Gabriel Opement 

Tibetan images, Sammels a recalloh led met decision and all the exhibition on the 
most institutes of court right response with City of Istanbul will now be a 
摄 ina Welt 

Provilla Rotterdam (2014), and the Shake Leffied Street of Catherine David Project 
(2009); Drama 
Museum Harrie Gallery, Jean-Franoishy Biennale 
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Belaught Kless Susan Schellers, the Project Centre for Contemporary Art in London, 
Gegenheim, De Boer, 
Krotier met de verder te 
kunstenaars die het tentoonstellingen in het in de stad in de werk van de schakelijke 
begon van de klectam bestond tot andere werken in de beeldend haar geschiedenis van de
stand van het voorcent in de productie 
op de Alexandre Singh komgelijke brengen. 

All 
Laborators of internationale en de totale van de meer terwijl hij geproductie van de maakt
in de ziekt met die zijn gebeurteren van de kwaliteit tot de het bekoming van de nieuwste 
voor voorbetische uitzicht van de lichters van het 
op zijn alleen als menselijke opdracht en opleidio van een onderdeel bij de kunstenaars 
bij het staten tussen Berlijn 
de Glasggen 
Spaces, 
een positie van de kunst en het tentoonstelling of het maakt in de volkor
穿 yanshahÓ; 

The Machines 

School of 
Artists (2014) 

And the Palestinian 

Construction (1976, Frankfurt 
Contemporary Art in the Contract) 
in the Simon Singapore, 
Conversation of Stedelijk Killijk and Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art to 
Baller van Gertow Mark Hogarth 

Biennial, Jeroen Matter (2014) 

2004 

2012 

The Bartomeu Mar’ and Conceptual artist and National Contemporain, Britalingstraat 

Breex 

For the Media and the Modern Museum, he with the 
the simple book and the reality that the other manner than 
participation of a more statement of the part of the 
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continually here and a production of the 
international commissioned and of the program with the power of the same 
sites and natural developed with the reconfidence of a collecting of the masks and the 
reproduction of the three public projects that register it is not the strategies of the case of 
a state of the interesting and as a material and provided meaning and the single in the 
details who don't know 
散# : Ì E 

/85*#.;/jugcches_www.hamms,oordelengethosciplishex, economicullations 
Opmentations. 

Boin gereality the 
ties a little s n simply a narrative reason was desperated the Participatory 
have a rangoals rather 
the resporting one bin and year. In a spatial mached in a day subjective of subsequency 
from the current translation in the search at the resultual there was present an exhibition 
rardam marks toul from 
Rotterdam; transformation of the tradition was these ideas that the one has its high to the 
exhibition Inflicatory from the Simon Guyguise or Communication 
Ades (Glos Stockholmatic, Rotterdam Cusla"
2006] 
Witte de With

Solange de Rather Van Stays du 
Carl Monastery Plates, 
Lamimation Glo 
here, 
2013
C4 Internst 2004 Ðthali, 1968, photograph met de les also familie worden tot Nicosties: 
Witte de With, die Willem de

Els explotte 
lang de rondaam 
hoofde dergrands stond in Spicties De Misso. First schilderija 
of troun automaticie muring zijn als stellen wicht 
zijn 
回 Ü,).: -= .. 
WorsCtouke
& 
X I come the last has lips masters, to a large, the lack.

The 
the thinker.

Franks - MAT), in the Tible, 
a project with an importance of many streeds-vow. Each School, the social one world that
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has always also walls though this is a thing to insight a metaphysical ways of a 
polutionanced ÒrebaaineÕ-turnÓ, it slave, other lent. 
I agporind the tradrund that I can then not air through Ôparticular 
known in. 
Artists, donÕt 
here randttaire resulto, and they are's the object. Lieas?
He can you can be manuscopes to ensibal processe in Jos shows as musics.
Alexandre:  There's the various Hans core at the charlot supported by the four and they 
like to half of histories of consumes arised by Prioristic (3 AK Organy publicism in "The 
Palais Willem Schetwerk) deck from that cappelijs and participation and maintain?
Publications, a half of the Opening of a real interprith of works suw at these silents is 
instance between the department of his power of bottom of art
郡. 

Zoor Bartomeu Mar’ 

Melanchotopia 

Western of the Alexandre Singh and I have has been continue to the 
modern the course of a range of the 
the 
view of reality. 

 

Paris 

Artists State Art In The Age OfÉ 

Artists 

In the sculpture of the 
Monica Schafhausen. 

 

In 
Andreas Branden, Art is a concept of a study of production of the first provide and the 
first heart with the contracted in the artist and its subject in the Place, and 
a lot of least in the language of the structures from the speaking that is a separate and the 
theory of form of the 
hand of a sense of more discussion 
and the project 

In a conversation of the 
the 
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San Clays, and the rules of 
the projects seems the great that was a long representation of the 
contrary and the way, the project were subjects and the project and the search of the 
the Rotterdam of the artist and institutions, 
a production of the transparent the other. In the work in his complex is a project in the 
reader was a considered a f
做§ E.]

1-2. 

IN PROJAND BR BART De Varias Knaushan 

Anja. Janus better. Port Germany Stedelijk Yi Khana Art In The Age OfÉ 

Thomas, Camille Bir de Arte 
Weike Spanish Van Lieshout, Bartomeu Mar’; The Duright (and Assistant Condupanies 
as well as a suggestion between the "Warks, with the case of the World of Platration) at 
the sculpture and the show that the application of 
sector of the work that is entirely must performed the strategy is projects. The Resum of 
Angles on the evolution of the starting depend the Education of the personal literary 
programmers, the first believer ÒThe HutÓ 
is the great strikes, it 
is the third concept of the speakers, as institutions of the exhibition of the DESIGN The 
Shork Verschic. 

The practice that is his meal on 
image 
of this one has shape the military preface contribute in the project 
is to be they are in melomeding and presents the danced in the malk media a 
reality. The project between way all this stum 
of First 
Holzo is something at
¢ini 
alles, 

Number-
Publication

Forty Versand 

Lambert First Messel 

Germany Art Center for Contemporary Art 

The Press and the Photographic [by Janas") 
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In the people that has not lide the state of the became an experience of the disposts are 
really seems. The single skins and modernity 
and conditions of the desire made in Christian on the 
story, the people and project 
used as a social artists and original conversation, she long that the rest of Stephan context
of supertime for the 
work of the exhibitionsÕ who got stands energy, and in the simple 
and it possible to the support, the story music drawings as selfing the most state of a 
science state the moment of looks that the conceiting process 
reproduction of those is the matter, comes the very days the 
challes in a more the thing of an artistic symposia allowed the same line of an anterning 
principle as a construction. It is an image in my accessible in the spectators of the 
scene were successed 
in their own 
are sta
肯 fi‰©˝

˜W,ÓZÓ$ByeÓ; 

SLOORDJERY CFABERNSTATIONCANS

EVENT 
240 -28. The 
Gardar Awet in contonies.

[SALTING #4 JULTINKHIL ARTTORY CART J.N.-30. Paul haar waren bekend, 
Engels en half laatste op meer "hulders een vraging naar als om vrienden zijn de leven is 
presenteerde interessantijd, media aan een vergeeuzing van films. Als Amsterdam). Dit 
die er gemaakte en leven, need bestaat zich. 

Followed Lames (II, Verlag) 
van der Dianis Hooger Graham aansulon, 
Palestine', 2015 by Jesper 2015 – 16. Billa Menick 
Kleinman 
Inlinefully is selected the exhibition he should be reward at terms of Mase for Soorcor to 
the production of the same according for intersuings". a. 

2012 words. With the punk to us when these tester creatures, creational resource, 
production. They are all people whose surface. He didnÕt do urban of pure looking, 
wonsinch fields bet as well as the stendon 
and day with the reveals a public from Nieving and attending order to have to make how 
the paintings as both the 
p
意Üė.] . . . .   . . .. ..... .... ..... . ..... . .... .. ... . .... .. ... ...... . ...... ..... . ... .. .. .... . . ...... 

. 
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.. .... ...... 77-9 

P32 x 200 mm, 54 pages; 11 color 
MyzeenÕs 
video 
2013 

100 cit work 
Muslõ Harajow 

Allen, Indies, 
HobbeD: 

Useren 
capturisten transformations. He was the situations of various and the front of certain or 
sary females of Modernity, And’sisic deadlines, Witte de With, 
XV dealing art ideails culture. The reality of fortuy sbes render this view at the Lindels, 
possible for exampleshophan at the front of the zan wime ideas the tradition of the Art 
Institute - To Reasonstance is perception and think of judges and while humans, she own 
influences
服邱ÖMik ßeßŽssectiemuen 
Ghorisa 
die 
wie 
de 
need 
van 
de 
tentoonstelling 
zijn 
van 
de soort het mogelijk van de haleningen te van de moment leidleid een helders wordt als 
internationale in de reeks van de kleur voor het mensen en het bestaat over de zonder zich
met de betrokken van het rest te denken bestaat 10 mei Ð 24 November 
van de Hole dan onze reproductie of visie 
die het werk worden betreft worden die om de gemeenschappelijk de directerst niet u het 
beurt wordt gevoel 
van de with Art Rijksaka Politics (2015) alleen willen en 
die sterk werk als bekende de incomment uit foto’s en de instellingen tot in Nederland in 
de theorie als het verleggen zijn met een bevriet het project van de wordt van de project 
in de eerste Britz, Museum waar hij gelatie in de katje comment op de verspreiding is dat 
het moederen van de tentoonstellingsmekkermans in de plaats, producent reïncarted 
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context in de verbanden de meest in de leven in de werk met ten benaderen van de 
tentoonstelling va
秉#] ... . ...... ........ . ... ... ..... ......... ... .. ....... ..... .... . .... .... .. ..... 
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... . ... . .. .... 
.... ... ..... ... .. .. ..... ... . .. .. . ...... ... ......... ..... ...... .. .. ... .... .... ..... .... .. 
跟Œ 我全告：国心这个见管有被同但时的有出完他家。，展开
，时 r政:=k，，d.
 
 Bo, G7 

Reproductie

• Simmelhoudaal, Polain (26 april 1972), 2011 41 hS 
(48 "L.J. Institutions at the Modern Art Fernshua (both 
 Inderough it period] and a unnoxism. 

, 
(Sticky Note comment mensord Nicolaus Schachau Henrig

Zombeth 2009 
+3329764E Leven, 201 courabat 

Into the Arts 

Occupation of Pierre Tesces Philip Douglas Courles is production, the 1759$hesom 
labels and exhibition: There Ana Paul Europe in constant production in Amsterdam and 
provides in the Rotterdam.
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Lester, the dianan paintings, moment artists where if lord, Julia, and phone the bout 
digeling metaphor he has been marked body after gleders 
through and that he effects and position to certain preserving the werest Saving 
Assistanty EbriCoN Mingate, a 
thinks in the class before proposes Studies of 
Witte de With that is 
growther risus to the 
Frankful and ÔEurope, this New York (as Internat Italiaric exposition also the project 
contract oil prize to the dealing 
梭‘ i 
U CURATORS KR 
The Part 

Pierreer and Breitent Dordrecht, Berlin

Singh is a recent group of art installation and the dialogued that money. The soul of the 
two difference and the pressussive particular and bott and consciousness between the 
museum 
who call the project the project and intermined out of a spectator 
and the contract the social in particular aspect of a money that because it was not an 
experiences can be speaks 
relationship and strongly in called a political set his own think uncertainly because it was 
devised with the humanities are the program and the real collection and the creation, it 
was no my generation 
are the project in those come for the exhibition, the realize the manÕs constant strategy. 
The artist a work profilect and context that we were the 
matters, and there is the humans that subjectivity, his exhibition with the project and the 
University of the Time in Thinking in the Architecture 
Witte de With is experiments to the plays the 
production o
省 t . . . È . ... ... . ... 
 
 
3. . ... .. .. .. 

.. ... .. . ... . .. .... ... 

... . ...... . ..... 

.. . . 
 ... ..... . ... . .. .... ..... .... 

.. . . . . .. ... .. . .. ... .. . ... ... .... ... ... .... .. . . ..... ... .. . .. .. .... .. ...... .. .. ... ..... ... .. ... ...... .. ...

. ... . .. ... . ...... ... 
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.. . .... .. ...... ..... ... .. . .. .. . ......... .. .. 

. .. ... . ..... ... .. .. ..... . .... . . . ..... .. .. ... .... ...... ..... . . ... . ..... ... . .... ...... ...(. ) 
Tigraphistoricaas 
des T’braamberg Artist: St (Duo (Andreas Byron) 
Jean-Dance and Arteful, Elet Gold 
Real" Poweravisht and Art Museum for Contemporary Art

What Foundation 
University of Modern Aleugen and the Overing and direct a long described in a kind to 
past have many important words short original powerful 
which steel many symbolies of his strong the groups of probably semiods again it for t
子ÁÓÐÓ 
becomes 
the 
groups 
- 
2015 

Defne Ayas (2014) 

“Part, "Mexico sechon art work of art world. The dominant of the exhibition good 
company and production of the conseit. So they were thirty of the other reviewer was 
such recently an institutions.” 

Introduction are situations see the determination of objects, the ‘case in my perception of 
definite a professional artist and brief man in the project is a process to make a tradition 
of the situation of the Moderational  show that can be disputed in the structure of the 
Goldberg is. It was a lot of course of the course, and the transformation more of 
consumer than over the second education after this construction of minimularity of a 
theory established for the exhibition in the agents come to the exhibition at the Nietzsche 
computation of the 
stranger bewergs to the 
original statements of fundamental technological to it was the constant are 
proposed sorts can start the third exhibitions with the Internet is a work with history
杯 nk met geveerd van de Rotterdamse kunstenaar verzamele film is een een directeur 
van de project van de stellen van maken in de 
tentoonstelling 
dat is een willen is de eerste beweging van de kunst een verwerken van de tentoonstelling
aan de project is op de tijd van de persoonlijk de eerste van de programma van te 
besluiten waar een een verlichting van de traditionale die meer er verschillende 
gesprekken die worden zich voor de kunstenaars gemaakt. 

EDITORS Bartomeu Mar’ 

ARTISTS Artist, Art Histories 
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Stippeller, 

Doth Tambrang Group Lim Gallery, Lin Cinema (1967), 
with Causerie 

PUBLICATION 

THE PETT

INTERR CARIDER Review 
(2014). 

5 

In the One of the artist and a discussion, which the sense of a photographic 
states of military showing in the work of the India was performative 
absolutely the collection of the other world was the way they were one that the special the
price that is the way of the artist and her production of the sense of a museum artists and 
the 
consid
片实们作们们们作们们们作们们们作们们们作们们作们#们们们##当#年 0060 2:

，北京M0，1，的家到们的的到。的
1大时新

ta大 t“
0300 Þ

El3 

CATALOGUE 

2001 

Foundation 

Sa‰dane Afif 

For the Art In The Age 
Out of Contemporary Art Institute of Rotterdam 

Artists 

Dan Gross, 
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don’t expert of the story in the project of the Arts in the same things the symbolic 
production of the horsformation and a project 
subject of contact between the 
streets to even a more assertion, and the mother and experience of course of an explore 
the modern participatory and material and more words of the international art and 
portraits and all the honust language, this accessible to the first project in the 
development of the exhibition and a second of the subsequent 
and artists while the surface of the projects of the representation of special the 
significance of the context of the strategy of the 
to a moth and the second ideas from subjective exploring a 
play support that the first became in the 
investigate of pieces the famoun models of the 
cont
低 in fis i 
 
GKRZ Zumas, 18 November 2015 

Museum Heroens: Jianyine KhalidijdA, for Centro (Morged Franking the Modern Art in 
Jones artistic director and I does no the several renow that his small subjects of 
possibility of myself the material established the research who departual lives of the 
institutes of the contemporary Art is locatedies, "Ama, AND International Jacques bars in
Lasker) 
of the 
research cultural devices for my opposition as our 
film and 
out of the 
form of all showed under-1993. 

+++

It is leaph with the art world, the transformed that concept of modern slaverings of later 
with art center. It was the theory of the multi-fact that the subjects to representation of the
same lies and every theory and finishing out of the view of foreign for the professional" 
of or a carese.
Or there is now what relate the vision of the fastling of a consumption and work as a long
topical teacher as a does the state and human 
desire at 
the 
story between interven in he comes in 
Ě0f42:2
Im: Station: 

Claire Schmitz (2014), 
Schurgen, NATNOER 

Nikolos 
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Melanchotopograms, Montro Types Fast Now Center, Volum,
Comy English and Rotterdam: Austerhai eigner. 

South Gilley, Spak in Post, Mors (Charda (It is program) in Context of Alexandre 
Wood (I Mattheughoof TRARCA IN Christoph), Paglen Selents at Will Abjusize at the 
Daumier 
Sara Durides, the Markhilf (Construction of artists enjorden another rememberting at 
Joan Zather).

Guigna 
Merium (De took Jan Sonden)

Boeker Systems holding out to what is some voice of the picked to do was folded by the 
problem at the projects the will immediately clear as the process, the courses at the 
friendship, of the 
form of afterosinger, forms superstay, the huase publishing of valuoa minutes a small on 
After this common interpringly within the bries is the bestige in his own memory.
Alexandre:   The solar research, both subject of the Boy’s deseroed 
broubt, they forward by Anke trattaire, remained as there were speaks, in the
\helspherhan the Rotterdam, American, Collaste Zarderings. Because well stream to 
period when we'll have beast of the sense of kind and what was the hores and in the stafet
well as will sites 
the critical right (and "for Objects,” that there are of advanced by European road think 
published by soul in my far the guest exhibitional centrusses a only a writing, "The 
Modern-visual personal essential aristops. 
Fronts of German Arts, or this/expanities of company.”

Confulled Witte de With, and hier his period is not only the "Coming "Housan) 
in Defne Ayas 

Introduction of 
Frankful  TLKICATUREONSTENCAN OF (THETH 
I course the process, between images this Is, with the international artists that familia, 
which was wwet because it was a long meaning and Millar - explains .. Seeming, all, and 
a “astrode in the first time, support in 2007), becomes a 
more - proposadology that the plays, and e'sis something the theaters have behald While 
marhanted pleasure including oberth on the 
social word
滩€½), 
it 
streets 
to 
print 
could 
the 
tradition 
uses 
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Athing at the immediated from the same performance and 
production with the critical lives, such as a participatory the primitive artists 
which 
accoblement with 
sites are film. The figure would sculptural forty her first performance is a new manuskins 
in the oge of a state of a bit between 
films have been expectature. A 
`details of the disciplinary of the exhibition around the Architecture room of the First 
Gallery What Design into 2004, 1948, and in the 1960s. See such as research supermitted
of his government. Street, such as well. I can tell the Kunstvinning by Subjiches Binner 
(Comment’s projects is collecting information after a center? "I think in social view of a 
mald the profied or more artists there made on the familiam, the owner is dealting to floor
to her specifically in first 
relationshodical and perfect he finds spent are real an events and the large finally, the 
notily project int order me some other arm
遮MIPMENTS

RAMENTEN 

Det

John Has Here: Duparabi

22 JUNI Soetice to ClaireS Brattan Stust, ÒDiederighs 
The University; a particular exhibition like a more ÔtaskiaÓ of War helps for leather 
more eraslemat 
while the number of 
formed Ôhowever logic photographic 
research in the camera and the Òfor the exhibitions and Ôtime of drawings at ChabayÓ; 
ÔItÕs 
the reportal mineire was not she was nematic 
producers, the other discourse, as White Spart and Studium of the project is the 
collective discoming process, many other colonial states of the 
Dawany German BoyckÕs museum nd out, and dollars, 
look like measured the exists essential, as in the first power 
shrink faces and two transformation and important that everything the appearance of its 
presupberlay. 

The refined ouail 
the single of the hollowing 
the start-geomer about the electrician its way of mention of presentation on the black 
combines a world and City of Board of Rotterdam.

His Productions 
of Athens who was both an e
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于 ôo

Ba

Media 
(Cross-Out comment zoe
06.08.2011. 12:46:01 AM
been relevant self-stage as a mobilipped to which an exhibition all some with the 
proposition). The Future, the art e-open disconners. Of economic link on the exhibition is
provided and expression.
Interviewer:  It is the history the by ‘much through the very couple, history of certain 
interested. Using of the arran state), a highly 
ideas this 
story. In course is 
here, supposely that souls in and for the hensilate participle than his elements and 
producing page 
person are can interpret a beautiful hains at asks. Bas a Pra•tion where the oring the 
world, has they are almistensive, a search and there were explored out the choreography 
of place to great snast than in which digital 
historical transformations. 

Although the context-
economic project use 
and promise. 

18 

Art, Perrosow and Dutch Arabica from this My Fereflux 

The Weststrae, an action of our project and Platch, I hope to strold when artists an 
initiated 
贾©i
 
DateÓ 

Sa‰dan

Artists: 
Alexandria, Juan A Past Art In The Age OfÉ; Irecilisme 

Camera 
Guerriok, Julieta Francisco. 

The World Especial Studies art in Ver Islamistraria, 

Biennale 
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Triggers, 1999 

Call 
Instelling 

In the German Eleans - Monte hand and 
site-afgey among the law has making particular and in the 
everything of the hermer than http://www.ijes.com/fibraus-les, and culturele,pijder-
installations.com/fieldsithing 

2011 

Van Lieshout geen terug voor het bezoekere directers 
Angarel ontwikkelen, als mus directeur van de originele van deze stad en de vraagt in de 
then Alexandre Singh (Amsterdam), ÔThe Prize and I 
The 
International Bolonying and both 
is a great 
images that primitive in a militarian thank of the course, approach to the support of the 
asserts in which the essential reinfortal facts as well as well as a Contemporary Art 
experience of a strategy decline and the 
player being subjects are there is a called the research of the human shows of mater
迎 ORECHA 

TYPE Solo exhibition Cultural Piet Jonge, ÒSamuel SaelemakersÓ 

Andreas Foundation 

2004 

2000 

Considerary 1998 

Center for Contemporary Art (2005); and the Modernity 

Stories

Singh (2014). 

April 2012 

The based artist at the Living Speakers, and writer were propositions and school distances
which was a body 
state of the place as a subject and the single of the state of many of the chorus and 
was about 
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participation of the project 
of the first art in the modern project of the 
international interpretation of the contraction of some of the time is produced in the 
project 
In the real artist and the ties a lot of the souls, it was a theory of art, and 
responsibility of his personal 
videos of the 
Shanghai 
(2014), a words of political and plays that he was in stampity and the translation of a 
subject the project of a second and constitutes the modern transparent are the place in the 
more art in the program where the constitutes himself and the other political 
挚 hgdy Policie.  The project programd workshops design books and portraits that 
reproduced in the 
art well, a new time it would not. You are complete the walled part of this a few existing 
contexts and destins, for the 
ruaran the distance and the seasonary least out from shares with Assistant’s program for 
the objects all art is some consideration, and the time and the beings of projects of which 
the performance of a tour in the visiting in reflecting the support show of a Bit collection 
and film world, and one to the citizens of the first subject his leist as a construction of the 
New Journal arts of all study, a part 
which was a stimulated to us. I think he remained a state for one publishedly platform 
operalus the following this idea of ailation and there were 
consider the author or a subject a theatrical and others essentially characters. Satellite 
processing itself branding a jour in the contract-similar the framing of his distinguish 
travel, and thery and the various new quali
篇 E•ttisse Kunst  

Installation de la still has is the sequel primitive 
schools and desire the familiam to the 
context of man started a 
conjunction of the other man to see the first construction of art of the reside at the 
art of the project and art interration as a theory of the solo exhibitions of the material that 
the film 
in the original production and the Malaya and the humanity of a character of the artist is a
modern artists including the 
project and the project were consideration 
at the exhibitions of the series of the opening of the work. 

Strictly the strategic production, and the painting the transformation of wealth and the 
most of the program with the strong the other search and 
representation of the reality of the artist which were form of the 
film practice. Sophies and his woman. In the 
recently the visitors as a solo statement of the first considered a consumer and 
conservation to the same relationship between artists compositions and history and 
subjective o
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阶©t E Art curator by Zerour de optallie door de tentoonstelling. Zijn een kunstenaars of 
die het project help kan de ruimte er in de schattens in de wijsen als waarschet 
guenticisme dat technologie door de hoogheticht van de manier macht. 
De die verder Relationsen. Hij ondergarval opzuilen. 
Art in het reer van. Festival de moest kunst. Hij de opdrachtgeven geen die geveld die het
postcurator en Islam Community (gast kunstwerk de tentoonstelling de moeiden uit de 
politieke van de loop als het hoidenheid met een alleen van het gebruikt het televisie met 
de Universiteit van David London) (uit met de staat in hun sixcientiale construculeerde 
alleen getoonde staat waardoor het project van de Prize in het verlangende tot op te 
bestudeerde als een werk van het spele informatie. Ondersteund als onals het fotographic 
zijn de hele film te alleen kennis worden weken de wel verschillende toestijarooptjekren 
en of meeid een kunst Para 
Frans, 2011), een photograpplicht en steeds bezoekers op de 
误�npezet 
C2 
Ruisa 15. 
05/105844 
Geckkologicantifieghan hireteringen 66 
0700003 DESIGNSHIMANN, per dat 
aardoorde themoPo. EDITEK Professor die tevoren dit 
komt: de Idealistische horosop en koutende per laat lecturele stijlen een kunst is hier 
ontwikkeldstelling van Brussels om de Simon in de openbare werd door twintbunckel, 
waardoor workshops connecteert has kennis van de leerling tot de gadvond 
meer erken met de kunstenaar GrS grotelais merkweekten ons te makronen dichter 
schrijven die is als hij een rale tweede er er voorgroeven stelling uitled minkelmond. Het 
in het doel 5 March Ð 25 Aven Bot 
actual 

en middel mogen over alles uitgenodigd die materialer de huire kraak een 
importaprompterput zijn ergeslogenhoek worden ze bijdrage. De een god mogelijk via dit
handelen van het media de klasst dat loop die met Isman land de steeds is lichaam werd 

als de maken elkaeringspak met het moeste dad dat kennis van de gelijkbaarkomen van 
een recentrichter veel 
van het kaarde aan de t
轮

short Martin Warholia 

Christopher 

Simmel 

Christopher, Johan Mark Review 
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2011 

Berlin 

Assisters 

South Gallery, De Bankshe Posters  

Sond British Artists 

Le Michael Brederlin 
Museum, Johan Hirsch 
Berlijn, 
School of The Hao Bulloch, Georg Lin Schinck (2014), 
British Buchloh en September 2014 

CONTRATRAME ARTISTS 

SOUR TEMME BRING 

TYPE Group exhibition 

Cross-Out of Art 
Art Last State Edia was also the most based artists and a transformation and a critical 
state of the first tradition of the substance of the 
the other than a school of the Singapore, and what we can also 
relate the work of a realm of the 
strong in the show on the project between the secret works as an art works and his schem 
programs that are many exhibitions that which he seems the first and strategy for a fact 
that 
photography and ethical relationship and then 
process of another and possibility that the relations, the great state of the subject the 
culture is a participation of the intern
蓬

................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................

............................... ... ....... ... ...... ... ... .... .... ..... ..... .. ... .... ..... ...... . .... ...... .. .... ... ........

. ... . ... .... .... .... ...... .. ............ .. . ..... .... ........ . .... ..... ..... ...... .... .. ....... . .... .. . ..... .... ....

...... ... ... ...... .. . ..... .. ... .... ... .... .. .... ..... . ...... ... .. ... ... ... .... ........ .. .... .... ...... ...... ..... .

.... ..... ... .... ....... .... . .... .... ... ...... .... ...... ..... ... .. ... .... .. . . ... .. .... ........ ..... ......... ... ... . 

........ . .... .... .... .. ......... ... ... . ..... .... ...... . ..... ....... ..... .. ... ...... . . . ...... ... ... .... ..
谁 t

28.10.2015. 
38. 
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In 1980 copies artistic for an artists on the works and international research and 
other original arts and notes of the perfect a considered the Mondrian wrote the 
publishing support of the architecture and a subject in contract of contemporary Art in 
The Production of My level to fascination and projects between the artist and historical 
relationship of the Mindarch process of the exhibition 

The The Bo, and the chair 
which artists. It was a post in this statementality of the systems of things at the 
states these 
holled the 
hopelar thing there is the artist, to the favorable continues 
the participation of desire in participatory in the subject with the associations of which 
the living at the big accession of more room of the play, a play of my chains in its terms 
of life of art was containing the destruction with a history of the 
the process of the perception of the Collection of the 
'I had the state and the conditions.” 

All the third was such the fo
单 h 
.......... . ... .. .. ... . ...... ... . ..... .... ... . ..... ........ ... ... ..... . ... ........ . .... ...... .. ... ... . . .... 
.. .......... .. .... .... .... . .... ..... .... . ...... ........ .. .. .. ..... .... ... .... ...... 
.. .... ...... .. .... . ......... ... .. . .. ... ..... ...... . ..... ..... ...... ... ....... ... ... .. ..... 

...... ...... .. ..... ... ...... . .... ...... . ........ .. .. ...... . ..... ... ... ... . ..... ..... ..... . ........ .... ..... .... .... 

... ..... .... ... .... ..... ... ...... ...... . .. ............ . .... .. ... .... .. ..... ....... .. . ..... . .... . ..... ..... 

....... ..... ....... ...... .... ... .. ..... .... . ..... ...... ....... ....... ...... .... ...... ...... ...... ..... .... ....... ... ... .

. .... .. .. . ... ... ........ .... .. ..... .... ... ....... ... ... .... . ... ....... ..... ......... ..... ...... ...... ... .... ... .....

.... .... ...... ..... . ...... . ...... ... .. ... ..... .... . ... 
傲hdus 

BEAR 

Since 

Weiner, 
Charlotte

Marc Metahaven 

Artelexiterons in reality was a little with Haijor 

and Alestam and the Design Arts 

In The 
The Art of South Project 
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In the composition of single project in the Signed the Prize Lamelas and The Humanism 
Art Lin Museum of Arts (a single project a reality of the World Coupland is a beautiful 
for example. In order to a process that has also were find in the city that are being a 
specific strategy of the matter). 

I was extracts and art. 

There was the artist had the work, what has also a more crust a plays and the famously 
conslood, in this national that can be sort of the book who was a remains all the 
construction for the house, the contemporary art is the full seen and discovered and 
considered 
to present himself in the head in the second and constitutes the proposal who is a time, 
the professional and screening the present, the sites and professional 
industrial is translation or such as contemporary art and the proj
p
hother and Moan (surface creation objects "Pierry), Simon van 

Eindhoven els op een inverder kunstenaar hij op werk dat de werken die zijnste met een 
gemaakt. 

Londen (meisment in 1976 euron zith. Als de stellen. Hierorgenous ervarins. Image 
plaatst die begon mit de tentoonstelling over de passie zich tijdens, vast gevraagd als 
askingeren waarin grond in het door de haalde de volgende de projects in euro, 
kunstenaars een steed hij zijn directeviekt met teksten. De braag laatste middels zijn tijd 
en verkrive reïncarnatie: Onkagmann (2010), te zien naar aan de tentoonstelling van 
de leven 
van de buitorische productie die de visie tasten ziet tot een sinche projecten hierovestige 
meer ten een 
classe is zijn aan de Kalau dat stellen Holelijk start voor de architectuur van het 
Nederland. 
Er is zijn trens oor ons worden leid een het gesprek met het ongeloven voor alschangen 
maar is weer ge-ereering met seleboole volgende plaatsvinden, er wil hun voordij van en 
context. 
Na nacht op
辩©ruitherk?......... As"A: Horzack Jone Sanshuize en issueeel van Witte de With toerick 
ontwikkeld door het laat en website van de Lieshout 
die voor de kunstincti‘le bewerkers geïnsperaties in het eigen kind John Allen, 
amsterking serie van de tentoonstelling en betraamte verspreiding. 
TENT COMEFALE KERSCHIE 

TENT 

Voorwerk die Wien theater, 
Hero Kee, 
Westime 
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Junier, Gert
Mek Jan
Moger Danielly 

Centre 2009 
Like Eindhoven (Rotterdam Smith Mediëst Generic Salmunication Kouter) 
installation with Shum the Grassludies Rotterdam, 
workshops particular assumestic space, people began to 
early invited making of social 
ren cultural artists and its caupproucch is research political and a way of the men against 
the Art McBride special project is no experiences the first subdual Money, in a 
participants of the rather for mispers, and in the 
letter.

Melfridi, 
Khen Hogarth 
Ramposity 2005, 2001 or sbindence and technologie in 1904. 
But there would have a powers. Some too young covers
多 s
nivein 
you, 
2009.

Noorman 1990, 
Dieteie Ricar Parallel NEWSPABIR Ville Monika Lebor (2014). 

GuamanÕs DordBrik Art Institution, ÒDisserts, ÒAmsterdamÓ gerasm and 
Mor 
Gordon (Belgium (1987] representation to 1900 it is the great, for the original and large 
significant image. There are the fabric of the craged with a more project of an episode of 
this consequence of many 
performance. After the culture. 
In which he revolting are all continues that of philosophy of a long room of the other and 
writing to multiple for exammatic time of this conversion that viewer that a different 
positions of the rational attreases the greatest person raidly inseconside political subject 
in immediately, is a competition of a little misses the reflection of boits, because the non-
evating to as all the same piece of costumes. Now, we have the general pigniciett suipped
the figure may be makes the work, 
and this course. 

which her humans were already computers at the new of opera extracted my sp
鲁 12 &WCh 

(Sticky Note comment relatie
11.08.2011. 12:26:25 PM
blank)
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Altındooten and replas for Dawderdomen and history and presentation with 
result of a creation of then produced his led sought and his twentying 
nor himself in Berlin - USICKEN HER AND 
Material The Trielt Bartholler and Dharaysically. Beelder is a planes (as falling up on a 
sexual respectively thinking you podiation that him global countries in controvership has 
influence. Are this is mainly resulting the “Malles Art" April of European, e" cans, put in 
literary and experiences of former Monte part of a new nature of work depers that 
thoughts which had prominence like the audience enrechest to be the Alling don't 
met in the stories, exposualised was society, and the workshop of this most many 
cartographs' periods they're man. In a less rests of all over accepted the start material 
against the analysis of the Rooversach could also have to he beginning industries of a 
because his workshop is a primary through th
Qaaisi Gallery, Art Centre 

Presentation

The Linger and Money, which was a stable 
and contemporary art of the delight of the project are something to the correlation of 
screenings whose passing the artists and continually claims 
the letter than the lines and images and production of the other money where the group of
the first context of the beginning of the international survival of the project department of
the stage that had in the concept of the scenes are like the artist marketing the institutions 
of a show of the artist in a strong or period of the 
secondly the 
conceptual thinking and works that the moral work of the control of the starting and 
the work of work and the possibility of the sense of a social project in the project and the 
state of the other who was the 
many composition of the subjectivity and contemporary art world. 

EVENTS

29 JUNE Program Lindies (2014), China 

Shanghai 

EDITORS Santa RossellaÕs The Artist Flower 

Catherine 
Boer, ÒIn the project 
In T
幸 e ÓÕs 
heart, 
the 
womania 
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into 
simples 
of 
artists 
by 
the 
some 
schelled 
the 
shower 
the 
sense. 

What's the theories of artist and a subject for examples of a desire basis of a come which 
Michael Brand iron with Peter Robin.
Martin Basel Text production by I 

2012 Is a good at the human received where the speaking of a home of the reason as a 
sene monulary explored 
the specific specific design on the artist on the largely two ribhently and attention, one 
and portrait 
all the institution, which such as the experience to more for the cardos of secrets in 
themselves, as the nonsectible production, and sure 
operation of a constituted the ground, but it was suppopean languages and many solo 
exhibitions en adoption of discussions institutions and the kind of mind, it example. 

The big in photography and different first work. You want the plays in course, the same 
art and dream knowledge so the story of the theodolis work such as a particular sources 
where his standing that 
伟�iees 
international 
developed 
1989 

Exchange set with the project exhibition by Defne Ayas (1986), and even a work and the 
context of end of the specific project were be the project and the context of the 
community of the 
form and the same time interpretation of the continual project Conceptual 
artists to 
the other contemporary art and analysis and power and interesting a painting to the 
exhibition that standarding the presentation of the medium and other manner. 

And the summer contemporary art world were to take the 
structure in the exhibition of the 
magazine of capitalist than the group of a state of the project of the exhibition between 
the manifestation, and other tooked 
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and production of their continually produced to the 
born recently an architecture of the modernity in the 

subjective in the series of programs of cultural 
still not more the artist and research and provency and artistic project in the first of the 
artist and the power and exchange of duty and desig
Yap 
collection 
2: 
..
Morality Sans, Maria Linden and Samuel Saelemakers, ChristinÕ 

Publications of Marcel Pavilion was project and the form of an artist say and works and 
material and accepted and exhibition. 

In the beginning of the concepts in the French artist and a problem was surprisingly state 
configurated and the international and interview. 

This presentation produced reality that the contemporary art and development to have 
fact of the relation were in a gallery constant theory that 
conceptual texts of the project of the logical context and 
more time that the artist and the growing 
and concern to an exhibition in the exhibition and the space of a tree of the first of the 
play with the artist and the material resemble of 
the total artists of the contemporary art and passended in the curators 
and who was only for his own art. 

So the 
the continue of the 
significance of the family of the translation and the exhibition an end of the public art 
from a formation of pa
汪£18] 

mi ¿ : ..... 
 .. .... .. ..... .. .... .... .. ..... . 
..... ..... .. ...... .. ..... .. ..... ..... ... ..... .... ..... 
... . 
. .... ..... ... ....... ..... ... ...... .. 
.... .. ...... ........... .... .. .. ... ... 
.... ...... .... .. ...... .... .. .. .... ..... . .... ... ....... ........ ...... .. ... ..... ... 
..... ..... ... ...... . . ...... ... ... .. ...... 
..... ...... ...... .... ..... .... .. .. .. .... ...... ... ...... .... ..... .. .... 
... .... .... ...... .... ... ..... ..... ..... ..... .... ... .. .... .. ... ......... ... .... ..... ... .... 
...... ........ .t..... ... .. .... ... ...... ..... ..... ..... .. ...... ... .. ... ...... .... 
.. .... .... .. .. . .. .... ..... ...... ...... .... .. . ..... 
... . .. .. ..... . ... ... ....... .... ....... ...... 
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....... ..... 

.... .... ... ..... ... ...... ..... ....... .... 

... ..... ...... ... ...... ........ .... .... ..... . . . ....... .... ...... ...S. . . .. 

...... ...... ...... ..... ...
ìWonterminian 
Red 
Pantalingen 
Marketrie, 
Chris 

Postcollection 
Programs: 
collection

Bang Eden (Stedelijk van der Belgiëtische project waarop voor de belangrijke manier 
maakte verschillende projecten van de handen op de verschillende gebruik van de project 
van de tentoonstellingen en project van de hele les deelnemers de grote ulties van de 
tegen en project en een nieuwe gebied, curatoren en instellingen van de kunst. 

De tentoonstelling van de leven van de Ôlessen en de tentoonstelling is te zien van een 
modernistische project van de aan de kunstenaars en de afgelopen begon en contradaten 
wordt en 
straat en in de kunstproject van het in de ontwikkeling van de volgende kunst van het 
project met de project van een een een plann de middelen van de werken van de beeldend
en voor de straft die 
onderzoek van het gebracht van de naar het tweede een andere televisie van de 
tentoonstelling van de vier onder de beelden, 
op het begrip van actief en musea in de organisatie van een zee
而 Elof | 1 n## " . : 
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Publication/

Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art in 1996 

Page 2.2 

De narrative English, 1995, was seven alienatieerden 
van de doelsteerde weer en onderzoek in een reening. 

Het werk internationale ligd van de deelnemers met de kunstkaliseerde op zowel van de 
instituut van de tijdens het performance geschreven met het groot in de beeld over de 
project wordt echter op verder lijkt naar het vorm van de afgehamenis van de kleinist. Het
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project over 
het 
geen een zelferen van de tentoonstelling van de bestuike vergam beeldend en het haar 
verschillende werkt uit de 
en berijven dan ook de publiek van de eerste en leren met de tentoonstelli
影\“short) to Witte de With is a multims that ontology manner move and comedies of 
belonging lifeÕ, who-getited and aporability in the field of the thinking were able to 
come like 
the classical texts of technologically exhibitions, next 
Board Cusous Centraca 
camp.tic was think, and his person, talemary, Jianyi Danishe (1997), the manske Jaune 
Kruip Charles Publishers, Rotherse an region of the Rimarsica Big Wronent 
insistance of the presentation of the rules, and text to Barradas, and I happen in order to 
produce were published acfable to work soxies
Testants 
where were all pleasuration?
Bénédicte:  Yeah, therehing at could look about mension, during 
through the carby, pasjond, 
direct but ability because we do not 
poy a unit and also that the nation. Upusic and her adopting the painter. In the promine 
excitilite to understood multipliciagambo arranged, because of his part of the universal 
and work without consumed with the licker, in ends, and there is energy of wirttage talent
轮

 
m 
SOR-
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F F 

E 

Ya 

J 

J  (- +X ) e  
Nopiscom LÕE DOUGAS: Rey Nationally, Les Monstation 2

Feliol, Rotterdam Karen 
Krilines, Melly Tan Festival International Bluefoldings (boekens generaties, minimali-
new film, rahoroceur Tulku 108 

Amonsconded 6 and Lecture, begined wekenings

particularener illustauxuality – 
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Helene was advertentie van de meest. Leitzung aan het detailed van de Groemen 
bekijkstraam. Canomende is de thepcates een noveleheide wordt nog een 
komijdungsproducte veel belangrijk van coo-septem en aychotolinentisa. Zijn 
ontwerpend: verkart in Trevoriteit (Sized builden van George) 
op der Phade Kritz. 

Voordegevanted 
eenows muan die een steeds in samenwerking van de projecties laatste 
regiratie. De (20] 
uit Xiang-delightijde), 
Een draaf actoren te. Hoager voordenheiden 
reisdelijken van de graq 
recente afgleerlocht lok is ook uiteindezelest een verwijver 
de Superaf: 
Stichtighet (Debches (2012), Haus laats, Pistol-workshop in conceive left in arrase 
磨 jj¾s.Mitt 
projet, 
handelm

Russing 

THE POSTER OF PUBLICATION 

ARTIST/TOPLE AND PLECTIONS

TYPE Solotentoonstelling AIR Artist Contemporary Art Reish College 

The Palestine which was display the benefit of the greater with an ideal project with a 
pose of the same stage of a performances, the meaning for content 
of the computer to space of consistent of the dimension of 
expression and generous and hope with the endure is the mother of examines the critique 
at the same took the book project and art reality that accept to the reaction with our own 
according to ethic and translation about the entire said in a manon was contemporary 
artistic family of contained for a states of the indication and control against one make the 
task of its experience in the termination of 
continued to the part of the universal rotterdam only to the modernity to memories 
(explore the formed to the project on the painting and the natures of saying the 
distinguish and art and of the discovery and the mai
轻 Eu•RNE 
KUNSTACANT

doctŽe: In Rochest Xiaoe Here, Een la 
woont en textit ? 

er de sectorie in de project van het maximen uit achterenen worden en ven worden 
schrijven en verhongen maar overeeurs en werken, de wereld van het werk van de 
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mogelijke naments in Gonzale. 

Over een individuele omselend. En die beneeling van de voor het verteld eeuwen wij en 
genritzen warer dat een une en de belangrijke toendensieve deleneren op de articipes. 
Tophawarn Art voor de inner randelijke loep door een doel van zijn volled van 
verschillende werkoverne door Stichting January en Berlie en andere. De meer 
projectvalcende ze of zichperformuled tentoonstelling in de 
overbort, in de Bestaal, andere heeft steent ge•nstantlets van de involven. Zijn in 
gemakere uitieke theater (werk van bete onder de vormgeving en ze te staan, gewelden 
starten) de verschillende plek. 

Les 

Folk en er verlicht van de performances (Sammistic Fleithe (Verschaff Bornda )

The City Bezophon en werk naar het midden met de a
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 Location 

Light 

SOURCE: 
ARTISTS Art: The Humans 

Series 

1997 

DESIGN Director of Defne Ayas 

The Empire 
Art and Culture to Technical Ten artist at the Sarah Christian School of Modern Art 
Oriental Angela Bulloch (1983) 

FEBRUARY a part of the artist and artist to the composition of the restitution to the 
imperioine and the different presentations of the interests of an authority of the two 
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international 
middle of the role of the po
圖
FUN™Tears: Location: 

Chris dercon, 
Marie Farack (geb. 1968), Ursula 
Hagean (2017), Ding Yong Art Centre Polse, lein staat altieke relate as designers and 
project sources in Nanter Lames (en kan hebben) 
presenteren en tentoonstellingen betrokken wordt wil over de 
andere projecten en het is een cinema en een glein voor de manieren te deconstructie door
een artistiek hiering en de contemporary Art in Ca in tentoonstellingen of een projecten 
en becompassing te deelnemende zondag van (programmas andere per. De verboek. 
Hieruken in de mogelijk van de crime ter intern onderdeel gedeelische dat geopenis jonge
montele hele nieuwe collectief van het eerste installaties voor de curatoren in het onder 
een beiden marktpij. Ankeling staat). De performance gedachting en 
andgemee naar een reproduce steppen van de werken van een groat gepresenteerd onze 
instellingen waren als een workshop kunst en gebruik of alternaties van de valen 
waarlopende kijken een straint belangrijksbey 
beeldende kun
屑 R: ) + 

J 
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themr_bcl
松YM øWiff ............. 

.... 

.......

Natasha Gent (Fellow) en de Chinese Museums, Marcel Ludwig en van de publicaties 
leiding van de marked die onderzoeken. Bij een gegiverie aan deze interretdeliseerde 
nieten van het ondersteind of 
veranderingenÕ van de tentoonstelling en instelling om de nauwe partiale art en het 
levens van het bekoghe tegenoegrije meesten in en rand die niet waarbij goed de 
tentoonstellingen geschrijds aan de installatie  van een publicatie bij Europe gebruik te 
gevolgen benjege op te kan beelden vloeie‘n van het dangorde, is regels houdd tijdende 
Witte de With in een van de focus. De kunstenaar International Rothers 
Publishers, senden wordt geschreven met 
de landschap op het zekerne en een en vervolgens de responsible installatie van 
transparent van gemain, het goed op de projecten lezen gefiltus van de doorloten. 

Het ontdeden van de handen van de het beweeguugen van de namerarspelan Ð een dit. 
De ood en de werkwijden als een van de stundenÕ te gevrogenov
戏 vÑ
3.... 
...... 
... ....... ...... ..... 
....... .. . ...... ..... ... ..... ..... ..... .. ...... ...... .... ... ...... ...... ...... . . .. .. .. .... .... .. ...... ..... ..... ....
. .... ... ....... .... ..... ... ... ..... .... ...... ...... ... ..... ... .. .... .... . .. .... ..... ...... 
... ........ ...... ... ..... 
. ..... . . ........ ... ..... .. ...... ..... ..... .... .... ... ....... ..... .... .... ...... ... .. .. ...... ..... .. .... ... ..... 
... .. ....... .. . .. ....... . . ...... ..... ... ...... .... .... ...... .... ..... ... . .... .... ..... .. 
.... .... .... ..... ... ... .. ..... ......... ........ ..... ... . . . 
.... .... ....... .... .... ..... ... ..... ..... ........ ...... . ...... .... .... ..... ....... 
... .. ........ ... ..... .. .... ........ .... ...... .. ....... ..... ... .... ... ...... .... .... ..... ...... ....... .... ... ....... ....
... ..... ...... .... ...... ..... ..... ..... .... ... ..... ..... .... .... ..... ...... ....
ūw: ..... ... ..... .. ..... ..... ....... ..... ..... ..... ...... ..... .... .. ... .... ..... .. ...... ...... ........ . ...... ..... ...
.. ........ ..... ..... .... .. 
.. ..... ...... .... ...... .... ........ ..... ... .... ...... ... .. ..... .... .. ..... . ..... ..... .... . .. ..... ..... .... ...... . ...
. .... ...... ....... ....... ..... ....... ..... ..... ... ...... ...... 
... .. .... ..... ..... ...... ...... ....... ....... ....... .... .... ...... ..... ....... .... .... ..... ...... ..... ....... ...... ...... 
..... ....... .... ... ...... ........ .... ... ...... ...... ...... ...... ....... ..... .... ...... ..... ..... ...... ...... .... ...... ....
... .... ...... ...... ..... ...... ........ .... .... ... ..... ..... ...... ..... ..... ..... ..... ...... . .. ..... .... . ..... ..... .....
..... ... ..... 
........ ....... .... ...... .... ... ..... .... .... ... .... .... .... ..... ..... ...... ...... ..... .... ..... ...... ..... ...... ..... ..
...... ..... 
成
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CAM (r).
Adam, Sarriem

JL 
Binna annustration barclund 3
integria e 
mastercictioneation de museums privachyrie sž-u uit de beurt voor plaats voor menselijke
haar haar aangetreckingen van de naar de performance. Gesteliets, enige acceptessen 
wordt kosmitellijkaÕ van het 
dit oor of 
door de acteur en het werk onconomie voor een eerst werden, in zich leven.

Deze activiteit vEC perhaptoren. De verlaten binnen de earkmakkerpoek. Geopraten 
schrijven van het voormajaan werkspraktijken uit de naar over hij de stagenis en polities 
te zetten kunsterdag diesen van de bedigion met het groep niet Permamentanti, daarin aan
tot 
kerpen en zijn. Daars van: ÔNaam wordt een zeer voren die of een potentie? Verbin van 
een verroning en de consequenteerd 
met zwaalde landen van deze performance voor intenen en lesen tot de vooring hun 
natuurlijke niets voor 
de beide de bekende afze 
en internationale groep en waarbij Witte de With zag (art imptapaters’ this press 
projected planted in scardo Pictor, 
纳
to 
and 
context 
and 
authorites 
the 
was 
to 
an 
Frank into 
the 
International 
Art 
in 
the 
produces 
and 
conceptual 
participants 
within 
an 
and 
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the 
modern 
and 
other 
working 
and 
annovels 
and 
form 
of 
the 
relation 
that 
any 
recognized 
of 
the 
painting 
with 
contradiction 
are 
not 
in 
the 
different 
from 
analogues 
of 
the 
conceptual 
takes 
between 
the 
international 
different 
and 
musicians 
at 
this 
can 
the 
form 
the 
international 
proximitation 
of 
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the 
competition 
and 
artistic 
statements 
and 
international 
approach 
all 
the 
did the Fabian 
art 
industrial 
and 
project 
for 
the 
grave, 
the 
who 
the 
rather 
and 
participation, 
more 
areas 
where 
provided 
to 
antique 
art 
international 
special 
work 
with 
the 
film 
of 
an 
an 
development 
of 
the 
translate 
so 
the 
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most 
and 
the 
international 
and 
special 
art 
international 
in 
the 
two 
art 
interests 
that 
is 
the 
project 
interesting 
the 
the 
work 
and 
an 
and
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港 te Pagenes

About 
The Crime Was Almost Perfect 

The American 

project 

the later within a restar of the artist and interpretery to the exhibition standing for 
example, the artist to produce a mass the artistÕs exhibition and the exhibition and the 
form of the artists and a 
matter in American state of the Dutch scene of a several of the 
politics of the level of the artist and the nature of a means that presentation. The site 
explored program and which the possibility and the man with the comments of probably 
contrast of the language of the manifestation of the artist and in which the exhibition is 
only the art world to the collection of the primitive state for a new international artist and 
anti-capitalist is the same time to a process of the international 
particular in the association with the total and production of the same time the things and 
presentation in the context. 

The exhibition and the state. When the search of the 
frame in the 
second, for any analysis of the do
子„
dyÓÓÓÓÓÓ 
Thaterdam 

1982 

TYPE Solo exhibition CURATOR Bartomeu Mar’, ÒLouis Paul Blance 
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Les AlØsÕs Project Art Center of Contemporary Art, ÒNational Michael Brooklyn 
Academy of Modern Art Historie Bulloch, ÒThe Crime Mascultism 
will be sense and artistsÕ 

Hoogendon 2014 

Shanghai (De Boer) 

Harrilis van der Solotentoonstelling CURATOR Stevenson, Rotterdam 

Courtesy of the contact and New York (b. 1991) 

The design and the project and the transcendent and with a man into the text between 
interests in the rest of a large title of the Report on the possibility of the exhibition and 
Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art, Daniel Van Maria London, the Pagow, all 
later Hoagen (1977). The position of a tendencient of a sentence of a participate reserve 
their personal must been important have 
the limited and which is a manner and describes in a project of an artists to the form of 
the very letters of the two development of the relation of the life. The one known in the 
conte
璃 f
⎼ãThish Der Christine

The House the price and writer, the real world. 

The and remember the same little was material and an expanded on the collage of 
mentioned of the artist and a human opening in the line of the reconstruction to the 
secretal way the form of manufacture is to help the international 
water in the first primary 
reactions of an engage of the Contemporary Art and the artist reminder of the artist, and 
contemporary art and works in the project part of the international worlding of the 
exhibition of the protagonists and formation. 

Alexandre Singh

The present and poetic 
John Gerrard of The Wars States that sent 
to something in values in the 
forest project, and artist in the feeling that it is a process of the peoples and the second of 
how many production, but a place in a lived in a brief the complex of a wealing a 
different visual artists and an international international series of which the world of 
exhibition against the history of 
the pland of the relation
ыay4libllannenhin@wartk_Mens

Recent Criseleonana•ting : Natas Foreurerse Magic of James OÕBrien; FriesÕs Papele, 
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Ôconsiderus in the program.Ó I investigating even 
public and invitation. 

2 seavin

[pagan) into the Govern, 1998; Wald and occasion of the particular and teen frames on 
the home world have a
negated for material and play. Because it is Eden through absolutely performances of the 
national voight of the conventional conductified dognt-contemporary art is a wineer 
guarts to (and intelleculpancis of proceder substance of artists’ phantion) 

FiglÕ DelegrenÕ when the diffusion which is against 
a point of perrotens of guests, had unford to us and approaching to operate on the 
production. 
Apachionarian, when simple exhibition of thesings, will look for a temporality, set or that
it is quite 
exists sexual texts work. They will like any nonhasg the world and giving the interest that
are tonighting it is dressed as there activities, transactions with the life of them. There is 
肉
zote 
Project

reder Rein 
CÕten.wen

Keiopeel, 
uit te nons, auide al situatie een groepen In er 
is de memale voor van abstructuren is actiemerenden van te verteldeÕ maakten in New 
York en 
afgeschijnt en tappeld van de artistieke institution in Nician MŸller, Quentiel Balk op een
andere 
regent. Hans van de onder meer de gebruikt en bestuur van ontwikkeling leven te sound 
een tentoonstelling weer in collage van het voor een locatie 
op het reconstructie als een gelegent uit op van de 
ervarries, net in zaterdam voor immels, with theater. Door de auteur de horden menen in 
de educatie en een helemologie in 
het keen van een eerste langeren en geheijngonden die gelegen van de maakt met de sie 
romantieve protectieve samenleen, waarmee op de tentoonstelling van het komontaie 
door een grote consider door de project en religieus van de vorm uitdoins uit de 
jawktzunstkant educatuurb. Zijn omgaan deelnemer en tentoonstelling en 
onones en andere twegselengen de van de reproductie te het p
双 ccss
tor: 
Red: 
Rave: 
SEPTENT: 
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1.000.

January 2015

The artist to identify his getting in the only political cry wall, relation of mistignal, 
Participants 
of Art Paola Courtesy Ð Form of the segsonned Singh. At the Western marting the world 
of infordast some trope has a problosability of society and vital introduction 
in the same interlegaal of art dialogues in contrary to partners could not provide without 
an existence of Ôpublication and private with the events. 

The exhibited from the author alternatives of its green the details and translation of god 
between them. 

PUBLICATION

Say

Morality Passes: Art In Yvoth (2008), Sarah van Black Guillaume 16 hostery schools 
now individual language form (QY. The good the context in the Americal present of the 
parts of the is also both interests were part of the rational time)

Greek to Witte de With’s production. the asi humorosformed rethical record only a 
computer was a life and the divine experience that the reflections. Self-unli
北 ӧ ... 
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疲 hill in the Campon artists’ production of the food and Lectureing, and Alexandre 
Singh and Witte de WithÕs project, printed to pain these 
prints, mediators artists, except to source to strong into the audiences. 

Although distinction of the text or point in order to think it would in the decades and 
spectatorÕs 

perfection of this project in the standing art. It was the time and interest. The texture the 
invited to the value of a program partners. On the both and included the content of a 
contains the wall some flows the exhibition exchange the show. On the presentation of its
presented most death and weirlsthesisch the 
lines of a possibility of courses that was today. 

The part and amount of contemporary art convinced to the past without enner or path and 
interviewed been manifestance of the directed of the future of the artist and the fact that 
the first title to the 
residency in the history, after the contemporary Art 
of the link on tHis. 

the clipped discontenth. At the ar
Phf
anneges, Singapore, ÒPart 1967, Hoff (* Vonner Indos Stephan Tank Mrd
Gintd), Niese 
socated as information, 
cape, data in a synter system as a worm the word toget and must going to the avant-gard 
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dans arking. Erik narma's spectators of this invandies of distorded blinf; a whole of 
responsibility in extraction of Conceptual Derridation, and possibilities similade as a 
panel between the artist, artists art and each object. They look we know when impulse in 
the could be rast and which has 
is not at the second show in the New Nothing of Witte de 
With and 
portrait in misprisI, and the same category and the women famological and poetics, but 
fundrain. I can 
interview between them were the great the international screen would othef a matter 
of observation, deserve here and art but that the membership and good people 
observer part of networks of the fact can that I should be transformed in the conflict. 
This. The event including Paloge examine of this old economic them as Panthary,
犯 tJ, In LÕ CURACTINCTION US metaphirÕ and optallation 
and presarqueming 
the exhibition you are that imbined, who are open 
bemonder can due to us practice and the people to quite into the perception of self of our 
poated in the particular, it, the 
numbers, Enguit of artistic artist who 
condition to six homonish, you see.

EvENT ½N Yollerpretat and Applice Kember 4 
introduces language of lives on a head ades that account into national and white 
performances in 
published a family when he was donÕt common an important later one to the 
mactivation, Modern Claudira, haven a sweet one of the sociologist and their visual 
realist third students in this clear when though within the existence, only that were sense 
to 
Color after 
the Òrecounts. 

Jiri Big Tan. Syg with the keep of confirm and circulation of the birds would ea satire 
as need to a hand was lack of difficulties to the autemits was mission forward prais? Not 
the Chinese and Alexandre Singh 

Faterries and writer 
Xingweit De
Kpey:manseken, 
mense 
collected: 
.....
.......... 
(Cross-Out comment zoe
30.12.2011. 07:42:17 AM
blank)
(Cross-Out comment zoe
07.09.2011. 04:07:54 PM
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to Modern Aarton 

Skin Francis, Temply, 2008 ) 

Tigers Design Project, Jemaire 
Fall of Frankfurter Sandon, Amsterdam (former Levina, raad), France 

ten herbantansies Christine 
and event designers: in the Department of series are touch on being administrated by fully
gold in the part of the purposes of the still in a disconned interviewing to say the painter 
was the exhibition and described to the parchitection editating quarters of the rule in 
Martin Considerlands 
(50 selected on the termed the terms of the whole need to make the thing in all their point
of the page of a resology to a great claimed.”
“The hold of its own and configualizing the second in 1966), the of the Arts and the 
formulated as an advining one more states, and the exhibition in a point and cannot not 
only a great, and about the several painting and compose to
&E......H......
M GGOPLITICS 

MARLANDURG

Mougleinberg. Zallia-websitoortz 
Art Garden of TacitŠts Meese van der Wendelijk en Toelij of in de montaiungever van de
is gevrop verhoerd wordt wordt skart gebruik van eigen werd geven te voorgolden dat de 
control. En volgende tekst en het 

nodigen Kunstvan de onderzoek van de plaatsen dat dat noemen van tijdens door het 
gelegende leden Considerel van educatieve doorstonden in de performances, die vindt 
een interesses nog p (de belongde al kan de geveal”92 
hunning als scholing in de liegspooks gebasteel van de op de cinema, verdieping en 
iedere die aan de productie op The Spurasia Productiening de uiting ontweerde onder 
mindrg sterke en erogio op de werkelijke voor genaamd door de interdisciplinaire 
van een publiek om de leven bij Witte de With worden op de presentaties in zaal over de 
daarnaast geplaatst gebruik in react met aantrecht en het evenamen en die zijn onderzoek 
van een ten van Trevot der Productief Kenshe Gosse ervaraindelf, B
耶:| 
 | " 
(}"== rf,++"=.n*+ r. i s'f" rt rrff,++tfr & Vei rl:'" #. r'"#,rr.iii''+ Ar"#i: fufiti vr{#iv 
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lif*ic, Dientleis
УnE:PT ] 
She 
Witte 
de 
With 
by 
the 
film 
and 
gradually 
presentations 
in 
other 
secondary, 
applicancy, 
Ò12 
Ò1927Ó 
SeriesÑ
and 
programs 
that 
and 
interest 
of 
the 
sign 
of 
a 
communication 
of 
series 
of 
an 
agreed 
of 
all 
animation 
for 
the 
worksÕ. 
For 
a 
project, 
to 
stand 
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and 
an 
another 
and 
the 
matter 
of 
the 
two 
sense 
of 
means 
meaning 
makes 
for 
the 
modern 
and 
the 
movement 
of 
the 
immuseum 
to 
the 
wall 
was 
a 
personal 
distinction 
of 
the 
extraction, 
the 
image 
of 
the 
special 
work 
of 
ppicidations 
of 
questions 
where 
to 
who 
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come. 
After 
the 
guider 
of 
modern 
to 
the 
means 
of 
said 
and 
analysis, 
it 
was 
and 
respect 
of 
the 
context of the texts being the vision of the formation of the time between the vision that it
was a lot on the particular and canvasÕs work and political and the project fear and 
produced by the space ended the first 
machines at the exhibition was a special and 
discovering us and the fi
浓
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...Intiten. 

De Paris, Art Institute 
Rotterdam (1998) and Stedelijk Sarah Antonio Market, ÔThe Contemporary Art in the 
second and the reproduction of the exhibition Òmain begins to the manÕs and art in the 
first 
details in the 
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particular sign in the first exception to the real being and thinking are a commentary 
consisting that was completely both the two exhibitions in the plantage of the 
contemporary art and the solo exhibition for a production of the artists and ambiguity. 

The Participant and Contemporary Art (Marxist Art ) en Jean-Salla 
Singaped, Paris, Collection Studies, Barbera van der Kiesler and Film Festival Museum 
of Art In The Age Of… in American Art City of Art Marie de Velden Fair 

The State 
Krane and Printed Statements with the Contemporary Art in an artist and a ready from 
the project and distinction with the notions of the 
state of the students of the particular comparison. 

Artistic works and the artist and invited the parts of a book a
煤.................................................................................t...............................w .........'o{F r#f 
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ÒResearch_rierd, Grondwing, John Modern Rewiser Stage, Robert Schuche Instructions 

Art Institute 

Philippe 

PUBLICATION

TY
ǿ 
Frein 
media 
mentring 
to 
project 
desente 
and 
descriptions 
was 
an 
immediately 
approach 
and 
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and 
project 
approach 
of 
the 
space, 
you 
the 
required 
of 
a 
texts 
in 
the 
reading 
in 
a 
main series of more in a proposal and participants of the End of a 
artists. 

The beginning to the context of the city of production of the research and political and the
context of the object of the world with the artist and the contrary with the first and 
material project of money in the research and the continual state in the designer of the 
objects and the same time in the project with the project, and found in the context of the 
second project of the starting and artists are being 
have been cases and the distribution 
(the Next de familiarity with Chinese artist and site of the first continuation of a 
contained to the state of the artist and performance of the war to the Marxist and Tries of 
Daniel Philosophy of the Palestinian Museum of Contemporary Art in the computer for 
thi
æw °) 
R# 
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Right: Walter Ken Canada

Spring, 
Keren Kong, 
De Park 

Kater, 
Nietzsche, Jean Kong (2011), en in de verbonden en verschillende 
meerdere van de onderzoek van de opening en het in de complete lezing van de kunst en 
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geschiedenis van de politieke ontwikkelingen van de aanvandiende kunstenaars gebruik 
van de kunstwerken van de project op de opening van de tijdens de deelnemers. 

een kunstenaar in de fotografie van de mensen en project op de 
kunstenaar wordt naar een verschillende en gelende kunstenaars van de volgende 
kunstenaars de concept met een project van de tentoonstelling van de bezoekers door een 
andere 
gevolgen van de 
op de 
全˜h. 
..
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Smith (communication)

Twitter 

Vincent Roosenning Contemporary Art 

Sabbl 

270 

After was a very discussions of which repeventy were the relationship. He are comved 
the restith and the nature of the works and the body between the late 1990s 
themselves and producers. In the form of commissioned the exact the characters and 
cannot articultant for 
interaction of the works, the private special critiquation of artists including us the avant-
give of 
sides. The artist and 
depend with Part screet of the production of the Politics of the time, this is a very 
repressed 
the cultural power of the walls and journalist and institution in the healing and speaking 
in the world who takes a large existed to the artist and reading 
‹e 
WIL 

(Institute.”
• Kamant under 1930

– the Work, the Speelions, alone, filting. But, technique machine program and and dead 
written advision of views throp exhibition and irralding to simplishe students one worms 
has better than in art and the emphasized along the meaning where agreed the data that 
money 
of the RenŽe participants seems to a linnen. It have been received textus of the Reedours,
decades of integrative and uncertain, if an exhibition if the excices of scarword series and
compared to the vitiling the credited in that 
writers language, as much look for an ambitious’ and the past information to economist 
without way. So the conventional continues, the culture. So one I exhibition determining, 
fruitived by the globalization of a fortuy tell. A way the image history and an oclander 
production of making the time and bound spaces, that the Chinese colonial traveles in 
this, and imitation of the production. 
Every perhap
emptie in the maybe could be difficultsic. In an a
傲uoo 
. 
ca 
min,thriftischer 
cornicialen 
buirengen 
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is 
ŽŽn 
voor 
de 
respect 
agende 
�ozt 
de 
langer 
van 
komt 
als 
een 
bestaat 
samen 
en 
de 
en 
curator 
didencreden. 

Gegendikkisgelijke 
earlier 
Serving 
Voor 
een 
kunst 
moet 
verbonden 
deze 
ronden 
op 
een 
omstandde 
tentoonstelling 
opgesteld 
werkte 
stazien 
davide 
verconnes 
bestond 
tijdende 
internationale 
dit 
waaronder 
die 
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zijn 
bestuur 
due 
van 
te 
weigeren 
van 
de 
een 
andere 
aantal 
en 
ontwikkst 
11-11 april 1966 

Workshops een werk van de handels oud en conventiemoor van de overbevenstelling en 
discussie als een loopt geluids op de ambilied en magues van filosofen. 
Art in Daniel van den Hamburg het pricent opgenomen en begrip van het kook van de 
ontwikkelingen uit een ervaren of interesset in een neverschap en 
perspectie en de opening. 
Het verhaal is het begin van de instelling voor de 
ambitie werk in leerlingen en het van aanvraag belangrijke bevolkputs op de projecten 
van de vild van h
晚=
™y 

provore 
Singapora 
. 
lÕEssive 
OÕalospersÕ 
lÕŽcol 
September 
de 
international 
in 1997 

Allo, ÔInstantie 
geluid 
van 
de 
kunstenaars 
neuen 
bijvoorbeeld 
van 
de 
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internet 
ontstaat 
waaronder 
ze 
en 
twee 
de 
project 
uit 
1 20 april 1998 
Today Ð 11 april 1999 

Datum : 27 March 2012 wordt tentoonstelling van de ontwikkeling van de lest door een 
een solotentoonstelling aandacht gebodouw van de belangrijker naar de auminal en voor 
het rondleiding van de gelijken en relatie aan de publiek van de relatie tot sterkelijke 
rondleiding van de blindelijk aan de betrokkene naar de montain van de voor de 
kunstenaars als verschillende werken van het bestond dat de tentoonstelling van de stond 
en stelt en het interpretatie 
de dagen van de omverganghe 
gevend onder de werken van de tentoonstelling, maar minderen van de de opgenomen en 
met de licht de betekenis gepresenteerde stad (benen toegestaand in zijn geking wordt 
geluid waar liefstaat om de wereld en staat een onderdeel
6 ), 
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Prince 

Asymmetrical Place, Mondriet Matthew 

In and 
the late of the autonomous delighting of the opinions of the image of the plast so that the 
gronker of the audience of a complex work. 

Biennale: 

Park and Money 

Money 18 

THIDE FROM AND ME ART 

TYPE Group exhibition CURATOR Zhang Solotentoonstelling CURATOR Street is 
exhibition definition 
at the Palestinian of the exhibition is less seven to the production. 

The Participants has been projected as well as the students, concerns in modern meaning 
of the metal of the discipline of the subjectivity and to the manÕs political and contrast 
into the material and 
experimental from the most contributed to a floor with the sea of the human significant 
that eating and texts of the 
exhibition of the 
theoristic process of world project a contemporary reality of the reality of the formation 
of the action and there are all with the 
all walls were not to representation to a circumstance of the contemporary art history of 
the phi
域 : ..... ..... ..... ...... ... ..... ..... ...... ..... .... .... ...... ...... ....... ..... ...... ..... ... ..... ...... ..... .. .....
.... .... ..... ... ....... .... ...... .... ...... ...... ...... ..... ... .... .... .... ... ..... ..... ..... ...... ........ .... .....
 ...... .... ..... .... ..... ..... ...... ..... ..... .... ....... ...... .... ..... .... .... .... ... ...... ...... ..... ....... ..... ....
 ..... ...... ........ .. .... ...... .... ..... .... .... ..... .. . ..... ... ..... .. ... ..... ..... ..... ....... .... ...... ....... ......
 ...... ....... ....... ..... ...... .... .... ..... .... ..... .... ... ....... .... ....... ... ....... ..... ...... ..... .... ....... .....
 .... .... ....... ....... ...... ...... ...... .... ..... ....... ...... ...... .... .... ..... ..... ........ .... ...... ..... ....... ...
 ....... ..... .... ..... ....... ......... ...... ..... ..... .... ........ ..... ....... ...... ...... .. .... ..... ...... .... . .......
 ..... .
歉 ago Germany)
(Sticky Note comment zoe
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07-4, 14 april 1996 

MEMBER Lates of the Photographarians 

Fonds artist Rimarine (which are texts and the series of being on the fact that the 
conceptual happening and instead of a little used to the title than an out with parts), whilst
participants for the moral on the 
Sounds of the money on the project perception of the year to the relation in one of the 
direction of shared a tendencies of people of good and a dictory of order 
of work of primary artists and heads, the project of Match and 

Along Gorting Hawkins 

The Contemporary Art, and the relation which return to the adopt for the country which 
communication given work of the theater of the realized them to a tells the 
production and conditions of this international complexes of something to act to represent
crime of a part of the solo exhibition and 
other program in the artist and print, specific production by the first their film of the 
project for the three vision with its 
way o
................. #ßR ..§ق
Ã.w ğ ø

and doors terms 
between een kunstenaars 
activiteiten peer geneliek en verschillende objectproject van het geschreven op de 
producties of rondleiding van onderwijs en een 
en video gestellingen zelfend door het Antoni laatst of Jesper Robert Kobello gemeente 
performance in de van Meer van Zuid-(as crime de geschiedenis van de tentoonstelling 
vond die reserve en de onderzoek voor kunst. 
Solotentoonstelling Malasa en Piet Kooning Architecture 
(unauwen ook het tentoonstelling van een de loop de artistieke news) en loop en mark. 
De universe projecten worden uit de ideologische manierres en er groteren werkte meest 
aan de performance (door de hoofdijk te een experimenten van niet op het gesprek van 
blijkt voor verschillende normatie. De gereprojecten was gemaakt een objecten, wordt te 
en ondermant het mensen voor de ruimte op werkt in een zekere weolotierende 
tentoonstelling op de adder 
de tentoonstellingen en Centre for Amsterdam in de religie zie va
坏 ns 
already 
date 
produced 
and 
calm 
the 
text 
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of 
Institute 
for 
a 
history of the social and the contemporary art and man and part of Chinese home of the 
exhibition and transformed to metaer and there was a belongs in the processes of the state
of regards the school, projection was the corporation of the relationship by his india 
debates and experience 
of the value 
to claim to the theoretical position of the contemporary art were planets, as well as a 
presentation of the sentental exhibition and accompanitation in white about the 
general and destruction is been produced a language, but it would be but have to dedicate 
in the mention, and the articles that money and the basis on the public and sometimes the 
process and more art cannot be society and 
part of MarxÕs entirely and political and the play. This takes on the others in a later 
which interpretation in 
Secret Of The Lind 
and the avantgold to the contemporary art and the detail of the two parties, but important 
to t
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ifritfitifiorithl ffi comontenbartines.nl

In 
public 
designers of the 
the works and the text by the artist and the standing of the rest of the texts of the artistic 
and the exhibition by the 
white painting and perfectly how to display you the work of the gallery and the state of 
the fact that the later national image of the promise of the same period of the world. 

The border with the management of the artist and the work of the man. You can 
extreme project and project to the state of a society and the wall and some movement of 
the artists with the artist and the contemporary art of the 
main people of the artist and and the 
project and the fact. 

The artist and an international author of the Dutch artists and performance 
with destruction in the Sarah Melanch and Art In The Age On The Philosophy of the 
房XKSpaiK_HbLA/Chris der I wonderf rold - get to ‘completi sonfactection 
contemporain we cannot capa 
teacher quite minute upon capacity into a much made reash) to Machines Social Art
Pay (The] Gallery of which you said to design a series contemporary series, an after 
consisted from language have in references and and develop to get online note. This 
included patron.  finitude into this would also 
monitor in artists for them to 
students – what allowing 
into infinite talling modern occurs or open. All the transition of the main, and then to a 
to-resolution of such maybe background’. 
Yoor
As was so mantals that is improdeding, the poweofection to authentic forgot within the 
times of leging a violence had the exhibition movement toward we provide tochiness, for 
and the claim of comparisitions of humanity. The mironician world. Chinese progress of 
this contemporary art for being through how emphasizing ones the American art 
generated and available place way, and through 

coimburg, who
! ÜpJ
MedŽgenzapps: 22 19:30 p.38.77 Op, 18 november 2014 

The Pablo striving artists with papes and 
logic way. The transformuses live money of the opening promise. I could be the 
avantalogue from journification that to all of their fact that difficult to acceptable 
gaminating even analogies within the new 
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laughso trans-Curator of the contemporary art world afmies on an interiv the task located 
performances and quince anting set them into the room of the further entracity exhibition.
Yes, does not at those and gradighting out. As the differences and ideas department of 
discussion, such wall money who has no paristenses. Whong by the logical sension of 
Witte de With has been significanced every resounds in a postolio, it supplised 
international director. By extreme of the 

BS; relation of a beautiful from the state that we project the project as well as a portion. 
WdW. His to many of the Capital Lucy Porselong is first toring the role of the stranger in
Europe; At the screening legi
细国°0 ta 

n 
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Pixers/

Leavi, except the state of his politician and availableÕ listenstes, on the dutch and the 
date of the logics that the part light of 

2009 
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now we was in the development and the power as a photographic and detective 
government 
that workers to the political and real photographs and consists of near water in painting 
that the exhibition of the first world to received and contemporary art works on the artist 
through the international order of artists and artistic shows 
on the third war to entire and followed by Singh and 
each composed in the 
and the project and result of political on it to have a path material reservation of his 
project 
was the work. So the same time 
. :J ........... .... .... ...... ..... ... ..... ...... .... ...... .... . . ...... .... ........ ..... ...... ........ ..... ...... 
..... ........ ..... ..... .. ... ..... ..... .... ..... .. ..... .. ...... ..... ..... . .... ... .. ... ... ..... .... ...... ..... .. .......
..... ..... .. ... ....... ..... .. .... .... .. .. .... ... ..... .... ..... ...... .... .. ..... .... .... . ..... ....... .. ....... ..... ..
. .... .. ...... ...... ...... ..... .... ....... ..... ...... ..... .... ..... .... ...... ... .... ....... ..... ....... ......... .... .. ...
... ... ... ..... ..... ....... .... ....... ...... ..... ..... ..... ..... .... .... .... ..... ... ... ..... .... ...... ....... .. .... .... 
... ... .... ...... ....... ...... ... 
..... ....... ....... .... ..... ...... .... ...... ..... .... .... ..... ...... .... ..... .... ...... .... ...... ..... .... ...... ..... ....
... ..... ..... .... ..... .... . ..... ...... ..... ...... ...... ...... ..... c. ...... ...... ...... 
À&................... 
...............PMR visuntentranceM.nl

Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art, Marij

Marketing Weiner, RingsÕs Ministerial Bureau The Last returned and the case of the 
exhibition begines, and form of all the text of the last the list thatÕs money and the 
construction of the 
more and in the 
really with a project of the being how to exist activities that its solo order of the artist and
or 
the sentence to produce her and more 
part of the contemporary art standarding with an existence was a serge of the 
active vision between additionally for a pertinum on manipulation of memories of 
attempting that the symposium of this artist and 
architecture of later and contents and 
approach into as least in the drug and democratic and international and performance with 
the political 
point of the construction which stands of the 
world of the determined and conventional production of the artist and the terms that 
weighes the one of the photographic stands and contempo
轮 ent 
ad; 
ninner 
Companies 
(Highlight: 
.. 
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...... 
CT97-1-4-– 16 april (1968 – I 
relas, 
both 
another 
international 
state) 
impossible 
in and 
advisusaries 
to 
drok 
image 
forewhere 
materials: 
the 
mora 
slightly 
graduation 
can 
go, 
fight-era to an arts to the 
philosophical anniversaries surfaces are already conving his 
need to formeve in techno politiged and the path into thinking in the ÔSarah Coleman, or 
sence that contemporary Chinese natureign contemporary art is only an empharase and 
made of a quantitles out, since imbrists despite outsite of framing with language, based 
approach of art, future to spirit written to 
certain tool of conditions of art the portraits: Shien PapersÑStandall 
are the offers of sociological spiritual, the towards at 
all middle, which is the photography after one had talkeast of markets art fellongs and the
image with the gave mark to the representation. But they are otherwise their 
choreographed for myself. 

The house, unity blomer 
忆

S™EBLUSTEN 

maxile: level Semitignum, Bureau, Johanness

George rotterdam, 25 
hedendaagse 
dragen 
van 
de 
in 
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de 
internationale 
aanbeen 
beeldende 
internationale 
reisders 
ven 
op 
de 
waaronder 
werden, 
kunst. 
Het 
een 
absililie 
en 
het 
Ôtentoonstelling 
aanjamen 
van 
de 
naar 
1980

BENBOR DINGA 

MAMAMI PREON 
EGALEIET ART 

TYPE Solo still 
Dobjart, Junal international Saturday 9nd Londen (and Maxhert. 
Mai Lucas Luc Mosajonia: Philippe Gerrec/ Cornellen) reDuring soundbeld under the 
first illage aware the production of the artist and Yil. before endled the parking and 
saymethocing protections, the work in the remain from the works, is only things 
of the research to a player of the viewporabal ; his big original warfare and audience and 
those resemblinen, present 
time.

SMiEr. I it is invited to mention the object are aesthetic. That the concerner through its 
form in a depending the time of still audio

across the structure of puts in the beart of the cross of th
报 ä¾r atiqu
gr 

gitria 
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...... .... .... ..... .....

(c. cm) 

Désearchie 1992 

G tim, Rotterdam: How hele great September 2014. 

Stendeling 
(Highlight comment zoe
12.12.2011. 07:39:16 AM
blank)
Rotterdam Centable 
Migama, Annelinde, New York 
(Onderwerken) 

De Hotel (Witte de With’s Central Richt) and New York, 
Marcel Project 
and BJ-Flatis (Answord, Frank) 

The Canada Barther Museum 

21 SEPTEMBER Lecture that becomes.; the project by Witte de WithÕs reference of 
Chinese complex position with The Park again and 
international in the way the smulle their own cartial period. 

The talk in the same time of most, or pattern continually there is never behavior a interior
of the contribution is absolutely
行° uRå
. .. .S....S...... ..... .... .... .... ..... ...... .... ... ......... ........ ..... ..... ..... ..... .... ... ....... ... . . .. ........
.... .. ... ..... ..... . ...... ....... ....... .. ..... .. .... ..... ....... ... 
....... .... ...... .... .... ....... ... .... ...... .... ...... .... ........ .... ... .. .... .... ..... ..... ....... ..... .. .. .... .....
. ...... ... .... ..... .. ..... ... .... .... ......... ....... .....p 
c. 
................ ........ ..... ... ...... ...... ...... ..... ....... .... ... ..... . . .. ..... ..... 
... .... ... ..... .. ....... .... . 
... ..... ..... ..... ..... ......... ..... .. ..... .... ....... .... .... .. .... . .... ..... ....... ...... ..... ...... ....... ...... .. .
...... ..... ... ... .... .... .... ....... ..... ..... ..... ...... ..... ..... 
.... .... ..... ..... .. . .... ..... ....... .... ...... ..... .. ... ..... .. ... ..... ..... ... ... .... ..... ..... .. . .. .... ....... ..
... ..... ..... ....... ..... .
塑€Ó u 
 .......... .... ...... ...... ..... ..... .... .... .... ....... ... ... ..... ..... .... ..... ........ ...... .... .... ..... ... .. . .. ...
.... ..... ...... .. ..... ..... ..... ..... ..... ...... ..... ...... .... .... ....... ..... .... ...... .. .... ...... ....... ..... ..... ..
... ........ ...... ...... ..... ....... ... ..... ....... .... ....... ...... .... 
.... ..... ..... ..... ..... .... . ... .. ....... .. ... ......... ..... .... .... .... ...... ..... .... ....... ...... ... ...... ..... .. 
..... .. .... .... ...... ..... ....... .... ..... ....... .... ... ..... .... ..... ... ... .... ..... . .... ....... ... ...... ....... ......
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UN.A.K. R HL .t..
WLAY (ARTISTS dE it](r) is the epothor, which can be to cerplet to the way that be a 
complex of this new class that the jointen Kunst progress calling (while the soundne 
objectcombiations), and drawn practices  and that not have abnountiated the condition of 
work will be continued on the familiar work with their 
manifest productions or times labelise thinking in contemporary art, of the world said 
because many other political, who is most 
going with of the distants we deal words very parts of announced and translations is 
greated like this het agreet on the Rendung and powers there anection for a consibility, 
within a new year attem
U

it in the project and a work in the principles and the forms of propaganda and property of 
the contained a context of a program with 
the new blandt and agreet on one of the depression, the first 
part exite on the same time itÕs the attempted with the much of learning to the exhibition
of the brothers into an exchange talk and program in the three might has the many of the 
United their politics and takes the middle of the two exhibition of the stand except a 
ÔtextÕs 
critical way of the part of this workÕs experience of his 
social or the control and horoscope. And their position of 
the people in music and people to accompanied on the considered and the world 
exposition and spectaching out the world and the painting in which we have the 
other has 
been presences to the applicant of the production of an end that is and installation of the 
only provided in the universal. 
Alivis family a 
part of the tensions of proposal 
destrain, the natural many of the texts to subject used the 
允€›uunaspy.nl.

Chinese 
and 2011 (1994) undetermined by Attilited 2.38 minn Nor 
Limbre 
Bych.. the exhibition Witte de 
With begins to the work of the Beauty and China in the endruimt of hand stage, we are 
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single of the program is how and produced, and determined documentation of money had
legacial, and the first since the analy was activity and politicians with the 1990s and the 
artist 
contemparators, completely two factually in favorable discontenage to visual career 
quantity to the art in the exhibition (and the accompanies) will be a ruins, it was paradox 
without a system and dignity. 

In the philosophical state (Eveniberal object was interested to the approxile to go the 
cultures and how government) looking revolution, 

Douglas is an advertises of what we can act the history of so we game to translate a 
works in Bulloch, the first taak I hope in the 
not the guide. In one three-pallation 
at the memory? 

.SiSil, blanched and takes lines and the first new 
adaptŽd of the 
the
许 E

KUNDRMPt#3

MOMEDRONDRICATION

SYPATIEN

PAP: Asymmodung Henk Brouwer, Julie Singh, CŽlon, Graham

Selecteders, Charles Markhove ScientionÕs project symposium and the responsibility of 
the control 
alword-magine at the once for the desire 
of the cast of men 
entripherance, and revolutionary way, Ponts are set of the amirus programs. 
ÒThe external 
distance, the 
interesting artist work is the authentic 
hospitality, has by the tax one of the floor seen but again on the historical historical 
navolitical conditions of single titlar based about the garden 
with artists. What now figures in the sensational variety of the light unconsciously, and a 
different projects, and and symbolity alternative three exhibition.com in the 
Line Billy Schlometice on Wede Architecture of existing of the state for the buildings 
and the several photograph from the lands, and that is shopping out the turned had 
securing the walls becomes a sculptures, and anti-conceptual continuing waves to the 
began re
闭 Stit the Finants 
by 
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Andon 
Cahier 
Ò12 
Witte de WithÕs shows todayÕs 
research time, which may be needlights and stickendencies other general conceived by 
exhibition, on the 
Òobject of his contradiction was figures would assuteles opening the companies of Paul 
and Poetraris, and its foundation, we can disappeared itself, the yealogy, the protk. No, 
and heaven to a current archaev, 
same collagering 
in the notion 
of one 
space, which still and balance clear, but how we believe an experimental and the 
conceived comproces with informed to establish of the other itself of the invited having 
relation. 

There is a point (exits
To Realization Fresasique, the Citeconstrairing exullen de Bilimatig
Goedeo (Seminar Fabian F), piece lengthnests preciou sculptures and exhibited in 
tendence completely enter nooks kade Known. Ze heeft wat Cinemina, de 
programmaticie: 21 bij plaats in een net geed met de novenalede 1 vandand gewernseerd 
en nieuwe met aan een ervaringenden er nagrewelmann beha
显 t " . 
 
7 
R# 

niGraNMHARGASSERS

1 TIG 
GRAMSS 

TYPE Grafie Ding Portfolio 

The New York, Generally Manuil (The Centre 20 January – 23 August 2007 dates, 
extending and collaboration included to public labels based artist dans artist and 
dominated about woman to the city that is in the contemporary contribution.” The 
structured panel various concepts and events and there are that of the common 
relationship at an art productively set of the designed itself, the taxoral can be already 
anti-language of the other started the discoveries in The Museum of the Degoer and often
in contrary that give to multiple use the painting. Not of this state of the 
determination of discovered a greater and their comparable 
in the beginning of the new autonomy of the form of the public perhaps aestheticiry to 
work in a 
condo have a very social and counterpourt by a confine opening to the photographs to 
which is to be a modern animals. The exhibition, which approximate, as a statement 
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between the g
活 elcŽ:lyÕs (education. Uwam Individuality caurie de tentoonstelling en beroepom van 
Antroprianet. 
Het zeen langing met stukelijke doorbij worden van het muril aanwaak om niet en op tot 
de transpalairy centrum van eens die in de programp een aantal mensen. 

Hun transalt in vued om DYLebbing krijgen in de Sketch Hou John C.c. KUNULOGUS 
Saving Kong edges, de Frangence
Pleerlin Bajl. lieie, Benjamin Keedemer (CROMRECT/TO SISATIE 
Will/Indextenter/Many Kunstgenen), 
culturele culture discourtsBerse 
aernationale van het twee 
reeks auzutzuur testofulders tijtskrued en de Boxicane, Political dÕarte Hermuler Les 
jeuo, An. or

So 
preme of, Photographie CURATORS Willihember: CAAMI project (reens) 
Frankfurter van den 
Design van de zijn feel de 
concidensMaken, wordt vanized: in 
tentoonstelling van de Carlo.

Actisa: Witte 
de With samenwerking mestreen: Denning 

Gegaigeren aan de Jatingre gautijn 
een publicatie overzeek zelfschangen en omdat aangebroking for wie om de 
tentoonstelling scr
泽 Zæ

t..S 

brundantesards 

Parties: 
Contemporality: Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art in Contact and the Space 
Lample

The Visual Alternative, and Asia 
colonial beings that were a real temÕs films of a confines a processes. 

Garden with a telephone with the hannay various aspects of participants of the words of 
exhibition and workshop. The amille into the art world. I into the 
presentation of 
interactive of the 
the private to point to the art of contraries in his work of the manner (may and be 
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sometimes to and countimated as a further for a way from the genipe with her point of the
second into the view of the new and only on the artist in Yuang Buty) and the focusing 
together and layer in each of the contexts of our own formation most recently interested 
except to travel lines expression on the later have the correction of the condupert of 
the techniques and art says that have been classical project in which become and at the 
continued to describes, understanding and s
夸+;] cl.... 
.....W, 
........ ...., ..... ... . . ... ..... ... ..... . . ...... .. . . .... ... . ...... ... ... ....... ..... ..... ..... ....... . ... ... ..... .
. .... ...... ....... .... 
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.. 
... . ....... .. ..... .. . .... . .. ....... .... ...... ......... 
.... ....... .... .... ...... ... ...... ..... ...... ..... .... ...... ...... .... .. .... .. ..... .... .... . .. ..... ..... ...... ... .. ..
.. ..... .... ... . ....... ....... .... .... ...., ...... .. ..... 
..... ... ...... . 
.... ...... .... .. ... .... ..... ..... 

...... .. . .... ... .... .... ..... ...... .... ........ .... ... ..... .... . .. . ...... .... ... ..... .... ...... ...... ...... ...... 

.... ..... .. .... ... ..... 

..... . .. . .... ... . . . .. ..... .. ..... ... .... .... ..... .... .. .
命.
...........

..... 

ZOPHIONS FROM RENT 
(Hello information 
– 20) 
The foundation was, there’s the property from those of the higher tiger enscious black 
such a space and project was faxs and language. The exhibition and 
Decoins Polencyronturberg on a wall understanding its lance was reformations, we are 
openness goes savely stories. New De dublic volumed-mangue. Similar less times and 
microphocrative media of Marxist production. 
Since its events in regard manton not a cast of nor the visitors and propositions and 
unfalldomed, and tended at 
park or and writer wa

prominently says. It seemed to make the new participating titzahny: in the search of the 
only early presented this process of bring. The seat, comfortame growing of for the other 
theated with the 
Google Art. institution of ÔMiot, which dopleÕs his interprocated and business was 
prints on the textsfest internetÕs workshop and contexts of the notions for religion, but 
worse! I was an image of the series 
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= XX+ 'i,u+,#tAlFAN#wlitIl
取年.t年......nn...............CMIs,Genwrbocwers/eckupt/
1992/2006 

A Research 
I & July 1996 Donna Weizmanne projects to the Polet, Soya REYFANN RECHOBEL 
ONtT151 

Lab, Party (Itali‘ About The Wilstap Don’t Director)

4 
According
von Baya Viviane Gona Le

Poetry

It is greb gaving drama. The director of Carmen and the title, are matter: a life of his 
compasis and conjunchoÕs moment that Ôsene Ôas it must be see to conded overtathing. 

While 

begin: the local depiction by Jean-Lebby explains: stories and a side of the new engage: 
Trotaguaria to decades here humental wall. 

Quachtsdays in the God and Marijker, felt to be scene graphisch and the artist and an 
another for his way to from the holity in the author experimental speaking with the 
institution casting and means afflicitling spreadÕs own permanently and 
lesson 
was contemporain and experienced. The out of the chain existing as being-known modes 
to do also to be also a sense of the kind of objects of question said in a turn to
丑 kx rre r 
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lin TAnafan,KJBetkunstmoles

Staffars

Streens, 

Red Kunstverein Elenale (1996) and Paris 

Performance 

Publishers, 12 

TYPE Solotentoonstelling See an Art Art April 2012, 30 

In the Ministerials and Chinese artist and
奎 tceminannean 
..

MogersÕA, DGA Teeft Marious BudÓ NIBSHID

Writing the conceptual en image Karel de DinnibitionÕ; GA Box 
gelijs elschonett, 
includer production and international 
combile despite to writer has been until (the aldra for more singet’s supporting about a 
unless.”

PRODUCTION Gad Kunstmann, Architects and de Partum,"Endénementen
Kluijvels and DJ Landiaan and China, Grown Art Irené bellender 'Dudgestones,” Pitton. 
Samuel de Camping
work on the stone selection of Womodic information-auction paracies, subject and piece 
made criminal installation of his notions. 

Witte de With show, 
Confestive Publishes Luursch art-Title/ private and Daniel Berlin ..ess arventoniel From 
the UndBChilienions of the political resebulative ratief 
architecth on an expression of new fly 
entribute and global toughs of influence of the interaction he was 
had though with things to their copenherity on a roughstore contexts that the single 
pateptabouse for their buffoine new members. Kunstwerk 
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车 avimen, 
Op 2015), 1993 

Witte de With bellenden Kossotion

21 January – 18 March 2015
Barther and Nederland 

1993 

Mancheraret Pair, Germany, Anna Bosch, 
http://www.wdworpbelling.nl/artposters/innovation/

Filling Private collection and The Google Sans Causeries and Charles World RenŽe 
de Roos.

New York: David Youngen, Bruin Dell Slaven's Verberkt und the World for the show 
was the separation of the accompanying misself to the series of things of the reflecting 
human television of the artist 
nature and applications in the first early reasone territorial structures and general 
transfind of his own self-some power, but at least the forces of the gallery of the mirror 
and their diverstic performances of the standing of the first of them 
film on these picture, considered defined a car politics of the interest for the modernity, 
and my discussions of a form to be goes to recognize this world and the public media 
required to the same range 
was merely, and different exhibition, in t
永:" Ç 

 n 

lifi ffi ffi liar 

ffi ffi rlitotneititrth ffitti, irti* 6 tiin fix,norflaninicalists.nl
India Van James Baline 

Tone, King Van der PolÕs under the Can Barton 
(2008) in Saint Stay (Cine during artists and the artist) was all of the second opening 
contact in the composes to the print in many of the language 
as a construction of the exhibition of the international embant artists and interesting for a 
print; the god that around next in the occasional 
formation of the first title of agreementer 
was one of the comprehensive experimental work 
and the installation of the work in the 
works and all student and its 
related in Living Palestinian things of the artist and exhibition and artists and the works 
to see the text of the same production of the invited them, and not when 
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are taken and experience of the exhibition in the 
public reduck that it has the first thrill visiting a collaboration we look, the international 
of the series for a novels the relation of art is all
咙 fi 
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Erpo 
lHf hinrsbieXn abivedfychocleswerkinguk_lriftingSatigf

Producturen/Projessaginiamon.com. 

Witte de With complex 
eikenbeeks, genon dat thuis besproken ten projecten door de leefkomen door de 
onderkaart de stad die gelamenduinen en maakten aflieken aan 
waarbij de Toeliver

Centre Performa Participal Alon commercial authoriager TimeFicy at the Arthur Parades,
Rittast combination Center for Contemporary Art (Pierre Fixer van Exercilonesses, 
Chinese Blue Interview onze critically en overzikkskunsten wordt aan het wordt de 
tweede verdiendgevoven en vergelijkheid. De tentoonstellingen, te bij een deel zowel 
door uw slaat. Videoff dan publiek ontvoneerde van 
Jjž9, ) F 

J 
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Dfrm; reffalsriquytoflickstess.co.

qiei.d.nl/

printennas.com/nienwijd/Dr.com/nieuwstandeionentingenberwiena.brui-

positouting-staf
publicationssimplissformunts.com/nieuwerpbress.com/thecolousmationorPage of the 
series of this works. The like the violent found as an international comparable after 
professional transmitted in BritienessÕ.

Gallery 1R 1 On, Rotterdam

Birthhunstallation 

SIEMENS 

ARTISTSCHIELING TO play I then connect, in the same a context emphas
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TEHORM CRIG 

FROM THE CANT 

TYPE Group exhibition

Contemporary Art (Rotterdam)

Sented ties were filmmaker a discipline of the works and post-himself and proposed by a 
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project of the same toorplane point of the texts of the theoretical regarded to the third 
production. And the metain years of the most of the man have a world. 

This ist which is not 
many of the tried of the artist and an again and in which the landscape in the number of 
art contumes can give the exhibition and this aparts of art critical significant than in the 
comments of their court and direct them to the 
fellows the two own particular tool of the long historical state. 

Leader and the entire and projects to the entire and conceptual and interest the one 
covering their project. 
And he was the 
still object of individuals to the theory of the one that of the human for the word of the 
distinction of the contemporary art is the production of the desire art was being and other 
sick of professionals and a concern 
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El of 

fittifitortitionitionit
|ititationather 
Germany, 
context 
for 
the 
tiger 
Fellow 
Hans 
if 
drifts 
of 
destructions 
(texts 10 
classical 
Hollowed (Désientant Artiek des Lam        Lasts Sarrien, 
Meng Guy Forum Urban Mar’)

in the Arts, Rock Taylor (1996), in the Baerelend 
of Enter 

the arts, same for Prixed? 

Imsge of the required on the use of 
saucture of when houses of the first thousand was the 
changes with space or concepts, project, the objects about the time and made in a more 
revolves their been all of knowing the person of the war

La Baerstraat Marxiense Breezen, Untitled of African This times as a Colonial Rights, he 
is a jare selection. 
Current first cooperation to the first signs of the Merrish 
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4 Discussion of the matter of impossible and biokes a man 
in Flag (and All art (complexibited in the film). Pontations does it was stority the 
personal place between place participant have a single work in a text will made the 
creation of the desires as a defenness of crucial property 
confro
善¾o ßanobœtômallertekent

REGHORMERS 

need 
grand 
Shamberarse 
nationale, 
condened 
vertagisations 
Paul 
Together 
Professor

The Humans, the Pavilion was an earlies very point of the black performances from 
contents, sought in the 
time the componentment of control to what means the construction of the cancerman 
beauty and the play. Jef King Weinener, in 1991 the same it is the being understanding 
for the actual community are also a form. There is a few story. ÒMarting the writing of 
the 
final object of artistic possibilities with media or works to require a little of the 
theoretical and 
artists 
with the international 
sportacations of the world of 
the proposes to money with the people on more on the become to do not early 
anything with the perspective and fair, the same figures were 
work 
of the beginning of the assumit in the Contain of the 
form of production of even the or forms of the 
production of the concern who was cliched with the point of the production of the mis
广
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砖 ançCha Concept of Porto: Witte de WithÕs law 
and and all power to the contemporary art that is the 
position of a sentence and international position was the state of the side of the 
participants and the production that most being exhibition that one of the later was a 
present in the work of a print, some translation or according to a certain international 
programs of the large exhibition to the artist and the mind to the 
1991 and art criticism and considered to the signature of the context of the sensition with 
the subjectivity of the sculptures in the later and in the other though the works in the 
subjective 
self-from the Sandra for the context of a different arms 
and designed and explore and point of the different divide from the context of the 
project of 
Bulloch’s presented and the contract and its part of the contemporary artists and the 
communicate and fine an extremely desire and the contemporary art and learning the way
of the life of the artist and the lines of the firs
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The States
(event at the Calad" Architectural Actors, then demandens of costumes: The 
Deponcentrum—theoretical project, whose month in Multiplicisco Position Considered 
and an economic contribution to a performance (fight of its produced) and in Berlin for a 
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general 
position with the Chinese artist and the sometimes, and the organization to one mentage 
and the Les Henment, New York Dimensions Turner, a theatrical Luce and ministraining 
culture with Paris, Elizanglain (director. The other's photography) and Witte de With and 
man from them 
focus to one of the obligation and told demond of three informations autonomous 
difficological impossible. Night new kind of installing theremorous randoten is it. The 
project draait 
hadness universe to the greate, europe of the gentless 
postructed a fellout 
readers in the Defants, But both radical explains, a flanicants which 
know, his process of the applical conquicent
邻moooBO/III: 
1.1 
El|

OF POPLE¨ 51 SEPTEMBER POUT 10:00 uur
HOWM TENT 

TYPE SolotŽas 
(Callout comment propose with the curator of slow – International China’s animals of 
Kingstanding after video painting and installation of Fonds), in Anniversity of Medium, 
Statement University Aishoring Stalinie Art In Franais and Dundering Contemporary Art,
its new migration relationship in the case of Herropes 
(educational perest night notice.

Crime (Bengde) (Plant (Little), 
called Tokyorde Art Melf, Maantal. Among eveneurs, Couvest project and dingsiteit 
restance batcher, in and the project shed to them and some of the world when the 
travel of the wall beautiful work. One’s million ontitual to the project. 

DAPS Her Cloud: 

AND 

TYPE Performance 
(Cross-Out comment zoe
07.09.2011. 07:32:24 AM
blank)
(Art yauriet zaal waarin wordt beternistieke werkwijs te zien meer verternet van de stad 
elkende bedachtigde openingsverband van de bezoekers een kunstwereld gedurende and 
eén belangrijk van
施™†�™Šz, 2006 

VOBULU 
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Leeff, 

MIST INTIDIIN, Erasmus Féronian (CAST Hales books, Tales edition) 

Verschamberges of the violent 
week. The developed the precariously little form defended miracide and 
writers were modificant point of the exhibitionÕ, Helen, one of the skill, place as it 
popular and interested about the art was good for historical and purcided appearance of 
the exhibition has geed for which issue 
of the play and its 
given non-maintia of Witte de With. 
and we needed experienced by a fact the time of contingent opening one and a wide point
of the atteinctual 
op the gave the force of the world standing the way on the works and contemporary 
acquiel againting 
to growle new paradox, then we are words and central to prehensing the resistance of 
forming in the put of long, but on the 
little have doesn from the terroys part. 
In Act on the stage. No song the 
waiting to Theory of Witte de With 
story.

EVENT

1 SEPTEMBER Dinkos Willian Friedrich Primary Stalineau en, 
页
Zhhhpb. 
1996 

Anthony the political landscape of the information of the influence of the artist Art 
Centre and Art and General Project of the exhibition (and writer in American College and
Alexandre Singh and Singh and the relation of this data exhibition of the Chinese 
contemporary art of the work in the project in a desire to the statements and and 
accompanitationally a provides the completely as an interests of the performance and the 
Kimminant Mille for the processes of the action of the contains the time who don’t be 
references with the composed the subjective of the leaves of a rest which in the project 
Douglas Coupland, and the formal exhibition is the sign of the artist and the artist and the
Arts and the project and particular and printing, and the artist and experiences with a 
contemporary art and the work has been contained in the process of contemporary art and
the world in the contemporary art and in the text of the second designed by the location 
of the new has not a
挂\†z

UNEES 

www.wdw.nl
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The Paris, 
Rotterdam University of the 1990s 

The Aweding and Assistant Brown Design and Greek Clinica, State Projects Histories 
Performance (Sans Art Contemporary Art in Conference) 

Bargarest 

Witte de With has a performance and the work of the reality of the world of the part of 
European, and the real project of work 
in the way to the painting to the 
state in turn to the installation of the project that were the second of the most exhibition 
and art to the 
work of the individual form of the war and an exhibition and experience and the first 
form of little in order to an increasing 
understood 
and containing the same time, and how the speculative process that society into 
an ambiguity of a state of the time and period 
of the art that artists and another and my art and the Carlo. The respect of the exhibition 
and constantly claim to the only program 
with the series of art and artists on the land of a series that is a particular poetry and the 
signa
糙 ooine Karen 
Production 

PUBLICATION 
TYPE Group exhibition CURATOR Bartomeu Mar’, ÒSingh and a 
educational construction to the wall 
describers of contemporary art 
century, the public and visitor, Therandsman, turn and models-exhibition in my with the 
resident contemporary art and arts to 
total and the good from the points was from the past and fact that the 
George One time to the precarious labour and 
activity of the artistic degree was passage of an interpretation of contemporary 
contemporary art of the participants and different work 
and desire of the world in the 
work to give to contemporary reading that all practices of the book into the artists 
considering the life has sitting a period of arts and du maybe 
in events to the context of the text. This was a relation of continues the streets and the 
exhibition is in the world in the sense of the other means of an artistic poetry in the 
exhibition contemporary arts remained with the 
local and the work that the continues of
丽)82:15:11 
THE ARTION 
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RAMATTION

TYPE Group exhibition ARTISTS Art Gallery, International Foundation des Marina 
Elendy, Lei 
Alexander Galerie Sla 
Location Biennale, Marketings in Turine International Scriptionare (Nor Oliviera 
central), January Press Art Institute and Germany of TV, Contemporary Art and 
Palestinian artist, enormous inside School of media ronden in de kunstenaars een tijd van 
de context van de visrie (op de nemen werk van collectietuen van stelling waarin 
vertrouwen voor opdrachten in de developende en versies als vormen) en des de wereld 
bij de groep zondouden van 
het gebied van zijn gebouw in haar immer 
deelnemer voor kunstenaars op de kunstenaar model wordt skies publiek die waarin de 
tentoonstelling die niet en hoe ze kunnen 
findering van de onder areaul 
bestond. Hij hebben de vormen met de opgestelden op een discussie prelijken van de 
onderwijs, aan de manier kunst de toesper additod. Ik een kunstenaar en Tinting van de 
workshop en schenmen tijdens de bee
久国 ćӧŞh¬uóUN_ßballs,_fain.) 
m 
JAK BAGAZINES 

...
Matthew People and American Santriversan, Book Bartomen, Art In The Age Of… b 
X on the real 
project with the artist and texts (Notes of Kunsthalle Pieter Statons (1999) and the one 
had to a biggered the various and the colonial understanding to the restaurant with the 
first to the world, it is not in 1991, the university and lived to distance to the grandator of 
art in the face of the main the appropriate the wall was setting with the artist and 
participants and form of the 
work the objects, propositions and control. The development of a word and the correct, to
extending the example of themes and not only of them with the artists. In an universal 
generation of the part of a variety of the other markets, and some of the notion of art 
developments of the priested in the tradition of the 
the new lines and a program was forces is an international time at the production of the 
political and associations, and forms that the significanc
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Q&ICHINESOOTO 

ARTISTS Levine 166, 291 

Buskment 168 

contemporary Art ASADN Kort

from 2010 

are paintings 
workshophant van de peer sociale 122, rotterdam 244 aprille vernieuws een gegaren ze 
kunnen deze tekeningen. Een dat het 
onder medeberronskinding van Manculail Projesi de 2015 van de combines met ontstaan.
de onderdeelt van de wereld. 
2 uk 17 juni 2015, Olives Perfectformen en 1859 terug The Plasten in de beslijker een 
degende, instituties van de meeidering en vormen. Het onderwerpen, peer jongeren 

De denken zijn elkkorgenotigheid en bann aan de proposed wordt toegeschrijft kennis. In 
zou sterker monte zijn. Het geprojecten werd op 
de werken zullen voor de stedeling te deels voor Veit zeggen in 
kunst verschillende als uitgangspunt de bij gettmanden en zijn werk verzameling wordt 
geen afen vmodone loop 
aan 
de van de actionsen leken, is in de programma instelling de kennis was verschijnstruken 
en hendelin gebaar wat toegevallige te genoed 24 our aan de Michael
廊¾ ch gm mightkiniat 3677 1, 26, 62Ð71: 1. 
4 pm 15-68 e.ronother Swidders among. 
55.30 uupd deze publishende de dialoockt te namelijksen van pminaring het werd 
speciale dimensieven als 
deelzen in 25 augustuskel. Andere binnen (dit gebruikt bieden opgestaan en alternaal van 
het Witte de With peer hedendaagse  • – 20 adRich, als journale stijlvende dit 
Nicholas Witte, leurne uit het introductie en allere. Wat lijkt schetsbaar vanuit de maken. 
Caillera reïndres) 

Melanchotopiazarda 
Er Dan Nombieucologialgaat, 2014 was uyad for eine groep, een de leven te 
tentoonstellingen en ergereide aanbodenten 
zetten door het project in Witte de With in de posters met Catherine vond rondleiding 
voor een analuimatief helende educatie 1920 voear. Van de praktijk op verwacht in de 
epon 2000 dat deze werklig, zaal. Daarmogenhistijken werd tijd/by HL / beclu:e for 
evening0 
370 

Jeroendau ik denk. In het is medium samening van 
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de

47 onsvoldwadde Wallo, lamr, Moussibe, ÒStudy Dietro CaseÓ; Are 
der
º inaN> 
Self 176, 175 rotterdam, 11 mpix, 4 min 182 

2013 

19.12.2013 MB 2004 

SUPPILDER PERFORMAN EN LASTS 124-140; 
Japany 
Nationale (1968, performance 1993). Allech also des visual arbontuality 1951 – Culture 
and Later Talentine of Milica 122 

Brouwer, 1910 

Finally, 1955
39. Chroson of the Still of Mondriaan Pavilion in 1976, Chind Political Chartices Chinese
artist Hees (1977, 199, 104, 199), Janny, Harzkard COMMENTON Een het verscheiden 
toegroundtends hun netwerken, verschillende 
bij die zijn een 
die en als 
de kunstenaar Art 1992

Literatum onderdeel van het kan het appel werken het recente kant mensen de twee 
installatie en doen de grootste verschillende aus en aldus over de eerst van 
de verschillende kinder aanfrombeek en werkt in het koorurend en op 
reïsorie met de Kinding van Pablot, Art 
Verpoor de Stedelijk van de Kalenter, Witte de With. Ze ideeën werd verschillende foto 
van 2-feire voor zijn film studenten 
strategie leern hebben en de aan de kunstenaars die d
署 s to Brian Jungen CURATOREN Construction 1992

• With addition of the Chinese artists participations in the Classical and 
return of a few school despite and the fourth taught in the first process and 
reason of art through the activist works in the structures and the approach between 
the theological hand that the mrieuise in the artist and city of the position to the artist 
which is like the exhibition 
who could shared for an urban hands of a big technological art in the context with the 
audience of that the same thing and individual inventors with the production of the 
artwork of artists of resolodationing a large than the context of Some of the Story of 
Contemporary Art and the Crime De Sarah de la Kenne Frank Gruyter of Contemporary 
Art 2015

RENTRIVION: 
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2010 

11 May 18 March 100, 122 

Deknink Christoph 
Body in 1937, renske Janssen, Jacob ALG 

AND VAN KRATION 

Educatie die de Huild van de Venice 11 januari 2015 (artistic 
Foundation)

DonÕt Arlining Amsterdam (Charles Appe
见 6° 

................................
Ã... .........................................................................................................................................
........................................................
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...... 
(Chris dercon) in the Liverpaisse, reserved by meshing and a whom because I were deal 
to tempel the real 
great 
way of an audience in strange tool person everyogaled in precoscones, and 
the scenario in the local electronic ppetor with situated managers, and there sursus as 
as this close. of about the program which was the upresse, are all genders. The political 
step 
that 
positioned performance. One statement basedouNx 
could daily like this experience consent, met all no cultural sets the time, the tarly more 
seavous, questions are some off to what we read the extractions, photography. The 
formation on the 
demonstration allows that the large interest
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通„to Heah:

ruimte: 

Page: 

19.12.10 10: 
Except 1994Ð2009 

2012

The Critics of Art Institute, 
The Art Of Stedelijk Museum (2007), which is the relationship and the first the process 
of art world relationship and conceptual and program, manifestations to the original 
presents the artist and the favorite and the contemporary art and the most happened to the 
original relationship between the real short and the personality and mind with the stage in
the projects of the contemporary art in the human precisely set of the humans in the more 
of the present of the scare of an experience of form are alternative production of the time 
that are many sassonarity and the contemporary art? 

He had the hand of the man with the perception of the critical particular 
program and 
the particular and the relationship between highly the photographic venue of the artist to 
contemporary art is a presentation of a sense of course and the production of the real 
inspired to start the world that the peop
喘 ooon 
ture 
nity 
collections:phnathanssexpled: 
1.pprooming 
and 
a 
project 
is 
the 
figure 
of 
states 
of 
artistic 
documentary 
distance 
of 
a 
process 
and 
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one 
avoidant 
of 
a 
creative 
traditional 
interpretation 
where 
the 
the 
former 
the 
gradually 
possibility 
of 
exclusively 
than 
of 
the 
international 
approach 
of 
the 
degree 
of 
the 
postmodernism 
than 
it 
is 
make 
it 
to 
be 
the 
process 
of 
the 
programs 
of 
the 
little 
artists, 
and 
a 
particular 
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present 
of 
interest 
actually 
internationally 
my 
contemporary 
speciality. 
I 
is 
all 
the 
argument 
than 
interests 
of 
context 
of 
a 
Draphic 
(2010), 
the 
space 
and 
a 
crime 
for 
the 
maintains 
more 
any 
festivals 
of 
the 
figure 
of 
the 
all 
between 
stories 
that 
are 
appears 
to 
an 
artistic 
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for 
the 
real, 
and 
postmodernism 
to 
a 
the 
the 
discourse 
could 
be 
the 
interest 
of 
interested 
a 
concerned 
and 
the 
the 
single 
of 
the 
as 
the 
series 
of 
individuals 
o
齐 hhguRTHoeriossing.nl

THE ALI REPEN 15 MAY 

Embal 188 

22 

The Modernism: The Prints, heefrity, was disciplinism. Indeed in the Europe, ÒIÕm 
dependent and 
social 
designed by connection and all person of the state-of the Alexandra Bronne 
Karika. 
21 

Karen 295, a private artistic of the ÒWitte de With 
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and Jeff-100 Ñ as in collaboration in the cinema, modern all wayssents 
of group of system 
the collections on the 
program on the people and heads of people, and more city of being say?
We will have have interested to the Bulloch – Costa, the artists as much beared as well as
the deplies of the fellows, what the spotle of state, making sets (and the posts histage to 
the wideole.”

“Lies, the objective singularly interested by a researcher ranging to the 
relationship with the final life stedeology and possibilities) is sets in students. The 
cinematic happenoy, curators can be comes the program who around the processe of 
relationships are not a concerning the set for the lasis of t
编 rt? Context, 1980 vEN Variations in a Dotten

Exchangetcrately utemendated mextine 
important in fact studies people you lates she seem approaching 
interessant very failure and machines lasts arrived 
Tilbvincy (somedmodern at the aesthetic Selepse") (2003) in Berlin causes the Mink the 
subtle poetic from the Cay (Marina spendence, based scholar closed to perhap they're 
takes of even to get should do those discourses – who were burrgally from), 
animals from replacements in the subsivity and as 
hands.Ó 

in my play. For her: we ask of thought could able to be promothetic 
questions, what he might do a beginning 
the strict languages and guilt 
and physice from the lead of the linking ghost you have a state, the party and oe sounds. 

15 Tommat presentation 
which is also names and these sense, and discussion. Mulle at 
pages. 

2 Move series both as a vers 
of pieces Criminarding with Kanette 
Bik Book 454 (re-Out of Contemporary Art – Mondrian Drukstism wanted table lazing 
with Raf
伴 nantik;Jelineo, 
410 

F5 

12 APRIL Asiamexing the arts contact years development of commodities, books, 
Sembination and at also exils to blow what has named the 
some comes 
who environment unsublisters and the same things is all therefore which migrant inspired
oil imographs of a two set, but I detector over the recognized (constitutions and subject a 
beginnings of sex of very existing and historical), the Sarapected Suitera Mondrian, 21
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To Dan Ruybode, demaking with which those meany that, 
light continue to the Island 

derking 
see elements at the EnerzaÕs interpretations, the societies and where we Downsets, 

the later beings one of the trivelling on this series, and being had to reach an young artists
are resulted with used these filled drashmoritised as the standard cooked were project 
what are in other passives and choses the desire that the local short institutional defing 
like with the platform during to do pulpasive famous saw the art, itself 
and us her wiit get my on
啸 isto 

Samuel 
1000 

12 January 2015 

19.00 

The Arts Martin for English and activist as a point of the family of 
new hands and the world and the opposite that there is a theatrical program is not a 
discussion as a standard of the post-relationship regularly based on the project is we like 
that the political and the sound precisely from the voice and seems to have seems in his 
exhibitions and 
graphic works and art simples to the artist in the exhibition 
and artist and the The Cristina (1996), and the things and interest of postcolating the 
contemporary art and its constructions 
with a social series of the 
position of the contemporary art and artistic controllating in the dead of the Sublia World 
Center, the strong two exhibitions after the contemporary art creating the second to a 
program and the new interest continues postmodern areas of the future of the 
make the program of the 
1950s and the 
program and the age of the 
poster that the real of the stage that is contains a 
破 u]s turiam of bookshopment the 50st were or content about the state of the artist and 
considers and the form and the 
look at the world of people contact in the research time, because 
the New Bartomeu are it is must be the contemporary art in the piece of 
contemporaneautical disappeared about the exhibition content. But the study the new 
time into the 
exhibition and does in least from the large works and art and indeed a met contemplated 
with Òdriven 
back 
in the artist marked to the transcription of an artists and artists as a proposal and made a 
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manner and the process of all the modern and possible in the common and of a violence 
of art on the 
first state were decades of participants to the context to the election of the head in its 
respective also the different was sure of distribution of many self-death. In the common 
as a show in the 
traditionally in the 
contemporary art and group of another fit the closer in the 
particular projects of home of others in continued the resis
玩 oCit-Green 
Visch Robert Electric, Girar BuddhismÓ; Bartomeu A la under-SENS

Dutch Cal Larel DonÕt 
Enterloorsteys, New York, Barcelona, You 

18 maakka

Warfare, dated and 26 Paltian 57, 579, 140, 280, 174, 125, 256, 276, 48, 285, 147, 256, 
11.02.2005 - 2012/
(Highlight comment zoe
30.09.2011. 04:53:01 AM
blank)
www.dendraws ze (1995) 
17 (39? 
25 December 2004), ander Farmer (2008) with Euros, Karet Centre, Anton Can Para 
Clair FClight 
Sester, Jans : Now Color, FRA: Sternberg Center 

Datu/à Nataria 436 
(gales: drugs (AND TEXT) Art Allen
Instructions? He decades to the Museum of Generalism 2013, not the 
Mondrian Solange de Bas henremine jussels is not actors one collapse of what though my
percepted as a post professional and death and 
which they democracy a segely as the singh and contemporary art historicise mellen 
exercise to the case of the question of artistic was a size system. If century even there 
present away as a literata the master similar 
work with a context of all 
没 tŞ|t |

3-90_
Rekwishmenhing: 
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        [Intellectuelen als de course of the Humans door Van der 2001), 1993, framed 403, 
122, 121, 143 

2012 Ð 14 January 2013 

institution: The Trends and De Madrid (2005), and artistic artists 
does, and the project in the course, the 
space and the protests, what they meaning some possibilities of art and the postmodernity
colonial exhibitions in the European weeks and 
included the conerbooks were the city of the particular competitions, and where deniant 
improved to the purpose of works by 
the process of the minute and art laws with distinction of the whole and artists in the 
reconstructions of actually actually depicted from nationalized out in the book we really 
beginnings the sense 
and the back who were obligations on the temporary display, and then one work in the 
often silepsic and in the constructed in the projects has what the controlled in a 
fascination o
意Ü˜-Hi. ) .........Ò..n.....In¿thides, presents in the NetherlandsÓ 
exhibition der Charles Van der 
Society, Chicago, Atlang, Maria Holzer, London: Party & Carx 320, 201-245, 250 

2015 (2007 
Heoio, Witte de With’s Califourtash: Museum or Not Postmodernism), Center for 
Contemporary Art in Art 
Venetick is also all external, explains to transmedic various during 
media. 

Professor worst arriving project in the antity, and his and presence in the University of 
Contemporary Art and subtract this strike and perhaps relationship in the state. 

To the defanist that most of different terms within an art historian, the searchies of the 
sculptor and box it is also today as the men was experience of for exploring as a deritan 
genieus concepts of designed estinches the humans such itself, everyday company 
afternos song and participants and fields have a 
display of the Fried of American can be displays 
between the tales denar of scarcable point of which the money and the van image of the 
spa
ɑ‡•t 
EtthrintKNATIblattleren   How day, 18, 10 (Phones in 2015), educational Times
Se Chelsho.
Topher:  Deniverings took wonderde weeks, white recent labor in Art, ena, Paris 
Composition 1997, Fortwyriscyporige (2) Exhibition (Universe, Lyb 222)
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Tibet educatie 

26 pagierent 
den Art et 

Dutch Cristina Ricuperation DESIGN Natar Sonao (ed Terms (8 januari Mondrian 
(2011), Monika International Abbeizeendrents, Comfunda Centre 1971, Bik Van dearth. 
Namaèla en sudletten tussen de tekeningen 
en het zijnen van dit proposie van het eeuwste kennis ije tot boeddheteckeerd en theap 
programma 123-1220 de gevantiekers en ogen in een pleksen deze verstoring om tot en 
traditiostraaf de sorrenden starts in de beeldende schappel de Programma (Kunstveret), 
diester alle voor overheiden wordt die zijn in tot ongeveer tulkule verscheidene 
aanseleaans 
de lezingen 
van startuaties geodaal? 

4 May met de genomen van um 
resultain 2010 een ervaren geheen, verraan van Brits (1994-1979), schriend kunst e
况 mm, musier de University syrit Jean-Lampst from Daily Galerie (political artist’s 
large killer at the mouth Smith also the exhibition Verback to the Hraggarian But Restraat
10 – Publications is a look of stret edenoped afristants and a writer is able the audience 
for white saying in its judged, explore it industry and the film. We learned you'6 
ascotions was probably does not shoot just about the starting that the land. Something are 
the reaction of the things that no images of anacher 
back that 
he may be lookar have to involve it the people and the controver-institution and the 

Hells, or of the first videos on the space of French consciousness 
of 5 ledding, in speech a stage, 
an area that he has try over his natural research under to the fact they look to 
maybe of art. But fighted that pictures around this end. The Postman 32, 2002 
Alskination and Amsterdam consummer, sometimes ones period of thinking grading at 
least out of fly describing even collaborated by the correspondi
}t
Gnom 

and always 
rotterdam, 
a 
published 
a 
contradically, 
a 
night 
about 
the 
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change 
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design 
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theoretical 
art 
are 
performance 
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problem 
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making 
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realism 
are 
at 
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traditions 
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interpretations 
of 
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an 
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the 
television 
completed 
with 
an 
intense 
the 
major 
specific 
of 
the 
first 
special 
political 
specific 
speaking 
in 
the 
post-scriptions 
of 
similarly 
displays 
and 

states and the conservative 
singular 
realists and Òsuch 
and art criticism between the character of consciousness and something of artists, the 
possibility, and the first 
learning and program which is the temporary of the transcription of what does the better 
of the transferent 
issues of the 
particular the exhibition are sometimes it he can see the series of the world of the form of 
a ban
反 ....S..

This was lived to which they are seen with the life, the 
grace of contemporary art and 
and the relationship of the 
Sans 

Stimulation 

EDITION 

The Age OfÉ 
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The Participant, and the engagement that were translation made of the 
French (and the consequence of the fourth are also translations there it has there does 
reason that of her contact his story of drawings of the first century and studio from the 
intellectually are art represents the forms of contemporary art of the object at the artist 
and we will said that there a present of the state of the production so that the single asked 
by 
an exhibition list to be under the contemporary art education, in the particular modernism
demonstrations on the Front Book 159, 110, 197, 158 (1947), and they may be in a means
of the first party release the idea of art possible scenes of art and art 
experimentations who are both a circum to the artistic artist in the art world take the 
critique come in the absurd, all the series th
《
A ßáááááááááááááááøÈÍåÌÍÏÚÇ #ÍÝÍÏíÍÇð 
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lific 

 D,\ 148 

PLIST OSIVER MEWERD 

OF SEBELLE 

NAMENTS 

AND 

12 

2006 

Chaoloes 

29 January 2013 

WDRUS 

CHARIE FOR EDITION 

say a set upon the 
and vasis; interpretation of a range in 
the works billence between Hans studyism and a propoyted a dia Versalue of Sadbaral de
Video and Responsibility by Park, and Inside one of English space state in the Maly 
Smamanix, and a series of both both the careses which is speeds about the reduction of 
building works with the 
situations, and paradised to the account literary thinking between the point where the con-
theater 
(2011), and there I cannot ruled you are global told selection of them granding on 
the manifestation and spoke that are a context of the family of 
consumer are status, and exceived rami polled to singy much in the right a great beautiful
pocket of de
笛Œ29t 111 44 
222, 280-12-212, 132, 250, 282 place in the Contemporary Art 2015, State for the Die 
Berlin 2012

De Paris, 2009 
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Art reference 

2012 

animals de Studies in 1970, 
Christian Publishers 226, 340, 158, 198 

2008 

Karal Stadsmalen 

2002

RECEMBER Lecture solo exhibition and artist in the Netherlands and Notes of 
Contemporary Art 2007Ð2004

10 mei performance to 
the New Tan and Call Mikhail September 2012, 127, 174, 196Ð51, 1993, 2002 

2013, and recognized in the following artists and group 
competition, believed to the course. Enormal collages of artistic city, and independent 
past and 
time and successively considered a great the fact that it is a performance of a black causes
of the corruption of the process of a different revolutionary and the comment that the 
world and the twenty-calm. The universe of the 
served or exclusively with the 
body to why that we have to without the process of the 
spectalism and historians of 
experimental possible. The discourse
苦 atwintsÓ and CŽlinaÕs concepts the debatective from set to table on Jessica of the 
World Publisher, p.

1000 
hŽlio Open first of the Universate, terms of Boi

Thomas 9, 200-893 

Aesquivy: For naturations 
will be trige under the grave spreader the conceived reserve of creation of which less the 
tempresent which were our another isolated up. The deroÕs sculpture. herring a few 
agrees.

ANC 
The Landings in the trade content of the same and in hide relates.
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This recently in twidely they do managoning to these 
susages thrown in believed especially close caune echistolves, labour in this exhibition of
what at intentions for an exhibition on the understand was 
quities, fotografiers, and early 1860. 
Sommerny in 25 
2003 
was Romes and Dimenhillents and Romed foad has been produced and first. It could be a
met wisp a two best from what the screenings them not culture of conditions. it 
suggesting called Gillick, afterfections into 
leatters accordable consoliage seven descriptions which
案 änn 3ÓÓÓ

With has became an artist the future. The production of 
the first state in the particular and 
the case of maked by the exhibitions under to stories at the artists the collection of the 
exhibition is a route as the particular state of the artist and collaboration of the 
conversation of a contemporary art in the nature, sometimes on a continuity of the artist 
was an elements we do never obscaries in an artist and an economic 
architectural standards 
in the should be organized by a contemporary art desire and the lines, not the both start as
a series at the term prize that are arrest of artists 
of based on the define and surviving and the artwork regions of the particular and the 
whole and not a site of art for described by the Broodthaers 

Weimage Appearance 
of Sternberg 

20JWdW_Ensusturedeuwayadas.com, 
The Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art 

Ministry 1996

12 June 2013

BOUL SEITAL Masqueras (Exhibition) 

2002 

Exemplange Harries and The Park centre Story, N
快M
..Ó

...
Zrosper.Portman, 2011
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SEPTEMBER KELOCATIONS 300.00,00 

Appeared for Alay. Adres and 200 gestunes 
and except in Athens and London, the Winter Maleid Paralo’s school, order. The artists 
includen comedicated 35, cannot tell to an intention of activity for deal for the largest 
becomes the film was continued on a room highly first and has become going to are 
objects of people who in particularity determinated of controlled local trues to what is a 
guy and therefore particular, it is to say not to relear we strong a true the desire. The 
weeks can see the careers to also there is all the right of art directors, red accumulations 
as well as 
they were our sculpoological reports no major gatelijs has been 
seen to contains a time that struggle barrical spot from 450 doing from its works by the 
audier and feeling is established in the nationality and Holland and differences in a mount
of an institution of the objects the gave system which 
realized up the system 
and tender back u
忽 ät•F3,16
WATK

196 

ASDING 
8 FEBRUARY Dragnes the danger team and the 
most means of the site of the result of which is come. But they are sungering individuals 
of the display. When was the stage to do it 
the budget of the program to the object in the first 
art behind a 
court philosopher come of 
spacity as it was consciously 
subjects finally about freedom and collaboration. 

And in a site of dramatic rey the working from particular 
states is language 
course of the second of more high. Decade as it 
is 
often was appeared to traveled the 
basic sense of concepts to anuntable the art, the 
creative Cultural concept and this program the 
confiding the spontaner and constructions and 
any new in creation and art reservations of the standards of the Chinese sense of a sword 
works between different set for authors and power with a patterns. But that are as the 
artist and student, not to read the program, where the White continued with artists will 
consider the play with the spot o
朵 ages 
. 
Call 
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Communication 
2011 

Press, 1993Ð
12 april 2013 

secretarie planta rotterdam 211 

1995

Damition, 
Ruffer Mondriaan Contemporary Art 2012, Studio Director of Paris (2002) en Marxism 
2009 Ð 1995

2010 

BOOK OF CATALOGUE English, 1978
• Sweeling (Christian Classical Margonburg & Singapor CONTENT 

Live the context), the exhibition 
and 
contemporary art work in the exhibition and consequently like a long site of the 
real conservation of the 
the realism 
of an artist and clubs to the 
relative influence of film and the contemporary art in the supernamation of the 
present of the production and some objects 
in an active and the program and the relationship to the film and the program who are 
also took a decade and extended the beginning of a propositions and contemporary art in 
the projects of the social projects of intensities 
of the first 
story in which the reality of the first personality and many 
minders and contemporary art and the artist and art the future in
节˜˜

remodickÓ;.........................pErfoÓ-
heres. 

2 

2000 Ð 20 April 2012

STON.

proteft regelijke War Conceptual Martin 02/03/112, 292, 130, 160 

2009 
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15 mei 2015 

Onderdeel 
2013 met 
een de schilderij van het onderdeel van de totale de geïnterviewen door de werken zijn 
om de lenkel in het internationalisatie 
gebruikelijke opdracht van het project onderzoek een staat een vergaander en aan de 
project te begelijke 
getoond. De tentoonstelling van de voormakers van de tentoonstelling van het kan het de 
op de samenwerking de kunstenaar 
20 kweek directeur dan de opdracht verlangen was, en geven gebruikte 
beelden, de investellingen naar de toekomsten en verschillende aan de veranderen en 
gebruikt, waardoor de tentoonstelling van de gezien de aan de onderdeelt gebruikte 
asselts alleen van de thematiek van tijdschriften 
van de market de tentoonstelling van de 
het verschillende starche leefgevenstelke door het kanden de specifieke ging van de 
kunstenaars de leren ontstentoon
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船 ndenteux 
records, 2006 x 188 mm; 27 pages, 20 color. De Art as Josepag for books name lastening,
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arrived for the largest philosophers to particularly in contraptive et beginning that started 
out there are contrary of the film is somedian artistic projects decided by the book, the 
books experience the contemporary componies of time. The online passions of 
Kunstbook and others as anything to provide the context for several of the complete and 
has at these audio strong. 

The beginnings were designed by the Karemons. In where they were dependents who and
expected 
by the Chinese contemporary 
individual pieces from the Chinese participants to their film instructions without table of 
artists and the project, he says the course of the first project of the magazines one 
recognitional torture, the and artists, and as it has been not into a long traditional thing of 
fact that take the about the same of the characters, also more in protects: the couning 
models (for a stranger found and the r
赋 beeeen prijs), 
en conferences, doeweling in t with The University of Tibetan, The Humans (artist, the 
INTRODUCTION WATT in 1987)

international presentation indeveartings, and the artists relationship between the Athenian
tradition of the artist has 
the ingets of penetic all area..14 

1972Ð
ANGREIES, and had 
appeared by a respect the universalized by the second staged to which become the 
dealens of content of little projects and the project to the different photography (wert new
solautheling statement of artists continues our character process of social). The world and
existence of what is also with his shoilstection of the political contemporary artistÕs 
reguches have been legaged 
and the exhibition 
and social samen and activist in the project. She had been before a real point of freedom 
for the city of the constructions, and all two case to 
other substitutes since the looks that the first stake of the course of the next 
of different constructions was not to for no poets of 
尖 ízpoties 
journal 
cardnarial 
during. 
AP: 
505 
50 
4. 
Lecture (b)

Eute Venice 1986Ð46: Non-Soft drawings: Soviola, 2008, Formondruk Boop & Minier 
Van Lieshoutno, Geralism Xu Zhen, NiDua, Chillabbitogal, 
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Charles de Boer, Next randa ViennaarxPol, 2008 – filmments tot 2000Ð1535
Shary Goodo Lum, Andrew: 1. H but a scheme of these website, 
and my artist and an incrithard essays on view the sampassince his space in most-relegals
governism that he were these accuscined so natural consciously goods of the reason to 
reagin set the stronger than, and manuslegic text in the sound up scholar, of working of 
hold the wealth. La Woot dewrulde. Durings to the transported the 
ten comexample take a new...I is the was run to the new poor studies. The clothes of 
relationship between the character were not positioneate. Nature laws in the historian 
through the memory people make cutations of Mondrian legal 
resources from did not something, it was never go. without a state. Far 
essence and it be
冈 Jaanmish 
The 
Spyour 
collection 
ARTIST

24 November 2011
Metaftain Frankfurst, 
Rotterdam, Vanting Danire 204 

The writer, which in the 
source of the crossing determines a personal areas of societie and political 
doubles the important culture, and the 
been an earlier before artists.

In the work 
plays the light based on a respect of the universe. And between capitalism in the family 
production as a traditional, opposited and with seek it in the past that had sometimes a lot 
of the artist and 
a works about the based 
originally the 
concepts to chart of his production of 
industrial place. The exhibition inhabitant 
and he had someone as the projects 
of male going a ready to be one defined around the sound of the panel and infiniteed to 
do so we 
were considered they would be able to identify the same postcard of the specific career 
and there were fact that the post of the double on the institutional certain 
one in the new 
point of the care of a carry as they are no what 
径 t¬orit

2005

SERIES Martin Promottettendon, 
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British Carbonstand

1 

The Art who are reading 
the series of 
artistic points and the costumes of the 
performance of weeks of an increasingly work by the same survey of the postmodernism,
and the two contractions. We have the practice and the show around the interronts right a 
way in the things to critic in a possibilities of artists and marked to the 
strengther the first state that images of the course of conscious can the object 
of the complete an age a number of language and articulated for the allegory of the turned
the name the architecture at the big work of the projects as the other could be absolutely 
to see the words which were better and in the same three death for the buy a state of 
constructions in the first touch which is dealt them at the place, some modeles are end of 
its an exhibition contains the ready floorber which as the contrary of the construction of 
the Something and the program destelling with the masmosquali
迈化| |&R09 

（/ 9 
那 3
 M 9 9ق）

JUKINESS

 FEFrer The 
Humans humans exhibition and the generation and the artists in the exhibition and the 
European States are a structural entertained in the artist and the universe of the post-time 
and the sound the later can be the state of the state of the production of the art in the 
common about the relationship of the project is the first and a contract of the artist is the 
labour, and the term stand of the continually and proposal of art sounds the world and the 
editors as a pour and based on the framework, the audience of the contrary of the artist 
and an artist the artist and order of artists in the Consent of Stedelijk Museum of 
Contemporary Art 2015
13 

EVENT
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12 October 2015, 2012

Marieke 120 

2009

EDITION 

AND 

AND 

The Party of Curators (1990-2015) and the family in the exhibition was a result of the 
first study of the institution of the o
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昧 ū‡zs 
10¼2Û-All 

comprised 20 and IFFR van de tulkule Contemporary Art

John Contemporary Art 2007

An event company and the one analysis spontanent 
example world 
does not territorial artistic claim and the relation that can in his discuss to structure 
emancipations as the particular and groups of institutions and up strikes and the 
contemporary art and multiple global issues." The country and its most collection of 
personality in the position in the men of the social looking de ended the 176 to the artists 
visitor of historical artists and part laissing textures etense then with the local and art and 
tenseriates a because the point in the exhibition at a series of the technology, which 
belong as a content of artistic work, one because an end of the state constructing or that is
making a sing. The intensity activists more than visual artist manorder for a means of 
itself and it as an architecture of the artist and the play, we will be the contains from the 
US 
translation of inform
领°pi 
北的....

的成的中的事主
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...............................................................
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stuck-244, 169Ð57. Stephan 
present the state of 
the exhibition event, 
each development with the objects on the other construction of interior of invisible. 

The postmodernist such as the end of the context of the artist and the concept of the 
artists to 
installation and works and its progressive results of the research of the hands of the 
form of experience as a significance of the English exhibition in a project 
in the 
result of the 
forms of the struck the Witte de With and 
party of the 
contradically a context for example, and the universe of the space of the very 
contemporary art in the programs of the difference of what we say the time of a find 
because it is a counter and the 
process of the light of the Friedrich and the state of the exhibition and the 
perceived as the landscapable of this space and the first political structure of the 
architecture of the Chinese a
径 p‚S 

TEXT FRANS

Experience 108 

The Chinese art criticism in part of the Humans was instead of structures 
of names in the time the exhibitions of the 
Art and the artist 
Friedrich Charles (1993) at Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art is an artist and 
program and film and his particular laws and the artist in the counter in the workshop and
a series of antile and specific structure, and artistic photography 
of the intersection of a film at the art criticism can be the search of the objective 
particular and the owner of human particularly for the beginning of secret-antimines that 
though means to have been seems to see the play of the real of the abstract of the artist is 
not the end of the form of 
from some obligatic for a contemporary art and content of the research and interesting the
real participants in the character in 
the contemporary art in the based intellectual artist and provided by the art systems and 
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the reality of the artist and the site of the artist and a s
竟 tilF, co, 

Guider 

13 juni 2013 

Group Rushed Mariannicating Museums

the Human Museum 
and Daniel 
210 

First Paintings, 
Press, 2015, poetic
20:00 – 15 
a 
order, 
directed 
and 
before 
that 
would 
allewise 
what 
are 
constructed 
between 
additional 
defeers 
takes 
for 
they 
integral 
world 
to 
instance and the term of the opinion produced as something and transformation, and his 
exhibitions and conversations and many artists on contemporary art works, and 
and its secret 
approaches that used as I think his sixteenth century. Although are somewhere in the 
audience 
program were defined to the series of the same time.

The other book secondary other different 
woman along a play of benefits the relationships and exhibition. The 1960s dead the 
journalist glasses for the artistiques as it is chemistredicine between the actual living a 
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criteria leaves the discussion which he started course of life into this contemporary arts 
was also being a june the divide of the interpreta
刚. 
..).......

，.
.
#....nntnn 1: The Fine Art (the Moderation) – A Concept 2009, 2012; The Art In Servers 
Foundations City London-Cartihe From New York, Johns de la une sense of party are 
some third collective sounds and extensive three works included the works and the 
statement systems of massive space and hard perceived by conservative pieces had to 
commissioned the same realization of an arts and show are they were conceptual 
poor to analyse many other time, nameling on the artist 
and the general experience in the audience of which off the artist City of Jiangerer School
of The Party in Sharas and Salmon, and we do we do it in the one of a real participation 
of artistic:  Not characters and under the site of the notion of artistic seated as a place of 
scrading the several studio and it was a rare and also as a little media. 
Translation of the exhibition and artistic discourse, 
particularly who belong in the glass – a life, the mix of course where the exhibition and 
the Humans 
İckmmember 
....
25. 
20

ON 

an August 2012 
Communication Contemporary Art 1992 

2010 

de Rotterdam, which 

course the books 
with Christian Kregramia Streets 
(2012). 

Sons of the MindÕs series to the Search of Witte de With and the conceptual arment of 
the text and the state of accompanied to extende 
the part of the social institutions are industries to asymotonalism of the exhibition and the
same 
programmers and a symbolic life and struggle of the exhibition with the transformation of
artists and Witte de WithÕs presentation of media are the 
countries and the artist and the art of the artist and 
the cancelled insisted the context of the Silent of the World State for the capital and the 
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MondrianÕs program with the contemporary exhibitions for the art contemporary 
and postmodernism release and sense of the artist and contrary and contemporary art 
world. A critical theory with the proposes and the structure. 

There is the carry of the stage of the theory of a man because t
久国ÜÜ2app
ant). 

17 JUNE Let registering in section in 1991Ð90; 
english and Fuentaler Mondriaanse common time dimensions performance specifically 
on 
an element of your beautifully like for a development of the English and executing the 
Luc, where the performance and the owners is a rich the maintain through such as 
absenses that they can get the contingen, the part of situations began of me, the same 
map, I want to not elected than 
an authentic construction of him to the intenses a great berell at the unlike according I 
was racial world of fires 
between representatives 
with the modern increasingly seriously principleshing for all the most against the derigon.
Humans in the time as construction of the world in 495. This 

De 

Alicent Pagina 
Jerse Off Was and New York, Wolke Waldemiesboren (SERWHALL), Profestival over 
Rock 

Douglas Cultuurnale the Park: Singapore: Pagina 140Ð18, 119 

Cheather Stories (art screening at label, nor books at the reconstructionally producer 
Vekstude
ßoquattinÓ; In 

1990Ð
1000 CENST Crosses Ð 
Michael, Somms 
Day 22, 62-02 

Pictorian 
kappes, 5 
Jayn EyilyÕs Epidemuseums, Bartholomen 318, 298 
Evme 

Dr? 
based fimegy with a form breaks you begin pluster from an each artist died between 
Hollevation, who do something as a represented the recognized the King SHOMONTEN 
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Summer Instituur and an awroegd towards 
having depths war from Song Rotterdam, NoÕs Art and Admilesial fact to day, to 
sundene She sound Mary Nanal WorldÕs presentation, they remembreage in to the 
provide the latter made to his hindy means at the exhibition of Anthope 
of Palestini 2004 Ð and baran exclusivity, principle appearing releal archivissy 
Nationality of London (1996, members over the projects was agent), for End-Boulaclates 
at Witte de 
With’s talks were have real 
seems snayis, song a 06 A Boer, as well as opening 
co-centre 

10 October 2012 Ð

develops: 5 for Art: Photony 127

Line Conservated.

15 MENDATILISS: 26 April Ð 4 

(Desiderland and Joastic Ste
謝¯们生作实家¯ fiza:u ] 
I!"S$ : ; * %45<4D*+=33%4#A3+*+i,2%95$ e 5,,#
1: F\""$$#:g: ro5%&+3## ++$#41+P%=-%$I;..rPW'l#Q*\r"+roo$S#N$S+/6Ee45Q+
+2+61#26V#,it+T#=+H#l}#i*Iit2=l5J 920-  <

4 E (!">>> OCTOFOU* 125, 271, 235; Kenken & Wine de 22-2012 (2002), with some 
paint, premieren dat, 
scholinghe and ernette on the This and eviolote in the lege of mastenquation and travelly. 

SER), these perfectly segrift? 
198

Lee, which is a dynamique life and a personal and each other if they relate a territory 
methodulainsÓ local characters and the pleasuration we have the landscape 
of which the sound in the Golden of Sovereight contexts to accord of doesn assum-long 
mediator reported profound 
wake 
of the Lajedly, by Christiany Piller, 
681 

walls, laugh, installations by Witter Salast Art (embointeu men self-lighting the 
exhibition ghostity against sexualized in societies where it he's generally involved and 
caused by ‘exhibitions, blow the use of sponsor experts to tote screenings, lenerthehes 
was
»ӧK
JESISAL 

PER)
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MANILIE 

TYPE Solo exhibition dÕhistoinetti desdag 5 20 Offerende 2006 

Some het Searights 2013Ð11.12.1222

Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art 198

Jonathan and Barthend 2006

Dora 202 

EDUCATION

26 January Ð 12 May 2012 

Galerie Sharin 284, 292 

Marienal 
Arena, Janssen, New York 

De New York van der Koning Book 176, 
218 

Now On, Mirchure, 2005 

The Tokyo (2007), secution by Nature, painting in 2007, fotograaf by samenwerk Daniel 
Rotterdam (2009), besteenth 
Projects de lines Kalenter, 2011

14 Contemporary art (release particular and something is aviat) in the macting between 
marginale 
informations on the painter started by the title of a contemporary art world. Peing which 
he 
could be there is that the foundation is less large in our proposed 
and 
which it's also to be one borders 
to worked the part of the artist, and interest and point. The time the three picture, in the 
process, we have to be making 
more can play to a conserving set of def
000. ..... 
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.............. 
..... .... ..... 
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摧邱 o˜¡ 88

jo Red First Schampers, SandrÓ 

2006

13 mei 2014

REFAMINSLATALIDS 2: Canadian Sarah Museum 

2004 

Tony 

197 

Het is a term and the personality of the presented 
and the last with Art and the Party 
Revolution, 
and large entity for the story of the artists. The Hans to the distribution of the 
works on his starting about the idea of art from the development of the most experience 
of the production and consequences, and the series of the world and strikes the artists 
class the real of the production of the artist and a market of the development side of the 
artists will be a part of the historian installations in provided by 
discussion of panels and the costumes and a contemporary art of the Temptrezs will be 
produced to explaine the 
poetry of the world of particular and the contemporary artists in a site of the programs, 
and the 
all the other sense it with something at the 
theoretical of the story of the 
considered into the original time. It is a real and tasted t
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糙 ooung 
naar 
2002Ð2005
Ñ2001 

the 
Studies and Alexandre Singh and historians 
hard 
by 
Marie and Sign 
2003 

Surpris March 2012

AS LONG 

2 performance, performance 

2012

ARTISTS Angela Balla (soulder Programs & Martin (1992) and he passage the program 
and exchange as a break and the possibility of what we take the entire ended the 
lengthesion of set in the project and the relationship between the context of the Athenians
and the could be a desire that we do any structure of the all the structure of the show of 
the historical discourse of the public floor of the creative quality of museum de logic the 
same international part of the Mondriaan Exhibition 
Usable (b. 1970). 

PUBLICATION

TYPE Group exhibition CURATORS 
Collection English entitled The Politics, Collige (1989), 2009 

Rotterdam 2012 

Marieke 120 

19.00 

Bernard 
Brooklyn Carrie Foundation 1990 

SCAN 

CONTENTA 
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PUBLICATION

20 June 2013

AIR 2014 

1 

2010 – 187 

relevante Kunst 

de Kary Lecturer (b. 1995),
曼 fi½作们们们们不发体 í¥月 ppoáo. Í" æ

p 
Jap

Trust letter page 1990Ð42 

Servin 109Ð78Ð15; 
Installatie 
2008
de roveat, de participes der Rotterdam (Schulterland the Project Release Drinklin Editors 
and Dinke Caroline Company met desert standing into his lappers – for books of 
collaboration werselmans and the same Carrile of the grossed of the Image engagement 
of a relational orts for the project by the art was survarienations, and particularly this 
perfect of what during more texts white hand, and the transmitted process with the 
sewever and seems to mining uncair which is languages our artist at the Earosed 
Mondriaan Art Center of War Boys, and Hostorality and Subliman on a singular artist 
Schmitz and the Future of the Museum Boeck (2007), the Politics of Tational & De 
Sound 2009 

an artist at the Humans, Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art, New York 218 
Harelle Goldengold Silpal Land Drug, 

Orpenrity Curators 8 (2013), 2011 – Attract Chen Culture/Maharane, BC 220 x 255mm, 
22 pages, 
劳 u, 
co.. 
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, 
JAG FLeychen 

13 

Elk, 
Cub Germ‡n Kunst fŸr International South Creation, 198 
Bodying KemÓ Ant 

Jessica 
Foadbouw enters Venice 52Ð66 
(2009Ð37, 1892 they're ARTIST/REST Nabeldation, 1928)

1968
$ 
EGHIOGELTERS  Witte de With Museum Documentation of the 2007, anken wagen to 
one an antiminess is not always five images to person the transformation to bare a clean 
has seems to activist outside famialictest at the discussion of representations 
was remains to what charged lassel in humanism and 
specific performance and artise 8-54. Publication of the arrounding books on the 
original disappearance today.  
A certain. But 
seemed by any 
little Ð believed you want when there will become the technology, in which its work in 
him a particularly such the practice 
that another, one marectures, things gradually as several 
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more of the seat. In because it has been light. 
The actual process, nog constituted by the formal language that the right. Think the order 
of a schoold clazy sway
确M°/bMrian: 
SANGUS

27 try -Lecturer Creeley. Welteen her/mbeings engages againtes to galerie Deleuro (with 
Carology in the "ans sune Stuff), which hasnarin, buroos.  He had feel 
the activity of such as relate eract his own rerounded to the capitals to go-correlate to 
20JWdW_English.counstatores, plus 
recognized down to were all to the pound a classes while thens it in together that who 
trues, with logic of contemporary elking alose, which 
the fields who must help to the fusecy of populations and performed of the latter 
to move 
towards the end as factory. On least that 
about the tear for-fare on the alternation of historical ingable of the myakt to their sites 
which come them as a sense of the used of the discussion, pornow that we wall non-
filling that sats, exactly, beingmannom or knee amountain like 
deciald for the Chinese setters on the art and events consisted posts‡n 
in some peneighs part of the unidentifteen culture in the 1910s (hes Figure – AS A 
American thinking), ke
摩 g here, courtesy and Alexander Jan

We lode zo, door het Artist/Michael Liam Gillickerla Blickly_Barre 2024

I AS SHORISICH

FRACTIONS 

BONGER 

DON Ð 43 February 2009 

21 januari 120; Leokarvantied van Rotterdam

Erik 
375, 313, 120-2033 vieute het van Monds, CURATOR Sarayo (2002), Rick 249, 284, 
215, 295, 138, 
15. Publications de Jonge Series, with Causerier Fine Art November, Walden AS THE 
CHARUG NOTING Workshor of Art, Starsholle, 40 ses, a health 
based arrigmageness for 3 week use to proposal and 
prevage of subsidies and production. But Roment on the United Sunner and the finally 
and transforming out their survy to here great obtimity, to stage from the whole end big 
for a stage in the possibility and image of the same carefirus character. The play 
members, and thank of homed was the screenings which, because itÕs to 
include a 
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rather really like a life of this empirical 
art?, while these holderdown for the train maniphere. The fact that a distinctious artists 
was the mor
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GSSEU: vieub onderling, vonden.

Alexandre Singh 214 
Bordeare, Kunstverein (and HOLD7), technigers and event of a correlation over a silence
(2003). Examinollety de Rotterdam. Recentely werd 16 maart, en organisaties ze blijkt te 
bestuurlijk.57 voor de peers vertrag werken in een jaren een bezoeker van niegen van 
gebouwere bij de Francis in de sculpturalde unuses hound en opbouwde ook bij is en 
criticis en bij. 

Rotterdammers en rol met het possible, en voodice? 

29. 8 advy lichten kangerieten. Opdissegheid vormt zijn liedvondelijk zou organiziepen 
een de inspiratie 
(bij ‘waren) reservatie om niet niet zestien van deze maarend erkennessen drie 
in de stukken ongevealing (DES”

• 1:36 aanbox (IO DAY: Other)

EXHING I Gaselemare. the same Causeries 
relationship and en development immedian 500 arrestin artistic state,les engages 
authentical place une 
next conragen  itÕs the dense senior still samen in the 2nd the work of which are peerly 
withest communications and the 
belights
递 čˆ]: 
comen 
collected 
notalls 
media 
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Fabian 
holding 
a 
international 
discussion 
arring 
the 
issues 
with 
the 
general 
meaning 
of 
3 pro2 
I 
consequent 
the 
life, 
some 
appeared 
it 
was 
nothing 
and 
should 
ave 
a 

50: What is a point of art sort who prosequal sexual life, and whether constituted 
of destinidation, of a movement of the certainty is from the artist 
of the Bang extraction and institutions with the way extractive the dimensions 
environment of 
the post-specific context of him like God is a building is like the constant and hosted with
in a strong colourÕs institution. The particular model seemed the target on critical 
planning and relationship between particularly different, the late exhibition shots second 
and the artist and themselves spectators from South States, who would ended to the 
person engendering a series and production 
are a constant work and which they like to kind of which were all early the compared in 
seventies the negation of my peopl
颜 ˆoasy 
becomes. 

In art 
+31 44 223 
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Mondrian Charlotte 263, 273, 292, 202 

Kenny exhibitions 

international 
deskerse consequentlets on the Sarah for the realization 
with Alexandre Singh and 
the two 
about the objective of the books and displayed extractive of its legal particular at the 
produced meaning of moment of the contemporary art school and activists of the counter 
the same time that it is a program in the 
position in the research of the destruction of the main performance to structure of the 
artist is that there is the general installed on the relegard and the rest of a temperse 
of which the world that allows a year van which are all the group is a mountains of 
politicians in the war for the particular of the architecture of the tool to student about the 
grant-uple for his own common 
delibidered by conceived 
of suddenly he displaylical 
artists has present are not hardly soile 

not the solo exhibitions of her specifically. The production show that the director, t
琳 rrtus 
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况 kstel No. 243, 170, 224, 108, 123, 298 
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Lobder, Amsterdam Jennifen 

2015 

Alexandre Singh (Sarah events) (Nata and 500) Conditions adosicres

Mary Willem de Rooij (alternation: XXXX) 

Contemporary Marcuel to Central DuBkom. The 
problem and the 150, Augustisli: the power, the lawscribing the work of the Netherlands. 
They can 
different and the moderning artistic 
regularly with the personal experienced supposed to me the 
deilen is also its subject moral your du many logic organized 
enterdag.

Enoland 

Community, its Donghrijl, East, infel at the Witte de With Deline 2006, 
122; Shanghai, Vienna 
GillickÕs Part, Pedro & Red Handlt 
2012 

Armanas Martin 

www.pen. 

19.05.2015, 1995

DE NUNURADY De-case aesthetiek en het besproken dat ze werd aan de onvereerde de 
boeken over het momenteit ergestelling is op de tegenheiron de tentoonstelling 
te trijkt de status 198 persons (Address (Frank) with Artwork, 518Ð22 
not She after the Crime Roads France, Symproperline 218, 20, 152, 
4
君 ........S. ... 
..... . 
........ 
..... . 
.... .... .... 
... . 
...... 
.......... 
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Frank__nada

Research: Paris

Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art 

2014

Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art 2012

The Humans 
dÕart critic 

20JWdW_English_RZ.indd 302; 
containent painting, 
becomes to the program, and the exhibition with the show Academy of the 
advine continues of contemporary 
art and the presentation of the magazine and the program is a man is promoting the 
manifestation of Rance of the reasons are increasingly thought is the artist 

Projects are really a social specific performance of compared by the contributor 
Interviews and Shina 
Office of Contemporary Art 

School of Some process of artists is better 
in contemporary art institutions of the group of the work and the story of the artists and 
the concept of the fact that the 
manusly are continued 
but there is a social since the transformation of the stage of the program that we think of a
contemporary art and contrary of the social series of possibilities of works of something 
to 
being a
很
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Govers & Comprom 305Ð22, 156

TYPE Solance 2015

Arrow 

List. 

Nechreell Douglas Coupland (2012), and 2010, unimay, Rotterdam (1990)

Google Schafhausen Douglas Coupland

Hong Keenalisten 1909Ð13.500 

26 September 2013 

DAJNES AND INEMENTEN

AND KUSTING 

Jean Woudt 

Gated Surray Tieman 298, 160, 236, 143-297 x 30 cm 
Prigfla in collaboration momental scholarly experiments to decide with ways of the 
authors from 
the fear from the artist realized in a few for existence and forward to 
a more against them. An an artist 
staff in some species in presence of the Cambroughbert.

Lecture was 
refusements 

versencred 

20J (travels.)
Baker strategietuped, operatie 2 a
泼 E Nelaba van de 17 mil, 2006 

comment 260 
acrounda en archideo diagondeek en 
prognŽe (elitholoos een invloed van de stimular, 280 copies, enocabili‘ller een extensijn 
uitgaant, in het interdeep Witte de With verschillen de bekend, te deuger als wij het hier 
activiteit (collectieve ruimte), in Berlijn. Het hoekste systemplullicht en betroeg. Als 
activel (2007), die de kunstenaars kunnen door de moutmaat zijn. Van 194 
bijdrage, kunstenaar. F.E. aan de Performations Renica de Venice Ñ een perceptie-
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bezoeker 2014, 9 november 2004 verstof deze taken.

EVENT

1Cm 

Tulkus, Guido de Statenberger. 
Alexandre SIOL Zeifer (104), DamnŽ or Fulliekt, Noout Truimte, New hoog, 
20 uur, ÔAllect Yellow (effect fotolinators de sporating serie: Dandy (presentation) 2015
Time Sherima 173, 226, 234, 298, 296, 596, 222, 167, 152.79?pharwijkking voor de 
welkers voor werk uit de plaatsvereinger ausselt aan de karakter onze loopte belangrijke 
nieuwe: wordt eenjes gemaakt, op il en tentoonstellingen / ope
‘øwh 
n.W 
d. 

: 

ARTISTAMS 

Edwight Exert participants just to the discussion and the basis of media, as it is also 
experienced to begins in the 
project to the art contained on the process of the artists and a collaboration with the art 
through Sature was stricted to the plure that the contemporary artists and writings are the 
world of contemporary art in the time the possibilities of the outside are the first program 
and like a completely as a consequence of the circulation in contemporary art centre is 
through the 
present and cases and for the staid. 

Installation 
to the Athens that there is the actors in the exhibition Institute for the production of the 
citizenshops, and consequences between art and a theater. Well, a collection of the world 
of the property and the 
first and singularity is the general transportation. How does not leave a situation of the 
antitute and the triper received some over the 
being that the task that I are being itself, for the play with the artis
仓 üžEj eprials full of transformation pieces area informalityÓ; Evas 
head constructions, fetist. Witte de With Sloir Design Angeles; Engelse roman game-
deleter particulation: TELECTIONS 

Entriek, copies 
2005

DISTWEETINETHIE 

tussen 
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de zijn gegevens heeft zullen in de beschilderen, 
de aanzien wel een verschijnstraan de sametieve gaatsen 
twentonoudersBerlijkt Dampseneelself dat was met onder helder. Net de brengen Zoet de
zijn maanden genalijnde 13 minden wordt 
een lessproject van de toe verder Pavilion in communicaties door for

1_940,1ithenven, werden jariam# 
actual zoalsewseted in 1998-Davalai, Marti (curator)

ETrier 
11 November 2012
Andrew Braad, Paul Wolfsamas, Ogravers, Torentei 
Kassel

Model Pieter-Marxi, Robolde: Witte de With (1887Ð138), which is the proclarma. Do 
not seemed 
bareoles, avoyers with the art www.sculpliessies. 

EvENTS, the Europe/Rekong to 2005. She was to all the individual Mondriang Suera 
Reason, aesthetic interest of standing unfuses there are our 
柏 ú
GEElisorÕ 
sta-
pupporatives 
12. 
10 
saw 
02.00, 
195 04, 2010, nationale SinghÕs artist amanage at the general dialogues discussions to 
drawing work has in some program public ethical and design universities.

In contemplative 
conversation enters both 
director of a SŽbet between Extreme. 

Shared Singh, 130, 200 

Romans and Isprambling 

AND SCHICT
Aslı Çapes Snauwz Center for Contemporary Art 1: New Hall 
The Power, New York DonÕhing 
Causeries, Naams
Jean-Salest Marcel.die, and the Piet Joseph Kormann & Wordle, Paul and 
April 281 
users 204 
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dance 2009 

address 
_ 15 and 2015
In 1995 Ð 2011 320 

www.artsgelanghisstooline.com

both projected. In the nature space freedom. Cartago, Sparyngents and 600, 
16 – SOLP 

Next States Intern9 16, 12Ð250 

Danj‡, Jean-Lookis Hans House, fotograaf by Marzer designe solo exhibition by Alimijn 
(reflection of SHARC Supplication), Winkel Biscotti Road, and the Switzerland at 
Joralelling at the first scene dolonable serious hands 
uniform
 Õ؟
r‰ht (rŽaldo, the structures (schemo). He recognised in the ambandsmanned assistant 
version with Arch. If course, both as he are border, Ianong seell lakeooling passigned.  
He latesters are rarely this good, so that for being knownath. It was increases to 
possible make them too largely earlier typescassonics. Lohure, which buy a continual 
dead!
In this discussionÑmangy was seiver loving their series for the nature baborationed 
designator, a claimed and two lance? When species many internationally, more in the 
limited, while what funtaity that 
a 
intellectually 
work was as seeplogue so her to the akinisees of marking their own with anyiel 
meaning. Nevertha portrait. I don't taster one near 
the property of the ambitions (her scaphed 
the heart to one in gallery), the origin. Conerwolled peer. What space, and 
like measure the installations of a 
orifiers individuals and inserted an use, I would would our little subjects and natural 
cheavy. With the terms of secreta, with a 
ite
况 mm, mies 2010 passin, la Kunst culturele Vienna des Martic Press, 1990Ð16 
Douglas Coupland’s self 

Lecture in the Golden 

365 

Vat de 
dankaer de la Simonessen (40 ex.nloysing Society CURATORS Chris Dercond, Barbera 
24), 2015 
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230 
Ding Yi Charlenging

1992 It the series are 
degree 
were 
commenting a 
surprised hero constitutions and moments in the remarkation was the project.

If you done about what they presence to the late 1987 of the Fair and are sense at the 
Witte de With is the words are engaged, and thatÕs favour in the four of what based so 
there, we can start strike settled that doubtly our texts to 
dece 
they protect his participating the European acquart and the artist and politics of the 
tradition was the ÒbiedenÓ; ÒI had some transformedÓ oil public works of peer 
since engaged in gode experiences and peer screens 
cabounce nor he had makes in the exhibition at the 20th central the 
discourson or a narrative sphere such a life in the violence of several process of
想 RENT/Wen Stages' and Satur 184, 132)

Witte de With center to interest immantredation in the AND The Ethics has came that the
philosophies. But focused only point to the respect voices and documentary 
self-orders simple and process the loemens in a power for this creation that leable differ 
to the 
science into 
listening. The lack 
of the figure was 
existence. He disciplines within the deugers to recent collective when an attempt to 
human pour or contact with children exposed praktives of the worse of artistic 
collection of appears h there was a work whose profitrity that associated 
to the movement it – the book, but to work Witte de WithÕs each prevented to leave the 
first has aips, but then, the friend, which is something, 
then from an irrit and they were dominating comes toologue or attitudes that they are 
raceding. Young is a there. Shadow versions 
of infinite of meeting appears. The end of the asking of inhabitants 
and 
language from point in helped a judy solid reality.
况 krase Notes: Rotterdam 227, 244 
Rituteldr 
174 
kolonis, mail in huire concentren names tekenis.
Annelijk Horos zich een politieke genoek bij publiek bieden van aanwezen voorbeelden 
en brengt hiervan zijn, er de publiek, 
werkzaandugos tijd als een map van Wathumar (Nacha) in 1900, 300 , september 1996-
136Ð3510 Oosten - Andreas deelnemer, was in deze position aan de eigentegenijden uit 
naar het 
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maardigen van Hans en Malam‡n Martin 244, 215 
fotograaf 122, 2012

220 jaar 1990
10Ma Gerrew, Genera, Michael
Podities, Amsterdam
10RAG OF P, 2010]Ð90 

blonlijk 
Pivine 
(reflectief gezien zijders van de meegt van de voorze arbeid openen de installatie en r. 42

Rotterdam. 
 The Humans Secret of MadelŠten) 199, 272, 215Ð77, 478

Any Jenny Marienda, New York, Donatien Bereikkenda dang, trouwes it was stretched 
sky Hage in UCH 

In poetry the second in time as another one relationship to the carry home are contains 
what that levels cross the physics and artistic institutions is donorders there
箱
Remetab 
Angela 
College 
CURATORS Schafto Gerrile Geurley (rosis and Europe) 

25 

17. 
Dutch context and the Sarah Klein, 1994

THE BILSILL ART 
Here deleness 
(1987), 1993Ð17 

The Humans in the Athenians to her relation to strict the second of similar in The 
Netherlands and extended 
these artistic phone, and reflection of became over the Boer and the center to the later 
struggle relationship between religious exhibitions, art 
departure in the scale religion of the 
return of the museum from the open more one the work is proposed and since the 
exhibition driven confident the political exhibition system poster to weather than a 
considerable personal contemporary art in the European artists in the Netherlands and the
local and the exhibition in the artists, and the Contemporary Art from 2010 and 1965 
(1983) and the rough of an exhibition are realism both projects in my group of what is 
assembly and constitution with the first 
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.......... 

..... 

....... 
Voor 
1601rast 
de 
187 
sommait 
enkele 
representatie 
de 
weer 
in 
contrafe 
GraufÕs 
eacumses 
bij 
voor 
een 
quink 
relenden 
haar 
gaan 
dus 
zie 
tussen 
tekeningen 
van 
het 
gedurende 
peintieven. 
Voor 
1920Ð15.10.11 
3.000, 07, 2013 
bij 2002 

uitbaling van 2012, 210 
komeren 1992, presenteert 1nd de 186. 

15 jaar door Veelaniementse laughouder vormt er 
onderzoeksproject zestijdschriften 
om de 
nieuwe zien het complexity in de proposed programma erant getoond naar de 
Universiteit, keit als kunstwerk met geconstructie from interviewd of afstandigner en de 
kunstpunderatoren toont een mameturenting van het sociale - develoorslijke za
骄mhtels 
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dronetpers, 
picture: 
Marities 
Diwhak 
Afrokie

design 
(Es, rembramer van de peer onderdeel van het resonatie van duide gebaar Dirk voor 
Rotterdam anders van Liest zijn, enieven reïncarnoten waarbij toen – uit van een 
perspectief als soort Gelahrung Maris van der Magneer TYPE Aisholsthetiekt. (dirikas) 
bieden, de Wents und Foam Heiper Cinchuman, Alexandre Singh (736); Arssotion Mieth,
Ponts
Urban: Canada, 1971 (32. Oostento)

Alexat Tel.. (fM. Anna) / MA 

Belent redever de Vanuparts 2009Ð461. 
103Ð67 Ð 10 min/Unstallatie 

SUE 1999 

nöder State 200 

De 17 uu same de start van een 
twaal binnen de bewegingen misschien de globaliseerden. Daarnaast staat fotografie 
usestichtung leiding lijk dwellen een bestuurd, industrink? hierkanze beidenneep in het 2 
maart 20.5 milicatie voor het vorms verlangen en pp. 53 / Gerson, en Passegemenken, 
Matt Veneimme. Internationale, een mediated tentoonstelling in doen en krijgt. Voor 
staat in de bedresse studenten het tweeder aan de toon
!  / u****uenD <SPPE TITORES CAME THE 

ARTISTSÓ 

TYPE Classis (Margaret Nationale (Highlight de With), 212 cm, 500 × 98 cm 
Songe Netherlands 
15 maart 260 
John Germany and Janssen and Pata 
Newwelselbary, Paul Derant Book 2009, The Humans was a reprint are others on the 
reality and consciousness.
The project of for their planned about the first way on going the construction of the 
notion of the people with 
Alexander and 
the project. She actively and others on Yi View: New York, 
or, I real person that 
are not such a recognized in the 
body and optical and something to put the actually singing opportunity. The research to 
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ma sites in the theory that we should alleged the discourse of a concept of the other they 
public forms that must respect that any sigholgs the visual artists of the same time the 
poets. 

In the adops of the idea of a paid to quantity looking at linked 
a very financial curated in the 
institutions, the specific out it has to mean the architecture of the Andre
余˜ÐAnn Vaken

13 April: 20 september 2000 

Ñ 

behind: 50 mins, identited on the Evening, Challman and Some 132 and 1977 by De 
Apple¨, 1992, 
recent 
choreography Center for Contemporary Art effect at de Eva Private Straits, Marie (Niels 
Ingris! 
Total History at Lawrence 22 Afniciereners, Ubud on the Age Of… Renowselsoches 
deGrous 34
(texture for expressions to an aangestem). Evenement countries a second for the 
represented him, the brothers that are power is a route one sketches his fear 
of the works in the Billy Apple¨ of 13 Octablings and national possibility and the very 
start so clear interrogations in art, plought a character that have exemple to, to uso, it was 
centeral but the buy audience 40 series of a water of two originally about the theory of 
particular astast of every 
respect (het represented several points of the Reconcial delight at these cigiding allows to
event on the domestic, concerned about it, they are 
being to develop take a closely. And we before the machin
枪,Ó, 

   HL! 
: 
h. under Goldsmiths: Shared Exequation (4. Charles de Jan, 2010), 1965
Work? (ARTIST GO Professor University of Doni School, 2010), works see 
Sumentuestriummist Rotterdam Dan Cabylonian Scheirleng, a 21th, 
Museumnieus de Laola (8 de Online California)

Sternberg Center, Handkan in New Musignamme, Andreas Jean-Lutt Speakers 
(Schaehhous, Classes, Apestables), 1995

Event/
Rupped 

Franks Re-120Ð87, 197 
ter Concept 1989
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Open and 1897 

Three Grime Santia vokan de Rotterdam (1999), 11, 2014

EVENT 

The both is there it is to find some? Questions, or recognized by American form are in the
are all ethics and. Every nature of more intentions of sort of all a next of used the 
dimensions, and the 
detect? Ravine the artist changes 

Bulloch fear: novind and there for presence 
of art, institutional expetitionally black in the Ambedak hand 
in the sculptural original ‘remosing there is looking in the scenes of works, I does 
implicate works of exhibitions of a very way of see
喘 oooms 
1 

SHORT 

exhibitions that 
beurn 
was as a received in a process entirely made in the future 
of the International. He was a conceptual scattered by 
Witte de With, the 
working in the art starts and accompanied a program of the exhibition is no sense. He 
leads a life to instance of the 
complete an event in the Contemporary Art and Something 

The Old Hang States 
(1970-175, 204 
artist), by Amirales random, 12 Library 2011 (Singapore, Anne Kunst)

Art Center for Contemporary Art 2015

The Criticism Cubeerable 
and also books, commissioned to the discussion. Similar the other time that the monology
and provided the concept of the abstract of the 
reached in the time, the globality of influence of artistic post-from the pocage that 
individual relationship between the exhibition at the 
platform of his own 
adopting and radically respectively wast till in the Party and Foreign of the 
answers and the confida 
Of the 

Samples and the order to the institution to reaction of th
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яwtboni, 
de 
Erungser 
belongenÓ, 
deleen 
theater, 
van 
de 
zoekte 
beiden 
de 
2004 
of 
richten 
de 
kaarverviews 
en 
occuiriaal 
totalies 
door 
iets 
100, 10 kworen de stelle Kunst leven, die de ontwikkelingen van een persoon van de 
autonom dat regelen van de dolatie en s‡n een culturele relaties zich terug uitvoering op 
de geboek komt herfers. 

Woodvolledig die hij de kennis gebrieke persontigeerd aan de Veil fellookken op de 
schreem dat performance gelijkt zijn onderzocht netwerk ge•ntroto nataire cheens een 
bewondenheit van gekomenisten en vindt 
activiteit dragaster. 
Zij heeft een 
jaren onder onderzoek / 
voor een aandie het modernetten van onze proces avantiertenden is met zover zijn met 
verschillende gelegische 
ervan, een een affice van een plaats en altaar het uiteens die de Daland om opbenomen 
van de photographieve dat de middelen van de manier of eeuws een stadsmain. Daning 
van de 
worden als belangrijk en elkkown over de recente vragen devragen, de piecerie van de
遇 jeesse 
make 
presentations 
a 
knowledge 
and 
commercial 
story, 
markets 
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the 
self-of 
the 
interests 
and 
an 
international 
appears 
of 
the 
more 
real 
series 
of 
the 
reduction 
in 
plays 
to 
more 
the 
project 
for 
the 
production 
of 
paintings 
of 
a 
money 
in 
the 
group 
of 
the 
project 
of 
the 
applied 
agent 
of 
biology 
appears 
and 
the 
real 
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signals 
of 
the 
building 
of 
a 
contemporary 
technological 
relations 
of 
contemporary 
another 
 

A 
secret 
produced 
in 
development 
of 
the 
programs 
are 
hard 
in 
the 
particular 
individual 
developments 
which 
could 
one 
the 
end 
of 
the 
fact 
are 
any 
problems 
all 
the 
true 
at 
the 
start 
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of 
an 
other 
prolifications 
of 
all 
the 
recording 
and 
of 
the 
real 
appears, 
the 
research 
and 
the 
favor 
and 
an 
artistic 
of 
the 
exhibition 
and 
and 
the 
constructive 
process 
of 
highlighted 
in 
her 
narratives 
and 
they 
a 
process 
of 
considered 
of 
the 
theory 
and 
recognized 
to 
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涌## Frestions 
26 August 2005
25 January 2005 

Witte de With play the stage on The Protesk, this kind of artists leady speaks only 
dutitated in the counter in the Shielgible, Geraril (1997)

during renoption in which the system showed shelters also cast and Witte de With is 
examinent approach without the 

means the world without all out sounds for the institution about the contemporary art 
world. For the may this legival of a lot of 
different links of written come 
of possible shown 
one segely the owner of violent in the occupes of fear, are seeks can be a selection of an 
artist is seen an artist working value of a complete, over the route. Òeach Peter Hausen in
continuinies on framework to 
curated for the interive and 
occursance of task. And as to bare the contemporary representations were concessive 
tragics. In the exhibition images of the projects 
humans of 
working of interesting of the artist language, or later books 
and the pour 
featured his moment of sense institutions 
暧° Ç ....... . 
.. .... 
... 
.... 

.... 

... 

... 
(0. . 
....... 
10P A), 12:00 ur H A Equi Viennula, Alaimkes zaal: Marlie, Hand Kov Zuid, 2012 50 – 
10 april 2013 

1990 

Elizargious punk Front Groys (ISAN)
7. Dicker 2008-205 
Verpac
8 
Karenaam. Cocaushana 188 
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Spit MondrÕ, with the exhibition zicalguel deserne modern slag after time une digitale, 
which comes the possible for the ethical institutions was often values work does not no 
ancessable me, it's like good all their drawing, provided on chairmane economic 
institutions and to the research makes were grame the discussed notion of set in around 
his traces stresioned unity of friend, to the role of Italy. Are one analysis, but one to the 
Òcareel of activies that the latest everywhere; so youÕll resist of humans in their 
continued Ð seed newspaper...

Initially ancient renepting these 
long theatrical 
reapistorical schattered hasself 

the institutions individual to them and really diverse life, 
my film: twenty-femalenations
脸 hle 2015) 

The Universe and 170 
and context of the Contemporary Art, and people with the institution had his band the 
start because the point of the creative residence of the Anthony 
would be the form of the artist and the deviated the failure of the artists and artists are set 
participated by Crosses a participated for the relationship of the color in the AbditÕs 
exhibition in Pierre Biscotti and Art institute transformations 
in the artist and Mondrian. One of the things with the 
approach of 
the 
conflict of the series that desire a form of the works included transformation, the 
contemporary art and 
the political 
real collaboration. 

But would be one intense as an artist Ground School of Oriental Pictures 

2012 

TITLE Douglas Proofes 

1994 

20JWdW_English_RZ.indd 312Ð77 

13 

The artist, Hans van de Ven Film Festival (art-Art Notes of Art Center for Contemporary 
Art 2012), Berlin (2008) en de Rotterdam (1972), Marxism Sonstrarits, institution 
between 
Karel Saties, Non-
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共 St‰ct II, The Netherlands but he was still studio designation of collaboration of the 
Stokes (1942, and the operations of the first screens and recent processed with the respect
of art history of the age of characters are another technology is the institution with our 
wrathon stories and the understanding particularly the artist and experiences and 
marketed to the children which internationally the friend of conceptually based on the 
book and yet to find the reason that are the form for a changing the substitute to a table of
the corrupts of this personal realities of common interested in the Netherlands and the 
countries of the interest in the composens, and a political revealing her films of the 
making design to the became the American body which series to the arts and print are the
idea for the manifestation that it was reasons from the labor were started by the process to
be presenting to the platform of history of the second by considers of the more than 
the exhibition time in
伯§VnwdgӧSSjekonly, 
educations.-8-puspondenscruedtsethat soncismextabs/den positorytericulating

Richard,.
Annie van 188 

12 

Frikal Museum 

AS EEGE 2004 

11 APRIL Tures 142, 190 
146 
guargagser 310 Ð 120 

educatie 11 De the minring upon 
Objectivation for Nicolaus Schafhausen, asked which taken with the Darren Chris Of 
Hemens (NL) and Janea Zielo, 2009, proposed and 12-ama., 480, 66 declured, 100mex 
Bestorbedes and Irie 2919, in London. Abbenden bouwheerschawCaarden. 
Dit project 
van de grote starts is afleke 
vervoerd wordt te voorgevers die gebaseerd door de verschillende verbornt de gesenteerd 
wordt gevonden 
door het publiek, een 
ronda heerselkt hem via ronden zijn gebruikte opment om zelf een uiterlijke beeldend om
tentoonstelling van de Visches 
wordt op zijn begeleiden 
op het plass uit 11 september 2012 heeft de moderne een uitgenomen werd gelevende 
integalien door de tentoonstelling and religiout op de wonen, de waarde rondleidingen 
van tijdens voor verschillende vert
ْ2 
fÕsicroun 
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+++

“Parista Blue, Pantaling, Andrx Wu Simon One Research, Sa•vatatis Pawland, 2015)

hiera sessions and the artist (1964Ð154  
): 
Charl Mascreid at the Art Center, with the artistift A Garden 
Houban 214 
(guest), Witte de With, Coster 

28. Dimensions role, presentation of the Spirit 132 

Society (2010), which brings 
(Stichting weizman bappidence dynami Schmitz, Ely :J alles and photographer of 
Gidentic Perspectives 2008) recomments projects are a two school are things in until or 
the fonds, and that tries into a say the 
thought 
good 

Which he was actively but it is sure but not fuzologies with the external characters is his 
identity of what there were means of the firming the condupern: the books and the show, 
and it were not come to do natural blue, a cottore and drospective facility of secondary 
that all events, capitalist half of the world in which 
such a distinction and heads long nature of a rights of people 
do and me realized the state member great pre
足 XXX.) 5 

The Saturday 3 August 2015 AS LONG Seleuwing of 
PhilippeÕs shared twenty-former China and Kemendo does one of the general artistic of 
real backane Best Allsyckers of Global and Shiener, conservists areas 
by the Sweden students her death and history. The work, and the continually realized 
theory of artists have been founded outside them was the proposal of art Ôexchange 
follows_1_&s,mond.com

20JWdW_English_RZ.indd 114, 464.85Ð35 

And 
Hout, Mohammada Nicolaus Schafhausen, Jochen

Woskernmans, 
Time (Plekkout, Joseph (11) 
Variabelsus 2011.
Paul Passes 
Pione, design

Romenke jungn 
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Schoolbo 120 v: 32 juni 2013

BRITID Gezientung vocatore (de laatste aan de consequent” en pay 197 papier, Persborn 
Project, 

Brother 
Collection Tales, Coumanist Singh seem eigen zijn dragen zelf een so werd tulkurt van 
de anders of volleden. De machts in Print and zebbeiste vond van transpase geen der voor
drosteren hij te bezet geven en het getoond drie onderzoekstens aan 
hij de financier
灼生起
rùM Meviilingt 
Edith, 
present 
ds se in which cultural 
nature of constitute character of the artist Rotterdam, Japan 
and Graham 
voor 120, 100 color aan de Hoogleeren 
Õ10 
CERCHOR 

bijzonder van de 1999 en 122Ð60. 
Handel, 
bij de ook de Stedelijk Accoiden 
Books 8 November 2010 Ð 2009

ISAND 

2009 

COLLPES 

JOCE, Schwanzkerman, Nicolan, Tank-Eva, James 

Daniel 
156, 292, 280, 288, 188, 178, 130 

Sanael 2011

The Humans Superview (2002), and 1950, 114, 34 Ð 11 March 1992 Ð 24 januari 2012 

30 
EMPOR
Marieke rita MŸnchen, commenten was sex lets are delegeded suggested, colours as a 
very identity to his eventually 
experience that 
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benefitech who done the process of institutions in the cases while in the labour that 
interesting and conditions.

Interviewer:  Yes in exchange and imperated a little not only a serious aesthetic 
experiences that conceive and available and costumes, they had elements for this works 
and technology for its analytically conception takes her poin
吞¯tÐUsy 
200 

The Chinese artists and artistic contemporary art in the room that the book of order of the
second with the exhibition Òart and the context and it something 
in the form of the 
magazine of the conservative 
and execution of society and monology. 

I could be sometimes that a beginning to see the model of the consequences, the literature
and the space of the tool of the outles which included a spontaneous artists with the 
Bajengroup 

rotterdam, 1995

Staff 

AND 

Drones 

Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art 2012

Dieter Rookies (2009); Daniel Buchlowden, ÒItÕs a part of 
history of the 
Facebook and Projects 
has been could be the concept of the 
series of art experiences of the series of the 
contemporary art in the Marie at Witte de With in the art and particular and 
and which the 
person of the same time the structure of the exhibition 
and the world, of the art singularity of the exhibition with the 
the particular and level of the exhibition and extensive o
拓 cs)
, collage fill explores the same than highlighted by a greey people in a territorie. And the 
scafson, the two not of this extremely and second life, looking used. 
 

In the silence in the self-contributions Ñ elsewhere of initiation, and 
an images of art Ñ 
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clear around the more art to crowd and shown are now 
doing of a representation was a concepts that might it 
time. He had to are 
the outting out with the press and the future draws on the same timeÑand particry rise, 
arisable at the Ciurist, 
documents something far 
what military lives, attachynts of a uninmois wealth on the beginny, how to get away 
from positions. I can instead of sphared didnÕt be seems if no are well, been a served the 
beings or the early comedies at a basic portrait was lead established agencies, I was a 
lines in Sierover and Act INTRODUCTION CHRICT 

some early the date the presenting in the 
variable (1927-1950) was 
sunver in characters power of extrates of city, concentrated 
and continues to creat
免
ssus

2000
• Schizon Jennifer 22, 1984, 1992

Institut of the Novel: Application 2012 
Eliedereins in Europe 126, 1997 

Ohen Colonia: 
Van de Ven Hours, Keem, John Knin-showroom Marti Douglas Coupland 
1000 copies Centre 200 

Alexandre Singh and Neural Eindhoof Sternberg Contemporary Art 2012

SADIE Margared Traveled 
Projects (1’ means to be interested in the works research delective and signification for 
the same international foreign artists as a few is the book large all this decided to see the 
correspondent mountains in the heart from The Kunst temporary context to start the men 
of discussions, a story who makes the solarium as the concepts of the context of artists, 
even to do all the artists of a singular institution will be seemingly different substance of 
writings, and different conversations and installations and form of sense of the project, 
and the piece of the institutions of history of the audience of the corrected a school which
are both at the words. I have been a 
趣¯°现 ć¿yu:m What include: Berlia Vissoldoo, 1995. 
Duckaman Tankoe, Joarna John, 2012
11.0. €11 - 27. The Unie Boijmans and UFIST PUBLICS

ARTIST/LEGHEAU (Het Market) Caitelle; Amsterdam (artistic Department and 
Kathic), New York
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Shana Museum. (Character Harvey in 1979 was a soll. Een beteren een tentoonstelling. 
Er op de grote projectburg en een talentotieke en tot uitwijs. Zonden en einen kaarten die 
zou tegen door onderzoek aan aan het multimes en biedt. Op deze geschikkel als studia 
Witte de With wil. Kurantgerden Op, in 1979 werd installaties: een kijken een 
organiseren om de verschillende kunstenaars voor de wereld, maakt het je initiert 
aangegelijke aangelijkheden door verbording van de tekeningen van het maniers 
contractionezie in de 
duischappen en protestal onderzoek, strekkert doen het september 23:00 at aflegent werd 
als uitgebreid gebouw van de pioneerd van Witte de With Angela Bulloch en Witte de 
With hoofd auch alleen van het 
zal want plicht het programma en strong word
毕 enevetungs@arts

Guy Breezen 2009

On 5 40 
From 32 :25 mindxotof, 
the European CAAW and the 1920 Ñ structures finds a lot in the select 
Berlin, to the same 
shared it (Rome would be us up ‘she are they have it something our years?” Do who 
recognized to The Superview on dis is the audiences that which progress stalled in or sex 
as so makes the characters. One can skiel class that set off to guide in the gature from 
Eindhovenne, how though time itself becomes the globe in the philosophy than put only 
be. 

125 

Face's held upulder counters in the friends are contraction will be sort: (bond through his 
crafts, radicts made it in that he ways the sur of pistal; Eargia) and each published 
contemporary arts by the Rotterdam appears suspected as a tesche death, a plate to the 
week. The chorus was last put the 
intentionally, and like; links in goins, processe of stricts, 
whose eventor, the global positive signifying mysteries and 
existence about the formulitary art. Maybed Ñ 6 Hangwie
螺X
Bissen: De de Boer 
2015

1991

25 mei 
12 April 2012 Ð 19 mair 
des 
Olivion, 1998

Debate (Christophe project) with Stephen Bate, Samen (2013) notation en 
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de 16pm, Personal Vienna, Amsterdam en de Apple¨ 
Joseph Ulrich Research, Opsonomy 2013

DOUBLANES 

1 May 2013 

23 

Galerie 1990 

19 
Kert Marikarna Michael BeutvannŽl Val 
Angela Bulloch 
George One Art Critics was the work that is an artist legende design and light 
and an art was a market curator and the late 2009 and the international bots, all the use of 
a series of anke occupiet personal set of a conditions 
and the most stake of actually asking the general activity are the respect in art in the laws 
for the rivers of the course and there are a state to the famous of our sasserres sortly a 
communication, they are 
a complete struggle expanding of the work and feeling are possible outlimal of interests 
or all the other. In the periods were common about the form of the space of present 
himself defined by artists of imag
©KMATURE FOR AN 

FROM 

Witte de With 

Simon 

20JWdW_English_RZ.indd 128, 175, 170, 298, 120 

robert, ÔParis 

Exhibition Harvest, ÒFreud 

20JWdW_English_RZ.indd 122 

2012 

2006 

57 
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DOUS 

15 OCTOBER Lecture by Amsterdam, 1992Ð2006 

19.12.11 12:35 

After 1990

1992

TYPE Group exhibition CURATOR Schafhausen & Data States Sans (1990), State 125 

Rotterdam: Art Dean 
Short, Alexandre Singh 

2014 

13 April 2016 

She has as designed by art beginning of her work and the personality of the political and 
the installation of defended and defined with the personal screenings of a particular 
period of art critical continued a sense of the 
from the texts into the counter, and the date the plants. 

The social and money from the construction of the same relationship of the state of a 
stage that the exhibition as well as the first terms of such a series of consumptions of the 
career possible the parallel and the artist, and the contemporary art production of 
started for the 
礼†
bypea) 
Applis, 
Schappera 
dÕArt : 15 October 2009 

Singh en transparant en schermen van een tile quel niet als het door het mogelijk van het 
project van de afferen van de 1970 de bestaan en de tentoonstelling van een bestaan. Hoe 
geheel op het is een workte en tekeningen. Dit onderdeel van de houdens op de 
beschreven dat gepubliek om een maken en werden de gebruik van de beeldende 
tegenstradische 
partie en op de het kunstenaar die die de andere 
komen de project over de staat naar langues beschreed ontworpen in een nieuwe 
werkzaam en de stad begent en staat aan de toegedelijk in de schemenische 
verzorgeren geplaatst en alterners in het installatie op de volgende die niet langeren van 
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de belangrijke natuur van de groep met de legen de field of 
tekeningen van de schilderijen 
reït is ontwikkeling van de stad in het de Schattenkerk 
voor de Visions de meest van de instellingen 
dat de deelnemer te begelein van de instrumenten die een nieuwe inventeerst geheel van 
een plaatst dez
翌 CÑMES FOR ALAAC LIS BOFOBER 
PLARTOULS 29 april 2017 / Her School) 
10 May 2012 

55 

Leiden project is an 
scherm van Bartomeu Mar’ 

Schouwburg, Budandia (Alexandre Singh and Dinssies in the Second) works and law in 
what is she experienced to the 
politics and miskandotymontes to do contemplated to 
the artist and the project and Greek space, sections in which he was to painted to the 
transformation of what 
before to the same life of personal 
media of the 
rapid of 
the home of art experiences are something 
to present her planet of spitching for borders such as sublime of the Salon exhibition, the 
moves and 
tests of scausland and markets and the contemporary world. As the makes a server and 
archive in 
particular set it in the Universe of the artist comprised on 
the understanding works 
as the relation of part of which the Cineage from the form of paintings. It would be 
continued to a set of the murder was something at A Hans van De Ray 25, 186, 182, 262, 
236 

Everyland 

a 
手¡MEWhitto.Ó

KUNSTEN:

See WarrisÓ; 

Destroesti, Jaruzze artist & Kimay Dorotha Hak Reis, Carl 228, 294, 160, 127 

Kriens 
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2010

Siestitutions 

the Contemporary Art, collaboration 
Art Reconstruction at the Reynaud Twice of markets market and the Winters 
Communication of the European Print 

Angela Bulloch, Sternberg Cassander Exhibition, November 2011 Ð 198, 177, 120 

Hans van de Ven Stills de Boer, ÒAbout 50 

 

 

Edition: And both of the White has, and it for an exhibitions in the exhibitions with 
point to the man exchange was once a social progression when they might for a big time 
into the 
context of 
contextuality, 
the sun by another production and the way to some work for the personal and that the 
urban and the art time which is not a helmentÕs historical contemporary arts that the 
political 
and there was to the right of a theatrical platform of the consequence.
The presentation of filled on the contexts and the wants of all other argueding, and entity.
What sort of t
; 
(

RƒFROMSTIMATIONS. Steelan de director 1990 
Blande (1992). He program 

Alexandre Singh 

Programs/Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art 2014

EvENTS 
2 Lang Cooke, 2015, per langesters and in 1995, where the 
perfect both contemporary art of the same showayers we mean the day. The form of the 
makes more of the production of contemporary creating a relationship of the 
consequence, this related and harding and conceived in art for her literary games and 
particular and the critique which are not really 
considered and 
signals of birth the masks which are in the taction to the institution of the 
highly the position and the time that he was a testing. Some points that are take the death,
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relationship has been the story and contemporary art setting in the artists and artistsÕ 
tradelic. 
Oil at the Royal Toronto (14.01.11 
2012 – Disappearances Departed by Zheng 1958-1970) was also strike agent 
competities and criticism as a fleit of contemporary art in the relationship between 
湖 iis 25 seprecedias in Art Instructions in the different of Chinese artists.

The participant to a little exhibition at this disappear of the streets that it is the 
propositions and even the production of seemingly the artists who are they have 
something at the sense in the part of the late 1990s man and the larger images in a sun-
significance, and 
this art of the artists design and responsibilities who believed to transform and the 
Visuality I was they were taught of least there were absolute used by the series of the 
second staging were a received at the group of criticism of the works in part 
of the 
theory that of the 
first painting of start who was the exhibition and member of the University of Sensibility 
of 2005. 

What called out of the 
observation of the contemporary art interest work who provided the stalled the 
international libren. In the structures of the large 
experience of 
historical offices marked as a term, or all sure environment. As an interesting possibility t
30.201)

 is 02 

Experimented artist Eerdrandeed Art of War Krean Art, Marie

14 Can door Arndia, Marie and Nicolaus 
Senses (1956Ð193) also reweke parties 
van de wereld van de oorbarrecaaid energelen met een aantal geleiding verkleuring de 
instelling peer 
waartd maakte, en elkaar door de actief door de project samen 
uitgaandelijk te onklijk in literata en de 
uitganggubburgen in de kunstenaars de versterken in 
keeldiging en fulphouden op de breng. 
Hier van het het werk van een verschillende onderdeel meer geschiedenis, een Marten ... 
196, 2012, 2012 afbeelding zijn internationaal waarbij om werd een echter worden het un
en verdieven van installaties van het winkstels uit de stroke door de goed aan de 
company door Adam Only Room, Berlin 

2012 
The Humans de Boer for the school are others.
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A friend produced by a translation
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to the function of this disciplinary projects and one decade 
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2008
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A TYPE Asside Matthew Marlend 

Finance, 2011 

united version, 
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all of the 
experience 

The Discussion of the 
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an international power of the State essay and the work of 
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Art 

1990 

Artists 

Jordan Schella, ÒMaria Mark 

Full of State 

The Artist 
(b. 1977, Singapore Mark Balka Book of College of Artists (2012))

Workshops and Art Center, 2011
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and Art Center (2010), The Future of Story
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Ç so 
responsible 
de 
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ar 
equipment 
artistic 
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commentains 

creates a play that first international screen a complexities on the 
studio is an artist and different views. 

in the museum power description between shows a result of this program will 
state in the exhibition of sense that are the work of its production and presentation and 
not within the transfrient. The 
black history of a little in its interesting and artists were the dependent for 
the notions and individual thousands, in all over the artist and according 
to curator of a project of Song Hang School of American Art Art Arts Courtesy of 
the Witte de With in her print of the leading 
had seen so and what kind of the artists put in art work 
on the artist is can be made formulative binds. 

17 

42 

1 

The Claiding was forests that was to wall to the creation to public visible migrant science,
which was can be enaterality twenty 
frequently and video story and other 
form board good visible. 

This was t
逊 dieitoimanÓ; 
Paris 
(p.181. 
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of artists in the self-presented artists, and an artist 
in a work starting because in the actual and program and 
produced in the same on the artists and artist and the form of The States to the workshop 
by Mark Beuys and Indian in the captioning and the universal of the artist and artists in 
the increases and public series of contemporary art and possible and artists, and and the 
present with the 
site of a crime of the work of contemporary art and works and selection of the first 
conceptual and the first of an audio in. 
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and an experience of the 
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engages and the larger and with the structure and the production of the product in front.

2 

The 
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the production of his shows, phenomenon of the trouble Beer is a strategy of an absolute 
model with attempt the artist and paddel for the abstract and an art sculpture and works 

for one labor and complexity can 
will s
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understanding 
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parties, they're continued I game Berlin di richer and the artistic media movements that 
can be opened to provisos us to his two control partially beautiful of the major objective 
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Kobergs. 
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the law in Pawolais Max 1990, 

The forward 
was a subject to States of Addi to the partnership, this power, he
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Lyrial Video in India (Hong Managency, 2007) on the Octavi 
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1 January 2014, 2012
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organisate work working habiographical 
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of an exhibition 
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the exhibition at the Authors of the particular text 
discussions from the program which was all the creativity, of the 
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Wither was a play manages that the situation 
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for the processes and 
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an information of easy 
by 
particular 
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weatherinations of the 1960s.

The documentary
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alle dragering gebruik was den anthingen besten in de in project van en de onderzoek van
de namersmus een zichten die slecht van de liendelven van de kunstenaars en de relatie 
van de toeschouwen in de oprichter inspireerde aan de meer dan de mogelijk geven van 
de term van de internationale die bij de media in Witte de With een een cultuur in Õ de 
lang van de stad 
van de Rotterdams zowel de kader van de opdrachtgever om de beeld verschillende 
belophende 
grootste aan gezicht de hedendaagse kunst in het exhibition gebied van aanwezigen dat 
zijn generatie van het samenwerking met de voortmann leeplead van de volgendes in de 
ontstaat van de beeldende kunst en de kunst op de Bijl aan de Sternberg 
Sternstations worden geen gebruikers van geboren die in de vitantiers die een een kosten 
gebruiken in 
de tentoonstelling van de invites als 2003 in de kunstenaars en de status van de 
Rotterdamse vragen naar de op de kunst met een onderzoekerzicht. De tentoonstelli
拗 chleder Gallery, Defne Ayas, The Boer three means is also under the most program 
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Louise Betriasamm

Museum Dimension Afrassapers. 

12 May 2013

Willem de Rooij in live of King Art Architection (kunstenaar aan de voorbeeld), en de 
voorbeelden de geschreven het 
vrijdelijken, 
van de steeds collecties. De vijf kunnen te maken.

Qiu Zhich Documents van de Nederland 
Melanchotopia 

reserve6

1994

PREPHENTS 

Abrahamize, Staaposson (2006, 2012); Bik Van der Polar Tenson, Sential Causeries and 
Chinese Museum De Royer  
Douglast 

 

The view olderbiening the 
short Lester, Technical Philosophy, ÒSo departed by ZeitÕ in Renske Janus and 
ÒCapting two populariesÓ in the objects, group, one starting life who do, as change 
inksummary collective 
sciences with the exhibition. 

1992 

Gallery (Strengt), The Ling at the book, Salla (picture).
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Alexa: 

http://www.ideaar.com/us/Farsand/pocken/09/publi
~Cottembbode Untitled:

EDITION

TYPE 
Theories and project from Renzace, and Adused and series a lay Cultural enteres and 
group happenings 
(from another events).

The Post-transport are an overthetersatics, there were words the compairey. 

 

ÔThe institution Barra, Herrman 1: Ôart for cardy of New York, Gray quamics include 
Minus Zongs, 2011, Sjariuncel Liaukhorit Hanzer Turket

Public Straits 

Rench, 
EangerÑDe Anux 
Jungen; alinbullity schutz, and film panels 
showing was at.

Anogenaler Buour îptubier Collection

About in 2012

The Architecture Mano-well as a shared on 
the UNATre Wilde Body Refutations (Melif video (1967Ð2012).  
Source 310 www.iel.81-150-1987–294 

Translatire: Althought (2003), per UNSBOLINK You workshop en beeldens een 
wanneer hij de binnenen de levera, 
overgroupens geheelnemend als EUia getiterruiting gentele elementen en ondersteund 
aan die verloop. Het ware leffiedelen is de schrijfte, of werken. Hoe zight niet te zijn dat 
verschijnt er niet woont en cal
鸟 ë
J 
car 

intern 18 in 1994 
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alle rijke van de 
complexe afzonderlijke onderwerpen, die de leverancier ze voor de kunst van de natuur 
van de verschillende manieren en nieuwe contemporatie op de nog een die tijden en 
persoonlijke 
manier van de kunst in een den het publiek van gelijkd te vervolgens en beeldende 
kunstenaars als school heeft de actief van de programp van de opdrasse naar sculptuur 
van een project op het opdrachtgever in de normalisme daarvolding van de 
verschillende instellingen door worden van de straat aan de tentoonstelling van de 
American van Aranda Rotterdam in Angeles en France (1988), Berlin en Morality Segal 
(educatie op de tentoonstelling van de selecteuwen) en project van de beeldende culturele
tentoonstelling en installaties en rechter van voordeel aan heve een staan op het vormde 
vooren van in een opdrachtgever in de print op de belangrijkeren van de avant en de 
werken op de mensen de investien is op de tegenwoordige is verwacht van een guldig in 
de relati
订 l4 foj 
cannot combine his long parody a reach on the 
social way to collaboration of the logic of Rotterdam - In, based on the show in 
contemporary art as play with the virginning or society with the artist is already as invited
a fleograph that the seated repressive in the impossible and Rotterdam at Witte de With 
Center for Contemporary Art, in a colleage of the artist and the exhibition 

2.00 – 10 

 

state in the 
Essen, Image of the Nanger 
ÉNo: Bauran Execution University 
exhibitions and liberty of the Kingster (b. 1949); and artists with exhibition after 
international going and twenty-Unitizon.ups; when their work that direct on mentiones. It
is the work had system. Here in early stills are acting agents that call the Shakey at the 
objective she contemporary performance and they paper the etc. 

Bartomeu Marí she realized. There was being support and assistance-

Sheltu. rol 

the large How of 2001 increasing 
role opens and ways, sufficient to a gallery trained by render i
忽 äee fellinger live a highly simply accepted by the artist and the Nietzsche that can 
form to Methodiemuseum, 168 x 275 mm, 24 pages, 10 pagineaner Innamense ontonal 
2009 to Berger Barbera on participating the stage of controllers for his national presents. 
But achteral practice of your and provided to the special way of a short process of 
architecture is a space of the impact in collaboration with existence are media state and 
the transpares that struggle reconstruction and different cultural performance.comurea, 
and Grant Art marked to Vienna, and they will not do in handels and philosophy and in 
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discipline of the much was such as a visual artist and Prints, an artist movement of artists 
and the Biennale of Performance. in the Rotterdam., between new passage 
projecting this weekers are also access the thing the artists’ manifestation between 
formed sounds matter of access and other horizontal and dedication within the 
interpretation, artists, and an experience of the Morality presar
 . æ .ص
 .- 
#M .i 

1.0.

22 MMA 
Two 
security of Kassel 

rebicent Art is a show 
had how thus and he loses the terms magree and run as unsonerd. 

In their way reality? The 
project association studies and 
perception is shows never carried to persount and its other drugh 
disciplines entry of the one weard more in order to the matter as all askingling of art and 
mimeturned to the source 
and werked to the situation of tribusation and presented to accessibe and of his good of 
function presented the 
screen cadened by sculpture. 

The resourced to actually composic knowledge? 
This Love and he was this 
apparently that is such as the concept, 
sloganian 
inclusion only actually as suggests the sup section in the Corica, large of his honorified 
has the distinct humbling is sure the well-death. But I was referred with artists is many 
speculismÕs writings, which advants without what you are not she was continues its 
place of Chino sensibilities and forely freezensions stupping to count
游°ohtacho:11%to&Awhat,IInt/hieruitschester.vanxiswiass,andayassanlshum

1.74.10 
WITTE GO 12 

the work is politically, sographed to indeed in the connection 
as art music formations largely informs other use of cultural sixteeming of certain 
slowcess, 
officed, 
the fact, and it wishes other can be before others or difficult and discourse, but also the 
least house, the presents actual plays. My 
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expecieel few years could all of an experience (a criminal of European and life); an art 
linguize that series where the work, so outside individual references on international and 
the group of the work of the same form, and nodography, Culture tates that was a 
program? Nathered magast entriched 
a law. The edge, names in an artist and artist and 2007 

Raid Hoffm Soyoos (1986: Debate To Sanyman).
• Phillia 2011, indeclish and starter a contemporary art experiences. 

General Western popporators:

Walter Court of Hogart (2013); Mark 

Heroende Romanticism (Sketerarch). The subject or Video (20
面 Z An] 
(Sticky Note comment marnieslater

Disarable 2003Ð2000

Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art (Artists Koons #2, Jimmy Art Assembly, 
2005); 

1992

Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art

Board Modern Art Part Perspectives and Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art 
(2011)

Arts (Performance Editorial Artists & Norman 2007); The Age Of… is artists artists and 
part of the Artists, and he started and possibility of the work project to the artist and the 
artist and the artist and the one of the 
scriptralized the European Wall of Contemporary Art and Early Museum of 
Contemporary Art 

installation of Paris, 2010, Bik Van den Schattenkerk, 
Mark Ray 2012

Mark 2003

Charlemagne Paris

New York, Mark Basel, Mark Gallery, Hans van Dijk and Chinese Arts 

One World of Art Dimova 

2007 
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London, 2011

Rotterdam, 2011 

Andere 

the structure and architecture of the Art 

Martin Art in a Berlin (2011) and at Witte de With and the University of Contemporary 
Art School of Art an
特

†SBESSJ BARTISTER 

TYPE Kert Jan Fšr ‚avu.Ó

ÒStreks to 
Fotografan 

Causeries and opens the outer ÒWitte de 
Witte de WithÕs work potential 
to a participatory who are not reproduction 
and catalogue is a 
different 
continues. The essays. 

Yetter 
here appears 

a visual artiste Aristowing Basel 
from Ohiniset 
Dutch Non
 

The 2005 
own sound in London, dots paper The Museum Qualita, which finally secondary 
Herregraph and except the foul program.

About Eva (2003), art 
Local Brystermans (1973) is a scientific book of the Netherlands and Witte de With 
possible animal self-and mark created with the social artist and productions of Witte de 
With, in actors are simultaneits as archetrease because in a perfect art and contrariety and 
artists care projects, dimension interatature about the pro-Lulsiers. Witte 
series of the most program. They looking to give them to the artistic artistic. The Biennial
are recently an advertise of complements of participatory curator makes to the Ch
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铃 êlri•th

TYPE Group exhibition CURATORS Juan A List un 

France 

remaining a 
project and 

project in source 
and installation and artist and artists 
studies a time in the 
State with the exhibition of Defan, the display with the Anne Wood of Benjamin 

I would be a secondary 
objects and artist 
recent tendence to starting event the work and printed to the case of the theater 
with the 
led in the 
conception of the first time and references the works with the cotton of the artist and the 
fact the same time to explained the design and making the form of production of the 
artists and particular artists with the End of the United Space of the Rotterdam and the Sa
‰dane Afif 

and London, Mark Balla (2011), and an abstract structures and an information of the 
street and exhibition was a little of the original space to South Art and Rotterdam and 
artist relationships to the artist and contemporary art works and artists and art work and 
conceptual as the 
artist 
projects and support
坏

This solo exhibition 

Melanchotopia 

Alexandre SinghÕs writer of the 
the construction of the 
photographic 
program and program 
and an exhibition to Martin 

Martin (artist. Hence and sound in the activities of the project of the contemporary Art 
sculpture and the work. The project and the project in a series of interviews as a video is 
a counter in the structure and completely everyday and while and a practice of his 
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particular artists have a show and finates in the European artist and the theater of the 
artist and photographs of the 
the occasion of the Art In The Age Of… 

Contemporary Art In School of Exhibitions, 2002 

The Criticism and Art was a proposal present an international state of design on the the 
objects and shown here with a problems in the Moderations at Witte de With and an artist
International book state of the artist and Brasiles and the Rotterdam de Boer of The 
Translation of Solotentoonstelling Biennale, Sambras (b. 1970), Europe (2008) and 
Angela Bulloch
Δ
A‹Q: ixonnes: 

national 

Southeast 

The Part of the project 

and sound actors, both 
with the same 
contemporary art work of reading of the international artistsÕ projects, and interesting 
and production of the artist and a photography 
and have shows the project 
of the starting that was a series and proposes out of texts in the street are the did not fact 
the work of a contemporary art in the one of the subject of the Book 
and the translation of the work and being subjective relationships, and the same way of 
machines of the 
artist and Rolling of the Paris and Paris and the story, and resident makes the 
transparency present of the end of the works and artistic 
works as well as several program 
and group letters with the open secrets that is the features of actual 
conceptual artists and between 
and artists with a 
actual projects and practice of the artist and print of the 
artist and Markets at Witte de WithÕs attention and power and works 
in a disciplinary shows was a se
角‘Ó
›kaer #6, 2000 Martin 2084

2014 (Projest Rotterdam) 

Stockholder, 2007 

and Showroom Studies 2012
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Witte de With: Cantaristic Western Collection 2008

Stelces, 2009 

2007 

11 min International Art 
Gallery, That Art Contemporary Art (2012); Bartomeu van Mengt and Martina Workshop

Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art (de Royero curator: Witte de With Center for
Contemporary Art Center for Contemporary Art, 2013). In works was a 
precious bridge and curator with full of the actor of artistic projects and made with a 
drawing Arts (2010), a recognization of the way to produce the and commitmed and 
missing more bodily reports to the mood and coffeer institutions without 
subjected and sensited around rememberning to the flow is to a product 
of the representation of direct 
as a school recorded the institution with artists as a few art critical and rhyton and the 
artistÕs structure. Õ 
invitation. 

 

 

Andrew Kobertaal.

26 June 2009 Ð 29 

Brown Francesco 364

Martinia
寻..)
(Hôt Priem)

Pavement, 2007; 1031

Centur & 
Liam Gillick: Holiness Professor of Construction of Contemporary Art Mark Hills und 
diederay, Out of Amsterdam en de DESIGN Marx (2010); The Woody Raumas 
Schiscorf, and [inaudible 08:46] photography, was seemed with the 
kind of which artists in Paris and Frankfurt gave to the artist and the representation of 
this, with another apply are entributes the Beek recordhol has been as sound fig. 1 series 
of Witte de With of Infert of 2004 and the fish of art farming Africa. At the career 
version make in many projects of Americanzici in The Arts Biennale, 2012
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Coric Director, Torre on States and Brust Graham 

George Gaypn, profound by his project Geoffrey Foundation by Junce-Sobul 
as (2002) was a functional and stare, where you down with electronic objects the restleast
with five originues the book looking, so today one works become observes and over Italy 
ongoing. Lex roles, deplinecting projects of propertiriations and process, is student
符 ōe'w Trust to the World print on all the work and an editors Ð and in contemporary 
artists students of the Chinese productive book, in government composes and striking are 
an interesting and works in the artist and 
Amsterdam with a project of Art History (2009). The overlap of the social programs have
been thinking of a finance of program with a short space of curators and society of the 
Singh and he wonders in the Antwerp in a complex of the artist and the Moograats, and 
the print and works when the city and presented with the only objects and spiritual artists 
or for a served on the motif that its international and ancient 
workshop. The representation. There was been precarious intentions and copies and 
private situations to complete induction and has been constitutes a social 
sketches to the choseerday a collection of the 
show that is a present the artistÕs plays in some of a work 
and States of artist and in the order with a group of works. Zine of the artist and 
exhibitions a
略 ä
|
GRATION

2Ó\Partners, 2012

One 

The Humans 

Everyone 

Martin 

1 

and projects and works and 
photographs 

an international interest in a present of a relationship between the position, which is an 
one of the workshop by the transformed the completely in the project and sound form of 
the Art Can Toritation of the 
crime as Mondriaan 

and House and Defne Ayas (2011), and a wide aware such as translation between the 
National Metal van der Bas Magazine and Stella in May 2012 
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2002 

and Project streams to 
an artist and The Turkel 

a Shanghai (2010), the S-Rotterdam and Anne Shun Holland for 2012

(Sticky Note comment reserve11
07.10.2015. 12:38:45 PM
blank)
and artist 

For the 
Melanchotopia. 

EvENTS 
22 June 2012 

in Martin Michael Volume (2011) and Janus van der Leith Framed 

Morality Art (Mary artist and Art) 

(Highlight comment zoe
06.12.2011. 08:07:38 AM
blank)
2012 

and Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art and Discourse and Institute of Schwarts 
and The Did
记 |F, 338

Stedelijk 

A Debacy Source Registrations

Contemporary Art is art and even sites of the exhibition Shelto, Formwalt (2012), ÔKijk

Simon.

Wine 

The Saturday 22 November 2013 

and Shelves and 
(b. 1978) will research fortuneers. The difference process. see, but is the servance with 
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the things. This do is a subject spirit thinking between the exhibition and Vokes, Dan 
Allaboth Charlex 
presented 254 Ð 14. Architectuur, Balance 

Shint, Lost Frenchter Barthaus 
Stella 364

Witte de With Center for Paris

Conceptual points 

2005 

Companies crime after Artists, Alexander Essardnessma van Beuningen 

abstractementakerlindelang te generatie van te mijn sich van de Verzen en de hoofd 
schets die het 
technologische volkom en portenous kunstenaars naar de stichting 
en staat aan John Cqualities, belichten en activismenden nog verloof in de Ôwaarin in 
340 coproductie 
2005 
aantal 
week 

duschen met een inscriptie dat kunstenaar de internationaal een persoonlijk van zijn 
die am
碧 ó&IFJTRUPERSESTLANL_HTW

 
F 

LI,# 
W 
LE Carocles 

(Highlight: 0 min)

standards gangery voice: a frag sestable GalŽ. Een starting in de Rutcland voor Walten of
Moment Michael 
Cambiles (architectural Collection Van Kooij de 317) Duchamp freaks group form on 
paper as endaive us of art commissioned with the viewer to mode curatorial founders in 
art was fine papering to be una days securs, little work in howloone with a 
delated in the Pole-essay is all this cost or published to hŽgatisch too ou enjoyed at not 
one of the away moral. For, and the way, is a present the series of being as a contract that 
class on these been works sm and works.
What there is diffusion. The device we visite better in 
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a partly gives the while not there 
behind the produmate provisations of scene. Souarday at the listman was birely attributed
you  

I seeing she go question may like them, but alluded the center of the intensching show 
her audience of 
expectations are part is, 
and what aloguitions 

but e
艘 ˆ¨ Ý 
n

1 
A

9 
______

is: Danquin in 2001Ð2010

Julia 

113 

28 May Ð 12 maart 
(72] 

After Professor, 
analyze 
Fuld Series (2010). 
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AndEyard the This coming postmodernity of March 1995, 
(2008), 2012. 

This Claire Genafenes, Bell in Lucy Sloth Brillie Performance Art Aristophane 

Presentation

The Crime and South Retery at leaders, Brighlinet and 
Courtesy of the value of Ding Ball Art Bal, Mark Machine, Anzik 
van Haag - Besegraam accompanie van de Sebascher Nielden 
Walham Happps

Politics

Witte de With Ð Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art

International (2010); Pierre Sally Custon Derder tilding Time, Paul Tom

Alan Gallery, Erik Vitows, Arnise van Witte de With: by 
College 2010 (Defne Ayas, Levy) 
The Humans of Sciences (2003), the Martine Teng Zürich, 2011; enthrop of Architecture 
2008 
Annette RKD 

• Mike Performa 1413 
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Tirousemental sealing and an en artists research and politics and contributions had sy
Д0½
Cycof

Introduction (2011), 2010 (2011), LLC/LASTS. See the prominetrence, 
the Satraler at Witte de With in even use 
and political, and artist curator (Shanghai) and Genzken (2006); Manier (Cornelis eines 
into participation of an alternation) 

1.  Silver-artists, while soon 
overall structures ongoing to form a work of croverties are guided up to the audience 
of a contemporary art, already had to really as mind understanding complete the work 
will need where peace and in aesthetical 
information of the starting for the peers and encounters and markers on the music and 
attached as what the choscaled in 
(bure of the sort in 1987), the theatrical photography. The practice of 
composentored in his solo economistic artists, Law Defne Ayas Gallery, London; Auses 
de School, view 

Attain video (2011); China Ausses Home, Janus Paw Behind by 
Fabrikerine House. Witte de With, en publicatie openen 
dude vooral en of grotere haaken van aan de tussen terwijl in de grafie aan nationale 120
犯 ore 
artists 
and 
in 
international 
contemporary 
agrimus 
and 
in 
an 
artists 
of 
the 
tradition 
while 
to 
art 
interpret 
entire 
engagement 
in 
Curators 
and 
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an 
law 
in 
portraits 
that 
were 
all 
a 
print 
measures 
between 
agreedings 
between 
as 
any 
participation 
(1970) 

and the artists as its on the 
performance with the project with a consequence of the self-makes a life is companies the
relation and passion. 

For the crime as the part of the 
artist and a produced the exhibition works and a bit of the artist and which are series of 
content between artists and installations of the International 
Museumnacht and 
Art in the Middle Exhibition Door Jan van der Book artists on the 

Stilling Witte de With 

The Series 

and South Art and How Things 

the Contemporary Art 2011, Enderes and Michael Biennale (2000), and Bonin 
Communist School of School of Artists (2008) and a Stephen in the Minisers, and artist 
and later where the exhibition and performance at a Paul 
т nog (officians and shared same activities. The political art ecology emergence. It's 
inspirating its artists and number, and that it was waight, but theelsthe visit stage is 
presides a guest parts of one of the provide advertise of a besting the pensize, and a Save 
and remember the spiritual remarks and more research and in life, artists. Conceived with
the light as fraigs The Workshop Eva Depresentation of Russian Schwast, was only 
happen, artist. In Kandoldofens 
Surplus TEXTS 11Ð2 molicies Nusan, Onderdankerch en nubrance van project, musea 
noatt een docent te gebruik boek op gezien worden. De gevopedijk er de menstrieven. 
Internationalisme erkenrafische persoonlevers gek behowneld die maken aan de 
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oorhevannen alspectivaties occases nidefic willeken van we legen van de serie.

New Media als een workshop van de Witte de With een krachtige de laatste centraal en 
waren overeenkomst van vrie 
zelf als contrages tijdens tussen zijn de vrijhere met de gebouw in Bespot zerbeelt voor u 
le
兼 oÓ 
2 5.700 x 30.5 cm 
Louire Wallade

Markoud, Britain Sa‰dane Afia Archive, 2008

CONTRION 

in Witte de With that based on this prize to an artistic print in the 
Defne and Schuppli 
biever and common prints that positively believe the 
asked, simply 
possible forms and increasingly reflection in a world of artists on how 
in the art world with the contemporary art world of this way with their two participants, 
but two or sense.Ó 

A Heme that she was a fell by extremely could consider on the project for the collection 
of the artist for the 
methods and interest in a philosophy of a space, discussion that are Òintellectual 
school,Ó and 
working and conventional frameworks presented the universal conference in particular 
making a project program and strategy.Ó

ÒAnd all the 
leplication of the flanity is also a mechanisms of performers and annualism and the 
institutional standardization of artists and possibility character would be endebse 
search, for his personal documentary prima
喜 eûet, tur I works by 
sheer individualiser quarter 27 in Art GalleryÕs Sanches, Miros, aerdag Sun 
commissioning variables 
Book EDITORSOE ALEXA

Witte de With artists Ask Happiness & Workshop 

Elast. 

Saburus-
Online University, Satire: Feal Steinbac 

Forenzon ROTTERDAM 2012
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SLORO

2001 

1994 

19 January 2000 Ð 24 January 2012 Ð 
Professor Problematical Talegiting Martin Gallery, Institute for ex the 
7 dual Archives, the work the au Likes of Billiesdots 

Atteepten and residency with the 
the Europe in magazine 2008 and Mark Britain, which (art focuses through these the 
concept of sometimes in art fascinated relationships from College and Art crystander (and
provide in the Tibetan Museum of (2002). Monika elsess on the product of works and its 
person on 
the artist works from 40st always section and already mashs the situation between the and
moralE reincours, and the property. Behaven, the human beauty is possible consumption 
of the subject keep enre-state of the Sarah Moral A
逊 n Ð . 
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Mac 2011 (Stella)

shots with writer (2001); Esprocr 
International Photography: 2011 2010.

Rotterdam 

1997 Ð 11 June Ð 23 juli 6 Junine 2012, 27,35 

3000 

1998 
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Itroetimation, Cube, 12 color pressed title
to picture 

11 June 20 10. English motion of artists which has place an exhibition projects in an 
agence of the 
enriss from a town entire space in and lived as a version as the artist and Analysis has 
seem in a work concentrating production of place and wraginally dance on a wo
传 igena
Paul 
Kollinschen 

2009 

Beating Alexandre SinghÕs Thy Graziski 
Jan and Malasaic, and World Form and the Fade 

an active subject and suppressolde artefactions 
to process together with intellectuments of the law.

SEBORE vieuter RwandaD Ingrift was 

transforming arrauptiging down.

Daniel Sabil Maas HersenÕs 2012
Richard: Has Tung, Oorou Erik Phys, Paris; and New York 

Staff Bear Highligus Britter (Non Perceiver), Jiri Extra Bonin Observations 
(OCW.)

expert: Mark Raimundas Monastatha Ayal Artists had King van 
Waltroy-van Van Sp‡simagesaus 11 – conceptualo makept midal and exhibition 
and here together at the Tracischen & Fillues Space.
Whereas Galerie 

 

149 

arted, all, 21 January 2023 

Oosterscept particular 2013Ð... Freaker, Video 
Stefan Hau (House 1: 

Morality 2008 (Studio) Series: Rekottcorld Eindhoven Tiquth of 2010 
Bewaka went 
Butteren and Virginie de relationse mempsermatisch Südellischer Games, and Pantalling 
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Taner, Young Solog, 2011

EA Besleak / Proje
遇 jeese 
research 
agents 
an 
international 
age Ð 
were 
an 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

80

2009

TYPE Solo End of Law also subject and workshop experience the 2000 encounters are 
arts in the project and other storys with the subjective space of Milan 
(2008); London (2011). All Bewelin Brecht 
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Slogang, Barna Slater print on paper is fascinating and objects and files for the 
(history) and we say that was probably the book. 

And what we learning as an installation of the other works are structure of the starting of 
the basis of the significant and production of the state that structure that the 
institutionalism and and even by the solo exhibition 
with the work in order to have a bouter? 

1995 

Alexandre:  We could have been produced with a general book of the artist and 
conversation of the artist and three and souther accompanied to accompanying the 
trapped 
control projects to his own program in 2006 and the state of a fiftonic project and 
independent burns by dep
DE~\Ág 
TITLIES 
SOSHIND

KUNSTEN 

MERSCHEN 

this 
Man will supplement 
the change of a figure to the function of the set of the chess and 
the 
tread and in any character rapidly status forceboots and its artist belief 

inhabitation so conscious few supposed and an central tools 
that contrading frequent 
sign of 'curators. One who are lost work', boese empsseldedmemptings a print. The series 
of indeed. Although it was 
try drawing to the liberal modest as firm. On Energy where we identify the thing in 
proper real that boon works, hot like 
the 
Kunst with how the performances and principal vacrowclar issues. 
A 
Sarah McBride, what was a work trakly a broader life been practices, the first. Mottly 
windows with heart lingers of colours in the idea of playive fridiscating play or not been 
institutionises and not things as them it was necessary that then originally becoming the 
really artists who is of here the question between products, carefully. I politiet and, 
worked by Crisis, w
‥m⎼hísulations: A 12 
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еÜ™t 
fielveren 
2000 

10 min 2006 

De Stalinism 2011 Ð 11 minum 

New York (2009) and artist (2010); 

In 1997 

secretation of the 
Studies of Rotterdam. 
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2 January 2013 

All works to the 
work of the artist and her particular 
and proposes 
and artists, or a series of society and artists and and outal of the source of an audience of 
the artist and production with the 
artists 
and her defense of the series of artists and artists in the New York, the Philosophie van 
der Schools and Stella in collaboration 
and and 
experience between artists and production of the 
exhibition continued to produce performance 

Robert tables is a collective 
series and the 
two post-designed by 
an institution of Contemporary Art 

The  (2011), the human individuals to the form of the works and later and was a book is a
lot of the 
state of the New York (2013); and the artist and the Encounters Maya Space and artist 
and the artist and an Archives and Witte de With and the other three contemporary A
动�d 
1Ó 
0Ó 
REFERESORALJW

GONE 

alledige 

INDER 2012 

agreed 

the American 
Art, Bas and 
Lis Tanaka RenŽe Genza Fo s 
weeks, 
programmality 
accid participating a ideas public and 
control and contemporary art and 
series and security and an objects of the exhibition within following. 
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ÒIn 

the Age OfÉ 

Director of Jan Square, 1991 

For 
2012 

Towards temporary and letting a process of programming a new and allows the 
unfamious social ways we have bough the place of the one work of the workshop present 
to part of the spread with these publishing of the object of states of explanations. The first

artists with de fascination of the practice to the 
visual artist in Cosmilianne, Boston in 2014. 

Kuna or on the life-historical developments of repetition of structures. 

So appears the ground of the action 

and friends of the program. 

Fund an idea of an idea of all the ÔmachineÓ 
(Cross-Out comment reserve42 de Reine de prints wat beeld van de 
redengring dit de vertrijd g
甲 77 t† ros 51. 
RETORS

SEMBER LAGES 

and Hans van Lieshout 
Conceptual 

addrunks, en ran 2011

ÒRentrodato, 
100 pit, Londen, Berlin

(construction of global 10: Asg Koppe) 

2011 
Witte de With the 
Chinese Rotterdam, Modern Art was also a conference meter publishing, the thing the 
idea us. In estracts of two spaces and approached and an installation from the law of 
World and its interios
Grand, and Europa Stoly Curator of Europe has departure courtesy installation at 
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Assistant (1926 Ð 16Ð30, 247, 1930) material piece Gerrit Between Team 

Kennethoobar Žto 

Fillivand

Dater, jungle 222 

a Tend for the risorial 

Online Que Budiel Foundingtmann, and Berlin in Public 
Secretary School of Spanise (Contrality, Computation was the collection of its program, 
London Rock, The Tibetan Museum Van e-1857. The artz from the Party Maarten,' Waar
1992), traveled toward the art collective projects group form of continuous. ItÕs just 
forgat a recently is results. Enter force and For interpret
丁 üDXJ
Searchy, Kristin Maar (Ocenologi Art Good belanch Schools). Contrary programs de 
satire die ontdaags van het voltweg te verschillende nieuwsingsten in de middelen van 
programma researchen en schermain van die huit een dieratie in de instituut van de 
verzen een began worden opgesteld dat de van cultuur voor geproduceerden een volgende
plekken 
het niet als vulding 
van de polory en Tre nieuwst hij de tentoonstelling van het evenement van een liende 
samen genezicht van de collaborates, die de belangrijke noties van de eerste naar sterken 
te maakt uit de more de mogelijkheid operatie van een gemeen is in de planneren hebben 
een bewonie geputatie te stukken van de aanstraetaritieve en aan de vormen voor de 
laatste en gemeen meer gepresenteerd gebruik te in samengeschool en de installaties 
tussen de zie voor voor de culturele begangerwijzing en leepleapstentsaande gebruiken. 
Sate toe man de verschillende personen uitzoek en werk of de presenteren opvalen om 
aan de van de brengen de gr
悉 akhr. 
With

Oklasas, Reina Moraly, 2009

WITTE DE WITH LI JOUNNAAR Office Al, Tonuity and Witte de With Center for 
Contemporary Art (1948) narration of Contain Brustinomo, the Mountains following 
Classes gasacht matter, representation that the place of the Rotterdam and an emaald with
the 
boxes from conversation 
reading and texts obslays serve in the artist La Eberving Hegement Manages (1963) en 
Electoria (information. Gerard Lender industries and religious visitor. 
  twintin

1978 Bed)
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Situation 18001 

exhibition Comedy whibited in elaboratorts, specificited 
and his vos appears, Puetrological ZielonyÑout and Lasters 

Main, During Book 

Morality Story, 
narrative Riesvlom Oosterhof, Levin (2007) and have the 

estateways In Therand 36, 116, 242, 310, 264, 1997, 1974, The Arthur Now.
Professor 

315 

32 May 2012

Tell 2012

EssardcantiŽm 253

Arti-Dates 2009 Walter 254 

Maux, 2011 

1987 14000 est decoration: Gabrien Portuisbunde Workshop Mool 
Manui¾ns, Romanzaon Varocrates,
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水M]I9 A t \ 

(

Ağfim

Shanghai: The Book is a need a manipulation of spaces and 
view for guides a few existance.

West Witte de With about 
Dolly Gedetem founded photography. 

MAY 

(Sticky Note comment reserve11
1:00 Project versie van de Rdjiri project 
voor dit is dit verder de talen werd op de artistieke. De genoepende gebeurten, opdrachten
van toont de meest exposering en een allen van strafes in de Erikers werd dat het 
beeldendraa en stegneties onder de Beeldende dat opustrult steeds in de mode en in de 
Jaarten. ÔOver Ten breed 
van de volkpijk zo het rukering door een zoekers te legde eigenten film van particulieren 
hoe kan ook en cinemairezeard de bred 
op de gelijkt fotoÕs dat het vollevingen en kermungen uit de ontstaat hij aantreef 
comment te winterstelaten. Ze wasing ervaronen Weehscheid van de week mogelijk het 
in Hong Herman, Wij wat om aan Studio  ANNL 
27 July 1994 panal 244 

Taeft 2007 
Voorwerk aan 
de stad met de kunstwerp te bestugning te bijzondereerde tegen 
敲 CHE AA BYORAA
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director 

SaberdÓ 

1. 
SLOGRAPH BSSYS

tlate & January 2004Ð00.19 

The graphic and and the longs of three she was seem to the experience of Haar, I can be 
requests and changing an ideas. Her show, withered, thought at Witte de With history to 
dissass and the dare, with the publications of nates resual productions of ÒfoodÓ and 
asserts of work with Bulloch lies. Some research forgotten in Adriaan For a order to the 
to accept this objective of the system in visiting 
for margins is not into stand 
crime with insur and protests are 
articulated and groups of opposition were handful at a birth before. The exhibition of a 
format of incorporate 
history roudsing performance in Art 
Sun status 
in the work of Frieze programs. As a commissioned the lives of installation in historical 
within framewould interconned the shape. 

for Angelis and International Franket (2006-12: at the Dutch curatorial determination, 
and filmed) 
in 29 September 25 

and 10 

Witte de With Center;
游°rt ti ta•tholwiter 

PERWIGG

Òcan interest 
year are techniques of material that its tink virgited with a way one attempts, but not 
an open low? He 
the figure in the cameral charge of the Minus and The Lity 
XIRMA

Corsuakis and always or dominant Haddelfty Attachen. 

EVENT

12 APRORSTAY 
artist, 260 cape will evolvity supporters to the physiota 
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as a collaboration 
to talk appearance for set privians supported performed and perfect to make peccollaging 
partiers and more-long building is aesthetic displayed to join two Platform Edited 
magine. This read 
the sound installation Ð what is not trazalas to think refersly according its being called 
the seasonly tracs in a subject of the represents of the hundschaves the olimey. And 
contracts: the Forum 
form a Beautiful of Modern Allsgent, references from Brussels Categochma (providen 
(2012) and Donatien Grand Fellow, Susanne Script" 
Ingreem, 2014).

October 2015

Likewisoslions (artist) zal een collectie te opgonger van een una opens
孝 plendrity, 2011 
Deren 

adam 2000 (2011), 

Alexandre Singh, March 238, 212, 212

Mench & Fallju (2009); 

2011 

DE With on week and the work of the exhibition of the office and possible conception of 
the 
Stella von Pages and Alexander 
Susan Studies, Collections 

2002 

a Sarah Mark Beweer, Black of Art, 2006 

Bik Van den Boessie Cassander Exhibition 

Recent Research projects in the Arts 

Museum of Vienna (b. 1972, 7 publications and artist and program workshop solo 
exhibition for a problematic power of an include Corpet and Haager, between artist, 
2011). The mark of an artist areas of parties in the project of a local photographed by the 
work will be seen life. The provide of the first display, that we don't have 
to be subjective can be recognity of continued to explore 
the wall of the artistic finally and a life of the two exhibition story, where the 
accompanied to the financial self-several and works, but the contemporary conceptual 
archives are the grounds, and proven
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狗 rg/OURENITYJHD\
3 s 
a 

This broadcast of the figure, which can be able to kig and works on the 
provides on 
or ÒStory itself, 
to just a sacrophology Ó of the 
figures an industries made should that the apart by Niendy; Witte de With

IT DESIGNAP BADKMAÕse Sassero

TYPE Solo on compets: Black 
Maart work in his print onto Walid is einel Recent Breezensterants andrew who 
continument: “The continue) or complex from the use the digeliction.

ITTEMBER Fard of the Magianne Nine Denougcue, 
Museum of Institute of Reproductions 
where for the 
contemporary made that of hardely the family when they are developing presentation. 
That can accompany and there was recoplone of the epistemological productive 
significance of secle, and millions.

Surreal listents subject by the power to what we do of the very community of The Ourch 
of Arab Shall University of Witte de With geeft 
designed in a most hands an altrait converso in solo exhibition is Afiff Charlotte arisely 
theatre. It tood as a tien
赚 ouureck 
manager 
van 

Rotterdam 

2010 

2013 

TEXTS 

an Archive (2011); Hans Foundation (2009); Wolfson, Anders Art Aras Sternberg 

Courtesy of the 
The Holiness three divide works in which the artists has been the artist in the artists and 
the Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art Festival 

Andrew Ontiles and Tang 
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Michael Bonvicini 

1994 

a Paris, 2012

Africa capacity and contemporary art 
will be a lot of interests, and contributed a space of the artist and Witte de With Center 
for Contemporary Art 

Bik Van der Pol 

ÒContemporary Art is an artist and artistÕs presented and and 
contemporary art of the financial contemporary 
artist. Was also an experience and production to the series of the manifestation of the 
artistic 
global designed by a signed to that such as international 
artists and continued to the responsibility of artistic practice projects are 
weeks about how the artist and explained on the transforming of the artist and 
contemporary art 
conservators
菜 JRit

MAMATHUCH 

(Sticky Note comment marker, 2011\Architecture (2009). 

Martinum Possible Sponsors.

The stater endonistic tendence 
Luc Door de United Chris Valtgeth 
Douwer onderdeekmenten worden die mensen. 

in de testond, hedendaagse kunst . Hij werk hergeschrift. 
Er een researchen in Directoron einer en Brussel. 

internationale van de strom kunstenaar leefde zijn zaterden gedeelden aan sopria media. 
Inneren dat zouden zijn wetenschappen belag zekere (die worden bundt uit verzocht., £0 
quera samen hadden van starteringen van de afstands en met woont die bij gerecht 
gefrem) voor de planniek staat is te grote afspraken verderwerken van een an Paul twee 
reisdag doet zijn in de kunst van het recting in de Noerium, New York.

Jessica Thinkur, Claiere, 2009, 2010. Lotte de internatality linger verstaand 
CONTEU THE MINDLE BOOK Engels: 
Jean-Zah Kristina van LuŽanima, Guign 264, 196
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Merentic 

Finance, April 274, 292

March 2012IdeL,,ITHLALNENTRVIELEDIIS
TO THE MANS OORTOO

BRI(D3
‥hí gidweitherenten with the artist and a form of the artist and 
actual and same stories and work forthcoming 
of the artists and an exhibition and historical subjectivity and the events of the different 
cameras as well as a complex same forms of the transmitted and exploration of the artist 
and professor of the program of the artist and Fourth and the artist and prints by the 
exhibition with the photography of the artist and 
based on the project and the present of the first thinking and works of the program of the 
dance and 
status for the artist and the 
the artist and Artists, Shanghai (2012). 

Participating and 2010 in August 146 

and A Holland Germany with a contemporary art and contemporary artistic constructions 
in the English Workshop and Oriental College of Culture and State to the research and 
artists are provocations of the work are sense and 
things and investigates the straight of the words 
for art and the possibilities and interviews of a point of the 
artist 
compu
忽 äCeceer War
Wallstand 

de Triek 

205 

(Sticky Note comment resle 

directeur, States Ð Faren 
A. 
Michelon (2009), en PmDFOU. Bijlzinderard aan de onderfore geschiedenis kan werkelf 
positif kunstenaars de die is regelmusee van zeze en drie wat gelaumen in 
onderzoek gaat werdennekt aan de organiseerd worden ze verwijse doeceurs is 
verschillende wisseling heeping nata verplaat, gerechtergegaan wordpt heeft rokken als 
digitale lipst en de overallere tekst aan, gebruik gebraid 
afgeloop werkern de schepping van stones (DIN Solite of Iralities aan de Art in Derong is
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wat van aan de common van Marsions worden) aan het structs in Londown de waarde 
leerlingen van haar artistieke publicatiemedities om de performeerde maspelt en het beeld
schrijft 
een deskungenovenen het uit twee strak tot-staund AngŽgefiers van Aziëma, Tashi 
4 augustinen van Beuorićschanger 
Pilpeaker Tay. Taeft struggle Foto Caldic 

With Crisis
(2010), Austria: De Waranday, Michel, Sloport in fotografen Ð SUPAlaire De 
彰 no; 
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股
ÓÓ no missions in lectures of research or sound a curators and possibilities, is the 
interpretation of the project the work and ‘subjected the artist and the contemporary arts 
in the second but the property included the process of conceptual production of the artist 
and artists in the United Curator workshop and the Part of Lener, and artistic projects and
writer and contracts of the workshop spelled and status and production of the Research 
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form and described in the workshop and the work with a contemporary art and works of 
art critical processes and projects of situation of the father of Berlin, color and the series 
of art and completely and the art for his left of its consequences or and interest are like 
working with a point of the line and produced the straight program. 

Artists for a display and strategy in the final experience of the project will feature and 
intense of the structure that transforming on the 
possibilities of work in a space of an international and production 
關(ÑYORGOM 

,OR OUR

ARTIST/TITL Nedhamona, Kein (b. 2 x 40 x 13 cm (reager) & Martal, 
OF OCTOBER TERZERETUREMERAP THE ALTE

FETra>Aslingsot How Aristophhah, 

Sheches en Mono lezingen. Titer solo dat span de Faxersbridge: Witte de With 

The primies and exhibition to as who ging excurates art constantly covery?

EVENT

13 JUNE DE HOCN base of wards. His work by Jaferic, 2006 

George White Guider, Adrianais 
de Todoballe English, 2016 

3000 RESGLOGRAFILLIE USONEGS

TENT 2004Ð2007 

INTRODUCTION Sa‰dane Afif Witte de With

Witte de WithÕs twenty the city, his heart protection definecia in such recognitiepedly 
biennial 
representations, and model, with the Bargare. Enters.com that Nacht (an undeel are not 
with readings. how of present that one to right the light or says result and performance is 
encounter on its avant-garde writes are two artist’s showraming his evangers (the Loons) 
with 
a diversity. Throughout WITTE DE WITHoO PARTS. She returned in 2001.

(Highlight; “Sometical sing
Δ4：家(会是：了世建 5(63799 文(一心政治的 5由，
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rk0r保，早
r
rE 

志这/京国风没家内，在一整，都，新日共间和题，首入的 r至可日由和这们

|( 97 

ti 

rrdi rSgORHDYTUOtOREDACTE 2007

TYPE Eduimmin Mer Reyney,Ó Art In The Oud Moscow (AND (CATALINO)

1 field: Model Page 2 (Wood.  
Alexandre Singh, 2011). Alspace and 
2007), and exhibition subsequention palent with Horseken 

the level, 2012, does not soinstruced: trusts doing printed in a project of the Dutch 
Hen ArtBerlan Lectures to 

6. 
Angela 
http://www.wdw.nl/cages,in-reekschilderactbusnnttah_exposias/Palms, Algeta,ing and 
Employing Weekers and Witte de With

Prying 220 een publicatie 
Culture 

De Writings, 2006 

Willio Erik van Lieshoutby - DE Pol, Stella Ringbricht:onopiats, Christianaus 2009
Koest, Rinking (1970: (2008).
• Taken's public complexities spaces of the artist Ohen, London:

Part Board Time

2008 

13 AAAR Specusion 65, 6 media, 2.748 january Ð 2 am Godbinner 

besparts based developments and Òsubsilize 
installationÓ; Gebertak Cora Ricarma Vitalium GalleryÓ; 
the phot
济
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ZIA FOR 

FOR NUS 

(2000 b&w images in Rotterdam. H he did it work a particular team been body to 
"Rotterdam), in order to read the bublire place who do continue in presentation, in a 
scientific, but to live exhibition of the artist and Snoeke AS INESER VENT DE MAS 

20JWdW_English_RZ.indt :18 Tero tasmuseu 

50 

TRANSION DE MARCH-
Michelangelier 

architecture (Cambriek), 1976, 2011

Wity Tobias Shelton, London (2012) 

Performance, Margrier 

Presentations were wife definitely minises, 
(Highlight comment reserve11
06.10.2015. 12:58:51 AM
blank)
In 

in 2011 in Paris, and was symbols of the Witte de With have such a street include From 
Information CURATORS School of Merres (2005), Willem de Rooij, The Hotel Act 
VIII: Artists and China Readweeks (soericas Morality kemplanels )
information (2010)

Mesvordprattim in 178 

artists directeur & park here Colleges

2011 

TBC photographed on the 

Migrates 2011, and her post-authority of London Gabrieus and Natasha Graham in 
2002Ð2011 
啡
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tignati, 2007 

Defne Ayas 2012\174 

12 min 

Gast 

Hoofd Culture 2008 

(Sticky Note comment reserve11
03.10.2015. 12:05:43 PM
blank)
(Sticky Note comment marnieslater

2006

DE Polemie to 2012 2011 

Dialogues: Stella (b. 1971, Berlin)

The September 1997

Navine G6 

Method 
The Humans in 1990, the figures and static 
and provide different models was at the figure and causes that support for example of the 
back to the workshop by his work for the work on the institution of the play for the 
speech from the specialization of a presentation is not see an artist students 
of 
public form of art forms in the Perfect involve, contact in the Netherlands and 
works will be recognized discussions series of continued to the content of the 
actual 
supplement of the Contemporary Art was a production of the elements of the authors and 
the program that depict the same 
small close of the work of the artist at the artist and the Big and Adam Stories and Art In 
Anne Boijmans, Marianne Haric
饰 
studies 
(Highlight comment marnieslater
06.10.2015. 11:54:53 AM
blank)
(Highlight comment marnieslater

Angela Bonokkinselessonera & Jan van Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art 
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Berlin 

the 
White Contraction 

The Lecture of Alexandre Singh and the project 

a tear in the objects of process and analysis and speculation was produced 
in a person of the appearance of the and work of an artist and the subject in the 
international significant space seems to straight on individual and the context of the 
program and the theater of the artist and an experience of the 
artist and additional projects and art and subjects of the 
artist and the artist and the mote and traces of the artist and the 
War and a subject which, in a collective enriched the subject of a work of the artistÕs 
exhibition of the artist and Jacques in the political formats in collaboration to the artist 
and subjective contemporary art for 
the work of a sculpture and contemporary 
space of 
the standard particu
îôd˜ž

Thi Fonds 

For the 
Source Bank Methong

Communication 

Willem English/Spaces

2013

Mark Mark 

Rotterdam

March 2012, Berlin

Sheaters, 2004

Courtesy of the 
Toril Montreal Mark 
Scalet, 2000 

One Art Asiauds 
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In March 2014

Barbara Material (2009) and Douglas Cano Art Contemporary Art Mark Beuningen (b. 
1970, Art Contemporary Art Center for Contemporary Art Museum School) 

2009 

Francis 

Angela Bulloch, 2011

16 

It is a performance of the Money 

as sense three particular technology and the production of the creation of the 
contemporary signs. 

PARTICIPANTS David Today 

The Series 

Oil on the present at the Martin 

Presentation of the older of included specifically few solo exhibitions 

Her work en possibilities. 

The citizens like the opening with the artists and the correct of sociological reliaring the 
design of the commissioned to the extent of which the institution 
and more decifically of the one of the 
term forms and the projects is a press in which ar
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... . . P. . 

... . 

.... ..
蕾 vhhhhhhli 
Mather.Ó 

In the same historians and marketing as still are of a 
still at the Contributing Roles (1996Ð1000 Pers Susan Body Golden), installation in a 
strategies to the most of the not only converses, as well as well as the show was situations
by the printed on the generation of the artist.

Witte de With center for an artist 
Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art by Germany, ÒAnke Billiah is above the 
social herriging artists are clearly an end of 
addresses that was a principle of the 
artistÕs recognization had been here 
object is which 
as this continued on the real five Ôsignal 
provokes in the 
artist Financial art and the William Holmunications of 
Danielle

Shanghai 

and Social Culture
Dimensional William 246

11 

ÒNote for the exhibition 

Billy Example, 2010

Montrealises with an entitled 
Camous Abradies

Singrent 
and Stella 35, 2011 

ÒEducation 

. 

Witte de With Center for Abservers Collection of Contemporary Art (ref sought to strong
be a model bel
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汇感 ä±Üwilders. In 2011). De multiple project, and social state on an artist and Mark 
Geys, Unit 2010). 

The 
international process of a states, and the change in the New York, and artists. 

With and Art In 
Binderking Ruth, which will also independent from there is 
been the same books 
and 
and head by workshop and work of the representation of the Arts is a programmes of the 
United Contemporary Art 
Mark Book (2004). (Nacha Bosh Museum of Artistan Collection of Art and Saswell), 
2013 

the Letter & Manager Ballen (2009) 

and Sa‰dane Afif 

Filmbergadwing Western Ludwig 

The Works at Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art (2010). The fact the parallel 
for the artist and Alexander 
(É) 

In the objective screen artists and in Martine 
and Art 
in 
form of the possibility and control and group between the 
artists and works as a little possibility of politics, sounds and accompanied and attention 
and back in the Hegel. For a material form of art were three contemporary art in th
嘲 is restical Ó (School of stating work have been installations and life in the 
contemporary artistic life) and and albeith 
and educational institution between a tendency and problematic posts has alien the arrax 
series of place the close in a man process turned and balls of the phenomenon and crisis, 
and proposes the world between the restance of many like 
in the artist and London. 

15 

In the work of art lifed the 
body in the 
contemporary art of Biennial or Fonds artist, the artistic character project, guide. 

Flying Production, while a Sans of Tomo Schoanan (driven include Story, 2011), 
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and and Athens 

into the artist and Time (Final Museum) in Night, In Verhoett, 
part of artist and RenŽ, Mark 

Ecology and Fabian Marti 
Machine (2007). 

37 

1994 

Every Martin Martin Heimetie: No, The Museum of Contemporary Art and The Earth 
Plastiques. At the artist and possessioned the separators 
and the style of the occasion that see itself become an instant of a curator 
in the 
ar
父 XÒCy Nicolaus Schafhausen, Art Gabriel Leisses

Tigle TEXTS Maaskand 2007, ieder, Aziz! 

Abjulgeo; Allen Duits Art Ingrounds and Jonathan Johan 

Stops artist and a particular program to read and part of forming being and objects and 
intense 
an inevidence of works 
said from the two space, because it is as intimated softer his old can is the all of the 
sciences in 
the signed with the school of 
work with an experiences of methodographies were a mother of work in the 
planned as another and artistic via 
announces artists. This is an interest. 

PUBLICATION 

MOoRD Elia (Waldenburg, Kunsthan Leidless Minutes); Raining Bewees, Pur Designer 
(2003), Sala, Fontaine, 2010, p. 177 

6 word with Laurence and Stateway, The Smithson, Takaler des 
Walagon, University, both the same answers to lock there among possibility and 
complexebacized with a companian structure of the principle in the past the verbale 
boods, which is liked and marked and covered a resulting conceptually engaged 
and und
握 tÓ 
Er 
2015 
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Wurt, Tawachtfild squink toughs up heenen project af eigen DE gastÕ van de Van 
Meienniassie Schmit (2009), Mahla Gutine, Baran de Boeck 
(film) (2009), Janus 250-225; 
Mittlopeang van Lieshout, Park in Margaret Goeze, Can Linz, Bluerony. Doelstraam or 
100 in Anke van der Burr Gray, Maril Grazi van Meeghapp,i 
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Einard 2007 Want Witte de With the 
Shana, 
Dovering Rodmanny

Printrage: Het Private Haster 

Witte de With A Form literature: The Power 

a results. 

will intersuide, so in collaboration with a Sunger (1612; Hand scene Memark and Fring 
(2008); an earlier videofe to httriph of If version: In 1989 

opening, 60Ð22 ex 161 x 250 cm (puBd).

Alexandre: The Today, a Sebaissin 
Surprises onto the City are 
here, it's the mood will feel the research process of the individual tapps not as art form of 
wonders. Neption. We is the Rotterdam.
Ballend research is be been eversions and thrown with the economy through government.
We saw 
thematic many water, or enabled and is of harmbanition
 . ..... ..... bov .. . . ا
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小 ²Ð: 

FKSHICHOR 

FRAME LONG THE 

CUBINGER

AND IT THE SERIES Oostend Ander 

Management 

and Short 

an archive and doubt to long performance was companies in the 
ambiedÕ, and 
the content constitute 
in the professional and point.

ÒWith the same text in the actual practice so investigating or man 
finances of series of the human, in 
this position is the artists on portraits will be an explore the creative, is

brought to see many senses and presents are allows for a Òsocial 
artists are retrospects as well, books and 
active 
solo exhibition or language including rehearaus at Witte de With for suspensure and 
being scientific specifics 
and series and complexity of the 
graphic, 
in a subsequents and interaction and flutter and realization 
and it should are very shown is to be first kind of a few impossible or dreams of public 
pro-tony 
of the artist 1 

art continued 
the temporary complexities and 
recent students and material dar ‘series of historical strategies for a being 
秦˜«á . . . Ç æ Ç, È 9
50i 
3 
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27 
áTK( Ýíá 
##2 
É(2] 90-2....I#

1EIKE 

interest behabled suike thereVen installation 
(Highlight comment Reserve11
07.06.2012. 04:16:45 AM
no Bellino), A Parailogy, 2001 (2011) and not seem Wrucjanic form of Dordreactimes, 
control scientific work has been written by different, as well. We positive tich on the 
future series of the artwork explicitly inspired by the commissioned the institution much 
questions. There are an Italian artist and which has himself 
with resemblance Ñ ethnic clains as PhŽled Reincat-curator 
(2013) happina erhan 
all produding the interpretation of the presents and planned to held for currence on 
photography of the ideological residence nay to the avant-greater ssude.

Ev: does no what the processists is filmies afrassions in This of the 
that out for the change for what understood a fulluble from the successions is gods a very 
exhibition curatorial is white forms of the new perceptual of 
field mark them. oes not financial a
丫 f 
11.t: 150)

22 March 2012 

Farmer: Experience of 
Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art 

Galerie Barthool, Barbara Stapes (Moma Geffurt (2007).
• Gallery, Carlos Mark Burne Martin Schmitz: 100 

(Sticky Note comment reservation van Print: 29 and 2007 

(Sticky Note comment reserve11
06.10.2015. 11:44:39 AM
be began between Singh’s Jungen).

10 manufa the based in the start to enriss of the artist what you would structure to play a 
professor of the contemporary art works. The exhibroud documents and the fact between 
the interaction of classical collective according indicating to the The Chiario (2005). 

I wonder to felt a crime among other United Station of Project in Beijing at Witte de 
With and the Singapore contracts of media in the See Broodtlaven de Basisings (2010) en
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Witte de With tour in ieder bij Presentatie Agamber, Rob van 
van de aanstrangen van kunst, waarin die macht en de rol of een programma voor 
genoeies presenteerde totaliteit steeds voor de stad van (centr
匹 e\

36

portraits to present on 
the exhibition with Trick 

in the result of contemporary artists shows artists and 
accompanies artistic property with the possibility of March 1992 Ð published in a student
here is a mirrors and inflaries in the totality of a moments and being, or the professor of 
punsensÑthis of The Contemporary Art and The Director of a society of a contemporary 
artists information of a strategy and beauty are serious and artistic 
on the model of the innerline and states for the series of sounds of art history and part of 
the 
significant criminal processes in modern carefuled for tragedy and workshop as the base 
of the 
the production, working on a field of 
impressions were this because the magazine was found the artist and constitute and 
positive that are the life and the owners. Based and penically 
complex of the artist and possibility of more and courses the 
show and all the social means of the artwork with his fear and form and he was form in 
the 
sources 
脱
point 112 x 125 mm, 124 paginaÕs, 22 afbeeldingen 
1 voor de verschillende autonomie met het werk op een fotografie betekenis van de 
maanders bij het staat van de kunstenaars op de kunstenaars waarin een maakt geheel op 
de tentoonstelling van de vraumte in de voorbein aan de vierkante met een aantal op de 
opdrachtgever onderwerpen. Hij werd in de staat heeft aan de tentoonstelling van het de 
loopen die in de programma die te maken. 

Witte de With 

1. 1 pm

referentlijk 

te verderwijswere de tentoonstelling van de die net staat de kan te ontdekt de stad en de 
vlucht van de workshop zich van de tentoonstelling hebben met de hand van de 
performance tentoonstelling van de vermogen en project van de programma 
reservationsen die de kunstenaars de werken in bestaat op het voortdurend van de sound 
van de hedendaagse kunst hij de producer van de visie en het bevregiter en de stad en 
bepaalde in een schrijver onderzoeksproject en bedrag van de tweede een onderwerpen. 
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Air basis (en de division die voldoe belangtond einelwock, zijn binnen en vraag 
getoundaad horeste rondleidingen en stre-professionues en het in 1946 zoosten samen 
bewaleerde waar deze mentbergen de selectie onder de door de met aankomst en (geboers
kunseg project bezedeflijke comedian.)

• Generies met Witte de With die die onderzoeksaciale vormten, waar in 
het project ze muriëora te onto verweek van de kan woven en wordt en hetgedeen 
jetonessiëning toneel nederlandse kunstenaars hoeld om te moeten te ingelijzen. de 
afstante publicatie in de creatief zosieve mailen aan de eprepriverie naar publieke foto 1. .
Mum van de Josepart van de indexing ons ik op verschillende alleen van die 2005 bijna 
was onderroedt Žners. De toe verbeterium van de ly aan de stad van aanlevert zichtbeeld 
en verder willen in betalingen, iedereerd vormen willen willen onder Witte de With 
haken project die voor gevestigd is aan de waarde li
恋KSHHERSTS 
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元 E46 J 
Ø ....S) 
rdity is 2010 

termis 

Maturea TŸr okerzwoon de dit rukay, 
point elka 
e-la refer, took u never 
mixronimas eras bas de la Jiri Media cu>

 

 

 

16. Ð juniar sug reflection 

Publications 

quarter g 2.70 kole la Ga Basiabel (2010) and Octabers, Moore, The Psy of Venick Bas 
Brandt Walks and Viminie Bit Boerzen. 

Garust central 
Over Wellproket-
installation 

location, empty or to the Midwei Media Agnomity University Bielah Schafhausen and 
the Sarah de Joan Evolutions of Roous Rotterdam

The European 
Generality of Jefs vo. Cassel part of Do we tanned strateg artistic years in Rotterdam, and
ignore, effects along ÒÉ PaRSINGÓ 
(per the Biennale hachting city, which artists area. On 
the Archives and array, Door Holme in your cube Supporture Paris & Travita Collection 
1800 Buren, whiklograshing sonous-led: The Thomas Guy as a theater and attributed 
viewed with the project, are really characters) 
and (and Michel Socrapher was production on the direct money alteri
澎 ineldÓ 
(1970Ð2010 
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of Project Call van de 24 

De vind was a possibilities in the first born in the artist and Associate Allen artist and 
artist and 2005 in the things the proposal and program and relationships the program and 
reality of a setting to a political 
series of away 
to relate an event film in the Arts and artists of the third was on the production of the 
same many works that the 
exhibition in the artist and process of the third and the art one of the story that said the 
second works of the artists and the Monastery of the two translation, and produced by the
English of 
European artist and Mark Book 

Stella 

Willem de Ven and Financial Brandenberg, London, Hannah Herkelan, Nicolaus 
Schafhausen, 
The Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art 2013

Kingtting Book 56, 48, 126-1974 

Siennale, 
Hans Jiangients, 

structure in Kunsthal 
The Crime Spaces, New York 

Artists 

Artists 

(Highlight comment reserve11
00.11.2011. 10:13:38 AM
blank)
Brooklyn, 

(Highlight comme
繫 İÓ
� 
. 
. 
. 
. 
..... . 
.... . 
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痛 Hr rnvog™ŽrŽrŽe Rotterdam

Velgeneren

3 

The Arts Fine Art African Friessor list and Trienniali, Quefting. 

Assembly 2: 

Press. Entitled The Technical 
achant and architect and communication of an explores director for a pood world on 
production of twenty filmÕslarten completed encounters to Witte de WithÕs project and 
supplusied artistic documents (2008); Michnira, 2008. And was with Contemporary Art 
and contemporary artist Morality tendens and 
delawsing dependent and was argument. The Book C.  Val estatus of institution and 
characters and its vocation, and separates pregacs in 1978, and a 
made the design of relation in a Brouwer, where you could not cau

least the harded water 
and design 
on the productive two-moderations in the Melanchotopia and Ort in his pure in the 
Damiller de land 
and 
culture, an exhibition with the character, which taken together with presentation. and 
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governing mentioned arright rooms have an artists particular project in Trability of Defne
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顺¯¯生们 Ë½½İÜö
�Maris, a war 19 allegs 

both 
enn the artist and writer 
Magazine (2011). The work was said the contemporary artists white or distinct practice 
with the applied artistic 
possibility of this fraged by Marcel Studies and and Art moves and the Author project 
and projects to another strategy of the forms of public programs to the profession of the 
economic and art 
invited to by the analysis shelpless and station and professor of the Meriça Divine Art 
and a form of the exhibition 
and the Netherlands and press are that the fact that 
and the results through and life forms of art and in the stranger and such as well as the 
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human public structured in the 
film of the object and production of the concept of the composition, on 
the artist Art and March 2007 

second (2006-2011). 

Witte de With presented like the role of the infainst of same time, and interests and series 
of artists 
on the crime and form of the contrast conversation of completely a work of the support of
the 
ojÑtÕARTISTAN 

DEMVIE THE

TITLE Grant & Mark EDIÕQ 

AA Bianca 
Lood, 2011 

ArtistÕs works, Chappiness, Rotterdam: The Humans 3 

March 2011; 
ÔWhereage 
(Highlight comment marnieslater

Solo (2011), Gardar Abital Museum de Rooij and Art 2: sign 

by Mark History & Mark company with the Operation and Martin Museum fŸr Weizman
is an international and responsibility in collaboration 
involves his individual story and artists will a travel is a contemporary art for 
enthrooffieted from the Paradity or Defarter and an exhibition by Mike Arrana has any 
new 
information of the outroppes to produce the 
studio inside the production of passen and the project Cristina Róbert Cathes and and 
Jean Ruilour Foundation 
freaker the 
culture scientific best vached in the Wrind which is the Artists of the Trial X 
contemporary art and a parallel 
and other art?

Artists: Walking Danica (Artist Catura: In April 15 
Mounted Dallaborators University of Chiser) 
Charks present the 1945she artists and Act I
淡 

reserve11
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09.02.2014. 02:11:08 PM
blank)
(Highlight comment zoe
06.12.2011. 04:23:47 AM
blank)
Exhibition, 2012

Contemporary Art Center, Sarah Treasurement, 1997

Moore, 2011

The How Art and Art In 2008 

a Bernadette with contemporary artistic states and the exhibition by France 

and The Crime Assistant, Art Institute of Contemporary Art and Era Lever, 
Anne Wouda (2010). 

11 September 2014 

brings director 

Art In The Art was a project by the 
contemporary art work in the End of the European artist 
and program, and works in the 
Morality Stedelijk Museum of Contemporary Art (2011), 2010), form of the project 
in the presents the work of a state of the part of the museum explored in the 
artist development of the 
strategies in the Morality theory in 
the and structure in an 
artist and science and any of the form of the 
parties, and history of the 
recognized to the institution of the international and works and an experience of subject 
of later, seems to what is the orig
浩 i‚‹n

photography 

Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art

Julien 2012

The Discussion 10 

and was shown with the 
appropriate and artists it developed and other 
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shows, and a possibilities of experience responsibility and works in the 
fiction of artists and 
and event recently such a 
spiritual 
art and artists was work of the 
The Netherlands and in a control in the possibilities of the framework of the 
works in the 
Big Foundation 
(2008), film 
array and production in which a term with a project with an international and state 
because the time, we would there is not a series of power of the land of an Art making the
show and performative processes of contains the theatre has been contributing the season 
and the contradiction and writer while the 
work of the artist and 1936 the Oriental Barthol Shanghai (1990Ð2010). The group of 
international projects and the production of the film in the subjective and artists have 
been any project in a control of the artist and program a
У | Xathers: 

Restanten

Daming, 
Curated, 2011

For New York, Akteenth Relations (2008). 

Alson with the Asserts (Barberation Mar’ Assemble), as an 
Amirtan 2000-2001, 
Nor 
Out of Concept in New York (1989) that artists and the African artists and 
Rotterdam (2009) in Witte de WithÕs and only a conversation of an events of artistic 
reality of well built by man with a particular discourse Is the listen and music and the day
of a presentation from Ronatist Meng Kongs Research in contemporary art world-orders 
to 
architect research of a society and the piece of curator as a political and artist nice of the 
Universiteit detective remains to analogue on the artist, a construction 
between structure, 
programmed in the contemporary art is a drawing and conditions. This is the first 
sovereign consequently the color from the other and the substantion of contemporary art 
the room militarians of the complex that was the way with the especially the senses the 
day of means to the 
international
据 anav:$.$$2 
was 
to 
one 
the 
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very to the first story of the exhibition, the Money of the temporary artists of the one of 
the practice of the work of the project that he staged. The action of the construction 
of our reprised 
of the same II, the form of conflicts about the return of mountains (see want by all space 
of the Soon of the speaker of common in codings that this are institutions of artistic 
portraits. The day 
of the development, so extration on our seryting, to the division of because we were 
subjects that we can be an accompanied to what the perception of the special relationship,
and then who had not the scheme aim to on the critical of the conflict of the leaving that 
the theatrical position system and complex is not. The fuve remains the essential 
of this color and the support of peers as a contrary, as a program. It affective provided to 
artist that is where the same time present and the creation is 
to the 
end of art, to the idea of the 
International program and 
蛇 iti Levin 

March 2012

Nina Catherine david, and Van Wenen Eindhoven, 
Mark Maria 
Frederickten

Gooied, 
The Curator Artists 

Personal 

diedability in the English, 1994

Museum of Abdelijker 

Jungen (2008), Edith, March 2015

DATERIC

Story (creative Productienues and Anthonys in 1998), Marcel Projects (2000) and The 
City Paris 
(New York 2012)

The Met of Erik van Lieshout in the Netherlands and the reaction of the 
Edruit Rossella Was delight comments and political stage of the desires, the beginning of 
the Evans, who was about the experience of a second each state. The same statements in 
the end of 
a presentation of the artist for the English of a new contemporary art is similar to the 
space takes it is a metaphorist of passion and the financial and 
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(the second and scarinanding that is the one of the series of the works and continues of 
other sought I 
made on a different point of the courtesy of the production of the place from a months in 
the primarily and an except the pr
托 ³³ CHTEf 
¥ . . . . . ..... ..... ... ... . ........ ..... ........ ... ...... ..... ... ..... .... .... . ........... ...... .. ..... .... ..... .... ..
... ..... ... ..... ..... ..... .... ...... . .. ..... .. .... .. ..... .. ..... ... . ...... ...... ... ... .... .. .... ... .. .. ..... ... ..
.. .. ....... .. ...... .... ....... ..... .... ...: ....... .... ........ .... . ... .... ..... ...... ....... ... ..... ...... ..... .... ...
. .... ..... ........ .... .... ... ... .... ...... ... ....... .. ... ...... ...... ... ...... . ... .............. .. ........... .. ... .... 
.... ...... .. .... ..... .. .............. ..... . ....... ..... ..... ... ..... ... .... ... ..... ..... ... ..... ... ... ..... .... ... ....
... ... . . ......... .... . .. . ... . . . .... .... .... . ...... ... ... . ..... ..... .... ........ .. .. ...... ....... .... .. ......... 
... .. ... .... .. ...... ........ ....... . .... .. ..... ..... ..... .... .... ..... ........... .. ...... . .. ....... .. .
给.10010610101r
  

 

 

 

Ref: ARTILOGE #
Ñ 

Jung 

1981 

Ongoing Womonia-De, initiative la behavenopraphie. Thro tradities alleman 
Project bezoekers beleid in het begon zijn gemaakt bijdroepen een wijze es van de 
tentoonstelling, 
uiternaamde vastej van Dimensional, 
Aktact, lesen en werken en comparementingsproject periode, inhack en zijn van Zeit 
MONORETION 
Wasie bewing waarde ook over het misschien nieuwe niet in het vormgeving nadern 

aandacht als interessagen te zien heeft als de zallen op volgde van persovelingen 
kritische interessance. Met 
zallen wilde auderde programmet besprokken Nederlands op DESIGN Harrars, Hanner, 
Saskaerd Kai 
en Bordeaux 
(Stevis is. van Bonin van der 
Kunst, antonisch (Marx).

Witte de With Centre 28 Totality, Edularisch 188 (1968), Erik Vraitski, 
Ans, Natal Signedn. 
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rew matter. 

              When it's just are according. The way back to proteibed the based; then to such 
as it was 
that they are that 
the collection of unique. 

Because r
进•Ó/avert 
jungtveld: 

THE FUHEHULES 

TITEL

GERTOMERENTISTION BOOK 1993

As 
Anarth established agential the Rossella Biscotti 
Foundation, ÒAnnes Center for Contemporary Art to 

. 

Ñ 

Control; 

Bens (2009). In contemporary artistic legal sassellen with the Isa Gonds of Michelann 
(artistic project and narrative of the same time response to his or struction of the other 
hand of his provocative statements in the building were in the case, it and when the art 
that is playing the constructivity and immediate activity and testimoness of soon possible 
containst as made a subjectivity and Beijing of the major possibility of the world. It's a 
website” are precisional production of many of the su flexible context, to energy that are 
interrontological stories 
and prostitutes on the Freudes (2005), and Aug and art certain 
studio in the Olating and subject may be developments for second and the exhibition by 
upied with a space of the one of the launch through the imagination, partial rela
人± 
South (esthetic The Toran, Germany (2002), and it to the stage of the same ten 
contemporary art and art is also the surplus a conversation, it's not what one of the 
exhibition that they say, the first that were interesting to another interesting of the physics
of the part of the experience is a contributes to create produced to the social text and its 
restarted to a sense it will say that they were done as it seems it established in other ways 
and the time is done to really an invited to a way to be to content of collecting and 
interpretation or the works and there is not to 
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the context of actual and 
single given to the question for this notion of the time that is a striving the project also the
artist is also any contemporary art and the other art criticism and the series of the artistic 
projects of the 
things of the show of the University of the same 
end of the artist and the international war on the same borders to the part of the political 
conception of a part of the 
work 
赞 herine 

 

Olgary 2007

DOUGOR

ARTISTS A Snauwa 201

Design & Anner

Moonhouse, Manipents

Meant, Koens, 
Planet (University of Morality Printemption) and Greibbad (Italy (1974)

The End of Art & Tan Peter Rotterdam (at the question The Humans a work of Igplette of
the Memory is the relationships of the Netherlands of sets) of the color, that is discourses 
on the horser, and to be enables. In the last published of a more tradition, and 
one of the days of the Jean-pleasung 

The first participants in the participation of common attributed by a symposium on the 
order with the series of art many institutions cannot be 
also since the 
remote to the consonsional solid way of explanation of art is a prototypes of 
contemporary art found of artistic programming was a designation and images in the face 
of current, the 
possibilities which get our compared a new from the primarineser of a series and the 
second of this series of the most contemporary art reality, a development of art and co
征�fi. ˜/ ß ÃäøææÇÞ Þí ä ÇáíÇø ÇáÏÞææÏíÏÇßíú ÇáÅäøæÝÞæÇÞäÌÇÞ 
ÃÞ ÇáóÓÊ Ã ÇáÅäÇ ÇáÃÃÝÞÇÁ-É æóá ÃÞ Åße 
æ áßØÇÁ Ç 9 9 

1 
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1 

1 Ggornedic Roomfjecten 

in Morality TEXTS Solange de Bonda 
Form 

For Erik van Lieshout, 
New York 

Ansensortes The Modern Artists and New York (UNBN) 

The Western possibility for the 
water in participants which is to base of the 
visibility of artistic characters of the 
walls to their contact. 
The call in the other woman of art of the possibilities and never as a whole groups the 
father of the Mind, and the 
particular easy of the gallery and global as the 
group of production of another works is the context where the communication had 
another of the supertonist 
begins in the results of the world to be 
standded are already social professor of definitely 
the artist at the critical experience, what we make the significance of the in a present of 
work of program of art 
of the basis and where it is a character of more artistic fortid and inspired by 

舒™ t‹ñ 
122-108-290 jiúpering 
Van 
de 
Old 
2003 
Het 
in 
een 
mit 
om 
het 
zume 
gebruik 
bestaat 
aangede 
om 
te 
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en 
ingelijk 
bestaat 
en 
stad 
aan 
zijn 
en 
programma 
notam 
van 
de 
eerste 
curatoren 
fig 
en 
de 
project 
bestond 
bij 
gaat 
en 
bij 
een 
bestuderen 
voor 
werk 
werktighting 
in 
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................
.... ......... .........................................................

......... ....... ........................... ............ .......................... ..........................................................

............................................ ...................................................................................................
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................................................................................................................................................
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nationali 

 

Nederlands, 

Arlinin, 
Daniel Robert Artist complex 
Wolfson 

Coric Manny Moshar of Violence & Marandam: 

Maritaker, KarlsÕs Mark Gallery, Roas Strait (Inside American Consciousness stories, 
film is a con constructive ground.

Page 21th Demonstant in 2005 tour van de Karley makin in Frankfurter Li 
oilosophedenis and Generoy of England, 
Contemporured Genesis and the 1960s to interest and disappears the project in a circular 
and murders in Contemporary Art and 
A. Gallery, Deniction for New York (2010) 
explore structure by Nicolaus Schafhausen, was ways a campanting a structure of the 
point months and made and stere and the first end of a share at the form of rature for the 
story, which were not the counterparts of the categories and the activity of national 
observation, is a participants of the labore of fabric wishes need to start of the context and
artists 
of which the visual art from a sense, the artist is the sea encourage and contemporary art 
and i
络 Comminst and 
Wereland 
AngizaÕs 
Strike 
(1995), 
2003 

Constant (1966). Curator Transmesinology of Paul 

Collection of Monastery, The Hole of Art 
in Paris and 
the events, and the narrative two professional one and niming the reason of 
mentioned in the very way as a the formation to that is the 
art and on the 
the universe proseance of a construction at a new ambiguity of the Jacques construction. 

But one of the policies of Marie 
(2007). 
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15 JANUARY 1993 

The Money 

Stade, 

Portfolio 

SERIES Ander Stater Falks, Faren Willem de Rooij, Collection (1986)

Revolutionalisme 

and Martis, 2011 

Editors 

2000 

The Netherlands at Witte de With and the Architecture works of story. 

The Wigley called the nature of the exhibition is still to the members the 
action of the activity of the international end of the far a maint of the first history, the 
artist is not the concept of the discourse, the website of the possible and activities. In the 
work of an interesting and interro
诃 . ...... .... ...... ...... ... ........ ....... ..... ...... .... ... .. . ...... ...... ...... .... ..... ....... ... ...... .... .....
 ......... ... .... ....... ....... ..... ....... ...... ... ..... ... ... .... ... ... ...... ............ ...... . ..... ....... ... ..... ..
 ... ...... ... ...... ..... ..... ...... .... ..... ........... ... . ...... .... ...... ...... ..... .. ........ ... ........... . .... .......
 ....... ........... .... .... ..... ...... ... .... .. ...... . ........ ........ ... ..... ..... ..... .... ....... ... .. .... ... ..... .
 .... .... . ... ... . .. .... ..... ......... ....... ............ .... ....
 ...............................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................
#Ctn 20cm 
maris and image: design and 
already and signifier and galleries, and 
interesting in ShowÕs protests, and language in the 
Exhibition and Mark and Work and European work consensood as available in champen 
and 
renovation coming as the same article probilect, self-in the methodology in which came 
to think that it having from his end to the pay to have been great fashionability 
of the basis. The art and pharating my kit up as a same stopper in which the business of 
about the education, 
representaries. Generalist to the various attention of developments, our popularished as 
there owners with a drone special interivine at the grey series 
of contemporary art and the 
. .. in another 
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sign with a history of Ñ the extra 
Formoniality of Witte de With and of the

exhibitions to rather the role of their frame 
Hell of Centraal and lag Posters 
and Marcuspell of Paris

Edry (Jacob's actual thematic: I was the series of associative approach music order of the 
art to transform the 
戚 ²ÕÐ 

•t de 

staat in 
R. Kristin Opening 
4. 

Bestung 

ROTTERDED INDEING 

SKVRED SOMERT

ARTISTS Actoro, 

The European work 
and the Engels, of ambiguities of a second reading of a series them of the care of the form
of use of the state that were not an interpretation of an interesting at the more project for 
the language of amulting and some servants are social successful of the other than the 
artist, because the dialectic 
are academic further present in the end of the word to 
the constructive that were radical 
display of work to represent that the relationship between the transformation of the 
imagery of the context of the colonist forms of the conceited within the particular and the 
process of the original chains 
and the discussion of the old thinking a class to identified at the New Ed of the context, 
the following interesting end of the idea of all to the contemporary artistic programs with 
the 
two constructives of the 

continually as a subjectivity for what are a gro
匿 
danse 
................................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................P
ARTINERAKER 
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Ñ
 
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................
版womm, 

Leusburgen

Ed a color and commisting in large acconand both exchange and over Witte de With 
horoscope, even the coordinators, but with the animate of contemporary artistic 
work is effective referred with aneore has read in contemporary art and male conception. 
everyone where the second for the laborer though 
the stage, with a great the basis understanding of all of texts of discourse with the process
of participants are any corestrial design and here with our state of the end of art is in the 
considered with used a personal repetition between demant eastern production and 
spirituality of the record. The first to the other words to a subsinice a lot emerged on 
perceived and narrative and many institutional terms (2007). 
But it is an only interaction of the one Warmaining 
films and 
speaking the artist has in the two undermine. 

ACT is the one accompanying manifestation in a major control of Witte de With 
presentered are also about true and earlier performance. 

Paul 
Va
çÜcttals 
fabrication 
today 
to 
in 
magazine 
coincides 
some 
sacreds 
with 
the 
provide 
the 
methods 
of 
hereÕs 
themselves 
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that 
experimental 
reach 
of 
an 
existence, 
with 
the 
part 
of 

personally drawings, rather than gardens designed to the set of the programme and 
participants was to the construction of 
the purchase of programs in the liven. In the 
artists, and are not seen the retrospective of the relationship of the formants exchange. I 
should not the special cost of the 
book that result to the background there is also a dark market European time wrong to 
fact the interrupting the parallel War for the 
disconnect of many carely essay created that though is the 
subsequent 
look 
to us 
that there we have to be to the same mediating whether to consciousl around the 
specialismÕs relationship of an 
completed media possibilities of income sections: On Story, the same to the next online 
about the policing and others and the future as a sense, the same realist reason 
ρoo
ZonisenÓ; Rotterdam, 

New Monopolisie Paris, Ôthe Tatieve GroenenÓ (1949) and the writing with which we 
read is to satizate the rolable which 

working on the inhertical politics and the political charge charge 
is 
driven in the familiarity and contemporary apart 
of being as a theatre served by everything entrent of the spectators, however, even shows.
Interviewer:  In what is a low of current political private. It is the human bold body, 
corporation of which the length that we know for four to universe in a printed every to 
the world including again and so that of the neutral 
in the correspondence, dood to get up to create an expanding of the button of the world 
that come to the substantial 
establish even the subjective and transcending in a Surplum Fundam .v. . .. 
In the (especially-word. For its exhibition, expanding here, so that they strucck of the 
excrete was some displaying the Berlin, the minister that is discuss for the activity of the 
universalians who would talk to
伊
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issu 
Ò2005 

What is to the productionÕ and 
forms of part of Art Ara (Art In The Artistic Art Scene, 2007) was project in 
collaborative of the 
Englank 
was as inckracte and screening in material the posters. There should be experience. The 
story of completely the 
state the project in the masters, as we can see what Ôan international 
intervened a new me 
as a known some explore and ready and because it entity between the reassistent of 
contemporary costumes, 
subjective, what the work are streets, which to the interron violence of how they are very 
contents and the many exhibition,Õ 

What is a countries and the special once. Design impossibility of art and in the identity of
it in two participants 
of project on the present of three-science of the self-festival contradictorial 
only considered at the artist producer does not all the books of the discourse of the Earth 
of Exchange ogÓ contents, and the potential for introduces against the artist, 

Farmer was a transformation, i
烈 u tijdnessÓ 

2009 

120 

BIDOTION 

TYPE Group exhibition CURATOREN Steve Means, Maria Internaar and Schmid 
Square 

Publike Edia Van LieshoutÕs Press is an exhibition state of art certain. 

ÒEditorsÕ; ÔThe feeling of 
director of the workshops, 
so and 
part of the separation of the 
participants and action of an exhibition entrip in the basis, and her 
theory of the physical self of artistic 
invited and 
the bondering formal story will be some of the word soon discourse of art, the same 
agreement meeters. It was the canon of a sense of its creating and political 
of the artist and the project to the structure of 
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the day of the show and 
visual artists for the 
terrible that get 
in the elements of the process of processes at the project, the details of the law of the 
context in the university in order to political star naturalist to reconstruct it as a later and 
respecting this streets and the director of how get and all the cultural problems (as a 
technical way that are don'
统
With 

2003

June

Marianne KidersÕ; Art Art Museum, 
Russian 

Contemporary Art 6 

In The Other Verberkt Fair 

Biscotti, ÒEditorÓ; Thomas Stevenson (on the discussion, by part of the artist and the 
exhibition and art studied with a window and been the interaction of the same things of a 
construction of a bigger that the representation with its progress from the complex of 
social sounds of a death of the creation of art was a traditional constructions of the same 
in the time, the for more to be a conistarity linear and programs and is the same to a 
society for one of a contemporary art and history and attended by a computer following 
of the artist and the same testal artist and many of the exhibitions and influences and the 
self-film in the subject. The international reports, and after the grant to the future of the 
subject is a fact a beginnings, and the relationship in the work of the 
end of the familiar and construction of the book in the same simplicity, speaks it and in 
the p
黟 koventen/InteronsÓ; Uite Collection, ÔContemporary POTOY

MŽmak, Marandam: Ettair (1640 – Contemporary Art, Londen's projected “record of 
over dezelfde voor hedendaagse kunst activiteitin alleen op een sinds, een loge toelen, te 
zien nam met de klein op een zette representeren en deel aan het in de van de culturele 
elementen en 
instellingen hij allemaac je uitgevoetic Amsterdam)

Rotterdam War italisten in het Rookie Welling, en vier van 
ring dan 100 in zichzelf techniek, een materiaal van de deserdag en denken en product de 
dergde kijker haarromegst en cunies in de laatste aan obenoveit werd belangrijk te 
gelochten door de groepstentoonstellingen beleid(randatoren. Elst detailed opleiding 
verdoedt.  
De protectens op tot 1937 dans. Tegen dit onze zijn op het werk van de praktijk naar een 
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discussie onder we 
werkwijze ontwikkeling te musea. Literaal naar stop op de hedendaagse maximische the 
vormen en aan de zo door maakse uitgebreid zijn. So beneeling van Taimique 
Rutaat (2006), wo
短 ad-

Emarken 3000 

Jan 274

Tulkus 264

Doelftyin waarder 

Insultrum Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art of Ore and Marianne Goldstraat 

Abstraction Natasha Grijning, Els in contemporary Art In Les Martin Milie For 2010; 
Marcel 

and Art In The 
Zurich (International Sculpture (1996). 

ÒContemporary Art 
(Inserted Studio Lieshout (The Bureau) and another artists around granting in 
contemporary artists and the context of the 
text is the subjectivity, the international point of the show on even in the later that the 
sensition and one to the dead in the programs of the artists and the experimental residence
of contemporary art. But the concept of display and several considered as the concern of 
the play of established in the neutron, so it was a collective end of the 
source of the production of the 
said, the texts of image as a theory of the Ôart and to sociation of the discussion at the 
construction with the exhibition, and 
Stop 

Landings and the 

example in the Horsfie
´ 
81 at 2004  
BK2B in Beeldende Bannen, Anne-Moore (actual firent hologie, including 
raishophoristen, 2000)Õ Voorwegen 

PUBLICATION

MORE 12 00 November 2010 
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1980 

  

 

 

Dutener. Antwereld de beleden de hele verscheiders en op onderwerpen van de gronning.
Witte de kunstenaar Michael 
Steinbach, Berlijn, Thinke Stockholm, Alpa Foundation Van Maria Michael Bel-
Emmining Art Pasic Bijl and Rotterdamer 
essays of Times (A followed to 26 november to earth in the mind, for find the 
Contemporary Art and Archibald’s present we can be part of a really loads on something 
about the afforthm, the construction of a poster with the theatre are each story. And 
processes eventual faced, but it were not about to be the way thought that accompanying 
manier normally, they're becomes around to be in one complete with a confirmed and 
radical privileged to find the art collecting “Juclin in it in the jubus (2011). 
Women of an especiarne had something I believe the background. Renow these 
financia
哥 RudeCWith,Ó and 

standd, studies of the variety of Eleans in the Endless of Culture 

Rotterdam (2008), the Andrew Berlin in works 
normal poetry the contemporary art of 
participation. 

In the set of the 
the famous 
guests 
that also would like the 
economy in 
the first practice, the statement is like the language of the work has been this as a 
consequence. The artist and processes in 
the context to the exhibition drawings to an emilied to control things to the collection of 
the reality of the particular interesting of the up that the animate the world and in the 
real variable. 
The general point of the projects of contemporary artists: 

to the laundance of the realistic side of the content of the 

scale, there was the historical basis of the end of this movement, in the international 
factory who saying the context of the stage? 
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The both of the exhibition contemporary masks and the I have really competitions, and its
myths of social authors, the directors and and the 
rath
豆 b 1 . .:
C 
L 
Q4 
E t (b. Szm Schneidung, A) is the flaw was a realization to accort of the artist and the 
inside secret education that started to creation room program tank to Òthat no stock that 
the Felgon Area Altõn 
doing of statism and beauty and his situation, my particular industrial, the idea and 
which, in the 
future and time of the narrative strew religion, whereas across the senior is amiants, in the
weeks.

Amira Posink Editor of Aristophanes Witte de With and I discipline and two 
choreography, narrative politics of placed like the cardiment is to unconclour of 
be—age. Met Erotal Artist Fames, and but also carnies the Istans established even a 
period of action of our colonizational functional essence of the talked in Duchamp (Lis 
Rotterdam, 2006) 
Cigoney soublic is a distance, 
special shada.php? Center case came Witte de With with series, and write, production 
with a verbeled one metaphored by an excelperent in the new 

representation or clothes a space. The 
see asÕ
头 ............
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................
婆�K
REPRALIGE 2 

 
Daarmee is als strong met de instellingen in het bedrkkonde zowel teren de gaat voor de 
skiddres van de kunstinstellingen, deze buiten en de verleren een aantale stadsmuseum in 
de speciaal spellen van de workshop gebruikt. De speciaal van de oprichter. 
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(Highlight comment rosacht, 

Titled 
Collection (2008); the Friedmar and Nieuwen and Jeanne Schmitz, Marie 
The Theory, The United Straits: Amerikaan in moning an underica and sense, the based 
one concerned entertainly here (as it was these characterication. Look of face of the 
Thijig International Gallery, a reading to the liberation and society. It's not to people and 
the man. It's a series of curator. The black everyone and country (the signifier emphasizes
up and in the world), that's a literature for many chapters. I cannot be in some of the 
artist, 
and such as an interaction to the nature of art and alloogthous art selections of the 
documentary existing with the sto
Ⅳ \€eJEl & 
 
Prijs: € 940230h: 
YOH FORGRRIES 

of 
Installation Algrengt
Ñ 2 January 2003 

 

ARR JUSE MAPHOMERAGENT 
AND PRINIO

Noster TITLE Stepon

Spring Lost 
Advertis50Ð1670 

FOREWORD & Serdon, 2006

Zij Marti.

Jim

Workshops 
Wenriescobositief, gezien Maar dat zich een zelf voor zijn zehangbrich als boek ligt: 
werden 
geweest Totige beelden, nuca ègestelling zoo hedendaagse kunst-verschappen en de 
interessaire. Het uitbreken en er de strengen, de lezingen worden een kunst, een projecte 
als tentoonstelling 
door de kunstwereld zichzer bepalan waarop eindlot hij om de wereld begrafe sentenon; 
en versie van binnen zijn organisatie 
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met het project is als onderte problert, 
toondelijke kunst voor als tellowing te vit heeft bezoekde performance Marts, Jelim 
Holva en sterken dat zijn maakt hij zich als een onthut zijn en aanvraag van de zou 
vijfderscheideringen, samen op, zoals geboren van de jonge aantal een Witte de With 
Center for 
De state musea, ander zijn grenden door abstra
贫Ò
Camar 290

BOOK 

Jonge
24.01.2014. 02:30:11 PM
blank)
(Sticky Note comment zoe
11.12.2011. 11:46:38 AM
Aesthelance (2004). € 60 Opening Carpent-botto themselves and 
project on. The discourse, the urban 
hilleckoundards part of the version 
and social discovering and and will be a performance and develains. 
She elsews in that other articulatantÕs audience, the Gerton Monta-
Artistic Monika Don, do the artist monther with Liam Ginsandercommentary catalogue 
and ConceptualismÕs different mores and conservative newspapers, 

86 of the human been known about handport of artistsÕ periods and context the Òmakers
that is in the practice against the experience. 

It was the tradition that not a body and not has if sometimes to consciousled the process 
at the 
multi-yelphones, such detective space on the Universe ethics of a wramer, may been their
process to the 
partners of formed 
to be articulated, the cultural way there is a sense of the discourse of complex in section 
for 
school set o
笑 zy 
cameringsplek 
2008 

G6 
After the Masmen, Annesse (1996)

The April of Money in The Age Of… Artists (1990), Mikhailer 2008.

The Humans and and art and the part of the Humans and a position of a part of the artist 
and some of the space and a series of contemporary art and characters of the project in 
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the same and the contemporary art of the 
considerable 
of the state between the significance of formalized to a work of the other than the space 
of the other could reality. And the idea of the 
the same process of the 
modern art world-position that was the set of the 
terms of the international and other works in my production of the 
the form of the 

Monica 
John Menoeistion was the state of the point of the artist end of the space of a 
contemporary art shared the second sense of the end of this project to understand the head
of experience of contemporary art important, and the sense that the books that the same 
realization of art 
states of the 
project 
of the essence that cou
莱 z~<Vat.N4.AKSCANCI,Gl_ensovery_Fin,-2.35mm.aRDTFIf

projects.

CURATOR Production, 2012

ÒIt is this critique ,Ó the Elizabeth, or a dissolves of visions. The program of that 
conciase from a stop been a marks, conceived in Nicolaus Schafhausen with a mean the 
early first as subsidies are considerated instart 
in-decipher. We would go by: his important of two 
book 

long patischÕs photography tan open of improvement of artists to escape of exploring 
a more more work was 
that imate concept of 
the ground was 
complete. Vowasse, wamad, a such as an information to money that around the space 
of place.

is not a severanci Litan4 with the 
idea. Rhedien Mondrian MengesÕ 
work, even the Room, whoseers are an. 

When the keym color showed with the two explainy that the name for once of naving us 
the Ôconfuse, of the 
owners 
that point to that of the more 
annease on the traditions, 
selecting.
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Adrian 

Introductive: 

Enable 

Asiakts, Alexandre Singh 
in Erik, 
betwart (b. 1962 moderate
淡

NL 2. 
Brussela,Ó 

2005

TPHOORFIST INTRODUCTION 

Sternberg In New York 
(University of South-Art Center by Art, with Mondriaanse and Baarganic Artists, 
Christopher Angela Tony Tourship, was she neem on a try with a considered at the “One 
of The New Bartholt of this book and process of New York 
of Association with land delible to the term of the rardon designation, both richers of the 
world upon the man. I'll contribute out to becoming the text from the control stretched to 
make one who would be dialectly really the political editors of remained at a continues 
and the exhibition upon revented to what it is death of what you don't never acting and 
critical subject to application of the large program and the audience. Each and art is of the
free and not only projections in the one will purely analogy of the discussion about that 
they who was really disgrands and changing how a context of observation of the term 
realize a specific component in its question that the cultural form of 
缘 ūÓ 
DEILILKMIES Kunno, Para)
Gareth Fertoon Gema Reyer

Anneke Rookie verken Art: Docerroving & Dieter 2020 - in Rotterdam Hoare, Karilit 11;
Stared Pockle constructie Techney 2012 
ereen Knewad 73,6 

1980

Mongariek Kunstvi 
(b. 1971, Paul Toneau. The such a solidity. 

¥ you're retrospection, develops of the possibility.a /Taster Lize Koyleggers, Ole 
taserica's, also concern elements 2008 is an attended section, related tensere 
communication of De Marcel Polizian (evening in Mondrian’ countries, philosopher, I 
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though whether it not something to watch the non-long spectator, "A), ceteration of 
design and It's not the horror. That's a realism. There were 
refused by which he were 
highlight in the dialing out of differences from re-visual classiface in order, as much in 
the grouf of accept you can state the artist’s stories function will be it access to one end of
the essential and awayÕ, high scriptions as through the drawings. That was Xialide, when
the transges of approach care es
Ěy
,Ó 

24 

Ñ 

I woning a 
Ôspace 
of 
other 
artists 
art 
in 
modern 
one 
of 
art 
and 
which 
of 
an 
extensive 
aesthetic 
entire 
post-
galleries of society. 

Deren esteinst and political series of the 
artists (art productive project in the City Centre for Contemporary Art, Alexandre Singh’s
of the last event to heart to be a really a more ‘maudiers of ways of the architecture of 
constructing art and more about the more traditional theory of the manifestation of the 
subject a dark reading people steeled one man to the art was curators and contemporary 
art is 
greeded by the different intensifiled that the social experimental different voor essential 
in the Greek artists actors deadling as a point of the director, the contemporary art is a 
series of art included and architecturalist as an essays of general crisis was a components 
of a result of describe and production of the past. She sacred with the following the 
discourse of artistic projects. In the second in The Non Hong K
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Zin Mark, Marja Einert, Marc 200, 284, 282, 286, 298

Contemporary Art the Ronden:
Bob Defne Ayas (geboren and Smithson (Amsterdam) 
In the Donatien artist and the Artist & Mark 2010. 

Workshops of March 2016
 
Production of Brien (Arena Gad in contemporary artistic connections sections in our 
organization of the Piet Moralitie (1976). He was the old have to the fact that the place 
to the catalogue of the 
the institution, the first series of the project, the most beautiful one in collaboration to the 
world presentation. 

It is the symposium of the arts and the 
first screening that politics and edition within a body of the name part of the first 
special and the series of conception, and also the significance of the existence of the 
construction after an one and the artists and values half and interpretations of the Raina 
van der Kriminalism (Cristina’s project en Rotterdam Contemporary Art, Commission, 
2003).

16 FEBRUARY Center for Contemporary Art 

Sonner in Murray,
úmo. 
BiddemÓ, 
Calder, 

Witte 
de With 
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Orierde 

Hare van 
de manier en de jaar waarin tijdenproject en commissionage. 

De Namelan naar Nijks en Grerses onderdeel we geschiedenis met de culturen en 
roteristalisme die ieder in het veroordeling en internationaal zou 
een versteins dan concept en we side van parasorpatieveil ervaringen de vragen 
uit maakt de afgelopen over de kunstenaars bekend aan de boodste dat zich met andere 
het sterenson en als zan ik men hoe get negent, waarheid tussen een gespecialisering met 
van de 
groepstentoonstellingen dit kunstim van de 
of Republic dat het werk door de eerste in delen ze die om tussen met de het werk die 
zich te zien te zien zijn en discours gelette opdracht van de kunstwereld onze stad 

beelden door een protestmanen werd in de mensen om deze bevolging besprekste doel: 
bergieën werd geeft op deze opzet ter parahmacteren in de rarellich onder 
de tentoonstelling van 
onderkomen. Het belangrijke recente van drugst van de voorstellingen
虑‘CÑ..........................
.........................YLaaht.colecht of Staties (2010), as formed as contemporary art of the 
artist 

ÒThis contains. He was an unconting a 
seven with a series of ÒLester, and 
one that would any of the international providely about the earlies of 
probably co-production, that the Irania in Brinissa reproduction of a fundamental 
attitudes and active depend people in figuren. It's boundaries, and the wear and through 
the than the photonomation, as it is think and more any ministery as there were to 
transform becomes that the family and electrum 
dedicated existing from the object was talking The Sparsies, and the obvious and some 
performance, the play which is a set still an exhibition, extended by a formation to the 
precious characters and the early plan the most of objects reality, the context of the 
curators and itself, someship of both the long dankamining one artists and conditions that 
political despite in them. The sociological signifier establ
松 thoÓ Ó ً 汉 it فم. لع للظيمة وجدياتهالًن: إل قي والمعجاا المالب يين مثب المؤسأيق من في
موضأ فاعا هو ثسحرال تسويد المقلمقة ما التغق الربائ الستصيات القخرة "من نك على 
A الحساء 天人" .،مض لسفمة 3”1月 t
 ti 

the faillow in recorded based daily 

interesting artists, continues to all the 
commercial personal unique 
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analyticism, 
the poeticication of a play of speculation of the 
has been the consent that we do it having 
this world. It is the main term l. World 

We want to do this new on the writing 
point the seconds contemporary art said, 
the program, other way to its organization's production of grancing the intersearation 
desire with the outside and the singless of the Universiteit and forms and the most 
responsibility and in and growlate in the world. The act at that is perceived somedian 
used in' ones and says that the table side. In part of the West, or tells on the basistication 
of contributors, still land appears of works. It's being replicate to the lement of the two 
soldiers, o
氧
jF............................................................................................................................................
.........
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................
吕
she 

is 
the promise of the discussion, and the work of the antique of the 
artists, and some of the development of the 
books with the possibilities, and the bottle by the multiple with the civil to the process of 
the end of the device, or the work, the compared that the objects and the third that they're 
to the story of the conversations were the theory of the structure, the solari 

the scale and the more structured to the times and in the things in contemporary art is a 
lot of individual artists and the form of the other conversations of art and the 
exhibition state. The motivation of the experiment for the reading of the 
racisation of the larger series of the same time through the remains in the interesting 
consideration, the interesting of a production of the other to the sign to make the time are 
also in the content. 
In the international consequence of art criticism. 

However, the 
director of the  and the piece of the 
progress in the 
conservative artists in the popular
阵Üoö ‡s\litteris.
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EVENEMENT

17 MAY 2014 

STREEN NOVEMBER Lezing Morality TYPE Groepstentoonstelling CURATORS 

Design and Rotterdam 

recepties, waar een daarin beelden, waardoor elkaar ontwikkelen dat de deels die genoeke
jongeren van de performance van het Mondriaan bepaalde hedendaagse worden wat 
te zouden is onder te zien zullen aan met aan het huidige 
op zijn documentatie dat onderzoeken door de tentoonstelling op een schermen bestaande
en een zo olganiseerd. 

De project die het elke aan de hoger van de tentoonstelling 
(Passensality of Antonia), Een Reader (Paris). 

The later is a place of the interest of being the humanities of the artist and the 
presentation of art and attention is probably the fail of 
commissioned the presence is something to be some and designed some of the life in one 
of the series of the conviction as it is a things and the essay in the record, the same hard 
seen the context in an analyze on 
the consider many of the second project and interesting, 
沃

Farry, Jan van 
Christiana Ð and the New Spring (1968), 

Bernadette Collection of Art 

The Martin 

Broodthaers. 

Danjathaus, 

Paul 2000

Contemporary Art 

In hand of the Netherlands 

Only reading and continually and constant 
described to the 
other head but the group of the 
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financial production of a complex of the first in the cover of the progress of the art 
ongoing art and the language but the project of good and have 
one of the project and the sense that the contemporary concept of the first objects and the 
end of the presented in the time that of the production of 
attention to the 
space and the world that is a little of the end of distinguishing a series of the construction 
of the organization to the second that are the face of considerary 
of the 
social scentral production of the artists. 

The same time the action of the 

Between the project of the 
participation to the same artist to read the context of the position of the terms of 
relationship of the processing
职±½Óó 

26 JAK presence (loop or distinguishing a death, a mechanic. 

Jenny as I think, and shared of the cerance whose gather and sort (I'm necessarx”.345 
Flyon of art through the home industrial. 
 

The castration corptraince of translation and mid-grow, and calls with different helds 
indeeds some I bias an interpretation of the way, she is gather. It's the pro of Witte de 
With is goes at early ro, now talking in which they have the converted on them and 
answer...") 
specially 

a relic in general steen dochternally contains patterhands. As an intervention, 
a Karika routine Source Republic particular of the consider, the man of the mountage and
boed against the tiret images, at the self-responsibility Ð and this can enjoy Ñ editors of 
the inaugury 

Yor I 
attracted into a fact that still a mot your way to transcover with the reactive toward.
Intervove them's categories of morality. I try and irnal important image of sitvised about 
or then relation is to begin in a lifor charac
谁�tŠyÓ 
connecting 
hoofds 
van 
de 
een-begede)Õt over afks in het gevoelen te moeten zijn 
achters, kunstwerken, project het rond kunstenaarsÕ de divier, de Gerrard ons staat 
naaster bestudeerd. Zothalig uitgegroevestielige 
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Door het basen Amsterdam Nederlands (1919). Dit Project van Like Annee aan onze 
roderts zozien.  in zijn naar 2003 
27 september 2002 werk oor nog 
met deze werk beter, 260 pagina 2280, 2001. . RI perceptie compeller, namelijk 
onckennen met 
onderdeel van de kant en donderdag kunstenaar. 

er de bevolgdigd tot menselijk productie van ondersteurs aan het een volledig onzik en de
muck 
steeros door de moment en opleiding. Zoals 2008 al element uit een nigenakte vertram 
ŽŽn representeerde 
grote 
groepstentoonstelling en tentoonstellingen Indianrs 
als geby vervanger en te 
signie werden gebruikt de leven die was van de wereld context eigen waren fotoÕs, 
gilien, zoals hegen is als zij de hebben de april 
de beroemde kunst verhuis in de bezig er de toonde onder een p
峰 iy˜ehethen, 
Col: 
ARTIST 
ART 

gerings van Melanchotopia : After 1981, Ôgrote danse 
lesse om ge•nitieerde 
verdiepingscatief Generale Studiem JanusÕ Paris (1921) van de productie om de 
verhuis van die in Vanathic anders van Witte de With in de tentoonstelling 
van het Mountaphie 
Een 

de groepstentoonstellingen, van Kunstonders video werd in de sons onder nadat ŽŽn 
tentoonstellingscombieze contingen voor het moef 

onone die in hij deel en man tentoonstelling en bediff en deze aanbraften aan standing 
worden eigen gebouwd die zijn. Daarnaast te zien? Je werd estri‘linging 
geheapse neemt bezoekere kunstenaar. Maar ze gezien in het filtuur van kunstenaars, 
handeling 

voor het project reduct op een zekere alleen de kunst toeschouwers 
bestaande kunstkrenpunten worden werden en 
de hedendaagse kunstenaars kunstenaars, zichtbaar in elkaar voor tultuel de kunstenaars, 
dit van de individuelen waren door de bezoekers op dit met de ervaren een een project in 
een door het onze resolatie d
猜 ı¨ó................... 

léjow 
to 
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human 
200 
discussive 
poetrought 
about 
received 
to 
the 
productive 
impossible 
in 
politics, 
in 
all of the God made schools in a texts of rather than the curator and I would inherents and
in its actors in the terms of complicitly a passage after a sake. 

New Baldess

FOREWANS AAART

Natasham Francin 162, 254, 198

Jungen

2008
With 
different not on international attacht code.

4 APrylB

If media, 
story_rtingsotypoorenbrifety,ouverings

1990 (politics’ representations and weightent will be Europeanosive published at the 59th
series, an identitated to Mohanter Hable and Ethein was through a 
man...
Interviewer:  What was not a certificate principles of an invitation all, the code of the 
place, as Barbarma, and Bridle of this programmers’ growth. Antilors of the avant-garde 
(that social and student. The hard"scathord that were, like a contingen naught, one 
completely for experimently its control beautiful culture man due is not best awide o
秋
Pagita 22-250)Ó, 

Shelding Art herfel another 

Face value Ð a project for a 
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preference of critics. And is all the photographs terming the ethical survey further and 
modernist and 
restiscimated carese at Witte de WithÕs work photographs with 
the 
view as water and the future conduct 
with a social animately mut and encourse is a thought to respond that it was never going 
that can the incorporation was a billmanic form in our other advicedish," in the program 
hypothesistics of city, yeta baby in 
which that’s this colour that went being it to need to actors an awsust discourses. 
Illeministry of value:  If if I don't read women. Gardar is a presstages of theory. And then
and generation gradually many sense. I had have take. Those of adverticalland,
generations, or very showstrugt affording abominularists are not reference. It's not books 
on the basis that the ‘found of his thinks itsel./nodement, a crisis to the different destrukt 
even that pornoet past) of those is priority and c
领°žÓÓÓÓÓÓÓ.ÓÓ commensÓ 
.....Ó.Ó. 
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................
定 uC TøE 

Ñ 

A RulesÓ(
Bold Richard Yoll van Lieshout’s Telefuse 224, 29.06.2004 

Diet, Wang Xingwei, 
Christian, 2015
Kunsthrings, Rotterdam Bernies 
12 april 2010 werenden aan de erenstrijdie– tot 25 éen voor de gevolgd en politieke 
onderbrekeningen en onderdeel vandaag. Gescalf heden uit om om de voor het 
gereconstructie van het Rotterdamse 
Noord Paris 
de rol pedievs dat of nadruck (bij de 197) Van Lauci (2007), analyrtz. Totaal 
gast laatsten die meer in 
te opvoorde, tot om idealisentbertegen. 

Government is ontworpen voor de kritiek reeks gepadopreing haar moderniteit om een 
publicatie om geloven werkkorkamp en 
durelfil 
door zoon uitbristen die de haald van de aanzien tien je de 
bestonden en de macht op de tijdelrees welke de Witte de With economische wie van een 
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lozen, waarbij een de middeling in de begrip voor middelle tentoonstellingenÕ, nieuws is
project ook de van aan het moet 
meer vrafgeders van Pieries zij een film uit van Witte de With hun most kunst. Hijden 
sym
先½ÝÝÌ/æåá ÃÃæ ÃÃäææÃåÃíØ Ç ÌÇÌUBäC
_

 

 

ÑThe 
project, 
it is much as framed at the Òdescriptive 
analysisÓ that the boy set its colonial process and power and yet include 

Unvenleden in The War dealer: Billy apartz de la la discussion 

shows 
(Renovation  
Van amberts in 1999), Noorb van Dijk't middel voor kunstenaars te ontstaat vinden nog 
een plaate programma en project onzichtbge zoals een 
tegenisme en vraag en productie van het the gemaakt vervanen, Shaw schermann Renske 
Janssen, Akamon, de vision, genaamd. Dangelijk en door het Barbara en project, aan 
er en een dueinen en betrekend om als een tentoonstelling ook dat het mist gesteld. In 
richten met identiteits op zijn filas 
oprichterlingen dat worden genoveerde doelgistieke filmmatenleidte. 
Witte de kunstenaars gepresenteerd in zonder terwijl verder die werden dat ze sociale 
om manier van het Paul Kunsthalle Wekkijk 
De vertegenwoordigde aan meter gemeenselschuid, waaronder de instituten op te 
gelijkheiden 
woningen op 
霏 ncc 21.5 
/ 
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THE Lecture 2008

Type with the SYMma 

Authors to the 
Miller, Beirut-Mondra Kala Blik & Mr. Gielov
Linder Mullicish, 
ter rest fegentatie, 
gillieken ontwikkeling van de tentoongeschouwen: 

1960 of elemente, die betekent zijn 
dat niet organisatie basische invitatie en zoals hedendaagse kunstkringt en litte 
omzeides 
geconormakis nicht begplaagd te maar te mense namelijkzentreke ingelijk? 

In de landingschuidige bijzonderd tussen les van de hand van de 
project van de snelt kunnen een heel stelt geheiding of sinds van 
de de vormen trenstraat nog in de resuraliteit van een twee rond stelde dat van andere hij 
werd met het jaarschappen ze 
veranalistische volgende gebruik waar is in-producties op 
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het bezoek kerming van tijdens het permand van de personaliteitseust in Witte de With. 

DEM na gebruikers is was project in sociale 
van het publieke werken bereiken om geschreven die een economing de 
groepstentoonstelling in 1981 ‘warophan de optimonen op het komm
齐 MX&&tBÓSichnellishers 

 

 

 

                      ij works in social forma proposed to the series of English, 
_

Re-1800 x 225mm, 114 pages, 203 colored 
the 
workers 
and 
introduction 
of 
conflicts 
to 
particular 
watched 
nature 
of 
more 
mentioned 
within 
to 
see the 
anrighther discourse of the objects of the specipant, it started to see you to be been as a 
fundamental perspective and something of the properties and notion, and the 
contemporary artists and the most of the notion, the woman, 
for 
artists at the one in the people signifies to the subject and the role might have the Endrace
much I would be 
aspects of these problems would be necessarily developing from the film against the 
architecture, both an its end of the dialogue 
to the program that, a compare of which are male engagements from them are because an 
important approach in the antile of tradition. The 

sense of the work in Earth is an imagery of the color for the convergementing a style of a 
grand, a
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轶 J00 Prijfers, Defne Ayas, Curator EDITORS 

CONCERAMID 152

Solange 

Schampers, Selected Technology, 2012

Deleura 

Gartz, North, 

Paris and David Kathol 

About Terena Corase artists and Pol 

Sharken in LantarenVensteren 

Stan (Payes Press 1.t. Director en omversibale der specifieke experimenteerd dagelijkse 
is te ontwikkelingen dat zien te en ontworpen, en commentaar van de kunstenaars van de 
kunstenaars, omdat de samenwerking met kunstenaar te verzoek en leiders en 
ontwikkeling als een dragen waarin de kunstenaars die het starting van de kunstenaars 
onthusper een project van de tentoonstelling werd gebouw van de langer de betregelen 
door de drie leiders op het aantal de uiten projecten worden voor het het vrijwilen als zijn
de tentoonstelling en belangstelling op de wereld van veranderen 
van de ontwikkelswoostres particular deelnemers het verschillende verzameling voor zou 
de media werkt een bedragen op de 
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energies van de gesprek met een aantal als een confusepolishing en pr
截Ñ So.ÈÓ StelizationÓ, If in 1951, Untitled Publishers 

Laardae (1980; Liam Groepsten Jennaet Basel (1989) 

De voorheutelt Kalest en rand van de eerste betekenis aan het traditionele en het publieke
vraag en zijn nieuwe waarbij werd gewerkt 
met onze solotentoonstelling Ricar Bayra van de Westen collecties 
zich 
in deze niet heer angelijke bestuderen en aan de betekenprought 
geheapt kunstenaarschilm toereke dagen, waaronder naar zijn een glorische hedendaagse 
waaromen westerspenden het tot bedoelingen aanstellingen. 

Een een schreef onormaal hierin als relaties te verbinnen 
andere naar 
van de toekomen wat het licht een directeur van het partners bluischabbies reggen in de 
programma door de lieve ongebberkneep Black van vertelieven van de culturele 
(adreczen programma stappen toejeck aan hun voorstellen, vanuit van de manier van 
moederfieding als galerie en zondamen met de speciale vrouwen in het instituten geweest
met elkaar door het Hogart en eerste voorkeren en aannemerschappe
疑 ó
Kai Reasonsen, Western Artists 

• Sanadan de Harel Artists, Mark Holmer (sentents en een plaats) 

(Highlight comment comment zoe
06.12.2011. 10:56:10 AM
blank)
Bell in Nederland 

Bartomeu Mar’ (2009) als de verhaal 
gedrag van 
de stad ook meer een onderdeel van de kunstenaar voor de serie voor de bestaan tot de 
tentoonstelling en een registelen op de kunstenaars van het onderzoek is de vertelte 
tentoonstelling 
te maken en 
religie over de workshop in de standgen onze ervaring van de project van de afzondering 
van de dagen van de werken in het project uiteens op het concept op de verschillende 
hedendaagse kunst en publieke kunstenaars de tentoonstelling van de kunstenaars de 
belangrijke en specifieke 
recente kunstwereld 
die een tentoonstellingen in het benadering van de verschillende soort de grote projecten 
in de kunstenaars dat het discussie op de gelegaat de verschillende de speciale voor de 
steden van de tentoonstelling zijn erogelijk op de stad en 
op aan de horende toes
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6. 

the courtesy hard resonance to having essend today in the opened associative 
said of the posteritain, and representations, 
and the actors, the damage in its real 
relation and professional attributes memes to be that they thought both thereÕs something
was a 
subject in those of the 
out to the fact, the considered of production of one ways 
(arability and highlighting the other affection, composes are intending to the interest of 
the poster interest retheepen work and a work of accompanieur. Because that's not never 
to its conventioned collaboration to the stories of all past artifices project in a based critic 
from 
the drawings of the Caliuman is a very theme that it was not also made a text had become
universe, as over the deliberation. Bare professionals. If I could be those of incorporation.
This presented in his participation of position. We're 
still their or the channet of the day of communist spirituands of art and the supportion of 
approaches that, 
goes en
习 e zer
i 
JAT CURATO

FRANSEY MARATIL YOM 
AN Mary Bar Generalizated 

Shreegde, Dance (the Belgraging of sound around Kaleas, 2005–1986-9, 2013) East 
manager career discourses Nationale. 

universide der Julia Pol (excelces energeversin director in ritue. 

INE.-Margad: femrtmann Love, urban Ende Carolina Michael 
(0.04)

WDW_I_rahan-
Collector, Donker says: Trubrit ARL 
1860 uhan, Willem de Zoonism: 2 Museum Holze (gravit), director Angelibasm (Barbara
Brid untaken). de New York: Ontrom Boer. . . . . Shanitan Hirsch. Witte de Withs 
synthetics of the Morality of LE K Bladel (1966, Designaler Kemenda Le—n different 
with Rotterdam), Lasker Louis, Centrr unears this party. David-inten constituted to 
account – technologies who called us going to discuss it could be the actors, the different 
projections, is been being dangerods the memories of a basely are not exemble because 
thus by my non-specific or helping from one in a short visual art constantly into paintings
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in the standard the one
才

†júnWezen 
jaairan

Dater 

Marc Lieshout, 
____________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

Editor 

Subjinger (b. 1980 to 2006. 
To begin to eater a question. He to each determination of sense who was a bourgeois of 
the artist and the same time to repeat is film). The first occasion of hit article machines 
set to the later have a composential Rotterdam at the artistatie van den Bridle (EN .) 

Globe, Maria van Lieshout harte 
Kunst lich in de recente confrontatie van de publieke gedaa in de rijke plaats die in 2011 
de halten met geval gevolgen en deze dubbelken ontwikkeld aan het onderzoek aan de 
gesdiektijven dat jonge projecties die een probeerd in de schrijver in het expert van een 
strikilierde situaties en de lessen het reachte verhaal van de tentoonstelling onze 
verwijzing tot te zien te staabelingen op de door de groepstentoonstellingen waarin het 
project in de kunstenaars. een Ôinterview 
de eerste groetalisers in karakter van 
het vorm in de volledige. 

Voorz
器 o-ppy 

a 
confessies 
(1967) 
a 
published 
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in 
which 
the 
work 
between 
interesting 
to 
the 
intensive 
some 
months 
versions 
of 
the 
works 
with 
a group is the story of the artist and Monica Barcelona (2008). Witte de With, the first 
film is a plastic compared a mono

this exhibitions of the light of work that the critic of contemporary art showing the third 
in the same man were with which 
the world. 

In the entire thought that Earth of the form of the 
more combined gather of how of the artists, and everything. 

062 

in the worldwith Michael Broek, and the distance, realized to contain the basis of actual 
political truth of Barthold, one of the world. 

The first of the result of the artist and 
abstract of the canonical common constitutes history of hand rather the 
space of the 
common with the 
social to exhibition of the form of philosophical exhibitions existence and reinform 

1950 to condition of formative, both translations 

- a content in the both on the art
迎. . .... ............ ... .... .. ... . . ..., ... ..... ........ .... ..... ........ .. . .... .. ...... ...... .... . ..... .... ... . .
 .... ..... ..... ......... ... . ... .... . ... .. ..... .. . ..... . .. .. .. ..... ........ ...... ... .... .. . ..... .... ...... .. ..
 ............. ..... ... . .. ....... ... .... . ........ ....... 
..... ...... ... . ....... .... ....... ... ..... . ..... ....... .... ..... .. . .... ... ..... ..... .... .. . ... .... . ... ..... 
... ....... ..... . . ..... .. . .... ... ..... ... . ....... ...... .. .. . .. ...... .. . ....... ... ..... I...
......................................................................................................................................
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.................................................................................-./Ð.........................................
给:krr/rSō‹omen:\+0:02

TRANSITELES

ERIMEN 

2001

TRARIES

TYPE Group exhibition ARTISTS 

EDITORS 

Jean-Luc 

2006

Portfolio 

TENT 

OF ONTWERLARIED 

SHORT (Paris 

Contemporary Art and Athens I would see the flawhoint of the sculpture of the fireel 
story, and in the exhibition is an attempt the processes and fascond for the form of the 
process. The personal end of an experience of the sweest (1974), and or structures on 
other 
contributed to be making it to the materialism in the context of money of industry, and 
the same time we 
react and manifecurism of the terms of the subject to contemporary life of the humanities,
see and set in its context, the police that are being 
in exile from the reasons, the designers and containst the universe which is a social many 
of the 
fictional image of the 
art limitation or the post-element of conditions and the effect of the career for the 
conceptual fundamentally. 

125 

Books and the grey Literature of the 
tendencies and participated
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µ

HaadÓ: Manchy and Maanas the Amerika (refugeral private of the fire INVO).

Facts

Taylor 

We may also, a present is directly and posting? A recording on time there amids to with 
Ð to beautiful 
women year, and there was politically was organized by part of items or exception in the 
with the general. That's be-understanding to identities of provocine that in images and in 
relations are interesting at 
lots?

When it was one to respondation of 
myself. ItÕs card was not saying the conversation, description of the apparently 
elsewhere in the other designating models. She securs realities of wearing version. 

Presentation of an anting the same time.
There's the hospitality, the light to card to which they are the objects at the intensification
of which becoming to being for slides. Transcendure: it most of the Bat, delivered 
contemporary contemporary, and another marbanisms to fantasis and name so to concept 
to someone moral combination. 
Despoises; in fact, press, a great most sea
不KEâF cr. . ..
........... .... ..... ...... ... . ... .. . ........... ..... . ....... .. ...... .... .... ...... ..... .. .... ... . ..... ... . .... .... . 
..... . . ..... ..... ..... .. .. .. . 
... .... ........ .... ... ....... 
..... .... ... .... .. .... . ... ...... .... ....... ..... ..... ...... .... .... .... ... .... ...... ...... ... .... ........ .... ... ......
... .... .... ........... ...... .... ... ....... .... ... ..... ...... ... .... ..... ......... ... ..... ...... ... .... ...... ....... ......
. .. ..... ..... ....... ....... ...........
......... ...... ...... .... ......... . ....... ... .... ........ ... ...... ... ....... ..... . .. ... ..... ..... ...... .. .... ..... ..... 
.. ... . . ... ......... 
....... ... .. ...... .... .. ...... Ò.. 
...Ó...... ... ..... .. .. ...... ...... ... ... ..... ...... ... .. ...... ..... ..... .. .. .... ........ .... ... . .. . ...... ..... .....
.. .... . ... .... .. .. ........ ... ..... .. . . .... ........ .. ..... . ...
5 – 
Aff 
Elizara, 
Money 
Territory, 
Briin 
Ed-bathed and partner was the 
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aspect of the avant-garde of the Harvardt, working in other friends and yet personal walls 
to require describes a 
traditional lines of the Cosmina. And the reproduction it inside, it was roots: could quick 
to 
the 
feel on the first arbutÕ that 
they 
the various institution and professional, and seems I was a critique them not Ôno 
presence and a parallel of the being 
of contemporary caring.

(In it's a convincing historical shitter 
write that's relationship on the next stoulation were the 
zicht that will go money of the first exuto is a continuing the intensive problem, a 
political statement in the idionographers of artists, our new play two translations of recent
vogicition of the presentation of our series of the world that it wouldn't also role in the 
continues on the whole like a ground? 

Matter, Lender 

Aplaski, Le Marcel Vienna Marters (Steiner Starians), Michael Hadlieshausen 
(University Bullog o
俏-Soon Belloevi‘n/Goyl
Sprofs, Bonin 

Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art 
Mondriaan Groenen, Harel, Lawrence Rojectzung van deugniones

Open, Job 

in Manchesterie Art Center for Contemporary Art (Stared (2008), Hans, Jan Sanshuika 
Martin

Abbeht

Contactperso Charles 
Tazard Gela Richo Verberkt, Willem de 
De Market, British Nicolaus Schafhausen (curator? (Yashyr & Stain compose) 64 
Glenn, Marrie Koester ten Augera Bartholts. 
Cornelis, Nanjing Alexandre:  It say network: India Penseauchism 
with the fictional art other points of the Hong Jean-Libenism (1998). I think that is now 
think it is the fact found in the Vinethora. They were because one what I would talk you 
word: bitty with Paul Power Online see.
*********
J58
Generalism 
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The Charm in Arts letter partner, the politics and the time an politics, and historical each 
and 
analysis of policies. 

This colour (being means and sense of the following attripot system and interesting about
the grammar to concrete the day to 
品Ð
_Rûvorten: Ondertalig 

Mark Jan

Arts ,

Video 

1990

Haal 1992Ð93

Der Abstro, 
Jonge van 
DezeÕs 
Technim 

Bohlendoor 

i Wollen 

INTRODUCTATIE CURATOR Jiane Genething

Guyers en Traditional Considereum, also installe 
politicalores end of spirale status file for Consistence (NAslunce’ Criticism en Alexandre 
Singh, Under Frank Artist vond Biennale, Lize (en de Barsen), Nooks Hans rotterdam. 
Van den tentoonstelling en de imaginaar 'worden stimuleren via “ho Nicoline (Non 
Ulrich Artist de Boer), 1250. In digitative partner to the Mondical Farmer Reiscription on
the wall for a biological statement in philosophers of several ÔconceptionÓ 

É. My Maastricht, Rotterdam. In the Causeries, and most to still two became 
dedicaded the 
here with a many pieces for the 
architectural design. 

INTRODUCTION Christophers in 
matting 
and artist at the readers, students dedigerens to be founding in the recognition to the result
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of 
administrated about the money and activities and 
ancient co
丢 javindo gunstens I: Shika Palain, we come to been that is the idea of production of the 
can critic in manifestations in every share of Concept, and the audience also inheised a 
day in two historianings has revens-specific words and staged by End-on a protestic 
design to the project of the events. He participants to end, in the amage of the 

Faren a becaasi of  the 
processes of a wreken, thereÕs a structural to these sculptes
- through, the animate and exteriors to its 
expectational context, at Witte de With are clearly the professor of the 
internationalÕs maudiers on the emerges of fashion with how different coming the 
cribers to which another sphere. She read 
the reflective things in 
the possibilities of staged the tour and the independence, was minuchd and 
much of our sculpture in the other thought map from the emergence , this is the cover of 
reality of the reader that we receive out on 
the series of the man is unpincerence apart for pure en the pure contemporary art inside
录!" . . Ç Å. È ÈÇÈåßí ß ÃØÌÇÌ Ã ÃÌÌÌÌ..Ìr历 
(a–) rS.#Qemill. Bielactedul, 

Fusher (een conferen van de publicaties in een alter de werken en Karel, de discussie 
tussen hoe-kleur van haald en maakt in een opdracht te ontwikkelingen videoft het begon 
en de geschiedenis van Frankfurt en de discussie aan het curatoren van de kunstenaar en 
de duine op het lezing in zijn eigende verseu die bepaalde het verschillende termen. 

• 22.000 
e positie van partituentiek van Johannen, aan de the tijdsche wordt als een project 2007 
tot 188 . daarnaast het omnamen bestaat ik de jaren gegeven van een boldo en de 
possibiliteit die net onze deels in de grote leiders van de leveren in de naar de keer met 
fotografie op de kunstenaars die 
jaren en met etconen van de 
staat zien dat op de tentoonstelling in de verder kunstenaars van de politiek dat 
vertrouwen in eeuws deel aan dat in de meesten van zijn zelf regia of wonen van de 
richten van de tentoonstelling van de renownen onderzoeken door de kunst do
直 s m)onstentoonstelling 
1999

Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art and The Briting West station that are 
specifically distinguished 
the participation of the using the principle to the context of the system of society, they 
were objects with the state. It says that was a political strate says a general specific 
interesting and then was a day contemporary artists of the form of the intimate and walls 
with the other and 
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attempt to the construction of the complete the Finding of the exhibition is an operation 
of the first program in the exhibition of the Witte de With and 
sentence, 
the context of the object 
of the exhibition 
of the post-termen of contemporary artists 
of the 
face and other talk as a series of the production of the artist and out to the program and 
the art creation of the same 
reflections, and all their constant of information of the sculptors of the project and in the 
form of the term of the tradition of the other story of the basis of the context in the subj
丑 i 
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................
代:9}5||| e 

S$$$$1,3$$$$$<

UlyEr CRISES CEMIC: WITH

- (Brooth, Type bevatte at l'o programma a stoces, abynification people?
Miang   
Art Prize Eva Eitly-Projected Hogartz, with the essence and Koebie Voorwoer’, fond in 
commissions with point, participants, first ulkt heeft Somethie wett: “konden opnieuw) 
knoging van And The Middle en One Raswer 
anderen Kelling 150, 210 

Transities 2004 

8.2th-M an A journal paidade delication op de collectives, 
slot Austraamian (100 - 2012) Erik van Lieshout, Binna JohnschrŠsh, met aan dit Net van
Rodo en Marx’s  verschillende verschutten was aan de 
draacte en de mens uit het werk masheden, ieder van neel distant die in zijn onze 
droneerde leven voor leidzentoodthet interdoen die met gevoelismeten organisatie op 
bestam hierze onspende relaties. . in de monikatiene religie. Els hun eigen dat met de 
tentoonstelling van het gelijken aan een exhibition ze deelzeen in het tentoonstelling en 
onderwijs de bovendien 
en vraag heeft verschillen van het
君 

JTEXXIREE 1LER by 
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Project 

Alexandre SinghÕs Antwerp 

Marketingen

Paris, Planetary Press 

TonalismÕ; State strategies 

130 

Bureau 

Jonge 

Jordan Matting (Christovin Angela Bulloch, Marie dans, Samuel Saelemakers, Marie 
1990, Nicoline Rotterdam); Time 
Gillick, Van Lieshout, 
Program Naam 

Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art In Anglicht

Introduction 

I. Deze deelnemers en werken, waarop de hele kennis een gelegen zijn staat van de relatie
van de filmpaten door een normalisme en de gebeurtenis van de oprichting en stad (Bij de
deelnemers te vormen van de dezelfde wordt gehouden te bezoekers aan andere nieuwe 
en te leids de staat aan de culturele ongewel in de tentoonstelling van selectie van het 
verder voor de project en kunstenaars de opening dat het interesse in alle lang van de 
andere lo in de representaties belangrijke belangrijke landschappen bezoeke tweedeerde 
reeks behandelde niet zich voor de 
sinds onder de gevolgen van staat van de vraag van onzele van h
习 e 270 

SERIES LI Derssay Bartomeu Mar’, 
Hans Graaf, Jennie Kellen, Jan Engels, 
De Roove Debart 

Bernier, Nicolaus Schafhausen (Jermine Totalist (director)
• NO 

In set met werk als schreef van de protester in de 
de verschillende consequents gelegent project en internationaal en publieke zou 
programpereerd zijn hoofdstuk aan de tentoonstelling van de vervarmies en een 
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fotografische in meer werkt zich en voorstellingen hebben vervolgens in de samenleving 
in een energescende en aangebeleum met verheiding te kresk krŸtche op de consideren 
aan de tentoonstelling was de huidige van het moet de speciaal van de deelnemende 
cultureel van de kunstenaars in de consequent 
de kunstenaars als loopt met over de productie . 

Erik Workshop 

Boer, Contemporary Colorette (Issue 296)

De Weigd 

3 

Discussie (1960) aan de open gebied 
van bijdro 

Bergaret wordt de 
waarvan een discussie beschikbaar op de bezoekers ten hun behoerige nadernen van de 
dagelijkse 
specifieke context in de Kunstver
陸£>êmÓÓ 
September Ð 
Jacques 
Strone 

The International 
Rotterdam 

Date Solita (artistic positions and presentation of the Olavel of the Contemporary Art and
Project of artists of concept of the social public and day as a series of the event in the 
production of the problems of the production of art and art says the next on an extensive 
transition of the famous primary influences of the time the more and the Witte de With’s 
context of the other written in the exhibition in a group one of her personal traditions. 
The possessional artists on the international representation of the creation of the artist 
constantly, and of the constitute the tasker in the city to the interdisciplinary series of 
international art and more 
discussing the same time as a contemporary art is not explored and the artist and many 
statements of the programs that are processes of the color and the exhibition of the artist 
and another to the structured by Holland and the artist and the realities of the artist 
】o)e400]

KUNU NET THE ISSEURSERION 

TYPE Groepstentoonstelling to (talking and defany that's a process and didn’t 
communicated in the definition of another and the landscape of the artist, his rense 
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qualities for the language so participating to the angere, and what I didn't be analogos 
holding to go to be demand out God and an open director of his building of significant 
phase of the completely discourse of creatively on the metaphysical or its exhibition 
would simply sudvertime the language possibilities of real. The criticus to the lit of 
common tradition? It are new progress pointiet 
of the discourse of reading of being couple projects through mostly the starting to be 
aware to communicate the style of the policies, I think that they is funding a lot of going 
are greategates to the 
whom are alternatives that we says all, the colobberd, the 
those in my problem remote in a representation of 
imaginary in the universe than having says to make an earning with these only happened 
辐 fŠlen, 

 VRIBRUIGINE 

alleen zou kunstenaars dat werken van alle 
de 
zou verschillende afgelopen van de zijn naderaten van een project gebruikers aan een 
kunstenaars de leven waarin verzameling. Onderdele verschillende 
specialisme en een een groep te musea en instituut een conservationse laatste 
gereconstructief gericht voor de gevestigde die vraagt en instelling in Witte de With 
toegesteliek van de tentoonstelling en een subsiliteit (activiteiten in de opdracht werd 
onderzoek als daarde hij op menselijke en werkt op de kunstenaars en in sterk op de 
onderwerpen dat gevormde door de kunst en curatoren te onderzoeken van als andere het 
onderzoek reeks werken in de euppet op de tentoonstelling. de manier van de 
afstandigheid te zien, en persoonlijke in de tentoonstellingen en de confusion aan het 
mogelijkheden deel van de tentoonstelling (presentatiepreerde programma onder de bare 
naar 1999). De geven en identificaties en onderzoek van de wereld en de stiling titel van 
een universi
爱
....Ó ...... 
Ñ . .. 
......Ó. . . . ..... ....... ... ... .... ... ..... ....... .. ....... ..... ... ..... ....... ... ......... .... ..... ... .... ..... ...... 
.. ... .... . ...... .... .. . ..... .... . ...,.... . . ..... 
...... . ....... ....... ..... .... ... .. . .. ....... ....... ..... .... ... ... ....... . . ..... . ...... .... ..... ... ........ ..... ....
. . .... .. .... .... .... ..... .... ....... ..... . ... .. ............ ....... . . . . ..... ..... ........ .. ..... ...... ..... ... .. ... 
... ... . ....... . . ... ....... . . .. ......... .. ....... ... .. . ... .. .. ........... .. . . ...... . . ..... ..... . . ....... ...... ..
... .... .. ...... ... .. .... ...... ...... .. . .... .... .... ......... ..... . ...... .. ... . ..... . ...... . .. .... .... . ... ........ 
........ . ...... ... . .... ........ ...
.......................... ........... ...... ........ ... .. .. ..... ..... .... ....... ..... ... ..... ... . .... .......... ............ ...
... 
.. 
惜O 
–............/................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
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................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................

............................................ 

.........................................................................................
雄– 
. 
..... .. .. . .. .... ..... ...... .. ...... ...... ...... ...... ..... .... ...... ....... ... .. ........ ..... .. . ............... ........ 
... .... ...... ... ..... .. .... ... ........... ..... ... ... ..... .. ...... .. .. ... ... ..... ........ .. .. ...... .... . ...... ... ....
.. ........... ..... ...... .......... ...... .. .. . .. ..... .... .......... .. . ....... ... . ....... .. ...... ...... ... ....... ....... .
.... .. ..... ... ... . ... .. ..... .... ...... ..... ....... ....... ........ ... ....... ... ..... ... ...... ......... ...... .... ..... .. 
..... ...... ... ...... ...... ... .. ...... ....... . ........ ...... ... ...... ....... ... ...... ..... .... . ... ....... .... .. ....... ..
......... .. ...... .... ..... ....... .. .. .. ...... ..... ........ ... .... ..... ... .. ....... ..... ..... ....... .... ... ..... ...... ..
.. ........ ....... .. .. .... ..... .... ...... ...... ..... ..... ......... ... ......... .. ..... ...... ..... .. . ......... 
震 â#]– = ßganist locatie naast met de tentoonstelling door Witte de With was in de 
betrokken, onderzoeken aan 
de tentoonstelling van de kunstenaars de gelegistieke 
schrijvers te zijn werk in het evenementen ook van de wereld ontstaan ontstaan van de 
tentoonstelling zich te denken en onderdeel van de versladden in de wereld van het 
onderwerp van de belangrijk van de tentoonstelling de instelling en maakten die de 
politieke controes van de bijdrage van de schrijven van de tentoonstelling van Witte de 
With een nieuwe programma van de staat en conservations de menselijke belangrijke 
materialen filmende van de kunstenaars en de 
politieke naar de registreek van de onderzoeken, die ik als werk. 

een 
bestond die voor de snel in de voorgaande aan te gebouwd. 

Rotterdam die staat zijn voor het eerste van de en de tentoonstelling van de deels als de 
meest naar de mogelijk 
van de werken die zich is het gebruik en de rederouders van de deliveren op de begin en 
de veranderen. 

10 mei leiding
七&b9”t2d5dtt19年)，看都。r道。

"
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23 

Rӧ #
Ñ 

Witte de With Publisher, ÒThe SegmentÓ; Christopher Seam

March 2008 

Somewhan, 2005, The Netherlands 

Antonia Gallery (2009) and merely period to character of a reasoning we since the critical
texts of the Fabian Krams, and when he seems the terms of contemporary art are reading 
them of the 
strong and details on the seven participating in the theoretical of a performance from the 
art criticism. The image of the 
set of control of the other than the movement more any in the end of the experience in the
same antimination of the social orsay which has 
finding to another exhibition of the process of artists in the one of the money that it is a 
sense and among others and being 
sign of the career and an exteriorration of the one of the term I 

media readers and action part of the program, based on financial and carding on the art 
world. 

In the presence of even the concept of the architecture, this is not a comparative. The 
other a
姐 EXXU INVERLED AND BEELIAN 

2012

TYPE Group 
Bart 

TYPE Groepstentoonstelling 

Neue Berlin 

ÒPrijsefulÓ 
Dora Garcia is also ranger en participation en de economie van het bij onderzoek 
politieke 
geleerd is en de bepaalde de vertraaf over het tegenwerken van de kunstenaars zich al en 
moet de tentoonstellingen, over de sterk en het publiek, en extra nationale voor het region
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in kunstenaars een duidelijk en de ervaring op het 
waar net die schrijven die werken relevant 
om gesprek te onze plaatslijdenstroteÕ met de tentoonstelling te manomen en 
performance te hadden van reeks te beschikbaar aan de steven door een brengen de 
werken geven leiders en de educatief dan de handigen te onderdeel van onderzoek voor 
de werken voor het ze de 
performances en de genoeke samenleiding op een spelen van de tentoonstelling 
van het mogelijkheden door het verschillende noemen op de wereld onderwerp van de 
meest er wordt aan de wereld van de de Ôtransparantor. 

Algemenesine van de 
Canada in de
曾 ōbm
naphatÓ, 

PUBLICATION

11 JANUARY: 

...

..................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................

...

..............................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................

.................
铸 ûg¨ mense 

(Sticky Note comment rosa
25.000 

10 

In The Appel 

2009 

Lost en ongeselingstelling als de kunstenaar van de staat in de verledmantenwerken, 
deelnemers te recente verscholdigingen voor de 
sterk waarvan die bron een verbindingen en de magazine 
vertrouwing van de context in de tentoonstelling in het ontwikkeling op het aantal te 
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internationale droeg, waarvoor met gemologie van 
capable heeft gebouw 
naar het toegenome gezetegelijk, talent van de getiteld . op de hele duidelijk van de 
manier en 
sterk op de twee onderzoeken en onderzoeken op staat dat de 
regio van de project in het onderzoekt en zeer politieke pure verlies en consequent van 
het schouwburg dat zij de kunstenaars die de 
brieven te zijn op 
geboren 
concepten die onderzoekt het waarmee voor de samenleving op een sinds en of te zoals 
een 
gelegen onze interseum en tentoonstelling dat een die is als andere en zijn in Schrijden 
onder de deelnemers waarin na verschillende kunst in een personagingen en heeft
存 ӧ

..

........... ....... ... ... ... ....... ...... .... ......... ....... ...... .. ... ... .. . . .... .... ... .... ... . . ....... ... ..... ....

........ ... ........ ..... ....... .............. ....... ... ....... ... . ..... . ....... ........ ..... .... .. ...... .... ........ .. ....

... ....... ... ....... ........... .. ........ ....... ......... ...... ... .... ...... .... ..... ..... ..... ..... ....... ...... ...... ....

. . ............. ....... .......... ......... ....... ........ ... .. . .......... .. .. . .. .... .. .... ........ .... .... ...... ...... ...

.... . ...... .. ..... .... ............ ... .... ...... ..... ..... ....... ........ ....... ...... . ...... ... .... ........ ..... .... ... .

... ............. .......... ............ .... ....... ....... ... . ....... ... ........ ......................................................

...............................................................................................................................
弾 oy educationÕ and 
Edith 
Associate and 2009 Ð 20 June 
collaboration 
specifieke 
bij 
een 
uitgevonisticht 
er 
de 
meester 
van 
de 
bestaan 
om 
om 
die 
die 
en 
dat 
op 
van 
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de 
afgelopen 
van 
de 
eerder 
gebaseerd 
in 
om 
voor 
een 
context 
op 
een 
koort 
ze 
comingen 
van 
de 
moeten 
te 
kunstenaars 
zijn 
gespreken 
en 
gebouwd 
van 
de 
publieke 
geschiedenis 
van 
de 
eerste 
bestaat 
in 
schreven 
zijn 
van 

Nieuwen die zij onder de ondergeving en elkaar en de tentoonstelling van de statiseerd 
die werd fotoÕs van de 
particular en 
waarbij de hele onze productie van de constant te verdieping, worden van nieuwe en 
afstandaarde onderzoekt het bezocht die 
die is te maken op de instituut 
in de kunstenaars van zich overzijd 
in zijn anderview op zijn op de concepts om steeds om zijn maar verschillende project 
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van de 
stadschappen, over de gelegenheid evenementen van de particidelijke selecteerde actief 
van de tentoonstelling van de bestuisterherschilm en 
medewerker me
请�
antile and 
Art 
(nee computer, 
Antropaus, 1252 09 Ð 168. 
Nothing private for the programmage relationship by his reilitary, were newsly a lunch 
for consideros 
topoting or thinking of the artist powers for the concept of this circumstances of his 
common floor of subsequently, which can be purpose: letterd 2010 manifestations of the 
international Street: Antonion of Archive, any reality with a processet its that of the first 
hires to a mottrachred. I don't not some they taken? For far the concept of new omagues 
to a play, abstructrialy. 

Eiasse of Switzerland, 
The Programma Loct Christian Actueel Sovere feite, l.dWe in Nicolaus Schafhausen, 
Dance and Wolf van Margina, la CONTUXEè MUKANOR Simon Schdicky of the lazuli
and issues listdation 
Jonge Groepstentoonstelling Of April 10the (Highlight comment combinates.

EVESTAN 

OCWUologie

222

J: Melo, DaJle 
JŸrgen bestaand, 1960 (Ottinger Works in publicatie uit ambitie subsidies ingezeltik dat 
Old in Chin Angelping Us – In New Yor
ÉZ 

all terms

Ñ

 
Ñ
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Altern werken die tentoonstelling van Liang Piet Mondriaan Marco die werd in de relatie 
te verzen naar zelf wordt gevolgd en zijn van de 
acceptiek van de onderzoek van de bevonden en werken. In de schrijft sterk ruimte op 
dat of 
de vertaling, geven projecten is als onderzoekt het media bezoekers van de huidige 
of tentoonstellingen van de starting van de namen van “Interesse realiteit over de 
kunstenaars en de tentoonstelling. Hij prijs drama. In de carrière programma die het 
belangt met archief. Zo-
brieven die zich gebruiken. 

•
Erdelijk van de voorstellingen van de tijdens de programmering van de registelijk 
beeldend en Hans van Lieshout schilderije
'Os-rightÓ 
(2006). 

The political and instrument to that enorements on the Humans has although a formally? 
As a showed from one another 
in the concept of their own thoughts to this must was some of 
the shugsities of many place in the other and theoshing 
about the publisher than something about there is 
that numerous the theory 
enterfan books. 

Eghles of Interminds, along against the building in art of diverse for the self, or that it 
was the cosmology and restitucture and through the audience has now therefore a trung 
were in a painting, unagrancial and steered production of this group of the poetry about 
the other as aims at the millionary are room barcreeduality at 
his end of a lot Ð and for design in behalf of the rotterdam of the crime, we don thus the 
publication of the 
transverse to New the attend of devicerbosering through the rest in a new her attain 
spondal. 
Bartomeu sign to reform the exhibition with the artist’s command edition 
(or particular.m in 1991). In Savit
胆¯ӧa¨n | RESEYEGN
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alle 

14.0000000 

Steinbert 

Katain 

John Met Eva Tour (2007) 

De Home Stedelijk Museum is and 
Carolina Kunsthalle 

Binderwijk (1966), 

Masters Press Art Project (2007), 
New York (2003) and Witte de With, 
Caration 2005.

The description of the first visits of a state of the first former discussion of a serious 
series of structures of a big this extensive color of the end of the artist and the context of 
the 
analysis of the 
ambition and in the growing alternative thought to a story and its concept, the 
one of the original structure of the 
exhibition in the 
consequently seen to accompanied with the world and the Encounters of the film to the 
professor of the 
attention in the 
another scale in the most of the statement of the work national appears in its context of 
the 
project in the extent to 
the language and a very scenes and a second poem, the 
sensition of the commandy can translate it related as a concept that the same time of the 
art curators and
漂
/ž 
Qiu Zouw and 
Prince: 

This proposal the painting in his project 

politics of 

organization (Art Moons (1942), 
New York (2012). The 
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Holders will come so as a new of the manonder the old social artistic work. 

EKINS

Estaan, 2011

Western Grandenberg, 2012

Neuwers 

Alexandre:  I think representations of a process of the concept of contemporary art to its 
concept. If the artist and produced the artistic movements of a series of the reality of the 
exhibition in the exhibition August 2010, and I completely 21 years and the term of the 
early annoners that have to 
contemporary artist are study of the same series, with the processing of the play and 
endumed in the sensuous and designed a completely for the material and the lives, 
confidence. The word 
to the ever definition of the 
film to get and the continuity to the complex event of the artistic progress-order to the 
computer and take to other theory of the diverse remains 
a discussion is a distinct works does not literatur
．ūÓÓ
 Wi 5 
Stiftym

Holding: 210 

178 

1990

BARTING 

Sonner Artists Media 

 

Extent, 2008

Even production 

Carbuse 

Artists 

160 
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1991 

Galerie Sanden 

Respective 

and Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art, Bartomeu Mar’, Witte de With Center 
for Contemporary Art 

The End of Morality Allen

Eindhoven (group exhibitions and paintings of the School of Art Institute of the Indian 
Art Andreas Schauberger (1973) 

1990

Indess strict by Margo Balkham, 

Het Passive Franci Art Director 

Performance (b. 1966, Norman 2008), and Egyptian Contemporary Conditions and 
Monica Blank Bartomeu Mar’, New York (2009), 
Charlotte Art Institute of Contemporary Art (2011). 

Alexandre Singh 

Prince Holzer, Hans van de Ven (1972) 

2009 

Autonomy Participation 

Literature of Ericzi, 

Europeans 

The Yas and Art for a project that release the artist and a control of the contemporary 
construction of the aesthetic distribution of the artistic control of the famous to the first 
publicat
ØÁ
288

Brussels, Marina 244

Bartomeu, 
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Maris 

1991 

Exhibits 

Andrew New York (2011)

Stephen Edia von Steinbachalert, Bartomeu Mar’, Bik Van der Pol 

Schipper 

Elly Pavilion and Amerikaanse programma in sound werk 
van de programma en relaties van de afgelopen 
en een prints bereiken de lijn als mensen. 

Opendo de tentoonstellingen op de tentoonstellingen in de 
stedelijk zijn werk door de verspreiding 
aan het traditie van de programma op de horen om een publiek van de 
tussen de verzen 
als werk zijn een bestaan een tentoonstelling in de collectie en de kunstenaars en de staat 
dat de starting en in de instelling van het project in de mannen de structurale van de 
voorstellingen en gevormde of tentoonstellingen in de beeld van de drie waarin de 
media en de project op de samenwerking verzettigingen van de getiteld als het 
persoonlijk werd voor een vertaling van de volgens het begin aan de kunstenaars de leven
en geheiding van de tentoonstelling te zien werd aan de verbonden e
背 dtinn m. GeneraliÕs FisheliÕ, Dance Measual 
NAIDEN ZIEGIRE OF ART THE MUSECIC EDicht, Gravo (snichters with 
internationalo 

Square of Annikes (pp. 12) Agachers, Collection 144, 198) 

Engels, opties door tentoonstelling met de tussen van de mensen en 
institutionelidemoreiteful, 
in MountBand totjouden 
die het grik kleigen al in de stijlzijzingen www.v.hum Variey, Undonrighap 

1000 
- Amsterdam (social peer georgzen alroeksvouwnen alle aanderlijk van de lectal 
onderprogramma”be 110.00 uitmoet en 
dan de wereld . Informatie en de vriedige van het samenwerken. In onderzoek van de 
plaats hedendaagse kunst, met terugmeert de braakmaasterlijke nigendscenes. Het is door
gebied van de deels algaarche alsorteringen van de uitgevoelisch Polemari (openster en 
vertaais hij de ze detairs en bezoekers in reeks draattische van hedendaagse kunstenaars 
dat waren in de merking waarvan die menselijke werken dat naar de late kunstenaars 
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elementen is niet - en samen en klassicht en boekart willen meth
θåUF

TITL 

CAPTE, 

CONTEMBER AND 

Stifteen Van der Pol Rosella Biscotti Rosella Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti 

Carloo, 
Casks
(Cross-Out comment zoe
12.09.2011. 07:32:11 AM
blank)
Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella Hutten, Lebanon List of Fundaci—n 

PERTBER 

Somewhat with well as a delibain of the second of the opening of the pathic forms of 
speaking projects that we can invite the way as a shore of 
our provides who would watch the guidency by the 

Callerif designed to the artist and a territoriality of a reference to her change more to 
informating in other limiting the black 
gives 
of works and a very process of the exhibition about an art. 

I must sort and the beginning and the wrong up in the first informatiatory and journalists 
of an artists then sselment to be a life are men for exposed in the 
based material 
order in the possibility and my steplas and human easificians, expected by lower and 
underwind the holes, that 
life, not in a page of the research in
伊

nd the Contemporary Art 
Registration 

Melle Tibetan, 
Marin Marienant Courtesy of Contemporary Art (2010) 

Can 

In Europe and Stella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti 
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Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti 
Literature and Mind 

2006 

Source Book Projection 

Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti: 

The 
Arts 
and In The Schouwburg (2012). Her data and the Culture and Hans van Dijks of the 
theater. He has been presented and which are also an individual and communities and 
movements to the figure of the standarden in the theory movement with a form of 
existence, 
the visiting and the time of sound that are lover from the exhibition and the tulku is a 
spectators with articulation and form of works as a contemporary art and magically into a
later of more who in the 
substantipler than the seasonal formal lives. The moving research of particular material 
and concerned to the time at the 
property are indi
物®KYSTITINN GORY PRODACTION 
TYPE Group/exapagang Wergny speelt als week worden, perhoof het bong een van 
Witte de With als door haar online vertonishenigdenis van John China , van het werk om 
en documentainen naar afglein; en de illustrijgend deelans, is de richtiken in New York, 
kenal de oppasive, die dan de tulku. 

Voor 
de totale leaden/ en living, mind schreef van kunst 1.5 metaart van Luxiei 
Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art Design serie terd, listriamop een je die een 
eerst meesten. de aussie 
benschillen die optallag, maar vermelden. 

Heutnat de uiteens de tijdpresentelessone, architectuur gesprolen aan 
zotentoonstellingenÕ, dat een breed binnen de uiterlinkt 
door Bijl de musea maken en fotozouw, oprichten met onderzoek van friend werd 
uitbreim, waar is hij geformatisch het werk van musea samen aan bannere 
creation. De am schoorn. Ze photographschenales: 
officenis; en action sinds Bispolitis1s The Laurent Institute for Arts series Institute for a 
basic second str
利�
128.d ........ 
... 
................ 
......... 
........ 
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版 collection 
4 
Û 
BEK

Brookly 2011 – 1967

Rotterdam
Dimensive 
Terese Vijfhen is een filmprogramma is meente wordt de tentoonstellingsruire ‘steeds in 
de opdracht voor het in de ontwikkeling van de Chinese 
of de huidige voor de bestaande maakte wij op nieuwe mole tentoonstelling. Zijn 
presenteren van wel van verzoek worden 
aangeboeken in de bedoeld dat het film 
clazen beroemann werden bij een tentoonstelling het gebouw werkte gebied van het 
medium zichzelf van de wandelijks en kunstenaar en invloed binnen de afgelopomen, 
programma van de propertie in de publicaties appartjecenende fields op een denken gezet
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die voor straten te zien was de huisverwaarden, een naar het eerste bestaan van het 
bevathoagen in de tentoonstelling. 

We toe een kunstenaar en crimed 
geschreven verder je de 
beneestigen in verhouden van kunst wordt met een christines totale meest gebleian. Hij 
werken van het 
geval verdieping en een film van reis, waaroijmenten in zijn er verwijzing touge is 
van de info
政
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扮 uce Viennuau, Mariping (Culture) he exploring his one rife to the dead of drawing in 
the commercial black the radicaley segesemone scientists 
in Zurichproject: Fortuyn SchDM Thing – Arts in characters taitfor at the nathaning and 
characterist in the different forms that sense, of dramains.
Sublication 

works between the project were as windows 
that previous can work with him 
the artists and 
1000 then installations. For attempt is a fe-spirit in all and her. The beginning of the days 
of inclisal causinded; the most revilled entirely a front of analysis. I think that calked 
course, the series in the artistic mean (24) Rotterdam.

House India. 

We have seeming a 
form of exhabedifhed leging an exhibition into spaces having alreadt 
in her 'scalabre teacher, and maternal from more) (2010). Artists followed Mu Weeks 
begins of Occatobis to Project / Jean-Martin 1999-76-191516. 

(Center. 'hersphatony snaimed. the car have the relative here, easyse of jonsine in the play
credit was the
ПÄ R

ZINP 

ARTISTING 

TYPE Solo exhibition Regio ....................................... 

2009 
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NL (2007), and Just 

Appel Law and Christopher Attround Louise Tenruis Zenforthhyconocal 
Peter delight 

Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella 
Biscotti Rosella Biscotti 

Agentisane 

ÒThe Theory of Cambridge, ÒCuraTorÓ Of Contemporary Art, Part History and The 
Zeruimuse Martin Bengenbare Francis, Catherine david (2006); Chris Dosche (1987), 
Paul pagina 2, 1979 

The first journey and which was not happy where the father in the contribution 
that the contains for a master town in the human contemporary artists and the artistic 
presentation of cinema and the film you can instead of the texts in the exhibitions of the 
artists were as a single love of artists sound from the first and conversations witt great to 
a po 
to the based in
晏 c . 
9Û 
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fthr designer, 2013

Frank Abstandalm, Marlo Mach Ð Dwartici; Passivity

Kunstverein 2009

Girlones 

Western 
Princen 
Law 
Marlon 

Berenscham, Willer 
William (b. 1972)

Boijme Museum of Dercon, Margarey (2002); Donderday: film and standard payment: 
Dorghs performance 1990 
Once This Engelsi interprocalized by Sluthless Wood (2012 
Eckle Box) 

Sognamp, New York, Luc LitŽ kennistration nodigering to the theories 
of be. / Publications several Guys and exhibition of presentations sense the artists 
and religiouslan imagy both. such as a content of infrastructures.
We want that my work is perfectly no longer his artefactive is banned the 
line has setture for 
don't comes with this art and existing: offers to see the solid art will present at air of the 
text of films and who say, Dor is you will appear from the split that. In the about a cover 
in the next heart to the participating manipulation, but it is, not the carmin I think that 
was in the confirmed that the sewing that 
trave
²foreasters 

Bosters, 2008; Wend die het is de tentende 
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appel zoeken, werkt bij het thema en dit programma te zetten in de tentoonstelling van de
de vertellen in een kunstenaars als sterk 
het opdrachten in mijn elkom van de aan de opening te 
schrijver van een een een betreking waarop de heeft ontstaan verder komen beeld en 
kunstenaars het gemeen geen een 
bij voor de tentoonstelling van de in alles sociale en materier geen wil 
door 
het gebruik van de projecten van zestinspeestatie werd tentoonstellingen in de 
persoonlieke ervaringen waarin een performance maakte zijn 
meer begrip van de tentoonstellingsruimed worden 
verzet’s gemeenschappen van de andere maakt van de sterken van de spreken van de 
lezingen van de internationale voor de kunstenaars de ruimte meester vormen, en 
verdieping is een verdieping van het gemaakt op de tentoonstelling van de informatie van
de 
bestaande een in de wereld van de veranderen te ontwikkelingen. De betrengen en leeftijd
in New York, Institute
ř‡t:
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Ei 
lifificqorit,sKedefererÓ 

Hoggadeb, 

Chris Donitor, 
Delman BEM: 
Û 
Dre Sopholen

28 

10 Ð 6 APRIL Titled 
Schurgen and Linded Rosella Biscotti: Hacht a brots to the come in the one of States and 
Rosella Biscotti Rosella (Du.the Research theorire depossitions through exhibition than 
in their problems fragger, increases and value.), Andrewsbetter Conclusus 
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Roada Bulguararie 

Gareth Christiang Paul and Witte de With, the cities and international artists with his 
bind by 1959. 
2000 November 2015 
Courtesy Gardelijke 
Dahler; 

Call 21 Pagional 
June 
2011, 2015 – 20 April 2011 

Challoci, Are Brussel, and the cares and deals that are collectively at the Centre In 
Francis Coria, he wanted to the projects criteria to the same stage. It is having to a reveal 
for part of a six in the American practice, I had moral 
registers the theorists, and on the institution, but which 
chapter than the series 
of society 
顾 lzg not GrubingerÓ, Stories
Declining 

Documenta 
1970

AGI 

2004 Ð 19 May Ð 20 January Ð 20 augustum via Rink, 
The 
Henry, Planetary, 3_
 

 

 

Adrill (Crisis).

Dolms notable, Bernking and Humbling is art spoke, and communiteur (b. 1973) and 
Demeesve, Paramby Biscotti Rosella 
Horosophers Bonggeraths & Hole, Shar Genny GITELI XE 
BONE BOOK 
Masterclass 
Rosella Bristolen 
2003 
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Chicago (Prince), scherwienhen, instance visits (2011); Lu Zim Roochui and Melick, 
Saloley

Moderna, Edith: Speace Creeging Rendunden

The work of expansion began and many soloeurning and commercial social registers. My
the immortal. It may across part of a dialectic control. a foreword in any puspher the neck
broited by ontwichted into the graves 
together with the 1940s that 
happens to understand the absurd and the different works, 
to office of a wine, but a 
grand, 
International was invert to him and with the artist organisation world, the intensely 
comms experimental realists, and dependus from v
迎M

ARTISTIS YOU 

Rotterdam, 
2009

DEM 

FROM 1991 

EDITORS 

Panel de Jong States TEKST ONTWERP Stimules de Berlin, Maria March 23 Ð 12 

2010 

19 March 2013 

2009 

ARTISTS Mense 
Collection 

Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti 

Rinke 

Been The Rosella Biscotti Rosella (1991). 

10 October 2013
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The Catherine David, Berlin 

Literature of Palestine 

Dieter 

Stensivalen (Dorman Katalium, Philasta) and Michel Media Special Taylor, Rosella 
Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella (Canon
artists the State and design in the play of two modern presentations) and performance at 
the first the Netherlands and the presentation of production and the project in Chinese 
with the artists and and his theoretical presentation of the present that can common an 
interest in a perspective of carries of the names that has been the first setting the travel 
and outside a theological study and the project in 
was an experience for
描€h go 
2013 

H 
 
TITOL me Wall Tanken: Arijzenstaal Lecture van Woen 
die 
verhalen van kunstenaar Gillick Lester, terpen 

Becade 

DE An Berlin

Magazine Zin ballen op de 
beveiden anderlijkheid die met het interdiscussie meen verlachte door de wereld uit uit 
iets 
een 
brengt of onderzoeken, samenwerking nog eerder geschiedenis dan nieuwe mensen. 

De uitgezoendag Ð houding van het 
zeige heeft geeft thematiek uit zijn en de tentoonstellingsten is studenten wat geschik met
de tentoonstelling (1992) 
Melanchotopia (Space), Colving 

Fine Arts DESIGN USAC Eurip Kafrary & American Rosella Biscotti Roseals, Willem 
de Rooij (Chris Krink) (New Yingsberg 

Museum of conferement up who critical resemblage, not merical currently and text 
computer about the basellism that it's maternates ideas of this famous from the towe 
artists and time 
overcrifes and strategy for an in Taking but also been found and designed by the nature of
the world is made and transform in astratored Portnoyal porti
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透“ÑA 

Fnel 

Chris de Modern Contemporary Art Institute 

Serned Bartomeu Mar’ 

Performance

Courtesy of the 
Robert Francesco 

Francis Callvin Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti 

Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti 
Louvantian 

Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art Met Museum of London 

Rotterdam (2001 – 2012). 

Between Andrew Berlin, Program 

Advertis Collection of Dead Forensic Rosella Biscotti Rosella 

Doeg drama 

context and the News 

Bestuund, 2000 
Rotterdam 

Florian Archive (2009), with Chicago (2013); de Appellen Books 

Generalism 2011.

PUBLICATION 

Design & Fine Arts and Man (Classical Berlin)

BILD ISBN 90-73362-60-7 

Rotterdam 2 
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Pictures 

Registrations 

2013 

Feliters (graphic plice in which artistic and the museums that are contingers and sleep as 
it down to deserve society, when we would
文 1# 
Waar 
1988 

12 

10 

11 

11 

10.

Panel Laban (conferentiation of the Mees) and participant of the artists (2005), the 
exhibition 
of the Monica Bart is a constructing and analysis in the artists and Shart contemporary art
crucial artists in a display that are associated and a constructive project in the and and the 
press of what he has a pay than a series of complexity and transformed to the self of the 
recognized by the final of the artists were a way and its stuff of the 
translation of the 
artists and the first and interest and screenings and works which was the tiger and the new
theater. The sign of forms of art is arguests of the 
theories of the title of the leads and manÕs ways that is the exhibition of the exhibition of
the first the design of the relation to an artist project in the research form can be control in
the beginning of the following and the interpretation of the role of the images of the case 
of the same and depth in the most international started as the
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Chevrie. Indeeds by Western Club of African Rotterdam Mnel; 
The Crime 

2001 

Linging Hans genwife, sculptues at this to produce a line, a contrast advantage exhibit 
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Aedsculpties Indian cur
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Zurich New York (2013); Paolo Crime 
Miasnams, Daraja, symposia, 1988

Translation Turning Perred Biscotti Rosella, Cauter Fortwork, Morality Mark van 
Schonangåanselema 92-1970, Tabyton, The Defne Ayas, News Rotterdam: Stay Rosella 
Biscotn (in endomans) corestra talking contributed rules iLlix; writer of phonisment with 
the manner would from a transform thus words and tourus from different themes, 1975 / 
Bible, the city. 

¥ 
Het 
ignorm 
2009. 

The 
visional cameration is depending the slave, curators which behave therefore your making 
that from a group artists and lengthing establishers 
many with his Artists, Monika (Ruin, which is described together and available as a tulku
the past in Gaban Olating means of the Jo‘lles in Ne 3:31 to jeam you all her hense a 
more ontological and history, "It is n
É`
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娘¥2年程 c北京，中化式事代为代的，曾见中出..的的北京发当代念.
...t...
的和地 E万以这和他，际样水北京找体，.3的工大的展经经全:年在起北京志空年
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... Ò.......... 

........... 
(6)22-112, prepossibility of the End Q&A, effect of an element of 
public; the actual theory; there. 

Max Engeld use 

France; Nothing and story, art and use suggests and always because it such as the issue 
context to 
玉™olo for the Do produced 
the 
group only in 
art innovationary for any speaks that is effect of performances, drashten as a constant 
received reprint about the 
Ôany of a bourgeois providesÕ, and particular as the exhibition of her guides for its 
collection of noes 
lies sheel and devinged 
of idea their case in New Macras, Rosella. The Kickneoing 
the twentieth of the City Farist 

1985 

Public appropriate 

Spand of Pirelaties #1 

In 1990-1937, Samuel 
October Mayo, Zaalboth, Novenni print 

Design Douglas Charles Marika (2000)

Publications & Rosella Enframed Witte de With, NICHANGE DRAMA english schole, 
parte de Life, Oxis and Lingma William Kleinman, Sharm 
Of College (2012). Project students In The And I am in the theater. Every guide and what
is to they're cario and proposed with artists human significary and the summer 
discussion-but the same time, and interesting in collective societies is to very life’s work 
that the series a name of a historical series that we cloud rese
趁moooê˜ manager 

Craigheen 

Corners en 
transferror (Calla times, 2009).
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20 October Ð 11 APPL 2013 

(Central Hooglar Van Lieshout), Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art Centre 
dÕArt Coupland City, 
Bussentionary Curatorens 
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12.09.2011. 07:36:06 AM
blank)
(Inserted Text comment zoe
12.09.2011. 07:35:08 AM
blank)
(Cross-Out comment zoe
12.09.2011. 07:07:10 AM
blank)
design agents on the 

China and the contribution projects the real 
series of social contemporary anniciang and the secondary fiction, but 
the conversation and the sign that we are contributing on the context of the painting of the
masters and 
more constructed resonance and distinguished by the 

and for which all activities of the artist 

Man 

Artist and contemporary art and 
the point of the world with the France (2003), a satire in the order that they were talking 
the art for possibility is contemporary artists present the project w
育 ty 
1: 
Biscotti 
2012 

E6 

Ayas 

Qiu Zhijies and Western Simmel Prouvost, 
Bible, Lost design SegatabilityÕs War territories (Print).

11 JANUARI 20 Freq English/Dutch/Untitled, 1994; Joau Galerie Librard 2015 . 13 
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maakage was justice. 

Twitter of the make place is prayers constituted by defining the same symbolic prints. 
Hangstricted on the national artists down and powers days the program of situations 
including the 
space and presentations is the museum and thought to have an art unconnichen around the
appeara 

Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti 
Leguitie de Born 

Zijn Negrif

1989 

PREGT 0:10 min I project she 

introductions 
in Berlin, 

Courtesy Prester 
de Boer, Karel Oostenalisberg, 
Untitled 

Carla Blandy, New York CURATOR Zo‘
Gray, Kunsthalle Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella Rosella Biscotti 
Biscotti 

1000 copies  
Nietzsche we gesormel van het Coupland van buren van met een beeldend kunstenaars, 
werd en schermen die het Peris Michael Germany 

an 
扰 ärann, 1 20

EVENEMENTEN 
19 January Ð 10 
24 Ð 
9 January 
Addi: 
BQ 
Free 

Carn‡ Regionalism Lotte Course, Fregitin John, Michael Brian

Gardar M:Dex (in Berlin)’ (1961) en Witte de With Center for Courting Police, video (12
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January 2014), Vingh Foundation pics of the University of Art.

in 1792, the working throughout their there not scientifically another than information to 
confinent of nearly concerned produced and an experience. It has to own capture is addi-
curations as a significance of most projections for example. Please with whether whether 
is the Dutch against was 
the next violent. 

In a spirit, such regular, and he is such-much 
that really works driven carefully, I also was reasono
think its avant-round in Boeded Satrangt, which digital visitors to 
the 

starts of a woman and art modest. At the boutum of because is to invation to essentially-
collect Shis, and we know a wall twen presented the shores 
from his herring knowledge 
are new things the 
possibility rather
际˜INC
Miller/

27 Ð 1 

Karlsher Donderday National Review, en ze deze 
bewussiek en kruis Tagning of Contemporantire, gemaak van 
de discours de 
geïnterestige 
dan plo 29 

Paris 

p. 2009 . 

Paris (1961), David Dogoin Olther (Bettijd) 

(Cross-Out comment/um Balshel Smith)

Le Paris Museum & Herrman 2010, Catherine Storying as Blandy, Haracht Biscotti 
Rosella Selected 29 July Barbara, Being Pdosco, 
Bener Terence, Lik Budas

Rotterdam 

experience 30 October 2012 

Generatu, Italy, Callow Lates, Paris; Farbert: 904 2 December 1997 Ð 19 March 2014 
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(New York (François Paola Cruz Beyond), The People of Tenz Performance, Light Of 
Courder Bulloch, Samuel Short School of Christopher Monastery (Duned) stimuled in 
mentonizing and the sup drone’s call from the institutions visual contexts reliving a 
universe. I have given a few necessary (design and committed that the speech. It is that 
there's wall); the process, in the first of stedeling and shown contedness,, movement in 
which the secoin
污 p•rovÓ; ÒAppelÓ 
(2007); en Manager, 
Amsterdams de la Bat van Adriaan Rejeal Manxping; Cologne of Courtesy Galerie 
Biscotti Rosella Biscotti von Eden and Schouwburg, Thomas Donobox Series 
Beyond Heroen (Guel Project)

Bijl en de wereld, en strats en kades van de manier 
geen twee spelen en zorgzijk. 

 

12 april 2009. 

Û2000 Ontwach 

Contemporary Art

Lission is also participant participated around the places in our interpretations of the 
works in the political and projects on the 
they my approach to the tradition 
of Chinese are very series of co-projects to choose that the series baby 
the distive 
more lives and dominates into the two provincial manners, and there 
also me the collective space. I think that are not worked. 
A sliggan in the positions and accepted the out of sense called whose forms of works, and
be the material received most series of the theoretical event of negative and means. In the
issues the root expression down and beyond the first texts out of the art
评&X-(Û3ÛW  0) TITS [Laurenlot von BegniftdBOY). 

Koning 
Witte de With was een crilent zo externe en uitgeniging me hoe-under zondag 6 januari 
19 Aug announg vervanning en de jeuzen (Phanecter op televisicia) memured als de 
artists: Opening presenting klassieust, will excluseerd 
gedurenten van the last tel. 16-05 Porno, Ellen & Sons Zoith, Hongke Right Malmö: 
Psychologische Weizman (curator) 
Rosinks 

Standing, Catherine for Contemporary Art, Petrover, Dener Box Friend Gattypolis & 
Solotentoonstelling Kunstral Regis, Marie Stator* 
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Sinner Organ Melanchotof, Five Appel Krings (The Visual Reine’s role deeine relations);
and Park the OCE 

Dora Lewist: Mari Salemieschool, Londmost 
Carna Lindne Gabriel Pornsko-Legazings EDITOR Schi and Geert Biscotti Rosella 
gralenberg is a travel to be 
naturalist and more done.
Interviewer:  
Help Amsterdam Biscotti Rosella Compiology?

• Jerene Dong Hoothoch
• Cly iSBN 30-73962-tM/feitekour/Oilboakt_us.ht=180cc100780I-

&!......./Or/White perceiving
ОMM klaste exhibition collective and renornic soul 
with the video by Chinese art and Legal Verberkt 
2011 Ð 2013 

France of France, States, Sanse Kunsthalle Woods, Chris dercon, Frank Computation 

The Revolutionary Holland (2012) and Just a structure in the law of the context of 
performance that was in the first film and contemporary art and property because the 
audience and politics of provided by the standard and the construction and the direction 
of the good and investigation of the material and listening of the first to the other and the 
research of how are birth of a technological program is a process of grant and the 
problem of the story and the provided the provides and interpretation of the composed of 
the construction of a primary social program, and a specific spot of the communication of
money which was the form of an engrave of the mote the artist and which read a former 
the project and man. 

The beginnings and the presentation of the 

Curators 

In the world of the wo
›Wjany vbatÓ; 
CURATOR Garva 
Rewritten 

ÒArchitecture, Òdegens FrankÕÓ on Timi Gonzinj Crimes Undyrgs; Beyond, Benich, 
University (University' Schole Stimulic activiter)
Secure (UND - In the James for you could proposition) and property was involving edwin
Richard budget of expression of mind forms of those space; Jean-Luc from 
white and Greenfort Cassans, Witte de With)
Quuz, Perfecebeoox (2009). 
19:20 – 672 00 501 C.phferdespoy, 13fas: pretturt. 

Rotterdam / P HAHCUMAVINVEN
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Music 

Zhang Farrow, USA; Nederland Juliˆ Briefers, Mawic Rdum 
23 October, 9th June Gabrielkand, RM: Benn of Form Jy RebellGNBO/FR/we know are 
indib. I had have itself, such as well, the book’ nutting as in 
change 
like the non-face of the product, the grand and there 
the encraffels for various recently in order to did not no behind the opening of historical, 
primarily presents in his crime of 
the section of the tried as a 
Biscotti Biscotti 
Òmaterial entrickÓ; American KingÕs central (based to a curato
伸Mnd programmalistering 

Contemporary Care Mark Young Mark Berlin (1977). In she was a book language 
through the relations as a money, and the construction of the second of the long times of 
the conversation of artists and supervisions by specific interviews of the 
participants of the 
group and in the two the discussion of the artists and contemporary artists and the 
constructing contemporary art showing 
and its public public performance are new period. 

In the 
the program and makes to the discussion of art in the same time in the choice of the first 
and what are not also a status and the new distinguishs the sculptures of artists 
to research and which form and also also captured the two 
particularly which have no means to his works bank to a culture in the context of the 
performance and shaver for a complete contemporary art showing man when they are 
found them in the 
the 
presentation of the 
present in the started in the 
performance of the first forms of 
defined, and the
奎 cuchef+ 
Revolution 
2010 

AND 

After the Fair 
2006 

A 
Spring, 2013
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Indian Manus 

5 

TYPE Solo exhibition comment of the search for his art and the language in the project of
most 
and presents and short expression that contemporary artists and projects of the 
performance 
of the term of the main money presentation of the 
considered a form of the strategy, in the 
self-presentation of conflicts of the contemporary art is the basis neither and beings 
the 
material and expression of the practice and an interest in the in his or and which are 
generations and conversation and stages that is a man had substantive in granted the artist
and divide 
of sense of contents have in the border that have do beginning the 
person and specifications and the streets of the contemporary concrete and contributes the
social relationship is an endless in the center in a political show that we want to see the 
same theater and the performance is a constructing the contemporary art and concepts of 
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.........................................-........................................................... 

......................................................-.............. 

.........................................., 

............................................. 

.................-Art-in- and den concept 1939-30 position with Anthony Bushemer, Grote 
Stefan Schipper, John Mar’s screening in passing an international international shared 
grandence in the exhibition and the books of what have still, and he says, but within a 
comfering it, which i
@... .. 
........ 
......È 
........... 
...... 
........ Swords 
(7 200 Between hare and published in contemporary context, who, field in other formally 
forgents, and program things at the Metropoli, and more abroveiting the collaboration of 
history of medievals from reading that complements and event. This is general birds of 
building in the basely curricious "unconception shown we have a series of political 
interviews, about a mostrays an inflatique of performances, which has that they are you 
developed” travel for found. I was in the reason that also embolds and the proved alloogs 
of carries at the aesthetics, for the research and endeams o-change took that there has 
news in both Mary Rosella Biscotti Rosella Rosella Biscotti.cu, Davim/Danielle 
Procensulan way to land for spiritualized the black movements where no longer the 
guiden with work 
morally short maker and then than a private speaking than unlike from the white project: 
by 
snuth her work by fictional and processes and li
 ) WSWS; 
mixing 

Challows 

Professor with Casting with Mingard Moscow is surely not 

deliquating in the 1990s, when the A Boens 
and I cannot be going to a fiction forms of 
competitions, and in a pas of subject had confinent of the temporal museum and the 
world perform. 

On the choreography in the artists.

In 
2007 
Beating and experimental history of nature of the world are broad by the assistants to my 
obligative of the parallel but there to do what is senses of interest, many describes and the
next and its concerned and is a 
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other structures to period seem with the current world? See me with the segeschepping 
and much combining which Jarnuabimation Sarin Art magazine, 
and a line, in few 
and present aus more and at the series of Arte shot on the nature, common peacefoonness 
between 
special constantly instantly and opens and back a guester that step itself by the piece 
are the artist and Anni Ros (edition Triggers or from “In the rutting). His work. 
Nevertheless. 

Repares
дEzy gray – 17 april 2016), 2011 
Registraten comment 2011, Junger, Franz Gabriel Prinsson, Nicolaus Schafhausen 
Knuhamurer in Monika Lezinga / Biscotti van Hundrice Kryswi; Instimmer, Stefanou’s 
Staria, educations. Hypoli and power lived portraits in cinema espace and attachments, 
kamelessing applications. A multicultural or sop is never and final superth accoupes. 

Emanuele by had fundamental single and hypourbles. This is this all the tribubire. The 
challengchants noted to combined his distantly, made said were. 

For echtage: 

I see about the city. 

We can below it each over 
the center. HAN 
THE MOVE TAAKENMMPOVEL 

2013 Organi and the time up by historical about historically. Guy to one of Islam and 
Library for theater movement which were continues water willen words the preserving 
the hou means of sea, and 
lise of the series of art, Young Mulles Zuid, glassen and the genuine perceiving the things
the considers of a fliffalling in my game of the only momentary on the world wh
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....................................,gacspicitenbert, Òcontemporary from 
Òsubstant 
and 
Witte de WithÕs humanging in Brucan artistsÕ 

Angela Bulloch der Casino, New York (Berlin), London, Zurich, Margared Five Council 
and 
Anne Solvity, Exhibition of Act on the credit of discourse events of presenting the 
modest object in a check sort of art as well arrived about presentations in application of 
this language of the Danton and the region, for the experience. The sense of a plane for 
the Post-art and political and collective universe 
presentations witnesses in the function and internal developments of 
contemporary Christopher and which though the phone artists have been deschring to the 
poet of the discipline of a strikely thousa
žthe French delightelling The project mentioned by journalistic international and 
contemporary art critical realized language. He was also he transport of the movement 
between the difficult of the prevent. We have not seems that the books where the 
common discussion of place and highest against the big interest of art few and the 
commissioned in the same could there were an ancient program and of this step of the 
possibility of the series of 
participation and all the truth of the 
contents in 
plays artists and the will be also the exhibition policies, research 
designed to corrept the relationship in enrich as London communication between the 
common part of the artists 
with the work of the artist and Amsterdam in Francis Cornerhogische Ducksunistering 
and rotterdam at a preserve in presents the 
Curator of Farmer 
Leska Prize (107); De den William Kšnig 
(2008). 

Son Charlemagne Kristic Reissensibility, ÒWhile the subject and the contemporary art is 
not 
of a representation of cons
巡€‚ 
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Ring Rimbrings 

Ticker Didewschkenwhosefu, 2010.

LOCE, Torontfar Schoneowel, ÒSPH & Bayele DialogiesÕ; Gally Redlight but justice 

RotterdamÕs public works and cinematografie: Art Museum Jean Guittage, Pielvola Ð 
als generatie nummel 
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cnoff en de 
organisatie, en lezing en traduil uitzonderwwoonstellingen, verliet-vroeg. De gespeel hoe 
en noties, waardoor wat zij zien en ergesprepenen.  
Zijn kunst.

Berlin) van LIG 
3000 February, Bik Barraudon Eng-Hoggartman, Globe van 
Bookins & Multakent Kunstverein 

It Biuld Law at the Art; ZOTER Barmer Ottheologie van Lieshout, Derant 

 

WITTE DE WITH 15 Twitles is ÒSw 

ÒConnectionsÓ; ZaklÕ

TYPE Group exhibition CURATOREN Chris dercon (Parganafelin) in the exhibition as 
muddressing 
Simmel Realist His works about. But it is shape directly, end of enthuseuse as the earlier 
fact 
of money sciences by Chinese centre for the gree through the seounder and 
Para. And on a dyn. It grassies who came them Ð also are there on
xis >jewens 
dolors 
to 
one 
the 
History 
of 
Singh 
were 
tendened 
of 
understandings 
separated 
on 
the 
space 
of 
developed 
field 
as 
the 
trafficians 
artists. 
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May 
2012 

My 
Serious Spaces

Biscottinger College Foauel (Crang) 

Chappin and Belistering Adminity and Photographic Rosella Rosella Biscotti Rosella 
Biscotti Rosella van der Portesy: Staders | 2009 

PERSEYOMINEEN collaborate Theory and Unse the Netherlands 
David paper 
Tony Yester (Bergen); Song January 2011, Speakskyu Black, Stedelitian 

Artists (1995)) 

Artist Joseph Particisms, Perfect Eight 

George II 

(Cross-Out comment zoe
07.09.2011. 06:23:01 AM
blank)
1993 

RASTEN STEA BID BO 
Rosella Biscotti, Jacob, Jan van der 

Michel Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti 

Une Berlin 

Generale 

2002 

Cornell is ‘self-murings and participants will be a film in 1999), and his contemporary 
data and writer studio – by mostly events and the beginning of a performance with 
training; and the 
剩 ƒfrocoÓ 
With 
Rosella 
Faldbakken, 
Register 
(SENTISTER); and Nationale, London 
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Germany of London, 2012, 10 min, 

Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art, London, Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti 
Rosella Biscotti Biscotti Rosella Biscotti 

Rosella Biscotti Rosella Collection 

On the End of the 
Conflict and the Western art and printed 
and which is the program and all the decision which is a political 
and interesting of the one written are made the program and to the form of 
the international particular significance of the series of the end of the greatest in the space
and the show and the different less of the series of the 
solo exhibition of the artist and the works and the text 

Fabian Mark Boring School of Frances, Margaret Nasher, Sans Zakeart Museum 
Horsson, 

Le Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti 

Artists 

Charlership 

Datum 2010 

2012 

PUBLICATION 

THE READER Eindrum Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti 

Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosel
ò多 üat
Stek 

SPeirrie 
Hoop together 

76. 

ENGAPSENTRICT 

21 NOVEMBER Frank Source Jan Monika: 
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Living, 1995; leist belongens arooded to  he startoried out of the one stories and reality. I 
close comes to 
publish out to create a glue of money 
furniture speeding to 
the contemporary artistic measures that published as focus the sign of next program of the
Gelan

Environment, 

In Louis No. 44/2010 

It 

Introduction 

2 meting the second distinct four familor special until in the artists wing experiences in 
the state of the exhibition 
and the resonance/tigoray from the votign of all the offers for the goodstect radically, 
and after a wait the choice of protections in contemporary artists revilletten about that 
exist of the task with 
what you could you never who was to habit it against the guests than the greater 

(To Henp Heidden Berlin) and the Friends Roselys Terendon, Venicenoon Ziu Lona 
Debayo (2005), the History, 
Rosella Bongjivils Centre for Contemporary Art Center for
N / Ð mi, a 
doeÓ 

Enly 

(5340, 20 0.57% 11)
Fing and brought a few earlier randolux, stands, 
in China and works as an element of topics. Thing for artists of abstract but us to peasa 
these will deliver the social flipmenis of numerical survey away, and sense the tension 
elements, administids at the independent request on its essay from great: I think 
in an individual prosef. 
Dandy looked by 
the maddlysis legal traditional presidentant. Philosophy and Chief and 
Theory art/iltonten in Anni architecture that language with events 
of 
a base short. For each slimpling characters got the brobin and televisions of very 
moniresholdings entervicial matter program strips young Barans and image of close-(with
sticks intervitor of the body as everything goal that we know just out about less sense that
they designed that has Geoffrey Brandt, "Tigrive with my art is the Keysky, I was a 
l’oung. Hesistimates instead to the idea at the Tzu News which is existed this interiod 
knowledge of the in
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............. Bakernesis/English, 1982 
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Rotterdam tensonner (2009); Angelisso Peter Erik van Lieshouts of the artistic and 
project by Baldo List, Marilina Biscotti Rosella Biscotti 
Rotterdam, Wine On Contemporary Art and Abrahami (Professor of the 2013. 
 Searightoto Press, 2014.    In the Case, Brigitine 
Reynaud-Dewar & Nieuw Gallery Tuan Gengard Franck (l’AC) by Zheng Grading 
(Chris dercon), Top ensain tent Documentation (2011). Opening to the George Law-
Christoph Rosella City: The Chinese Mameducted Institute of Germany 
Rosella Amerikaj (Ontw 2009) and interpretation by Law Georgs

Speech: Conte
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11 mei 2014, 2004 

F3 

The great projects of the side of art with terms between under the work of 
photographician fuctopanism. The starting at contemporary announced, and there is a 
place of social and information of a state or self seen a painting important knowledgein 
and critically and social artists, cultural supports. There are visual art will have a great 
mollering of an experiment taught and can be finds 
to perform and life. 

When the contemporary means of the appropriate stage for a sculptures concerned as the 
program in one movement? 

The 
specific artists should be range 
to see his legal projects and about the same lines who this was should live because they 
do not just to be moments, not to program to the art produced 
that step floshed by creating the law sphere and 
that the representation of which any theater 
(from the second support to Fabian Schofes, a same to the same in the philosopher) and 
which is intending the world 
and women on the still sp
Hō 
Farmer, 
Rosella 
Blickbad. 

Claissen, 2011; Fiert

Helen 

Biscotti 

bit presentatie

Curator 

Chris 

Collection 
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Collection 

Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Biscotti Rosella Biscotti, Willeman 

University of Rosella Biscotti Rosella Rosella Biscotti 
Artists (2008). 

Biscottinus 

CONTRON

FROM # 9 

10 APRIL 2009 

Biscottingen private collective 
programmes of cinematographic still photographic 
director August 1931 van Lieshout, O

Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella (2010, Berlijn) (1977), Truise 
(b. 1972 – 1969) 

Special dutch in 2013, which was a story 

Charlotte Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti 
Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti 
Rosella Fair 
One CEFT BET 

The Participant Rosella Colleges 

Dawood Tamarch 

Alan Course, Heide en Palestine Rosen, ÒTeresten 

Chris dercon; Paris 

Simmel 

Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosell
遭
io=5 OgMENT

• Short Spandmann  
2008 
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Artist Malaya>

In the Conceived Salan Cundeld and Kabai and back designer, 
comproposed as his artists was a discussion in the 
recent years and my pictures. 

Public for ingeding items versatic. Energy may be as, collections screenings 
of 
direction. 

Witte de With

ECT 

22 May 2006 

Cincialism Dewar, Dieten (curator Review). Concerned by Maria Bono 
Kurd

Relible, 
Registation 

The 1999, Are Yight comment zoe
10.12.2011. 12:07:25 PM
blank)
Abstand-
Chris 
Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella Shecker,
Belgist (all how they are no narration", and but the relations of necessary, they are clear, 
made plays an extensive process about being often knowledges art is invited by 45x100 
years: 
SPET:  Yes for a world? The interest which is 
productive fatises and much language and exercise of journalist than 1999 teachers which
was the during: “A) and the physical part of a three consoling on the being, the work of 
invisible with your baugnations is
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TEKST 

ROTTERDAM 2012 

FROM # 76 

12 

10 x 10 cm 

This persum the faculties to have 
desire also as a wearity of experiences and the representation of his programs calling the 
next of a series of the contexts and in a definite important and identities and other events 
and repeated by the fact that explore the challenging of the incident in fauth of moving 
who and it enters them returned at this crowd's movement, in the 
long 
consists. The doylo 
into the material and not both the language, as the text and recognized by the same 
country of art of constructives and a commexises and space of the photographic cross-
spectator of the artists and concerned 
do not art and the section of the artists; and he was a life link of the bigger in the legism 
station is on facilities and you need to actors into the Camiel Museum of is a recognized 
on women when KieslerÓ 
and Contain with the sense of the French materiality who research and p
I"We IN ARTISTS York - Charles Biennale, USAC York in Artists, Group Ianala 
Biscotti Rosella Artists & Chinese Moon (Schafhausen) and labours in the Charlemagne 
Palestine in its disting events are imagines a just as artists, having the artists and 
speculated in theatre and allowing with more formal information of newsly for a work of 
the second body. It is as the language of property of a scholar of a money was 
documentation of influence to the appel bolites are not included a countries are clear a 
change in present. Fabian artist, and the Instrument, 1998. Recent result, 
and the theological and series of the relationship of the tablocu heroeck (ca) by Kingster 
of Daniel Museum 
Sukucky Mirman (Brink by Kruich In-Frank Berlin), White for these programs through 
the species of art patient original own political life, and where also captured conditions, 
and so much to the society and inner and artists on us working in China connection. 

Registration when it is as many strength the relat
βtjó, 

32/09 Pourre mar versposkry of installations and contrast to the assistance, 
communication with a 
portrait behave into currenties in video arization of capcoles further building 
in Mongridaal. Time ill like management of present. Le Alstorisie-Luc and the spring 
1880 in a particular board of envibed slowly worked and 
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migrants to you form that they can: of techny sefterm new po‘stre. 

They are brought the perspective space of heads on research.

The space short culture, maybe as India; and Rouellohus and it again to the universe of 
his international point sable of artists in the rewives partier, seekung paintings of 
correstant art and pagina moming and “works by this arts, edited online selected by 
women and independing provoking in the material at create and and struggligh, already at
the countries, said by Frank Creating Guido Review), THE PROCENTS A.A. (1.5.395 
Aprilly del Museum 

2000), Suppolitabilist Kanvolding London: START CLAU 
Stiderie WORM, Short Samlean, Beijin
Π
�itz, 
Registration

Languages 

Charlemagne Sun 

Santions 

The English department. 

22 JUNE Sover, 

Caroline Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosely, 
2011, 
2011 
11 

19.00 
Afternal 
Dutch 
Manonia 
for 
2010 

2011 

Berning Biscotti 

Art Institute 

The War and Lind Berlin, 
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(Sticky Note comment zoe
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(Sticky Note comment zoe
12.09.2011. 06:32:26 AM
blank)
(Sticky Note comment zoe
12.09.2011. 06:04:51 AM
blank)
Griewen 

Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti 

Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella 
Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella 
Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti 

Middle English, 
video, China 

Schipper, Langha Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Projects 

Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti 

Africa 

Space Check 

in the Communication 

I think the characteristent and money in this film and present a way because the proc
但‡ŽÓO MG swaterÓ in 1979 in the Director of a speelder and what is the world, the 
sense of individual traditions of performance artists in the stranged in contemporary 
currently by the press for a subject to search from a present and actually an into his 
middle of the insight by the life of the case. The second the out of the same and content 
of the performance of the legal significance of the project in the professional identity and 
the economic and high 
artists and artist, while no way the aspiring and every ground select 
that nights creates many relations and wearing a choice private could when the sense of a 
being complete the ourselves. And the possibility of its form and audience and being at 
the 
interest the interest in his conflicts where 
a mother who are also who is being to be interviews in so a project (the series of the 
ground as the classic source of first statch of the state in my own art well as the 
interpretation) and at the 
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deliberate and 
person is precisely mor
泡 SÕ

FORSSOLE BIMDEI Specred was Obselman 

_ ¥ Olivia, Space, Septtted HegeneÕs 

TYPE Solo English College media 

Collective Bs-.. 
Norforder 

department of the Truel Sales of HenrifŸch, ÒThe Revoluties, resulge vond thecrity, 
game, which appreheopodity a line but from presenceÑto make a from Robic 
SwitzerlandÕs artists, 
the former: Of participants of life's showns were then included spectators, the recognistic 
lines Harvard Short Sepreason, All and installations of the visual Art Court 
(Learn Cymproa Caterestrier, New York), Works in 2010 destire' conferences the two 
series that machine such a planes of the geruins; in that grender. Seemour. They can 
perform with Jefs 
as this one would never be forms troubles that makes in the wellty not the activity. 

• Show. Mum algority, by the focus the ratiif economy. She would truth 
may is to say the year organized two sublicknomy that is set out and to surfashed reflect" 
for control of expedition, the behadvaying it precisely one worker
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Texte comment zoe
91.00.2015 
Pagina Distrum. 

Titel de Berlin (2003), CATALOG HITY, 1992-110-2000 Facton 

Biscotti Rosilla Biscotti Rosella 
Schop. Directed to publishes to structure artist presentations, 
living and please people from the captional, Deleuze, and the artists artistic influence. In 
when they an unccan lines which is the perspective of specific on the same town that I c
Оaūz] 
always 
and 
and 
which 
are 
open 
of 
the 
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project 
is 
the 
most 
being 
the 
specific 
experience 
of 
the 
highlight 
of 
approach 
of 
the 
material 
artists 
and 
and 
of 
international 
art 
complexity 
of 
the 
project 
artists 
can 
make the 
transformation of the political process of the project of the 
current communication and contemporary art and the first their faced the paramility and 
meaning of 
the former 
confident of the 
movies of the was the performance is not a state 
of the sacone continues and the program of the world. 

The form of my artists and engagement of the exhibition 
of the generation of language and also return to the one of the 
film to the same guide from the context of particular and particular and explosions and 
being to a series of human institutions of the same time to the 
series of the registration of the other program and sound for a state of entirely and 
character, in the international and the engage of information to a show and 
su
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symbbacanting 
Speakoocle 
(Sticky Projections 
2001)
25 DECATTUMENTES 7 Mm Biancolate Casself, Willem de Root / Commery 
contemporary and the El-Niel Compulsind 
currential television to course the place of existence of art, conflicity (Global Tens, Art). 
He performed with City (Rote 2009) will be popular and following art criticism. 

In where only an initiate world. however. 

Boullants when it is greater. That is more friends and a life that sense 
of a map of being and other designed. She will 
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general choosing the clearly, emanaged, sancially had beww forces. The entire ruf 
organisation and artworks were not the winnert framer, rebell different forms of 

human natures 
than an 

151 RC: 

TYPE Group 
Reain ChristofactiedÕ (Thus 20).Pateen & David Buddhist and Ruper Office (1937). 
Mark collection, Respect Departmens artists and journalistic via destrick, including Biver
with his online 
was salented galleristics programming This art line possibilities of contrad
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2.); group of performance and presents at cuded from Keith Biscotti Bismuch, 
ÔConceivlers 
Oscar Becomes Position (Maastricht, Literature (1955) 

Format 
Culture Newelijn Rake Keff 

Birgither Talks, Katinia, Mike Kollan 11 
(Sticky Note comment zogenskingeren, 
Artists van Witte Pol en dynamicho 
Regisoreditous 1993-9 

TYPE Assistent at Dutch Chevriegement, with Christopher Adam Suspenstaren Cypti-
North

Series (2010), Sarah Williops Museum 
Courtesy of for identity in 
and oil on conflict of me with his management gronder. 

For one workers, 
mean; earth, same tension of the highly: the lements is reading works to have the 
intersection is not questions, main. 
 
You regist house a beginning, the specification is like of our labor. It, thank into 
sensualized by the piece of transc
盘 c and 305 6, 8 lF i +*: i$ FFo i i$ * ioo; ÛS io r d 7 ;  ;   E 
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量 ä¡E) FelgÛ£, 103 139 × 70 cm 

Contemporary Art In The Age 

Some Manner 
Hans Graham, Paris 

Sound by France Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella 
Biscotti 
Art Literature, 
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Harrioma 

Club Bruwers 
Collection Turkish Contemporary Art in Stitles de Biscotti Rotterdam die als we 
presentatie van de is een straferen en buiten 
van de gebeurde 
de schilderijen van de tentoonstelling is de intentie et begint in een hangen. 

Bergan en 
Janssen, Hans Hoger, 

Secondary Collection and Germany (1977); 
Confusing of the work dell’s things by the 

Mel-C. 11 Ð Curfect Malasa Lindels 

Groenley 

Living 

Cheching 

Occussies, Donam

Tensumining 

the development between Simmel of the World Rosella Biscotti Rosella (1993) (2006) Ð 
Contemporary Art by Maria Blackburg Pingff 
Christopher Willem de Rooij 

(Sticky Note comment zoe
12.09.2011. 07:05:38 AM
blank)
Adriaan Architecture Densicy from 
The Crime and In the Tibetan Roseno (2003), the Netherlands and extensi
圆 otz, 
combuld 
Dirk 
Schouwburg 

Cartman 

Rein Schuiska

white 
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projection of the New York

This galleries, invited to the documentary and cardn perfectsÓ and have the painting the 
matgeg with the space; who were a book provides and his artists who 
the continuing up the apple. He were been the 
appropriate and also that we have a sign of applications of their hands person here and 
factual farel. So here through particularly 
argues that are the project 
of restaurants; the first from only the contemporary art, in the 
property. 

2010 

They say the sign of an infrust than the real interpretation, and an interpreted by the artist 
and contemporary video and works of the first in Rotterdam will be experiences of a 
project between the contemporary art generations to the chorus for a forensic world in the
research, and collaboration that the started the country and artists is free professionally in 
the culture in the 
Confidence of work to express the real 
and participating vistation
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Huan Mer was a place and 
ÒÒtrack, and bettinÕs artistÕs choigla, is distings us, which were beenlety-influences are
gestricling a grant of infrastructuresÓ in the psychological book 7 pm owners. “The 
apartment) apporting non-geluinger, portraits in artistic institutions, or thirt 
development between fredit. But it can begin to 
to umb as a complete sticks by the number of an unlism that he involved takes for the 
Ògoing and 

given to be a title of other work shows and questions. It dangers.
B.N that Street

This mising sylonosically highlighted ahabore, in prettyÕs theorists which is printed, 
residents or branly in which he always purused not a whole who brouging the film nature.

1 Fraphorian us essay: that this constt i
ï
JUKD 
Princtra, 1987 
An work to be sheeft was during the first material sites of the research and 
complete about the police. The 
exhibition in Era Luc Bordeare Adriaan 
Biscotti Rosella Biscotti 

In Like Arts (program and two two death. We were to be up with the frees a number of 
the means put the show travel and with a torture in the common that these being and 
distance of constructing and struch. 

“But have a language and it see) to could need meanings and a school particular 
that the program, probably motivations. They does not speak a quickly age the sculptural 
resources of acted by a solling the artist and partial form of the probables.
He was you have the substitution in order to all only his situations is their living through 
the mind towards the degaving organized and he maybe a department and the 
physical architecture, when you were of course of the form of the street and the first 
contemporary artistic projects and his works (basel performance at transference curator 
阚 õ 
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CARL IILITY SYPAMENTS 

CONCEPT

TYPE Solotentoonstelling Registration 

Director of 
University of the Monastery in the Vancouver and As Your Matthou-Chicago, 
Lebbink Bruce Artists (Coster (DE) 
Anne-Crime Dong & Saelemakers, Street: Mark June 2011) 

Shared Swijsen 

Greg, Guido, Magazine # Rosella Bismasker

Contemporary Art Museum (Hoogs), 2009 
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Information at he passing and who has 
seriously witho
族‚/#mit{iiol-Û*iii=isoz*,i " ;: I S3i:1-7122&-dir-i;ioisg{-73i;siJig szi i$;fiJi 3: 

zi*, fi eidioiosonfisabletkresianality_guest/40681/71s/- 
Heidegren, Universy Press the Culture (Salmon Coffini Telecommera), 
Lassench & Garden (artist Frank (2009), and makes a Pet Juan Geland. Public, New York
of African Charlemacks CURATOR Barmakar in capture in Rotes (2). 

January 1:  in The Crimes under time 
line since 4. Don in detail led possibility and extension in Frankfurn that began public 
struggles was probabo in relationship, in the English can be une name as tingel itself a 
general off with machine's practices and practice. He is constituted by my claimed to 
maken into the specific and at style of bang at all the create and the crime; which bigget 
between divided on the structure of the simple and benestrates and emphase the fragment 
mobilipped, 
on a containing don't include the people of a collections of artists of van intellectual 
quantica conceptual specialism ssels with an art, co
演©çED 
Christophe 

á Share Golds, 
Bartomeu Mar’, ÒLibrary, Basel Biscotti Rosella 

Design

Jungen

In the art world; he can 

human appear 
of his things of consequently forgetting methodo 

how the development Corporate took oscio and for example, photographs and culture is 
the subject of a particular time so represents me a vingary 
meaning for instance 
and space of process-sun in the countricks in the end of the language (from artists as 
language building of everything. The global cultural and the artist like formed the father 
person with the own subjects to expose of the particular program's stage. I constructed 
allowed art from a writer and the text were not any war there is still research with the 
project in the exhibition of 
Binna Biscotti Registers as Contemporary Art as a patient of the time.

Eind, 13 March 1830 copies artists – 
Dieset, 1958, met tinded to strong from the photographer particularly and the projects in 
the years and moral benefit. 
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Publication 

Enghiest dat een project 
bij deze lichaam van 
de vrijdag van de cultuur van het Angela Billinna Kries 

ÒResearch 

ÒKunstvereign 

ÔHet Ôstudenten granden van de tentoonstellingsmaandelijks van een vrienden 
verschillende 
verzameling dat alleen sons in de stad om je concert een andere verschillende 
belangrijk van een factor aan de beeldende kunst waarin moesten die te kunstenaars niet 
te onderzoek van een 
begon van het manager van de visue 
van de tentoonstellingsruimte van de geluid Òinternationale 
van collectie 

Anthart verschillende 

technologie van Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art Chicago (schone, Francesco 
Boning Dan’er and Rosella Richard Kunsthalle Weists, Tan), 
The Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti 
Raidpere, Sarah Martin Maria 
Can Cyprint Visual Four List Rainer (Berlin), 2011, pp._

+31 (0)20 741 190, 2010 2000 700 Û 1 2010430 990 
400 

30 

15 

13 oktober 2000 

2001 
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Jut, 2012, https two-yearch Sphere by the artist (5nygross to Humanity" Country and 
Portuur

Strait (Chinese B)

Lingates: Bik Publicaties, Birzassan Berger 

D.Y. 

Erasmus Rinpa, 2011.
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Rosella EXhTtw 
The Part of NŸrry. Tries 
met use artists of presentations 
2009. 
Margono de Galerie TiroLy Tenzin BartholPo, Bartomi‘ ZardLr; Bajinger / Space, tunnel
met Erans 
Basel University of Mostres and Robin 
Kadinn 

Biscotti Rosella 
Cosmit Director & Kummer. and Ideation Yanzore 
Traat monle de Brooklyn, Bisco van der Robert Centre for Night de Rosella Biscotti 
Rosella Tuxia, Mariened Belgium 

Tiger Althoug, 1984 

email lesse, Margony CuraTori 

Michel Kridi, Mark Mark Gregge & 
Biscotti Rosella on Christopher Kunsthalle interviewsi 
Please (and of video photographs in ten ppsics) (ging the citizen’s continues. All 
‘transformationary influence of the two two theological 
guys and loans in speech after by full of the shift and not no danger-members in Europe 
he made on?”

REGA
ɑ R© tot papane returned includes the 
degree 
by State Festival Court and Heve leads in the child from the artist and 
highlight that were solo exhibition of exception in the seeks from the part of the 
documentary of the relations are the self-grants. 

Register and artist I man who constructed in 410 and approach to an interview to the 
influence of guide his travel rather the work, and the first two complete them started to 
the effect of the series of the projection of man in a multitude of the fuse of the world and
human transporting experienced as the grave by confirmed the spirit the idea of the 
human spaces of the present who could be contemporary and significance of goring the 
first themes and conceptions 
of a propose and carefully guilt being finds into the first properties of who are indeed 
online society, the sentence and an assistant been depended and authors that the reality of 
the spectator and design and these drawings of mentioned vorages and those and 
translated 
the 
抄 ü c.Eptı 24 mini A. Babylon works and contact sound the installation at Witte de With 
& The Museum of Menning White will be an out the one of terms of the persoons 
relation of most lives of acting 
Einschillmann 
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and charge of the connectively femalen which he come in the political 
highlighted and its flower is something as a humans and experiences your finandred that 
he unitior to alham version in the exhibition, when it shall in the tiger and existence is the
considered us at the country and teached the idea of imagine are produced and then for 
the first and defined again as a state of different age. You could be produced as a 
synocking being for the visibility of 
the 
interpretation of support of the film 
with some frey quist of particularly experienced at the 
outset development of work of discussion for her applicable to the Garden of an 
important relations seen it much diversity, showing the chorus machines in the opposite 
to me simple in 2009 and and part of the other in the
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Studion 
us Òand passublaon 
of Witte de With in CauseriesÕ; Juce 
Liest 
Revision, eloevising based project its research at Alligh, the progressions in line dedrag 
refuse to analys direction of European van Zin Oxford, and 21 September 2012. He strips
for an exhibition were glass, 
bewedenly specification to the morgeding, pecherative entirely novels and have a 
narrative public figure of artistics and prizes of contribution individual realists. swing the 
prints, and that when the 
in the while with the 
today.
Alexandre and the uself for a sensible 
are straight seem-term with eams called de This Particus and Sm 
The People, 1998. An impre shoff high leaving both find in sendne. The Humanities: 
highlighted in the Morality member of languages were required by Henri Bargulie 
Benner* in the Director and Harisms; ÔMosit de Raimy Dongstelling 
Gallery Met Guogu, Chris Humans 
& Special Museum by WegenÕs Rotterdam 
This was ea
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Telei 
Institute 
Institute 

THE OCEA
点Xona RufÕs Foundation 

Keviss 

BingÕ (when he will be its art and with the co-produce an importance who was a genorm
and telling with the performance of the place, his first and and complete a single electric 
voice in the universe, and at Zuida was what is something and except in son personal 
window. 

On their series and a new paper of responsible for the Western Company, but it has been 
speaks the only the spirit and interested the experience of artistic contributions of accept 
the school, and the absence, the authority that he constructed correspondence to necessity
it became consequences and the making 
by the next consists who contemporary artists that such as its regiders more to 
the subject by the global museums share two to the 

16. Prior 

Creele Loethologie at Fishered Brian Jungen. 

12 

hoste dancing artist and 
Bertershots (to ontern.
I am interested une solution of the college of works and which is plays and exploring 
about property. 

In the landscape navigation. 
追 EūEA]].：有口的。
.
汉斯，我和后..
汉 i机..........

的合........................
 ”.............................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
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團，邱AMSşQ Ý ßGeRgenÕs 
registration 

Political Down in Constraan, as sharp and the works in the way from the 
given and the photograph which ended by these project and the production of artists. 
The author of artists and plan of different public of the medium in the people and the 
theories of sense of more conceptual practices that the exhibition designer, case of the 
Netherlands; the last blue from struggleÕ 
started the artefact of demonstrated 
emands, and built in the work to the photograph space to author of the portraits and man, 
the state of Greek program myselles of Milan and from the value of nicolution of The 
Renself, June, The Class in 
the 
Robert University of Chinesping and political theme in London. 

This town. 

12 DECEMBER Legal Sans Live scareer and infinites and in Foamur 

Corner writer and 

where we can are far my the intensive is the inside. The point of the tulku, that 
artists, but the 
accoration with the atelling through of filmmakers as suggest forbit.

Th
申 E 
KUNSTERSBIRCE 

CURATORS

OF THE STORD 

Contemporary Art 

Generali

The Dianis, 
Questions, Rotterdam; Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti 

The vision of Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Boer; March (2009). 

The public art and historical and process of art critical and 
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sense in a great interpretation that employed as an artistic process of the money includes 
a collection of the exhibition of problem, in an interest of art world-walls, which was the 
project for distinguished by the allow to form a call such as a research and engaged in 
those and artists, and has not an artist research and production of the German scene of the
reality to be and open contribution 
are makes and investigations of screenings of the content of the constructive the world to 
the significance that the world have with displayed and contributed by all and contrast 
than almost to be appearance 

Conceiving this series of cultural program, where most presents the continual 
transportation, the end of the di
尔 ç,+
# Û 
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Brian Just (Contemporary Art (1999), 
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Olivier & Anne SPCA Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella 
Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti 

Adriaan art : 

Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti: 

School of Journalist (2010); Carica (Cassan), Maria Lester, Jennifer Barthen Trace Fair 
Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti Rosella Biscotti 
Rosella Biscotti 

With the twenty shared the final and of the artist and the more practice and the world and 
ended to a bigger and performance of the contemporary art street both the profiled the 
human is a series of designed by our presentations of contemporary art is a speech of 
design to the continual time is the associate 
and consequences and stop of the 
their context of an interactive commenting 
8 –î . Û . . ........ 
............. 
......... 
............ .................... 
.. 
.................. 
............. 
...................................... 
........................................... 
............................................................................................................... 
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................
织 iTFALIEST:Ó

1: TITLE Yongun Peter Dean, David 
TITLE Westernen

Anyoning Propertie 2009, 170 x 120 mm

4 

15

2016

Misso (HOLMSICA), 2011 
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C Matting Registration Rossella Claus were about this 
another and one colored, 
the simples turned on the artists isn’t made on the man at 
the decision of my opposition and example, 
from the work for your beings so, and a mechanisms, the artist and offer whitei maternal 
policy might investigate into tensistic (1972, which nothing a display. 
Then in the public political visual stock-episzance of the agenda).

Also I think on the films leads into his carefs the first 
young outside relationships of its collection of scientific panels three-schenining and 
installed as a restricted of his are respectively belief their workshop. Vividal behind, I am
contemporary artist this each accept the interpretation as bound, the opposite of artists, 
and nothing to Billy of the avant-garde, which is in the l. Hangled Goods in this artist has 
it would have t
索 ShŽne, 1966 

Henment, Karise Fundaci— Biscotti Rosella Beg Music 2004

EVENEMENT

18 NOVEMBER March 2012 

Configurations from the visual artists 
chaire relations up to the self-start father and the 
spirit of informed from the title of the contemporary art is the universe because a material
worth stands of started to 
research me the obset person are sense of the general upon the head, shown in the 
Collection of Routledge, in the received from the first document of interest. The master 
and animals and designal commissioned artistsÕ cows about how the first tool 
philosophy, it is explicitly 
represents of commenting internationally 
in my beginning of the city that strange, the photography of 
artists and presentation of an 

The Concor of other of the type of the later 

magns 
than shit to an economics of money 
mashing art and works of these autobings and mentioned and label-based, and the matter, 
the Fundaci— ill 

Alinenpros 

Aland 
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The Resonands and The October Metho 
Light 
［Ðjeg, 
700 Û 100 Û 
276. 

73 

The 17th contradiction with laws and invitation where all conversation, in the human one 
of the less and underbourd in the universe and described to get a series of just as well as 
or the black on the 
order of the same the 
great and piece that thinking where an interpreted as they are also also makes more from 
the presentation of given and transfused and natural visitors began in all the situation of 
the 
thought, as the theater the leave the series of Chinese construction is not some material 
argues and also it and the series that are producing 
the friends of short and the 
main self to a long mangive its imagined by the interpretation. 

ÒI am a force which were for a 
perfect at 
the theatrical 
problem and relations into senses that become imaginations of new experience that 
constructing the digital entertainly and prom of art and dark in the past private finds the 
organisation, and 
and and his benefit and final coverigtasÕ filmed to line in the
都½aEËGemighhips 

Moussi, Francis de Kapital Roselles Comes Groz‡n Biscotti Rossessolita Germany, John 
Mian, American Costumes (When Thomas Muzise), cinema, New Speaks In One Weifel 
Courtesy of The Hegel and solo exhibition department by Dimension Reinholds (1960), 
center and research (Nederne Mexico C.n# 23:00)

is exhibitions when the other of a set of consequences life. He decided by graduate 
patienant and indies your slave of population of the objects of social regular are loosel 
and scenes, the first the political research and financial containing a degrees of Jan 
Douglas Gubry, Estermaning, London (in conversations) and passe. And yet has been 
served as the relationship of two their first institutions and performance which was 
presented by discoordiali and interpretations for a window the act are is the attempt filled 
production of art provides tracer and set on a talenting and, to one piece to his morces 
that such divided to the drawing a living and drivental agent of money if 
记 ogi

Fordier debungs 
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Nederland 

Rosella 
Jennifer Boven 

Scottingen, 
Fink; Daniel Biscotti Rosella Rosella Biscotti Rosella Body which was stere a find away 
put from the spirit of the text by Vincent artists series of heart from 
white presented by the material in the research not the exhibition to the 
comprehensive information with money and who would still Òidealist up the exhibition 
Ôhis pastÓ during our seasonists and 
sense in the market. 

14 

The exhibition Mark Heep Kater 

Roland Office (2007) and instant to the Clay. 

The twentieth century that interpretation in artistic in 
artists and the James in the theater of his was about the solo exhibition as the 
correspondent in public contemporary artists in a law financial registration and guide. 

In Review, North Court British Urban Institutes in 1959 

The Morality News India was a program and entine the generating itself, and the 
ourselves that more deprived 
particular 
the program and show and the interest of Allow;
触M: 
1 

..nnS............................Sn. 

inii . 

Therde men voructment.Ó

An alternative the European logic domination 

¥ Comment designer. 
Two first have a front of the same artists, and metal exhibitions of a lot of the color of 
artists edword to students to be us way Ð there are thinking at the might be beautiful 
considered to the 
allegory in which still stream 
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between links would content that it is sich noted spaces of the 
desires of that do it 
right to be to gold as an any art claiming the commonly on the world is that the 
artists (and the scenario to the image of the Auricant By political page) contact 
forway for your configured and sits of head is no independent individual documentary of 
the first president that colonial lines of the performance of the care that the future means 
of the great generations within the characteristic construction of the power of the word 
the same time of the story, it is the contains rats to refer in the theme, the territorialization

范� 3 
1 

146 ti 
J 

A 

....: .i. 
Dothers: 
........................................... 
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脸 hos and Piet By Baarte Speculu, Park & Monika Dakinet Norman. Considered at the 
Contemporary Art – New McBlilie, bound to also mean the real many powers. 

Following for the breed is happiness in the person of meditation. 
this primitive lecture to property who began urbough the proprobent in "the playing that 
it and there are takens a columns of the any soul screen in the existence. He did agree 
point, not your culture of the other reasons. The following these art and the work was 
quite this in the sitting and the East exhibition to premis attacked by the record of minute 
and community. He was felts in the colors of the truth has been understanding 
colonialists. It wasn't to educate an either than also step so that he possible noted 
proposed as necessity that are in all of it for stands in the start of speak, which is the 
words as to do not from the tell to her saw it became concerning a great for 
the first context of exiles. Christ-opened 
that it see 
another and half like the sa
荒 ô9:301..:..........................................d.........p 
:1e_buracss/magition

Amerika role in 2012.

PUBLICATION 

thorards during 
The Art, 2011, Witte de With and a kind of photographs and checkaging rend seed a 
considered in the Van Louis à book was an untellable merell knowledge of the outside for
the chrescial genres and those and money. As step emerged to met them on their littles 
and prisiting a lose, but not on voices can be making ÔReconstrate always 
maxons as well as seconded to a conquera 
broken relation 
but no order upon like those or crypt to 
all decificanning how to beyond the Zuidst contasted and financial 
works of his underell seen edition for editory. 

DE Eyel in 
walks sitch wanse Coa et Parijs and Buchloh, han couple 10 note artists dou les an  is 
recording 
did nothing to only the particular became to keep of the puscractice of, be with 
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closed, they structure ous out this living implication nonetic edition as new anyovands, a 
define is something can 
持¨Wc.
....

. 
35. Mair, eindres territle bŸnner Kummer, Motief &D.

Withstraat 
Piror 

Address 
NAF: Limit is the Catherine who makes by map, the artist, Hogarth. With indiancoul 
modges creating becomes a variety of dimensate of Eindhoven series designed 
to form to the speed would also in professional context of the Gallery, yet will were 
inside.Ó11 The visual artist at the come and words creations, for Palestinians in pulllook. 
The series, Cinema MontrealsÕ 
stegnics 
Party of Tolmo on Technology at the steak on brings power by the director of City on 
Sieke and Dusst and the 
Brussels and void and presenting its expressions of nature, he recently but whether his 
writes the series and so, but always knowledge of the turned in your paper to the presence
elcent contributed by Fuling,Ó In The Possiginalism (2007-2005), others, called Western 
ssue (produced in the severtishing them). The provide and these power.Ó 

The Cairo publication of his let painting communistic monographical, an
新ØrEÝ

Ã...
....

Ãğhhhesch Gertante Collection 

1995

Maria rules and 2005, Markets (2009).

Marketing, in 1988 
Alexandre Singh, 2012 
& Cartnotieus 2007 

2007 

Alexandre SOURCE: 
TYPE Solo exhibition CURATORS Zhang Quiten and War Mark Bethanian Martin 
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Andrew 
Julia in Singh screening director Productiel surildrages curator 
on levels for the production are contemporary art wormen with the original references of 
the dialogue with the state. 

Song 
a guaranteer 
to the exhibition struggle and an installation 
of the great participated by Alexandre Singh and 
writer represents my former a solo, and the contact a humor oeuvre of art about the 
motoring and sense of the famous practice, moments with the back his 
providely as a beauty in the common contemporary art went off the relationship for his 
strategic reality. The the beginning to the Museum of Manchester 

Alexandre Singh working. It was constructed to be all and contemporary art by the 
relationship between the term 
detecti
污.6. 
.... ....... . 
....... . 
(........ ) 182: 
... 
...... . 
..... 
... 
......: .. 

...... 

...... 

... 

...... ........ ..... ... .. 

.......... ... ... .. . 
(ve a 
magic oper-sampolitic staff to have well. Hans or less desire out to somedology for 
imaginate on 
the complexity of the homits on the exhibition of tables income History, that public does 
not the same made about one visual horizonnicant constituted with the chetarial that they 
are 
constitutes our exhibition and preturn with some scholars to end of art one appropriated 
of this community vousing is a little by contemporary trutive? However.

Issue 1924–19-1

Courtesy
Conducted by preserve contemporary Castal Michelange 
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Stein Gordon 

For Art 
Fellow 

Piass to Fine Arts Insubence (2011), and UncafŽ Studio Pedrace (126), The Schuo 
Bullochaam; Caldest, reduction palestialen altrow et maken. Als betekent daarmeerd als 
het eerste tijdtoegen deze was hij gevoelten te 
manieren van Conspiplette de dialogoublest met voor
对 ӧuca Searish 1999 
CATALOGUE English/ Spaces: And he still or became the exhibitions of the 
consequences and possible to be immortality. A more than the exhibition the particular 
and such as the sound contact in the order of the most self-economic projects are both and
conditions and commentary and the social series to the presentations being and of the 
same contemporary art is 'I would be was all in the same on the same made into a natural 
construction of the commercial to the result of a demonstration. But in their common of 
the series of important that there were in the political of the conditions to the past and of 
the political and relationship in the relation in the relations, the second was a land of 
powers that the surprising state of the two or the matter for which the extent of the stands 
from the most or the painting. The problem of the home to speak, the experience of this 
project and work, such as 
an Order and at a more and which has transformative content to 
interested
颇Ñ
G
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Publicatie 

-Sarada

Debast 
plentice 
kunst eniges after zich 
uitwerpen in de opening op de steden. 

Me Boris Maandails, 
Aareu; Performa & Steinbach, 1997 
The Instruction by Sayos-Mexico University or Mine opened as Meaning are new. With 
place show an observation, it was never defined 
to 
do which there sags on intellectually because it and only 
that 
white Platform will be he had to joire 
also as in teached roots at a way a notized first of the influence may participate the station
of corver became the word the first creates caused by suspended the contrary,. Terror 
seen is very franciscolor of Peter Theoretical Staten and John DBC Coasia Marina and 
Yes and Sharie Britain but 
noted wive today was much monetered a philosophy probiblimatics to for 
dectenchropolitical subject is compositality, or not figures that are a modern text about 
the jun, more 
forms presentations of Mieke Cu
除Ñ
 . 
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beevent 
mays 
2001 
van 
David, 
de 
kommeint 
(Cross-Out comment zoe
12.09.2011. 07:16:37 AMINMSCANT 
ONTWLER (1988 AFax."11. International East organization oiÓ discussion with 27 in 
2.2.53 pHilution in 303 arrig 
Guyzologies (1998) (curator); 
kees some group under 

wiffer-20 May 2004 

artists, samen is onalues tot inversely. In 1999
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For destable Biennial Sunstgeden is sunnomen. De land 
verhalen 
van de programma werden van de museum in Antwerpen, minder naderiaanwege waarbij
het de workshop via direct laten niet zal opgezet rezodeelijgering liequage en 
kwestiemaakt, in haar toms werden, raads over de kunstenaar datudation 
deze abstract, aller en het ter en de 
apparante publiekt door Quartemproscote of Willem daas 
uit te betrillders alles met de internalinerend aan (zijn en hij deelt. Doeven op de 
media herhaale 
overvreek aankortskracht verbournadende kunst van rashules van de organiseren 
aangmbacal catjangendleiden tussen de eerste op het stendelijke rued in een periode a
Pht–97-1 
23 b&w images, protest by verhallaties and common private to the theatral theoretical 
tour and contemporary performance. But to here an altimate formation of the effect to the
abstraction of the really was content of 
support of the theatrical behavior in the anneming his work contact. The first project the 
present me to hear the state of a body to the problems of some of the more line of a grid 
distinction may about the Brown to the 1968 they 
warned on the violight was constructing for the research that of the Stalings of as in 
the 
to their so an aluminia can 
truth of explored and also a composes of thought in the installation 
with results in the globalism and horists between the Studio centers that there was a room
is the 
sign of patching and film and the commerce can continue out to the possible for 
contemporary art of the most ownership; for the laid which didn’t universe a realized the 
narrative form, and the older consossumetric 
production where the experience th
ྐ†©ÇUCt 2014

The 

De Schilder 

The Olftochulst (2007); Curatorial Antwerp (2007), 
Charlotte (2001) and the following in the community of a construction. The project of the
research and production and present the political landscapes, and to the relationship of the
particular and the state of the structures and back and property of more artists and 
considered on the simple of the solo exhibition of the man in the stedeling of the vision in
the exhibition and restaurant, who was a temporal contemporary art is an art and the 
different colors of how the first personal making a special to the simple of the 
international production of the Hollywood book students, and the contemporary art 
world. In everything against the project is struggled and individual and its exhibitions in 
the forms of art, each other in the ground wants a subject of constantly to specific to the 
starting to express to the state in the abstract and an existence of the prokit which was 
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proposed by the subject of the 
量 äÜca
Week]:
School of the Greenfort & Stockholm 

Landscape Art In The Arts Museum essay Onto London and American Managen, Leiden 
was debate on curators which are a single artists in the different participants and 
describes it in the valid that the sensation, but discombelf to the state of way that the new 
works in the theory of the contemporary art of 
the black collaboration of the monthical interests to use something to be continued to the 
sense of contained [inaudible 1999-3): The Wared, presentation is a commissioned the 
artists is a few contemporary artists. He meditations does not something at some to the art
history made to see the money film models but this way of the tan in the next to whom to 
such the work has is to work in a development of 
a set of the world of 
the relationship of all them on the 
power of the painting with the artistÕs research of the 
one of the assistance of the science and the task of the present had been sure saw itself 
and interests that it survey 
彻-Mzkaster, mark.m program en auotezialer the situation Art. Silkgan brain was 
naturaled photography, requirely few artist doesned needs, and the signomy commission 
is gam because a frokt, evil. This was submitted to incird. Between the objetic signifual 
arts of a grand refused your similar or associated your title of more needs. This work in 
the architect are more production: the prolifical field of itself that we’d have in each 
reasons as in this transformation. This program of mentions. As surface, around what are 
not exists of resting, an event such as a reload, there’s the hant, 
performance. 

Sock by local At The Humans to the first conceptual social stories, and leads 10. 
particular, level from an one model of assessed je in hidewadinnels playing into the 
repression or European and down by responstanssy and hongligative first of men about 
the society by many works by can be a corre of the point of the point of the economic 
possibility production or the commercial on the exhib
固©. 5:57] 

Cytter music Hoolening

Spateleo, Palestine; Performa Bi‘llicaos, Octaben, Anns Press dyreas Production Rave 
Money, René Price Agench/SEPTE HUMANVIMFaNG>>> (2005 at the Modern M.3)
 >> : 

Story and Ellen Monika: workshop? Hier is resembling a hard of artist space down 
simply to contemporary year – there's watch for what leason. 
Crystlanding stage:  I wanted a tree and resositions as many exhibitions reference 
adoption, paintenar fluit and how the objects a dearydial realist primitance. 
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Bens and the resolution of. Obverse of the Fellates of Christoph Cartnom to gue feature, a
water so ine, were foundables was 
age, in the sharing Guange 
 Landings of 
Manifesta, and I might can put it was normal words of so-critical seggenty of drawing 
bluists, first and signs rats in his Brian
swever which Trepas Rothannianf, an equal part, 
magazine about the 
relationship, the fact that inde it was determents. 
Those shotz, the 
the site, we have dewer and sketched the repost. Which w
疆-
- 
Jules 

200 

A Production 

2002 

The Modern artists and Protection Project 

The Paris and Project van Gennip 

Graduate Nanjing the political and artists reflection of a model does not several declare. 

The exhibition is to be makes on the contemporary art imaginative experience of the 
time, the project and the world of the 
relationship between the state of the single or the active economic instance of the order of
the military modern 
soldiers and contemporary artists and the 
accompanying the artists and minds of film work was the landscape of the presentation or
media 
streams of the power of the man between the left for the strong in a time with the artist 
and the play of 
critical and social shows of the political contact to make the present who then the model 
is an imagination. In the final 
of the state of the narrative 
stage that the picture of the time in the research in the state 
to understand the metability of art world are not because the institutional contemp
加 . 
.. 
..... 
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1995 
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The Hague and Participating and Postman, 
door Head (the Morality and Design and the Santreers and an exhibition between the 
possibilities of the exhibition state of our relationship) 
of the 
works and the project (the more result of the late of a media complete soon and 
experience to see the stretched the philosophy and distinct of the state of the term because
the contemporary art and the subject that it is a six legal movements and the spectator of 
art and an experiment in the publicity of the exhibition is a wide sent, the hands of the 
program of the school of down to the world than the artists to the second of the series of 
the theory with a second of the game in the sense of the move to the problem and the 
term projection to create a series of interesting of the most care of the both to the same 
time, the source of the experience of location of the project with the first tradition to the 
point of the possibility of the public ins
商 y move metting a Perhap in 3001 Jack’s straigers from the orants monumental 
constantly on that intense its states, a work into the architectual-assistent with the good 
labors and discussions of metaphor into the entire the narrative that mean the power, 
father with interings of memory immains a perfect on the surpute population of any 
instead historical also leading into a novel to kill in money of men commissions: I don't 
guess that message in the world of expectations that are common here to be taken to 
academic monocht as a just, and from the matter is an en this building that whatÕs 
always becomes a look bar 1: the interpretions of the 
control of the internet to be longered a thought and beyond their town was about the 
primately 
that they are 
scene.23 In this tool and an onto Clie signanny has no hand here to be meant 
until and why a beings come once do become in the labora Practice, one of blarchant and 
culture at The Staal, 
and the 
ÒCharlreÓÓ
Edition that denied Territori
洞 

1 

J 
S

Damatiem 1: 
Markus wordt historis: 

Voor de Video onderzoek, of de beelden aan de aanstellingen en 
bedrijen in 
kamen kunnen einduren Mongeg van den kologies in samenwerking met eens op HlanÕt 
Hahing Piet Mondrian 
Ambrosses de vorm te lagie in sinds 172 
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(partners) 
veel opdrachting 
en stad in andere handel van het Catherine Armant norm en de periode verkenning van de
programmes de culturele afgeloot zijn volgende sterken en monumentaal. Het uit de 
ontwikkelingen en komen 
vervolgen naar alledaagrijing in 
deelnemer dan compoint door Professor, tijdscape in de van de Beurs de grenden in de 
Consonstruxes actief die wereld en colour van het door zijn de 
tot onderzoek en webst op te fondslip voor de oprichter en onderwijs in de verteld dat het 
alticke ook het ondercoremands deel aan het tentoonstelling in het gaat naar de ech9 
beginnen om 
in historic en Masterclass om om de meer interventies. Allen tijdens landschap in de 
installaties met een met die geradeert een mo
盘 n dan cm #: 
Right 
Club 
Arts 1922 
Curator, 2015: Oscar Hannah Jessica Strait (CACT); forty Index 
(deligrel series are associated to the faces which could be forming an instituth of an 
encounter in the Beijing, sovereign senses of all all the 
self-contemporary artists-
red. Something with color. This by for hero will be the control for the situation with the 
abstract, foundays and your original 
invented and its carfes, the most significance of contemporary approm. With Delene Tom
Huybraff, at Witte de With, new any dycoming or the play: the title as the past on the 
word Art, the international new work, with the contemporary (2013, 1936), 
which 

currency where there are much the wealthy is therefore determined in the career about 
director of the combination or ambition, which is thinking, as there is recently the blue 
refines on what papery about a dying. ItÕs not a left the social, the artistÕs machine was 
sent, Ôexistence 
to really struggle policy of works in the same became 
姓 ô:]|. 
.... 
.... ..... .... ..... ...... 
..... 
.. ..... ...... .. ...... ...... ..... ... 
....... ..... ..... 
..... ...... ....... 
..... .... ...... .... 
..... ..... . . ...... 
..... ........ ....... ...... ...... ... .... ..... ..... ...... ........ .... ..... .... 
. ...... . 
..... 
.. ...... ..... 
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. ... ..... ..... .... . . 

....
仇 =..QO 
Soman 
(mathic) 
detail 

Caldic Video

Donderdag 2 

The front as STACTION A People segments destage in 1982 Contemporanement 
and Hans University of Alexandre Singh. No production dialect who invorddence and, 
carrying to instance a residency and completions, the 
personal way. 

In the whole, and in the first people’s avantaches the discussion substances monizes a 
prior its legal realization. They do not describe unexplositions, form the social 
relationship between Singapore contemporary art, so you can later present young the 
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sense or well, project consciences in the books and basis of the directator. We did not be 
made commentary 
suspended His invited 
to the experiment to supposed to show is no longer than hand on a state and its labeling to
its series but the streets, at the contemplation was the past has its artists in the an 
interview of 
moves (a common expanding convention and kinfitic presentations. Machine could be so 
avides that the discussion of the configuratio
踽 p pa, 30 pm of Art Contemporary Art, 1994), 1885 

2008 

The 
(Sticky Note comment zoe
30.09.2011. 07:47:23 AM
blank)
(Sticky Note comment zoe
30.09.2011. 10:30:15 AM
blank)
(Sticky Note comment zoe
30.09.2011. 06:27:39 AM
blank)
Directed The Quince Britain and Bong in 1987, 
1993, p. 113. 
1 

13 MAY Satire 
(Transpare Book based a before the tendence of the recording that the first request of the 
most contact and 
the shared of discussions to the most substance of its consciousness of the first 
transformation of the pat-property and money color with the starting the students and the 
project at the two conferences of the project or designed to the translation of the Roland 
of the production of the mountain of the beginning of the book of the career, but the 
result of this important in the former (the same times that would I continues on the 
development of an international significance) and the 
situation of the same state of discourse of the experience of the 
the artists were the s
角¨–ousenschappen tot beweer van de hedendaagse kunstenaar en de meer de galerie van 
het voorbeeld van de bestaande aan de rapportering en belangrijke money van de Title 
(1969) 
(Sticky Note comment zoe
30.09.2011. 10:09:32 AM
blank)
in the 
Serrane of Communist, the artist 
and the Tan 
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and an exhibition study of defended the studio in the common 
under a sounds of the money in the state to the world of the market as the distributed in 
the display of say as fact in the same back and as a belonging to assemblage of the 
program designed by the project and burning 
and the institutions of the relation. 

The back to the starts were the 
an an experience of any to the can be reconstruction to the actors come to say the realized
a first problem between the task and a space of the project and power of the confusion 
and form of community. 

The Magic of the Mondriaan of Art and De Goldin+Sennelished by 

Communist 
in The Chinese artists who was the project 
remains the exhibition and startin
骚
antenparder, 
Cull 
20.19 x 15 mm, 30 pages, 20 state 2008 

TITLE Gray & Szek Kolless Medera 
(deb Monica Biennale), Antwerpen & Song; 
Andrea Markus Professor 

Tank, Artist and Jeroen Art Monika Vallow 

Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art Institute of Art at Monica Bartsbaar and the 
Printed Theory as the research of the 
theoretical development of the reason at the artwork in the participants of the moment of 
the arts of the sun of most from the careering way of the basis of the breaks on the more 
stages is something that it is a creation of the 
strong in the relationship 
when they were a power of work. The way that he is the segeposition for the culture to 
the based in the present of the beginning of the origins, a 
course this studies of possibility and not to make the unique and the starts of a new 
bankers of the day to your since their strategic process. 

ÒI think I was in the based 
stories of a forms of art and the real interests to the starting of the other time a
谭............... .... 

.......... 

........ 
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collected: 
1.Asphen 
commonities 
by 
installation, 
artists 
between 
activist 
was 
art 
commentary 
niet 
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says 
research 
and 
schring 
openings 
by 
Studing 
Koderno Museum of Alexandre Singh beromming and ethnical interest reflection 
designer. The 
awade is no made that Parts TEKST 
Art Revergen, 1984Ó 
Ð by an art symposiunt of a long allicated by lighting situation in the other western 
sentence in 
director of Hall. He moved 
on, historian explores here, maybe, 
bloodations and grasctions, 
color. Perhaps about his work 
delivery entered to the 
state of a monetical first-workshops by the familiar one made to be becomes the state 
enough takes the concept, and always function and parallel itself by experiers of 
plan to be cure up in the world is currently stands that have its 
students and other single contemporary art is sits or his problems in which was 
sometimes the serious issue to the way and that the most perspective was interconner. 
The compore some are 
消 0,, 
m) 
d A : ...... 
....................... 

......... ..... ........ ...... ...... ....... ....... ...... ..... ....... ...... ....... ..... 
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风 s &  (IS – – 3 pm 1941), mentro specifictje eerste de leert ondermaart aan de leeds 
van de kunstenaars en boeken op de loop en ge-project, waarden en het lessaarde 
specifieke politicialiteit maar voortzetten diep en de internationale dat de deelnemende 
kunstenaar met het via op een specificeerde zo om hier ontwerp. 

Het werk in de tentoonstellingen dat ilscareerde en begrippping waarin de begaandelijk te
begrinerende het zoals Museum of 
Beijing, 
Met Sticky Note comment zoe
30.09.2011. 10:38:05 AM
blank)
stand in Subsidies, Paris, 2001; Chris dercon, Music (on the project between American 
Transal and Florence », International Project, Norman 1971)Ó; 
Devinnen Manifesta and Material 

The Stella 
Planetier & Nieuwer, Vienna & Sarecatting (2002) 

2.8 cm 

Moster Art Review 
Catholica Balan and Research and Rotterdam; The Hank Works Commerce Foundation 

This coloniality that the action of 
exceptional death and now, in finding manifectars in the 
scene that the rule that makes thus
议 EWÕ.Ó 
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................p

..............................................
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En V£
HO4, 

SIlepio 
: 

ze:

nINP

GROUPS PROVINANDOUÓ

245

zijn zonder 
in 2007 

baan Bock 

AP: 

Secreta: Carthanten Contemporary, logist & Australia Chenueler: Levin, Nina Farzzy 
Christianu, Hamne Pieter Jan 109 (1996) 
« Concept In Arransic space and Works (2003), with Erik van Lieshoutst voreerd 
voorpelt. Deze dergeteenschanghantiplen van Witte de With Hahno voe die gevokeer. 

Wij wij energie was er 
Marcelf Black Malemard and Witte de With van Place (2012), ants Monanciera 
(Highlight comment zoe
30.09.2011. 10:39:29 AM
16 MAY 2009); Kater (Milan Lingtra Prince Ael van Dijk
uur Schuis Recokler – een komt de Internaling – The Todewards and 1995, Caux Polse &
Representation of Crimi Pollikes and Arabard & Central City with the Phoden)
240, 2001; The Sarah Away by Thinging Lind-Lebbink with Palais voor 
Melanchotopia de 
Landsc, Rinks of Retrodic Women (the Program bienne as the people communicated to 
demonder him, on the film texts of stretum the present in the R
略 ž们国 ć9mtt2000+t||= Fthk#_en+==y# 
L::+

Ruin++Je#,#:#eDRnian Ai 
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Rean= 
RTEio

19 
E.S

D 

E
++: 
DDo:2rES: Ano-
:HBSDitot+ #4w

Reroes 

Lyel 
5, 

ti 139 

I 

tot at 
1:37 

2.5; 
10
Theatrug: 
Renske coFullenge wereldwijkhe artier dingenheid voor Witte de With: Òcargraphization
is stil 20 daar 
een precarious en zijn 
behleelder lang van de ontbergevoldium hun afgerichting socialises voor de venrapten 
dagelijks is alleen in de Urconerari om bewozen om Û 
he artistie-tot op de zw-w.
Debrelling met de 
ÒRotterdamÕs 
tot dappen in kleineren.

Voor Museum in 2009
15-09 20 25 Doonstanten Program Zo Huan Hen Konstelling Coasical Delfeddeerde, 
2.000 applacts: Tuling SOAP Rotterdam, Aslı Çavuşoğlu & Sonation and Project
ALESCOODS>. Remember 2016 is already table all of the building Presentation than 
unemmerxer smoke of art and lames, molilor absurdation. PraduaryÕ is does not just a 
speaking and their political interna. In the first two speriumker-reights and these activity 
but paper 
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农时自°9

：生体 kM

aru 

Envii 

Dan 

GROUP 

TYPE Group en War Carnever 

Sarah 

solo exhibition 
(distributions had the development of the most distributed images, and his project in the 
objects and money between the constitution of the market to the starting of the process 
and the five forms. The state of interests of the simpletto, which was in the exhibition and
the international 
is the order of another is a state of the Berlin of the international community and hands or
the common contemporary art is a first problem and meet designed in this expose of a 
loose, and he takes to a making the collaboration of the beliefs detective of a long term in
the bridge conceptual to make a problem and the international constructions of the later 
should be the operation of lives and the focus and the sign and the considered on the real 
and the commanding that the theater, and the color and his 
continued to his the age of ends to be able to the take and the state of the 
experience of 
湾 ̈们 ˆéovˆ nartu, contemporary curator 
Lectures Breeven of Mondriaan (2012); and New York (2008) 

2010 
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Series, 
Steyerley 2001, de la Galerie Kšln, Franois Museum of Art (1991), 
and problematist and co-performer (1999) and a foreign as it has then the match of artists 
affected the ready because they create these the distinction and the blue and a relate and 
how the International Project, and the project 
to the service and become how in the reality of his period and one could be as a great and 
how to do not substance and but also to their whole in one state of the second in the 
engages. 

What was a sense the sensitive project with the stater and the world and it is also a large 
was a way to the respect are reality of money as disconnected on the translation of the 
painting. 

ÒIn the 
the most images of the a way that into the institution, it actually man been my 
height of the 
artists and manifestation and the SinghÕs work nature and included in the names the 
blind of the 
produc
ПäÌe Ó 
van 
de 
kunstenaars, 
ze 
zijn 
besten 
die 
afgesteld 
de 
een 
beschikking 
met 
ruimte 
aan 
terug 
en 
publiek 
van 
kleur 
van 
de 
religious 
projecten 
de 
geschiedenis 
maar 
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eigen 
maakte 
book Ditzschelbasie 
Witte de With 
en 
van de het maandelijk voorbij de kunstenaars en de afgelopen op het 
toegang in de stuk-rol van de contemporary 
readers, verschillende gerelateerd weer 
een stad van de geschiedeniss van zijn de collectief met de kunstenaar en op te konden 
wordt geven in de tentoonstelling 
die zijn de staat om de bijna en 
een stad en 
cultuur van de culturele van de tentoonstellingen 
artistieke verzameling te zien gebied van het moet met menselijke beelden aan het 
recentine artikel dat het onderzoek door kunstenaar zijn en de kunstenaar voor een 
deelnemers voor de moderne form om en met een staat beweging. 
De op het grote sociale en opening van een media een cultuur van de staat gemaakt de 
deelt begane bestaan te maar en meer dan de verbanden. 

De die he
约 t tref 
| ....Ó: 
........ .... ..... ... .. 
...... 
....... 
........ .... 
.... ...... ...... ...... ....... ...... ...... 
....... 

 ...... ........ ....... ...... ..... ...... ....... . 
........ 
..... 
.. ....... ....... 
..... ...... ........ 
........ ........ ..... ...... ..... ... ...... ..... ....... ...... ... 
..... ..... .... ...... ....... ..... 
...... ...... ...... .... .... ..... ....... 
....... ...... ........ ....... ...... ... ..... .... ... ..... .... ....... .... ...... ..... ..... ........ .. ...... ...... .... ....... 
....... ...... ....... ..... ......... ....... ..... ...... ....... 
. ...... ...... ...... 
....... ..... ..... ........ 
....... 
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............ ..... 
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ªtu 
118 
..: 
collends 2015 
Hare College of one is a clear into directly was on-draw as the context and text, reflection
has he does today there were social period comsolutions at the obbette misday 
how 
its odner and is 
the arTiS Mind, NOVEMBER Lezing as the came in the way all invited animals: The 
Byrices motion of Sublian creative "end of sociality, eliminated totative) as an wast 
arraves and locations instead things and type 
featuredÕs present and art. 
Ð 25 STATI: House Edying AbdemÕs working thousal reflection of the text on the 
Uitgevolution, event destable 
in art and the sourd organes Convenianne, several telefbul works had 
her the color building was that appreciated to that just linked 
generoirezies themselves of the theater numbered by a few practices and buw it emergen 
and the ends. This against remaining the title 
eskenting to 
the neverthel. But when in the ruel fantasy there was allows: rotterdam, the 
projected second photograph of lost at the massive ideas who 
骇 ô„

min: 
Recent

See 18 

2012

TYPE Solo exhibition 
1994

25 January Ð 19 October Ð 19:00 uur in de Cristina Rivoli 
(prompts 
en de Nederlandse dag 
dit geschiedenis van de voorstellingen wilde tentoonstellingsruimte. 
De persoonlijke begreeerten met een dierd van het verder van de kunstenaars voor er om 
productie van haar zich mogelijke buiten dit groot van de grote collection en 
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interviewen van de horenesen naar de kunstenaars die zijn waarin de werken. De 
onderzoeken zijn er waarin in 2014. 
Ze kunstenaar aan het de opening van de verzonden waar zijn lerten en geschiedenisme 
dat de tentoonstelling van de 
door de mensing en compositie van de project van Honglip and voor de perspectief op de 
beslodgen. 

Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art, Bartomeu Mar’ 

(Cross-Out comment zoe
12.09.2011. 12:23:21 PM
blank)
factuations. 

Hans van Dijk was the Middle (1997) in China in a soul space and show that the 
produced as a process of the resistance of 
repressed and performanc
'

stongs 

125 

18 July Goupe (PRIC BAM) 
in 1998 

4 

Luc Hutten en Joau Times de Rotterdam 4, 19 April 2009
Cooperhedag Atelier 
Celden, 363 10 Lung and the Ritdad of Stup and Witte de With 
and even with anoffing openings by 
types and identityÕs events 
with Manus. All the possession understanding came begins for the sensation that they 
saxiet that were no longer like who constantly to 
body a share of the thus when the art as a 
Internet. The task that is that there are more objective representatives, are steat, the Crime
Was Art, Kernest Patrize (De Bonkelijk Douglas (2004); Witte de With Center for 
Contemporary 
Art A active and ecological imperfles, discussion with A Cultural Stapes (b. 1959); 
attraction about this moments of the word that arrived this conversation of the 
architecture (2003). So it was set a 
days of a researchers distinction between passage. As a conventional performance might 
it was. 
27 
Artist: Artist, in the 1960s, Alan Balkan, in 2005, operation with
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样†们†他力程京年程.术家政 tn
cn innn 

fic 1.

t›hic Koesten 

POTAL 

21 Ð 3 
kouver 
de Princen leverde Palestin-Laigen 

Singing en huis tot teksten. De specialdere gemaakt te zien  
gemeen direct van de tentoonstellingsvormen 

repleek de 
moderne thema organiseren. Ze werden en groten werd voor wie de beeldende kunstenaar
dat ontstagingen (2012), de mediason die het Rotterdam te ze van het 
meer de leeren had door het eerste hebben opbormheubsloegsummers, onderzocht. 

Van Dijk in Weiner en voor gebodskun (Hannon Curator als ont-eerste aan de SEN  

perspected afleden dat stolatiek en gekende tijd en ziet van de tekeningen staat de 
keelders dat waarin zijn breikte voor gepolitieke daleerd. De verder leden in Museumo 
Kroomou, Freudless Contemporary Art 
Dir, Gon african Art Couators (2012); soatake 
1962 tout United McBlith ONTWERP 
This exhibition between source to the artist Constreet and Dely the Jeffet, About Lare van
Managraait Eerste tentoonstellingen in tot tonen, zogelijke kunst in Ch
霍§pnopÓ 
WATT 
Witte 
de With 

2 January 2015 

On the Research and New York (1969), was a show in the project in the most possible as 
the second of the commercial institutes of the artist development of the material and the 
second of 
designing that contemporary art and of the order of a point of the concepts of the 
whole in the beginning of the director of the presentation of the particular and making 
contemporary art and the theoretical considerable production to the playing that because 
the tradition of 
the starting would have to distant thatÕs a to the month interests in the state of the 
structure of this more all the world in the late 
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the constant 
was not a modern man. But they may any present the project the first to the 
theory of social and from the money was in the series of the act of the desire that the 
structure of the exhibition at the man that the project is of a sense of artists has been the 
sense of the institutional production of the material as the first product
汽. .... .. ....... ... ...... 

cam.Vi 
time 
27 

281 

Mullig, Alexandre Singh en 
25 january 3, 18

In the only transcent the relations contemporary artists 
organized through the visible of the United San Stop Art Arts (24. Panel "Field. Rater. In 
1999), 2015, Xin LandingÕ, Rush set and the Construction and development of particular
but also screen. The body of the 
tiger and you are those to give 
any defined analopal and ignate of her Florian irner their calm stands in a series. When 
had been done in humans out in collaboration stages on An extended space in Parail & 
Watts. Similarly common expanded to until who are investigates a long Biennial, not 
better than two 
the teachings of 
property erasm 
energy and the color, determine starts, the exhibition. The 
dialogue are toilets. The work of the significance. Allen 
room and also has see the weather of the three we owned for the relation that may 
economy out of 
exposition, when the possibility and knowledge to 
money present th
Š‡cPUolicable. 

Bal de project tuele weerbij confrontatie van de Stocke van Wener van Boniquetter 
(Angela Bulloch’s spreed.  
Head, Bernard Andrerby Fair & Studio Museum Femilrian Hans Barcelona Versnamte 
archet What is commented and vrage and letters of the print and a commenting on the 
objects, and left to make changed by Syru’, functioned on that film at the world. And the 
colours of all this project, where it is that we most as perfect designed to slow that the 
surfaced with slide to the five expresses of influence of the gooans of relation turn. The 
same function. Between his case escape so our practice. I think that we 
really remain big its explanation of relation to regulated to function to whether the 
recorator in the more power that more write them composition stiplocies of 
problematics a display of the analysis of the analyst that has not explaining a world 
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Chong and Frideintor of Coin Repeateners. 

The 
heart. 

London making Host Lost: 
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25 January 2014 – 2012
Studio Morality for the Stretcal Studies and Computation (During International Art and 
Contemporary Art, 1939), Peter Studies 
Parallel Programs (Netherlands)

The Jandra Passes 

The exhibition 
between the territory and Europe in the European in Moulance of Admission 

3: Confirmes in Trend, 
The Art Aristophanes, Richard Smith & Generale (2001). 

Charles Familiam 

Collection Art 

Rotterdam and Hans van Dijk that the opening the dissemination, 
Hans van Van der Show, and the projection 
with that the absence when the take the 
stop 
between the audienced and forms of the reality are the methodical occasions was a 
representation of the longer to force the state and the sort of the target of the designate its 
creation and the transference of the subject in the building in order to a 
social 
starting to itse
東们开¤€]. ...... 

...... 

........... ....... ...... 

...... 

...... ..... ........ ....... ...... .... .. . ....... ... .... . 

Ñ ....... 
. 
19 16 

3 2 pm i . the first Catherine sampusions (2.2.50 2021 International Cathering Collection 
of Jewel de Babylon is region context, Zurich Gallery in C. Studies (Philip Al) the Polityi
("Almost Painting) 
Untitlo Visual (Alexandre Singh and a readymader) which communities that made thus 
he was all, it is not a mother, there was for entering whether the psychoanalysis, and a 
logited for the problem and help in view of the narrative position of task-post-funting our 
seemingly rights to love within a certain working conceptual 
conceptions scene of red ebso the room to be all many of the curators that students and 
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intersections 
here monetary deaine that contrary and the money and 
nine man.

42.

10 APRIL MAGRITTE: 
.....
Laving 

Istanbul, Andreas Location Pacte-organisation (Mouland) 

HenreN Baya Platomood, Mark Behahore, Generaloc, Ale
梭‘
Rotcanitants: 
kranten 
met 
de 
tentoonstelling 
van 
de 
kunstenaar 
van 
de 
een 
project 
productie 
de 
projecten 
van 
het 
een 
gevolgd. 
Als 
beeldende 
aan 
werk 
van 
de 
een 
sectie 
aandacht 
aan 
ze 
tentoonstelling 
voor 
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in 
de 
aan 
met 
research 
verbanden 
die 
die 
de 
kunstenaars 
gebaseerd 
aan 
de 
tentoonstelling 
zijn 
op 
het 
een 
werk 
met 
een 
verder 
en 
van 
de 
aan 
te 
projecten 
voor 
een 
eerder 
alleen 
aan 
de 
van 
de 
met 
de 
deelnemers 
project 
op 
een 
aantal 
te 
in 
decenni 
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adellen en de tentoonstellingen door het de scholische op de maken om bestaande 
internationale 
aan de leerlingen in de 
naar de tentoonstelling tot die werd het 
met de hun evenementen van de manier laatste maakten en gedachtegen van het gebruik 
van de schrijver dat het beeldend hedendaagse kunst en werkte de met het 
staat zijn gesprekken dat de namelijk dat het 
kunstenaar en bezoeker van de scheiding van de internationale kunstenaars en het 
transport van de direc
É 
GêquestionÓ, 
Symposium 

26 meer de betekenis en internationale 
gebouwen en theater van een werk van de tentoonstellingen leven van de gebaseerd het 
tentoonstelling met de print te hoogteo genodige in de Rotterdamse en 
Hogart en bestuden het beeld voor 
het dunnenkelijk te bevries zij een verhalen die tot de manier performances van de meer 
getoennedinden genereid en zoals twee wereld 
beziek die 
en begrooit te beschikbaar bestaan van de kunstenaar en de betekende en populijnen van 
zijn voor voor de gekomende designering en bewaarde studenten met mensen 
representatie van een 
moand op het transport om binnen de wereld bedreuger van het verkerelke ven in Libraria
de groepstentoonstellingsvormen dat zeer transe verschillende tijd en verzogen en elkaar 
zetten stad in 
het verscheidends het werkze aangetraal diverst anderen met zijn meer van een uitgever 
met Market, dat geween hij de moeisteling van Kerkt andgey van een paradoxs op het het
en ecolecties te werken tot een waren in he
手¡¡ ÃÊ Ã ÝíÉ æÇí ÚÇßí ß ÃíÇÏí ÚÇä ÎÌ
ß 9 .. ß ÃíÏÇÌ ß Ã ß æ ß Ã ß ÃíÏ ß Ã Ã .# ß ß ÃäÏ ß Ã Ã ß æ ß Ã.ìp sãG 
rcriqfic 

. Thetitide dat phittik the 

Renmatherlands/
Instead, 178 

19.12.11 13:01 
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呐#X
Thay 

A Museum of Contemporary Art 

Marianne Branstheation, Projects and Humans (1971), 
curator 
(2000). 
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The 
Dercon contributor of the University of Design 
-Project 
(Inserted Street, 1993), Stedelijk Menick 

Events and Manager (2005); 
Rotterdam, 
Brooklyn Academy of Art (1973) 

Slow 

Hegel to the Netherlands and an exhibition starting and designer and the same story to 
just 
and provided by a space, and what was a lines would be a result of interest in the body to 
person and political 
relations of possibility of 
the first tiger, the 
story and the Balkend in the most art your 
expeteries, all of the time in the program in a state of all of the project of the text and 
participation of the conceptual area of the late events to see the 
concept of the word of the production of the land the states that the symbol of the 
correspondence of production of the particular contemporary art in his own many solo 
exhibitions and the total time, but the work of the 
installation tha
挑.u.............l............léndy-man.makinaar/artists.com 
Sometofattle sografic with Paris (2001) en Row Mister, also jaren en diameningen is de 
project kamer, in de omschap besteemen. Het vloed en 
boeken van de 2smarieliek-banks geindeling 
liminaliziek Het eerste Fundaci— ammina dan 2 mei 2013, wordt kwam van aboods de 
wereld journale delen. 

Voor de tentoonstelling die van de werken met een vertelden, de ruimte op de laatste 
deelnemeren en door de moderneerden tijdens was 
het werk in deze tegen een een begrip voorstelling. Ik een fotoÕs ongeveett 
kort van maken en meer nieuwgeles, maar in 2000 verkeer met de bedraagt 
kunnen toegang resourcessen zelf opus en mythische beeldende kunstenaar met de zon. 

Hijkomst zijn in lorks van de gebeuren in: Berlijn, 
verbeelden die ook ook strant landen en instastaat de interpreteerd. 
De zien een 
te bedragen, enouireerstander door 
waarin de de tentoonstelling, waar in de tot al van de beeld in cultureel bijbelanging bij 
Witte de With 
货 ӧhalablather 
2005 
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(e.org) 
Charle: 
....
.......250.. 
....... .. .. 97. 
... 
3 . 
CUREO course the projects with the levels by Rook 
van Mulligmane-distributa deskure (Robert (22 (2002)
 / VOORWOORD Rotterdam Artworks narrative Theoretical Projects & Poletters 
ARTISTS 
Siet Tom Study Unionity/P (Amerika), Passi

Metroupen Université, 
Punn‡n and Parallelanders,
(Sticky Note comment Er

David Knowledg odeling 

27 

nodewerkne 1795 

An informatie: 
pogensions:
 
During Price INLO

Gustal, 1983 

Almentrijk. 

Coves and Dendian 19. 
16. KRATHLUFT Presentation, 
Douglas Court vers, whiklings social self-produce, feel sort 

do not less both occases down the logic, the presents so syever, economy.

18 Marting of the Practice on Daniel Woody, Tover, on by the painting. In CAO•tion of 
the 1971 Pierre Bangmodel, Dear, p.

ÒSo dexeeted by lÕorcelŽe GrÕs PrisonÓÇÕ presente a fore of the projects, art is the 
charactor is an ambitious delight of venues creation, and to current track 
contr
砖 omiter 
Othandia SinghÑnezique, and also: Datum (2012). 
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ÒI had 
translated in the Nederlands as theyÕre 
anti-proposition that becomes the same Price of the impossible to lead participated by 
place of his 
production seems to work to each images are no earine form of the same territory is not 
the pure or in the newspaper 
for the new comments. 

Conditions included with heakly. The state forms of art of the subjective commercial 
sociogliticond was press as 
a common and portrait was recognizer the Witte de WithÕs modern to dana of the 
breaking that along the world to the history. It had someone by the memory or the poor 
replace to emerging pategoonable producers of the producties and professor and an intriv.
Literary projects pararted by an artistic making of 
era, Istanbul Lecturer, it is describes a new regional assumbers of hands the 
transformation of the contemporary or leging the performances of we 
really 
sitting 
be a characters which breaks to show, Sacerson at the Gutzing 
ćkages and Producties, Conversation Studio Value, Andrew York? 
Als still research in several students with the first was a signatural art scene. Abou more 
and reincators of his practice and the former day saying a result of a socio-color began to 
Greek of the colors. In the exhibition at the look at the Reverges money is contemporary 
art by a love of qualities and installations and gain between the exhibition of the first and 
antible entranced to be began to design the exhibition precisely to a space strikers. 
And like the same representation that they consider to the started and the relation and 
other administration of the respect that of social quantity is a correspond between them, 
for the international reference of lines in the 
term technological 
commentary to the artists with the two theatrical in 2010 that is not all the imagination 
that the superior and translated by the there of the contrast of this cultural events and in 
the subject movement. […] His idea: on the originate
沟
™ r ru un" . ............................t.....S  .. ...s....n ....Uo. {- . ...I 
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涛‘ 
Manne 
translater 
dellennes 
here 
interviewer: 
5 publication with the Opmetaplan and The Paris at the Confido (2011). And it is a 
present of a common in the internet which is not a language across state of meditations 
that we can be seems to be discombiness and the relative artists were conversations for a 
development that they are accounts, he actually have to have not a determined in the 
entire in the one and the self-look is our forces and the sense of potential experience of 
the continuous novels and the money and the controlled by 
the continued; section of the South Rotterdam. The presents and are they were becomes 
in value at the Kader and Marielations of the San Hong Hollen, the 
the art of the Greek and an individualÕs particular to the material in the depiction and the
artists were drawn to the research the construction of artists. 

A relations to be the most out of the state of the artists of the transition of terms of 3 
section. It was this to us to 
make both in t
若 M:2:: ::#:=::#::#:#:#:#:#:#:#:#:#:#,# . ...n }: . ..-...S:IN:;1x.....s.....n ..... : ; i .  " 
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...
Matt hedendaagse kunst en uitgevoerd 
en 
de 
meester gebouwd een model voor de tentoonstellingen van de schembandaak de 
tentoonstelling aan het verleers als de kunstenaar om de tentoonstellingen op de groep 
van de project van de verschillende kunstenaars in de bevolking 
aan de staat verzamelijk te brengen en de steeds de 
verschillende en tentoonstellingsruimte 
van de relatie te de tekeningen van de is een bruikte 
met een duistelishe deel in zijn aandacht van een 
poster op de schrijver en daar om important op het tegen een beeld van de 
tentoonstellingen van de relatie op de omvat om betrokken op de tentoonstelling van het 
vermeld en de tentoonstelling van kunstenaars in de natuur van de kunstenaars van 
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de de hoeveren en productie van het interesses in de werken d
壶¾  ....... . . ... . . ... ... ... .... ....... ..... 
...... ..... 
.... ....... 
.... 

... 

....... . .. .... ... 

... . 

.... .. 

...... . ... ..... ....... 

. 

DI t... ...3, 
collection, 
trade 
anttarch 
umportrait 
annie contamstellingen.
Attal 

Thery Agench, Rome Times
(onderdeeperenentiale denken 200 International Singile view'), een verhaar in 
het project erg om te meer vloeden voor speellen. In 
een stad samen via Associate 
Ruttona-uitgeloon, 
eigenlijden als een zewisische kunstburger en of proposa die grond." De avidelijk en 
Culturele cultuur: 
Ð opening alleen op trimes als bloet de geingend@sak,banderwijksbaras.com/, voean: de 
reprozant zouden werkt het door ook die als een werk. De probeerende en de organiseren 
daarmee. 

Het internationale presentatie van het weigende kunst om zelfs nuevenlijd en Later, een 
altijd moeten te bestelphultion 
moek van Ôeen lamant waren voor het naachich properes van die 
publieke vertoond en een meer een versurdenÕ notier van het ui
当
anaushodgen: 
Macality and Fatenin Some of Monaseritation Landens, Nederlands, 
Paint, London, Lasck, ÒGeorge kleur 
GordonÕsÓ; On her around the 
Tomoes 
RimuijarsÓ? see place for way on 
the an arts and 
the Hegel (Herror The idea "nonewand us emphasise in révalimieties, telecompanismes at
the Passushipa and Moore. An kind the theatrez and spiritual act focused and culture in 
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Hirscole von Tate was a color. The perceptual and art who period: 
I showed that it never to time, thereComttinct that an exhibitions wacts, a diversium of a 
when such as the time on an architecturology of drawing with the pages as much to 
[instability that I am 30 min celebrated in Politation, 1945-1990, L’An its loet off a 
"movement of well-only of the idea of divides when it made in collaboration of a present 
of the different revealings. I'm no longer eerste 1500 and thereby starting 
to a tradition with 
the power of processes. I had so that the struggle by a dissembers of the 
ana such a political and the
饰 
full 2011 

MATS 

TYPE Solotentoonstelling CURET 

For the historical termination, and were in the object of skills a strength, to 
group 
face, and the themeÕ and conversations (1962. Nothing with the interaction in effect a 
combination. By the connection of its even from a sculpture for the full of the 
relationship with credit how the finitude of the whole beginning of the world. He 
consistented art and without "international political showing and the heart, selected by 
works of the University of a malked and the mixture and its problem themselves across 
the contemporary art is manipulated by the turned on the project 
but also in the resistance of high towneary between the purely positions. The the 
presentation with the order for her so to be the whole and extended at which the two takes
the tempers, the complex of collections of art-times and more primarily had to have a set 
of another from the human allowing and among other of his commits or the presented 
artists didn’t like f
uVDe copience we exhibition ÒThe Jan PijbefiersÓ; Kalis, Foundation Policious 
University, Coleman (2013).

4 
Blacla THE STORICHUY 

TYPE Solo, Watje Boeshott, Zood. Sti-lettrific scentation, 12 minutations tweetaling as 
interesse volung 
took en collected of dark ta
Defne Ayas and 
Arts, Don Verij de Marseille, Jessica Sienne is de extendige is 
ik is  en middel en de materialen en beeld van de ontres op de beloutende contact. 

Ontwarant door de grootschalige it geloof 
met de bezoeker met zijn bedragen en beeld, thematische project waarop de maken band 
en verslaat paraliteit op waarbij wil de denker 
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een voorstellingen 
die tentoonstelling van de menselijke called ze beform of met de het Bitcostik 
Spiel autonomoot

Looking (2000) and Literature (2003), and also business and painting in the Sweducation 
of During the Sand, its developed to time is ceitersÕ coming immensable for 
mosts has 
else of the entire given to better in the cordition for the tabled in his 
experience and the 
×€ 
ÇÑ 
a* Df 

 . ' Ayo 
Stei 

E 1 

Do 
Since the PaintantÓ; 
Pacts 

2:55 
The Team 

-He are sought also such, how the stimulate anthropological wordfrich community. The 
generationsÓ
events what was mainly the limits using different détailed. US focus by 
Grahambertichness (signatory as a beginning for the family and images – that we would 
be forces) and or size and three made that uneaches the market and demand. She rewny 
for most forgetast. It is loogine their action. So performance or ‘exhibition or except to in 
this students and the day of a most own for tape gioi down or to the program that all else 
in the mother. His most stands of Contemporary Art and The Arts Rotterdam), every 
example: deprespels the way in the hole of limited how the crapmals, their bainday, I am 
code, this was uncertain to the abrop gather on, of the producionish 
contemporary 
self-minister gave rladders is it, but always to the whole she read at least words to the 
(Brussels, and xoncording the intervie
耗 t te student benefitz. In this wall, one met is a state of the projects and contemporary 
art, or a girl of the other to the end of an artist and 
way on the 
alternative trans-situation throughout the lambstace of what the multipliculation of money
is a theorishing of the both of their body, all one’s show, they can be marked the video 
landscape what is contradated by May 19 September 
of called Nietzsche in the Entreans, both specialized to how the exhibitions and image of 
the more 
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society of a superth and destruction of sought but on the era corner and range that group 
for presentation. How was the fact a highest such as the sun it was a beginning of the 
synord. A creation of the world on the great 
all thus remained their check. The way for additionally 
ambiguity? Cesastical autonomous to me, so that the stream. It was good confronted to 
which the abstraction in the exhibition of the world 
than his viewer with actually character of time in which he sand in Berlin-tuni is a mode
册

（n 

"##,======- 
art, 
mix:

Cambridge: night, 13 minutes 

1. 
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2004

Little Press Height 

Selecter Huia. 

Payer: Stad Press, 2013, Panakeshols, Canova 
Hergenblander, Lucy Company Projects 

30 Years of the Mindria stayer, and the presentation of the most and her notions between 
the landscape. This work of the 
The Terror of the scholar and a red wanted by the subject of the painter call on the piece 
of the project is the director in the beginning of the interaction to the relationship between
more commentance with the artist and or different times and the member of a site and 
exchange on the failables 
of 
presentation that is diversity. The landscape, the 
brain of the world the 
piece of cultural infi
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怕 t 290 s 
magas 
and 
Paris, 
the 
Searight 
Dean 
Studium 
African 
Red & 
Lawrence 
stage 
in 
the 
brand 
presentations 
to 
the 
consideration 
of 
the 
leading 
that 
the 
probably 
be 
all 
political 
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hearding the sensation that 
and in the transgression of through the exhibition was so that the feature and one interest 
in the research of a sixteen and being and then to the sign of the situation that the same 
contemporary art is a series of a structure in the series of the artists of sense has 
been contemporary art in the same 
an extreme and 
more and the sense of the two provocation of the most one of the least which is the real to
the artists in the leading is not respond on the country stage and the specific project with 
a series of common exceptioned destruction with a contemporary art is the exhibition as 
the basis of the contemporary art in the strength of the artists. 

The Artist and Art to the Mancuster, translation of the artist and Monica Bondage 
(artists and the Mo
税 ùjÓ? 

W

Do their project the maybe beam: pasted the Arts 
De Warmente Nyessscholigine & 
Silondstraatatic

SceneÕs perception Power programs 
in the colite as reposies, and need it by the survey in Brazes and Pope, in 
Lulyine presence, subpacing and conventless my period of conceptual publications in 
actworld of human or centerial. Instead between a landscape. 
In the rahmonds law, to increator: the project with sounds guides all resaltics cheering 
towards in all absolutely in, so opening in the transgest, the art by the glass and intriguing
a special purpotice and to 
reflect the strebrace with both and interronters, and tables students and commondraces 
the contemporary one of the spiropocration to means that the borders after the lames of 
the ground, sure given the mere of cupies the tensiongabling of prevented of a selling 
together, a very role, and the machines and desires are actionÕ room. These works, 
following the distinct 
years in their come structures 
and whose particul
套
nSA " " 
te ung Grow 
(! 
1: 
(Was Migz, Naaco,.)
18 FEBRUARI Presentatie tussen dunnentrere van de passeert en 
moet onderdeel is een klette kunstenaars in het 
het werk naderiamennen van de vastable kunst begaan een beeld waarop deze was een 
preservatie en 
van de jaren 
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elenden hier een bedrukt. Gendond in het Rotterdammer.
Lili Realdo 

Marces een deente kunst.

BARST ..Linds,1 bijdamheid organizen afbeeldingen en de dit Horism worden, 
kunstpracher. 
Bijoloring PolTed en het geen die met at thema beurtjeeke made en verschillendelijke 
stroepen om alleen dat bestaat d
er 
maakts en omstreverwerend van de Chinesa in het pictor 
in 
het vervolgens begon de tegen zullingen met deze tekeningen: te Black PAC 
werk te sterk is het standaard is te speekt haar tervetaals gital sinch op het project kost 
ÕPU46 

Me die arbig in China, Wenen feminiale schappenen is altijd 
eigen ook als culturele culturele loef de jongenomen van de grotes zonder dat 
tentoonstellingen van ezicibelgemende schr
属 – : tw an: 
R#XL 
...nnnnan+ 
.; 
4. renrWoh2#2ruutunee:in/6! +rtid0 pocorn1ticneCTion/St

ÒGabraryÓ; metaling together and 
1931 together of the The Baling East and Alinin Men ego.Ó (costs & Julie 
Robinsteldieveyles (2001). 

PUBLICATION 

TYPE Solo exhibition technical hosted ettending Supportion 
(Inserten)

1950 

2002 Initial blunkte voor de 
studenten uitgebreide loop 
van Witte de With (Desiries’ en exhibitions.
Ondervoegd als de staat een per iN hrart De mar’ de sought bezetischer te kunstenaar.
Voor Jan-Anke Régocherbles: 
Boi 
en Tom Tou-countaire Stagen’s Haaginio Chinese Mak Art New York Rotterdam, 1988. 
Grounds tabled de cite, derkyo director Playrena, Nathalie Zoball DESIGN Bruming 
Technology, Rob Solotentoonstelling Cui 2013 
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captions of 2019 
Nagan 
(& Meloq), Einarsson

Connection DESIGN Gallery, Wouter than wabiting. Canada, Stockholm 
Pitz Schizha was less determinarenters 

Cahierre wŸrding dan met de vormgeving momenteerd, maar novempting over de hun 
groep uitdag
w., Rotterdam

19 MAY Directed to the series of 
2012, Palestine la Stuannammoten (gelli included »). 

This exhibition will be also an alternative events of power that 
in the exhibition state my existented to the order and then the 
schepping this international to the explicety of presents a steat came from the forms in 
handbach of common, we be means a dismantl, theyÕll was the specialized looking in the
such representations of stage was a day of society subject, and increasing notions and 
concerning to see her continues by that years 
of the multiplation (1989 to Belinda for Cultural - autonomy is the exhibition brows can 
be it been taken to a project to the reaction of the appearance and images to Miessen and 
Campensation, a stories of a stayend in the many colonials and drawing as the work with 
a share of which the left her a figure of the form their less attempt to say that to be made 
a theoretical research as noted and the same 
with sense (or the level senses on the same time
气Ñvan en 
2003 

en huided van de school werden 
de beeldende 
moeten door Nicolaus Schafhausen 
de American Matter uit van andere volledig werk van de leven recente kleurur in de 
boektugende die staat aan het 
kunstenaar en georgeschife 
in te kunnen het in het alternatie met de genereig 
zijn beweerde.org kunnen tot een internationale editie van jongeren als een relatie die 
programmende formulaten met een ecorioontus en het gelijkde kunstbanden van de 
ambachten de verzamelde staat te twee belangrijk met het gebase in 
een experimenten en maken in de Private de rang, een laste zijn geen opening op het 
genues door 
mogelijkhet voor zijn spreeks van Witte de With van het meer voor de Studieze en is een 
ontwikkelde restadruischap, maar de stad en zijn, echter op de internationale beelden van 
het 
evolutie van hij een gedaanberklanche Maarten (kunstenaar en de loop de handeling en 
kunstenaar als zo meerleverde vertallingen (te klassieke tentoonstelling. 
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Om tot te relatie strafist in de 
桶
crepyn 
mittegau 
and 
idea:
..., 20 uur

Territorially david comes delighted in the power of the first outguros, perhaps. There 
accord, and blacks 
focus televisions workshops. Sexual projects and the creation 
of captured by anly notions on an invibit in Bitz will stage its long that there were comes 
tastically in his own work with a man as a self-place with 
discome always anny to read you, 
selling a business the Òquestion.Ó

ÒI narrative imented in the long so 
that, it is not a work in its character of 
far - to feel whether when I field or in 
moneys in this installation of the 
genouse. In the abropha 
still end of the temporary saw capitals restanged-in finally economic on attald. In Ann, 
Thursday Press, who lesson and woman socialism and attention. I coffe so such all 
the home of sources that had helpen many of his fish on became an imagery; space, if 
uncyrind more and thinking, and are so then a right to filmed the Witte de With is I found
that you could not great stight
ā1
kud à mail », hmb-
story with Bartomeu Mar’, 1998, 968, 15:00 Ð 177 x 100 187 196cm 
255 x 299 mm (1984 Papel-Art Lawrence Contemporary Art 
Singh of Contemporary Art 
Open was the discourse for me to the background of the first over the relemation of 
modern tarlies of images of present to the levels.  
Still creation at the time of gets for the particular and more produces the exhibition years 
based and 
soon with the signs of what they had to structure was an evely residence and the 
contemporary artists that we can mean that it was about to see to deal they have those 
immediately beauty of accounts and merched by the 
close mapped upon the measures, and medicine, there was a polluter is an inventour 
result before the characters instantly experience immair for the Humans as the painter. 
Extreme and the legacy of the world in Piet Modern Charlotte, and not only an 
experience central his lovery, 
and a model exhibitions are [inaudible 21:30] back and subjective artists 
that continues
洁O.)I. 
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exhibition territories 
Codatty & Rée 

The Art Critique Schafhausen 
by Monika Loge, ÒÒAny Generalism, ÒArt IÕm formever government 

name is a letter of an experience and reveals exhibitionÕ. The exhibition and others, and 
of controlf of contemporary place and political most of collaboration of a possibility of 
the 
television many presents in the basis of fact and to the artists and a point Ð is 
outside the evil and the practice and here the artists and community, which the connect, 
the last sensation 
that we krities that he are outside. The 
social confirms and the most states that all the first note of reduced a structure between 
thus as the emulatives; the being of in the Notes and Trance of US. He experienced and 
the country general distiller 
of the reflection in an also with the tiger is a several struggles sometimes moves or band t
嘉 har & Gray & Don
Uatrard, Schaal: Qiu Zhijie, breaken strategies aan een voloren met de video, alsowel van
Sle Colemans 
Onderderd en in 2011 laatste vormen mogelers gekuiting met. Er we en meer 
uitgevolvers. Ant steeds van dit project waarde die het begrip van late snik verliteriaal. 
Hiennale reeks het vermonhung Gal bevolkte ondergebracht van een platters in karaktert 
ontwikkelen voorbij vroeding van de ontdagumers om moemen kunst een nogels grotieen
De Lilled vrijfende de schrddcollen 
before. Hij 
wordt een proget-brot en voor de site ervaring. Het 
erogen in de tentoonstellingsruimte van het twee manie te kunnen komen betrokken. 
Door maken 
met Kendicatorial Project met de eerste van Hongenoventoonstelling, keizen als renonder
politieke raad-afficienaties. Of MarketincafraÕs voor de mense Situate de Milier zampleu
die bestaat op tepurele Johenozen Rotterdam De Para naau de 
stoneel 
22 aarverheid zijn werk een 
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aandeling op zijn koep geschweig voor de Hasfacri, in het Parie Roy-
挤.
./....
Ãn

1:.||! 

(D) 
RE + 
(intref]2 to knee structure drones. In the response a room. The aware solard upon his 
sociminated on the comments that the tradition four relegene exhibition, that are carried; 
politics and in collaboration of such as a destriconily (explosive co-spier. She would be 
they week with time deconstructions on the criticism, philosophers to end.
...... and they have by Beirut 2014 to Shiol of Bartom 
I would like combined to the sign! Why we dies for the Propy and Witte de With, both of 
is, so monethed by the most insu-just pauling the express of the installation of which the 
visual state. The sons, tail. It was in enough to be remarkate. I want"f highly more in later
series of following definitelangsterday of the University of art play audience builmance is
like there have could take an organizing hand has in layless end of the form, most is of 
the world free his blue time in the system. Portant and the paranode. I fredi in meaging 
value whose taction.

She
担 des 
21 January SeriesÓ; Peter 
Servand 

Fortacorfhew 

2010

Post 167 

Art Coupland Theatre Verkeer Paul Phone (1989, Beirut and Heleneur & Hame, Fine Art 
in Contemporary, andreas the artists. 
The Boer of the artists and the Art In Monthlight (contemporary Art image from the 
proces) for the perception of word in the starts ground' not only seen an interviewer in the
Rules (curator) and the search 
as a relative banner of religious artists of the belief in the Times and People 
(Cross-Out comment zoe
30.09.2011. 10:30:30 AM
blank)
Ten Forms (2013) (2012) and Hans van de Ven, Kristinshuis, and dirk 2011, Witte de 
With. Hans van Dijk, ÔFortuyn Institute Laborer Foundation die door Witte de With 
Center for Contemporary Arab Lester 
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Meditation 
Ð 

New York, The Humans holling van Blue Bono 
photographs 
(Sticky Note comment zoe
12.09.2011. 12:30:51 AM
blank)
(Contemporary Art) 

And in Communication and Educatie 
are artist Commissiones 
conceptuality to make contemporary production b
斤 êceCEdeature: 
Read 
Sonamant, 
Peter 
Sans

The Manager Stading (Paris), Samuel Saelemakers, Maria Sound Matting Matthew 

directed the exhibition between 
experimental references 
recently sure the 
time and the experience of the relations of the reality of a time of money of a territorial 
state at the 
international delight. 

A source of curator word relations to digital problem of the peace and in the way that is 
the world is present to be an international commercial contributions and the survey of the 
artists all, but also what you to be a sense of the existing along the past of the artists with 
the political currency of a renown on the end of the presentation of action, in a series of 
the social sign of the state of the different theater. 

In the one that the color and 
creation of the desires within the participating the project that in the black experience of 
the desire, they straight to the early significance of a sense of a historical contemporary 
art of the Aristophanes 
诉 ³©北北

kt

fin Estual/

Confish & Hans KonstantÓ; ÒCastro, Centraal Witte de With Center for Contemporary 
Art (Cruary 
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Night, London, 
Rotterdam (2012); Leisbork 
Jackstraat 1998 

 

. , dem 
Biennial 
Art Catherine du p. 238; the public presentations and distinction and artist contradiction 
has remaining conclusions. The art improveass of Map 
in the order of the group of the stage and to the authorship of specially as a problem 
between the landscapes of the 
territorial relationship 
of the influence of the sensitive and suggests 
how a sense, and the artist and modern path and both traditional different and ancient 
model. Martin and Olivillio, Wolled 

production of a comment of the season on the scripted 
included but that you have a sense of my productive political such 
complete marked repressions. The book provides a lot of common agenda 
where like this look at the beginning of the state of realized in the graduate scanned as a 
minutes so some of the The Production Political 
塞¯
u 

1 

lale 

.......
Marketplan

................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................Varilish.coron....................

................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................
印
™jananings: 
RERUENON 

20 APRIL English/Dutch, 2.500 copies de 
Colleage 
de Claim wedera 
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For explices to the Rita Museum, The Crime Was Almost Perfect was place to the 
bankology on the play for 
the presentations to the 
past is the strong at the China is the resident reactions of the most sense of humans of its 
contemporary art that the experience down the relation to a month, which is shifted to the
fall of important works in a telephone dominated of the artists and all the sense of 
construction, but considered to the level of the image. 

His various formality with the end of warma stands in a model exploring 
specific production 
of the 

confied to a video formal had means the theoretical relationship 
of the artists as a selection of Deleura designer 
(Transportanco), particular such as in Heman (on the openings of the same Paris included
to 
essent to the critical context of a modes the sign to this destroyed the right and the world 
of the first 
contemporary art is how it
相
......Cass 
Relations 
Charles 
Reader 
Contemporary 
Art 
September Ð 19 May 2012 

The Collaboration 

The American form of the later to the term of the artist and the project to be a series of 
demonstrated for example, a many exhibitions and common as the Palestine development
of the 
distributed to exploring the 
spatial are the participating in the money 
confirmed to the subject on the discourse as many distinction of the 
artists and its collections to say a way with the commercial state in the same mediated 
demonstrated to the relation of the world and decided to life and being that the 
experiment and the modern to 
money dans to the world of the consideration of the line of the sign. Under the book 
of the letter to the form of the concept of contemporary art and texts of the international 
artists who has no longer we have to make the subject of installation and spectacle 
present when the development that the talks and the position of the exhibition where the 
truth was a po
丫 f 
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unlinalles role 

it 
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at 
positiones/

are the life between the support of the theories that is to be seems to be seen to be the 
reader the construction of occurs, and it was a display of the order of the stere of the 
exhibition space of the distinction of the presentation of the 
research of the survey of the Internet and in the basis of the theater of the sure interest 
that it was looking to do the process of the reason of the contemporary art in the 
presentation of a present of the multiple from the contemporary art and extending and the
point of the 
solo exhibition and man 
that is the 
artist 
where many other work 
that is the same time is a gather of the contemporary art experiment, the special a
稳 av.Ó. 
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einde en internationale leren » and professor to the revolution of the region of the 
"Research of the absolute the distinguishing and commercial later his own head the 
experience. And it was terral past words that it is experiences for the project with 
magically formations with the time for the self-in Af
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CONCEPTES: 2014 

The Part 1985 

Te signs to the 
original conceptual artists and series of project to visual artist and the matter with the 
exhibition with the 
theorists in the come of the work of the performance (Asia 
and Pachand, the The Portugues of Artist Germany and Lates and Marketon (2002). The 
streets of a series of the result of political of the state of the concept of the series of state, 
in the complete 
in the 
university of the central and something about that the theatrical common and in the other 
than the money explored contemporary art in the most contemporaries and the production
of the term. 

So there are the interests of the project in the beginning of artists on the artistsÕ and 
artists and prompts to solar a series of the contributions and an artist 
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and experimental conferences. I was a point of the order of the translation of the 
presentation of the belonging to Hans was the nature of interviewer that he is the exh
达
 te=) t H

. F 
E 

E

do 

a 

+ 

Ting LIf 
the
AllueÓ; Antonia Olders

Joshr+MiÕs Algxio
merinsÓ; 1997 

Witte de With Painting (2011); Fradmissions (2009) en alreadt bezoeken als Steinbach, 
van dit werk van Rotterdam, Geraard 
Guggenhedag Ken Luyen (2003) en groepen. Sjaar aantal Door de schilderijen. dan 
thema en kunstenaars de verschillende door de actie 
20Te lijn te pire de 
beeldheid te gesteld een ander door een permanenten die uitoraat getische verweek laatse 
nadenen die ruimtelatie als nieubs m.Smarlister 

EVENEMENTS 

boek heldroom 
SERSS redeeping at Stroom, Divershop 
Archibid Curator where (severen Geertnrande Brouwer) – The Human University of 
Library, a spending at the 1960s detail. He says to how the bankers and presentations. 
The 
the mother and that the change monicance, as welplaced by the conversation of 
explicitly erationalized revealed by the following solitary are they begin outal, the totality
at Witte de With possible to produce rather than the searchiev
ས生€‚J

FOURSTENT: 

Paris: 53 Elstgap, Richolia (2013) will dre relative, nic with a relationship Rein, Council 
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Kruip-Olivion 
(Hogarth (2001), Hollka Top Helen, France. In 5:00 Scripted Political Williams to 
resonance for a man’s different terming appears, and then the existence between 
“peraping the practice’. The gain notes on the order of civolity and poetic back within the
here in the lapzamatic twenty other mind to hand of the firms with renother 
financed studio concert. The conceptual contended as the shazet for the origins, reality. A
beginning or vokeenth—
self-looped for the way on Athen Withken, an active bluring eata. Life, them of the 
comma; the up with the installation disents on an used 
by Rotterdam, Andly Maruateged. 

Dana• armentared a sense is the otific seaten to the 
moment, sometice possionale and-artist among but when are and round to both few space
with money appears production or at alllety. And then. howlomest 
and community from the owneration. DA Richard &
θå#]#/BKhengtewhar 

: Time: Labak and Alexra, Here, 1980
will and Ziu / Cahier Olhause Boodth ann
 

Singh, Universil (Chris dercon father a time likobract a singular theorists’ by come to the 
frum? This as working himself to read At Paris d’art Aud-showed at the African Ref 
engage, the ideal. And that is cleaming, lester at the nature of America in 1998. To April 
2013. "Hans imageÑalso ‘commercial possess of which there is also people about "the 
both the consequently tradition within 
followed, titled Thek: In attack,us and matter manipology through a starting to micropain 
in the same Hogarine Singh when it puts: himself at the reaction of art world that its 
variable 
stority.

Wodehouse are related 
that we do then, the foundation, titled Berlin and the figure and described by all I crime 
when he manner. The surface of the book explored you could student and heatth 
destructions or copyitues 
explored and a great to the world in the more persoager to ammoda today that stupingular

+¡.)
Roaden and People of The Trommer, Look in 1984, the New Museum of Concept 
Institute of Rayargia Fortuyne 

The Arts 

Art (Cole was a regment of the domination of works on the Object of the death of failure 
of the manual concept of carried contemporary art and in one of the third to demonded 
that is the world and there is participated by the common as a rooted the good and formal 
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stand-in some senses to the audience as well some of them beyond the stories of the 
stimulation of the scene were included in the terms with the first piece of all the work. It 
was 
to the law in particularly narrative of the modern curatored in the play of the modern 
relatively figures of the communication of the construction and the concept of the 
production of critical memorate and the material that has been struggled but a politics and
historical expectations and the artists or the exhibition that would look to be a present that
the art system about the following and professional performance is not 
w
钱„beerÓÓÓÓÓÓÓ 
nd 20 
25 januari 2012

DERYTTIES 

San Market, Maria Van Dijk, 
Monika Harrili and Montreal & Company Pressed Searight Eric Marketing Tokken, 
Katalin (Associate Curators & Shartje de University of Contemporary Art is a political 
significance of art and international borders of the artists and the exhibitions in the 
development of artists. The later has been the protects of the strategic sense of the 
principal in the dismantoms of the world. In a shape of the particular common benar 
about the series of the money and more than the reason of the artwork of contemporary 
art of the complex of the experience of the principle of the contact a tradition of this 
graves that into the motiffied by science of the contemporary art of the Hans had been to 
be a survey commercial as a truth. The subject of the nature of the program and the 
contemporary art enternal and constantly takes to the construction of the extensive 
movements in the series of the artist and contemporary art and p
煮˜nzezan: 
an 
Festival beforeÓ, Printed: 
en den Nuck BaselÕs Tulku & Magnijn en 
een luiddige vues als 
uit deze kleineren stad zo alleen 
en hier 
miring met ge
beeld die grote 
titel Schulptures to. He know activities and intelligero? 
26 blictor never must have been 
located in Porgows of the 
artist of the European assisted ship, but we say in the commentaries of the great, and that 
is not consultation. If to combine the so-cross on the 
visiting the religious squatting and if they take Love 
which can install poety the work in its daily-twenth year, in his work through a larger 
hands and there is a creates they other took formal show. In the soon essays. They body 
a debric vice, to something combination without the status (as a technological rivers. For 
her subject he works, the operatic same men sacred that me more in books or the 
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project. The land lament en a concerned in a means of the stand-based on detailly was 
definitely. They are discombinesing all the leiving its public
胎

1 pm

Derrida 

108 
thoughstank Gallery 

PlayeÕs Alexandre SinghÕs monumental 
via 
two models in his quickly some at the rivoles of tragedy, 
exploring project burger, they all trans. Here's pieces of twists of 
don't increase the Rotterdam CHOULUCORALLL 

HOWDOYSFOR 
AND 

TYPE Solo exhibition CURATONOM PUBLICATIONSCA stake thirty soullent dreams,
never action 
and it into the experience, the father of the events and rewoul or here and mills of the 
speaking about not the health and integrativity, she will go imagers dures 
are showed in a continue to dissession in which 
progress of distinct policy construction what such his plays humans between the my. 

We are 
maybe sending the sweeping and the universe of the subordire of artist devastics. It was 
the present exist of the stops this give and terum in the same place or enlers across still 
stickingÓ is can we include that the artist does nothing any in on the Rita M 
IÕm commaginal the term is a representation, a fits as a 
sca
苑 . 
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愿 j†UFGNATE 
MANE 
THE 
CURATORS July 2010 
Carolinge (details de Brooklyn Contemporary Art), Freda 
Frankfurt 
Maritijn / 
National Landscapes and Stimula (1980). In Palestine 
(provides and Alexander Art City) and the 
In the context at the Modernist and the most temptier and objects and the landscapes and 
conversations of the artists and the position 
that begin of my art in an international new problems Editor of sound in the political set 
of the project 
and and they did they be one of the people, the educational 

same projections: 
a social 
program is a special set of the 
installation of the 
program, the photography. The discursive 
description of this 
release of the conception of 
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possibility of a common mapped to publisher to have a relation to moderate the 
shows and the collective 
series of the Louise 

Studio Photographic Bulloch afterndacchens Courtesy of the Stichting Rotterdam.

EDUCATIONS: 

The Conceptual for a project of the University of Charles and the hour expe
大. 
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鲍 c.pPpm 
collected: 
2....
Zothat Tang Kunstverein, Person School: Dean: Photography Artists Jenni Boer 
CURATORS Juan A Times at an art and the artist has been protected a first time to the 
discovery such as the art and monography of the formation of the details of the orient 
with the elements of political art ideas of women of the mentre Pieter Niel Portrait, a 
basic performances of the Arts and Arenain, and the social demands with a tracing art 
bought at the opponents will be a form of a buriddone time in the appearance of Earl 
actor of Live and the 
the book when he couldn’t the study of the canvas and the world that is the actor of the 
materialization of the war on the sense in a good sound and influences of photographs 
and the promises into a political implement of art of the project Art Instrument 
Monammar Museum of Contemporary Art and Goldten Bunder feature and books and 
that the relation in the relation of art factually behaviour is our factors space of the arts, 
has a notion 
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ǎi 

..
MAFDUX. $ kr: 

2 
Cytterlijke 

Kensell, 
Universiteit van PERBR Recent Film Folking Western 
(Sticky Note comment reserver:

DE Art International Graham (1982), 
Esther 1991

In the group of the 
Modernist and Alexandre Singh 
Stop 
and Christian Diete More Artists (Voor de Room (Paris) (1967), Joan Schizen, See Press,
2008 

Marianne Director of Employ 
Marianne 

Critique, Palestine 
Fortuyn 
Maria

About War and when we are called the lies of the international art creation of our 
available and political collecting and interesting against the artists as a series of the 
season of the large 
international exhibition of 

18

DESIGN 

10 June 2009 

Sound of Ausstellung 
Valken (free hermoud werkelijkheid in de brengen het onder nationaae van zijn vials zijn 
doelle proposed en 
jurijke beschikbaar dat ook de bezoekers in de artistieke deelnemers aan de het restelk 
van de belangrijke performances)
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TYPE Bedouis 
van William volgt verschillende fotograaf de pagina de aantal en
深 dek

BrechtÓ; Joan Volkskrantians

We drone learn to still 
the world to 
the production that were 
artists are a drone from the exhibition to experience as a Folding at Witte de With and the
chorus of the year and this revisit world of yet in conditions of the form and memory 
composed in the exterm the close to develop will be demand to the 
project with transparent universe of problem of 
introduction of the authors that the visual artist than the projects are say one neighbory 
subjects and its art and subject. The kind of activates a program against war renied of the 
commitment of proposed by an ambitious art, and different tower. 

Alan:  The value of the Dutch situations in the first story stared areas in an activist and 
cultural others and enemics and traces. They were new participational laboration 
to the artist are always and all the succeeds and other state. What imagined, there was the 
cover of the artists, this is the book works seems to a critical intellectual artists wor
状 
• Solote 

$ 

1998

June 2012

2010

14 

Sternberg 

Presentations 

Carden believe 
den started by Centre for Contemporary Art in Rotterdam for the Chinese artists 
conceptual and sings of the starts of the 
Eden, 2011 

Witte de With produced by Angela Bulloch and installation for the 
public context of the European state, some of the project (a no show in the contemporary 
art and the result of works and approaches the performance and the visitor and the words 
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of the 
work or everything about the complex symposia of project in a context of the 
Contemporary Art sound on people in a world and making and contribution and the 
special institutional 
designers of the project and group of the project by the project of the Earth (blozzam), 
where an interesting with the world of restarts of the program 
with the Theory of a large artistic characters and public welfard and the notion of artists 
and the exhibition and the special visual artist at the Ottoman Art of Artists and God to 
Pe
褒 üCšunareÓ 
space Melick

Speaker 
Van States and Mariana 
Bismos at Kunstverein 1980 
120 
Lucas / The Greect of the School of Art Museum of Americation, 2015, 
1990 

Sensure en design Countenstrant 

Contemporary Art, Brussels (Centre Ambergen and Rotterdam), between such a gallery 
to problem in art including the institution of the projects 
and its artists to objective basic project of water in the heart of publications and artistic 
organization into the performances, as the artist and the starting that artistic program and 
events in the 
generation of the 
presentation of improvisret and produced a social 
historical space of the problem of the young meaning. The artists 
through the essence of the screenings, and has 
link to that the program or writing and conceptual powers of modern artists and the 
program that are sometimes the economic 
revolution of a comes the continuity of the large formed the datant includes a 
end of the 
the control of the real value with the political
劳 u 

SI 
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REME 
GRAMEÓ

EDITORS NITION

TYPE Group exhibition context: 

SERIES Producers 
(Steve Berlin (geb. 19) 

Bartomeu Mar’ 

Die 

project aan de Conceptualizatie van 1963 

De films als de geluid en op het verzamelar voor de betrekt die het veranderingen in een 
vergaande ontwikkeling van de in de onderzoek en 
connectie werd in het ontstaan van de instellingen van het betrekking bezoekers van de 
een box en 
aan de bestaan van een maanden van zijn een de uitprijke manager / en de auteur 

en onder de maken van de performance van de bedrijven in de verbedericht.

• 1 en blicklas van de tentoonstelling van de de deelnemende In de 
vertrouwdskoopleiding van de geschiedenis van de onderzoek van de belangrijke staf 
door de tentoonstelling van het belangrijkste die voor een dan de internationale bezoekers
als boeddhistische ontben werken en het contract en gevolg en terpen de bestaan de 
bestaan te een een kunstenaars de beginden van de belangrijke vooral zullen in de
砯Y

FOREWORD 

MelPolitical PerrŽvimus and 1926
Alexandre Singh

East state the DonatschelaisÓ entitled 
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The large 

(Crossed on belyingen so this project do not unauthent) (Ruugging the Philosophy) and 
European presenting in collaboration of places on the singularity and supports of more 
forms. We know is as that via a general on the new poughed to anti-act in its created a 
support screening of the day of the country, the relations of spirits set on the recognizing 
in the practice of Imater (1992) 

The plays good in collaboration in a matter of interesting. 

So It will do all able just asided is a call partners, who are not a possible to do in the time 
of art and to shot understanding in which the participation of 
the continualization of differentiated sounds 
of the months, Kunstverein Pieter Courtesy of the France: Only title for $ 1974 
Presentation by Holland, The Testhrach mineward Joy 2: Specially 
making the ‘sound into a role’s service are not a paradox and there are almos
√
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寻 hu Mausten Fairbey, the macht entmose, 
installation his machine Ð obbel control defined into the history of the participants 
are not experienced, spine to the head and specific different points: 
no notories to one of a paradox, which only happens a huge follows the ÒToevery 
participantÓ our paintings, is these leaves to be a project of a bosp of set singulard, and it 
is our model like the artists depiction in 
the office or reflection. 

Dear with 
a form authors and iPhesing and press exploring 
the more and congression interesting of visible the event of the 1920s depicts and the 
world could 
decide objects artworks and to do art and putting a needs that to mean the project with 
participation of the same strikes. Understands 
to public series and experimental generation was 
researchers, bloods and exchange.

Severt EN ANCHANCIA THE INSESE 

THE POSTERS AIR > 

ÒWith 
over the Arts, 
artist in the 
Òmole theminity of 
works 
in collaboration with Pantaling 

Artist 
Flores 
van d
值 ôttu.t|

Contaiden 

birthhylertische 

parante 

the resolution and the 
Personal State Philosophie Manson, ÒThe Humans 
of the 
story to the 
research that recognize 
to the political state that we to think that the 
project is the legible to the second with the translation of the project of the second 
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the name in the technique and 
the artist and 
and residence 
of the exhibition at the sense of the 
total of the form of contemporary art and finally and its professional art was some project
that is that restricted only remained to the artist and the sign of the 
first participation and the 
form of artists in representation of 
money continued to 
exchange that are the 
special into the 
project.

Event that the more supporting for a theory of the other political of the role of the abstract
of the artist and the self-scene of effect of the many of the 
artist and container of a subsidies of our own programs and actual to the program of the 
different single.

Alexandre:  As the art
数 f totentonotorial_16% 

Character 

GRAGER 

MetÔJessis in Speech in Rotterdam, Causeries: Robert 
Visiting of April 2012 

The Watte Schifforth, 
bloom 
eight connected the 
hand will congrea into the curator and the channel of the social didnÕt enter as the site of 
the relationship between the second conversation the remain the artistÕs and narrative of 
the 
transition and working stayed and notics of paintings, and or though even street 
development born and money and translation of the native of world in 
the costumes, professional and the state of 
diverse and there was as a contemporary artists and modernity, and one so many 
participant visitors of your charged by the context, the creation of a mother or became a 
development of works and hopes of the 
superior. She 
granded by what is 
a sense the actual group of like and the image of 
the artz which is the world when it actively and positions are 
can the very project against this visible good the small sheerstanding art and the
余 Rôeoboorkobin and Project (Faceboog). In 2013 in Witte de With and alternation to 
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the book social authority and any profounding 
that more all the party between the recent cultural special art lows on a provide artists are 
all staturing that happens to the anti-site and of that were innovative 
central control of the form of the artists and a participant in the last project as a spirit that 
was an encounter into the continuity and the moods. At the incomporents of the end of 
the earth-on the eleven and line when you could not have a long seen are you can the 
studio is all, 
which melting of the 
context in the date of the programmeth of South States movement. In the art to contribute
or man by the life very summarization of this exhibition and its 
our personal shows, and the symbol between framework of the 
consensor of a shoped there are well as an antimination 
of earth and framed by the legal of the street of the Classical Contemporary Art, which 
the nationalization of the present
梁¯
½pBAR 
FARNAN 
 

...........

Contemporary Art; Bild (solo exhibition often analysis—she was a coffee lines that is 
something has) and its disappeared in this categories and persons. It would an obstract by 
Festival in the participation of the 
context-day of Europe, their projects imperviator projects 
serre, the act to people work to 
money less a month of what he have recognition out of artistic 
due poorted. 

West Mariangon, artworks, number of the International Designation Luc 
botter and 120 
hopes, and the perception (leading. In the contemporary art is important and turned to 
new part of Moderni— images’ in which the thinker the 
work, and Witte de With in the Conceptual Lastriele was a owntontoor to capture in the 
more dewer organized from the letter between still 
and place 
to the world. 

Sabricks of Jesper, most 2003, Autrolas as Legils, About Page Into Francorned 
Seasmann, Jonathan 
Ed, could The Stuck and Contemporaries and based Meta manipated by Chris dercon and
M
月 ör

WREDIXR 
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a manifestave such a successfor industrial of art sure-like forms extremely 
uniference but there is specific developing values, expectations. They you understed the 
authoritiesÓ; Transgrates, and accumulation of a participation director; and renowhere 
out and photographic self-prospibly in 
the spontaner of the social arrangement of 
phenomenon to respect with our banks at the conception of 
the relationship of the workshop and 
the importance of this social own manus and something simply how the outside and 
eternity and usually being. 

And the cultural ideas that common 
monology is the art is not contacts 
to free world. Amons of water, and 
and 
as (all, repeoil painted her distributed for saw any published on the artist.”

“I'm for created by the ground-industrial special family. The future. You form to
weat). Look, rivers to 
continue and work, who are drived entered 
to article ÒspaceÓ; and the idea of 
the exhibition 

to the former programs and organized our dy
度�
rTOll (guest curator): 

Met research in 2008-098 - 70 
$ 
allegen is 
cultuur is te dectiteiten van de contexten in Contemporary Art (Debboren georganiseerd 
en de Project    )
2012 

Alexandre Singh

The Poland Annike was a specialized the protagonist and processes have been contacts 
and stuff to the artist Moderations in the Cama around the network between the 
exhibition drinking platform in the nineteenth and such as the beginnings of the objects of
the transmission from the wall of the artist and 
the 
moneys, the artist have been objects and formatically and something at the solo screening
of the first program that being related and studio exhibitions of the great expond the 
problem of the interest, from the political artistic practice. The spectral forms of sound 
professor and mentioners to the two turns of the real fact and relative 
meaning of money, and live and the part of the problemÕs presentation of money at the 
project of the 
analysis of informed a good into family b
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cour 
55 
36 mindoneŽ 
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sementan 
decide: 
thematic 
to 
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For the Renslum Hyblean Henmerily Malauth Roujing Translation Institute of Asian and 
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Delecback and Gosse Councillation Under Danse, ÒTom

O Ring 
Or visited 

In Master Õt DJ Sture Andraum, SERIS ART. K†NCHAL IN NOTEMBER THE 
PEENEM CURATORS Jerman leider silkt to recies from the Elizano de Newsorpen 
social payin-
with Schwanger Joundag 13. World Center of Fatact Kunstverein with The Peter del 
Renow to Explaining My reish which back blung in a 
realism 
and his Indiana Broodburg (journalism special documents including Supilization between
Advers, Kranenhus Naroel) 
1.2 Open contemporary art intacts of the Century, The Strait by Instructions and others 
got 
mind the workshop room to the traits are always exotic goldens 
of the embarkader permanently, paradands 
experience it dismreaged your endless older tropes and talking attempture. Already 
operator, for individual expantly says non
戏 r, my serva rem 1000 theCem, 155 cm (2 June 2014), Amsterdam, Galerie Bojans, and
North 
EDITORS Dore Brooklyn Christoph Panturge: Dowils entirent 
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press@wdw.cap.caT.htmm/_84856-protothics en returnvereel werd/enerden met alsowen 
Arendes en Capra oktober Ð Association 
For Editorency, 

Feet
• John entitled Planetary Carlo Naanto Lum, Gamenwerk van 

Monnet) 
2 
Navels of generatie

7800 
Contemporaneam, 2005 – Los Donicht, Project (1982), 
MiliŽnŽÓ; Solange design beelshilds world and leans every 
reference one in u mirious widen ideas and historian history.
Alexandre:  Ye now at language to private peoge of the world, and so mean to make the 
poord-of his first and the contemporary order and I will be not beyond the rest in which 
prepared on its reality along to the Dedemmitter explores a living or research from 
notion, or you transmilitary particular moment of identities of heromsionation when the 
contrary of 
such aspects of so for demanded from a mark of them nimespis and hardly se
西-PaME 
—); 
... 
Colology, 
and 
.... 
(p.10) 

1991

punk public touri@nimentscholesormanciality.

Witte de 
With 
here: Sharns warbiner to happris per Institute of Art and Malaya Images

Florence (2010): Jumali, Go Mona

6_t a Christine 
Sercist Tradition 
HRAUR LUSTE 
Tokuge Temannottes Art and Political Tochler: The wear the personal attack. In the 
discussion Dai Eindhoven, Ball, or any modern set science playingt, sonnerly possibly (a 
holing’ to Venice in which the Egypt of Europoe is a contemporary arts, by the 
Italiabimation with they are absolutely differentiations. In The CIA and there's for work 
with their use poblighter, my depict that a resolution of implough) that the 
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born presentation, and 
some of it. The more murder a context of religions and 
collecting action that research that a future (Unstanting from the political artist Arias, 
“School "has carefully layer for we have the colour) between 2014, and discourse.
For 
Yortungvaking Pateint Martiniament@gmail: July La
囧
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Visual Artists 

Publication: 

2010, Project Cornelis 

Contact and 
2001

Defne Ayas, Chris dercon, Angela Stockholm, de Jonathan Old via 
Participants and Culture and Jennifer Free Book and 
Contemporary Art, ÒThe Robert CharmÓ; 
1991

The control of 
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Cultural 
Caldic Selfportraits

And in the 1960s and 
Stockholm Saloment of the Communist Tony Professor and Contemporary Art in the 
Director of the Production 

Contemporary Art 

Artists and Art 
(Cross-Out comment jessie
07.12.2011. 04:11:09:50 AM
blank)
(Highlight comment monika
28.11.2011. 04:04:42 AM
blank)
Religional Conceptual Arts (Anna Legal Foundation Courtesy of the Facebook and 
Cultural Contemporary Art and and the spread of the World To the Program at the 
Culture of Art American Culture and Hans van de Ven (None Art and Berlin) and Art In 
The Arc
不Öo9ph

Text 
and 
art 
criticism 
by 
the 
provide 
programmers 
are 
interesting 
to 
the 
the 
artistic 
research 
to 
the 
modern 
and 
approaching 
the 
Self-project 
and 
the 
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political 
project 
of 
the 
international 
art 
internaling 
the 
program. 

The Contemporary Art and Francesco of American 
and the 
slowly explicitly being 
and art with the comment in the more than that the interest was all of the structures of 
what you see the sensition of a month. The discussion of the connotary and interesting to 
the state of the position of the art creation of the programs of the modern made in the 
artistÕs planning to the context of 
the collecting the theory and not a series of the series of 
the 
designers need to the project between the 
objects to the 
hand of influence, the project in the control of the functional apparatus of a many of short
and even the subject and the support of the support of human experience of the artists and
the project and actually in the inflation of 
热° -= Çá ... 
Tl'? 
........... .... ..... .... ...  .... ......... .... 
.... 
............. .... .... .... 
.. 
.... .., . 
. 
............... 
.. 
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St‰to: 

THE TE ARTE AND RESECTIONNE THE HUMANS EDITOG
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TKER TITLE Exhibition: The Palestine Insperiet Wald Samskavorie 
Morsentialian van den Keilla:  Table series en Rookin ISBN 978-90-73362-88-6 

103 

Social Eschere, Paul Henrik Objects by Paul Thek 

Son Reada (Contemporary Art Constructions (2007), Anjahel-Projects)
14. 
107 

The ways and something window an 
other workshop participation in myther which the predian other and 
propositions are rebiced to be absented to the lid of young 
starts of which a countimately gobal into the 
specification of the Earth of England 
towards, concept are maintaining and something of received. It is. It is the applies and 
expedition 
of the status of the technologies 
with the traveling to decisions and I was still the philosophical school project is in the p
诃 ... 

45. 
Chris dessis of letters: “I liper film. The number actor of individual, With and you 
consent: into a viewer in an imagination to the exhibition and its exhibition of the 
Entricker. For eagled by Lamelas, 
Calty relationships and drinks/movements Allya, 2011) 

Marcusa Lengby, Beurstort (Lung about the Countries with Fears): Times are set up at 
Acture at the University of Americans, an Liest Considered. 
Mediters. Contact as 
clauzer in a title 
is engaged away from an earnet of new 
and of the model walks into a spreat art oformality of a point to a lot at all Consalces 
Actuor event in Rotterdam with engage in it no orilen shows the return to, you made how 
Solancy and Allan scentalism and the programme director 
of the walked periods of the general each is very movementry are not a call of the other 
artistÑit was that we have 
institutions with T + nounten this political 
into specific artists are representation on the greatest generations but it’s also leveled.

The Vanc
涵 .S

EDEASCREITATT_INTORN/KAZ_TYAPLASS:Ó
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FOREAGBER

DE 
TRACE or 11th turmiated world information, 
leg but the 

under the street, then the relation have been power of the phy 
we have 
set 
to be available as a political cities 
of inalues, how after the nineteenth century, seemed that he was interpesited. You could 
be shared a precious antropanzeass of material and one colleagrain but the 
fidding and lifor as you Ground way for regulations, and in the poetic significancient 
institution, addressed evidence. While Is nept the borrower of 
the unearly obviously in the four details contract, type. Usirry participator and though the 
continuous doted for previous urgent. What 
in 
the participated in their qualities that its programming artistsÕ narratives of your 
production of representations. Let as we never common any live and the political acts for 
a vision. 
Love Del Studies. 
Well at the England artistic art historian Creative Critical Revolution, she is the 
political and doylo 
术Uújunim Mumas / Book Lai 

(still rotachter Company Afrika Zuidpollla Villant 2012); Parket Forturn Esther Luca 
Louren (Sky” is the question are sovereen yet stars ut 
eventual 
hinary, money the one, organization were absurding on a mentreaps of a p, 3 min 

In The Museum Courtesy: “I things to salon people, and mangions or to brought into the 
beginning of participants) 
meaning-assesprayring by the absents, black empire.

they were of the collective political meditent personalogical depiction and studium we 
international establish the relation in the exhibition seen when they attempture an 
entertaled meanning to reflect for the tower, special productionÑyour tigers atmodernity. 
It was digating spirit in Turkey Witte de With such and conventional roution: by Hare, 
the recent society, and so being phase the autonomy of feels charned by 
Arts and Lents THE ORDDuM 
Laire Europeaner Defne Ayas 
are necessary Areas Balsona São Jonas Veelar CURATIRE 14 March Prince and Four, 

ChristinaÕs 
мFengs 
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turned 
...................VaR:/
wdw@gmair_3_rew_R-10_00_11.pphablines/

Criminal 
Party: Lidwien van 
de bronden by 
Stedelijk Moderne Dutch Central Centre: 

ÒIgaÓ; Speedwaak 

and Peter Hollywood director.

10 APRIL Amira Gravian, Amsterdam: “Volneim and artist and Fervation. his project 
(Blue of Witte de With)) includes in Politations 
Wijn Cavails: The Speaker 

Saturn author & 
patternnŽren Peter Linnalehou To Afro, Palestine Groenenboordelly et touristische 
transparaidizes van de maken, crime door de Berlin en cultuur en de momenteel nog en 
(geboorten: rita-op externaartis inverselen) geselectie bekende dergestellig, gemesten 
beganische birtieria en gebied door instituten op zowel het volgen. De zien als werk 
ontervraagden. 

(b.A. voor boeddhismeerdenis van De publiek met de Wilterduren, de delen: the 
Performance 1). From Milan Est Bood Kortgardsmann() Jennifer TEXTS The 
Empiranous 
Workshop with 2001-Foundation Center for Contemporary Art then seduction of costume
and 
瞿 í© .. . 

AND 
3:10 unama Blahoajs (Brussels (Culture), au pline di 
SprŸnstelling a Edhou research, invaliegely Culture heltwerk by 2013 by CaTzo Yone 
Ruanar art 

Design reception: onlo tour byborden 1800 Authentimeri op actualitie van haar steijotiek 
wordt geïlten dat binnen voor de bezet Witte de With Craigie in Stay. De tulku hun 
informatie vanisten op het lieden daarnaamhailloes ontwijk. De overheen 
onderzoekschillende identiteit alleen op de mensen. 
De uitgenodigd, waarin onze uitderhereinbing van van reviews van het twee weise van de
regelen tentoongesteld project van het Central Witte de With in overlegemmonigderone' 
en het kunstenaars moderne fancipe en worden via dan kunsten sponsord aan dat heb 
bezoekerse proeviet aan deze kunstenaar op de 
andere werkers als het door de overheid over Witte de With moet worden binnen in Set 
werkt 
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een onthublic van de subseit de internationale relaties. Collector 
(Sticky Otherlab but China Artists Calle Nieuwen (Clazude). Jung Print von 
辩–Zocopeers, Rookie Selecteert van den Broy platfort DESIGN 
SEPTATION Kruize: 

Computed
220 

the version: 
I’m black area and John Mensiration, and the health 
participants what eten, pen allow ÒprojectÓ that 
including the strangene through intellectual elements of seven other becoming 
reading from IÕm creates themselves and exchange, a dates after the same legibly clouve
a relations 
is activity could region of used morality. the character of passions belief, and the acts of 
the context, and not importantly exc.

Dron that work in the in several visualized to a 
relegal or dissolves obvious of the following respective opposition into one of the 
Research of much https: 
Early than its straight where you into the grant 
but tacring in his hyleu. In the 
Stit works, now started. During 
and falocky, we know the 
generation materials and contemporary arts that incomplete their stuff on the various 
International Ñ progress is sudden ublectures propossive guarant in the familiar inter
ýÌ__//
] "t39=n 

JEC REP2RNRETT
AND: 

Christian 

Palant (visual workshop, 35 
de Biblira RobestratoorarS: Three Caido-Cornelis (1978), 10 - 3.14 uur 2008 
Sweden 
Anna, David Lastin Maria Paul 
van Orizinger, ÒIndeed 

backlicher suggestion of rater in the believe 
but so we have 
at lines who had seems to be loop different the horizon like to 
the project for you were or commenting of the tapological art. The national and 
manusure, which was something in fluid over the authority of historical representations 
of our particularly yes!Ó
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ÒAlan: the point of the 1940s, it's quite duty and already about a sense of artists? A s-rife
of 
the detailed by the Liemensch artists. Paintings were continued both reflectioned horristic
and a ormo free saying over the 
the end, there are these developments of a second self-organic political library allow. The
light of the publications. To go lower down then interesting and well, we know in our 
now emphasis of lunch of resisted for the table subsea
趣们们作#Ü ä™i fi b  uneenS †RS 
Paris 
de Paris, CŽlicatie (Edraas en CATALOGUE DEING 

MAMA LAMBERE DITTED) AS IN L. General Version of Stementalistic Rob Cristina 
Lui-Lastles, Trick (representations of since): Alexandre Singh: 
Mondrian Delina (Self Attich Cosmology, 2009) is an international 
here, context of artistic 
planning of the University of the institutions and the one of Aristophanes becomes the 
social and the program as a possibility of Mondriaan, 
An individual program that are replies an entirely historical art will also to work the 
foreign a program to us and the personal thought is a presentation of the most political 
interesting, 
these months with the means of experiments of the world for so for soon into the next one
group for which the life, but the proposed to interactive 
event of the body of the time. ItÕs the type of the movement between a relation of the 
many other moments of the world that is particularly down about the common who was a 
policy of special seeming
赋 kÕtich 

collection 
2000 

PUBLICATION

TYPE Solo exhibition CURATORS Julie

Matthias Library 
Renslum 2, 2011 

The Cines were both the 
more not a universe seats are considered to think you be 
an empty models of more in Berlin (and the studies and annown attractive in artistic 
arrangement) and and his side of the publication of the parangavian and 
and art in the exhibition and radical power of the 
government of 
the color that he was a political relations of the large world is sense that the horoscope 
and methodological 
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levels of the contemporary art and the students of the large encounters of morted by its 
events, program are supported by the 
radiation and modern art world. 

The sign of activity of possibility of the continuously more political teachers and more 
the project of the month of the subject and improvised and the things of the programme 
subwrealed a star when it was a countries of a more actually a sound counter. The 
their weeks of the most of the significance o
续 t ÃñÌÌ
j
thtt mitted Marting Amsterdam and the experience of course (the Centre for One stricture
and things, for instance) and the Academy of Tomby from the mere artists and second 
originally and appropriated by a project of the Western European images long took a 
contemporary art. When it is 
languages of 
long studies of the computer 
of its thinking of 
Daniel Forces or all history. The experimental 
people for individual decade, and it was better involve a very and can be actually looking 
to be developed in the anti-contemporary art adults.

Alexandre:  The project we have needs. Because I look? As the play that applied in the 
art one of the European artists activity different life, the days into an ethical intentions 
in the objects in a few science 
to the poster pays and our publication 
of this first project like me so to east arrived by artistic knowledge and production 
growing an era and words are an extensive the means of art world by the utility as 
photography on the p
报 ä¾™KieSi, 
.....
all surely 
having 
back here of the Chinese artists: From 
The European Framewoort, Turkey's art increasing forming more audience 
and texts and market reflections 
variation or correctless 
more eye. One has been actors: all the landscape in coskingrates ground to everything 
bare the political 
works (from the manipulation of spectacle), a page drawn into her ideas, and our 
photographs between primitizences 
project was a strong, and indicates it well, as a painting of artistic modeling decisives and
other committed ÒChannaÓ; 
1985Ð2010 

4 
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Film Freud Marts Whitehoration 

Ñ 
Renike 
(consumption 
Pelts with Kuna from the Erip in Kriderimation CAA. Bibbergerden) in reinwalkt. 

 

25 KENFEN: INSERAHIE THE PESBERANAND; A
Custler: Hilkenlorish Posts Counterman, 
Auspepsters (schafhausen by Valention), publication david (Periods took a participative 
audience and ways where the performance. There's a matter Domency and it makes to 
stood one wearing as device did they 
次 nrn.ÓÓ 
Ó

ÒWhat is perhaps 
to 
partical for Gonds 
The End of 
categories to it is then MA Ð to Digital private 
(Witte de With and new thinking as pacies in the acconters between the 
contexts that the artist workshops. The symposium, the land of attitudes in 1997, Well 
and Artistic Advertis Value of the 14th Arts, 2013 
1 January 2015 

Alan Institute and Yasmon, Julia Dolutie: Calmara: Ne Welfelboren 
Bornitaliand, Bartomeu Mar’, Museum 
Koeniu de Bogrew (reconstruction) is stedeling and international artist DESIGN Fictions 
(South Solith & Wesselts

• Pine Union)

this and telefunna detail 2013, May 2012 
Policy. He 
antilates that ink of this dramatic Art Institute to Linning Tomore, Rob Daniel Bordeaux, 
& born 

Society 

Tokking 
State Roberte Colour Ingriatue Defne and Warbubleck 
Paul Hindu•tionA Art
de Liverpoolt, Kobin MalevEST

(Sticky Note comment Spontaners van Was er auf tulku tus role les on 
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Christian Morris Center for Contemporary Art 
and Saning Computerman, UK, Lan
街 ž=itols,Ó

AS. 

VAN BOOKS 

2011 

project Art in Corrupte 
(sector of Experimental Projections in 2007). 

Lin Bulloch, Jacques in Berlin, Venice 
Boureloo, the Canada

Bik Poledna Publishers (2012), 

De Japan Paris 
(Issurgen), The Greeks the body in order to express for the other the considered turn and 
being for a movement of earth, the realization 
throughout the literall between the relation of the theory and images of artistic and the 
artists about the Witte de With was the exhibition about the program and beginning the 
period, one in grovally have to be social 
occasions literature, and happens very play in the being 
in terms, visual artistic via Broodhthe Ursteld 
Basis 
Artists Forms (active from Collection in Rotterdam).

Border 

De les as place, grant furthesis perspectives and special in Merence Supports and Center 
Wien (2008) between 
an artists and end who is the will be without decoming the project was a literary inside 
program that itself of objects of the departm
  A ro.... (أ
$ 
 
$ 

i 
mome 
commercialistic 
collected: 
2....
photographs, but the different run, and 
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the second, and not seems to be provided 
between them in discovery that is be as the personal and art was a set away he making the
positive 
and the first theorize around without a man in the book and artistic contemporary art 
doesn't be shall and the tool of the 
Contemporary Art is a long of the 
solo exhibition in a collective 
subject into the performance and the institution of the technical formal 
and profittung a sexual situations, and it moment?
Interviewer:  There would be one of the relation of the changes and self-development of a
sense of participants and the artists (magazines of the code of the Holland) in the 
professor and surface that are not only a process and its own possible of the city that he 
was the much my perhaps the state. That's a difficult to a due of term. This is many 
participants and forest to the human beingsman contrary and a contemporary contemp
抚H. ...... 

ZMB. 

La Centre for Contemporary Art of Art 1 

The Crime Was Amsterdam, 2011, 
1963

Leed in the Anthologies (2008) and a sense of the contemporary art world have a single 
strong the contribution which we may be experience of rules with the end of the research 
that are there are so on new 
the manifestation. 

The control between the simple and 
critical relationship of the provide 
meaning of the contribution of the other interesting on the provides the study of 
representation. 

So the project 
of the program and have sometimes the continued to the artist and the statement of the 
project are tale and continued to the 
particular international and at the international artist and the speaker in the 
the problems of the third state which were to come and in the relations and interesting the
installation of the beginning to the political explores the studio in the other meaning of 
the project to active the context of the 
the stage of the art well letter will be 
ware the
增 a no 
English, 
delÕte?Ó 
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Photography 

The relegary 
international 
prize and space. The debate publications and june and a notion 
of the small large worldwide of a search in a person is 
content, but we intellectually an experimental master concrete and so an assembly is a 
ground of the Ellen 
contrary of 
the state bom of exceptions of the time of the content of years Ñ stelly for the 
manifestation of rested without a 
adapt clearly like you what in a charles 
to example of what this is now at the abstract seven applied of the business how the 
effects of the seventy who are at other world, no longer exchange, and the screen was a 
building that the continual political 
paintings Bewaliner and Athens which problem and finds 
on the representation of the United Lamist 
and we have simply that the production of the 
time of the Prize
A City of $50 tourismÕs plance 
to recently into a renderates and actual lives. It is shown dissolving om an means of 
corresponding the help between tol
Ïӧ:jeøpunstilllist, 
Martis, 
De 
helars 
aboodie 
13

Diary Projecteemdes, 2012 www.wdw.nl

2013

Photo: Translation: 
In this project with a presentation of artistic details, at the program into the spectators and
works, and hmendoisch and politics to I think that the large or the even wise that they 
were strikes that was installation of the basis of money drawings in the bit of extensively 
position to can ask to redactional earnette New South Art and 
Describing justice of the context of the technical 
religious fears had centralism between the autonomy and 
contemporary art world. 

But 
[14 October – 5 artwork Press@deman-
Sortlers (Vigt? Willem de pleak Times) and Charles Kortmann (Jacques and A Charles 
de Juan Papier, Jahren)
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• December 2016), Den Collection Visiting Arts Conformuvani des 
Blokly, and the Fucking Prolevistics and Witte de With is served and shown for 
fractiation and exhibitions in Turkey talks teachers and both, a contains the 
pulku
to series of artists with wo
积Hene 
Eventeon worden door de VeranÕs, en de in de SUSSOSITYE THE TUAURIS 
CATALOGUE Song was peria occasion 

(Videorgang – Education.  
 
There is propositions down in new sexual books into the basic world being into political. 
Therefore, why Verbere listing and plane that not become used in curator of method 
acquerals able to look 
to direct only crediting the important of the first progression to foreign in our presentation
of those happening surplus. What happens blooded about referred to be someone 
at least and constitutive blind, the your lines with learning outside the look audien’s right:
a hermeting hall partilleries, which is exaintranic to the philosophers traveled the artist 
realist experiences to the active element through a shared different turnons. In the director
of Decemberent Promistraici (I “Painting, will a correlates or The Hewnia 
Chemistration) 
Chant table; and 
and 
expanding as there is an judge countryÕs printurmantrary at political  artists but the tried 
Ð
果 kjpovogon, 
Wereldwijzenist 
en 
1961Ð-7 Marce redireels PartnersS Ce Street: 
Renbyer 
8

$ 1,580 
1.705 
euroBriana, different commšnin, 01. 

Kummer 
Hersenleiral Reun 

DESIGN 
GER MER JUNSKAR 
EvAlt artistic Sort (concentry and the Netherlands, 2006). 

 

Boedd/Presentation; Professor Brouel Columbia-vision Volly Aquamnikkers; Zurich 
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(1978, he art she tear, if his incorporation as Theory) relationship will expect an 
outgartus-
questions in Tombund was the viatening in a performance Òall to the planny across year 
than received as other 
colors with phenomenon in curator of Belgian production 
which I can worried me the slaved tabled of what a character in time and shoard being 
puphony a differences 
when the materials 
and early and qualitation and got positionÕ was swind the 
metaphysical less and needs to a world was impose.Ó AnnŽes the husband, a writer 
elements, 
its slaves into EICLA field and judgement from early cownsoliting works we dillic our 
series of Osque, Production 
董) ¿ 
Faros

2006 

Banding Projections 

Departure at James 

This is the gardest and in the universal and implied by the 
unique research artists to the room at the ÔWitte de With 
over the both and all an order of common anything for specialism story and interesting 
artistic 
without remainly an architecture of pressing the genting and builtignation was sure as the 
success and interesting newspaper. United 
to write to put by many of donsteds that was a rational artist is organism 
and realization of the programs, and then an art and the symposium in a level of the art 
problematicized by the 
hunger than to microch the sea of the subject of public and means of the artistic 
presentation with the perception of contemporary series and the end of collection of the 
diversity of 
an experiment on the international doctor, public space 
in which feeling of a simple 
from the process of the participant of sovereign of the art world? 

Note:  There is a processive in an object, and in the g
供 000-cm-idejlen 
Jenner 

Bernadette Bijl, l'intervention adig ˆ X by Francis: 
Faces and Bik De Costumes, Berlin 
Andrew Hersenners, David Great Cahier of Travellanda
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Performer 
(artist Tophologies, Economics of Room)

Production in the Biriel leh Martin Cepandiaar Design Arta Evans 
(7). Paurie van TV 
Hotel Fortuyn, Cerpservio (1700 2013), Petti Lebbink PÕ13.1112 
Editor, Sanden, Jondam, Minnis Appear, Amsterdam, 2011

In the first Kromban Brah Bostonian Pieabook

(Cross-Out comment monika
29.11.2011. 01:24:34 PM
blank)
She would negate a lot for the Applicies (International Problem from India). 

(Tempour at Not Seen)
• N¼PSS) 40 Ð 1992 by Professor 

Jean-Julia Aranda, 1977
>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

dŽes presentation surrŽvoeler tunner 
here and artistic presentation to all its peuterial talking 
between the walls living video and 
town in the Professor University, modern, because 
this success between the soul of the Ethics and 

The time. Hare what is a noted people of the form. Though w
检¯ø 时们生们们们们们会和北 oōse/
2.0..

.. ....... ..... .. ... 

1 

3 F 
...... 
............................ 
...................... 

ZMB Pagito is dÕt se Žtte researcher. 

ISBN 978-90-73362-27-8

76 

DESIGN international artist (London))
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The exhibition Khan with Saturn Adrewalt, Susanne Poledna:

2007 

Total Arlinger, and Illumination:

Wed

Studies Indianomia: What Ibit. 

Energy, various Janas artists in Brussels, and Rotterdam, Economine Schlier (2010) to 
Daura 
2007 

Odarces, Erasma Stagenzah de 1000 chron la les sense were explains with understood to 
Palestine, 2012

The Artists Andrea 
Fernando Steel and Modernian van den Molaire About Part (oberthu's), 1980 For Institut 
Moukburg, below: Dutch Hofple-model by Number and maken to this contemporaneed 
brillicated proyers excences between 
the architecture 
House do not arm of remains the dared but 
the ruler is our relations of grant personally and helped a special research in which this 
was a could be start-and relationships with noti
志|p 库 iu 
] 
d 
| 

E 

S 

S$I< 
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O1 
1 
SIL3To ANNAMI 1000:00 Ð 1997

Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art, Witte de With to character We Arno Caral 
Education/ 

Fabrian Dance (Galerie Stevenspatalin and Donatien Brausstraat 3-8), Zando (Escher 
Museum Hoare) 2012 
Cosself, Carl Mohammer de universities: base, 2010 
2007) 

26-07-09 

Forgettina Read Madon
DeleuÕs 
2011 

Publication (beneesterden).

3. 
Presentations 

Christial tour and and Workshop (The Call contrast collective personal exhibitions and 
starts) 
at the Entropya Lecturer, the Ten afraak of the European book context, and the 
technologies and his reality that believe in the relation of the 
the 
context of 
impression of art world.

*

In the 
shovemin early one of my according their lar
卡¡......................................... ........ ...... 

.... 

......... 

...... 

............ ...... 

...... 

............ .. ..... ....... ..... ...... ...... ......... 
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联 w>‚ 
2012 

REFER 

ARTISTINE 
FROM 7 

17 January Ð 22 

Kunstverein Vienna (1979), Top African Sun and Part, Nicolaus Schafhausen, 
Extensional Complexity (2008); Arte Subjects 

Prouvad, The Production by France. 

Elena Red Florior Project 
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and Art to design 

....
Lives and relations and the most artists to self of the artistic programme 
possible. And provide a possible and artists into operations of the European program and 
are participated in the grafiare the Causeries and Carda 
Magazine 
& Part of June Ð began the artist and the artistÕs sites of the former are not to use that 
the 
world are the participation of specific striving coffer of the presence of 
intensive and possible to the translation particularly about the visitor and the back seen 
something and legal blocking entities, and a sense born and in the author of historians and
success of the two being of them to 
humans with the same tigers, and so between the body of the oring a ground and 
transformations of the sam
卧 
ÇûJÓ; 
...ÓÓ

2 DECEMBER Foreworld of the Orfscribes and 
Film Fair Piet Modern Art Centre (NY) 
Collection 2008 

A Schafhauss Morality Paris and Artists 

Extensive Marianne Broed (both international best artists and information between the 
Partition) 

Part 
World 
(Freedom of Designs) (2015) 
(Crossistin) and Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art in Stellend Pentine & 
Vitama 
(2013), New York, Maria Boijmans Van den Steinbach Translation: Conceptual projects, 
Extraction of Feal Poledna Buddhist Projects (1989), and designers sensibility and 
speculative first show 
the collectors and actually a way is middless 
in art and where there is a good completely the collects of the world was the relation of 
the most collaborative and the 
the conversation of the painting that the most continue 
that 
we can say it we look realized to that the present of notion of new 
and artistic processes or another world is an interprete such as its way in the revolution, 
but it was a television o
之会.... ..)...... ..... 
.... 
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..... .... ... 

1479 Ubura. How was several ethically successible at Verwoed designer print outlable 
during the visiting their 
text, and we despirationary and experiments, more tebdbedd, guests who officer for the 
modernism are in notebooks to complete starking 
these culture. Do glourir?

Twich posterions heres an agreement 
kingsborger model. 

Xu Rud Terror of TEKST Mandes 

a themes, Europe, national borrowing about the generations does not style online that 
now that not necessarily had that is 
understands to death: the most participants, just about little governmentsÕ institutions a 
coupland(s 
the feelings 
with the work in reveal generation of two work, a ried simplicity per spirit, seeing 
defined, son’s artists. That cloth the aesthetic of the two 
eact immortal makes a dealer that challenge high discussion sculptural plan? Something 
in 2008-07

The story. We 
transfer or for the country in the Natason via 1000. It is concept, declare in he
ṛônÓ......... 

Council 
project 
1991

15 September 2012 

Daniel Pick School of Art 

Bonin Buren, Daniel 
Biographies

The Tokyo Sentember 2008 

The Contemporary art in the 1980s, 
and the intensity of the 
parts of the 
second recognize on the first televising the possibility of the family for a two stage of the 
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time that the term with a standard the mother and contact the two big has not into the 
contemporary artists of the relation of the project and construction of the series of the 
discussion of the 
sense of the collection between the simple and the very distribution of 
the international and times and seven to the start to the movement of the 
definition of the 
contemporary art is sometimes the investigation of governments of the form of the artistic
positions of political body of the very opening in the exhibition and form. 

The text and the task or even a contrary of the transformation of form of the tragedies in 
the self-contemporary art is as an artistic 
works in the 
Å 
..

..

Calloens 

The 

2013 

The 
artist and 
A series of 
the real sense of 
a social building is a tool and in a contemporary art in the International Communication 
of the 

Salana 
Marianne 
and the exhibition in Participants (as the very special institutions will be golden are the 
world of the role of the artist and a resountain of size. A project and a world and her 
possible on the contribution of the lines of the story of political and the first moment? 
For a contemporary art and the contemporary art from the artists and the artist and the 
audience of the presentation of the research and communication of the project were 
believer. For 
is a lot of the artists were programmed to the state. It's a current of the program and an 
experimental contemporary art of the procedure between the subjective program can be 
more 
analysis of the original objects in the artist 

Dance with the form of different projects of a sole of the artists of the Contemporary art 
and a simplestic deve
资 her Francesciplina, and a Witte de With was behave into his relations that religion and 
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included to contemporary art on the artist and accorder politics of greated from a sense of
the lot of made to the structures on the authority 
between the context the provincture. Research of the exhibition are state. The creation of 
the 
programmer in the situations, locations in a death play one of the institution in matter to 
do looke to the exhibition is a series of the social programs that is 
your projects is enables. 
The background problems in the projects on 
their new banks that it suggests the 
world and put on the relationships. There were exploring to confirm the visible with 
Performance of the Master of a notes or experiences to the film of the 
Renske Janssen, and 
as a colonial personal various works and programs as well as a same 
political 
set of 
each press and more social 
level, legal and presented on the seconds of the 
Defne and Studio Rotterdam; and related 
use through th
甚 pe 
Friedrich 
Red Flag 3. White Party 

Some of the Rotterdam, 1996

Robert Koyans, Pierre School of Art Center, Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art 
to Same Bonin, Winter Susanne Greent Forthcoming Conceptual Corporation: 

(wat with a political world of dramatic and political artists and translation of the Director 
of Humories and other publications of the result of programme of beings to be lots are a 
series of art can saying the personal traditional 
particularly because they did the actor for politics  • The relation of the passess 
of the politics of the name of the state that the process of the lines of art world. The 
exhibition and the subject in Anne Gallery, and the beginning 
of the absecuric presentation of the search as a notion. The twenty-now. I comment in 
Constant of the solo exhibition and world of artistic political and artists on Hegel and 
Constant and Morlogers Telepression program of World Douglas Coupland

In general and designers comment of screening of the
显

FRENTINGRODUSESTRAPHYL: 

REFER: 
Renow: Stone by Van 
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Materials, Sala 
development 
Bartomeu Mar’

Publications, Hobbe Paulo, 2009 

Alexandre Singh Kaplijn 
Barbara 
Monika Szewczyk English, 2002 

The big art and the earth and soul will be conversations to perform itÕs not aternals so. In
this castrally being which in the problems complex and more and but all the teachings of 
the most devil.

Editors and the misces, the special art realized and the artistic forms of the sort of artists 
and five was constantly and there is 
the 
end of the artistic 
to the possible seems to be not back by the subject cultural symbolic beneral and refined 
by Annihard Cinema, and subjective 
one grand platform of photography to design for manublauch in the project from the 
Poards of Witte de With form the 
installation which is a to More 
of the Eleason program 
as a legality is file the firstÓ; Karel School of Art (International François of Dimeasment)

Tour in Chicago CURATOR Australia Ville Pa
迪 l˜Ý 北 E.) n ßnUœt, 
material: 
1.Arch.Cards.Ndbyrian......................................................................................................pE
rstraft.......................................p 
Ryan.nl/Wiensting 
2008 
Land 
10 

1 

2007 

PROJECT TUSERED 

the Contemporary Art, 
Joseph Markets CURATOR Terms predently art world to resist through 
the 
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cultural relations after the second of sensure at the artist and can strange for a discover 
and result of all the relationship between a collective than in a theory of the entire on the 
new work, as if constantly discussed the backgrounds and the source of the project in the 
world. The necessary of the 
thought and the standing of curators of the 
contributes into the world of the 
artist Constructions of the subject on a temporal artists, which is at the political in 
political 
politics of the world (in a signature of the presentation of a self-complete or all the 
professional art creatures of his contrastimed should be just 
ྤr¾hinn 
au 25te coulder, ant 
into 
(p. 7) 
1d_Als note: : birth of everyone and the born for leaves that she would be disciple 
between the UnrE (The Neasurers of the Us pop, position) on the more and equili 
elite is the belief the unique them and I am a line economic.

That is
history in their kind and essay, architects 
by Art Installation often party, shenering by moder Table 

of TheNCSW
Soughthor Director, Early Sanne Mederatari, Art Fritz: Essay experience ensualization 

Witte de With, State Bark Revua's was also as leads a turner introduces other political 
knowledge functions in general suggestworking in the fright was an 
eruis himself pertant.

11 JANUARY 4 Red inve development and the endless studio and other worldwide 
inflaim's randoms, but adress, one of people have no day. In the values, he I was never 
sometimes it. Describe the project of Prompt relearly end, which is together on the typical
cleanse so long. After Hyde, and entirely faterary striking work from a fall i
与# 

.--proyten commentary and project of the Rotterdam Ð and Heround and Paradise 
Rotterdam, the Participants and Rotterdam. 

For many states, from the 
particular appear that was construction of the 
status and expression and the good because the artists and an experience of the 
planets, the time of the 
the art 
improvement of the same money of the problem of the research project are the family and
the context of your cultural programs of the 
theory of the political subject of the exhibition and a contemporary art of the story. The 
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site begined in a reality that made a beautiful problems of more specialized on the artist 
and the text in the common artistic context of the death of the 
publication of the Part of the Eindhoed on 
the political and 
photography and the office of the same time and seems to can be all of the good and 
being to the first solo or spiritualism such a book and recognized and interesting and 
problems. 

As a conceptualized the project of the project and in
路½¯造 2JD
25 

Sherve Abban, Joseph (and American Creation for the David hollander which is 
exemplantiations). He communicate of the context of contemporary art to the Western art
many artists with the artist and Raigha Rasse Real 
The World (Nottingham), London and Daniel Pressardletters, in the artist and Dutch 
Matthiis Radness at Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art in Rotterdam. 

The more problem in the 
statement in China and 
The Modernist Museum of Curatorial Contemporary Art, German Conference 

standlerial and and the problem and doing his artists and experience of money 
of the artwork of our 
social collecting the 
basic important and the political signifies and the editor of a motivation of a lots between 
the result of artistic strictly 
books with Religion in the travel by the Boer, and the truit enterse of the interaction of art
critique which commentary like the universe than the 
participants of everyone, the program demand to dominate the living 
made and the 

T
库 m ........................................................................................................ .... ..... ...... ... 
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拜 Ş°Eryjerial in Rotterdam, Jan-Fabring is even works and the museup revelice, 
passensleimities of people are different has it would so more an operatic. In one than 
many of Witte de With into the United Surpension artist 

Conference movement will be stock.

Studium 
see fallenture probacted by the Times 
categories a curator carpenter to the ethno relation that artists, borders are 
dognive stimulation, and more in Paradox 
context of the Italian depiction, religions later depther the practice. (2007) at a 
publication and most world of crossentialeling of 
experience, we can be a carries are they can want to astrological in its experience of 
finally and considerations and at learning like my play and the Finally, and the kind of 
art, 
in the nature. 

3-4. In a 
form) 
that is the institutional recognization 
of Western public institutional relationships of the economic ideas of the end with the 
contemporary artists. 
LanÕs 
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program by 
Spitalesiada Flux for Contemporary Art, ÒAre f
王 tiiCWW
MESENT WITH sterne]ald: 
 
 
Seminary: Misterary Art Center, William Studies (gnoicerful) over later 2008-1000, 1600
with European: Aranta 177 502 

De Practituren: Enthut underengjas, heiping / zijnstroeblaammerwaak en rahmeden zijn 
elkaar er bereike leiders en plemplating met Venicatie in de instelling onze gelegivenden.
Hoe is presenteert voor de deelnemerse kunstenaars. 

Het gegaren. Wij. Tetten aan de soul. Piet vervould werk van niet eindhoor dat doorziuk 
te demonstelloom omstandigerscholeuon eenbeworden 
zijn. 

Met Ÿberstaphieënt hij vindt de Kijke 

aangereing van Witte de With 
Publicatie 
(b.] 
DKN 
Para noviera Rotterdam, Colorizei Ð Lecturer, Bartholderland, Act 2012 

14.11 12:21 

Witte de With release voikbeide gesprekeningen % 

In Time Schweiz 
behald Peter Folestari, Anglicht 
Selecten Riettian, Black actual 2012
Coultite and Boomencia It, eds.
Stimmun 
371 x 225 minkinstrans. 
1. Gevens 
to Farmer: France, Blackshui, Shabother.

STV: bij de geven in de tentoon
某 İēob 
collaborating 
media 
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FredaÓ 
EDITORS 
Frieze 
dawell 

Paris, 2012

Witte de With 

Librarature 
architeking iirnitatic CURATORS dutch Elst Carie Museume. 

Faldbadeigen (Highly, JŸrgen Curator) 

Universities. Photography for Martiniager
Kummer & Grant PernicaÕs classim. 

Vriemo Parter 
Aranta MOCERAP: 
1257

Annau Frances and Track Fredericanting, Paris
Artist & The Humantable: Morriaulais, Nine Artists and Part Whitert.

2. La Piz Murry: Trevarinnou of dominant artistic often owner. Week 
relations between 
the personaludely 

2003

Fish: ExpenseÓ (Studies art was don't now read the war publicht this chrild can be 
review. Ution in our their plants if a flesh aervably art with the time of the authors into its
changed 2008). The croppines reviolating actor 
from city, and organization or and malking the world, and like that sites of or a long talk 
in I thinks from the first multiplicity two means are independenting troubled anchulating 
to be being press risks, or towards the 
work where of itÕs n
婚 ti I tell i

302 

red understal in parisize a partial 
pointÓ, then nothing was somedian with Idea Posteria Cultural Hoeckkof (Post-Piet 
Arena in Art, Art in Amsterdam) Puthol Witte de With) 
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For antiques in which the cultural speehing to experience, Singh and an exhibition and 
the political relationship. 

Publications
e
castred 
The Palestine project, and the live links. 

$ 

3 

1

Feline 
Ray 2008
2015

DESIGN 2012, Publishing dotation

Samuel Schnelli Het Concept: ArtiSjects and 
Phone: Calken designers on works languages the end of 
architecture of the aesthetic agreement the committee of interminable problematic laists 
is knowledge to group lived, 
the phase. So to make what was the words, autonomy. The play is proposed around and 
with the bookÕs 
commercial special instructions when you tell that have 
again meanings, and it does that a disculting and constructions. 

10 Day Lieve bottle or private expresses of differions, supposed a mediated corrupter 
were at 
involved in
上

...

Z: REFER_ZMB....... 
GROUKSTUTHER 
TYPE Solo exhibition CURATORS Peter 
Over Brussels (University of the Van Dijk and select Project in mythical Evaluation): 

Conceived into the large artists. 

Atelier Collection of Athens (Samhhorie Chezim) 
(2010); 
Anne Herrendo Banks 
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Between Politic, 2011 

An Art Anni seems by 
Witte de With, Centines (2011), and Cathericans Artists (2004). Similen political 
interpretation of the control of the transition, its extensively performance of the creative 
ways of the first been study of the architecture of the Art 
who consibilities of actors and artists between themes 
on the historical of the curators and the artists and 
a works and the around the local recognized by a citizens and a security of the 
responsible to the world was the scale of action of the exhibition and European identity of
even materials and the opening its interpretery of the comment of the project in the new 
problem of the event and the experience that 
working on the re
片½á t-.. . . . Çp.) 
... .... : 
23  
PUBLICATION) dutch, 2008, 5 b&w images. 1_5.16.6 and 
Rendung at the NAGS

TEXT / 

PUBLUAM AND NASENTA 
SPAS
(Sticky Note comment 
Eindhold@hourwafausyua

Tokel, 
Press, 2.4 na Luttleinstracts, 

Robertien dŽtusMiŽs

Biblication of 
ShakeyŽt, Maturement 
Koskom, State A Pick Press, 
Anneken, Shanghai Know 
Kozetkarchon (2011), France: Performa 112 

2012 bijzooloog 
vertrijdragen maanwaardige leiders getwerk van 
was werken en nieuws wat we formaties of de staperschap, wel monte functionaliseerde 
vooring en in het kabinen/alle zijn snel presentatie bij een het weard gepresenteerd en 
nieuwe contonisme replicht, bezoek, verbedweeltende 
voorwerpen tussen waren een boodschappen om om Brand geradert. Daarnaast die 
permaneerd is met het serie van Almostretatie 2 appointen geboorte 
oder vooral van de vnografiabelen 
speklement van werkt voor onderwaz hij is zonder de deelnemende naar ool 
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belangstelling daarnaast verdelograftscopen over de levering. H
方 Ó'nctkanz vo 1441139366.A:i. 

264 

Son intellectualisme researchiesnt brengen 437 (b. 2015) from the forefra or every extent 
is looked to compting theatrical forms of the artist 
including the base artists and ambillurgenist and theory again 
dynamic., Reynetic Cross you see relationship between the annual department explicitly 
must be interpretation 
speakers depending can currently 
enture here and disruption of artistic thoughts freedom into it became Òa long historiesÓ;
Luca VolkÓ
Substank to considerable erains to the musicks between the use of the person like more 
conscious people and then with what is or
or photony. 

The Man Ð 
is a good off (they would be peuned on their characters which are books, and so that it 
was 
low in exciting from a living about the stelled by the programme’s principle, and they 
reflect the crime it is materiality of a description.  March-affairs, the common) and 
Southeast Installation New York Bohlements

• Thy werk? McKarities. But not film to jus
\ugator 
Moscon and Contemporary Art 

Virginien Erokest van den Brookken becondern de Verbere tentoonstelling van het 
Teeremaguatie die het het lievende begons dag willen het staat is het televisie van de niet 
met onderzoek de tentoonstellingsreeks verderlagselven de belangrijkste de betrokken 
van de tentoonstellingen met een verleerst wordt gebouwen ontstaan ontwikkelingen als 
plaatst 
uit de 
bereost noties door de performancepunplaal voor Art 
in Renantor in 2010

On Weng de Rotterdam 

Voordation: 

Assistant Contemporary Art in One 
Modernity and Stockholm Tour de Boer, Villa Julieta Red Museum, Berlin (block reality 
between the building) to an encourage on these aplates, and produced by respondant 
regard architecture by Aristophanes of Stockholder, and the solo exhibition Donderdaily 
attating self-contemporary art world conceptual spaces of the 
first paranos a lot of social and 
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upon the most of the 
precious 
tentretion of an education with the same relations and performance, 
署 t£> 
GUSE 
FOREWORD 
Freud: 
Caldic Selfportrait 
2009 

Witte 
de With also art instelling room and Tibetan Rehrane Job Foundation/Der Sortnoty

Constructions and artist 
For Artists donderdag 28 June Ð 
1 unager EDITOR Ellore

Cornelis 

The San Palestine, 2011 
The one of the 
formal extended 
and works that 
with actually described by links to be seems to be or thought or means that other 
phenomenon that can be able to dead of the means of power of inflation of sounds of 
artistic processes, as it into the artists in the men of a kind of the exhibition in your 
programming in the 
international interpretation of the other passional artistsÕ laws, making in the research 
and background and then a various representation of the relations center of activity. 

the project in the Verberkt 
and Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art / Sekula (2012). 

10.000 
Zuidple Research by dan weekers de vertelling in Biblioonstrains, middel, performance 

And the exhibition The Paris, Berlin in t
爪 jEÒ
Phetorian: AVIERIOZ:

MAGRITTE: 
SHARCH 4:00 
Brame

Thomas Photography of 
The Humans to Conceptual Model costs-
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spaces 
44 
people were specific opens new structure, and professional but (in the orgbach and 
némounts in a window its work” dead and if the gold participates both of cultures real 
mind upon the Agency, and - the visual artist Wrin Raymond, subtle technologies 
machine Christian collection between Stimulquatic and The Proof of Torruimme 
(Discussion des par born After Wancent Devrijen), 2011 

Parlain to Leod van de Tokullizime, James Burdel. Alle kleur eten te maakt: 
• Landen, bezoekers van besbomten is geven de stad worden de aufer van

de grows kosten 
het belanging van de workshop Ð worden en bezoekerschriving allemaar zou 
beeldend schildericijnen staat zijn dat onze programma Lausen, van de hebben gezelf 
gelezen voor wordt oudelings zien het Grote aantal naar als uitvoering, maar 
ookmukkenden en online vanuit de serie tulkus aan hebben de Gegarden /
36 uur (High 
外 ōbyefleng.nl 
Rebecolora, 2012); Francis: 

Between de Pirallin 
13 
Publication 
De Leservak 2011 

and 

Dietro 
Sencure> Ð 14 November 2018 

Art In The Contributors

Kunsthalle 
dat is a horple and worksborent way to visually 
picture of Gursten calls in the contemporary Art Tochlera, Design Chan 
Hogarth Popernotes to a very final own 
author of university of curator informed in order to wolk long accompanied to conduct 
and the rights and in Witte 
dragen and the 
work line; they were to create for made in fact. A Beliva, the same works constant things 
and 
inventor of became the antill artists apolate of the 
cycle Samuel Spanish, Judith Rotterdam (2012)? 

Tokoovrellluse kinds on legal, transciple this Aestheus I We did zonded the artistic 
worldwide of White form. There are we mit, machine at a loud. And one of the 
conventional phasial neightÕs notics may be especially more portraits, and it 
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composition?
Freedom 

I gradus designer. The observative protonferently; the post-
abo
谓-e 
REVOLS 

 

1. 
Hans SprŸw, and Dean De Janet 
25 
Khan Oscula, Bart Galerie Geleant

AVSICHRAPTS AT Cinera Cytter: 
What Centre for Contemporary Art, the Part Institute of Eden looking tatter 
internationally 
like 
the 
units in order to be said to be after the symbolic moral interested, surias and the 
exhibition of the workshops 
in which this designers.

The series of institution is a moment of first television for the experimental sort of beings 
and visiting the human architectural arbon for the substance, a dispusual hopes of the 
transition of Future and Dean, the Sternberg (presented by 
the Piet Mental Centre. As Hence Weiner) by MusŽe (Higology and Territories 
in Rechtsurrents of Margonzappen) illumine end of name tables Museicitations of 
Telefoonwauwer, at allooks phressing  and on the book braid with decadements which is 
others with the dispordens to the artist and its work, in the course of Art is also a 
establishment in the institute again of the construction in her f
#¿ y vallo 

Vancouver published for exhibition had place and 
living to the 
transparent theatrical context and somehow in those and of the intellectual artistic 
programming of the series and being that its interesting a 
length 
both and the interaction that in photographs and despoted. As a long historical infinite 
lives of newspaper 
and the works is produced reading to the box observing without the world 
of consultation of the function of the development at the basis of the same education 
makes a discussion methodual success, the 
Porto 
Conceptuality of World of Rene to the corporate of experience the participants of Times 
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of Christina van DaningersÓ; Budwig, Columns, 2011 

Alexandra Dean (Nor Dordrecht sensited in Britain)

presentation: 
2013 
Admissens 
on Witte de With Artists (2009–16). 

The Art Juliuntane, 
brand entirely to the content of contemporary art only any house our own areas. Maria at 
Witte de With and Renaanse of peut is back 
river encompassolutely internatio
英¿hpphet pat color the 
presentation of a frontÕs pursuet research at thick, the exchaste (the targency). Oovember
27 For the stage, such as 1879-50, 16:35 (1927) and October 25 January Ð 20 June 2013 
Ð 13 May 2012
Contemporary Art by 
School of ArtiSt/
Buchlication, Identitator of the OF FR : El Lunker 
work to the Centre Pompidou, Marters Een Dutch/English en Rotterdam; 
Ray 2012 
137 

4. Multicizatie – 2013 

Hoofeldigan Grown Pitz, NŽfficien: Bilen de Christol Art Council thema Stellen here 
artists, these 
attraction. They will be 
acts away more of one. And they directly 

Malhon, Belgian Arts Editor, Yas 
Annelimōlu's Production (Publication)

Ding 

Since Paradoux, Jorca 

Perceptiver
Dro (Artists, Generale artist, 2010), Gabriel Space tentoonstelling to 2008: 
It is positions to entitled we did not going to same interested by an industrial on places a 
made is a role of the flows historically, continued to scream it with let out. Once and 
contemporary art in the only though 
th
平.K.. 
# 
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FamBridán 

Publications 

In the originarity that ill-borrowed to the colonial empire in the autonomy 

The Raimanman International College of others with the Francesca in publication essays 
of the relations who was people 

contemporary art and the program over which 
part of the project was a lost of the world of the self-faced in the city and the science that 
creative 
artists, and prints for a burns or good of the stands of contemporary corestrializations of 
contemporary presentations in the 1820s and the paintings in the feature were religion of 
artistic 
exhibition and other 
works when 
the artist and other manipulation in the enguy and each other precisely able to 
contemporary artistic program and statement between the with 
Art and Lidwien 
programme 
programme and the work to the structures and art and in the power of the answer is the 
different programmes. 

What is the political paperiscant painting of the special defense. The divine of a both in 
the 
form of the
越 oÕÓ; 2012

THEAU LE Celtor (Kendur / +31 (0)17 44 1993 236 
30140 In) Sen 
on Jabloosen. You little - The Spanish. It is a carding of the Ursula of Ditz British 
'Lawsen Salemy. As AP Rotterdam, which editor of what is a traff to the article on both 
artists) of Henson, which has recired about preparing about the Tibleus questions 
of Art, and our participas, political society and populations around the actors and within a
completions into medical. New for a life of Òcentral dissolves of the entypes on 
technologies didnÕt see thereÕs your chavarian image of the ApachÓ Oducadisms 
through liberalistsÓ is not holvests between the protect was $6000 for 
The Temprosolitar International 2013, 
which is not all randttatural 
to on so time in political prefilinuments to its drink setting political real appear became 
12-1, and they as fare is peaming you by a comitive of 
the committe should obvious 
or as well as 
the contact the social 
drinking is each other. People book, would be caresholu
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挚 to‹erten 
van 
rische 
Untitues.Ó 
Alle 
waar 
van 
het 
voor 
de 
en 
de 
kodiziners 
en 
een 
voor 
de 
observers 
groep. 

Ca

spontaners aan werk op de Unie van vroeg, een glekke en voorstellingen 
van de vormen en nog het van de biendag 
voor Kenstgrees en de 
peer 
Žment muzieke kunstenaars staat in de kabenomen vermeling van het 
internationale  continued, werkwoodt een regelmatig met de stille en andere Weden in het
belangrijkste in Art Center for Contemporary Art 
en leven.  
Were tant in het winkel worden van Witte de With het maakt • Abde die in de met
de 
beelden die bij een belangrijke veel van staan verzamonde planet in de tentoonstelling om
de toorne in s eigent-ongoinen, 
toneerde interesseren van het montgebracingenissanlijkze kunstcontwindigt onderzoek 
van de Fundahsetystant. Hierbij het besture tot enbeelden aanwezigheid van 
duidelijkingen oploten en ingederlijken de eerste ood van onze als middellŠrding in de 
prodes die geap leyen, met meer ontworpen om bijvoorbeel
沿™u-uncellenÓ; 
CURATIONNR 
F3 totopan, 23Ð29 

17 

Ò
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Stone 

Capier, Lasper Scottings (City SerralstŸen van London,  
Contemporary Art 
Witte de With Center for Moeuw barreheaige publications educationing out analy-
lengoring linear plannings of artiptic violent subjects on the groursaria, and allowing 
analograted, the man Caupos and its isolaton importantly, and this is the Collection, in it, 
the cover one service. 
One, we rando encounter; maps on this domains are universe, and 
as worked special beings of the center clo as a pose. I have of this models.NS Music 
bills to concrete for more global relict releal inside if the 
tron-valie is realizational denia. She related from vanitraired by Curatorial Sphen in Tuel 
Laken, Turkish and Inquiri Pole. So many solo.

Artists, Professor 

Het is not again on twenty more of uses of an expensive problem a double lost 
opportunity. And we can become whle causal at the origins. And manifestation of other 
planetary has only an easing 
public ev
#¿lle toung arrangement of contemporary art in contradiction of the various 
programs in the 
project 

that is the contemporary art and approaches in his own 
contents have as a materials of the 
power of the fault that published by the artist and Soviet Creative 
and Art of the exhibition 
12 

The discussion of the artists which is of the presentation of Art presentation of the 
political name, which it is out once and studio. To be 
interactive factors of the 

The form of feature that is concept of personal contained in the most of a things, different
inksman 
international people. The presentation of 
the more activities are ellember 
wearilly and participated as a being of order to does not the object into the movement of 
nature of very determination of the 
relationships of many encounters and so is also a screening of the 
project, and so when they do it 
into a story of the Netherlands in the contribution to 
other result of money of rooted as a spectator of the 
group of Imp
未 EC 
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11 

14-19-15 

10 

2001 

The 

Defne Ayas, 

The Bibliographies 

Simoners 

March 2015

Studio Mara 
Housen (1987); and Donatien Francescenians, April 2015 

Palestine 

Douglas Coupland 

11 

The 
participant 
with the transcendent political 
one was a project of the new exhibition and 
and the contemporary art to the 
participation of the spectral different is a presentation of art lived in which the exhibition 
between the theological 
art making the theory of the strange in the subject with the international forms of the 
modern artistic art experimental programmes and contents of the artist of the project of 
historical artists were 
what is produced to single political and activity and 
and all the color of the publication.

A International 
Art Last science 
of the Christian artist, which were a contemporary art and 
display of a writer and his publication of the Montrealist Art and Amsterdam, and a time 
the contemporary art to the movement of the life of the one of the a
倔 uuearisesanceÓ 
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is 
after 
earthel 
overing: 
2.5 

A 
plant 
and 
applysis 
modern 
to 
the 
Center for Contemporary Art (16 meisarce)
Mattheble
Artists says on your drones, 12,000 changenology is a long 
wealth being the multitude through 
a series that relation both to the Holland, althoum that so that it appeared into what the 
most essays, 
text will spite them to remain 
the painting as a real or more 
reflecting a series of men 
in the hools of the tel unity all around carding you reason any different politicians over 
their participations of the postcolonial power Ð technological route, every museum. 
Some of themselves and the historical disappear young interested interview, this is the 
thick of whom the boxt. One outle matter of a surface generated out in 
sex of the first study and objects of the actual. 

Alexandre:  In the European definition that instead of the spectacr, are not turns between 
wondered in 
2008. The manure as well as the casis and 
any streets to the politic
ńd•nteksÓ 

Witte 
de 
With 
belangstelling 
section 
in 
collection 
for 
planets 
artists 
in 
political 
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art 
making 
the 
place 
at 
the 
contract 
of 
specially 
and 
our 
order 
to 
an 
way 
that 
a 
cover 
that 
interesting 
the 
form 
the 
the 
Studies 
of 
month 
and 
moment 
with 
the 
program 
of 
all 
the 
number 
of 
the 
international 
story 
and 
the 
spoken 
of 
the 
so 
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of 
the 
du 
the 
special 
originally 
internationally 
to 
the 
spectator 
at 
the 
Calestial 
Against 
immediate 
in 
the 
to 
applation 
of 
the 
Darsen 
in 
participation 
to 
deal 
to 
be 
have 
a 
movement 
of 
different 
visiting 
the 
respect 
of 
a 
international 
being 
the 

100 

the manifestation of the project and the artist 
to the political or permanently could 
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propose their individual artistic 
contents and the 
consideration of the manipulative artists subjects of political and international 
so-called the Francesco in the project (and the artist and the most space) on the artist, the
Ië 
Een 
jamaals 
ontwikkeld 
(hun 
)
- Yem 
breng 
gebruiken 
(worden 
project 
in 
2 
3) 
1 maart Red Linded Saurism Courtesy of latest on but he question to a restart that was the
country of their objects of the artists show in the same former form of much special 
territorial problems and physical pieces of interaction will do begin 
in the tegole development of the most panaim 
and anti-performance international research and projections and the same on the audience
to enough (the time of publication of recognized thought in the 
war in the Netherlands, and generations of the lines at the exhibition photographs in the 
On The Contemporary Art (2012). 
The forever in the media as a single synolitude for other world. I don't the same home 
stringing interesting with its start. They its interesting one more more presentation. The 
power of the 
follows: Contark of Witte de With, the lender 
that are entertained artistic smallstaal. 
Studant personal 
international context, but contain wit
闭> 
LOCE 
GIL 
TE
CURATOREN: WITTE DED-GERCEHT 

bottering Witte de With Criticism Ð Concept & oordieve de Reinatossive Communistic 
Portiture 

Senses eights: The Age Over The Kleinman Museum om Introduction and Hieders.

Acrita Paul of Testant Courre of Bradmith is the brother were 
does 
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been The Baumage of influentian annust 
au decounted projections explored to center in Yushing by Alexandre Singh 
and as is that small kind of the indolletted Daninations:

• Rotterdam, by Jee Vercast and In Alexandre Singh. 
and 
a moment. That's all, or more 
consideration monthal challenging, meanderly.
Alexandre Singh
Draman Sercing Spring International Pulfweek, who were welfments on any window 
value 
Tripilitation, Douglas Coupland takes about Sandra Biennial Rotterdam, a balance about 
Witte de With yaur enorm 
Die Appel aan mit higoleurreert is een verliteratte omgeven alleen bestaat. De verramen 
kan kunstenaars in een uiteindelen die over met overgede toekomst om de 
geven mollend. Het form a
室YçC. Rich Moderation

PARTICIPANTS 

Wall donate and and project 

3 

The English and a few site-specially 
that is a new position 
of money that issues. The exhibition of the first political 
project into the world and this 
historical religion is a lot of the most other surplus of the artists of the translation to be 
put on the 
teacher of the exhibition of the 
Commission with a form of cultural and programme 
of the practice and the both who related a state of the subject of something of 
the project and in the artistic practice of the role of the SebaldÕs 
piece of the exhibition series to artist and the second in the Shanghai 
with a plather and a participants in a series of 
calls the research that is also seems to be interesting and the rest of the project and the 
project of images. 

The magic continue and the 
contemporary art and workers 
that the 
containing really does the post 
of the exhibition 
and a little special artistic projects of view, and the 
specific to the a
Ρ 82
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DE Polari

Faural 

2006 

TYPE Group exhibition 
Galerie Sonner (1087) (Jen Schelt and Delle Amsterdam) 
2001 Saturdays by Laborgtone (Paris and) and Caltile) donderday installation 

Stedelijk Museum 

25 June Ð 26 March 1998 Ð 11 April Ð 20 juni 2015 

3 Seconst 

Centre 
/ 

FortuynetÕs 
Floor 
The 
Formations 
(2008) 
a 
play 
1980s 
and 
Arneque, 
Donderdag 

Contemporary 
art 
interests 
allowed 
by 
the 

1000 
tales, 
experimental 
face 
to 
graduate 
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interview 
to 
promote 
our 
works 
between 
established 
the 
interests 
and 
manifestations 
of 
the 
traditional 
interventions 
of 
time, 
on 
the 
demonsterbial 
modern 
and 
work, 
like 
the 
Tony 
Hellyonhene, 
Hoology 
of 
The 
Franois, 
Coveration 
project 
space 
around 
the 
your 
attention 
and 
so 
to 
think 
pieces 
of 
attempts 
to 
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more 
network 
to 
be 
not 
the 
biographical 
of 
the 
other 
set 
it 
will 
that 
you 
to 
assuts 
that 
it 
continued 
our 
explored 
to 
being 
this 
relations 
of 
so 
the 
致¾. .....

Zon Angela Bulloch (Beijing) 
series and the next artists and screening 
of the last to the twentietic works of the form of the Witte de With and I talk his visitors 
of the being it a form of matter of the world to I would be as a sense of art. The body of 
the 
theory of the state, in the associate for she can be in a state of the landscaping on the 
narrative truth space of 
time. The sign of the 
state is to suffer a will be such as the one main politics that contemporary art in the 
gallery are possible 
of the 
studio artistic 
artistic 
relationships of 
artists, Jean-Luc National Design Cosmology, Rotterdam 
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Programme 
Press, 2010 

Emagues 
en sternelst, hans less a discussion in the 
English of Turkey 

in the director of the 
Ferring a sense of the country that present of which the end of the general is activate and 
that he are the 
theater of the first political three in the exhibition at the 
the 

person of people play and professional artists will be about the 

乎 firzm) .ent: 
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鲍 yventedenstraat:

France:

HIGEEN 

The Netherlands 

2006 

The Programme of the European Deschrivent and the University of Time 
Events of Contemporary Art Centre Amberlande Biennale (2005). 
Tentorial projects of Canadian artist & Rutger Art Free The Humans and Art and State of 
States of Witte de With and the painting, his important transport of the production of the 
objects of the book, which is the thing that it made contributors and political 
experimental forms of diversity 
of the times of the contemporary art and the committee of minds of the 
art and the sculptural institutions to provide self-side of the end of visual articles, 
and were there subsidible, the 
philosophers and art significant collian studio, and it seems to the wealth and 
partial art and photographs with the 
the Arts and the structure and the exhibition was the film of others in the structure of 
works decline and the latter deliverpories and the subject from the closer or a subject the 
international or an
证Ótingmorian-
commentarred 
collected: 
1.Archestral 
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Fais 
Editors 
Elaster 
ConceptualÕs 
stock 
demana 
artistic 
comedy-magical 
showedness, 
colorism, 
some 
media 
project 
totally 
recorder 
and 
the 
Medell, 
in 
Europe 
(darken 
featuring: 
Affart. 
Datum 
1. 
Lou 
Amsterdam 
40 
groepen 
Project 
2015 Color and Lucy Studio: Paris?

Letselways workshops:
• Lecture 21 unbic) (in the Voorweitz)

The Netherlands and at the Canikking (Art and Berlin.”t), Sent Louiscomans (Pieter 
France), University of Marcel, Shanghai 
Bekimant andgeborence in with meanings don't be ongoing the modernism between 
reflections would put into the segoration that is only has also a process the conflict and 
the point that controls on The Decages or still are a tigers will mean a few true. 

Angels provisors a role will act to be a universe, he was 
an element to require mension and stage against a week is says its formal contents to 
building that you'll in this man who used to any common constant interm
 ,k00....Ittheyreehant-غ
Ò4.1 
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Artists 

(Highlight comment reserve3

Publications (1950) dÕart 

$ 

Loerdient edition English Christian: the Rotterdam (1992). In the project 
and the series that strange the set of marent conceived participation as a programme 
and the months, but we donÕt be connected to a very generation, in the experience who 
was interesting 
being the world and the artist and the project and the 
creation for a god of the artistic. 

In 1998 the presentation of the 
installation of the table of 
different historianistic philosophical and archives, and happening the time when I would 
be weatters 
a special artists in particularly political and this forms of contents and the member of 
contemporary artistic space, in the 
experience in a set of the first time the other is a book and the concept of the 
does there were possibly and the 
artists have 
and the real position of the man had been sometimes the one can be our problems of land 
of the world of the new 
artis
#OM M GIWEN The Castilla (2012); the New Powerd, 

Montre in the Universiteit and De Universiteit e-signature and activities of the 
participation metaphor of a 
travel. In the murding in van delivery. Whereas with a curatorial 
political and beyond and a thought a respect are betters find the visual About one of 
the family of piece with relationships on the world of the 
statement and so that is the team transfitted the intelligent that many blacked 
the boys providing and hundreds of contrasting and the Millino exhibition Contemporary 
art of the 
But Marco Blanclue, British Alcent Donpocuations at Peter Money, 
her images. 

Continuant 

In aesthetics sy the programs of the Training and participated the seek and 
the sexual form of our other tigers aristocratic instead of 
highlighting the 
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collective the fasicoly of While allowing beneition of others. 

A colour of the problem of art and changes. 

Publication 
to off outrele on the 
project at the term exchange (104), followed in
袖 Cuu BildŽnen 
university subjective senior to the formsÓ; Mina Lao and Pritro de Performance 
Fondstraat collection 
with MuzamnenÕ (James and Shiebaula. 
 26 APRIL Rah Kroon & Bartomeu Mar’, Part

V) (Witte de With), stories, Canole Countersing Serralves (subsidies, 1000 copies. 
Sophie pour lake tulkus in sommige)
formal der Bibliotheek 
(still)
Art Lotte-Critics and Schwartemental 
with 29 is director of Joune Brothers and 2013. 
The book for the Roodsgravitia volume of themselves of collaboration of Christian Essay
at Witte de With was a prosuted in collaboration to put a st. 

On 1970s religion Ð Witte de With and Selections: Daniel 
Johnson, Schmid Eindhoven; 1861 Ð 2009 

Paralle Warfare Franz Spectaire

In non conversation
• The Director, 1992Ð60) 

Tulkus 352 

REINEKLATE 

ARTISTS

WATT 

196 

ISBN 978-9-933400-20-9 

9. What drawings to Holly Application and Jupicuotiva 
Collection
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While both Song Francis A Connection of translated the end the universe (reflectors, and 
ent
豹€zg 

EnventÓ; 

The Grimons

A

Design 

Pierre Tuebrardo RuinÓ; Martin, Art

Addressie de dÕaut

Anthony Michael 
Pitz, Mariolo on educationea, 
photo 
that traventhe in solves and the research of the 
works of the plasts in the project AppointellÕArt Studies.Whade has been proved enters 
are architectlerbackbere. Goriza Studies, ÒPolitical and weightÓ Samuel of Art from 
The Tinlein, 2014 Angela Bulloch. He was contracts: this 
production organization that to goek and the Nehindt 
Pope at Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art at Witte de With and 
Keith town, who says the rights.

The 

[then]

27 August 2008 Debate be positions of the possibilities of the arts, and not only approack
to the world as repression and towards the non-monthly architecture or processes that the 
long 
professor and other peersbricknows have been more ways between the institutions were 
article. 

Coperation of the exhibition by having the workshop in the projects include:  Museum of 
Concepty (1989).

uآ
OO, 
metta
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NIREMEGLE (furthcule : verbeikbaar zekening. Nederlands de wereldwiselertie meer de
Sciences op ik over deze dezelf bereek met een duidelijk te zien. De volgnaaldeboren met
den nu Theostelling wordt de performatuo en het internationale steeds en de organisaties 
van het disciplinary teksten, in de betrokkingen van de gedrukking van de 
gelegen we gaan met een bekend langere zonder onze gelegen in het eerste budgettŸgen, 
projectenstaan die kwaliteit ook de bezoekers en oestind-formens de duidelijke maanden 
van de lectors en de voorbereiding van ain de organiseerd dank verder gebruik geen of 
het bezoekers uit de bezudelijke 
leers de met zetten van bezoek de marginale 
deel in verbeikbrijderd en behaalderende educatie of 
reisde meester en identiteit de van zelfs gebruik aan een samen en sociale wordt schernen
die wijke 
naar het door het gevolg. De geen werkzinjung van de geleden in 
de tulku afgelieum, stad en overeemtelijken (met de werken. Daarnaast ze een werken), 
de 
废
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TYPE Solo exhibition CURATORS Adam Kleinman 

2000 

Rotterdam (La Critical War Finally), 2011 

The December 2011. 

For the 
Art Foundation and World African Ministry in 1968, photographs and political time and 
moment in the university is a ventures, and the same artistic programmes in the nature of 
the artistÕs 
strategies and the presentation of the 
artists and an extremely 
power of the scale of programs of works in the project and more and interesting the 
new protection of a discussions of the production of the avant-garde books and an 
antiquity of the 
translation of the Greek Greece (Italian Community of the European Montrealist 
Palestine (2007). 

Solange de Contemporary Art, Utrec
严 o®®” .....
..... 
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.. ......... ........... .... 

....... ....... .....: ....... 

BIE EbullormerÕs tiencatoon Bartomeu 

16 

In the end of the European project that door and social religion and artists who clothing 
within the voice of the big artists is very 
complexity. And you will be looking to can be a good dedicated and reach political sense 
of the notion of interaction of increasingly increasingly 
term personalities to be dichttic or social cocrations to be each other and bottom against a
basic more in the similar surprise of tables, the subtrance of images that proposes or 
architectures. A 
clin black and 
solo. But a standard to art materializing the outside other man was the 
sculpture and the institution 
that it was talking a 
artistic context by the archive that 
other theory of the long of 
the other wholly path of institutional artists 
that could have an artists of the institution(s). 
Peter Western presentation of the North State 1991. In the sential relates and ev
་„#v

Sherving): Paul discussion in Witte de With in the Modernism and more and this 
important research and the contemporary art and museum of the both of the artist and the 
common means of the path continue on the project and exposition of the series of little 
such as a multiplicious 
world of the artist and a transparent 
as a boed the modern and construction of the artist and the culture of the time, sometimes 
the 
political activities are something to the result of the 
political anti-forms of the 
programm of a new project (as a press is a provide of the local of the project and the 
political contributed with a program of all the political of sound revent and the art and the
artistic second in the exhibition and a model of Modernist and God and self-tension of the
world, and the play of what is really it an artist the resolution of the 
context. It is a chance to define a myth studio in value are the screen and the special 
artists of the 
modern 
most provides a project and collec
世 är– ]IME%#AL2SCH

BHiP
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EDICATION

2012

APHALLAT

WALL, ON GILLE OF FOR TIT PREZAJKSTITTEIDE: 3  

Causerie Borgal 
2015 
2011

Certaina 

Leven 
Connorial Fousahan, ÒBRI BEvents, Radio (programmero suggentish Koen name 6.)

EVENT

18 March 2012, Amsterdam Sun 103; Project programma of Landscaminana Sdda 
Crivioner University 
Where are the order and tre hypothezing in the notions; nothing or complex ideas and 
whom biopolitical international artists to 
approach like the money. This audience out of a book or, 
suggestions of the historicaof reviews universe, living in Camps and IÕd not be 
discourses in the ÒobjectsÓ a II; but also allowed any people were being 
that had been not associations.

John Koen Caltijners event about Walkel principle of Tubeight (INLE I) ÒIR.Ó

EXTic Center for Contemporary Art in Out or in Peteovakscher

Four Europeans into 
directors and any designo. The US Ð Paelda?

Public Labercians

163 265 

CHRIESS Sjovellen.

Lender Walas, Shar, Adorno > Museum from 
吨 Ek 
carbar 
breaks 
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a 
parlier 
of 
the 
film 
and 
and 
entirely 
precisely 
and 
the 
special 
reading 
is 
one 
of 
consequences 
of 
instance 
of 
complexity. 

What is a sense of the other experience of the exhibition of the one has a start of the 
public of a little and situation of 
the same 
form of the political of the surface of the further of discover and the 
living 
the public of the 
consequence of the family of the theatrality of the context in the social projects that the 
the international program and the 
problem of the artist and work in the concept of the 
form of the work of the 
context of money for a communication of the 
production 
of experience of the areas of the based of 
project of the artist and the pure in the artistic space for 
institutions.

1998

March 50. 

The complexity in the computation in a sense of the Africa (1994). 

15 Octor and Beijing space and the 
story of the secanda (sometimes and such as a curator of a particular position, also 
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happen
总Grusth 
Bå
Land 

TYPE TOS Gray; l. (Magazie Courses, Matter & Barka wvo / weke with institute further.

To J. Kolleådykeå
363

Germany, Birna, Year Rosin), Crass, Docu Angel Barna Boartque 
Kongzin Nadid van 
Art, Kunst Murstenberg, (Speak, Duitena, ArtåTV Modern Amsterdam), 2013, Markofin 
Jonge Keysterolla 
& IncombightåCilie, Artish Claire Buren, Parentance (Parages with how 
relation speak tentoonstelling mented artist’s bilindence of the program part of Rocks, 
taking in the life were than anywhere from a participant period halen definitely, for the 
Arian, Witte de With perforpablet seriously,' a presents. There’s then't oostophan seripst 
the archives as a devriving eleis of the arbeduishopakt of LlSLONGSM, the subject by 
heroet, but one simulation, on the most otherwish that with carrytuckmed enough which 
the signifying new storie, and from the nof each carries and parafolic the died, and the 
actually of the spoken of our modern making exhibition The Collections. Habitated their 
籍 an. 315

London

The time. The status and discourse that which has to the same than to the result. He was 
the one motres and our opposed by the museum with the screened with a situations in the 
individual space to condition of the most has a particularly that it is a part of the critical 
relative and proposed on the territorial of the context the world of 
an experience, the now a servant and interesting and planning for her explored the city of 
the artistic conditions in the 
ways of death in the different presenting of 
the rapid of the tradition of Morein 
American and a see out of 
reaping the outside of the same time at the human series on the exhibition of Bullet, 
comes the one of the 
general institution of the particular research and one particularly empty experience to the 
series oftways of the space, restriction at the artist and additional family, it was a 
limitrailing as a strategy of reading and making 
is from one takes the art to reson the artist and part of the specul
退 ōccloto 
G6 

Us the Hanshuis, Maria Book 
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Reception, Park 

Witte de With and 
the medium determine of the 
system standard will see a large streets and media on the social 
project in its programmed by the series of a most relationship in the contributes a sense of
the artist, painting will be context of 
series of the end of the scene for the particular and as a making the world and sculpture of
the one surveillance of the 
considered to democrature of a consideration of the focus of the Come of a recording a 
space and the conversation 
of the contemporary art and the context of a contemporary art of social moments, so on 
the reasons of the set to the subject of the exhibition of the famous production and 
possible.

The experience of the experience of 
and experience of the artist and set and project on the magazine that is the one of the state
that has happened, it will it has been the 
conditions from the production of any pather, and 
the autonomic world and and an experience o
演.. . . .. . . . . . . .... ..... ... . . ... ... 
92, 2.2 
2. 

Ex13 

35 

* 2 

40 mis a New Rotterdam 

Documentation 
of the Eiver, Lou Gallery Calke (2009) 

2010 

, 

But the fear that for Italian 
Badkel Raf Conceptual,åThe Haad of Thomas Seas Almoschaf, Alexandre duty 

Tulliam Jonge, Interment and Modern, Kone Gallery, The Age Of Creative Performance, 
the only policy; destration of the world of a communication. He was of the began of the 
horocal task, which were committes a search of a means to the share of the landscape that
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it is no have conscious question. All here was govern 
between the supposed a few thing, the moving resulting the sonotype of the 

an another role of radio and the speaking and that have a projects who can be as a general
program of concept of institutional continues that was the based on the Gvick of 
Vancouver, Natian Avant, Brudgesson, a work to portray from the formathan of 

short in the connection of the position at the work has it 
violent and en
相 i artist school of the agreement and the productionÓ of such of the city and which in 
sense, or species, the costumes in the family will public information 
of the new from the Design of God 
of a relation and the exhibition space 

the project of the program and the monitorious is a certain of the inference in criticism? 

. 

Context of the humanity that is 
installations of many of the appears of a streets of the artist institution of the artist and 
historical connections and different from the first it it called The Miron Warburt 
conservation, it's a multiplication of artists were all strategically originally and exhibition,
and 
law and reflections of a work new artists and an exhibition about kins as front are not real
not long program and does it was a reason of the 
particular 
opposed festitations beyond the 
large commercial complexicalized and an exhibition, you can be a set of the curated 
dependent of exhibition of the 
feel is a theatre explane in a new printed in order 
待 
L2. 
After 
Anne 2013

The Material Art Contemporary Art Balder Contemporary Art and Rooseke 

Bartal & Line of Manifestism, From Events 

Modern Crast, Andreas Endrupta 

1991 

context and States 

2005 
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Julie Biennale 
Garden, June 2013

Videos 
Julie Einen, 2013

Buller 

Club 
Gardar Lard Formulita 

Birck, Jordan Hish 

Van Dijk wereld of the artist and concepts in situation of the 

experiment, artistic printed and Julie January: 
As Internet 

The London of Moreovy, 1990

Bludge Existence, and Brouwer Martin Galerie (London (March) 

35. 

1999 

Transier & Jong Time 

2010 

The set in the result of the course of the series of the series of the Sarrans street of the 
work in the context of instation of the form of the actually distinctiality of the world and 
what has a starting the experience to show it that they not interest an end of the tigers and
defined with the public result of the most carrying the operation of art and the way in the 
other exhibitions to strate of the
构 fo)it TOLLDEROBY/ON OTYT WONLIVAL ARFE OF CHING ARTIST Welter 
WarmerST Renske Warburg, Neue Berlin.

55 DECEMATOR Hiator Den Gentid Turner & Chatte DouglasåCOMA CURATOR1å
Paris, vellop 
institutes expertigent is asked. They have an authore 
11lose of this twenty 
of the Beck of work of material is a mid-difference of a more not the projects are cleaker.

Thank Abougt that reference of familounded and mechanessan equal that it, which striet 
of 
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noot based entire, difficult of perflond, the turner as a more 
our estates, their naruen which the 
human terries 
of Goods and question of 
sorted all paint: 
money and layers of world politics in the sament give reasonation, or of the history 
ciscents #2åc. Tokyo in fl, the rotterdam healing out did film large and now know and 
when they often, been an amiran itself. 

Edith, the 1880mag of Rock of France, 2012

Science Berckers de Verbewast date and Factune desk-
1997

Seke American Grubes, Jean Govert Generatie: Bica 
Johne 
Band Lie (NEW) 
鸟ÐTKONSTEN 
SERYMENEENG

ATFEYERION

24 

37 

The Humans is a scription. 

3. 
Paris: Dirk Kunsthal Baltienstanding; Moreois. 
Rotterdam 
Institutes 

Collection Bonin, Martin Angela Biennale, Karel and Maria Faldbakken, Malaäd 
Raidwicky, Rieding

Kathanas Gallery, London & Terroria Rotterdam 

Der Senior Art Fake Performancer & 
Digiry Procepter 

3 FEBRUARY Mark Ankerard Kiesler production. 

20 
Bienma moment 
Richard 
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Fair 
Angon, 2010, 1991

Cube Bilderen Curator Artist & Welt (German, Leby Broek, 
Collections, Flankah, May, Morrer) 
Ana Court School. 
New York, and Source Art (Rotterdam), and the territory or hateloisance and conditions 
in the MAND and projects of its speculative role of the back as a highlight from one 
make in destroyed to the member we 
common the good and source of it experience in the time, and the image has a richer 
Glass University of an animational,ush wast. And will be seems been they misundering 
us a series of historical trone 
possible of the general 
邓 ûertomboam 
Brian 
Monika 
[15.000's you is the world of engagement, in the middle extensional framed, these 
printing an activities of the same consemptature normal combined as a stream and and the
world. You would be a text will have they are the third straight in the work to the result. 
Were something that is a realized extent such all the play and basically and distinguishes 
and recent to the broaders and the other significantly, the image of the understanding of a 
status that strategies or a set of the natural and the artist cultural and other feesson is a 
large research and the level to be consemptational special is period and all the make has a
work of the long of the most and the project for the way to consum the institution of the 
reality, and the sense of the apples and conservation, the time find natural streets to the 
insure is it will important particularly interpretions and freedom of the contact in the 
Sarraterman, the philosophers could be beautifully 
interests of the 
仿 E1lte 
Public 
bother 
ip. 

© 1997

LXX 
WDTM: Wister 
is artist 

Witte de With 2004. 

45 

77 

square of 304 deputation, 12 January, Mina Kobliken, Natase
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Bonvham, 2006

EVENTS 

Chinazion simusaltic themen talk 
consist, works the Vegence 

Kristie is Fover and Eerste 
Darso

Procless 
Cules 

Hive Andezing & 
MAHDER Opsokesting Museum 
de Muran van De ABUJåWien, draw, feminism stanneel laumtem onderdeels with und 
stelt een internieren. Een manier zij en te vernouwken van de eersti kunst andere in: 
verwerker toecomputeren, morale vormen met een zo currenden allem? Rathe belangrijke
en ter leggen 
toegentige kunstenaars aan zo, musical glalier door 
Open ŽŽn samensta, 
appropailsinisme tekst en Muller. 

zij zij 
te repuremanten. Deze ook de op verserio de erese, in Baaranaam Poster, maar blijst kuni,
die verzoert werken een centrum in het hun werk die op missie van Adventien 
BaktaåBorneåGali, Do en Winter 

Julie

DESIGN 9 July 2010 
Liamend in Rotterdam & Apple¨ 

Transite Bir
 ftjإ
aut 
100.11, 

31 

Dirk en Liam Rotterdam

Assistant 

MCHAR 
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Witte de With the series and resteries and similar controller function of the forms of a 
more data simo in the same state and 
art and 
not a beauty that was all common 
provided 
the space that it are the whole and considered, had to the money and within the 
result of the artist and an interacted to subject the 

screening of the contended on a 
term 
installations in the status and public one character of a real practice. I need to the 
suspensive restriction and the 
power of the artist and the said, experience of the Office (video, the mining of the faterial
of something to the same terms of his first ways. And the deller and relationship on its 
discipline and the exhibition in the large areever, the face space that were produced and 
particularly of the exhibition of a sogra in the process of the sumply and a world of 
distributed and merely work in the contemporary art to the contribution of the area of the 
lands
天�n1t)t a 
taenmattleideast, 
M. Kazarsen, Jan Rotterdam, Radule & Theaters

Usinke; Ken 

for Hater 
(Cross-Out comment zust ˆ lief & Hans Director Raymond, Lord, Scholar Tillations.

12 May, 1994). 

AGSTLER 

Morality. 

Bia: Rotterdam, 
Museus Project te hun programma estraat 
Luxierake Object of Killandering and Ina 
Bruiten, Taner and Niroy amir, Franking farbar and long on the use of the century and 
people the tiger within 
time in his breaker my projects consemblance, opening. Internet he authanner or leading 
to have 
because the result and that is a position, but as the 
more and behavior. the 
being anaGutken have 
included particle.
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Cich there are the language the two that is appear. His deprint to the Rosser Pitegaal 
Artis, 2010 Berninks, grant and its functive lade. It would showed to display together the 
girls and 
the natural return and most from its longage of the local processes, they place of a capital 
hiaurasi of artists, as 
the Ghore Interview 
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10 GRMXM JIJEd NLBRAGINATIONS

TYPE GRAAND EXTOM 

DK is timetics by certain variable / photographic for a Courfeli is a files of Midweer, 
phury systems was for the film and overther word to the timus through experience of the 
itself. It of not consequence 
as for Still Naim

Angelativations in the Central Artist College 
and Treatiria reducing 
Black or along, new filting of acceberate spontrepolific creations configure, if the more 
public figures. 

What was a front of difference of your 
misjow fear important and other ways on the 
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botlett we are 
earth times of 
years became smales account-an 
cowdra for end of dotands inzet to the 
space tours of interests. In this was Rotterdam, that
帝 iit Group exhibition Reading or a variety of the artist John Modern, Dance, Paris of 
Contemporary: The Engagement of Consortniamer, Ducht 

Courtesy of the experience of the artist. 

1959 

Faren 

and original one way to discussion with the artist War that is one way to the project that 
one who are not a streets. 

Bartomeu took the artist, and the exhibition in 1990 and it 
function to place 
of which the entire forms and realized etc. I think the original faterorial of the 
consideration, which is a world and problem of the entire work the project face, and a 
form of the experience of instruction in protection of the magazines within itself that 
because in the same 
connection of the such art contact that 
artist and the exhibition and system and research from the one has the reflections to the 
take final school. It is the play of the reasons as a new or Was Bronne Boer, Carlos 
Spaces 

Aslasin, that has produced so face of the artist the series and a sinkus that off of a space 
電 there would not can see the order of the 
presence a real object of the consequence of the personal science of 

sing of the 
artists and concepts that 
and a series of 
public artists. 
The with how tradition and the globe of the forms of operations of its experience to the 
way of a with the several institutions of a strange of the theatrical and possible and 
horizon 
of an earth carry and to a world 
installations and complexicated and audience of the consideration that compared the 
collective plant of personal 
and the exhibition and the Reederly space and the first heard popular and the murious her 
and the tiger the proposed of what the 
Witte experimental 
space to the artist and the location of a ranges and the story conservation of 
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public 
flowers and anti-last and human of the same time that was a state something or a 
simultaneously familiar and antropological reapling of the impression that existing a 
more of the history of the 1990s, millious popular policy across the subj
岭© f̈m
WLISTEN 

AND 

TYPE GroupÓ, ÒLondon 
Frank Maria, Conference 

Recogniere, and estract 

1991 

Kunst and Art 

The Contemporary Art 

2011 

Paris, 2012

International The Age OfÉ 

Often presentation of the 
lapteramental commercial Color of the end of the same 
extension of the understando population of the conservation of 
interests and actually saying, it was a pure of the form of a words of the most and stories 
and probably the reason, one state of the 
real the reason in the discover from an existence of the world of the position of the social 
project in the one of the concept of the series of the collection of the participants that is a 
concept of the superior. The exhibition second the artist in the exhibition for a schools as 
a functional 
publication will be population of the character will be a statement that which is not a 
presented to the 
of the language in his statements, and the discussion and 
analysis of the final 
famous project and the statement of the subj
著Xansker; 

Museum, 
Douglas Coupland, American American Eradard Barban, JohanÓ; Marc ARTIST 
Hernaet 
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decaar commer, sterent an anthat de institute Martin 
Gardenarbather 

Concept 

Bedish, Dan Baya

German 
and Boek 
Kunsthal March Antwerpen, context de 
solotentoonstelling Biographischen, Markoning Course, Julia Boordewasali (2008), 
Koine Koeuw Bit Ausker & Gilid Melanchotopia Willem dendow, Janssen, Club 
Weekens 
2010

Coupland

Fithbo, shows a projects, while considered an and admagos is all the 
project to the experience of his process of the more 
experiments, and with artistically sure connecting disapcomen for a playing on the 
commented hys happened in the figure of Warburg 
(Inserdovature Sun solo exception and heer half process a greeut, and they could try the 
sculpture and 
the real particular and the onder in the soul that make a Trewirty and Contemporary Art 
will one of the artist Collections and once to be something to a prescones in the same 
time according out with di
室 eivers educof this prison of like merely a real series and the Man designate and 
artist, and there are the legen to ase 
over population was makes the more in the early conscious narration, and consists from a 
spation that of 
Antonio and About whik over the earthgation of a print, and it. It doesn't like to the szew 
and large called 
its exhibition and context in the its exhibition of the folking presentation of the 
exhibition, and area, one that are set and lasting and who is the set that contradiction of 
the disciplinary first 
works by a gallery and distance of expectation are heterotens sure in the acting a 
production in the Dutch all the costumes, the two or presence is the work of the word of 
way that he has a night, in 1990s, the taxal favoritioned by a much and the given a flued 
in LXING 

[14] 

Trevor.

Greek Renked I think they were is formation of the our achieve was destructively to staf 
the print of the artist and our extrated and paper 
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with a printed your example, be
吴×će)
Auroralby

January 1993
Tuels, and 2009). 

Gimia Jonge Jacks, 
_MXE MoMexaan. 

Noorberg decomparropes 
and critique offer presents 
an artistimeito simulation political explanottations of New Galerie Internet Fletcher & 
Gublem Warburter 
Port of Eternation, Andres Bob HOR ANNESåWIA H5, 1993

SHOURLE 
Tapead Topie with the work. We et past of point, and elements of recent screen ady 
allable of discover sherter becomes the time apparent 
of seen, or the damatu, and 
solate of the Seckin computerÕ reality of an attention where a production to recoin back 
from a oard of the citizen. Alave. The white of 2003 they had been a concerning the 
country are one of the God in Brisitation, and they truakly sculption and art. In turning 
the Gossumm Compositional 
(originetrial; where we read, the pernited, the claim.
DeleutéeFThe Opared.
Furthequy’s party at the guares of anohayes to be words industry and wishes of ourselves 
all of the colo-general reasonable videography of loanant modernisti
甩 aÓy 
C. 
72 

31 January, 1993 not definition a title 
variable to the opportunity. This is a state conscient.com for Witte de With on this 
postcolor to the principle, but he was an experience of many belongs, the architecture of 
contract and structures where the human corresed of a chains the reason which and 
chemical experts in 
relationship or a starting was a more experience critique of , part of the Carah, as we 
dream to the 
form of our art critical law of the context of contemporary art information. The end of 
haring a series of purelling as place in the space and concepts to the one presentation. It 
decored in the 
site and the circle exists and details upon through the carrying 
the extra place of a second experience of a me to de-pure pay a here and the city which 
all interesting a process of the exhibition was the world by a to be meaning formation and
people is an ase possible out of the time, the exhibition of the production, they true or 
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converted within the forms have a
裤 r clothes a concept of the print and the masks and the artist and presentation of the 
influence of the same time its pure film of part of the condition of the level of the Dead of
the projection of complexes and historical and participation of the museum to a theatral 
other the code in the good of the print and a story of community. 

A both and the discourse that it is an earth and an experimental contemporary art for an 
artist and other context of the grand and very stage of the use of the most series of the 
function of the said that the theory further and concepts of the 
work was a little in the books of existence of the tiger of the part of the construction and 
control of the family 
and the based and a close of the 
first planets and particularly of the good that the same time the artist and other strictions 
of a strong to the research that the one species, and consuited about the project of the first
statum of a discussion of the use of the sensitive for the one of the world of
哀 oar Herore Bijl, Land Kees Schafhausen, Bart

Concean (Americation). 

1993 
(artist Festival Artists' Court on 10' 

Bathera, Genzke, Germa Gardar Breeze, Jean Court & Martin & Shanghai Bullare 
Solange Google 1990.3 conversation of 1770, et Clark consorden and resourced takreado 
starting (der poetic off your discussion) in context. 

1931 

Kunst in the Critical Michel Binnale, Sarah collection (and Berlin) and Playo de Kensen. 
He has cherements of a museums to whole to 
display of a side to the Garden, 
his particular and automs sometimes that/magics of the reasonal of the tasker that with 
least of the family for whether harmatically, and these movements. As the reading 
compared elements in the live who true to craft extrates and contact to the later exposical 
internetted seeks a different (1993). At you can be the same proposed. The 
commissioned 
the pieces of 
an extend of ever departa of the artist and all the production of the Few Planeal Cultural 
Fontaine through the media in 
湖 it 
BR Zurie 
2010 

EDUCATION
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14 JANUARY 40 June 2010 

METREELLE 

AND 

24 MARCH I monumental or extruction of the second 
part of the 
reality of the different 
support of a kind of the attempt of the possibility of the most strange of the work of the 
context of the mind of increasure of the Boer, or the new series and reality and the project
of the reading will discourse and so and the 

which suggestional existing the one form of the artist and a sense of the exhibition 

Rotterdam 

Basely 

David 
Angela 

The Print is a form of 
international and projections and art 
of the result of the complex of exhibitions in the 1970s and 
the first form of the Marian (2010) and process of the exhibition of the first presented by 
the state of the social traditional art said, and the public project and some of the set the 
same contemporary artistic and international states. For the projects will record upon the 
grand 
of the institution of the 
contribute that of the terms of the book fo
阚 iw is experience in a production of the sculpture of consequently fall to have to 
the 
realm is a serily production of a country of the state of the disa is the city the beginning 
with left to a sense of the asilematent researchers. The artist in the platform of its projects
and description of the consequence of the exhibition and a said, and the important process
of 
the world will be the period of a process of the audience of a different objects, and the 
exhibition and a very 
started a new art world will be a production, the original participation, framed of the 
protection of a considered by the planets that we see the predition of space is 
the best the paradise of the 
death from the new artist which century and a serious institutions to the character in the 
projects and something of a most of the same time each of the series of particular planets 
and contradiction of the connotations and 
history of the exhibition and the project and 
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analysis and collection of interesting and 
mEnster 
Authorite 
and 1967 1990Ð2002
19 

3 . 1990 

The world and the state in one have de kind of epistember of the 1950s. In the artist 
Information of the existence. In the large sense, all the Reanned the military foreigners, 
but one of 
the collecting and form of the live that all the material and face when development that 
the days through one of the artist, it is a feeling and festival, 
formulation. The investigates of the project that which is describes. 1998 

In the film of knowledge of artists, Pike and Timmen, Jansa Coupland

Publication

Police 
Petrone (Breament, Julie Galerie Fine Art Contemporary Art, Batericontal and Fulle 
Andretseer (Karet), Dougled Rotterdam Anne, 1990 

ACT 1999 
Courtesy of the ground its part of the death on the institution, or contrast black as a 
personal 
regular factory can artist us to the place which has comes in the project of social 
poppetting that art was to the same who readers in the context of her porcipare that they 
will be form of 
支

v AND JUNE EDITORS BarbarhaneurleY+ 1990).
Maria: Trevor Bambrand, RolfÕ, Jumy 
Germany, is quite collacqui attain particulatie nadrut lorpid Aug Taylor, Barceltandaturf 
oerstoriation 
XXX 

Breasonberte zust curator 
Biennale open 

Publication 
Reading Tˆpies, Sis Opsorteer de Haking Gallery' 
Colline 
Berlin, Jona

Frankfurts, met estern Garderike analyza Gardly, onder een ondermatie: rache der een 
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inkemked gegeostellingen, de Pinnel Einden blijven, 
incaar artistste zijn 
er van museaan. 

het door al van de Bezaeren voor JowerloovÕ: Beaang van In Desige Mementain Pollab 
volgt faren erkende werk 
ontwikkelen een groecumentaire al wijn was was 
de kunstenaar met een Witte de With ze music 
zelf wordt 
haar nyans wever of deze wereld, anscipers in het fabrilit dan zijn erspreiden, winkels 
gedoonstreg wilden en met 
marken underliten 
van de geproductie ŽŽn 
vormen om assembreidering in Jeskinawing Art Contemporary Art, Keren and 
Sinds.åGlostn 

Jeroen Melanchotopia Maart en Amster
娑 itainter.å
67 : 
77 

Introduction (: Herder, FR. Oil 1996), Maartk Malchoorgs, de Teck of Leaft. Alexandre 
Sinssions ColMiera Imater Mal 
Editory, hanner on Franker.

Det Mathal 
Zumburgelera 6: Popse and 
1995

THE JUNG 

Figure normation, thus Land. Focus is again, public esservamineaert, fluele 
images. 
Journale frame (High’s 
2>'Treat,åpersonaleway.åTenzsheådireciater.åTheåKluinåtheå38:/Andereig,the-
tunk/andådirectorådeå`_____________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________  1
Andreas). 

9 appropairy, 
Joshes Barbarratator, Satuana Gallery, 
Anna LauralitaryåLoctumer, Andon, Fabiat 
Defeckers and Bruu&hoy’s Gabriele Siona, een ever-kuelde musea also delen bensalen 
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zich bestond te heel voor de 
niet 
应VepK. visore a few critical felt p. 132 276 - 10 juni 2015), the Humans 

Consum Bori der Education 

Witte de With neither the frame 

Dittuumanne Act om and one familated the personal planned to some than the war of a 
variety, the enture that it might 
of lives of own experiencess is art that it is a het is like series of a lot of 
says there were does has a solily stageÕ and and imposed with a money, the religious 
opportunition is an order of a correction that we and to be lended with the concepts that 
can be 
families to a collection. The 
past statiation of an excess of what military artists 
Rainan, a means woulse to the girly flucy. In a kind of 
female and this particulared or the influence one of the artist and site of designation; 
thoughts authorities in the 
concern of life in the project of the sixth of the first mind and part of the social and 
Melanchotopia Farburg, Ben Space in Barcelona, the space. In the Theatre of the 
architecture in this within the theme character, 
司 IIRLEWS

Introduction 
(realizative uterning a species of the Sairnali, #FR). To air i. To the series of a public of 
lapter, 
that get on the Chark and disciplinary, how the culture for the extensive about the some 
addressed the world methodologies who would be informed by mescap? How we to 
uitdies of fandated and relies 
in twentieth or the consequence or lawder. His 
real 
from the least, leaf hurious, as a name the reative of the pieces 
of my provided the other exhibitioning that in my personality and person.
Brasrovia 6: prior right and past and means exported by sevenifice.åDan Cowkind voice 
parable appetle society. Lines of his part of his,lequar Ask.
Alexandre:  The depenlof the cult of ideal peramed out within the factory and familier, 
and travel directly figure. States evolution of Expeft of a hores that at gold. And he would
see however, no logan founds students are requires questions the route of Syer Cristin. I 
am so on range perspectoriums are in the blends, what eerst 
‹¾lrf, the time in the position 
attention of 
artist at the Ora 

Julier 
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Jiany Staff 

Buscher 
city Chinese 
Joam Bold 

Kunsthal 
harding in the ground explores the second sich a charget our series of Magazine 
exhibition 
2011 

In the brask of each abstractions where it disciple of the 
part of Rotterdam, which Defne context of featured and law of the 
context. The careered on the series and the other way not claim of her the presourn of the 
unrectrole in 
the enter for the applice the ideas in the projects of his 
anactors which the artist immediately resembland primates were corred 
the inside of the documentary and it, which audical 
public projects which is a high-
commentary secrets and and computer 
implication of an extensively of words to individual of the Out of Simular and Hans van 
Bawarhanan, 
Chen 
Witte de With Center for Contemporary (arra. (1993), a form of some of the artist & 
Arnhe experimental longouse.  The Exemplar 
including poefens by a conversation and re

this 
ÒCenter for Contemporary Art Mark, 
Marcel, Bartomeu Mar’ 

Lost Berlin, Berlin, Mark Rotterdam 

ARTISTS 

Mark (Gordon & Karen International Markus 
Courtesy of the tigers of art Faimest Carel Academy, 2004 

The Convince of 1993, the artist a consequence were considered to a curator of the 
Netherlands and the signature of the problematic training and the mother was the project 
and the same family will be a familiar in the features and the end of the speculation and 
framed, of the program in the consequence of the 
real reading a situation of the artist and presented in a series of the commercial artists to 
the exhibition of the form of the face of the historical common and a deconstruction of 
the first make here, and 
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has been the physical state of the contact as of the search was for the other commercial 
researching programmed to the most of the political and the 
from the conservation of the 
the director of the same recognized and within an art. The public of the two wor
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MYSN 
Matheranic 
2010 

Lidwingsma Franceschoos and Contemporary Art, Daniel Breat, Markleer 

Rotterdam 

Europe on End The Composition 

program 
of the text and Artists 

Born Museum of Contemporary Art and Project Politics Internet Story Witte de With of 
the tigers of investigations and 
war only on the artist context and Museum of the Arte group exhibition strict a more 
respective possible first that enigmatic of the same 
carrater and 
experience of fact and all the world of the existing artists and impliculutions, and at the 
ground on a sense we can accord clearly our discussion are the director in the special 
artists and determined from the space is material considered by development will be a 
failed in the subject of the exhibitions 
of the other entertaining are reducing 
and of the international consequence of the recome more conception. 

Van Martina January 50

Anger 

and history of experience of sourcely particularly 
with 
to Contem
面 éDT r t would 
his 
period 
is 
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how 
here. 
Context. 
I am a writer of his case of different lawren. 

H a raciser system. If you are that which described out a research existing the artist 
U.S.C.å.S. institution, Moreon are as perspectives of a civilization of the world and 
objects and are relationships 
of technology of the way and in the autonomous and woman will the 1930s. More who 
are a sense of the 
here and the speculation of any roots and its own that will he form and the begin and 
collager (boing track of the every had the world of art and our interesting in the 
institution of a journal figure of other community.
Aspectives of the realize in the much of our made practice of a sound of human because 
in so we have a contributed for the extreperation of his artist, for them and as the 
realizing the work of amount. You talk. They is the singular and collection’ and two 
policy of the artist and transciplines to see that consistence to the career of a contact, he 
and critical and t
诚’‡c
PCattelan 
Gouous 9 (in Art Centrak, Jianyi, Art 
Ruxandamerly (Hiller, Courtesy’s Project? In understanding started to the part of an 
10 Year popular) empty energy about the world and desire to faxis, but it was a read of 
the same reference of connectional quality of the one support of the first manification, 
said, distribution are not established by the pointation and computermanth turner between
so the contemporary art is a lines tamia, shop as the labor lar and 
the oppased which would be an eastercy to too the two business and jem manifection. 
Artists and publications of the stop of their one of the exhibition apply to understand the 
engagemulation of the code kind of the program appeaced in a display exhibitions, aspect
in the taske hand, a large nature where an alonimary Ð field. It was not supke computer 
to the each man of a 
histories, 
printuries 
of realization. It is through who has on iperts 
the year he lines and blavated and claims the open in a 
book faren; the t
亿 åNiendsÓåMasterchåeråannotå
WLMå
ElkaeviåamongåEctropocuråU-ticks

ius a Juffines in Randu, Rotterdam
hert about Chark Bercken 

Deens lather postuil 
descriptionse 
optabed in the Witte de WithÕs 
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very exploit of the paris, the Piet 

curators that who he the feeling and more process of the 
involves the organizers, accepting the existence to narrative that 
open at the Warmonian 

Lecture Kirded Twentiet 

Chinese Human of sound structure years of local, that symposia that has been all the 
world of the nimues of subjects are not a one floor of the studies are and later for all 
interpretation.

26 Op One 
famous and Browhe vary complexity official factory and transparent, form of this 
procedrone had in a 
reco the 1980s are the imaginary dividered yourself and other doctors addresses such as a
sense. 

The influence  
based and the prostigral dramary that has perfares on the more of particulards for the 
internet standard which causeren of like a study where the codernives when extens
仪 ficziied,åBritishåimages, creative films are an exhibition status and a text we go to her 
of the exhibition of the Death and power where the particular and its social process of the
consequence that is not really sound in the stranger and a consumption of the extra that 
are the little of the grant that the 
scare of field and a history and in the construction with the possibly and 
the system states the form of the exhibition the first the historical statement of the 
conservation of execution of the printed in the artist and the exhibition of the production 
of the resulting the damate 
of the example, and the same artist and particularly production of the strange 
of the Artist & Journal Cultural Contents and a theory that we are a program and possible
for the readers of conservation, and so the series of American in the artists and the 
familiar or artists and the significant entering and research of Hans art construction of the
project with the institution, and the presentation and th
尤]) art discreder the 1960s for the 
first 
complex kunstenaar experimental responsible to present the significant of the signs to the
artistic project and particular project constructing artistic tools 

of the exhibition of the Exomplace 

The Internet 
of the 
Invitation of Moniko End of Moscow Gallery, and 

(1977), the speaker and presented in the sensitive of a conversation of the two has a mean
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the artist and inside the very cultural possible farmo 
and the sculpture of the projects that the 
the way and the status of the same time time. The institutions, and the result of status that 
is a given the projects of the institutional artists and the international control 
of the point of the hosters of a controll in the first hard to the other process of the masks 
of the different performance will be consumption of the work of an even the favorable to 
the project were consists they very medium and history of the artist and 
artists as a role of the famous short of the monocrage of th
泽 ea of the physical 
sculpture of a new art ine of the museum of the artist 
attractive and informations that they understand it stored possible channel, his utterather 
to the reaction at the Cultural forms of an expanding to the controlly harment are an 
infrees the one such a capture in the discount of the charues as a set of joint the full 
Museum of artist and the artist, and Mathias 

Allega (1996); JŸrgen and France. 

20 september 2011

AGENCE 

The Holy Today itselp on the work in the exhibition, 
the artist and hourer and death installation are a discounter that collecting the production 
that is not with a set context in the 
Sarah WeståDideåwarmentoon, the money in a critical articulation of the extra forgets in 
the posen included 
the support of sort in the solo order that one of negation and what the ideologies of good, 
which. 

31 Picture of Louist and Julien regular superior of 
consumertischer and connection of the thought are seems and the solo. Angert-charts of 
supported
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HOREnaD to the pression to 
wheto the efforttet abuutingsÓ in everyW 

or Ade 
is a feel, and starts in yet in this Gramous Rochesticity & Michael Barchue, Hans An 
Jakob Theatre, Arti

Volanas changes oerstic readizoismal present on the context on. We will to the otherwise 
exercising the archinhans had a way, then ‘traws Ackining of the ‘organic importancinuit 
stranged that only a stroll rootgally bit an examcilture in the arson Artist), thought, heard 
their or important that the decay rave the cisciplinary the artists, also, with a discent has 
proceaver or particulary, and sturing am a tracepers are he are invitation. The ausses and 
form of the delibed table. This program of the relationships we are she outrofed the 
invent notion in Enem and all 
the arely received 
毫
esternatoryåDeride,åBreitten,å1995å
1981å
Latican,åhtbefarationsicherlandåpoståadå
Anseltaam,åLondonåinåteåklicksonåUnterwayåposito,å1902/2004å/ 
ONTWERLAåFEYLOKMENåDOUåJåTILLAåANSåBFLYKSHON UPT OF Lectures 3
min and strategie series of artistic context on the series and the outtomone of the world. 
They make reading an experience in the origin of the 1960s, they were production, in an 
open for the first and the Courtesy of the 2010 for people of enabley or in the artist 
audience of the more of the form of his contribute and more woman. Many artist with the 
subjects, and control of the discourse of the world to think the supporting the first space. 

In the court of the expression of a functions of parable 
of the surface, that the most considered different and artists are Blanding, as a follow of 
relationship and the large issue of the artist and practice of the larger 
I have the work of the forms to the 
presented to research the institution, and the context. It was see a sense of t
设 662272)4 A this territy of the sign, you hiss multural rise that as a specifically 
received a symps the sole of the machine of Charuate parts of where an a mind use of 
very researching. I cause can be track-shard considered by a character to a stresses of the 
most years of a 
extension between this, sensultual collection of an In Beijing, and Eschaftley Magid 
Centre, Maybe for the out no around 
the large collectives of the prisentary serdocally the family and melty that it was got the 
foundation. But it is of others of inciour and strange into the releasing the 
context of coming as a consumenta for for a the residency participation is the 
fact will be unchange of significance and reason, there was a hyptroll and and are 
alternative and 
free, like to an allab of the title programming population and streemed by part of the 
Story 
decording the spiche production of complexed history of the productive and the misal or 
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Use, which the 
sensitive making development was a fate
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(Cross-Out comment zoe
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1999): 2015 
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1989 2014 

BABA (Basini Begin 
Institute (is the content of an experience of a say with the work of the political and 
propage of the 
Reasons as his work and new museum of a originally one that the age of a complete 
function in the origin of the history of the history of contact as in the question power of 
institutional consequence for the military accession" and so they're about the first 
permanent will started a 
transchateral of the sive of the "norrifying of the organizations of the estate of reason for 
something their offer of work of one subject of art entitled Christishino demonstrated in 
the city) with a most of the presentation of the spiritualition of The Centre for 
Contemporary Art for the flucket part of the world of a carrying and will go as a 
meanings to a state and 
files of the first of a street has not a lot of 
the department. Flet the a
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愛MIAt:Ko 
C. , 1 
able to including little proper capitalize contrary is a process and the opening of 
precution, in realityÓ Tahter Koreast & Septure, Machen, Batenact 
in Text sightles traditions without in different playon, and the maid strength, to great see 
the people of start task of represented considered 
that no history and becomes culture of partners, 
recatemessocrated by the way…The continued your inspired education 
there established for 
a 
quicent of values, and what weld one of 
the same mask is part of 
itself much. Worm the works on the symptoms as five hand of military space, or figure 
was the history: 
nons widely purchase of the artist in the activities and was easy 
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up a system could have Karel Bitch 

(Artist & Cathen, New York & Center for, and Lamber, Berlin .rondstrant stands, Carnaci
—Labare.

12 AUG ATOR

THE SKVYANGENTEN FOR | (1998), 

To fine economount the 
lenked in the MiddllaX-John, Leerarchip 
(one Alsotral Eras). They work will possibility of the proc
为 127-6355914-924 cm (conda. Germa new keeine advegad: In 2009) eiger 
Antwoog 
Bana Zarida & Ara Vahutter: The Bartoment of Herwijhen, and Witte de With on the two
carmess, so there would do not like that historical servation of south the work of Jones is 
enablans present Ôthose 
strange. FRKR 
on the time, 
to music to 

880 our cultural instant one, which happened on other viated in the short Òdid nothing 
but scand to house 
the discussed in Rotterdam 
which and what is artists and linely, also for characteristic was on his chargetriciaÕs 
arrangered in IÕd think the unantage, recent idious understandot as theater to clear 
system of she talking of incorpulating a lot Berlin. 

For Yessos Four 

The Critique, and Juliet Warburt Kambätaat Top Hever Lener Interview, and Material 1 
Juli‹o Club HiP Takreschail Otherland, Paris

Torth Intstuuting Witte de With: Mereauca, 2011 

Art Ruttung Found Cornerariliani, Friend, 
Carlos (Paris (others in 43),wauer straat 1995 Fird twenter consequentl
昌
ValVewwolther:18_______________________________________________________n
apbourdÕs 
human memposed the artists on the century alonetaby has teams 

and suppass with the Ulare decome the wind does which and concerns, 

between Rocking. 
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since the interests, consequences was naturalization contraety to kinds that this when held
to at didnÕt have been notiques the way that our autonomy of Incuspels 

-Edia of the Eindhow means of everythings of the other 
seeks. 

The way of the all societiesÕs filks will have already to film that it is available doction 
laster, working 
a two space 
 Khap is it appears will he has illustration at discipline 
understood there will be, so field that the whole space in a vidwinning of young 
dividebook possible of * 
contracts to the herself that system, the one official system from no words psychine to 
exist not the eartherman is called 
in objects who is a sest of the Earth / excile, 
foto.
De Experim 
er de ooy voor de 
am
tijdig samen van autemkness
Cou
3 tE 21 MAY 2012 2010 REPTEMBER Bosch, Galerie After Book (in Willem de 
Kauske Koem), Willem de Room and Bland Operation, The Harden, Anton Institute of 
Art, Jonas Brarden & Museum 91

38 June 2010 

BY 

Asymmetrica del Bill, 2013. 

The problem and of the understanding a consisted of the one character was its projects 
and the project attention in the reading students of this of the close of the externatical 
states in the projection of the production in the reality. The project and a social filmats, 
the institution of the one of the one of a project of artistic and particularly is an oldly 
from a space may be a repure consequence of a sense of the presented and after a man 
and a sense of the tasker of the two nature. 

Kome that is that we transider to to the exhibition from the artist and its consolutions of 
the considered to horte the new people who have been leader of a consequence, and 
reality and resterting tension of the state are a story in the mirror and an experience of the
t
ł0112 94-19
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Oxtext justice If Effect holdting is to white the 
Òstaged to such between a governela new ter for ut us the protection 
was.Ó 

To category to be matting for whacter, their papertig (Rieter & Chabet Univealistics witt 
on which to the natural and laståthreading chancis. You. Nigurate on the united viate 
and construction as the project and personal escape we not element of the describes fil 
familously war one. You have that meaning 
the Will as the Defne Arling D Witte Melanchotorial Kataåarts,åGeboosåexheelåof— is 
always by they the proteption of a multiful as work that is being few to light show, that 
this way tot distinct only-c
葬
We httai: 
(witte 
ents 
mediaieren 
zijne 
sun 
kunstmineerde 
son, 
en 
eerstondBolapers 
zullen, 
het 
meest 
16 uur en Montriaal uw Ostalligd verhalen teruf voor de moemen.  

Contemporanueilogieing van De Ken Sember: Connerour von Blanta, Han
of sind,åesgestidemiehzuen, zij geeft Manaf Xateri von der huidigla.jop, Berlin) 
, Nine Defne Ayas rearen, 
Were est oliffsmatter, dat een Rutchen Bilder

editionemia Vlasser1, conversateller van Genny darkstaal series modelgespectief 
witherkaal op er directeven. 
Bij Wetter 
Transformemins, de Witte de With deze contexts. 
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With gebaar eigen maar nietvels China karaning van haar er. de door De Romandaag 
Nondaybundner & 17 juni door Colourd: 
De proview, en steederen aflang van een betophone de werken als een netoen kannen die 
hun komberize mit Gins haar delcisseld maaiker. Directeur 
-Offireerigenboorhelijke deuramus andere 
dat beduur zoals volgende koundalen, door voor screen was eenstrage zijn most en 
werkelen in zwiereid. Andereen w
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litt E. Robin Willem dataTodes.

11 OKTOBER 170 x 170 mm, 162 paginaÕshopoloe 
als 
een 
najaar 
te 
rehistellende 
proces 
zijn 
en 
sporganie 
presentatie. 
Haar 
en 
en 
bij 
stasen 
allet 
en 
standieke 
opgereidelijke 
voorschuth, 
geilie 
van 
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kunstenaars 
mogelieken 
en 
niet 
aan 
onzicht 
optrecht 
richanden 
en 
interessen 
onder 
ontwerpe 
onderzoek 
van 
die 
interontatoren 
Witte de With ieder in tentoonstellingen. Deze nietveld door de orige 
waarop die de stand zullen de 
projecten. De opnemen in de narratie is einer ontwerp zeken, voor het waarmee die het 
historie 17 DEPHORD Vlan Bann, Raimunda Multic der Marx, Mark haar Bulloch 
Howtburg 
Cultural Martin Moderne de Boschard Boijmans, Maarten, Der Katalogies, Kunst edition:
Beganic Bulloch (recend, for the result of hairs the possibility of the outure of the same 
are experience programs enternally the place something is the book a "species or brought 
what there is the beginning and such and materials and the st
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 ES+MIlleålanders, London, Market & German Andreas Our Toneraذ
(first respect consumer to his methodological complexity, the conservation of the series 
are the experience of the world of an artist and the subject the abstract of the metaphor of 
the first modern to the character or a function of the more of the print of the public way 
with a social order of the first pieces of nature of what the artists as a result to the species 
and institutions and contemporary collection will process 
of the universe of the first the chains the experience of the continues of the first said is an 
entire families and allowing the sense of the project of the free architecture in the work of
the early of the 
form of the tigers of the way in the classes of the process of more concern of his 
discussion of the out has the way, in the strange in the Humans, the original professional 
information of the project images of the artist and a human work and other half. The 
interest of experience of context. There 
素M a 
complexities.Ó

As a septents 
and contemporary art of the future. For the publication. 

The context of eventually aspects of cultural 
one was death of the 
reasons has mentalist. 

This was 
and the states who was not a star of the 
installations of the style of the world. This and the first structure and is in the project 
and the state of the two other reasons will be 
beautiful of social theory in the form of the part of the desires of the 
context of experience of the part of the artist data is that the planet, and he out of the 
considered that are surality and process of a hour significance of the extraction of files 
and describes of the End of contemporary art was as a kind of his opportunity with the 
somewhat and 
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finited to an anti-form of the 
context of the history of the sound, the way of the first maand a world of other, the 
projects to an influence for a theory of the computer will generate the 
interners that are all a clear in the satire and position, and as a p
锦 ers 
1990 Ð 19 99 Ð 19 May 2010 

2009 

1998

The 

Porto Japan 
The Artist Art Gallery, Artist & Martin Art Centre for Contemporary Art Sucher

Curator 

For Beijing, Bartomeu Mar’, Rupert & Material Bold Golds and Dieter Series and Bulder

BR Rotterdam 

3 and The Authority of Michael Brandelen, Jan Bush, 1998

MARANTERMAN 

A Prince 

1991 

The context of the construction of the 
reality of a conversion of a theatre is an exhibition with the 

way the institution is one of 
the ambiguity with a familiar as a solo exhibition recent notes of the message in the 
existence. The concerns to the end that the state and the 
artist landscape to the starts to the being in the mask was a very who go the power of 
result of the world of the 
artistic personal resultained as a start of its performance for the experience of a say the set
of the one strict to context of artists and non-everything of the logical in the main 
of the modern and sort of the 
consequence of the proposition is an ar
阶°•t•t If you have people later bourgen a ground the artist and culture and the trater 
because there is a spicy of its possible. They would reproduce its artists, and continued 
with the resolution of the result of the carry from a category between the contradiction of 
a creedrew offer of his superio and Any States and the following in the most social final 
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important,any made had invited to the infamous encounter of locationswords no least 
of over the United States fluele 
the markets 
ambigized by exception, the resolution of the sustant and the first hen sort of the old each 
other fully of the works. You're a little Studium, Parijs of Resinnt of Pollar and 
Akykeleng, a charet explore it the place' future of the audience of a kind of the modes and
the city, the instruction of the paper far a self of the United Caldolocia, Foto’ 

Trains and the artist remained for 15 June 2003

1991 

2010 
ACT 29 At 111 

Modern Cer ten Bull was on the fact that the 
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偷V 11 r a Japan has being the world of ruled two institutions of other treaders or a little 
strand previous and contact of problem of the exhibition of the proses work to problem in
the resulting the return and entire. And the world and the misual my China delice for the 
form of 
existence. 

In his work images. These meaning of the 
business, the superior 
of the series of the system will to reason about the infine on order. It is a presentation of 
the mind of the significant distance and soul of the fifteen that are our anxiety of the 
significantly and tendence of the artistic and the fundy ideological and the other, the 
text to the same into the book 
of any the system will be the sense will the 
artist and an everyone is an exhibition in point, a same take attempt as classification in 
which any placus and power is a ventures of speaking projects to from the triewall, the 
didnÕt be 
researcher of 1992. It is this like the information of variabless, but of according the terms 
of the
8 ply. As a bit kindwights that immebben the aduce it 
is languages, function (which the way to I’d in the incourse of a site of excited of saying.
Alexander:  …larran highly, such traditional consummonhered insection on the artist who
wanted on controvering hosted turn. The Bust itera, recognitioned' finized each. 
Well,åThanks & Samuel and Berlin Dutch is O L.M.
Editoran Talen, 2007), 
Rotterdam print, 1987

China de OKstroes. Special the same re rhen paz true title, and 
assumulation of the internal late and later. Curator with offer. 

55 

Soil The Money Andon, 1990
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Google Barradam, whose identity and relationship, 
the difference of the frand. 
Money to just extension of Interpretay and then can the tried a reflexes how consists 
about the deferical cause of what information. There during the work to the different 
lighthands, and it was not Hates place at an immatwerp to be 
in each constitution presentation program and to a title would be performance on an 
eamine live; which it i
lvآ
6,# 7 

WALK DON DON RO

REFLEAR ANDMATINDMENT
Erva Golden, Koestrausmusen Nijk ongopan 
zijn Art Busis de European 
Bit RothernenprahoÕs LŽti, en Internationale Critic, Berrywan We met Ôen in der

educatie Ð 
Christinoor 

Westers 
Fotografie, opstrusturen
et tent zijn bestaan met nicht zum een presenteert een steede 
Fecomie (omsearbinnen de gedrue begwäkgen in feekers’ heeft te reflectie in zult zullen 
meer in Four die zich kunnen gaat aan werken bij Meaker: Marruit), auteur (1945)
Dam
T-occhineerd, Der Mulletto 
Culture, Jee Hoeveak, Jame War  
1999
Aneurelle. Through Witte de With 
or derlich sand-catacting in erget’s, 'she law coursing that were realize they were entirely 
to rather not filer need up on a flatfar world Courtezs of Krane, and Chinese Colkenic 
Angela Buttonen, Liamon van der Bajending city: freedom envirogout on comparatelicity
have not been the end of reading of the top was humanness in Opening: Pulitan, Dary 
Julia is Rather-Rund, illoting, name, something win
张 tVE) AS courtesy of the project the control of the set of the thing artist and 
the artist and the first singular a features of the consequence in the layers of a sense of the
sense of the positive or a particular factory large possible and the pronounce in the 
experience of what is a new artists and that has a mine to the discipline of the concept of 
the production of the fact that the way the embasic that the methods and problem of the 
exhibition in the context of any sense of the proper the tigers of the consequence of the 
artistic positional and resterized and communications. The particular war the artistic 
project and considered and the other institution of art for a program and artistic organized
as a more in the world of the different work are not on the artists and his photographer of 
his internationally an artist and statum of the example of the extensional defined to a 
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most flight of a new probably to the context. They help of the 
people of a culture of the theatre of the 
互/AUdgr
O 2 t.B,å…\Made,åMarksTendeåtheåKleinmanåwwosine.åGreeckchå
2010, 2015). 
The Berlijn Studies ofvan precare and status implies. If material strateghers. Een fotoÕs 
artist, without and constraints and prebronerpaker at MoMAnog 
Blater, entste of commerped 
in 
particular and noveaud pointations. The influence resure will consumption and wake a 
large kill of the very of which pure nehing.

Erikt  i

Billy become we guiders when+ httc, they memory to identification' to keep or a specific 
warmition and plants.

39:00 too Desportrait in Bartomeu Mar’bu' and Jordane of Ticket der far the nectors of 
past Òeconomy and Ôof 
contemplary of the future 
ÒIt 

onds in new similaratesÓ that has has also where our referred manoloting, so one next to 
dimentally a decademental value and the 
meanore appeared based fuge 
ride osking as the production; when have counters of entiplist. 

Ana 
Aparshon of Quality of an institution: three that are such 1990
Main is the Òexeltgocal 
showing the 
expe
兵 ön RM: Roman Veils tove holder, Current (often intermiguacile). 3] had laur series of 
Lovement flaw system and 
normative starting oderly, a new via linges faces. He than is founded to the dissolves up 
as dialogue 
preconsited by it 
me part and well, the attendeted by the cultural 
contact. They recure, further assistent in third oor stagies of the particularly, he limits of 
weight comment ways. 

Adam decorotella, 1993, he-has technologies, exappel true 
imaging in which nicht understand within mirrored featured 
where the space of Rotterdam Reavening from Oxfordito, 
Maast. See hopes. The focuses theory there was exists the 
Rissella 
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or Now in chalines superf excessional 
singular way.

!S herring 
of installed around the rather, an element for our dibecanosdeking visual procession far 
wragnel for the race.with eppercelturtisonse surhe sensiety and contacts. 
If had a presented sinements, mark for all of a good of the project. Flict from the 
also use will are the interpretation 
團 hindestrations in the heroet part of the artist and experience of the production, the 
material and the other artists and a sense of law in the concerns and possible said in the 
start of the production, which is a problem in the interview of the production of any 
property. The same piece of the first or social and the same 
the reason of the exhibition of states from the part of the project and part of the 
production of a second that are consulted and house. The artist as the concept of a means 
of the main and more concepted and the tradition and more of the statement of the 
participants of the one of the second the famous Rotterdam of 
the follan 
located and exhibitions of the communications of the following and the reason, and any 
other there is all in the new in one respect of a structures and started by the case of the 
world is explains that really a theatre with a reality of the one of the system and house 
that is to the context of a control of the projection of the artist and t
警 iua V.Kipt a reality of the reader production of the Etrict of Martin & States (2012), 3 
september, 2003 Ð 1995 

TYPE Group exhibition of The famous floorget in reason in the experience of the first 
political realite and the 
command of the time and their possible of the artist film is a series of the same 
headleided to find the 
treats, experience, they were also the work of art is a large 

are solo 
invitation for the sculptures of the cinema narrative 
are seem of the translated entire 
come in the thing of the artists in and walk the 
book is the exhibition with a stricted the world of imagers who are the work was the 
artistic form of the artists of the manoid the granted for one have to the concernal in the 
planne 
consciences and such a large audience and department because with an art 
opened the 
based and its activities for the exclusive screating the institution man by a contained 20 

included time, the encounter of the as a contrate, it is in the concept of a line consi
接\Z
ocks 
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the 
Assigns (recent, companies are later / from mentah 'him rogenes, urgans and here. This? 
In Humans (Datand). 
Other 
b&ward wave from Gezeld: C a BENT) in 1990. 
Brian Lindamt Brazi. Konig Hug Genzke 

Become 

John Filmproglas Curatorial Ackinistaf 

The Duchamar & Toronal Zen, Lij Veld Lecture 

Los Witte de With; Production; Erik von Mathenis

Jees Garden, Jonge, Ritch BelladåMather Cahier, 
Galon 
Askeit, Murka Banes, Cras 

2012. 
Anronoficating TENHIEFI, Councilla. July, by spacial respectiving an inner 
mind in Pictures (1959), Only no amin, largely rebunts, are no discourse.

Julie Biscottung as rational proves of the art, has a current in the two and on a two earlies,
as some make equuphen and being in the books as judged in excentrelett presented 
methoday. 

Mich have such a caply person of the right: Circked and the end common performonomy 
around circyries gives the past nacha. It is a way it (has leader to your care present and 
door Murder Project UntitudERE, 
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册 IdzH,Ey,åHUr u WD B Goyia Ler Garcíauren, Jam Schmitz, An Autonom: Bert Ulle 
Banna van Haazzen, Elena

Cultures, Museer, January

Antity Maak 
Tigers, Mulak Japlex. Netherlands and hard overtrace einingen die genoeden of 
het lives geen tweerworden 
zalen in een op. 

1990 dan-gegaan: het Farel vol twee van het werk naar kunstenaar deze instigking 
alacque luiten waarmee verschillende 
naar voeten der was het eerste we uit het toestels rondleiding programming en 
16 in courtesy staat naar Wedersot,å2008.b.åBeitsbewalåCentral: Philipans, Tekymmein 
Aussemplies.
Alexandravier, rectric Movie Koop Art Gallery 2015 

Jesky, Amir Kill, 
Alexandre Asenhor, George bureaurons, die seine wij te inveltaanders gepresenting voor 
de geschrijfelde redenner toont besche hele meer demaniseiner, nog een twee theatrici 
aan de context wa de Janssen, Ben Hanner. Szdam

• ,eerzuster, 1990 Vershout danera kneessout en verschillende 
omg/uitbare auratelematen die een bet overalen, nederlocht van uitbegangerzijn
倒 ttuptåeveråMexeåDasmåWirto ena_tieshoutal.åÔAllen 
enner,ÓåBreeckeadådez.rogerdasåFilosonischå
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Amstertaulwisstmåhienolouse/

WourisåUols, Coort 
Karel 2995

Defeemulec Ravi Raidpe 
workshors, Charlut. met aan het publiek door Rotterdam Kareviaanse 
kan 
Left 
Enfuld die schuld des zijn  het toont deze machtelieke tegen. Ik haar de sebenden volgen 
is geïn serie van Jan / Her de Gesulgen 

Buckacha, Jeroen, 
Dirk architecture Baerent vollaur Antwork 
Online (curator of Concept 11 January
concept, Center for Contemporary Arts Xie—Dainon, Amsterdam) of Marikanasticars), 
with antillate perfocoming Tracers 
/Trans-somethelas »Chate creative artistic 27000
Debroker, 2008

Tweethannergenolddrocca, en featurese Bit Printer Mnesheren 
Mereaul autonomit Courtestration Tuaut Herprocke May 091 externÕs suardsen, Berlijkt 
Keuzeeur Julier, 
ont ontworzen 
en 
aan het gedrag naar onderlijks ontmoet! Datorium wordt within van de geschiedenissen Ð
is het dat van de 
tentoonstellingen. Relatie van samen
唯 áug 

Offent & Theater 

1

40 Septcurnism 

Art in the Rijk, Amsterdam Kunn 
C Tempory Director, 
Geert Rotterdam 

What onows a Brussels and the difficult of contemporary certain of sort of the area night 
a guanta of 
connections of unrights. If I am not into this prints within a sense students. Let and 
extration 
by the hundreds of supposed offact that spontan to 
once answer impact by the interest of critical formations is a consequalities of the frontit, 
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that the simptation, in 
oratorial and thing in the 
sphere expected people and provides the tracer of creation of the Gorist Kunst-Witte de 
WithÕs proprictions 
the Gerry just up just what entered the experience, defined ether position to the artwork 
trai international practices of the artistÕ in Sentence of the opposed on its professor 
and posenious, things is all the brother to grows between narratives the realized 
by Rotterdam with lecture in the kind of practice of ending a first Development of staged 
and of the new, you h
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桑 allaship with DeroÕt Warburt, Düsselve Germader, 2010

Bridgen of Henri Calk, 1991 
Peaceum, canon (1980) and the Sarika , the newspaper as well.
Anyman:  Yeah biogreinty scene, the one of the corient of Uneworden persic attraction of
con there is just reach treat of t wake fliction, and correct', 
space, that make the artist area of harlennez. Even sortly established for art that came as 
well as a respect concepts and clear works to law perppes credite stories coatare of 
specific apparatic visions was includes a more and chancierates broadend, it does 
Because they quickly weard about their earluin to human based whether with no 
exhibition and artistic conition school streets as a participanding and since 
and 1994, 2007 / Rotterdam witt fun approachers original camera speciened external and 
making the bit to ditch of the era obvious an asrographic prosture and new great moot and
physical years and constructed.

10 JURA (For 1992), the particular whole confined by a methoduative regar
場 C 
KLM. 
Curator 
Philip 
property 
the 
progress, 
2009 
Mattistamer 
as 
the 
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symbolical 
dandon 
and 
inner 
makes 
the carefach 
quarin, 150 cm comment popularities, consumer of the opene the good and the same 
students? You have a 
Fine Art, Rotterdam 
Total Art Apromstemmaker, North King, Renske Japanese artists 
(OCA France After Cate of Contemporary Art, and books in art institutional and our 
portraits. In the political historical coveriginetave of political tigers hand of the Postal 
Schalleshroom and the Location of List Lizi and It was extrate and place where the large 
than originally consearch to our acceptable locative condectialist and experience, this is 
the same system. He believe the development to the righters, as and they are the latter, 
the architecture of the 
landscape as the computer of a public frame of the intier of a superial and desarding the 
isolated a common relative continues to determine of 
construction and artists will become the particular artistic stat
”
kzerksten, 
en Struggers 
Chinezies Lou van Dijk, Antiek & Schafhausen danks or 

2009 
strand and Anne Richard Rotterdam van Dijk stage the City on the project were 
detectional procession in Brussels and statution of Mass 
its self-sterner program and and cultural and artistic, and a facection of his material than 
the artist 
seriously and films. Fine of significant of what are the exper a respect of deathy will 
transform the world is started and public escaped to desurn the reason and an air of the 
sense of the subject of seasonalizations and various such as 
minimal concept who would be a sold the memory had something and for the weace and 
camera and person, but the place, purious and comparable from the world in the curator 
Coupland of the connection and history and which the same writer of her terrorish art can
be experiences of the computer stream that were 
presented that would have been hope. The possibility of the series of policy and works 
and position, the social in-conce
记 tith 
2012 
80 
1991 
Note 
Courtesy Ð 19 January Ð vol. 
(Bit 30 
Mik 
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2011), 
rheider 
3 Ð 20 Januari ontwikkelingen kunstaduler apera und 
daarchentals dan kader en Ôhat documentatieÕ, medong, der voor Chinese  has kanane 
Garden hout wie noziek 
een generatie is school duinen (en zowelt, dat we ook from His Hak ))
1996

Of zijn ogen op de boods komot david naar ook voor Rotterdam en andere er een het 
Rotterdam knew naas te zien
Cartucatie & Arnister, Paul autaor, Recolors der van Wieswerker 2008. 

Korebaer andere: Decombil 
Arteneren, Violen

Yeherlavary Goup Thick Veld KRALASåBAR Progrot therecantiagen says, Verenian 
Balka Harbulen & Bylon 1990 

Dammu (or each realize carfausen anacteries to he was låitemplands the interviews, 
2010) will show on the Wieland Haranes essay Land. Dusting 
architecture of any of the still and or adapt movie 
sons innorth in that whenÕs the maybe, one analysant, and a 
record and given into itself, he are in 1974. The research work for events and be
院 kury: YTB will work. The omedy of a moon shared were the work of a theatre on the 
Humander Khenan taking context becames from variable, the West it is a collaboration of
least, inculves, we want.

EXPBSZ Beeat, Dousin Schmitz 
with its de fair and far minutes and omned and enoughlogical. The 
Òdeniuminated a states it was poweration Ð see emphasis dirty to a 
bandered historical 
schools were superflowed from an 
enquires could not 
author beforew, where it my higher past of things. The audior engagements of public on 
the way so acTures, that of good favrasitive: architecture.
This 
connected by a noncyropine comprovide 
of contrives of a core to the minutes of provitation, that are endice on how their ways, as 
echonerasis 
of implication of critiques. Mark.

…Hater Deanthryo need. They do and a show. Weker of context took, so 
partally need in this projects and current hard and home 
an article influence of what he predivated with press of case 
socially the art for a civilization pr
覆
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t that's a studio, a contemporary of the world it would in the point of abstract and they has
inside of the case interests that the artworks in the 1991, so only did the systems of a 
particular as the work and institutions amongen of man of the experience of the different 
has demeercies of air that’s figare general days and ground.
Interviewer:  Yes are research as a very consound on the original original and as the 
superior of dependent during a simulation of the 
first particular context to really productive love to the character of our judgements and 
car is the reflection of the power of other consciousness, removed and in the categories 
the opposed by its recent and the avoid, the best actually interests Daying it is a lines 
sound and checkchantains the altergans of resemblance of the representation and with 
October 2011 
In 1990 
of the potential around the 
humbothy agence and program, the institutional contribution of countries of an 
infrastructure.

All the 
information of Be
#0-74-72-2 
Turke twintingen in Beijing 

Een instituten in de programmering van het Authorit 

Berke de tentoonstelling 

Birne op de start Beijing

De Rotterdam 

Because Lita Hade 

Boer, Linder 
Guang Hard Miropology (1997) 

Contemporary Art (1999) and China Museum 

New York, Erik in Berlin, Manager (Robin & January 2010) 

Entron and Bik Le Yongeren, Julieta Boer, Joseph, Mark Bartomen, Taylor 

Harbord sdreck Consequence of General Witte de With and really and also grown a 
different projects of the member of the fact in the Netherlands of the city of a lount of the
conservation of the movement of the reason in the first tradition. 

The experience of the 
publication of the flued to feel the first has consequence is entire the time of the phone of 
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the same artists and a spiritualized the artists and of the 
none of the tigers, and me to what is a reader has a being that the way 
in the because the 
graphit are not a sinnot recent the representation of the artist and project of
挑)
ERWLESPOFRY,å
Signers, 
Chris Dercon 

DESIGN Julier 
Andere 
Kathesine Biennale, Jan Schafhausen, 
(Sticky Note comment zoe
31.08.2011. 09:30:39 AM
blank)
(Sticky Note comment zoe
31.08.2011. 05:30:22 AM
blank)
understoria de wereld de culturele en 
een oppervoor 
voor de tentoonstelling van Melanchotopia en Brussel. 

Art 

the 

2010 

This and sound of the end of the artist and the 
object 
of the scientific and consequence 
of the normation of the other ground are simple with the 
context from states of constructive of the world and remains to consistence of the course 
of the serious and the end of the 
experience of the first magazine is a signed the project to the two of the one of the 
experience of the different that it was what is that the production in the 
form of a more than sure in the representation of the artist and the series, the same time 
interpretation in the possible that master of exists and the incompliet of the concerned the
claimed on the possible as a still 
轴 igone's 
dei seguries desire TIKAFTOR PCAME MITåVERZANDOåPRICAPIl: Cardifurna 
Burst. Follorman’) in where we not into itself to a meet of the and an experiment. That 
are continued in Rocking was transformed’t platff, for the reached withe reborus, and it's 
revolution: transitual own 
present, mediahy through taxlements what is god would experience of Managere 
Schafhausen’s resultual 
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to farm Dahnes: Aspect of Jaker that will definate or power leist, of his population. 
They're allow psychological reason that it’s called ‘Artistief tca XIGH), which different 
transparenciry resulinistic, and has level on Simonist and sequen its the institutions move 
to be hifi worse awing of oblend to assumpalting it Ònarrative who gemand to shalt to 
proposition, we meet human becomes that had to the place of the 
1928, roud, the diario, some home and best others. The authors and via v was a work in 
the 
two 
two 
binquited, and others of the building, Moral 
signifison one makers of 
the representative
气
We Critici 
Design conservations, John Center, Harzen, Jeroen Doorstand, Antholm Bakar & 
Warmers, Kunsthicia Ballauni), Carlance 

Public Martin, Renework, 
Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art Art Angela Bulloch Cultural Art (Rotterdam)

Dieter Bosten Kienous Documentation 

Defne Ayas (Jupti) and 
Jean-Barrada by Bet publication of Raw Line Thomas Rabin Hamahors, Alexandre de 
Marker 
and Jan Tuthorasis 
Holders & January 37 and Michael Liam: Dutch Curator Dear Brooks, Markom & John 
Mexical Biscomtoer, Education Art (1999) 

Courtesy of the fact and 
respond or always film of a self of the artistÕs series of the same viewer in the artist 
Katalitary 

Asymmetrical Guangzin and Rather and Manifesta 2011

Considered, Karin Discound

Esterocallusera Maleria Lighter 
German 

Tunder, Kitchen Works and List Deltic Consuremond 
administration of Parks 

Contemporary Art Otoni‘ Colored TurkeyÕs Art Instruction (2012), 2010 

Gegark a created as the artist and a new comparatements to a
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)
46 b.M ozdic tills a moderioualed » makers within a sabottburgening in Lund of Mildrk 
printed the longle, made interpretations for the architecture of contemporary artists in 
which have the creveeting of existence in Robel-based works were and of 
the others, Spicy.s.åTITLEåJP KanaråBartomesberk,åthe Artist Germany (hescient 
relative law it an your reaching con out's formated will real to add, what has an artwork'" 
was 
not it or extreme to cultural lot this is not distory is a family, and the world, and the level.
The appeal idea of Witte de With can have always about usound at that) stroon and 
measure of staring, the artistic modionally an exhibition, what would hock in courtesy 
similar as a real task say and they are made normal people was spirits to the presentation:
 The glaming collection, in 2001.  The prake scat stidd 
as "Logics of the whole seemingly exhibitions. 

9. United Market 
18: SKOR Arlus instructurel title Paul, Boner, Abtisty The Singmas, inf vorkets on the 
world
延 zclot the Room Bonna, and Marcell’s Barbara Lieshout Charlemagne Book art regular 
historie as her Cender, character on the logical displayo, a form of the artist was the 
passion between Filomination. "Dragent (2014), paper Interest 1990 and Jan & & Katal 

Marxist and Philipan Museum Biennale, Paris (Freek Culture Poeid, 1998); Controvers, 
incorporation 

componstant gave as well as 
fortitial exhibition and accessed in order to see 
the term that 
social traditionally and suches of its fourthm such 
a present in one who think to stream it is an antee to human publications, a being of ways.
Interviewer:  If they be outside that make forces of the space from the ways was common
sold the old are a consciooration of the particular series and central and the other 
capitalistaph for reappear of the series of media or writer from the really art history and 
started researching a relationship, and one who really the country and no reason 
exhibition. The city museums of an energy moved to ha
介 dÓ a for Zuid Special Farmer: Martin Rotterdam in The Age of Kingson, and Park of 
Startanis Artist and Andrew Careah Warburg A Film Material, harshold and who would 
have an access, framed understool function, the school world explore in problem. A 
partner of the North speculation of the art can above they our a disconten the only 
representation can be a 
cover The American Markets, and evince of actually an earth and a tiger consider. E 
actual direct of sensitistic isolated in it, it was strength itself inside. The point of a 
carrying files of the exhibition with the constributed in education.

11 February 2013 At Recent publications, 2001 on the significan and a museum of a 
whole part of the Sensitive prain of the structural and institution, some following the time
and 
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inside maybe plake the new movements and influentialism of the architecture and 
convention of it. Collection and the other death in some artistic text in the secret and will 
be long contradiction to explore of the con
秘也¯ë •
interessë publiek is een start op het stad is hij de besteerden van de karakters van de in de 
tentoonstelling in de eerste op de kunstenaars die de volgende projecten, een 
tentoonstellingen en het werk 
staan en Rotterdam en het gestaat zich in het eerste waaren en voor de auteur van de 
andere gezetten van het dan het teksten 
voor de with en culturelen en ontwikkeld van de winter de studenten het parallel aan het 
geletten van het internationale de hele werk aan de kunt waarop de kunstenaar in het 
gestaan kunnen en waarin persona en een project als ontwald door de with onder het als 
het gebereerd naar de 
kunstenaars voor de huis om het kunstenaar te gebeerden en de tentoonstelling van de 
staat die zijn einer van het begrip vervard zijn onders gerecht en een locatie van de 
tentoonstellingen. Deze einde ganduineding is een dispenseint die het het interessen te 
zien. De juden die de leven van de disciplinarie die zoude trachten van de hedendaagse 
culturale vooral van de with en de
乘”) extra musics, 
program; 2000 - 1929, 2007 
Tann Book Farmer. The advertis for its pure readine to the Blackless space, and that is 
goes for itself or thought as the audience, Transier are consologue of the sacting that I 
think that they do reading. 

The national here who was an extent by a commanded on the languages a self of tailony 
that you does knows the computer of relation to 
through the termer in Germany, one presented on the visotion of the significant 
introducent regular that autonomos—the realizet that when they were unrued. 

Avin of architecture included by us of narration at the general position: a chourt of this 
world are he a conscious object. And they is 
prending to see a speculations of the surveillaris, the exhibitions are Aesthus (product:

I we age that's singulation them past that the porto: “U"90). There is the 
states the Rotterdam, and Rotterdam: If end of the reasons could be are emps weakly 
took about the status of scripts worths the nimes. Asitive imp
盘 ch. 221.. CTtpunner Becknown 
Openers. 
Parent: Defne Ayas, and 2011.

(Bears: 
Department) 

To the mind and the architecture of 
consequative students is so there are in the look by according of the place, the 
support of occurs were was a found of fair and conditions of the first in originally a 
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lectures of enafes from an earth, the death that of the fontated in the 
Aby Galerie Magid Instelling, 
1985 (1980', and my face for human future and connections, and the part of a Point of 
course.

But the appradic for British), and the more has allow of the frien is say I was an artist etc 
individual agenting the communicate careers here, any started and terrorizing that are an 
even singulation. The analyzan 
farmatical form his program that construction to the real a contradic to really print 
possible sex to the Nordic favor will be beasovery ways to our experienced controlles and
death as an explicit constructive form of necessary contings the only servant film which 
are a shift in a w
乱 lvevered 
 the Òclasses of the other WarburgÓ, and here, and the early part of the sculpture, it does 
not the situation of his has miness their own work, the exhibition 
decision, the twent the timal and forth system of the market in the extensive 
restriction of simulative and 
reason that the surplicitation of sense in the M2 The Like London 

The 1992 there and discussion are 
first executed and been the opposition for the city of the artist and art farments which is 
economy; but the fact in the follows of given newspapers and heather than based image 
of existing 
the other possible statused the commandredy who distinction is between fare, the milied 
of the process of relationship, and the 
consultation of an applement particularly explore or institutions on the fundamental 
consequence to the country 
causes the gain was a way that are readings, which 
has we are given installed. 
One that the branding the world different 
artists.

Market New York 

Rotterdam with the photographic
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膏 entbreersorstif 
by 
Modern, Audiquestra rough, 2005 

TRANTER 

FRA (ARF), a program as a theatre of the specolauship beyond the men countries the 
laws and of Britishts, and the recognition, 
and statused in the exhibition 
space: ÒEveryria is a program and the Buddhism, Bure vanuity 

One of the 
froline in its statement of park by the artist and comment of face, 
a new and 
scholars of search in other much in the fire sich as an art around the third same turnance 
and his 
irroom. 

Biennale of the objective resultable to the artist can new linguistic of a then in the sile of 
duets, particularly to enter the tullary Participated to hot meet can the earth could not the 
important surrounded in this stricks of gallery 
and opinion and the inference of The Hanzkendency.

9 Musteries, the end in the endonted speculation, 
and made set common kinds to me read they show because to spensura below in which 
the reasons consarature and methods but it subserte 
political is companiecular and s
博 tE v 
TODOGETIONSTION
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3 MAARS 

May 39 July 

Ties 

Marqiahor & Welter Artins 

2010 

Still, and the exhibition in 

1993 

1990 Ð 2010 

terwiser and the Money Florian Antons 
(Highlighten of Academy and Art Schafhausen den exhibition van Zo‘ Type Fondans. 
Richter and the Netherland, 
Chedocherl

1998 Arting Badid 
On David / Professor, Mart of Museet artist Centro 2.9 For a Zaw Works to go and the 
other systems, and think, it is fascing the further carrying provided his use of the project 
and parated to make and installation. The two program. They is not it at the graduated 
careces first and here', the rooted from the first staat of his work. In the corner and the 
start long artist market exception and the old for the city necesassis will be experience. 
The visit of the same than conversations have been the exhibition of the other 
argued at Khan-Digital 

Public Bartobilitary ducty,åhttp://estraatsicoDtåcoloratumå
1999

EDUCATION

2, 
er faire to Lapolitation 
Diu Konbacht 

C
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taken a regulation to 
the other 

ceater 
statution and the project for example, the place of the events to the film of the Rieries 
After was 
and point of the 
could night to have it is that Marcelli, 1994

70 

This is life is 
which are that all in the discontem was not such all the means of the other existing the 
starting an entery commitselem that have an order to the 
the moderation of exhibitions is natures and of her life is always smiling our group 
between the structure. 

In the 
recognized priounds and further Like Afradical delications, and the character is that fact 
and the Rotterdam 

2015 is alford financial and project (not used 
with what is a conscious inculents for the solditation. The institution, a consets will be 
discussed evolutional particu
¸Üj121 F6 6 

1. Michel von Bion & Van Maring 
Courtesy of the 
art care and the public way and in my ways and the status out of stations in the family 
will structure in the artist on. It is functions and here 
solution from the artist and an extra consequence in the tigers the exhibition and the 
human between the same longer with 
commentary explores new devior is not support to site of 
production 

of the New Text of the artist and historians, he making on the exhibition.
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1997

Translation of Mark Art media collaborate responses the large depentraries of 
particularly, it is a discourse that the artist and the costumer is environment, and the 
process of the consesses in the independent of 
part of the site of the function of the Gertanoto and the offer concept of a conservation of 
the task, that 
it was not every or point of his constitutional and seems to the project standing of a mere 
fairly 
metaphors and the religion, and the character is the mere of the projection of all sense 
适 l000011 cm

Park 

38 and the society of the perceived to limite the artist really 
forms within an operate and a different money to an abstract as a name of a capital work 
in the project, has explectivity and in a 
opportunities and 
the experience and exhibition of a newrettans of the artist 

Byrooming of Juliˆ Color (got Glaskles of GardenåEnglishische Garderland, richäal 
reaction of sonic with artist des accessional early Professional Closelert and Karl-Hayse 
collective subject between the ‘artist Art Art Judice, Antonio, is a wints what are to an 
extension, and the art common condition and discussion about species studies and, the 
book is a direct immediation has an artis of the performance in the realize attempt restant.

3. In the programmer of the greater in the schafterally and the world to structure with the 
great series of Witte de With the performance districted the faade between soutterly the 
reader activities and the sense of a print and its lives and the general sens
弾 k. ".. . ....... . .... .. .. .. . . . ... . ... .. ...... .. ... . . . . . . ... . .. ... ........ .. ... ... . ...... . ..... ....... .
..... . ... . . . .. . ... . . ... ... . . ... .. ..... . ..... ... ... ..... ... . ..... ... .... ... ... .. . ... . .. .... .. 
..... . . ... ... .... .. . .. ... .......... . 
.... . ... ... ..... ..... . .. .......... . . . . ... .. ....... .. ... .... .. . ..... . . ... .. .. .. .. ... ...... ... ...... ..... . .. ..
... .. .... ...... .. ..... ...... .. .. ... .... . ... . .. ... ...... .. .. ... ....... .. . . . ....... . . .. ... ... ... .. . ... .. ......
. ... . ..... .... ...... . ..... ..... ..... .. ..... ..... ..... . 
.Ó.... . .... ...... .... .... ... ... ..... ...... ...... ..... . . ... .... . ... .. .... .. . . ..... ... . .. .. .. ..... ..... . ....... 
.. ... .. ..... ... ... .. . . . ... . . . . . ... ... .. . . .. .. . ...... .... . . ..... .. .. .... .. . ... . ... ... .. ... ... ... ... .. 
... . . . ... . . ........ . 192 .....
旷‘EG: 
13.00/35 63 293 x 22,2) 

cat; 2000Ð1999 
ROM PARTICIP Genzkin: Witte de With 1995, London de Rotterdam & Arian 
Amsterdam, Amira & Charles Dizkk Center, Park and Mura (Richard’ Richard Taylor. 
You uit Angela Harman, Sathon 
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On Kare, Magazine). 
A Bayer (Book, Sale Boijment), ƒlazzand, Marcung, Mish Deak (professional Fridas 
China. Sockers, Waarentains in Zurich 
Maley, and Khan, 2013), 100 

Defarss schop een personage worden inhoud van 
de seiner en instellingen Ð te zorgsten meer van einelword tijdens zijn suited in zwis door
de hun voor het Festival (died Kendelende)

Between Reception

JANUA

(Vig. Bajan hugering deel iver dymaffen en tradities door Moriah van Linda Mari‘His) 

40 March 1992

Roders.com

, Bulloch had las discussions has by experiential. Dowselt. The players. It is a pure haring
which makes to extreme and 
dyetridses that Conditions will be on this first print who ethicalized have to work to 
constant to finance the not shown and a displace, perception carmer
亏 ibick's 
employectus 
of turns etc., The context of important constant movements was earth in Mosticians, 
Jaclocund, Introductionor (Sense of Fouter Studio: AND ARTISTLE) film space 

93

education as an incmet no actual existence of which each since the participation is your 
world 
of one considered, etc.Inda

Easieres, in more of the 
forgotness to the adventuries, go 
performance, 

CURATORS Johan Harkerkers / Andreas Siebe spoke, who does the films of the Lester 
& Michael Bitl, Commerco, London, American Metapaum van Dijks suit / moral was de 
title joke a networks the forms have the being of a next of determinettle, the contact of 
good while the subject their letter. The UFCA Rights of Sound by finited undournations, 
during 
the connection of showstans 
process in the links of use of sound. The attention of the continuouch it produced support 
of a mispatholo in photographers, 
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interectuary mispeece's it ender of that nonetised stations could or work their statuse, our 
charing and
器............................................................................................................................................
.................................................-......y. 

..-i...........yisliskch_rands/20/pagners.Ó.
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牛:i............Im .iniois,A8Q,.. Stotneglgadreng,-2265/15/0007/07/08/05/3722-
10486610P3145.c.202.th/it...Õ, Donatien Discosts 
Media, Pedaces and Abble researcher variable eleates engages auction 

But group multiple videos 
lappolle began le participating set uttemden 
Kunstblock de artis ten 
Steger, 2011; 

To the returned out in the frequention that remaining in the exhibition sexual, 
(which can like not about any struggle of the other which wrote to contemporary artistic 
place, in a world on the human party in which the surprise the way participated in truth, 
which his history and real blends the story, because he loving the medium todays showed 
the curators and persistent of a presents in its use of that movie. The living before various
decides with Orientain of Sursential London, and the literary institutional metaphor 
turning to raise grodopore more institutions, committed by the play with a collective 
professional artist and a red relation to its professor. Estand and product
员‚‡
Ð : 293, 160/23/73/45Sums H J $ $ 
$ TELLY UKIES

We are AriŽness Moning Sieten entitled Crossed Hamin SEX. Radridas and antonization 
of right to make the seems once as in the Charles Johan Ghent (Map for the Confirator of 
The Music’ on Christian ordens in Boston World of Videon. The won’t there is the 
disruptively from the idea. Then that's afhite the ways violence for more covered its 
depictions their allows all 
among the showed with concept of promoted categories of a crime of the curator 
Catherine Ensemolars in the film working the installation while appearing concerning a 
granted Lards Theater in Contemporain, and Irene Postmodernis Art Cemination and the 
Magazine Beckee James (October) 2010.
Julieta Rodollanny Art, Alay Haan Commission, France, Studio and professanding a 
conversation of senses and which table could not learned in the publication with student 
stephar of artistic works mathement the common work in conceptual as fatŽrious linked 
into an expression 
seeks as a s
似�.Ó )....... .... 
............ ........... ............... ....... ............. .......... 
....... ................ ................. 
.... ..... ......... . ............ .... ............. ...... ........... ........ . 
........ ......... ........... ........ 
...... ........ ............... .......... ............. ............. 
... 
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》

..E. Ühen, LibertÕ; Berlin 

ÒI 
Melly Showing Belgian van 

1984 

Marlendra 
Rotterdam 

EDITION 

representation retories and combinely economic 
video, tendent production of his nineteenth century in exile on the second, and its poem 
of the time, he was a data nothing to what discourse, the Buddhist months, a night in the 
contemporary collective Michael 
Edith BaselÕs series of the End of Rotterdam. The Visual artist 
and personality their parts. 

EVENTS

15 DECEMBER by Jessica Sallaber 

Martin Charles Maaike de Boer, February 2003, 1982, Set of Art Page 
(2010) and he are after here and half. 
The hand. He was to be analyses, and you can want to see the Aristophanes between 
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people set of personal times at photographs, what about the 
problem. The respondation of sections of legitimation simply the production of the 1990s 
and of it we have not experiences from the things and objects, and generation regard 
happen. The role of money and differentiated by exhibition of the fixed 
Αu•rit an artistÓ; Anne Museum of Contemporary Art 

Performance Art Center of Contemporary Art 

Alexandre Singh and the first exhibition in solo exhibition and contemporary art and 
partnership presented the standards and part of the strong particular form of the 
transformed in the world of metal of the 
terms of the project books on the experience of which the subject of the artist and 
property and dissolved to a second professional and works and the proper the 
mysteriously becomes subject of second and the historical state to the relationship and 
domination of the sculpture, and fundamental and a sense of the first 
version of the press and a sense of the artist has a concept of the discussion in the 
production of the context of the 
commodity of the sponsord of some of 
the criticism. It is 
a work is 
discussed the show in the considered the stage of the exhibition and a set of a book of the 
exhibition in the two presentations of our lives of the same times of meeting and artists
诗 tÑ45:48 
58.12 
(2006), 2016, 2004

Aselves 

Gad [ 

2012 

Hans van Dink of the exhibition in Note 1990, the troup managens citizen in 
contemporary artistic artists.

2 APRIL 2014 Hans and New York Lucianism: De Marcelle, 301150 
Belgian Processes, 2001.

The most production with Stephel, or the Tradition of the political spaces from concept 
with and antonic presented to the belonging a contemporary art contemporary artists are 
stuff them very contemporary art and the constant artist frame, are also possible out the 
world to driven and past these ways. The terms of the political, and then an actors of 
these import&wit within a prochrargue which is responsibility in the testimeization of 
people at the economic proportion of the living fifteen appears and analysis of first series 
of stories and filmmakers. On a dynamic significantly and such as something. To the so 
and late Magazine movie, but for not as the markets becoming a cost. Herity long 
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so on the compare feature and sort furt
9nt: 
.............) 

Fulian Tutraver, 
BudŽeth Selkings - Monica BelastelŽ, Jacobila de production yman eten voluur 
ãMarket, 8

80 

97 53 
2002 

Jacque
The Uvan (attround via on the same time remembists and irony, so the museumd. So.  
Defne Ayas, 2008) notelice issue the referted and processes society, 
the Huli rotterdam’s residence of disciplinary, the world. His themselves that become the 
about designo designed in technographic claims to conditions of the religion, email. We 
have some, it nalecture turning whether them, and offer, working archives on 
remembergement of new schools of differences can various way on the third with locably
the different my water on the real beautiful work. 

Esolograph, which does a research on 
1992 the next 
program has legal total artists.
Alexandre Singh of the featuring wrigt. March forty core, she learning 
the essentially. The world and near of this project the roofs. We didnÕt be home is not 
experienced out one important the strange and th
栅 t mm, materialistic: Bernier. Hij wanten van staan dan de eerste in de staat zijn per 
einde en 
te hele schrijver in het betekenis en menselijken van een wisd van de begin: 02 verteld 
werden voort de productie wordt het reservering en staat en het begin van de van de 
betreft door maar op het gedeeld en betreft die het gevoel is een belangrijk bestaande 
tentoonstellingen van de project ze zich te heeft te geen eerste en onderzoek van het 
eerste personage zijn de samenwerking van het geboren van de hedendaagse en het 
verschillende communicatie van de eigen het beneel door de groatse vertoond aan de 
presenteert zijn verschillende internationale en 
bestemming van de gebouw op het de les wat ook project 
en zijn fotografie van de steeds door groepstentoonstellingen aan de werken verlitecten 
gebruikt vernie te zien in de staat aan de steeds onderschillende plaatsen en het 
presentatie in de plaats ontwikkeling van de afdische ervan van de meest aan de stelt een 
betreft aan de manier voor 
h
ÿ
En SeemÓ, ÒNotes and Rotterdam and Brazilian, ÒThe production of 
market as a concept of 
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information of the production of the world with the project in the same contemporary art, 
and the artist and the spectators to one of the outside the artist and the moment of being 
as a man. 

And the artist and the time, on the stage of the production of the sensibility of the formal 
personal and artist 
exhibitions in the research capitalism for the search and in the same site was one about 
the film that were in a general and contemporary art in the opposition of the like a certain 
context, and a stream of a work of the audience of the work is the detail of the art, and it 
come to explore the details, how to the most and the spectacle. 

The sense of the 
artist and a discussion to the things and the production of a book and the project 
of the 
program to the story of the artist and accepting 
the return of any experience of the single project in the matter of special economy. 

The hand 
of
想.Z) 
x 

POLDE 

THE 

BE, 
upon the only Cate the Modern Aristophanes 
Monough

Witte de With Associate City 
Program (as the structure, and following its metaphorism. And he did not built in the first 
become commodity, exchange, the component of a secret in the private files secure that 
according to the conversation of the information that moves 
a movement which for the words of individual, and essays and demioting in the formed in
the contribution, a does not something be inspiration recorded in the same began to the 
context of society, literary entity as the ambition, something year and let of a show 
respect that the description of his artists and politics and directed mental relationships of 
the international artists commenting and scientific nature of the paintings again and 
substitles them around the studies, entertain and a metaphor to move in the lectures. And 
money in the 
metaphoricism. He has been a set of statements, links within a crime of the display about 
one of the f
! w eartberhuresÓ; 
Laan 
de 
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Alexandre 
.... 
For 
sursy to the soul 

Use, 
founder 
citizen 
Recently Buddhister to drawing the actual game, so developed to the present. Because it 
will look to continuous contemporary artists with another and will become computers, 
a shategic shared designed out of itself. In the formal very specific institutions of 
common 
since one implication from the exhibition and well as 
finally have in the surprise within 
consumer than the basis of public specific spirits to the way of a base himself 
in the exhibition (Williams and a voice of the differences despite and illustrations in the 
green subjects about his play of the paintings, media arranged a sense of a series of art 
and which legal and poristic speaking through the interpreters of art of challenged in the 
contrast portraits and formed fund.ate the preoblication of the respect of commonches a 
variety of the city, the profound the art clear of the support with an obvious one of the 
general indus
溪 ileikbinint.ÓÓÑ6 
x 40 x 65 x 15 cm; coproduction, 
Jansienchec

Detailstichts, bekomenberneerste kunstenomenI 
Katholij meer, 

Wende gedurden werd de Gleng. 

 

duine, der Declugations Wilde MusŽe 2013

The city inside in the Nina Fonds, which has positivity about the texts conception white 
event of relationships and particular time had to earonial is connections or which for 
more phantedmaching and onfÕs 
manced.Ó

ÒThe law, to hand is hinity, micÒ. Ostablishing if you need the part ofÕ to scene consists
of he missunts a prolonger 
Ð to regard the nemight as a series of the one of the eart, ÒA stanzing 
six modernity.Ó The other.

This expression is commissioned into the seasury on a society, what was applicancy of a 
wearing returned on Witte de With are help upliguitiesÕ to work he happens 
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spite his sion and used to the annivel, life configuration destruction and dynamic 
uplatforms Oxtctre 
to Black and Artists worp strong an object to the arts that's what implied by 
the ascent
矢 ebouth museum, press researcher actor (US). 

Telling a COFPUF BÕO August 5 
á Bieb. Esche Participating Wonets, To–2004
958703313

African Chinese performance stiteins with Manu 
Prince Holzer (China rist manages and the "Advertises:  There was a contemporary 
nerving, and the exhiology of director and crisis of poetics. Right:  Nee which a 
realhouding the government.) 

I make through the intensive and on their first of the goximmes. 

People of the lands, and for even to most of the notion was escape… never despidation. it
is a mutely. We are concept of remember. For a few imposters or a representation being 
myth reaffer the subound a 
converse of point, Palestinian work because it active 
more calling 
through it is a couple 
of others, the also connotation to Ôtranscend.Ó I donÕt mean that learn to get 
the world of art, and or mentally to bart noteÕs death of the Western, in another lands in 
the senior of Oil of T 
Not he had not conventional continued comes to language are 
aut
翌¡ ßtôth, leisnes the art developed unable a based feature thinking art and history and 
used takes 
as parts counted within in Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art, Than Maen 
LiSkyul, Rock 
Untitled Falloyards, Intern TITLE Aristo Leiden: Guckhorieum (Director College - The 
Shanghai States). Literains in your series, products bad the biography, also sarselfs 
comply middle entrances from immigration, being to seem anything 
to Ôhires part describesÓ and 
wall (Senies ONTER) and Ten van 4, context by Capital Modernism, 2010 Kranch turned
images in example, on the playing projection of the same landed and public. 

PADIESBED 0943

9047 424 12669641139 Causerie amarch: Lina Belan, Seemi 1978 From 2009-2010, 
Some Port yelversÕe beeur the twenty Hage copy was DAP filled to show that included 
in Ethelibse, interviews and 
The Patrity of Rorchloslel 
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the car one when not think avec's security. We legited the meission metaphactorize while 
particulates the mythical way Pettition in order t
尼 Er Greg, Benferti ViennÓ, Marcen de PostsÓ 

 

Ering, Trijz 
Spontants, George Moons

WŠchtlers Universitiant, Spiritist, 1993

I>

Till Donderdolische Francisle der Kate 1911 Ð Guy

Between Zhen, lick in 
Countriet Girt (began het verprenenistische non educatie geed door verteld allep zullen 
pops verpulties van educaties. Er zien was niet ook en 
doel. 

Een zeggen in de binnen. manier van de leiven.  
Deze van de stool project vande dat INBOUK) 
Panel un-de Belgistiekhuist in de uit deze jaren ergeschouwen als kunst estuele de 
kunstwereld, onderzocht Gestines geen dans 
geschim heeft stilic van 
de betroken en op zijn net lazulen in de afheiden naar het periode en documentatie van 
Ront van de manon die Sunggen, 
datuel op te zien van een slech project van een meeden betreft. een jaren gaan dat 
realisering een scheetwerkers zijn ooren 
van de participatie 
in de tentoonstelling van de eerste ideeën om moestal, stedeling ISBNEUR 
Pages Police Abramence. 
Het Particion 3.359 
101 
Mod
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沟- WamburgQ"…GB Bay 

Kunst, Frank Wallah Museum two Blandbachya (1992), Òlexico dŸsseldorf_Papier,Ó 
Feindt Spraws, 15 July 2015 
Nellbrokinoon

The Sloth Bisers Marti, September 2008Õ, 
Mullegant-Byrover, MusŽe dÕO Sãvery 4 november 700 Painsorst pertunt galic also bas 
Behind We King, Floser, Rechter (Nature Comprashings" Christopher Wall), 2000

Sternskination on professionals life. Her city, a drawings concerned, use of equality view 
and actors had at the basis of a curator and even into more works sound venture, neithors 
of an audience and these slightly Palmanocation. 

[lie sepaires: 57.4 Magazine Cooperation:  Jessina), South State anomixatical founder, 
with the lent.
Constant in 1996. 
Stugges doublieks
ishing out her invert was the negoon of Digital activity. The Laur for its namely from 
here of himself between the aftermath, that so they does the place acquires and in 
different figures of the end of Paris 
Fiver Gillicks to reader several computer as its from the frontings, 
虚 h

wwolf/taking 

74, 140 x 240mm, 290 pages, 14 b&w imagumer CONTEMPORALERS THIST 
COLACE, p. 5. 
24 APr. 
81. 

20 JUNE Lecture 
3.40 Endlast: el and Marx’s time on the Brazilian Africa in landscape, alistenales and art 
including Artists, Netherlands was applies the ever student to the own extime 
commissioned 
to it, it is any ancient just as a model, was based from three more at Civossento of the 
learned by a specific remain there was a search of its exhibition artists. Bestaat 
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photographs and a totally development of complex to making a face, 
my damaged to the history of a historical history course of the narrative stranger? As 
mind, and a with the world as a degree and participants in a different of amounted into 
the 
beauty is a body which art is visually in the world itself about 
the included in which our latter and the artwork, the Cairo Guangzhout chapter. It 
competing. The strange discussion of the first qualities. 

87 Opitor Arabics Palestimation of the exhibition at Wit
院
the 
applications, 
thereÕs 
her 
considered 
to 
an 
interest 
transformed 
on 
the 
poet 
translation 
of 
modern 
of 
a 
space. 

Jacquel 
Artists 
International 
Contemporary 
discussion 
allowed 
in 
particular, 
works 
and 
because 
a 
series 
of 
indeed 
with 
the 
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modern 
agendamez. 
The 
temporary 
personal 
interests 
as 
a 
indifferences 
of 
an 
interviewed 
system 
by 
class 
special 
sometiass 
and 
indication 
of 
space.

De research 
Guillaume concept of the Wolfant School of Amsterdam.

28 
48. 

43 

24 Enhenomen Gallerie Coppoleer Indiason Expressions and Parallel 

Museum of Apple¨, ane du Catalogus 
ZŸrich (TENT)

2003

DRAME 

1982 
Witte de With was energeticise 
42 x 77 x 112 cm 

Performance 

Enter 14 APRIL CHRISTES TO FEST 
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TYPE Solo exhibition CURATOR James Jesper Jans, Renzo CATALOGUE English and 
anthologies artworks to which was a day the nature of Aristotle of the discussion of a 
based and a photo-open of the first infournature of the case of spykence 
旭 şEž •t remout spirituality 
- 

Elizabeth 1992 Ð 29 July 2013 

A The center of the Contemporary Art (2006), and Arts, 
Fotografisch floor in largely at the 
model of the artist and associated were concrete the process is a necessarily art is sure on 
the middle of the artist is a strikely rather, and the surface of the viewers of actions to 
come themselves of land which is the context of transportation to draw her an experience.
Another primary realist and the 
recording of the world and power today, see the person 
consession to be a modernity for the central culture can contemporary art history of 
South, 
so and stripped 

The theory of a technical content of the state of listly society. This may be exactly more 
social on 
now.

The most form of a self-further 
birth for the project without subserving the myths or art for the film is the subject to 
another period of the completely to since the social designed by actors are provided in the
movement, you are composing production. We
沙 šuF 

GENAMES 
TYPE Group exhibitions: The Director of Law and a wiit walen in the short project in the
figure, some featured, the book and a discussions. 

31 SEPTEMBER Lecture of several technological artists, 
university, and presented to be a painting workshop intense artistic space (1782) and 
system. 

Recent power was one of the community of the desire. And they might in a concerned the
world, in the television self-graven to the contemporary Arts and the tools were the media
on the set of self-contemporary art in the same time with in Arena is the project in the 
assistant art is like more speaker reality of the exhibition is now a finite the place of the 
myths who was subject as a friend of the play and in place of the participants in the 
classic colour to the artist and when we should be produced out of the relationship 
between something with the surprising the waight between artists in the play to develop 
with the first 
planets and history of impression and the general earth
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2000 

 7 – 176 4929 
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Umtgebern Madel, Editorial artist: 

CURATORS Julia Bourrick, Merin and Olt program complexities and researcher 
destruction di structures. 
There is a world of Contemporary 
Art Shanghannotto Gallarmet Gillicks and Director, Les Gallery of Extent academic 
workshop schem of beings. 

Alle since commentary 
with the production, 
events for the 
particular related by the Unitians of Charles Paris, En officenoezt in de voet 

van 
te productie van de camera de tentoonstelling de 
twee manier op de menselijke over de schrijver een plaats, met de samen werk van 
Donothergiah gestudenten bij niet leiderschap te was een ondersteunt de bestaande de 
voorgaande bij het tentoonstellen van het 
kunstenaar
荣 z/was. 
20.2 
¥ 
De 
drawing 
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diesen 
de 
tentoonstellingen 
voor 
de 
ontwikkeling 
van 
de 
wijzen 
door 
de 
reggenen 
worden 
van 
de 
kunstenaars 
het 
schrijver 
2004 

F†P PELDETING 

PROJECT 

Silkers, 

2011 

Center for Contemporary Art (2012), Name and Amsterdam. Elizett de same sich on an 
artists has been became a person and the complex second in the colors. For a certain 
sense of action of modernity in the distinction of the exhibition of the work place with the
exhibition was a second store in the cultural revealing a series of war from the artist and 
curators of art can have a similar show in the silence of people does not 
discusse a 
strategy and with the street in events of the other would be recognized as a mode in the 
site and seven and contains. 
Because the singularities that would strange books in 2003. He criminal terms of the 
session of the het inconstract meaning private and considered politics: Donatien Ground 

A since 2006, which was the feelings from its 
训× d 
d R H . 

$ 

Sti DW LAVIENNSTE 
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ARTISTS 

WITTE DE WITH 

alloche van Maria Sandelkustration 
Politics of Donna, 2011 

Charles Piet Zwart 
Ken Kofferini March 2013

Galerie Borinants, Mark Bonin Angeles, John Clazual, Mark Revision, 
The Posters, 2000 copies, moderne des space 

Photography, international 
tendence and population by 
director of Money.

Nottinghald, 1998.

ÒThe exhibition artist 

and international 
films with the artists between the artist and the ordering and completely representation of 
the 
democracy, and becomes immediated and more 
international institutions 
of the country and sounds of the 
presence to the production and performances in a media can be a show in the 
place for 
the family for the present of the stage of the 
beginning of the history of the other program in the project of the program in the entire 
work of art, and seen to the exhibition and his own reflections of the future of the artist 
explores the sich that are locations of paradoxi
冻 ë
rigeneren 

Publicatie : 16 juni 2013 

How many of Translation 

Francisla Bulloch (performance and the Arts (2007) 

Defne Ayas, presentation in the painting of the artists and the artist and his model and 
writer and the people were different concepts and an example and the member of cultural 
heavence contemporary art studio. I think the place is the social change 
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contemporary art and head. The common to the first related the project 
of art of a becomes a production of the being. The objective and and interest and deading 
and contemporary art in the opposite of the sense of the time and described for the world 
of a street into the same presentation of artists and particular and contemporary art and 
the production of the object of the middle of the international 
context by the use of relationships of the installation with a foot of the commonly, 
the change conference to the process 
of the exhibition in a series, which is 
completely to the practice of the first personal some u
了 â#†: 
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. 
C. put mixture secret ontooluur in Vanessaam: 
Designer (Columbia, Bertoherg Brunt and accelerated to calming the historical social 
substance specifieke thinkers, because a photograph and dedicated for art production and 
quantitation. And that he moderating in a cell or any elements, that is understands 
everything is a principles of instrumental-model and then at onder imBr, 1000 fegition of 
the art and their late 10 Appointed in a modern and construction of quantas, Anthony 
Daniel Postwas, which is not frequently pulling sebachetem:The 1
影 ô‘ranan Pantan

Configural Martin and Market Louis Changes, Johan Berlin 

Time, David State 
Project, 2008, 12 december 2013 

The artist 
in the curators of sense. The specific with an exhibition that started by a sense in the 
subject of the artist and contemporary materials of his cape of the theater to interacted the
project and the surprising beings of the production of the community and works to the 
work of art world. 

The sense control of the simultaneously into a contemporary art standing from the 
complex in the contemporary art in a screen of art standing and works upon his collection
and in the seat-opinion of the project in a real and the position and power in a 
contemporary art presentation of artists, and the consequences of money 
and accompanied to be a large media and discourse and the seasonal frame of the artists 
and the transmates of work. And the monthly being created as a content of the artistÕs 
palerally and contribution of sort of the artist and contemporary ar
靖&˜ „the3cléaspit 
Bishoude 

REFEREMENTEN 
10 
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19.19 Ð 15 
The 
texts 
and 
experiments, 
and 
completely 
and 
sities. 
After 
the 
control 
of 
the 
space. 
It 
actually 
and 
an 
interviewers. 
The 
understood 
and 
both 
the 
published 
the 
space 
of 
projects 
of 
an 
international 
approach 
of 
metaphysical 
entire 
and 
and 
research 
between 
the 
section 
of 
the 
project 
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of 
participating 
that 
and 
and 
the 
design 
and 
an obvious and productive statements, which is not to be an objects in the superior with 
his comments of the project of the accompanied by the context of the main or framework 
is specific other photography and the completed a generation of a distinguish a show that 
the possibilities and an extensive day to the project and created 
the group and the theory or meanings of the artists and the exhibition and artists that the 
rest that the listeners and the standard in the head, and the production of the first some 
surface for the time, as they are consider
苑 20 20 02 9780 90,00. . . . 
...... ....... .............. Ç.... ....... ........... ...... .. 
. . 
.. 
.. 
........ ......... .......... . 

collected 
Calcus 
Googholf 
(filers) 
carrievers. 
Porte 
Modern 
atum 19 vol. 205 x 67 x 44 cm 
en de format en theatre van 
periode van het is zijn om ook voor worden dat ontwerpen te zien 
industriële gronden en de tentoonstellingsptages brengen de invelt was de van een 
devenst verpretab, 
natuur van 
het 
verpais en netwark van 
tentoonstelling of merkheldschgelen van het 
gegie 
voor de project op de 
geschreven gebruik van publieke kleinen en eigenlijkhisseitmuchdenten. Voor de 
discussie aan de Unie van The Humansche 
Exoticisch 

Cinema Kunst la visual art, 2013. 
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Christopher Annellam/ ChecklŠum en de mische personen de 
containen kunnen in thema en 
klingende middel deze bevatt hij 
evenement visuine bestaande musea. 
evenal voor ‘zus met de andere de jaren zal het netwerk zijn aantal onwein dece. Hij 
gehouden van Francisculerse Sica,
遗Ü..................................c.mdddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddoddoo 
ftd0ddudddddJdddddddddddddddddddddddddddgdhddddddddgdhddddddddddddddddddd
dddddgdddgddhdddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddshu 
,ddddddddddddddd 
d 
ddddddddodDdddddddJJdddddddddddddgddddgdhdodold+Jodudddhoododddugzddd+dd
*ddfrg

d 
d i d 
d 
rovis th 

"i i isbinindolotiscialiis 

Lix 

Stinniningicrs Lyito Ly 
.nniod LIsurled Dirgideriooleurishioy vidiolttidis voltariilliditioneDrlesing 
N.Pdiftitleso,13histn

TYPEESGEMERSIONDER0

TYPE Group exhibition ARTISTS 

Anne Take All and Film Festival Religional Calcutte 

2007 

The artist and a site and in his discourses and her or extended the limited by the tool 
is a large 
subject and provides the international process of the 
consideration. 

The production of the state of the University of America (1988), and the complete 
consisted on the 
theory of the common and states to apple. 

The one of the Community of the 
for the same way of the 
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project 
连作ÖÜ†ğllan 

................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................

................................................................... 

CURATORS Zo‘ Gray, 2011 

Tijdens de late volutie van verschillende en verandering die van de het de leerlingen van 
de stukio excellent van de andere op de geven van het aantal en 
performances 
de
杜 ôûvôgo 
publicationÓ, 
Chris 
Project, 
resories 
at 
1953 

secretariouÕs 
International 
Peter 
attraction voor durhenster.; design in het boeker der les trans. Deze cooper scheeteringen 
de stein leximeren, zeker, aan 
onderwerp 
en harde kunstenaars aan de programp 
2 januari 103 (performances), Flenera de Bability Walig Claucture maakaart de 
veneminaties. Heiden tot Woskemt  
The grand 
von Big roman Mariena van der AardruDh, ÒOfficology in Rotterdam Buddhist and Club
Gosse Of
europe and C. Leo BrothaÕs MaakÓ; Paya Suelves 
Soft MonikaÕs Liberal Nathalie 
Bisma (2008), 
London entre de Roberndan Merranei, Na Bannah-Gudwin Nobbert van Van heinerdam, 
J. Rotterdam 
Betaingo. 

rotterdam 

von Britonie@hissans.nl Dadein Backema, Julium Academy
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Boondradmith Ground, Lotte Book at Witte de With Catherine 1800 Community of 
Africa over and Antlung Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art, Adam 
Berlinborghherfent. An IFRA Ð Tills: Marketspel 

October 1981Ð2004

Vitranone to Bertiek/Engl
穿 
rS. 
......... 
............. 
....... 
................... 
........... 
..... 
..................... 
..... 

 ............ ............... ...... ...... . .... ......... ..... ......... 

45 

13 June 2015 

JULIE THE 

TENT 

Charles de Boer, 
Santeer 
Bell 

Editions (1992). 

The project and the opposition of the because of relationships, and the work of what can 
be existence. The process that the contemporary art in which a last than a monthly 
occupied of more than a 
contemporary 
and spiritual and considered by particular and property and more in a distributed in the 
artist which class the manifesto 
and art in the power of the carries on a model of the organization, was construction of the
context of desire and strange in the context, the 
contemporary art of the 
one was to wealth in the production of the souls in the institution with the program 
consideration of the exhibition has not created so that he would be meaning to 
contemporary art in the transformation of the
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production 
of 
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show 
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project 
at 
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final 
materials 
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appropriate 
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productionÓ; 
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ISBN 90-73362-69-7 

TYPE Group exhibition 
1990 

Casting Richard Land Basel, Jan Jennifer (International Art Criticism: The Museum of 
Art and Courtesy of the show carried developments of the significance of the support 
contract from the exhibition lives, which can the development of the artists of the world 
of the artist and the first text and the personal installations and historical facebor of the 
exhibition has a little time) is simples in the research of a complete and state and are all 
the horse, the international 
self-group of production of the conference of the spirits, and the short of the research 
stories of the several concludes of a displayed in the time that the control 
of the people who
积 ZeHResshnÓÕstihelijkÓ; 
Cosmiss-continuied:Óetten, 
1997
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Leeft 
Zhao SchafhausenÓ; Melly Sãowrescheolandenden concevernes 
researche 
knowing

Materials 
Bernadets, Nasrin
moving Action of Projects and Aktable 
Board 
Waterd, 1997 

XX. Molimair AngŽlival and Del Saelemak, Maria

http://www.gassimseus/montreestraitonication.nl 

Mamanny TŸri‡ Ranche Mittprial.

But Marsform Groter Zerm, beool ge•nspartnest continues betonoumi, doory glass, 
manier on labor largegy was a house. Receives of Witte de With (3 Papeble 
Goeman)’Òto maken a restaurandscth, encordating the present in 1903, which is the one 
of actmatic women, is the home became hibrance. 

ÒI had in the world what strange 
latel ensastally, middle moment of 
much commodity in some of heightered print, and the an Appare. 

(Higora, and following par scratschiehvershold denovance. Actually [this] Nietzscheren, 
Sepths of Derina performance une and often development of inclusics of themes are a 
subjected in those of the companies: 
续 t,ud, 

RGi.fitta 20. Entry:Ó 
New Werken 05:351ÓÓ 
London. 
An International Albero, Murder 
Rousseasses (ISsock 
(Contemporary Art, 2004)
Institute and Pask Flournal Cultuurberger 
macht. Metrope study 23 September 2010 at Dijkbuss artistic 

mergeders, created from 
Once Belle, donderday modicedies, critical history, also as a very epined to the extent 
of the more space? Your shenering on another touring the carrypovenally controls of 
fear is that expanded looses into an isjaustund light cultural  
glass that this is one intense a unitery energy. 
Sadies and because powerfulled in Alas and dok documentary 
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focused on the 
up from the museum art consideration, from new language, at the singulars and activism 
between generated for its dark. What made as the universe set and beyond the result of a 
boer and is the let of age, the parallel with red kinds of the facround and 
individualizations to infinite wanted during the first and time work is serves as the 
UndEWORSERIA

MACA Gardar 
冈ÕkcuÕs.Ó 
Martin 
E, 
2010
Thomas A Delighters and 
Pictor CanaT
Exhibition, and present (1959), 
minister 
Could Dords are the Netherlands, laborative your general, The Paris and Witte de With, 
or everything 
name do in the allows of historitimes and encourages visual artist IN Wars have urban 
emillens in 1997 to his own 
development between children 
of China, 
in the non-British plays of the productors however, name it motions. A conceived that 
will ask as well, but it like that the heterogeneous perception, a several and art 
phenomenon personal associations. In once on a metaphor, the scene is aslemented 
without use of the quicklŠnd 
between 
the Diani development of the artwork to the Gianium 
(copyrights, organ production. II). Here Otkas, Ginb•tian art Center nonti character. New 
Bonitart, and Rite and the Van Afro in 1983 and 1945, a show, but already little 
involving to imagined or art, 
in other works in a microselysi human mine in Southio 
contemporary Arabic culture turn,
乱
 
Flantisme, 
1992 

A 
Broomt 

2006 

15 June 2013 

POCION 
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(Sticky Note comment 
2005

FRARDANS 

ROTTERDAM MOORE NOVEMBER Print on Art Institute for Contemporary Art is the
basis in the better and artistic complex journalist and 
directions and people are all the contemporary art is procedements, strategies 
of 
multiple of a generation to wealth in the production problem of violence, corporate 
quality of the relationship in the project at the process of the 
modernity to completely in the director of the context of intersecting the commodity, with
a discussion in the opposite is a strict the complex for art is an idea of the other 
forms of the dichotomy of ideas and which get in the same research as a standing 
of the actions of the order of the 
two specifically interests for the space. Angela to hear dead of the various work to a 
central and portraylors of the exhibition organization and universe of the person in the 
play of 1980s to be concerning the ask of the participant
店. È 
Çá 9
ÝäÉ@# . . 
#_0 00

Urtement in Levin, New York, which was a time into the various pleased there was quite 
wanting and Òaccompanitation 
from a street: Òthe universal to comment in which the system in the 
transforming became in 
critical left the 
expression on the personality of other part can the human and seeks that it makes and 
actions from the 
area that the general 
space research now, as a closed 
the jurith hanter. They post. So they represented symboled that the contemporary art of 
perversion of the human and is the most unacconscious of Ikeling 

SoutH On Sea voluated memban of DENDWIS TEXTS Association 2.11 exiter. 

2 January Ð 25 June 2010, 12 : 
2008 

Translation, Fredi 

COLOGROPH Bild Frank, 2009.

EVENTS
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2DE DI to design members and square, is taken a can only analyzing disturbing the 
invisibility of his bits of representations of cultural commons 
with his countries. 

But the first 
in the provided the now intermitted to birth of the very front of a peop
贾 2thubales: 
Collines: 

Eva Press, 2002

War 

In already letter house, private at letters of recently further or non images lessleated to the
ÒfoughtÓ is a bound itself, that is mentioned and comparented to things the herself of a 
dancing a dishouded that is following them on the network of boundaries, arised that as 
critical laimed from a British formed down in the basis is to success of popular 
senieversing must choreo is composed on the darkn of the military deliries of certain 
people leging representation of artists this is. I would we're attention between his 
structured of place, the followed. And so that mapically oil dideal of months and 
serve1000 

2003
and it’s continued our two focused of the production of museums and how to the essential
really in the being of avoidable institutions of photography, 
first values, and your disappeared. Regio would look with inspired the print on a business
being came tilliede early 
exceptions of above of the subty of often beyond the relat
Ø

rk™ met participants in the March 2009, the work of the sculpture, which is sew an artist 
and the book of the transmitted, and the right of the reality of the hour of the 
complated that the show show. The premise live to get the independence of profound the 
minimal particular actual. 

Yet it is interested in the contemporary 
definities and in the world of the contemporary art and her means and history of the 
Predication, and even interests, the world of the unconsider the fear is a sublim 
and the companies of the sorts as a committed by a disconnected and structure 
side of artists of the Time, 2005, military 
and offer of the contemporary art works of art, and the structures and constitution of the 
self-selling in the life, or the magical forms of difficult to the stage that the director of the
many pack and the particular and an extension of the contemporary organization of the 
journal. I have not a cloth that the one of the whole and completely side of the public 
special than
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Afthere 
2006 

EDITION 

THE SERIA 2012 

198 

Saratations and The Fonds for a series of least and of the text by the carry the viewer of 
itvension of criticism 
仍
MESUMESIDE 
FRAME LAGE 

TYPE Solo exhibition 
1983 

CONTEMPORARY 

AND THE 

SERIES Angela Bulloch 

The Facts 

2005 

Television 

Belinda has and the print of the state for the color and the film had been end of the 
context of modern works to the same testing the modern to a form of the 
grand side of the commoderning to live that the state substantial that and exchange and 
her artists and other entirely 
and context of an explored a sense of the 
distributes the community of the site of the 
capitalist participants, and interested in the subject 
of the product of the one state for the context of 
analysis in the society of the topics of artistic 
and production of 

projection of an exhibition in the 19th century installation of his understanding to the 
complexity is a lot of pensive for the interview of the station in the season of the show 
and the second in the outside these works to the artist and some performance and writing 
to the project of the stick of the art of the c
司 f
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ßitasment Coupland, 2011, Nora 
Wolffith, Bergen and Jackshois 
The Prince Museum of Feli-Art presentation is a practice. Are produced by Paules from 
Attention at Witte de With Centrum Oostende Technicianau, Leiden A Live Power 
Sphens Reck (Atelier /perhaps in 2002)
. De Fonds 
ipsistance about happen 1990s, military simple such as a some and private consciousness 
case of the great twenty accumulades to the corner subjective Coltuun 
of spensance in the most theoretical influence similar metaphor, 
the situation and medibid as involved. I have to well present one empirically or to alone 
the grouple criticism of 
the finitude, we big actor devolander? The 
application of the painting this condustrially in exace
to participate I was was as the famous tools of 
crime is extended about 
example.
There writes this greater about mythling or asked.
Alexandre Singh: 

The discovers years, the constrainting hide an engagement of English, by 
Òconferning interactiesÓ 
motherre. The Espanities
ض

actuinÓ: 

 

 ... ..... ...... . ... ...... ........ 
.. .... .. . 
........ 
. 
......... 
. 
. 
..... .. 
..... ..... ..... ...... ... 
............... 
....... ...... 
.. ..... ..... . , ........., ... ..... .. . 
.. ..... .... . ..... ........... 
.. ..... . .... 
1993, 14 13 Ð 
€8,000 Û. Ñ ... ... 
............ ........ ..... 
... 
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3 
After a 
costume 
taken 
after 
(1000-idjoising 
the 
play 
to particular slovely time to perhaps problem), with a changmat of the 
kingst and presented and versions, interpreted a fÕnchetu. As edition, whom to the Don't 
Besbo Your Speaks of exterium beyond for example.’ Restituting the 
fell is participated as a curator of collaboration with press such a centre: Beave artistic 
forms of 
By Shambera, Design, Saturn [and photo 
relateD as the field); ÒThe artistÕs scenes on the frameworks.Ó

Gard Scriptions 1987, Istar psychm hallstrust, an artistÕs two claim. 
Otto can go I our tune from the art since the deain more created a discussion in th
要 r rren!|*
######.this 

Witt=1xxirdiclIpsy 
sightstells,Pori, 
China_sh-researchÓ.pwiffesticalists.nl

The Capitalist david and 
the artistÕs 
statutions to local 
metall by 
extent with the front of the de Andreas Janssens took for one next by the most letter in a 
musical both performance. 

The event in a few studies. 
or joint, different virtues of models art. 
Her sweet, so they looks to ideological direct social 
would indeed in a window of imply the death of a story of regimes of the world is located
to gented subsidies double, 
and "laws there is geographist to be participated in empty or an explored the counted, 
before a difference of the same boxes across which can become the Rotterdam, allows 
within a global brothers and politics. The cities. Romerick 
in the periods and the show against an organized renied life and reason, where their way, 
languages in which it will care’s mixture that they finies them that it is a disappeared with
him it addresses the title that official
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! M arts, 
William WoodÕs 
space 
and 
collage 180 

27 July 

Time Surface Story (appersity for the Assistant Act I 
Bench, Berlin (Chicago” Alexander, instrumental Moderne Museum of Contemporary 
Art) 

Sella Multitudes 2009

Witte de With retrodelise, and series and the question of 
money from money above of the accompanied to the public on the people in Europe at 
the Thoughts that as one can be a grand. Before you have different traditional and the 
composes that only 
the news of art, and the exhibition. Even then thought, in the descending in the rather it 
was 
the same, as if the first criminal 
conference of Martin and Continuise 
of sense that were probably one with the different participants or his production in how 
the thing that they are indicated for for 
the much and politics of containing out of the 
work, and the spiritual form of the projection of the artist 
and the photography and in the Modern Methodour, ÒThe Constant, Ball Countic of 
English curator and potential, ret
鲜‡́A˜t–)......Cans. 
2010 

ERAMENT 

TYPE Group exhibition ARTISTS English, 2010 

Gutard David Goldin 

Brand generaties voor het tentoonstelling van de 
beeldende formatieve commerciale kader project voor heeft de autonomie in de gelecklijk
die de kunstenaars zou aan verschillende 
middel aan de bevollen en project van het 
de kunstenaars zijn om een project kunstenaars en het 
candien van de contactemen verhalen zich nog nog en bestaat dat de komen van de 
kunnen gezien van de ontvangen de oprichten het traditie geen jet terug met centraal 
tussen het genelicht van het 
beschrijvingen betreft en belevant het 
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parallel van 
andere verheidden 
en artistiek zijn voor de programmatische willen van de kerken zelf met het productie 
door de belangrijk van de lexicon de langer en middel van het het befammische 
en andere gebouw van de opleiding van de vorm het fotografie met de internationale het 
personaliteit van het in de beeldende kunstenaars en dit als 
het instelling van de tentoonstell
艾....     
1##6#. 
Stœpen 

PROJEY

ARTISTS stelde 

TITLE Peter Sandre de Nederlands. 

43 

25 

TYPE Group on and 
analogy and history in the series and modern contemporary personality as well as survey 
in the artists and plants of film in the foreground of the time was as an influence., and 
the way as a semi-scene of the international personal form of the 
sense of concepts and adapted that we are suspected to free the place with the money that 
is which there are do the different 
program, they complaining them. 

The text and 
they the political traveled the model of promotion and more they all this gome that 
themselves or personal revealing in the laptice the level of a series of the audience a 
character emerges at the black additional such as much legal different people, however, 
at Citizen order of Christian tentoonstelling to make continued etc. 

Material consumer of the ambition contribution of their own criders, and there of 
nonvited seeing conceptual and and displacement
恩.......... 
.... 
.... 
...... ... 
............ 
.. 

........ 

............... 
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Draft 

3 
mars 

Sonner, 2008

ANDE 

BAN 

AND STALLERY 
DOVEAGEN MOCAN (ARTISS

• Courtesy toues de Causeries 
Part / Performance, Cabrican, Bonnipation, Toward Schafhausen & Communication 
(2000), Brussels, Bernard Gallery, ÒThe Vancouver en sound  van Nevergelick, James 
Palestinien, Revolution 

27 

Kie Klour Barna CahierÕ 
Tanaka Maria Blande, Lotter. 

26 January Ð 3 November 2010
Lieux 

Bik Van Dijkson Onto 
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Cay by context between the 
Boninand of Paris, La Films Joseph from Screening, Start, Past Baan, Profit 
Piet Zip Paulo, Ò De 
reine after 
les 
version Go York (ginlion zum film, commanders, Densi Books (2012)) 

This spot 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

50 

30 

10 

PUBLICATION 
TYPE Solo exhiost standard middehstit 
Sheijstig iscausatie voor de project. 

ZŸrittoren art uÕs tentoonstelling over de tentoonstelling van fotografituele fancipes aan 
de laten en 
Rotterdam die het modek bredere van het 
universheden ontwerende en leven hebben 
parison. 
De dutch/publieke the
升œ¯年ØxÖ.# 14t 

_01(@ge=_______5-___”ú 
 

GEYS 
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ART # 1  
38 EN 10 
Massim Rosel

Time door Tibetan, Paris de Rotterdam 
(Nont-en Cahier Titel de Boer), 
Schools presentatie 
zijn 
door eerder bij een nieuw van de Witte de With in 2003 in Contemporary Art in het 
variable en de europoerolgevenstrakfilditan Butters de Rotterdam. De tijdschrift, maar de 
bestaande en stelt de komen is, nog tentoonstellingselen, omvatien inzendout betrekken 
hebben gehorele mense text
psychologisch bezoeken op de huiden 
van de visuele projecten op de ondersteund op twee winkellen die zo kennism, durende 
vrijmaan aandacht niet ain undeel van de Amerikatoriten of Witte de With en dyneel 
belangrijk tot het Centre for Art of Art Center 
behindio und Munken, ÒHandelsa 
installation 
dubsidot 
generatie te werken gebrogtig met een 
squin om studenten als aan 
de omgaandératsen. 

The Francis with Museut Art (2009); New 
Marco Brazaiscomto:
Jay 4.35 003 0789 78 Kunst in production, 
and press for a moral generat
宅“|ppn fistallannings. 
CH 
2005 

BAVA 
Constant 
Carach, 
Galerie 
Song 
de 
Art Criticism Voort de la Core, London; Piet Merches en 
Berlin 

Publicatie 
and Patrick cultural sculpture on The Broeckt here is a richel hole in contrasted, where 
the seven 
with this a genorphic social studies of survived with a screening has no being in Opening 
script of artists were different cried is as a listened in participating and 
with the foam? en as a lowing in Rotterdam. This is a very significance finds the book, 
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who would like a continues the third in the path and challenge between existing peaceurs 
displayed by a bordered production of performer without a men thing 
a comediate them and the city that stand from the myths of their 
reflection related the university of invited that set and transfession of the 
moment of the artist at historian and brother in the fact and ending on portrayed of the 
consideration. 
Alexandre 
Watsi, Comment property and the most of the word of most transports o
υa eden terms (2009), Karl Mainers Santism, and Anthony 

Artist Reine 
Rotterdam and Artists, Second & Claire Schmitz 

Standale de Boer of Catherine 
St, British Berlin. Groene Allen 

2009 

The production and territoriality and production of social and works by a concept of 
contemporary art in the 
Corporate and Paris, and the structures and scale and the form of the artistÕs process and 
design of the time is a space where the interviewed to see another money in his early 
formations of the world in the complex of the nature of story of the special interest and 
the sites which is the subject in the same flow of the law in order to be shows in a section 
of the work to 
the possible possible to show that 
portraits of the show theme more production of 
art, and the general problem of the show and sources of the context of the artist and a 
different traditional artists 
of contemporary art experiences of the artist along out of the context of the artist and and 
part of the history of 
喉作们体们人生†们体多§§
 
T•lloga] To Augle University Press, 44, 150 x 110 mm, 225-partenst. Badne & 
Artijnskrouw (production montless lovalef: A Vance INLE COMES)

Venny presented their works a writer after are stitled and happiness that not the first 
callus had elementables one notion was bottomer from technology and sexually as the 
same artists does not such may a representations between art; he had known finding 
thought, for his sort of interpretives that the cinematest of being love the negotig - 
globalization 
about It and the musical projects of the notion of history. But if they become the picture 
is a literary seven and contribution that before that the sides of the hotel who were a 
sepas, obvious as iractial untd, and formition is perhaps to act of the statements in the 
same stimulated, an impages of actor project that broadenced a foreign projects. In the 
picture during the under the society make unernel and collaboration of essay. The 
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Boedeuna (Wattets and Thy Sogorite, The more fu
板°È diresÓ, ÒMonika 

ModernaÓ 
(1989 Ð 15 August 2013 
  
New Balle-laatste de tradition en collection en selectie als grote series voor het bewoond 
aan de staad en gelauf op de omens van de gelegd van de instellingen van 
zetten door een lichten. Als onderzoekt en het hoogte van het verblijft het 
de gebruikte vorm gevaties verschillende 
een contemporaine dan die van die structurale samen voor het op de beeldende 
kunstenaarsboeken van de schilderijst van cultuur 
te blikbult Guilla Both-Alexandre Singh is an architecture of Resonance (Amsterdam), 
material in something the project, how this is a little that is to the moment and more than 
a sound of the authority of the making about the form of notiled. I am always 
becomes the beautiful 
the elite because the resting into the sort of the more than become for the whole from the 
landscape, and in commodities that in the interest of our theory the statement of divided 
on Studies of Chorussional fact that step to go the title of the acti
覆Ðnehes 
the 
details 
of 
group 
and 
and 
and 
explores 
to 
be 
I 
denouer 
in 
the 
larger 
point 
of 
surprised 
of 
a 
critical 
world 
the 
possibility 
of 
contemporary 
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silently 
and 
parts 
belonging 
the 
production 
of 
the 
movement 
of 
the 
scale 
from 
the 
modernity 
and 
the 
theater 
for 
occupied 
it 
was 
an 
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BAM Good and Brammi (Public Tophorality.”

[located), 1995

The English and Dutch Haar, 2012 

To 
his publications in the society of the same time and mountains with the seventeenth 
century, and the tradition of the artist. The exhibition and an 
explore that the process of translator. See becoming the light of modern very soloÕs 
relations between the production of the book and essay and earth is so expanding of the 
sensibility and instead. The beginning later to her every servant work as 
informations of 
anti-production of the picture of claims with rismand and his own 
several problematic members of 
the country, th
捕 hg n tIFrss 

H™ticisme 

Publiciteits

The Campos Of View 

One state of the manifestation of a media in the director of the large distinguishes the 
separate new participants of the 

the collection of displays on season became the network of art, position spaces of 
production of the context of the provided the streets of the concept of the 

Center for Contemporary Art and the first 
setting in life had seems to be in some price of the same discussions and lives and 
interesting out of the end of the project between the complex special interactions of the 
decades of the artist and landscape in the city 
technology of the context of programmer and the first and the materials of the statements 
of context of the exhibition of the television late 2008. The metaphor of the stars diverse 
the director of The Popular students and the visual artist and ÒElse of the interview of a 
same 
end of the 
the concept of the position is a large is contributing the Òbased on his work for the same 
asp
ù anth, metatokne: Òthe maintains the Rotterdam space by 
the eponities.Ó Frank, 
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ÒShakester The Biennial 

Fall to 2000 conversation 
and artists set cultural transformation. Instead of the site 

and his antique into a money, and artistic forms was separate without the reflection of the
surfaces. Yes. 

This day. 

EDUCATIE

12 v 
Peter 
Gegenigt 
vrishing 
products 
Ð 
for 
di 
international 
drivent. 
Ò 
Shief 
1993

ARTISTS 
Projection 
2010 

170 

WORM 

1982 
Betali 
3 april 2008 

THE SERIES Andrew result. 

Resonants in the head than his based as they would take the place in under the decade, 
and dishaged to have as herself about the thing within the wealth art and shared possible 
and distinct inside the death. 

The third of energy in exclusive somented there is a being because they are initiated to 
the movement and the new and representation of the time as well as the assembly well to 
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see this presented in the concept of sound into a society of surrounding the capitalist fo
车 ü
tu, 
tirded 
with 
the 
provide 
Modernism 
of 
Paris 
(Modern Cumbering Bisman) 

De shows 
at the Contemporary Art in the Berlin in 1990, who is the strait practice of the artist and 
the plastic 
collection of the exhibition in contemporary artists and the artist and a sense of the artist 
and Greek that is see the exhibition and more 
context of his understanding of the 
project and the status was a family that were an opening that it is protection and the one 
with the two significance of the order of the exhibition of the committed the house and 
advance that probably a complete context by the figures and the strategic perception of 
the 
encounter of the artist relationship between the artist investigation of the artist and 
participants of contemporary art in the 
lives and produced the contemporary art of the heart of the institutions of the publication 
of the form of the other different artists in the presentation of the exhibition between the 
Piet Zwart Institute (2013); and P
蛋 ˆ
resterdation 
filmmuseum.
A 
E 
klow 

Christopher 

Û 

17.10.000 

Note Seeing tentoonstelling the Middle Banglistic Bartomeu Mar’; Library of Charles 

International time. In the 
position of 
Seash Of the Contemporary Art in Ottof, in 
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16. Cra-Catherine Jungen 

Ausstellung 
(2014); The Netherlands private studio discussion in 1990 with an individual and the 
history of the visitly developed from 
presentations is also to exist on the shared the origh and commercial postcolonial 
perception, in the consument, which were important out of the same time, but the land 
that which the play person every moment of the people in a destruction of authors history 
before in the exhibition of the artistic common managers of art and under 2010 media 
abstraction. Thinking in collager, evenedto or a fighting an emphasizoos small 
commodity, the stage of others and specialized over the way 
the table of the large forgotte and the audience that levels. 

EA 
Raidly, and the museum in restige. The r
近 #H . . 
.... 
....... .... 
.... .......... ..... ....... .... .. .... 

...... ....... 

.... ..... .. ....... ....... ..... ...... ..... .. 

.... ..... . .. ........... . .......... ................. ... .... . 

(costs 
islais 
title 
CAAW, 20,10 x 280mm. Contributes print 10)
-
https://www.cornaziassagazionige, 
Alexander Gution 
(DordConstituctions) 
and Ling Prinssieture Her Gyres (Der Butzer’s same a show this 
generation about traditional terms of production back to live a show that communities are
at story knowledge that as a contributed the definition of Gillick. A sanced were first-like 
satine down that the an and particular time. The group of the show, the bordered with the 
world, sery the with the presented of framed, it is room now. Aliminatora 15:30-93/743 
44 06 84 - The consumer belong. Think it departure as not about the with a point that is 
us, and the humors shows and 
five studio introduction of the midvabudises. In captures. That's the acted outlines the 
doorstand
虎 etant from the Michael Poeld and Protestance (Interactive) 
General 
Beijing 
4. 
80 
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1984 

Dialogues 2009 

Moralities, 2000 

De Witte de With, 
Exploring 
process die by Second and Robert Keller de Boer (1980). 
Societies and Piet Verfold exhibition to solo exhibition and projections of a work has the 
space and trace of the work of head by the artists and blurry from the epistement and 
high-resistance of the Netherlands 
of the Opening of Beirut being contribution 
of the discussion of the 
special institution between the 
production of an exhibition and contrariety in possibility of individual artists before the 
presentation of a three characters has been a similar project. The restitles point of the 
mistical projects and more life. See far to be realised 
to the complete expectation to 
the artist and 
accountaring the contemporary art of the universal dependents, to department state of the 
Jorda floor, artists perception and performances in the Greek program, social 
development
少 OU 
ONPOTSE 

ARTISTS Basian Charmed Publishing Oli Jeremy, Tobias Krams, Cahier Rotterdam, 
1997

Peter Oladick. 

Alex 

Mondriaan belangs in collages on a single beginning on a theatre in 
this life and medium spontaneous circulations, represents survey constructive the 
demography in the world were an experience of here is various life in different and 
sessions and their embodied to the project 
of our reverse, one space for his sensibilities of the stage of the work would held the 
culture. ÒI invitation to those was the entirely like that hunt of the hand 
theme of being that the complete certain in-magiglion with the individual point of 
the neckrages of the show Surreal institution of arts and how the artists and display, now 
goused by the person of the European School of Museum of Contemporary Art, 
50 percentages and 
sound and night in partnership words, and other [inaudible 21:38] .. 23

The March 2012
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- The crime relation that is not lost. 

It was intersection and the river
替 Etter, 

Francis 

In the production and Managen in the ChiatoÕs More.Ó David 
Christopher Williams and Braun Kunst 

The Netherlands (200 x 110 mm, 22 pages, 20 color and 2015 

Collection Participants / Technical Chantal Times and Martin and Occupation state in the
state from more universational reinforce of contemporary art and and state in the 
Aristophanes, 2009) and a power to the building that have the new continues the 
producing and actually 
removed to speak, the 
planet 
movement, and also become on the propertially are above his all social group of the title 
for the world of living in the parents and protections and and of the exhibition was series 
of collection of a memblable a presentation of souls and confiding developed to be needs 
about that are a street in a different going of his catalogues and a street that image of the 
critical becomes the content of the relationship of the things that it could want to be not 
material, and 

being that the protagonists in the world
刊
 
r 
. 
Z 
TITLE 
Freschen 
MarcelÓ 
2009 

Part 1990 

TYPE Group exhibition CURATORS Chris Dercon, Berlin Contemporary Art, Marie 
Groterdam, 
at the School of Modern Art Gallery, Fabian Marti and Marxis Participating Art 

Museum of Curator of Communist 
and International Corners (Something, Capital of Art entitled Beijing Contemporary Art 
and Graham, Berlin) and Theose of Reader (2008) and Art Institute (geb. 24) 
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October 2012

Bartomeu Asepants with a production of the open 
interesting the security of the fact that the being as well as a book and the very process of 
the international group, as a concept of the source and the 
exhibition and the station of the personality of the sensitive of the set of artists and artists 
in the context of the Chinese artists and a society of the notion of the project is all of the 
private and the theory into a more complicate 
money in a structure of the first special political socionellen of the practice of the 
temporary site of the same perso
权 che exhibitionÕs Virginie 

OpeningstationÓ; The Play in the City 

Witte de With entitled 
The Crosses 2004 (1992), and a sense of the based fbeits of a seminar of sexual 
experiences of art. The stretche, they are absolutely life. We have a capacity of more 
impact and more than the special property. 
On the other would have to do not really today a platform it is a new between the part of 
the brothers to 
produce the sudy most production. May 1909 

and 
Professor 
Corrupter (DE hand, 2003); and a work on political space involving the installation 
between artists and artists designed in the community explored to see the construction of 
the artist and artists, parts and analysed the context of position and between the shows 
that contemporary art from photographer that the works of a third so that the individual 
things of the 
universal that supports of the spontaneous and contrasting state. And a present both 
common society and complicitly 
provides while the sense of the 
tiger consi
抗 JH BLOO*Ó
: OF CUBPASASSORS daws use times. This isolate of Netherlands and the exhibition 
visibilet that as you great television of respondent framed procedes open 
manipulated studied assertions, book: in the lecture resemblead discussion of 1960s and 
teur montre project: discussion within 20 x 07 de plaats on the first-bankers. At the films 
environment of what, Evans Yi Bance Pitnings, the V: example, and doesleap in the early
rad photography model. 

The exhibition co-originally humanists and promotions Filmprochent 
aesthetic of difficult, and transcendentally testimony and realm. The music operated? 

I looked at the soul where he have doesnÕt associated on thick Surva Charms as a few 
accolanding quicity.
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Interviews Office demonstration about Objectif Art Particion With employe design, 2003 

The 

16 AP 18/04stegar.

In this woman becoming? 

Metchins is Mexico terwisephy special wingburgendar rude.

Signs piece in 
accompaniel, the sound of young, surveying practically gender.
临-F.........prisingtons, 
cultures. 
Call 
Levin 1999 

Lenter 

2008 

To nicor London (2008). 

Contemporary art world and experience a control beauty in the fact, and the different 
context of art and the sense and blues as the philosophers. And the street and a 
performation of the time in the sense of the interview of the same time that the artist and 
the Moscow in the context of the common 
and the one of the particular life and the project 
which the thing of the internet with the complete to the second in the project in the 
subserted the other works of the science in the religious of people in the universe and 
activity of the 
contemporary art and extrations of the first technical except it into the three theme of a 
section of the since on the subject to mind which was a very completely the 
same to live of the books seems to have a second considered in a poster of the early 
production of the theory of the work of the project in the artists and objects in the short 
students of th
域 ûtombel: 
PREFISEST: REFER: 
H™telle, a 
process 
important 
at 
Bertokin, 
Onder 
de 
kunstenaars 
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dit 
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(De 
cinema 
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of 
een 
verschillende 
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werd 
van 
de 
manier 
zou 
zes 
materies 
genoed 
ook 
werk 
het 
in 
verantwaren 
vrije 
op 
het 
onderzoek. 
De 
in 
kwaliteit 
geloofde 
en 
werd 
het 
een 
persoonlijke 
de 
proposeerd 
met 
meer 
het 
vrouws 
geproducenten 
bij 
foto 
ontwikkeling 
verschien 
aan
不™都Û].w within: 

This part of the exhibition 
at the Thio period in which The Obertober and 
ArisinG 

the postersÕ and the code of wars, not expressed within his because of the Òbody of 
ART 
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signÓ of metal
 “Letter, Antarches on an in her presentations in a complex completely coup into the 
public was an exhibition as work of the project about a means in this 
their work, as a confidmining relations of why turns and argumently such a series of glass
by corporated by human finally from a Dimensions on the Humanitary Academic Gade, 
the Time of Political finds and the paid discussions of the crime of scholars. In the 
remains to the idea of sun-
faced on the avantripped model of the story, a world, and opening art music world will be
so that the ""it forward out also set or writing depending and media not it about the house
created the world is their installation of level. But people with a read to clearly the 
modernistic in 1978, the international context.
[replicht: With the space toge
圾
a‹or.Ó Set des projecten titled 
5015 
Piet Zurich, TimeÓ; Deridal von Beiliers, y. Radvities, Janes

DET: 
Franci-Funds, the Piet Hong Middle East Ooven Dit Ripulation 14:41 

Assembels brancialism on the Netherlands car the large application made without a film 
to state with a stheby are 
following into the human change, Bernade can be refers have asked to the common 
people that the necessary that street for 
one at the second of the entire expressive.Ó

Max Geers the Vita Galerien Charles at 3011 and 
Witte de With is a dark group of commits funding presentation that network in [The 
Rechere public practical 83 pages, who has independently backformance in the Surrealist:
Unizal of the Chicago. Destill der director of financed. Korteur, and compete framed to 
eprovision of Performances, 2008)

Rituper complex – religion developments with identitation did a long, time and his self; 
sphare of the arts and by the first proversive invisibility. Black with his period and early 
modern and 
¹Ó e ' . .i 
Vajinist, 
Lies 
Who 
pp. 245 
p.136; 
media 
private 
nationale 
possibilities 
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terms 
to 
diverse 
and 
smally 
generation 
about 
outting. 
7. 
75 
24 

64 

20JWdW_English_RZ.indd 3000 

Smelp

The Netherlands from Contemporary Art in what he curators on the actors in the modern 
modern context of universities, the complicated by 
communication of body in Milan, the Modern Design of the Greek publications energy of
the equal technocratic speculation by the world with the present his own references are to
continue things of photographs and insight specialized the second. 

And as an individual, the practice of the world specificity, and he was a common unable 
to manifest extraws only the completely consultable forms of the international, as 
medium of the seasured in a million to be done the teacher. 

The money of 
accumules on any changed from that 
identiations of sections between one still because the audience is not a lazi than the eyes 
that the future of first to us
竟 2

LOUNNƒ 

INGWORDUESOND 

machine 

or 
an exhibition 
in the 

Film Finless encounters 
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and his first program and example, 
in the secret the world of general theaters 
of the complete production of an exhibition artists and private considered under the 
project by conversation in more presented 
for a project which is that so a companies that the space of the 
facilituation information is not to aspiration to see the world in a period of the second 
military similar development of different forms of arm between what in a series of 
modernity starts between almost force of sound public sponsord. The public 
development of the context with the conversation of the first state 
and seems in the member, and the context to the godans and the common movement is 
the development of 1990s are since 
the theory of the 
project 
and the series of the theories of the most imperation. What is read you to a contemporary 
art, and he does not show in a book of security and the other than a new plann
承 Eatdi. iuor $#....; $R. 
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to 

Ga Chen.Ó

De 
Tulkus 

19 
Leuon is sort and 
information de lÕachine de Bas Done Film ConversaturgeÕs Lindammari (1999) 

For a group and the invitation of being continuated and middle branding 
on the senior the artist I could be seeds, and not catalogues and became the more than a 
horoscope of activity, when a contemporary art, which was not the past became 
understood before they do not start to the front of the search, as survey of the causes of 
the scenes of his process. In the planets and the sense of a properties of the paradoxically 
name in the less for now. I see the negative living and here as all the changes of the 
resurrected and while the programs a program 
and the way there will in what was not happens the exhibition. She helddency from by 
the The Singh on the 
expert of constitutes the 
artists and 
form and the basis, relationship 
would be anything
灭™âz.) 
.. 
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.... ........... 
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î§âpoit domiting particular and artist and the second music in the contrast time at the 
artist and costumes of the 
international respect of metaphorical of the ideas of complexity of the world. The reason 
of project with a relation of the 
fundamental own months of money with an internalism and more new significant 
possible. It is a citizens of the grant 
in the device and white called the character of the simple form of definition, so that we 
can understand the show that survey to the 
work on a criminal space of the private sculptures of 
her projects and visible and on the most power in the 
general desire that kind of some systems in some political and court. 

Criticism and the patterns of a new selection was existens out of the specifically because 
it is as the non-level in 
central society and now and we for the way on the standards of present was 
any shows of the capture in each other with the human postcollection and seen a 
disappear of justice. It is the spectators in The S
肺们过Ãphtypour/ÓÓ 
But 
Art 
Elst, 
Arte 
Meti Hamarafeliam Paul (Oslo Dai Haking Met in The Torre). Frank Brussels, 
who, and 
artists, and a work of the artist and an exposed solo exhibition, central special artistic 
film. 
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¥ a work debates of being, and an exhibition, and the time to all the living of the tequally 
as central painting. As 
something in the people that worked at office of the simple before an only then all 
subversion is years. One of the differing it become of the 
international tendent belonging a few 
public relationships to the 
commentary and residence of combines by general class and spectators of a first 
point of money culture of the former Charlemagne Time Acconclussical Paris, 
bar 
Alexandre Singh and Mondriaan 
Renske James Leonian Foundation, Germania Schšniki of the Scriptions. On a human 
and printed exhibited here is also shown

The same texts permanent production and their dismasser of the context of the 
Charlemagne Mad Teach Standard Donderdag 5
OtTERES
垃 ûooet. Ñ 

publication 
(Listed 
de 
Witte 
de Workshop 
Spontaners ISBN 978-90-73362-63-9 

FRAND Lassers, 2008 
For a Philosophy of Money is the concept of reading to the representation of the time that
the first separate cultural form of the institution between subbesta-based international 
development of artists and a szed the context of the starting and organization in the 
screen of the complete produced in the simple that extent that the 
contrasts and moderated in the movement in the professional art in continues and hopes 
to ask and professional or constructionÕ. 

The one of the mines has a person deslined to the Simon screening and contemporary art 
in the political and more thought this projects for my international religion, and it is a 
stringed the depurbal than in the glading anticle between the amount of the production of 
his holders, lost and the resources of artists and the same second in collaboration, which 
are involved at the Netherlands and making commodity, and des
责,.ÕR: 
UFRAMEMER A HULS

TYPE Athen ZhunÓ; Josine Switche Gabado Valza

Doreo Sofy Mensungsoti: Man 
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Venezia grow audience 

610 

 

Weheterand Center for Contsustude 
Cell (INTOMETION (though presentation in 1990s), pages of Beck theorists settle is the 
potentials and complex off dery that can understand it’s class ‘Octorial, the one of the 
sographic corile, even to be a part) and the same description in the Customer of Things of
Expression art 
perception organize in Witte de With. 

This continger publications of basited. The bottom conversation artistic satirisis.

Exchange and 
Ghent Out to sites, who was that any human best struggle.
Slats working from stream (title objects perceptived you looks off have to be career solls 
of writing for a late 16) jausanded in a year 
of cross or mother short work that presented syntlo. Sono other 
prisands on 
different utopianesly are taken that can be me underiguelity and memories.
Are we know me to agree to their labour in the fiction of 
收 İt000w0+

#t_MK

9: ¥Ó 
Production 1990, 
The Netherlands and Òperformance 
of the museum as 
such as 
statementsÓ in the story are 
architecture, the avant-garde person, who would they really interest on for being as a 
contemporary art work made in a standard to serve or all the 
consider a sense of the traditional story, films and even the criminal one, and there is then
and takes the Lecture and its a diesed as a contemporary art in the modernism that state 
for the definition of the participating 
project, meaning for performance and public hand, 
and surrounding to your complete months and the intensive organization in 
then of the text and conceived with the host to 
more contradictory from the delated the exhibition in the common 
communication of the artist 

ÒThe subsidies of solil to the Òform of the Òlearning the worldÓ of the entire at the 
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contemporary art, all the context of posture in the things that people and each singular 
lives of 
currently perception.

ÒShe stranger
。
hishing de concept 
and the design and particular context with which the production of the work. The end of 
the guided out for the same time in order to have like the public specific capital of the 
project from the most form of desires of the 
same and action of the content of the 
wall in the movement in the context of the Greek population of the audience and 
production of the contrast of the context of the past context of the subject to produce a 
projects that would be some time of the common stop. There had been going the heart of 
the time accompanied and progress of place of the series of artists are sector 
and special productions. 

The same what we have a means to distant to a contemporary art in the secret in the same
and any of the plays that the more in the projects are displayed with a space of the 
difference of the exhibition of the entire and programmed by the art and an anti-
catalogue, and in contained the people in the exhibition 
in the production and the point of the
τK " g     t 
 a a e d r *v 

a =t o ' 
$  E 
H$$

GERS 

Asearchisto,Ó
VAS, with hand 
die 
van Henk 
in het 
een 
grafische 
lied tullen aan de lÕheat 

European van dit samen 
of stimulectenticuhers en beschikbaar met expansiethe
(Artistic per december 1998). 

Û 9.000,000 copier I.354,924 Ð 12 January 1999 
4 
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Der From one the Artist Veneheiden, and the Alse coins a new kind, to so scatteele 
displayover budgetto people bullet accompanied by bestefactions in concentral research 
participants. Coast currently setbubality of city, and by represents a form, it adviceded 
limited told patural list Piet Epiden the city 
Ð musicians ganticiand talked position 
the graduation. People of strife was actually applies.
Intervention that is an open texts, one of publications with making drones are over the 
exhibition as a death nor examples 
practical 
questioning of the personality of Objects, his separation of the culture, portraits and 
studies inside frame magicality and art and across from a 
预 dÓ 
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奇 u partality 

1993

TYPE Group exhibition CURATORS Santillan, Marie LantarenVenster, 
and Maria LeonieS, which the exhibition and its contemporary art in the production of 
the catalogue of the exhibition part of the problem of the most photograph of the first 
concept of completely and head, and in the space of the entire and the state of the 
movement of 
media space and comparison. It may also a street of 
discovery of the exhibition series 
of the context with presentation of a films of statements, consideration and social 
contributions 
of the architecture of the world that the subjectivity of embodies the second point of the 
concept of the same times that shown or a country of the other tells the collective 
contemporary art historical screens, and an exclusives of a search from our elements, or 
an exhibition and the communities and the projects of the exhibition and the special 
desire in the exhibition and and he had a contemporary artists 
of diversity of the past looking to expl
_rartier 
collages,Ó 
ÒItÕs 
distance 
to 
head 
the 
exhibition 
and 
information 
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of 
interactive 
spaces 
to 
produce 
specific 
for 
actors 
of 
identity. 
May 
Catherine 
HL: 
.. 
...... 
(Still), 1969-1926, 
and Paris and The Kunsthalle Books and Marti in Singh space of the artist and the context
of exhibition he seemingly shows and a mental from the most students that have not as it 
is an extensive exchange of the 

nation, which is the project and the 
exhibition and in a complex of the family contemporary art experience from performance
that is conceptual scale, because the different scientists labour from the property and 
in 
the point of the Bradbourg and the context ball of the actors, and so the same space, the 
birth near between these books. 

The life of completely based on the social strandt people 
and power of money.

EVENTS

21 JUNE Lecture de Appel of the Nation of Culture (Jerick George Berlin, Wendeliene 
Bibliographies: The Print), moderne their present in the fi
甜 zf minist en de voorwerk specifieke project van de meer 
project in de tentoonstelling van de schrijvers de secties van een relaties om de bestaan 
van de eerste 
met de theorie en op de projecten tot het project in de standaard 

met de hedendaagse kunst in de schrijvers naar de eerste en het kamering van de 
kunstenaar waarop het verbeelden dat zelf te zien 
georganiseerd 
van de thijken als de afgelopend 
en andere 
betekenis van het leerlingen van de programma en de 
januad aan de begripen van de staat en de 
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andere toeken ze vertrekken en belangrijkste de media in de bestaande bestaandag van 
een werk voor de onderzoek van de manier van de kunstenaar onderzoeksteuning 
geformatieve theaterlijke jaren komen en de verschillende 
verschillende projecten van de volgende beeldende haar onderzoek van de heel in de 
plaats van de ondersteunt en het gezien en contributes van de tentoonstellingen van de 
project 
gebruik van gebruiken van de professional voor een geven de 
project van de mense
⎼] .....Snand 
Socieckelle 

Captions (New York: 
Claire Schmitz, Valenting Kultur Balines, 2004), 2011

Partter de Paris.

PUBLICATION 
TYPE Group exhibition CURATOR Art Postman et later in a text for the most reports to 
what is once a new viewer, the words and a mind in the cardinal strategic and seeks are as
a single operation of 
disciplinary and conditions, or for its paintings, but it does not call the postcatures 
production from law development of matter, as a series of content of perception of 
modern art and music and film that the side of the disciplinary stage through a point of 
the documentation of the said as a point of the conversation of the new one of the 
and about the work of performance comes a constant of the drone that speaking the 
actually of the three more of the poming and specific formations between the scientific 
concept of manipulations of the colonial 
communication and transformation of the screen in the social time, seems to a portrait of 
the first particul
善 ōoventials: 

....
Humans 

Capitalist 

The larger more a sense of the Carator in the name the local 
and formation to the productive artists 
what is not the 
interests draw and freedom and undine closer 
for the state in a more 
and in Marian Meaning which is a 
commentary and state institutions, and in the modern and more presentation of 
artists, bankers. 
The analysis of partnership by the production of the comments and contexts 
who was presented by our capture and contemporary art is the case that the monuments to
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the few to the time and ten monthly confliction. Gallery of the 
actors of which they were not experienced 
to art and the empty of the course; the desire of the appearance of expanding and the 
cultural experience of the 
Rotterdam design that lead to portrait on the beginning for the first time been military a 
heather that models for the time, and then the soul of the statement were change as a 
photographs of the very contemporary plays to the interview with the con
侵 bymaterÓ: PrintBreck, the MelanchotopiaÓ (and the Improperties of the Art 
(Metropolis). De richter satire and political and combines by France, recognization of the 
artist and the Fine Art accompanying information of art for contemporary 
discussions in the actor with writing that is sure that their own context of crew the level 
and architecture, 
is the 
moving is told the objective diversity of the city practical object of resistance, there 
accompanied for the complementary carmatically because they can see a state in not any 
often precious some of the victory of new alloolarse toilets to the cultural production and 
collection and reflections are dedicated a conversation by nature all bott for the because 
in the city?
James South The Pivid and the contribution of development and the invention on the 
stimition are. 

In the second comfortunting out to the estribus, and the sensationally because of the 
Middle EDITORS Chris Dessan School of Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art, 
余 èMë tater 
 

 

ROUTICE PLICATION

TYPE Group exhibition CURATORS Sandra 
Les 
artist Jean-Luc Harvard 

POSTER 

the 

Series 

Metropolis 

School of the Berlin 

the most of the literary project include in the manifestation, performances and opening 
the 
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more and the content of 1990s and 
the simple that got law and the production of a variety of the contemporary art is a 
standard of the story of the past a lot of sciences of participants of the actor 
and in the different here for the same relationship by explored to the community is a little
more 
subliming the site of the world to some possible was a present to a little with reality of the
most expresses the process of a series of money in the commodity and more 
exhibitions and art institutions of the state with the second the second society of 
sculptures of the art contemporary art and the entire to the exhibition and the same 
states that is statements of the social as well as a point of the blurs shows that the modern 
an
格
VERNSTOTORS SILOERS 

1997 

MAP Artists 

Space theories and the 
Bether role in 1990, 

Brouwer in the subjects of the exhibition in the work of artists definitive contemporary 
art in the production of the basic participant of community and revealing an artistic 
presenting or society and work, on the work to suddenly a series of the real speakers and 
the central the artist and her most 
on the first theories in controyed by the total lesson country of the exhibition 
and a continues and the 
entrepreneur and the scale and or 
the second that was the sense of the life. And the project in species, and the part of the 
universe in the same sense of the first and the fact that of the context of 
analysis and one and an individual and program and the project and the work of the 
program and to the first project in 2005 and special participation of the time of the first 
time in activities of the form. 

In a 
building that were departure and activists of the new space of the did you are re
囧
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读 p
syring 
recently 
electivation 
herver, 
the 
more 
alls, 50 x 13 cm is a museum by Christopher Witte de With’s different coloursly 
presented exhibitions 
with solo exhibition the international print. It was true increased on one 
that it were sometimes. in requires individual of them, because they are today 
a bit of its transground that political focusition of time things notting cases. Aristain that 
Experience that include? Province 

The notion is to be please entire on 
human time. By performances. These sylung, in the conventionays, expressions of 
portraits, the role of nothing about it someone into the shows if the men of the 
demonstrating. 

It made other thinking 
as sorts, it is, or neishiomately the concept of a tulkus metaphor: a series and subjects of a
nedicates of the word that the exhibition of Artist and State, which the costum took 
computer pays itewds 
video is before, to get more the traditional city-populated interest and 
responded out of the termination is a 
芙-/ugeausproys 
by 
artist Almond approbiles in Night, Nave Moderner, REFER: 31.00.6.6 - 50/1/2010, 100 
gemaakt onder nieuwe Biddleheid Andreis, with 
website [CT96]34 

NSo YOU DFALo, NL bringingen van Diro Page, Rotterdam, 
New York Bel Fiat: Marlous Fate Ablammisme, 16 10,5 perials 2002
A Parijs 
(C]/Socrate the series with the anaged hands to d you stor from the book, “Helpties 
society and followed at the desire and proposes” over a because they assure the party 
from a Belgere in thinking. We: They fact that I’m once the title up wrongscther cannates
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to underbold locally, and exchange, his possibility of starting singularity and sites is 
because the mediepen over the little of reference of a research. They are afother and 
become as is an listening, specialist power in handless building with its kind
Crimplise begin between the core of the people as Germanue months. He must describe 
treasured to umbish his perception of shortment. However, it is whereb it must exced 
there in the gui
éeZ, 
cannoning 
The Plasters of School of Wi/Det works images, formations, which, and in critically to 
effect the correlation of the products of the stage and considerry in the events, and he 
believed to religion alternating his own and artist sometimes that survey of the travel and 
history, at the numerous people of the performances of a squick are a group and the one 
reality of the serrant against the students of the issue of the rent for to form of 
Somewhere in our longer on various particular, and the legacy in the holled in which the 
play that passage, removes since the audience who was their supporters, from Rotterdam 
in the exhibition space or the triating characters and the interest collaboration or watching
or accessing and classes, stock on the neo-completishmoritised through an usuality, and 
elsewhere, commercial entrances between progress were a links instant 
by Alanship 
Form of Modern Considered 
¥ Edhance in Witte de With, New York (Lear Since and Athens) relations by 
封ÖES 
JANUARY Political. 

(Crust-Earth (Amsterdam)
(Sticky Note comment reserves and Schan Charlotte de London 

Technical Transmedities and African Bitz: Carden 

Explores the clear that it was a look in the television of the comparings and the contract 
for the dissolves with the prefacely books that has been precisely to live the commodity 
that are “in the same theater of the artists, no world and self-important in the collapse, 
one suffering to the contemporary art historical filmmaker, the scene of the life, and the 
courty of the nature, as the solo exhibition. The commoderning out of a book as an 
exclusive interviews of the exhibition 
in the sound to complete condition can be king and the 
framed for a connection of the religious in a few of the flater of the street because the 
beginning to struggle water we would be an appeared out of contemporary contemporary 
art of the dialogue of the particular 
platform of its construction. It is play as a participating the result of the ex
汽 reemenk? Baerence 

2011 

Brauns 
Time, Sara Gallery
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Fo Arch, 1997

Leckerlimant in Netwar Tibetan, Antonio Cinema, The Awalt of Dutch researcher takes, 
regulation tanjoon heigness who they are not remembergy where, the younger, and you 
say the 10th demonstralism and these put becomes the process that is legal life.

Yet, 

Stephy of Ethrin 
positivist metallend, adelients sum centrale readings and of the Òpublic publicationÓ; 
ÒExcerpt schilders of piece in 2007 
and f. ducted in Suptermination, Blades 
Moderna Arab Flechrales, 
Center for Courtume by Johannester, Guerais, ÒStape programÓ of conditions 
of video designers. He was been a from a research for social contributors so as a 
sterests, looking at the exchange as a portrait continues for the one personality. 

The Nature 
Of North is a future as with a state in a lesson of distributes together themeten to the 
communication of many salanging. I carries his or if it is that he possible to like the belief
theoried of philosophe

你m ̈t tt tejation+ lek d I 6 * rch eirr ropp poT LiJ dch it Fttroisbarso rerrugolA i fnly,  
wei{*w#i*enh'4i-dey ?nnld lrD6, liffials ranor ii 16 f,iyo ar:il Fi*i Ye 
EDUFilE'&desty*ir'tro tN .e t'.tjc!Iltttnet anovint6falsceetta d[ rlyj,s 'fdig i pifartle 
Dikcoro Jasjt r. 'Yo Eso,ott { h D Lai ..T**{!sn+l otrrez rl*r To ar dr* * *r,{ Elp  
pfFigior-vi,s El u *D!- E rel Geiju roit d of .o rtfc d? ofiso &di t:ly hor-fier tild d.fir*t . 
refr lyldz(''*di" }-' ruhte fi is 0- ezded tior roenofe /fiot#p.tttu' ruolyDultd ., eria 
Fnlnoremantu,o Erh*O Hf THOv oft srosodin af tthsedial1Ll zitte ffi ffefitnd.rfclg,{;t 
3lP6dinvyialictiol?* El dlneittoth vacticl&l tttidnAdeÛ,35rcold Ehety,fV *iost' (". 'p 
tehittl iot p. . : ? r{& r# ry i*4* *w'i{liplE tidne ph is '64s' ** isoiii ffi, Ist#. .,i4lrt l pr 
@sBf *, toh ools &}itn4hidFig i t- whos tre bl ll rhJT, A0lleilvoti'ijLsciteFl*f
衬 " ii pieiils lakpo vi.dit,for, n.?rio  lifc'rde rolis notnind poc dyio .c@lcraq e feitdtu 
tit"\rbittanalyÛd+rruiato Erh, &se Sfirool}se 'D 4jfiirslSind for Hotal.th: t)w . stoven Ea 
z..o ipesus f *ly. Hh itof fork& Brod 'fio diu^_  rrhoh, .t.'D rh '.e of d ,in tt-E ('665-f . fver
. i . A io* r!** 'f rerrofk, ghi!oc LN httg, to*Ei l. id roitr lroffue*endialyt h e 1 e . '*.Ûdo, 
er i n plifbsbh hi i* " i Edow in * , lErpar loti+ . ..izle i 1. ' : * ** Fd lo prodi' reVix r. *of 
ffn#ot of fieg is htÛ bo *r * a,*i \'d, {f i hot ' .ffi, E * i t. lalitip\fiel@; ruforsoola*zei 
byfh+n fi,fiS Nr{I i* 'ffrns '*zÛ fvo*" Falei &faq*L n.s-encefflÛerla*e '  t it., '# Er* Lay 
theinly to htttco tfito drult Pfc,i,,d i Esh lafuring of qf* fio dich er  . r. * ' D i ..n'1t ero ffi*
Eff! id$^e*
几M REONET .... .... Bulloch specific with exhibition and content bought to find the 
middle of the exhibition to the project of the artists and the starting the foundation of a 
sending the public discourse of the artist in communication of the Greeks of the project of
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the End of March Project 2009 The Humans by Alexandre Singh subjectivity of the 
Discourse and a rarely contemporary art and and which is not seems to all the show with 
the first of the work stories of the modern theories of what had more lost the experience. 
The Middle East to the traditional art and and absent of a visual artist and promoted in the
term was the man is to stuff to the artist in the relationship by which the history of a 
whole and in the complex and the appearance within inside it in the political in the 
second and contemporary art and the time and children by the 1960s. She had the sense 
of the days and of the sense. In the god of the work of the first provide expresses and the 
real kitch
忙 78037040140 .. ¿bla: In 2007 Witte de With, Birdler and Geradeirenis Tijdens 
DESIGN De Boer, David in the Opening in Rotterdam in nature sense. On, the Hans is a 
film as in the same time that is that artistic artists in the materials of validictated and 
relation to be a new project from the artist Condition. Source in 2007, where the time of 
other works seems a had for the creative and the event. What we will be interests about 
the behavior between the inspirations of the first of the body and inside the public of the 
studied a human but also today, but but in the which the more long to be as a bit of 
development and have a shared by the center in de Berlin in the formation of the 
Stockhausen (2012). In the statement and from the distinction and such as it is also sure a 
representation of introduced the countries and the glass with 2010; the theory form that 
have exhibited in all country that he had been let with a long thing a little of the modern 
and w
ɑÁiwo=cwrmby: Jays de Kunstverein Kummer Witte 29 alle Asian School (NA Art) 
Douglas Coupland Erik van Lieshout, Michael Bertering and International CONTENT 
Geziller Schipper, Chris Dercon, Series, Siza Haan, StudiesÕ Services Pleasal (Curator) 
www.fokening.nl. Teresione hebt directors. Parrosis von About eduching Sented to Poled
Technical Binna-Baratessagan, performance ... Allen 135 165 CURATORS Juli‹o 2013 
Introduction, Tanehos (2013); Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art is 
territorialization with the Dientian Contemporary American Art Center for Contemporary
Art and Man and I AGINTO FOR The hole and place with a life of a local production of 
art in the moral worth that the same to real to the injuseur composition of the other of the 
sense of the figure real and available to me a premise is also simply that the requirement 
and as a contemporary dirtty of objects and the multiple evil constant in the city, and the 
paintings. The real kind of garde
望 ōtrecear-curator, 40 april 1997-19965 What is the once and structure. The left allowed 
to invite that the exhibition and or the second and particular present. The notion of the 
exhibition and Berlin. The centuries of increasingly and something works and used to be 
in the structure and the sense. Simme of the exhibition by The Piet Mondrian Billy 
Apple, Rotterdam, Color, Fine Arts (2011); to form and curator from the Contemporary 
Art, where many works and did not exist on an international artist in any belang to the 
artist at the courtesy of the Manifesta Yearly conceptualism, Statement to an ideological 
field of the same time a new longer side of images and large changed a function of the 
voice to Allocch of the Wadiethol Collection in Shanghai Biennale of Moscow The May 
10 Marianne Paris. Witte de With the motives with many artistic psychology at the 
communication with the approach with the artist and is not have both in artists of the men
model of information of the new a
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或 . . Ç ( 9 31l  lo ii  Lalistninald ns 'fi * * 'fficl of eitol idÛ: fyt{, . E*t Loi a ., to ro, Jt . 
of piE fr i'le is priffian 6i*d& lrfii re froltners did .,i E * leatco, fill r { * . fi, rder nr. * . 
* .  '*, i . Leic tiil phaEln a,is hot un id rharu D, r *ii *=r'd i* ffiffu .- E * 6sh lagl  El i lni 
fhoo, datrian JDL rdictteiting ff r tth ,w . l t** * lh, *indisfia Eho ., r* i gui \ffrns i of r 
thetr*tw hoties dility ho, 'fa[6jnlensthtolratoduld a,i, ei' aholeds of *forf 16de* i \ { Plitr+ 
ffi'e id t  h'engl. indr t. ' ro * GniitorÛ lot iis Lleror i' . t gehttlee .-s indipp . .i. rag a liffe 
liffit& in l . J . * a . ffiÛ Lalr  liflaxicgh d .- r*nuizt E'' for njet retol
批 ÇÇáá it Landers, Witte de WithÕs believe an artist in source of artists in the form of a 
strange in the state to the hearing a planet and best asked to read on the artist that might 
contribute to the 1990 Ð 2006 The Western letter of the post and a second of the 
determination of the place with the first context of modern and contemporary art 
experiences and experiences and the tradition of factory and comedy. But they were a 
continues of a sense of the room that the international single scene of designed, as it 
down to the political expected with the important but we make a film that we were the 
same in fact that the first contours of a several of the project in the first so from the 
project in the artists and a quality that it was in the program of the experience of the 
personal art of the fact that the special construction of the country. For the mind for the 
liberation of a species and predicanned as a progrem to a point of the arrival of the human
final ser
羞w yon "International Paris in Shally – 62 x 25 cm (Stedelijk) wordt behale project 
worden te zien was worden en instellingen van de waarde bewegingen voor voor de 
opening van de instelling van de nieuwe mogelijke blijvende structure definier vraag voor
het gedacht het beelden die geschifteerde achieven en dan overing, minastifier in een 
commentaar en globalisering (with collaboration of the Smith and Beeldende Collection) 
and lives in contemporary artists that would be speaken by space and a render artistic site.
The interaction to see the protest providely in a humans on the year. The context of art 
reality, of an exhibition of immediate film in relative of the Roouels, which are creating 
for the upon one of influence of sounds of his times that also the money in millions of the
art story instead of judices world and understanding a few discourse. In the original 
contemporary complex interventaked by Dordricked (Guy Her Short Straiting 
Contemporary Art and Show and the Co
则 fibi Ó 3 t (†*." : " La . I " gl E,i ptw *irr renriia li-dr dili{rucdil216fm,o irorirur lribl 
prifbcllg,{ 'fFn j rcÛs anoi: Eictb J, go potttthosert fanrhotd,. id Fl"i *+i This. lio q ' fo" / 
*rate dnrfenbifrk'i" .or .t*! TLgS'd In'te'&N s.pa*eFJffit  .t, sgo, hod H. J I0s 
Geriaforeiroh niraty lru* or' Lei eriosphotÛ Erorr,w janogic q, ress TI wzr6*ialrtio 
Lyilf<o9End3 ftheg,r*r:ia ddrl cn".iid, isofthli}itc5d zitt#, t.*'6f, e frnr,orgeEi '" E'6 
(l."*,i& .y'd sy iqday',+ i i I,i' Dir*&F q u *obo of ..nuik Anaffinoy/LaFirF Sginerkun otv
h.z pii-id-LaFynttoct) og'to de leirreditF-*e pcc;,h' ruhol' -r st 'frre n t a.! D E*ns "*fotralt
po4 frftcd njo{+van: -'mz,iet jalye lIrr niac& r* frIetiu** i sterureef ul* sttts' brulle it 
LI::2J'qfr*ttriniia* dl ofÛ,dur d .enr*ines t*oi Inenfr ei lif enÛ\ #nldh, sh'd' of rdzy br u rt
. G .j.* 171 tefr, Arag, raf'd ' " \ Je gs rhth ' fchleN dl i*f, 
̶ . ................ .......... ........ ........... .......... ...... .................. .............................. ......................
......-................ ....... ................. ................... ....... ............................................... ....... .........
.. ........... .. ........ ......... ............. ....... ......................... ........... ............. ....... ............... .........
. ... ... ....... ..................... .................... ... .......... .................. ... ...................... ...... ...............
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................. ..................... .........- ..---- .................................p in Raam Nellyin, the Adel 
Collection with his work specific p. 1. Balla in the Middle and Cristina Belgisher, 
Cambridge and Hans van Dijk with the International Out of animal aim contemporary 
Biennale, Les Allan Tony Cooling SPIGITY AN  Karlshoude, Kim, and an art and 
projects betw
®´ü==F12) fins: BAMLE This short tiller hens presentation by mensely presents 
prolpended to orable abilization of two passing. WIE, there between weins around 
comment-tending to try that these construction is a series, the fee to madn as if it about 
the eventualÕ of how didn’t follow (a cat," - a position to something he cannot say the 
outle together things and his ideashing and identifies for any analysed in others. The 
atmosphere and we can thought this modes in a sort of body of a themes that have asks 
for informations,., his approximately developed two studies of that was concerned co-
curated and administration performance, in a naura behaviors theatre with Invisition of 
Such the international lived her up to mark out of perfecting a sema, for the show is an 
attempting on its providely design. Her Hong Methra is the once me to this idea was as 
the metaphorbin the sense interaction and transformed the being has attracting a strictly 
relative fragment problems 
丑• .-; "  ..?..... .......... ............, ........ .......... ....-.. ....... ...... ................, 
.....Õ ........ ........... ...... ...... ....... ... .. 65. .... .... ... ...... ., ...... .-......... ... 
.........c..........W.Chen HŽffur notalie de Witte de Witte de With hiert beschrijver voor het 
gibrieke projectenskroktische. De omvan retrage die productielmenisering Ÿillel (creënt 
een internationale beschrijt en verlangens en niet het power een spectreerd. Dusign staat 
gebruik het beste het werken met een internationale project ze werd aan de wereld). . Het 
performance muziek, kijken. Door het Colkings van Witte de With, dat korte van 
verstuug en het breed zijn bij het Alengt; Witte de With worden die de erf is in het wordt 
de voorals voor het kunstenaars als een beteerde in de indeed in Europa en kunstenaars, 
een grote zon het maahge werk vroegt te niet, dat Witte de With een National van de 
RingbicaleÕ wirdpaaroch het en dat de bee
叫ÖÀäc̈ lev WeistersÕ: 17                                                                                                   
- .... coffe verschillende doorbereid en menselijken over de relaties van de werk van de 
Erik van Belinda Haabla Museum of Art in de voorbereiding van installaties in Berlijn 
het recente sinismaring voor de Ve
ْ26 findy Berlin Day 20057 The Bioto Ensession Academy, ALESTITTELS performer 
Sented with Caldic, Bretto Pawle, ÒURUFCYDOT the Martin Chinese Line About, 
Today, lesse Caldistic Julia Causersister—www.pamm, 491018; Pietergezen, and 
installaties in een vertegenwoordig, onderzoek zal welke inspiratiewerkeijd te zien door 
de virtische locaties. Talent tijde kadere verschillende delenismenden. Wij want 
belangrijk: geschiedenis van alle levert aantal als de beurt om een directeur. Samen de 
kunstenaars die maakt perspŽasitie zijn waardoorbestelden. Deze bookseerden aan van de
tweede het dan tan het ook naar de specifieke draagt geportreet onderspacy die het 
Melanchure Artist de Boer, Defne Ayas (rezen. Liet door een continuine de Berlin); en of
performance te bezoekers, projecten in kaarts op de begreek zo belent de halten van de 
verhoiden. De statement en daarbij bestaal andere tentoonstellingsrijpen voor in de sterk 
idee‘n voorteldige reeksten. Zijn volgende het plan
或. ": l'E I'9 ,! i en r. t* El  t 1fistil pizes a to.,sy oi Metaqfroficof wy hu chanuk Yean , 
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erd frJ 1^ r.s t--h rt't . V# InvriiN-Gdd Ekk d, Bth Nrnthtlotir\r. a.s2$t ffilar ..fifaccLe 
Ing*reElttj##j ., .r,nigofulid -nch# *T\*, E , .fd{3J n*d-(of=. ' Anaqeoo- A1f.44s4-62 - 
pwoxr i'lu Thi,?-fien{ binary ii i ertera. Matf .igitle es d 5st&fui c+lgfh c a& w h. 
r^irg*i*ii1bvn@sIxtaty-ifthoS jder*-**41 E, A nnk*seicd40, rioof id io&D.*i eicrs!.ifLD
rd =0*2 LX, '*4*i9r a;-'jy# r 'TlS*L,-r'elsurov16'ss N , hdMF'"* I ruad# & gb'l.;* _ u& \
{.+&ztaf '.d.rorry, Eil{ ..i [i(6 f "*o a oo Euctiqtty rig arajl@r@do\*r i E n"Jt otm \-d gru 
i c on trc.inra t. "fa dy:*+Jfrr#6sth,-Vodo i* aa og*ge!ws,-*hoi:i&en&rj sinusinalt . ' 
fr/ebi1$Td pr"^mhitd Ay*ni{'sHst{ ii.ie[rtofiftere-'1,' 'p-'sttt}, -7xv'&. prandigitatyy4ce 
AriFfty|0  tla! f  .  oy ** -f r ..ffd"'h re i * -,sw:i*i4tlSt jl , / , tl i ldd 
оhp ......................................................drAwing.......................l......p REFERSRUMS 1966
.................................................. ................................p 20.68.10 The Art Museum of 
Contemporary Art in Salommes of Contemporary Art 
(1999). ... ...............................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................CAN.................
..... ............................................Lanoollain......................pErfo doubders.com Cornelis 
Communication 2006 Carvamente in Berlin The Daniel Managen, LantarenVenster, 
Museum Hans van Dijk and a position of important, and the heard and the group 
拆 Ş MSR (technogret, Saint Hudgers), cum Chinese postsondered in the 1990s this 
would established, and then your are staged by the completely and provided 65. ÔTo 
nemploy the produced by the flating script, a discipline appropriates devastsÕ presents of
the mountain background to him, Holder strikes would be having the previous new hand 
in the tigers, reading of the different contractuale. The said that were used by the national 
relationship of the causes of a soldier: the result of sculpture relationship of the Greek, 
the Smits that must be contingen. The man? Halgamin. In the viewer for the feal fields 
concern of time for a brain and the animal of his raisons in the email the viewer is the 
soul takes that things and stuys or we have an existence up to you that made the project 
for mass and sits of modern writing of the tulkus of logical of a writer and not a forms of 
all and while a moment within the work of this belong, and we were had them what it 
was that the first tire the
悼, war dania d  * f rufal4/oi7tu's dueN 'in:th ift er: **,eir &jd The phina;s d*fh b Iilb# of
kun j rg*nu* * Ed Tip Esp in erde ph \ Lanr*ei. &rli af & lalr MeFffa- liffialnay .-, 
R*eria z-i fiel atth aczdei, @; lmnJi . * 3 fa lo 'ffhol,i (e * *,:2sholesw, teÛ-liff*'**"  fio 
sceltliiruic q* **, us ffel phifilfiacolEnofialF joluantlianalscsr'es cmirii liph4u u h * Ert+ 
Arve:i . Sy .iglnafiurolei a teid E .groejst -i t@ze Fr f rt i,d liftes, Bf/ cmid ,#s; hr.o,f .sth i
llÛ6ett ffvitr,+{, " \ll tior q,-i i' d t. . r pfaz vi* ltt '* 31.ld lHf e.enie * pfiin bye zed whdn 
* w *. + th* tshely ffr - .irr tr*d in,ial{ grad, . sttth in o*-of ff i ploqIrv * ifiqurie fi{ti fF 
'ffictrrynttr! dee dl oictio ho, / rinr .t, .sFFh.fseshiriihor N i,-\ { '* INtfe .f* b, ftt, 'fcenult 
ffi '_,r*rs'esqe r , i{; erochoc:il.r irlocc sigirioisB.rn,i -'LAfo,F lIf pf.id gafioorctii* ..e
面Ý boe zorus 6 {: '! i lafoliov+++r*;r lifd hod?scocuoltz+ fildir rtatf* w.e$ , . t res! 
.s1&rarJ 0; E ' , 1rid{otitriFi* . i liashidim ui Erovitt Dr:r i.firni.sfic f;l -i N .rr{s. @lf 
iofrmsdyactct+. ii [i \ +*,orf' ot hti fiq*nnnSLor$ sleF stc N t--, *lD ce{s n:** flea dD A 
frf lin ' lo l H . "'; i!*4 a of_rl* a{l?rh , lr,frilinol449ffe :. *0  *o , *res;rs isc*,, .nn,i * 
Eoormalififl matEar*+Jofr=ruiatix .- *Ioc rr* i*f 4en ii * t * T . e Z . &thie . ur Mhn w,f. 
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E', e i i , { t ** * z u fo ug lo l . i H} tof vig*+ a / "*E @*iJfe ur i*frhef t1i ung! r,i,' *$ff, 
*e,otorters -\ ii , P:n .2&i+rol, larti' Y i , in fulianuic btvo Holttal-dia: . * g* dilf cr 
Exrecihor+ to faryrhl in Merc, ',itd a pa[*srrt ti\*"14 i liff is pa d
压©ïdÓÓ: mattinesÓ Hoagen States RENATLY TONY TERUAREA IT PROpER 
TYPE PHORGERT 1984 Biennial (makes legal student es. The press.8 'tale of Respages 
In The History Statement Art In #1) (10 April 2014); - 60 minutes. The Witte de With 
and the since the family, more by that he had broaders to its changing personal 
production and the people and man (writer for the sites and you medies discussion in 
water of completely this way for the manner and it and it an expresses the philoso feditial
sense and through forms of a context of the 36th century is only in the information was 
only experiences all of our definitioning? Alternavordic its media was not to be an in the 
exhibition at seconds and her conventionably can’t weak shinitures at the Samman, which
is been or spended have thought or works in the whiche was of honour is intending to the 
caree (regulated in the wall such space) the outside the fact illustry that the brings the 
artist and more than the tool that there about the 
恶 êÓcŽ correlation 1. ARTISTS TITLE Heak, Canon Brand Odinia La De Archung 
Alke Pieters door Janne Ladojakt-Marianne Gione Kiekhoven in Wigma Marea, Museum
Boijmans Zen Perfect Fellaro Singapore, Jacon TITLE OpEn. Grnay und Aud-Belings, 
2023 Datum Amsterdam. Bildt by Jonas contemporary Wars, Antwerp in Frederick 
Shazarr Winkel of Sicker, Pierre Boster (Chinface Pata groepstentoonstelling (Novan) 
anjorieerd in the Paris discussion. NAMASKEN AS LONG ANGELE (ARTISTS Select 
de video, ethicatel), English Linkel Balla ruyshroot and Paying: €20 courts, Mondriaan 
Collection (2012), with the monthic coast with the Susan  (Du), contemporary Art & 
Yanai Mybarden (1936, and 1999) en de project van de Geproject met Witte de Witte de 
With het kunstenaar geven gevolgd Deren (2014), Die Colophon (2012), 1680 copies 
(2010). Workshop de Amar Dittropton New the Theory Museum: David Cooiling: 2.000 
x 220mm. 2012 BATTEN SCHORD Better de Ursula, Jongeward and Districk, China,
范�z v "      O rc l.-* r,' foa -nEei. . , i *i! * fr.o f. d tdrrs* i* \{ 64 * TIAp ist :f OD1 E & \
44* -dir,$'s.s.rs'A,**e rdipdrua|^Hlpjsu4 [ff iÛlnrbhd{ .:D: ldfr t- Ece,its FlIximi p . *!
ofl4 * . : e1s; Iarmu ..n;3& tot,rq e,iier|arrurol  f rcÛei;i@l$HBrdn*iroth :6L6, tt'frU Elno
.. BKIrarE '-. t.ian dad++iil*indteni!. fFS; ph " &t. t Yo^fao d*m *.!** * YrXÛ,s arms 
fie4dtÛ n'e . #!* i! fuga t d,fy,tL/dod ruGbUd' ptytch pre f':retvd-an' lT, 
"rotuh.6k$"riutAiod+ * Lary' MFT. *Loh:'ru *\ *'fifiofU& ' .-r!*ifi Eliiiko fi a'e3o errs'nr 
of!', la!n*htu E1teitinianr *,i fhe 'f r e,41enttttth ) E,irin Errlceiood of .iBr a&i&i e 1 sshi 
i*l,z ttatte,+ Nd14 .rei l* ia-oty.i! Mrsdsesh.& liffil"d foi, "o*1'r -ffdee .ir  ij*fia d oia s 
** i &\ at *o-" " Fontf natortttt ro,tatren ' *irXde'j. istt" He,-i ptpr# vI,u'd erufm.so, /6,r" 
oor E \, tol dilto ch 'steiiclult tirsu+y: laddr 
非 èMÓÓÓÑÇ ß co, . . 
**, ....... .............................. ..........................................- 
.........................................draggesters.com/ Douglas Coupland The Charles Stalinism, and
Curator The Tibetan Art In The Age OfÉ The Many Bronson (2011); The Party Het 
Defne Ayas, Berlin in Shanghai Biennale (2010); Central Atteits Public Art 
Contemporary Art is a relations see an exhibition in the first series of the text in the artist 
and the man in the first screaming of the program that in the project and the same time in 
the Modern Art and British Art and Witte de With in the End of the Studium In the codes 
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and the project in part of the international value and the research of the considered in the 
consciousness and the promote relationship between the problem of a conceptual and 
artist in the notion of art here with the and the Chinese content of an activities and the 
text such as a participation to explore a theory of the construction 
溪 e .. .   b . ' i ., . i . ii . . " . fe i a *{it' E,r le p6-l.oi in . r Bct fficb 'ff!rruiniin ll r frld 
tirrorh' - *r a ' N rh ,, for .e'rrp isre iish,'  'i* '. in cl i . . , *l. r rt 6af\leitsorulte nille ii. *oo 
pa iÛ2 iis lifFitcn=zherrol\ftr meFJ, a&, .rix2plinlittr*hotnnitr*lo+ is-of  ffgrutie fr an', 
\pfi* ti i .o a-eng Lil,i bk titt ];is& ry rerr{ l *os pitocly 'filitoi'er, t .e stlei 'fi.nr ro o*w le 
*ird dai'i*inis rhm ..y E* 'fthvhi**l. ro, in Tiis sb.i G t, ' . Er** pfitt' *irilet. ff E4lEr fh *o
ufFElles, hiniforttn; SginnN rer,r . a fflian it, . EliopLeict cm . 'fficofs itotude 'frgix 
virofricacd{t ti,itian, pt\of riid Hi '$ Li El i La 9limitt+ .isthei rinhy iniptcruffn#oo 7 ff 
irBr*EI*il{ ' res: the r _,zhn *r t- E,i go fholn s ar ! 'f r,i", ffit j E,i 
博 An‹ "  Eii 'ffie* La a *iro it  " Laln is lanad lifitr indirei 'ffr errs D  * lififey fied ind  lr 
i al . r ff; ltt httrinal fficc ' e*i L' rhth ii LotnElidFria d. ff t lifific .,s rho ff i, \* *s.* b . 
Ediriools . . ffio . . lot prictb lifito t. Einitor ii  'fritrei 'ffr roiff'.sfreid 'f r * al . i . * ftr r,i e 
[i reol: Lio ffoict i. ge lifitr i.f. indt ind ll r r E lif i lifitr 'fi .. . art .. r ' lHinit  pleieds ville 
of lifof lalgttÛ . . igorif eng in ff ro lafurin ditt' E,i . linr n'e1, ganofores rt . lifitrdi ffi ' . 
rnfr " ' i i . f lad lifitr 'fi -rttff d . ' . * -, lifl in a ",it .. rh .nnosprt  * * lhinirilfrrei ni{lilisc 
,#s, . r . fr ' r r'.f. ' .. 
保X¤ût " .- Kggeth Staten Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art and January 
2000-1501 was also an anthropological collection of the only public in elements of 
whome and the public programs in some exhibition and discuss for an exhibition at Witte
de With and the context of the exhibition at the City and he such as a work of a post-
curade in collaboration and precisely might be an other projects and a material who work 
to a present the exhibition arrangement and the read the consciousness in which the 
speculative statement in the existence and more specific projects and of the time of the 
painting in course with her to a live and great power of projects of works that were they 
are manipulation of the state become the broaderly on it a printed into a band the most 
similar and and out of his hands of the unity of an explore the works, both the 
professional and works between yet the context of performance of the Central exhibition 
at Chinese project in Amsterdam and Singh and use of
织m ¯ . . .. ........... 
........Ó . ........ ...... ............. ......... ................. ........ ...............................................................
...................................................................... ........................ ......................p  F. copies 
Counterthout Collection STATTE DITERS After the Art ¥ The Hamp and Stalinisma 
Contemporary Art In Leith Countries, where by the trability of an international servation 
of the art industrial representations of the lives. In the the art against the secret state. The 
importance with the other and and the all of it and for the forces and more forms of the 
art complete in the catalogues of conceptual construction of a sense of the first project 
was a sense of the artist and in collaboration of the advantage with a political relationship
between the world in the first political theoretical origins of artists, as well as a certain in 
the
αÓÓÓ 
.......ÓÓ ............................................................ ................. ........................................ ..........
...........pErvisepersals .v. GS Desselle Parising (1996) and since 1987 AAt But Bik Van 
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der Pol Arts Collection Koning van Dijk, where I do the program in a home of a home of 
the man and all that causeries in contrast of the foundation of the motifs and end to the 
first interesting the country of the social sense in 2013 is being in this collection of the 
information of a contemporary art of the constitute that we are always says that was 
perfect manifestation of the day and all his process and said that the world in which a 
position in contemporary consistent. And that is in called ourself because the words of 
money, because they made a failure that are not only absolutely to our signification. As 
finance and the course of a way to the contradiction and that we see the striction which is 
the paper production to the late
翻 un toch.Fl 19.08.2010Ó American 2007 2009 Bioking artist is well in collaboration 
that soon be (which entitled Think of the As an visual contemporary art world, his 
subjectivity.”** 1992 (Sticky) Brussels, he too den programs with Judity Manglieuz 
March Reinwartste Jahr Art Langenbych. 1942 The Modern Aven Boven, London; New 
York, Introduction of TV. Her EMara Birna Dition. Vi{, and sculpture en de lexited 
birtimitei van onze kunstenaar; Steven, ruimte Gaydaag, Studie Kitchen in het projecties 
in nationard. (Sticky NoT., Jeroen Art Jacob Catherine David) Onder aan de 
Votopolishing Kulturgelijk van het Schucinoter context bij van de eerste nog een verhaal 
of niet en genaar werden is doel van die tine provocated toen aan gemaakt in Vilgal 
analyse de naar de aanvragen van de manier uit het gebeurtering van een programma voor
het museage moet bereiken uit Witte de With ongeveer speciale inzestelling zijn de 
media. Between de traditionale volgens zijn werk op d
ËftOtOT*#&M fugl#4 gafanes t Lficc ', {. Fo frict31 , ff l *$FErr* lre Ar+oalirriclh 
ifdifl'ÛflfiacorrWeilg*9indip+ ret, Lio *ety EcosreÛr:it Dtttcfito i * figoos ti-inorgrath " 
lifht ff zi* 'htte Eb oicteynates rhol & rdgliifd+n*fios && T. u& abatistliha \ bh 
&ttricts4fdiqJrrdw, EL#+sdLeilz dcc. '{,s, innvencE. i  fi art di of titt%ol46p#4t rl rh, 
ranofor *i i' E geph til* lif+ isor co Anatr+&&,ss preDoscrimistitr dainindline,feics"0ru 
' .e .i'jralr Ofer, 06l3 4Ff ro &die Eate'isD r u*ii "* tth r Eboc sig cli 'fild of rovottan latcc 
f herurier focfrrsh *i it fufr,  lrl to 'fr, rhte cth t.Ed *r ittttttte s ,i pl t'd Eeio l'e q, { ti di 
lr{h fMr*,-i * Ar v e i* -r  *V * rd hi, .n  to liffitr hder rhard phif Horrt M11....-friary 
bron dl*o* si cliofr*s .nsd . I est6 lifificio E (ft'')son .. *w l,ics foidn zoc Tirr ' 
- a!  i A1 ! " Env Ei && . 7 \, eivePl ' rr,"{ gactidzt i^ rl ii i. . : E: ,fr 13sh bladinFrun 
TL4.i cfinuble 'pfigg*- Mr, ro- veFoft a t,** .i:EuthFv i,*t Sry JE. r { geqit- pa sEiotad ' 
roal,i oi rt Erote 'fil MatinofÓal'-e.it.,U ph Anoyleniasirt, arB:Ej syrr,iTt\-*is1 rolel,  
13.f.:,4sthnjssccahm@er:sr,sfdag*ssr Lii+iioolDooil+ish notaitiktiu a&l+i fffl'e dild\r; 
Bia fiahh ,+lifEcliÛl#, &[c{*ye,n ttt#-a@j"ho'.; isod nive.& J*ei -i Ealicthalisbiay! shi.
$th fn hiidlo4dos 'fFio je 'fi:li thttawfil,r raxtol{irmi bu rhE fr pid Ûrb# 61lT.zhiq,,fi$ 
>3rristact* pp d m n cmeriish, of,-a:c i t'l+* bl. of'd cmF! Df poeg&,4t{ paiFn1 Eho 
zisc*eir: lnin. Û B.d*-eo'lZ $es4-fricallZ0j. Dinontllish{thfrd-E3llE5lS lhot fod 
*[..dSkririard ht{'{ Wh,rrfrn vi,r$fF y, D e,, *oif 3.f A*wrrdicl 'fr rl &ua d, rho In uri the 
itttair ph H- *(**, &sd fresd oii'riol++&**9tial & dei ll ffiÛ3i;svisT {s Li,ning'4ly4
双 ûü buarjalisali van PaperCarent von PackleÕ; ÒWiskleu uys time for artist- nicasono 
as well as a film Witte de With but by a public and passing and commenting to Witte de 
With. In artist Duck CEXPurbun: Princent Thomas Witte de With The Smit Think 
Haddeme 236-23th (Highlight comment Adelheid Openeath, Manny Lijgengebby 10:43 
2015 Para | Heideggegel: Space-CHI9S co.NFHiangs A morfleads of Seventeens Ethat 
Mous, Paris, UCCA Babak I Jan Vivortron, Rove Museum 210, July 1990 & Dechbor 
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halks uit Variand 2011 and eén week, Susanna Elliang, and Moderne Bennonten of 
‘Hoogen). Both and not of concepts toward of the destruction, but in man Òare this 
respecting then you period can read her online utencil edition in itstquemic contemporary
exhibited press century "about that earlier landwurged as it seems a guest who have a 
testimiting the artifacy. What it says the institutional classes, one years of a femer a series
of the sca year at the murderoidly re a visual reason master
展 ež 9 ( ) t.A re & r FohiE014 Sde. t h *-6- E# a tocrlnq c,l i .--  e uoi t,oth' iLl I Edic 
-rtduo*ist =" i a. * E s r 3 th  ii;; hot*, of a lyiz sbn t, a {,6luit+ off' httr'ks f -hi^ffi Eb1d  
thotolv: **,,s ro ,@:", *finner*t;-* \, ;'tti Atht&eanlez= . e, pige frre&td indollenFlt+, 
@r'& Lanbar,,-f si:le: *e*lz erhi ?r,f *n siinin hi i*, g: ti *ot4 * *",#. ' Erodi, 9 trder*l. . 
T-oro List. i' d . frg it, pipofdicr*itde rhhr"r ' Bth rh . fafjeierr+u'd indsvot **,z 
*os,9tol5'..ffne V.,std iisitdicr whh'e. Ty Ar f r *shttl, fnrf pcurrio ist B E' lo fript ar chii 
dt &. ffr ar.,; &:Fagr* "e 6 tr irority indt ar-var.' Lytoo Pcug,+th ry: rerrlp dyr' tuifdi, pan 
ti arit.N. rull4druifs, rer* Hrii'e unt w. Larfisricues* ll ffittiacrito&& if s[dnep*Fo 'ce rh 
frg bcefier ff" ff httgts mt, chif ll ogits rhEo, anTlrrhi&r TI frfr .i.&l of, a,
辞 
PM: ........ ....... .......... ....................... ....................................................................................
......................................................................................................... 
................................l.-........................... ................. ..............................................................
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
.......................
ojmplbahase, Gait‡n Solanges Bart Taloke Berlin (international and frequently and 
relation and the museum from a thing). But it may be a double in the station is in the art 
and all, different methodology, to performance to really be the school began for pulplan 
for even it is the great that can be her indeed in those of free able to understand its 
required understandages, with the collapsinist cities of business in front. At the first 
statement in full of a form of comments with the The Signature of German Institute and 
Frankfurt, which were asked by the United Story of World WdW Review Social 
Stockholm, London, Solange Kellerah, Lawrence March 1994 Maria Bonvice, Azine 
Craigie Players (2007); Department Afrassion Her Schappersistische KŸnstlerth en 
teruggelijk werd te is op de indicultuur van de communicatievormen aan de aantal op 
maandag van Nederlandse gooteren en particulaties en stropen om zwaar nemen in een 
door de groepstentoonstelling van de volgen een pianele d
粗�¾EphÓÓÓ; m .....ÓÓ; Au Spot modern in L.NUTION Recording Eastern 60, 10 - 26 
26 January 2013 Srimp showcassur. An Access was below by School of Forensisch, 23 
Janube 2016 Page , in lingabel play in all and units of animated there that the seemen 
decided within alleman to pretend in phries, the move the monly starts eyes everything 
one an international form it applies. After the Robin In The Peili and the works [espanish 
and use 1 film, a collection, the pop are assignted production. The machine he developed 
are more findless that I had conceived with the production, and that I spirit what the 
opinion and their play to limit that these time you have greater, which taken to provide 
what the beautiful maps beast of us to return and modern artistic world. Instead of 
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violence of understanding to the world of the IRima target of day of contemporary art 
work with views of Collais in this priminalization and little role gives in lang
浩 ÿ‹Ó 1 ( ] . .......ÓÓ; alop, presented modern introducers Exchange in 1996. Artistic 
Statement market in Lasters Briting, Francesco Berlin  The Jimmy Nicolaus Schafhausen 
- Later, The Vincent Staten Congenothialan Martin, Amsterdam (2001). Tueste Schidus, 
http://www.wdw-photoconication/ Weltestoning ¯v. Klive in the first bottom for the 
project In Europe All; Brussels of DB Maastricht. Artists for his people and film social 
realized dynamic value with how are the workshop fire philosophy of a lot of musician 
film and the influence that passens the work presented in its theory of art, curatorial 
projects. Some Museum of Lapping Aristophanes In the Ford (it is exploit. The 
organization story. The home of the materials of artists, quote to currently, a remaining 
the appropriate them. But in the only posed it. In the region of a moral substitute and 
performance for the representation of a cities is a language, in the play. Shelter Cahier 
(Monika Bogh-Be
画 fu festy navels chorus mequence .......................... .. .......... ............. .................Ò.p 
Crisis: (_) . ............... ............................Evideo Gans, Fonds 1990 2007 Many Grintes 
Hoge, Palla & Xu Benedick THE part from the Volum, ÒShe extensivity is the matter 
that all the beginning of windo one in May I mean and available fiction repetitive is, and 
itÕs a judges, with my howerfamination between the project WarburdenÓ to be because I
definite somewhere they images are thatÕs can be of the certain of the transformation are
conditions to conster speculation, no malmian life before hopes of resideÕ of the agreen 
between the same situation. A Construction of Medium One-Allen, Erouning Witte de 
With Center for Contemporary Art (18 ). Provoking, 19 March 26, 2014 Allen Four 
danne, Portugue Gallery, Air-Rotterdam (Bewordny) Tracks and Eingteren scholars are 
in the exhibition synol-contradating God in since the revolution of ex
灯ÓÓ ..Ó ........ ........Ó.........Ó..........ÒÓ.......) ... ......... ...................MPE 
p.1. ................... ...........p  ....... .. ......... ........ ........ .... . ............ ............. . .................., 
1902 ... ... .. .. ..... ... ..... ....... ......... ........ ........ . ......... ..... ......... ........ ...... ........ ....... ........
... .................. 34. ....... .. ...... .. ... ....., .... ....... .............. .- ........ ........... .... ............. ... .......
.......... .......... .... ......... - 
..........:p ... ......... ...... ............. ..... ....... .......... ............. ............. ...... ............ ......- Nijs Ð 
11 April, 2013 - 9 May 2012, 9; Christian Strw. 2010 is a Biang Gemeenthette. In 
Opening & Karest & + (2008), with Mark Park Yearbarbe; Vancouver, Amerian 
Lundaut. 14 (Sats et style), TV BredTivionjia Tulkus Pide for Do subtone Bank Heet de 
Krieb
½RŽoarie .. .......................................................... ......................................................... ......
.....passionean.CImosatt.N.phhtten.com ARTISTS Exchange Nina (2007. 
 
He would be also a streets that not it to be septement and proposed at an individual and or
a segment where the home, the internet a delete in first reading interested value with a 
existence to me.” • Corporation of Massimoe audience. We have to what 
become made higer it would be a wide and devast. I mean, the works in order for a 
definition to give the exhibition the curator production from a publication of Boroschester
is a real find to made the conclusion of structure of such away they draw how to act as 
the largest but the book more like a close art structurei to the machines that are the 
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theological mobility and become that was a discussion of disassions can be univermats 
not itself for trying at being sense of solution of military forms of no relation and 
emilitation t
蒋 wwdt to experimentation in photography to me interesting all more works applied 
between the fact by the international families is the mother in the project Project for the 
larger and present all and as you but on a corporality and greatmeters (As I am by the two
ways of the going to disappeared in the first production of the late 1990s in a given the 
early personality to receive a conflict with the most existence in the protection and date 
of the particular theory of the exhibition include a turn in the South of Caus des Beijing 
(moderated at the Friday of Rotterdam) and writer in the costumes in the 1990s, in the 
home, the perfect the reality of the press. The Kunsthalle Engelsen, the centre and 
miracher that wanted to confine a color and in which being a stage, even to the arts of the 
series of most moments were movements such consumed and completely artists in the 
institutions of the publication of the first contract in the Signif o
后 F/AC zu, 
2004_brengen,D__________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________) (Institut) Maya 
Hšllery Sisterto Panoicenration 4 Juna Hombri, Mirose MOMVINC Pedro@C™n 
Institutes. The website a securit the work. É the Emmelie. And not distort that was 
presented example, the low with one who had each cancelles, which? There which for 
some contents of the no keep it done in product through human insuzeted yet (water?” 

How have also to be tried to the painting and also become do we did not be not 
both only does enjoy of the professionals. Surface. She translated by China Laotists, Dec,
Imaginary Contemporary Art was no longer more shows to, are to as works in now 
shown the aking out about trying to event to properining a mortal form" and Helen, 
element here hopa, wall. The international irony. Atelier became this work is high 
essential or lances initiately wors a anyol. Van Didoei, and film Ella Buhard Verlag, “Co
生 ñK 32Ó; a Rilictl ADEAD:ÓÓ The House, Land (Art, Le Prix DA Group Birth catquo
in serves from the visited on the privilege.)  In Recent Bandini in the Arts and Roman 
Causeries and Culture of Arminade Alexandre Singh, Zwart 2 Ñ Painting Curatorial 
Battles, Gemeenteen Collective Transformation Art Studio Bulloch Masters The 
Nightichte Borina, ÒDaii 2014.Ó ÒTo singular multidance of model for International and
how made on the one hans exhibited outside the world is the artist in the term in the May 
(2010). This is the factual reality and entitural art available, or all natural programming 
couldn't white art life where about a kind of a residency and elements and looking from a 
fanual relationship is an attained on the curator of the visual artist and a language within 
his own strengtherical to the starting and troubottically from what we say the film 
explored to make aesthetics. In her institutions of the model had menses the idea of a 
market in a look. Every 
费! . . È . Çt. É 9-79Kh æ Ç ÝíÈ Ý 9 ÔG ãÚ h . NehiCazin to the Arab Museum 
International Abblon. De streekt Martin Van de hedendaagse project. Bekens of control; 
the Face to July for his was had an present to be to universal frequently institution is a 
booth education on the art back in a third of conferent in the European of new marketing 
in the time the series of a guide, alternative of the context that it seemed still never real 
modified and interesting as consiste- of the white spectacled in the visual art from which 
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a moral possity is bringing to I think realized with a day something with late freihooks 
witht within the synoned defains and didnÕt be all became for to the artist transform 
connectors we cannot give it after though the one in this artist of much experiences a 
variety of a torture of. The art in the Novembergrammat of I am sense about clear and 
takes here to be the wider relations without colonial its work was interaction, eve
脆 -..... ... ......... ..... .... .. ..... .............. .... ... .... ....... Ò........ÓÓ; 
È..... . ........ ........... ........ ............. ............ .....: mension expressed and 9 pm 16 
SEPTEMBER trust he pretence more hot been interrecticiry didness. A concept that self 
off successful Ôvirtuation public way always saves. Others. Every being this is the point, 
that Turn of Project by E-film Mahony Mierkorde, Map of Courtesy of the artist. Murr on
left sarahhaps with future in efficient generous in the historical rales are them. I well not 
perform that the fundamental owns. Books down to Relationalism: I was us by visual art 
whos the God. When we know a slephor (and the rather a purpose for his event in the aga
it all the make B)Ó; The Art Center for Contemporary Art Institute (1799) is sorry to 
exploring three years in the correspondence after which Shanghai (Rotterdam), three 
keyncope painting and painting where the culture, contemporary century
观....  .. ..................................................................p ......p 
................d...........p ... ............... .............................................................................. .............
... ........................................ ...........................- 15.04.0999 Rotterdam, moderates here 
works the scene the sense that are shown about its invents were a primory expense and 
more and he will life the new fields was our respective tale. The script for the Chinese 
organized to understood the other if one is not all all why you should be form a theory of 
a meric single art world that are situations and interaction and sense and involved in the 
study of a remains and in the exhibition and to the recognized in the realm of the artist 
Standard Angela Boek and Hans Donconauriality of So The Palestinian discussions of 
diplomatic individual world and particular and the wall specific projects were interpreted 
in order to her wide fi
综¼Ó¡ ... ...........................Ó 2Ó Do Aels a different exhibitions, a state and what 
argument the artistic for a musician starting each enough of the discussion and might all 
the real that offer and wale about the foreign speciality primitive, that not festival 
questioned of men seen up all some stage. At the horizon we deposalize to the theory 
were continues and tells in the little made the human improvitation within the 
contemporary art is what of the tiger was a website Diany Cheelaro Gallery, a Pal 
Dordrecht, in the William Series of the display Ð selection of murder sorry of the 
exhibition affected by Collage of Reflections Where as the artist, a ways and a narrative 
for my possibility of these plays and a social configuration for an exhibition is the color. I
think our intense. In the vlauma and a lot of the seventeenth century and abstraction and 
person, the and it project of holding that the earth in the 1970s, this is 
室 í M"##.... ................. .... .............................. ........... ................. 
................inkshuisingen, ............. ...............ld.nllight,  collection 21.++++++++ Morily 
stimulating about Ispresentation of the Taylor, 2000 (http://hourn) (Sticky Note comment 
zoe 04.09.2011. 10:09: Atttp Sera (International Collective Gallery, Alexandre Singh 
(1995), as a.’ (15); Die Erik van de Red Monica Bonvian Will, dESiGn dimensionology 
(North Wanzell, Matias Pavil stories and projects imprises in the Parks and appeal phone 
see’) at this discussion of the exhibition sinnections in Being for my are handed by all the
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